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PRKSS OF SPR1NC.FIELD PRINTING COMPANY

VOL. II -NO. I. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., APRIL, 1887. PRICE 5 CENTS.

SOME RECORDS ON

COLUMBIABICYCLES
CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD.

AROUND THE WORLD, THOMAS STEVENS.

GREATEST DISTANCE EVER MADE INSIDE THE HOUR,
22 MILES, loO YARDS, BY ROWE, AT SPRING=

EIELD, OCTOBER 25, 1S86:

ACROSS THE CONTINENT, - - - F. E. VAN MEERBEBE.
ACROSS THE CONTINENT, - - GEORGE B. THAYER.
PLNNSYLVANIA TO NEBRASKA AND RETURN, HIGH J. HIGH.

GREATEST DISTANCE EVER MADE WITHOUT A DISMOUNT,
235 MILES, BY MORGAN, AT MINNEAPOLIS,

DECEMISKK 20, 1886;
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1-4 TO 22 MILKS, INCLUSIVE, BY ROWE, 23 AND 24 BY WJOODSIDE, AT SPRINGFIELD, OCTOBER,

BOSTON
POPE MFG. CO.

NEW YORK. CHICAOO. HARTFORD,
A FAC-SIMILE BLACKBOARD, CONTAINING THE MATTER UPON THIS PAGE. SENT BY MAIL FREE TO ANY ONE WHO WILL HANG IT UP IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

THE SPRIHBHELD ROISTER$75®

(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented fay Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. la Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork,

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to

you out.
:

•••

knock

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

The Old Story
_ or THE ---
Crank wheei

•••

Coasting Without Danger

!

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

Improved Glutei Lever

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power. There is no waste of
power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers.

•
•••

•••

Fi

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P. LOVELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 14f Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
77/ /: s . < FES T MAC II I V /; . I XI) THE BES T HILL-CL1 M 11ER .'

THE KING^BIGYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the
rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the
danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-
friction bearings in our high-grade
n^chines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together;
and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured bij United States Patents
uiifl 'Pending United states ami
Foreign Applications by the In-
ventor, Kev. HOMER A. K1XG,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

springs, the new motor raising one
lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without
retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

Heretofore noticed and adver-
tised as "Springfield's Jfeto Iti-

cycle," "The Springfield Light
Roadster," "The Springfield Bi-
cycle," etc., and tli<' only Bicycle
in the market ever invented or
first built in Springfield.

Side' I Vt'lf, with pear-shaped vttUi

View of bearings in rear wheel, andend view
of adjustable autifrifliou roller bearit,

revolving collar which holds them in

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree

Cut showing hoiv the depression of one lever, turning cue propelling drum
forward, turns the other oat kward and raises the lever without coniafl with
the driving wheel. Full*

PRICE LIST.SJ^CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel,
Full Nickel Finish,

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub. Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also til
|

the large wheel.
We recommend and most riders order the Si io style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels I discount of to pel cent, from third column prici the tirst

purchaser in any county. Above prices are for 48-inch wheel; add or subtract %\ |
ich up or down Spade handles, $2 Mra Vgents wanted in all unoccup

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

$75
80
85

Front ! -de handles.

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
ion I 1<>

105 I I
~>

I 10 120
Full N the Kim.

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., New York.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, ^

;
|i The Herald contains the running

and practical helps : The Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperai orm, and a youths' department. Sample copy sent d ranted in ev< i y town
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.

A- VAST-



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

IMSMIOHJOF tBBTI
THE LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL,

THE NEW MAIL.
With TRIGWELL'S BALL, HEAD.—In this Ball Heart the cones move on the halls smoothly, without

wear, and one adjustment serves for a very long time,—for months, in fact,—and no loosening
•ssary. There being no friction, oiling is rarely needed.nor setting up is necessar;

WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

Perfection Strengthened Backbone^Forks.

It is very well known that in all machines
Backbones are liable to break, and do break,

causing bad accidents. The place of break-
age is usually, if not always, at the upper end,

under the saddle, where is the greatest strain.

We have adopted Warwick's New Pattern
Backbone, which has a greater thickness of

metal at the large or neck end, tapering thin-

ner to the small end ; thus obtaining a stouter

and stronger Backbone, with no danger of

breakage, while there is no increase in weight.

The oval shape is also preserved, which is

handsomer and stiffer than the round.

Warwick's Perfection Forks are also used,
having the same construction as the Back-
bone,— thicker at the large end and tapering
or decreasing in thickness at the small end ;

this gives very strong and rigid Forks.

A Superb Light Roadster; see one. See the

Testimonials in our Cataloguefrom many leading

wheelmen as to the threat advantage of the Ball
Head.

WARWICK'S NEW HO'.LOW RIM.
With Thickened Bottom. Seamless

and Perfectly Smooth Outside.
Cemented Tire.

TRIGWELL'S BALL HEAD.
The Greatest Modern Improvement.

Sectional View showing Backbone and
Forks when made up.

A Splendid Improvement.

"WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

Trigwell's Ball Head—A Splendid Success.

Speaking of manufacturers with "big stock"
crying down improvements, a firm introduced
a ball-bearing head, put it on their own ma-
chines, and induced one or two other firms to

adopt it. What a howl went up from the "big

stock" people! They pooh-poohed it right

and left; they wrote and talked it down, and
tried in every way to smother it—but it would
not down. It grew steadily in public favor,

until this year it is recognized as a sine qua noil

to a strictly first-grade bicycle, and those who
do not have ball-heads will not rank among
the highest-grade mounts. Of course the extra

cost of construction will preclude its being
used on second-grade machines, but that it is

a vast improvement over the Stanley head,

with cone or hemispherical centers, however
true and well hardened, is a fact that the ex-

perience of 1886 has settled beyond doubt.

—

London Letter in L.A. IV. Bulletin, Jan. 8, 1887.

Agents wanted everywhere. See this wheel

before purchasing. Ask your dealer for it.

Sectional and End View of

back fork end of Backbone.
Sectional and End View showing strengthened

neck end of Backbone.

ZW"Send stamp for Fully Illustrated Circular of tliis Perfect Wheel, with full representation of all parts.
Handsome Photograph of the NEW MAIL sent for 14 cents in stamps. We will take second-hand wheels
pail payment lor a few 1,'OYAL MAILS with Hall Heads.

A
in

WILLIAM READ S? SONS,
MANUFACTURERS,

1Q7 Washington Street, - - Boston, Mass.
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INGER

RACERS. ROADSTERS
SAFETIES. TANDEMS.
MINIATURES. CARRIERS

RUBBER CUSHIONED CYCLES.

HAND TRICYCLES, &C, &C. 4C.

GYGLES.
APOLLO LIGHT ROADSTER.

Highest-Grade Wheel made. n.-ill Head; Spade
Handles; Detachable Bar. Price, SO-inch, $135.

CHALLENGE ROADSTER.
The Best Machine Ever Built, for the Money.

Price, including Spade Handles, $105.

APOLLO SAFETT.
Past; Safe; a Great Hill=

Climber and Coaster. Price,
with Ball Pedals, $1-40.

1887 Catalogue Now Ready.

THE S. S. S. TRICTCLES,
No. 1, for Gentlemen ;

No. 2, for Ladies;
An d

THE S. S. S. TANDEM,
ARE Tl I >•

LEADING MOUNTS
OF THE YEAR !

i^For details of these machines, see our regular Catalogue, which
'will be mailed free to any address.

W. B. EVERETT ^ CO.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass
DIGESTS WITH SMALI, < A1MTAI. \\ 1>TED..,43
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THE LidGIBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment for

t he ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromatic of

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything except the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left beneath the ground glass.

The 5x8 size measures 9^x6^x4^ inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up. this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our

factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to fix the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness

greater. Prices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed for out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For 3 lAx4:H Picture, no Sliding Front, $22.50
No. 2. For 4kx5^ Picture, no Sliding Front, 22.50
No.;j. For 5x8 Picture, Sliding Front, . 27.00

Enclose -4 cents for Circulars and Catalogues. PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

THE BLAIR GAAERA G9
OPEN FOR USE OFFICE AND FACTORY,

318 Broadway, NEW YORK. 819 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA. 471,475, > 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

Ohio Agents, L. M. PRINCE A BUG., Cincinnati. Pacific Coast AgeuU SAML. C. PARTRIDGE, Sail Francisco.

L.A.W. TABLE.

J\ verv handsome little stand

or tabic, round top, 13 inches

in diameter, and tunned out t©

about tl^e depth of a soup-plate,

having the Ii.A.17. Badge in the

renter? about 10 inches in diam-

eter?.

Sold as a dard Receiver, wifely

initials instead of the badge.

It is" pronounced br t^e leading

papers of tfye Soutl^ to be tr^e

npst complete and bandsom.e

Gard Receiver ever offered.

F£© parlor should be -without

one.

PRICES.
Georgia Mahogany, Wheel in Black, - - $2.o0 Walnut, Wheel in Gilt, $4.00
Imitation Walnnt or Cherry, Wheel in Gilt, L\7r> Curled Pino and Walnut, inlaid, Wheel in Gilt, o.OO

Pine and Cherry, inlaid. Wheel in Black, - - $4..~>0

Axldress W. F. MOSS, Thomasville, Georgia..
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Before Purchasing Your New Wheel,
B@°Send for this; Catalogue. i

60 Pages of

Information.

o

O

s

~Z7

12 Distinct

Patterns.

S/ua'lT. CLi\fli^ 8^ Co.

^ IttPOIfltlJS& §0LE AQENT§
Baltimore -Md. +

Free to all

Applicants.

1 7 Handsome

Illustrations.

F^ull Roadsters, Light Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, with the unequaled Quad-
rant Steering.

Acknowledged by all Competent Judges t<> he- the Leading
Line of Wheels for 1887.
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Risk One Eye on the Colored Pages Inside

!

THE FACILE.
Patterns of this old reliable Bicycle for 1887 are:—

i.—The Regular Pattern, called simply FACILE, unchanged from 1886, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.

2.—A LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of 1SS6, being hollow throughout, levers included. Lever -bearings are double

-

ball. Head is the new unapproachable Abingdon, which is destined to eclipse and displace all other ball -heads. Every bearing in this machine,

without exception, is adjustable ball. Weight of 46- inch, 34 pounds.

3.—The STANDARD FACILE, a good and plain pattern, with plain enamel finish, weldless hollow backbone and front forks, and balls

to front wheel only.

4.—The New GEARED FACILE, having no chain, but driving by a compact, simple, and easy sun - and - planet gear placed on one side

only. Except that the levers are a little longer, and that two small toothed wheels are visible on one side, the machine looks precisely like the

usual Facile. It is hollow throughout, and every bearing whatever is adjustable ball — no less than 21 rows of balls, and 250 balls in total.

Head is of course the Abingdon. Size is 40 -inch, geared to 60 -inch. Though this gearing is high, the machine excels all other geared bicycles

in smoothness and ease of running ; and it is destined to prove the fastest cycle in the world, both on the road and path. It is recommended to

parties who want a "flier" for the best roads, and is guaranteed to be found such.

5.—The REAR-DRIVER FACILE, having a 22-inch steering-wheel, and a 36-inch driver geared to 54-inch in the same manner as the

other. The Front- Driver, however, avoids completely the defects of other geared front - drivers, and is considered not only as the better of the two

Faciles, but as the best geared bicycle ever produced. It is bound to make its mark.

6.—The FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central -driving, open - fronted, and easy-running machine, with Facile driving. Singularly light,

weighing only 40 pounds, although of ample strength, and the best machine in the market for ladies.

Prices are not yet exactly fixed, but will probably be $125 for Xo. 1 as above, $135 for No. 2, $90 for Xo. 3,

$140 for Xos. 1 and 5, and $150 for Xo. 6. Send for our 1887 List, which will be ready soon,

ftg=If you want a Ball -Bearing Head, see the ABINGDON; then you will accept no other.

W. G. WILCOX,
33 Murray Street, = New York.

PUNNETT,
Mev('l\ant §ailcr and dietetic Quijitter,

98 West Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. T.

L. A. W. Suits, $12.00
Corduroy, UJ.OO
C.T.C. Suits, ....... 13.00
Flannel 14.00
Jersey Suits, 13.00

L. A. W. Shirts,

L. A. W. Caps,
Li. A. W. Stockings, . . . .

Punnett's Hose Supporter,
Knee Breeches (all kinds),.

. $2.25
1.50

. l.OO
.2r>

. 4.00

Two Trios to tne Emeraia isle

By "FJlEJ)."

I -A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.— A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Use Punnett's Jersey (loth Knee Breeches. Jersey Gar-
ments a Specialty. Send for Measure Blanks and Samples.

Profusely Illustrated by Wood-Cut and J.ith-

ographie Processes, by <lJ-:t>li(ij: MOOliE.

Price 40cts.. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield. Mass.. U.S.A.

EOiTioy i>i: /.f a/:.

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of sceneiy by
the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6. from the

author, Powerscrofl I louse, Clapton, London, England.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
OF ANY KIM), SEND STAMP TO

A.W. Gr:\rp, Dayton, Ohio,
For Large Illustrated Price - List of New and Second - Hand Machines.

Second -Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.
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VHCEliMEN'S GKZiTtZ.
A JOURNAL* Of CYCLING. PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Vol. II. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., APK1L, 1SS7. N< •. 1.

The Wheelmen's Gazette.

Terms of Subscription.
One Year, by mail, post-paid, 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, 4 shillings.

Henry E. Duckek, - Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20th of each

month, to secure publication for the following month.

Address all Communications to The Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money 1 Irders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New \ ork.

Entered at the Post-Office, Springfield, Mass., as Second-
class Matter.

THE NEW SEASON

Hail to the month that welcomes Spring !

We venture the above without marking it

quoted, although the conception is of such obvi-

ous magnitude and brilliancy that we do not pre-

sume to claim entire originality. But whether

several poets have preceded us or not, we feel

sure that the sentiment will find a responsive

chord in the heart of every cyclist whose good

fortune it is to read the GAZETTE. Everybody

cordially welcomes the advent of another out-of-

door season, but to the cyclist it has a peculiarly

joyful significance, hardly possible to those less

favored mortals who have no practical notion of

cycling, that most delightful and salutary of all

out-of-door sports.

We believe that the riding season of 1877 will

be greeted by the cyclist with joy and thanksgiving

extraordinary, for with it must come relief from the

woes and griefs of a non-riding season which has

been a period of constant trial and tribulation for

even the most enduring and heroic spirits of the

cycling world. The exigencies of cycling enthu-

siasm seem to demand a special outlet for exuber-

ance for each day of the year. During the riding

season the natural and proper outlet is found in

actual use of the wheel, and in narration and dis-

cussion consequent to practical cycling. When
winter comes, .and the wheels are housed, the

finished season, lingering as a rapturous memorv,
still serves for a time to vent the enthusiast's over-

flowing fullness of zeal, and then follows the weary

period when nearly all things intimately related to

cycling per sc necessarily fall into desuetude, and

the cycling mind, like any other active mind de-

prived of favorable opportunity for action, develops

an egregious tendency to fall into mischief and

error.

Since the middle of 1 )ecember last, the American

cycling world, with an assumption of gravity which

would be amusing were it not so deplorable, seems
to have devoted its attention mainly to fighting

and squabbling about things that stand in about

the same ratio to " the interest of cycling in Amer-
ica" that the amateur rule stands to the new
moon ; and many prominent wheel papers have

felt obliged to devote their columns to the dis-

semination of wha" our English brethren not

so very inaccurately call " rot." If there were

any prospect that this factitious propensity of the

mind of cycledom were to continue indefinitely it

would look a good deal like total depravity and

oblivion for all things a-wheel very soon.

But we see nothing so very exigent in the situa-

tion after all. The new season is an incontestable

argument for better things. We predict, as surely

as the astronomer predicts an eclipse, that a time

of reaction and healthy activity is at hand. Tour-

ing, racing, new wheels, new routes, new records,

and a thousand other things will very shortly com-

bine to set the cycling world to bestirring itself

about its legitimate business.

Whereat let us all rejoice and be glad.

MISGUIDED WHEELMEN.

The Pure (?) Amateiks— Where are They?

Considerable is being said relative to the amateur

question, and many are the misguided wheelmen

who are trying to convince themselves that there

is such a being on the race track as a pure ama-

teur. The Wheel, which intends to be up in matte) -

cycular, in speaking of " Faed's " report, sa\s :

—

Below will be found the committee's full report, which en-

tirely exonerates Mr. dicker from charges of misre] 1

tion, deceit, etc. But it also proves that Mr. Ducker, or

rather the Springfield Club, fostered ami encouraged pro-

mateurism, or rather fraudulent amateurism, by entering into

any arrangements to put the Englishmen against Americans,

of whom many were undoubtedly pure amateurs.

Mr. Ducker well knows, as does any man who
has ever had dealings with the racing men, that

the word amateur is a FARCE of the biggest kind.

Take a tournament of the size of the Springfield

tournament, and we can name one in which sixty-

three different men were entered as amateurs, and

only TWO (2) owned their wheels; the entile lul

ance, sixty-one men, had their machines furnished

by the manufacturers. Vet this is only one phase

of the humbug of the cycling era, and neither Mr.

Ducker nor the Springfield Club is to blame.

Another case well illustrates the absurdity of the

rule—/. e., the case of Charles 1 1. Potter (chief con-

sul C. T. C.) and Taylor Boggis, of Cleveland, O.,

who, it will be remembered, on May 3] last, sued the

Lynn Cycle Club Track Association for 5500 and

$300, respectively, said sums being demanded I"

compensate them for their expenses in attending

the Lynn tournament on May 31, from which they

claimed they were debarred by the same being

run under the A. C. U. rules, contrary to tin im

derstanding given them by the association. The

case has been thrown out of court, and Tricyclist

Potter's amateur standing remains tun

These pure amateurs, who attended the League

meeting out of pure love of the sport, endeavored

to make money in a way anything but creditable

to themselves, when undoubted!} neithei of them

could have captured even a third pri/e. It is the

hypocrisy of the whole business that we are

striving to do away and to come down to an honest

and business-like way of conducting race meetings.

LEAGUE POLITICS.

The bitter op| Well ti to Kirk-

patrick is only eqi

i I ton't think we motives of

iition to tho-' a . :is. Far from it. Mr,

Hayes was Duiker's unwilling successor •

C, ol Ma achi etts. ["hat explain: it.— Wheelmen's R>

The aboi e is
i me oi the many misstati

are being circulated 1 Mr. 1 tinker and bis

motives, and is wrong from beginning to end. Mr.

Ducker and Mi. Hayes are on the best of terms

;

there has lie. n in i| hing between thi
I
men

that should cause it to be otherwise; but «

the Gazi 111 objects to is the fulsome flatter] being

heaped upon Mr. Hayes. He is .1 gentleman, and

does not need thi- < 1 intinual i!

position ; he is a willing member of the ring, and

can be led in .or. direction, which Mi. Dm
could not, a fact which caused his removal m
than any other one thing ; side history we

are fully cognizant, arid will someday give il

the public. Hut to return to \li Hayes and his

grand work in the Massac husetts division. What
has he done to met ii it ? Under Mr. 1 lu< kei 's five

and one-half mi inths' servici ul in

1S86, he succeeded in raising the Massachus

membership from 591 members on January 1,

1886, to 1,428 members on June 26. Mi. II

has held the reins since, or t, . and the

result of his labors has been to decreasi

bership to 1,025. Truly this is son hich

should entitle Mr. Haves to tin
j of

the League, Put it is not work that is wani

a man must be a nondescript and a willing tool ol

the ring. Again, by way of comparison, as show-

ing how nun h enthusiasm there is in Massachu-

setts, ii in.i\ 1m- cited th.it at the annu

officials last year, there were eight tickets in the

field. This year then- was not a complete ticket

according to our laws. Art. ri, See. _ (..o -.us:

—

(a) All nominations shall be tore the twentieth

daj .a Man h in 1 ich

nominations shall him unless made by ten

(10) members of the dh ision.

The' above- is plain. Yet we find that the divis-

ion did not h.r nominations to till the

bill, so the officers tilled in their own names to

make out the list, w hich was in open defiance to the

rule quoted. We have no desire to detract any-

thing from Mt. Hayes, but we do dislik

him misrepresented, ft is this bolstering up

man simply because he is a League official that

has eatise-el n- an endless amount of trouble in the

past, and we should think wheelmen would I

the less,, n. The falling off in our membi

due to lack of work and interest in the division,

and the devoting of too much time to wire-pulling

and log-rolling for the Mr.

Hayes. What the- I eague wants is men who can

ii sides the getting of their heads to-

gether to see how they < an hoodwink the mem'
at large and secure another term of office. The
slate should be " busted." and if not. wheelmen
should not complain of the apathy of its officers.
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WE WERE WRONG.

Misfortunes never travel singly, and ours are

no exceptions. The last Gazette contained three

errors which should never have occurred in our

columns. The first was contained in the full page

advertisement of the New Mail, Wm. Read &
Sons, in which we inserted the cut of the 1S86

Royal Mail, which, although it was a good looking

wheel, was not the New Mail of 1SS7. In our ad-

vertising pages of this issue we give the correct

illustration of the new wheel, which is a thing of

beauty and will be a joy forever to its possessor.

Second, we stated in our editorial columns that

John A. Wells or E. M. Aaron suppressed the

treasurer's report of the League, read at the May-

meeting in Boston, from the columns of the L.

A. W. Bulletin. This was an error, as we find

that an abstract of the report was printed in the

Bulletin of June 11, 18S6, but it was printed under

the heading "Approximate Report," which it was

not. It was a report which subsequent events

have proved true. It was not printed in full, as

the Gazette printed it, but in a condensed form

under above heading. Third, we inadvertently

stated under " Trade," that the " Springfield Road-

ster " was a " new and untried wheel," which is

true in one sense and misleading in another. The
" Springfield Roadster " was first introduced to the

public at the tournament of the Springfield Club

in the fall of 18S5, winning a few minor prizes.

They were road machines, and were then known

as the Cyclone. We find a few of them were

put to a thorough trial in 1886 by riders of ability,

to test their running qualities, and we also find one

of them among the victors in the Corey Hill con-

test. A road wheel geared up to sixty-two inches

climbs the hill with apparent ease. It was after

these thorough tests that the makers decided to

put them on the market, and the season of 1887

will find many of these wheels scattered all over

the country from Maine to California.

We clip the following from the Tricycling Jour-

nal, as showing how one of the important English

wheel papers views the case :

—

" SPRI N< H I E I .D'S FALSEHOODS."

Considerable excitement was occasioned towards the end

of last year by the appearance of an article in an English con-

temporary headed as above, wherein parties connected with

the daily and other press in America were accused of deliber-

ately misleading the public by pretending that certain named
English riders were expected to compete at the Springfield

tournament which was held last September. In reply to this,

the Wheelmen's Gazette stated, in a long article, that the

promoters of the tournament, " the Springfield Bicvcle Club,

through their president, Henry E. thicker, did make arrange-

ments with certain agents, importers, and manufacturers, to

be represented at Springfield by amateur and professional rac-

ing men, and in turn were told that upon certain conditions (viz.,

the paying of a certain sum) they could have them. Said con-

ditions were agreed upon, and then they had a right to suppose

the contract would be fulfilled, and so announced the same, all

in good faith. There were a few not mentioned in the contracts

who were included in the list of expected visitors ; these the

club received private notification would be present, but at the

same time classed them among the doubtful."

Upon the genuineness of these letters, of course, turned the

whole question of whether the accusation of falsehood was
well grounded ;

and in order to satisfy the British public that

the Springfii Id Club had acted in good faith, the editor of that

club's organ announced that " these letters in evidence will be
sent to A. J. Wilson, I ondon, with the proviso that the con-
tents, the riders named therein, or the amounts to be paid,

shall not be divulged on any account, but shall be held in

sacred confidence." Nearly every wheel paper having ex-

pressed approval of this course, and nobody challenging tin-

eligibility of the proposed arbitrator, after some further corre-

spondence the papers were duly mailed to Mr. Wilson, with a

request that he would publish his report in the British wheel

press.

In the course of last season, the Springfield Bicycle Club

I
was the recipient of unmeasured abuse from two of our con-

temporaries, and Mr. H. E. Ducker in particular was referred

to in terms which left it an open question as to whether

Ananias and Barabbas were not too good company for him.

The cause of these pleasantries was the advertisement of the

Springfield Club that certain English riders would compete at

the tournament. Our contemporaries said this announcement

was a deliberate attempt to mislead the public. Mr. Ducker

replied that certain English firms had contracted to supply ama-

teurs. To this our contemporaries opposed blank disbelief.

Whereupon Mr. Ducker sent home documentary evidence to

Mr. A. J. Wilson, as being a representative English wheel-

man, for his report thereupon. [For report see British Cor-

respondence, page 7.]

We print the above with very much pleasure, as we con-

sistently refused to join in the cry raised against our American

cousins, a cry which on the unimpeachable authority of Mr.

Wilson is proved to be utterly without justification. We hope

that our contemporaries will have the generosity to admit their

fault in this matter.

We had hoped in common with the cycle press

that Bicycling News and the Cyclist would have the

courage to own up beaten, but instead, they

utterly refused to print Mr. Wilson's report, and

thus by their silence stand condemned as cowards

in journalism.

A WONDERFUL RIDE.

517 Miles in Twenty Days Ridden on a

Tricycle by a Legless Man.

James M'Intosh has had an extraordinary ride

on a tricycle worked by a lever. He started from

Dundee post-office on February 7, at 10 A. M., fol-

lowed by an enthusiastic crowd who wished him

good speed, and arrived at Perth at 6 r. M. the same
day, his journey being much obstructed by the bad

condition of the roads. He left Perth at 10 A. m.,

intending to reach Stirling the same day, but

failed, the roads proving too heavy. He however
reached Dunblane at 6 p. m. the same day, and

left next morning for Falkirk, arriving at that

town at 4 p. m. He rested there, and proceeded

on to Edinburgh, which he reached at 5 P. M., and

was met at the post-office by about 3,000 people.

Proceeding through Haddington, Dunbar, Ber-

wick, Alnwick, Newcastle, Darlington, York,

Doncaster, Stamford, Huntington, and Hitchin,

he arrived in London, at Ludgate circus, Monday,
March 7, at a quarter past 8 p. m. What makes
this ride most extraordinary is that the rider has

lost both legs, and works his machine entirely by

hand, and did the distance of 517 miles in twenty

days. At Henloe, on the way to Dundee, he left

his tricycle outside a tavern while he endeavored

to make arrangements to be accommodated over

night, and during his absence thieves fell upon

his little knapsack, which was strapped to the tri-

cycle, and stole every penny he had. The police

were obliged to get him food and shelter.

HOWELL VS. MORGAN.

The American team of cyclists, consisting of

Woodside, Morgan, and Temple, who are at pres-

ent in England, has not been permitted to remain

idle very long. Richard Howell has challenged

Woodside or any man in the world to ride any

distance from one to twenty miles, for any part of

$2,500 a side, and asks Morgan, the manager of

the team of Americans, to respond to the challenge

for Woodside, promising to cover any money that

may be put up as a deposit to bind the match.

Howell says that "as the racing season is close at

hand, he would like to see the color of the Ameri-

can's money." To which the wily Morgan replies

through the Sporting Life :—
Sir : By a wire received from my Dublin representative on

Monday, I understand that the champion, Richard Howell,

has issued one of his periodical challenges, open to the world,

and especially directed to the American champion, W. M
Woodside. We feel highly honored in receiving the Leicester

flier's early attention, but think Mr. Howell should at least

give us time to get our land legs on. I have not seen the ex-

act text of the challenge, through being unable to buy a Life

at either Belfast or Dublin—sold out everywhere. By Wheel-

ing, however—which paper comments very properly on the

brusque style adopted by the challenger— it seems that Mr.

Howell wants to see " the color " of "American securities "
:

or, in other words, Richard wants a match badly. When the

American champion meets Mr. Howell, he will, and shall, be

in the best possible condition, and I won't allow Mr. Wood-
side to meet Mr. Howell, whom I consider the fastest man in

the world, at present. There is plenty of lesser game to

practice on. We have no intention of evading a meeting with

England's professional representative, but we will take our

own time in the matter, and won't be hurried into a match

which I know will be a battle of giants.

Faithfully yours,

W. J. Morgan,
Manager of the American team.

Dt/BLIN, March 16.

THE BICYCLE IN AMERICA.

The first bicycle in America was one of English

make, for at that time American manufacture had

not begun. With the characteristic push of Yan-

kee enterprise, it was not long before the foreign

machine had lively opposition upon American

soil, and rapidly the nicety of American mechanics

firmly established this industry on this side of the

water, and the American bicycle constituted the

big majority in the land where it certainly deserved

the preference. The foreign bicycle manufacture

struggled to hold its American prominence, but in

vain ; for the wheelmen, after finding that America

could produce as good—or better—a machine as

any other country, naturally preferred to purchase

the native product, particularly when by so doing he

was enabled to always conveniently procure parts

to fit any lost or broken portion of the machine.

Well substantiated rumor now says that on ac-

count of this American preference by Americans,

one of the oldest and largest cycling houses of

England will, at the close of this season, entirely

withdraw its American agency. The American

wheelmen, with an English made machine, will

find that in a year or two it will be extremely diffi-

cult to obtain parts or sundries to fit his particular

bicycle. It certainly looks as though, in a very

short period of time, the American made machine

would overrun America, and that a foreign made
machine would be very much of a novelty upon

American soil.

—

Boston Herald.

" Oh ! look what a long, funny name they have

for that machine," said 'Airy to Billee at the

Stanley Show, as he pointed to the placard hung

on one of the Howe Machine Company's bicycles

—" lei on parle Francais."— Cyclist.

The Wheelmen's Gazette for March, as

usual, heads the procession of cycling publications.

Chapter II. of " League uniforms " contains ex-

ceptionally interesting revelations and there are

equally spicy articles on pertinent cycling topics.

The cartoon on " cycling chestnuts " must be seen

and studied to be fully appreciated. A highly

amusing article is " My First Bicycle Tour, Rid-

den, Written, and Illustrated by a Pure Amateur."

A. Kennedy-Child contributes interesting infor-

mation on "The i'm ling Board of Trade."

—

Springfield Union.
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THE BICYCLE AND TRICYCLE,

As Factors in our Civilization. Read Be-

fore the Rochester (N. V.) Academy oi

S< ii N' i . I vnu \i;v 10, 1887.

[Hv Geo I Blackham, M D., Dunkirk, N. Y.]

It gives me very great pleasure to meet once

more with my good friends and fellow members

of the Rochester Academy oi Science, and if the

subject I have chosen for discussion this evening

may seem, .u first sight, to savor rather of play

than of work, of sport than of science, and, so, to

In beneath the dignity of a learned body like this,

I shall trust to the kindness I have always experi-

1 111 1 1 1 .it your hands for .1 patient hearing. But, in

truth. I am not willing to admit that anything which

affei 1- ill a marked way the health and habits of

a large number of our citizens, especially of our

younger men and women, can lack interest for,

or be beneath the dignity of, a scientific body,

The field "i science is not to be bounded. The

mightiest star that blazes in the unfathomable

vault of heaven, the visible center ol an invisible

system, is not too gnat, nor is the tiniest monad

that moves a scarcely visible speck under the

highest powers ol the microscope too small. His-

tory thai was once but the record of the lives ol

kings .md captains and of the crimes and cruelties

that made them great is now more a record oi the

lives .md customs, the struggles and the faiths of

peoples. "Give me to write the songs of a peo-

ple and I care not who makes their laws." was a

wise saying. "La Marsellaise " was a might \ factor

in the French Revolution, and " Die Wacht am

Rhein " tore two fair provinces from France and

made the old-time dream of a German Empire a

reality in our own day.

The amusements of a people are at once an in-

dex o| and a factor in their rise and tail. When
effeminate ItlXUl'iousnesS replaces manl) effort thi

strong arms that should defend the State grow

weak. When the princes oi the royal house oi

Persia were taught " To speak tin truth, to ride

on horseback, and to draw the bow," the Persian

arms seemed invincible and the I'cisi.m Empire

promised to become universal; but when the

throne of Persia was occupied, not tilled, by a

royal <\w.\v the empire melted away like i. . in

the summer sun. and the world SCeptei passed to

( Ireece, the Greece oi Spartan hai dness and Spar-

tan heroism, the Greece whose chief delights wire

in the struggles of the < ll) mpic games, « In

and arduous training, simple fare, regulai habits,

and carefull) regulated exercise hardened the

muscles, quickened the nerves, and made brave

the spirit for those grand struggles where the

prizes were not gold nor precious stom ... but

crowns of wild olive and the applause and admi-

ration of a people with whom it was a religious

duty to cultivate the body as well as the mind.

" The Pyrrhic dances still arc known.

Where has the Pyrrhic Phalanx

exclaims Byron. Alas! the Pyrrhic Phalanx and

the spirit that made it invincible are alike impos-

sible to a people to whom the Olympic games

have become distasteful, and Greece, sunk in hap-

less < tfeminacy, cowers in terror before the " sick

man of Constantinople " instead of sighing for new
worlds to conquer.

The hardships of colonial life reared up a race

of mighty hunters before the Lord that proved

more than a match foi the best trained troops of

Europe, and in the pluck and endurance of a peo-

ple inured to hardship both in work and play lay

the promise and potency of American independ-

md ol the splendid development of our cen-

tury old Republic.

Well might some future historian exclaim, " Tell

me of the amusements of a people and I will read

you their destiny."

So, then, 1 do not feel I hat 1 ought to apologize

for my subject this evening. If I fail to make it

both interesting and profitable the fault will be ill

the speaker and not in the subject.

First, then, for a briei glance at the history of

the bicycle. It is a record of development, of

evolution, with periods of pause and even "I

retrogression.

The first species of which we hav< account is,

01 was, .1 curious and CUinberouS affair invented

by Baron von Drais, of Manheim on the Rhine,

and patented by him in Paris in 1816, and called

from the inventor, the Draisine. It was, in ap-

pearance, not unlike a saw horse with a wheel

between each pair ol legs and .1 saddle on the

cross piece of such height that the toes oi t In

rider could touch the ground on either side. The

rider sat astride this perch and propelled the

contrivance by thrusting his toes against the

ground while he directed his course b\ mi

a handle which turned the fore wheel to either

side in a swivel fork; on down grades he lifted

his feel from the gl id and let it run,—coasted,

.is we call it now. In the patent it is described as

" transporting the said person with great swii

and hence it was sometimes called the " eeleri-

fer< " 01 "make speed." This machine was intro-

duced into England and patented there with somi

improvements by Denis Johnson in 1818 under

the name ol the ".pedestrian curricle." It soon

became very popular and gre.it expectations were

entertained of its celerity and usefulness. It was

often called the " Dandy horse " 01 " hobb) horse."

In 1819 ii was introduced into New York and

created a great furor there and tin

spread i.ipiellv . About this time,—June 26, 1S11),

—

William K. Clarkson was granted a United States

patent for an improved velocipede, but, as the

description was destroyed when the Patent < >ffi< e

was burned in 1836, and has nevei been 11

1I1. re 1- nothing to show in what the improvement

consisted. After a time various improved veloci-

pedes with three or more wheels were made, in

which the front wheel, 01 paii ol wheels, was pro-

pelled b) cranks. Finally, in 1864, or po

somewhat earlier, a young French mechanic,

Piern Lallement, saw thai th< foot cranks would

work as well on the two-wheeled " celerifere " as

on the three-wheeled velocipede and so. acting

upon this idea, he made his first two wheeled

vi I-" ipede and succeeded in riding it, and the ma-

chine was exhibited by his employ el, M. \| it Ii lux,

iii the Paris Exposition oi 1865. lb- made,

however, no attempt to patent or to introduce

the improvement.

Soon afterwards he came to the United States

and. while looking about in Connecticut for em-

ployment, made one of his two-wheeled veloci-

pedes and attracted some attention by riding it

in the stieets ol New I lavetl.

An observant Yankee saw the machine and,

feeling sure that " there was millions in it." in-

duced Lallement to join him in obtaining a patent,

which was issued November 20. 1S66. The ve-

COnsisted of two wooden wheels ol

equal size, with ii 1 >n 1 ires, one ! other.

connected by a perch on which was a spin

iiil .1 Saddle. The front wheel was pivoted to the

perch and e e.ulel be tu

ol the handles and mai -.m- by

means,, 1 cranks and pedals actuated by the f

ol the rider. It was stalled by the rider with his

fi 1 1 upon the ground, as in the old Draisine, and

tin motion was kept up and

feel isle 1 ied to and acting upon the

peel. lis.

\ I
1 1 8l 19 ch had

extending in I 1
1 ind England, struck

the United Stati - and numerous patents for modi-

fii ations, all hopefull) styled improvements, w< re

taken out.

Rinks and riding schools were established all

the country, and nearly ever) ma 1 pi n nol

phv sii all) inc apa emi el to beti \ ing to 1 ide

the new steed. 1 was a medical student at the

time and used to invest portions of my scanty

leisure and still mon scant) spare e.ish in a

rink on Pea I in Buffalo. Well eh. I re-

member in effoi 01 11 1 the clumsy -

and my pride when I succeeded in riding almost

entirely around the rink without a fall or 1

taking my feet oil the pedals. It was about this

time, too, that thi genial Majoi 1.eland mounted

his hero, Elans Breitmann, the German-Amerii
! iff, U] ii',.!'. 01

whose design had been miraci d to

him in a vision, by the ghost 01 spirit of the. in-

ventor, his friend, Hen Schintzerl, who had 1
0-1

while riding the original.

" so vas ii mit der Schinizerlein

( )n liis
1
ihil

His feel both shlipped outsideward sin

\ 1 n liis extra sh]

He I lied upon der vheel of 1

I iii
1 In el lit.' blitzeii tie «

,

t'nel Schintzerl lie vas schnitz in

Foi iel shlished him grod in dwo."

the 1 .1 this

marvelous but somewhat perilous steed in his vis

ion determines to ha const) ue ted.

'
I

I, in' . 11: 1, i 1 limiell

Mil slioosi ein on

I » '
11 .

is maket simple,

V " should pe ;

ng boot

M it a two vee

Having secured his steed the next thing was to

learn I
1

1 an.

"
I k- dimi s dei Breitmann doompli

1 for

Y.is , 1

Dat rollen i

I le dimes he col oopsetted

In shdeerin lefdt und ri^helt.

Y.is ofdenei ash de cleamin she

I'.- hind de slik'

in itmann finally mastered tie eled ve-

loi ipede .md ga\ e an exhibit ion on the

though that was thought an impossibility when it

was written.

ro return in prosaii fact, and tin woo
wheeled velocipede, Lallemant's machine though

containing the germs of the modi 1 n bit v 1

hopelessl) hi t>.
j and aw kw arc! fo ctical

roadster. The ridei sal in .1 constrained position

and pushed forward with the hollow ol thi -

i 11 sting on the treadles. The ma.

tried upon the road, proved impracticable and the

furor died out in this counti 1

had arisen. In England the development

more gradual and healthy. In 1868, a Frencl

Riviere, residing in England placed on record a

description ot a machine with the front v.
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larger than the back one, thus pointing the way to-

ward the general design of the modern bicycle ; and

in November of the same year Mr. C. K. Bradford,

an American, gave the suggestion of the rubber

tire; while in December of the same year Edward

A. Cowper, an Englishman, put in the suspension

or spider wheel and anti-friction bearings, and so

supplied the last remaining element necessary to

the construction of the modern bicycle as a prac-

tical roadster ; and the first bicycle, as we now un-

derstand the word, was introduced to the English

public in 1869. Thus three nations, Prance,

America, and England, contributed necessary ele-

ments and the bicycle grew slowly into being. The
reaction following the complete subsidence of the

velocipede fever left but barren soil for the bicycle

in this country, and for six years or so all we knew

of the bicycle was what we heard from travelers

who had seen it in practical use in England or

France, till some brilliant exhibitions of bicycle

riding by David Stanton, the English champion,

in the early part of 1S76. and the exhibit of some

foreign bicycles at the Centennial exhibition in

Philadelphia during the same year, began to

awaken new interest in the wheel. In 1877 an

eminent young lawyer of Boston, Mr. A. D.

Chandler, began to seek his lost health on one of

the new steel and rubber steeds and was soon

joined by the father of American Cycling, a Bos-

ton architect, now affectionately known as Papa

Weston, who not only rode himself but induced

others to do so. In the same year, Cunningham,

Heath & Co., of Boston, began to import English

bicycles and Mr. Weston started the American

Bicycling Journal, the first American periodical

devoted to the interests of cycling, and whi( h still

survive^ under the changed title of The Bicycling

World. In 1S79 Mr. Charles E. Pratt, a prominent

young lawyer of Boston, wrote and published

tmerican Bicycler, a small duodecimo volume

of some 200 pages, which probably did more than

an', other single agency to spread a knowledge of

and a taste for the delights of cycling in this country.

To ii I .1111 indebted for much of the historical

in itti 1 in this address. The next summer the

Li tgui
1 American Wheelmen was founded at

Newport, R. I., largely through Mr. Pratt's in-

fluence.

In summer of 1877 a prominent English In. yi [1

maker, Mr. John Harrington, while on a visit to

this country had, at gu.it expense and trouble, a

bicycle built here and succeeded in interi sting in

it a prominent Boston merchant with a brilliant

war in mil. Col. Albert A. Pope, whose keen busi-

1 iii.il the possibilities of the new
steed, and in January, 1878, the Pope Maim

mpany, with < lol. Pope .is president, opened

rooms in Boston for the sale of imp :d wheels

and established a riding school in connection

then -nil. Soon after they began the manufact-

ure of bicycles at Hartford, Ct. By shrewd

in in.
1 1 incut in securing ownership or

control n\ numerous vital patents they becami

the situation and obtained a virtual

control of the business in this country. They
oon gave up the business oi importing to their

licensees and confined themselves to main
in". Their first hit \, 1, was .1 cop) oi .1 well known
I

1
li wheel, the I )nple\ f v , l-nn, and Was

called the Columbia. Though heavy and some-

what < 11.11 se, ii was w.il .ni-l Ml. inn: 1. Hi; m. ni,
.

so much so tli.it tew, it any, have been completi K

worn mil , en to this date. From that day tin \

ha - teadily improved their 1 onstruction and ex-

tended their business till last year they offered five

grades of bicycles, viz., The Standard Columbia,

Expert Columbia, Columbia Light Roadster, Co-

lumbia Safety, and Columbia Racer, and three

styles of tricycles.

My own mount, a 53-inch Columbia Light

Roadster weighing but 37 lbs. when ready to ride,

is a model of strength, grace, and lightness, and

really leaves very little to be desired. Though so

light it is very staunch and strong and now after

more than a year of hard riding, over roads not

always of the best, is in as good condition as when

purchased and has cost nothing for repairs save

for the replacement of two spokes broken by a

careless porter in a hotel baggage room.

Other makers have sprung up in this country,

the principal ones being the Overman Wheel

Company, of Boston, makers of the excellent

Victor bicycles and tricycles. ( lorniully & Jeffery,

of Chicago, III., makers of the American Cham-

pion, American Challenge, and American Safety

bicycles. At Smithville, N. J., the II. B. Smith

Machine Company make an unique and thor-

oughly original machine known as the American

Star, whose chief peculiarities consist in placing

the little wheel in front and making it the steering

wheel while the large wheel is driven bv a com-

bination of levers, ratchets, and straps, instead of

the ordinary cranks. 1 Hiring the coming year a new

machine is promised by the Springfield Bicycle

Company which combines some of the features of

the Star with some of those of the ordinary bicy-

cle ; the large wheel is to be in front and is to be

both the driving and steering wheel as in the ordi-

nal v but it is to be driven by levers and ratchets

somewhat after the plan of the Star. Still other

machines by other American makers are among

the possibilities or even certainties of the coming

season, but I have not the particulars of them at

hand.

It is curious to note that there has been, of late,

.1 reversion to the earlier type of small and nearly

equal wheeled bicycles constituting a class of

so called safeties, or, more properly, dwarf bicy-

cles. While some of them may and probably

will survive, for special purposes, I am of the

opinion that the bicycle has reached its highest

development in the ordinary crank machine with

the large wheel in front and that future improve-

ments must be in the line of modifications of details

rather than departures from this general design.

The tricycle, though older than the bicycle, has

lagged behind it in the race for perfection, but

during the last three or four years has made won-

derful strides and has been lightened and im-

proved till it is In i miiing, in some sense, a rival

of the bicycle in ease and swiftness of propulsion,

while its greater safety, its luggage carrying ca

I'.u ity, and the fact that in most of its forms it is

available foi the fairer sex, who for conventional

and sartorial reasons are excluded from the bievc-

ular paradise, must lend to increase its popular-

ity and make it probable that it will ultimately

1 mi id its lighter and more graceful compeer in

the numbei oi its devotees. Its latest develop-

ment, the tandem tricycle, removes from cycling

tin only charge that could ever, with any fairness,

In brought against it, that of being a selfish recre-

ation, for, with a tandem, aman may take along

his wife, or daughter, or sister (or even some other

fellow's sisti r) and pedal awaj to health and hap-

piness, the lady doing only as much, or as little,

ni the work as suits her strength or inclination.

(I hope to have a tandem myself some day.) The

latest forms of tandem can be ridden bv two

ladies when desired.

So much then for the wheels and their history

(all cycles are known to the initiated by the gen-

uine title of " the wheel "), now for their effects.

First, they afford incomparably the best and

most agreeable form of exercise yet devised or

discovered, better than gymnasia, health lifts, etc.,

in that they take the cycler out of doors into the

pure fresh air and sunshine; better than walking,

rowing, or horseback riding, in that they exercise

more muscles more evenly and gently. With
their hollow back-bones, forks and felloes, and

delicate wire spokes, their weight is reduced to a

minimum without sacrifice of strength ; with their

exquisite anti-friction bearings, friction is almost

abolished, and with their spider wheels, rubber

tires, and spring-supported saddles, the jar of rid-

ing over the inequalities of the roadway is largely

neutralized and the happy possessor of a good

modern bicycle or tricycle may speed along over

a fair country road at his ease about three times

as fast as he could walk and with less than one-

half the exertion. Those who have a taste for

mathematical demonstration may find it at length

in Mr. Pratt's " American Bicycler " pages 83 to

91 inclusive; I content myself with stating the

facts and with referring for proof to the other

facts that a mile has been covered in 2111. 2i)is.,

more than 22 miles within the hour on race tracks,

and 300 miles or more, within 24 hours on the

road. Of course, these extraordinary perform-

ances are the tours <lo force of paid employe's or

professional athletes and are not to lie rivaled

or imitated without danger by ordinary amateur

riders who do not make a life business of athletics,

but they arc, nevertheless, evidences of the re-

markable capabilities of the bicycle.

The tricycle is less speedy, but the fact that a

mile has been done on it in 2111. 495s. on the race

track, and more than 250 miles within the 24 hours

on a tandem on a track, and 231 miles on the road,

show it as far as speed is concerned to be for short

distances a dangerous rival of the horse ami for

long distances decidedly his superior, while its

luggage carrying capacity, its great safety, and

the fact that, with the aid of proper lamps, it can

be ridden with safety and comfort over ordinary

roads after dark, make it, in some ways, the supe-

lior of the bicycle as a useful vehicle.

The idea that the muscles of the legs only are

developed by cycling is .1 very common and very

erroneous one. In reality nearly every muscle in

the body is brought into use, those of the lower

limbs for propulsion, of the trunk foi balani nig.

those of the upper limbs for both balancing and

propulsion ; the heart beats fuller, quicker, and

more freely and sends the blood more rapidly to

the lungs to be renewed and revivified by the

deeper draughts of pure fresh air and then onward

to the remotest capillaries, renewing and recreating

every nerve and muscle cell; the tired brain is

relieved of its weary load of surplus blood and

the happy cycler returns home from his run of

tive, ten, or twenty miles not wearied out but re-

freshed and rested, with an appetite and a diges-

tion like a wood choppei and a capacity for sun 1

and restful sleep that goes only with a clear con

si ii in 1 and healthy body. The pharmacopoeia con

tains no tonic, blood purifier and hypnotic at all

coni]i. liable for agrecablencss and efficiency to the

combination of steel and lubber in a good bicycle

or trie \ 1
1'

I know whereof I speak, for I rode my wheel
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out of the valley of the shadow of cerebral ex-

haustion into excellent health. Think of the

physical and moral benefits conferred upon a

nation by a device capable of inducing hundreds

and thousands of young men to take up a health

giving and absolutely innocent amusement.

The tricycle though neither so graceful nor so

swift as the bicycle is nearly, or quite, as excellent

in its effects upon the health, and is, I am Satisfied,

the form of exercise for delicate women, being ex-

tremely beneficial to many to whom walking is un-

endurable torture. I know of cases of " spinal irri-

tation, so-called, that could not bear even short

walks, and so failed of needed exercise, that im-

proved so much through riding the tricycle that

their health is now perfect, and they have made
long tricycle runs (in one case 50 miles in a single

day) and are able to walk three to five miles or

even more at a time without undue fatigue.

Of course, like all other human devices, the

wheel is capable of abuse. Foolish boys who will

persist in riding wheels too large for them may
suffer strains in consequence, young enthusiasts

who indulge in racing, or record breaking, that

bane of athletics, that intemperance of exercise,

may, and often do, suffer heart strain in reward

for their foolishness; but the number thus injured

is utterly insignificant in comparison to the num-

ber who are benefited. Bicycle racers are few, but

Colonel Pope, who is perhaps the best authority,

estimates the total number of cyclers (that is, men
and women riding high class bicycles and tricycles)

at more than 50,000 in this country and 350,000

in Great Britain. Truly an army worthy of re-

spectful consideration in a land devoted to the

worship of the fetich of majority rule.

In a strictly moral sense the wheel has a good

influence, for it insists upon sobriety on the part

of its rider. Its races, foolish as they are, are, at

least, free from the curse of the book-maker and

the pool box.

In business the wheel is a potent factor, for the

cycle trade employs about one million dollars in

this country, about five times that amount in En-

gland, and gives employment to a host of invent-

ors, skilled mechanics, merchants, salesmen, and

clerks, as well as to editors, writers, printers, and

publishers of numerous periodicals devoted wholly

or in part to cycling.

Cyclers as a class are law abiding citizens and

in addition to their own respect for law they have

a special interest in inculcating a wholesome re-

spect for it in others, and have already succeeded

in teaching overbearing horsemen that the high-

ways are common highways on which the horse-

man, the cycler, and the pedestrian have common
rights and common duties and that each must

respect the rights of others.

Good roads are a blessing and poor roads a

curse to any community. With better roads the

farmer can get his produce to market with less

expenditure of time and horse power, the mer-

chant can deliver his goods more promptly and

easily and communication between neighborhoods

can be much facilitated. The cycler is specially

interested in having good roads, and so the League

of American Wheelmen with its powerful and

growing organization, already numbering over ten

thousand members scattered through nearly every

State and Territory, has taken up the subject of

highway improvement and must, in time, effect

much for the general good. The mayor of Wheel-

ing, W. Va., who is appropriately enough, a

wheelman, writes to the League Bulletin, giving

the experience of his city with the new fire-brick

pavement. Eminent civil engineers offer, through

the same medium, valuable suggestions for the

improvement and care of highways, while the

officers and local consuls of the League will make
its power felt in spurring up negligent and ineffi-

cient pathmasters and highway commissioners to

do their duty and in striving for the amendment

of faulty highway laws.

In a social way the 328 cycle clubs in America,

many of which occupy, and some own, handsome
club-houses (that of the Massachusets Bicycle

Club having cost about $35,000), have already In-

come an important element, while the fact that

many clubs positively prohibit the presence or

use of intoxicating drinks within the club rooms

ought to commend the wheel to the advocates of

temperance.

Here in Rochester, where wheelmen have always

been treated fairly and have been freely accorded

the legal rights only obtained after a series of

struggles in other places, and where, I may say,

the wheelmen have always shown themselves

worthy of the consideration with which they have

been treated, where many of the most graceful

and skillful riders are grouped in the Rochester

and Genesee Bicycle Clubs, where Messrs. Kauf-

mann and Barber have made Breitmann's ironical

dream of a one-wheeled velocipede a practical

reality,—here, where the wheel has long been in

use and its excellences are well known, there is

but little need of an advocate of cycling, yet I

may hope to have shown to some, who may not

have given the matter thought, that the bicycle

and tricycle are influencing health, business,

pleasure, and morals, and social and political life,

and thus are factors and beneficent ones, in our

civilization.

SOME WORDS OF ADVICE.

It sometimes seems aggravating to think that

the racing interest should command such an extra

large portion of the attention of the L. A. W., and

stand in need of such incessant law making. But

it does, and we had as well accept the fact as we
find it.

Objectionable as this may be to some, it is the

League's own choice. It has signified its desires

and intentions of guarding this racing interest to

the fullest extent. If it has not, what is the mean-

ing of the Blackham resolution declaring that the

League shall have full and exclusive authority in

regard to racing ? Yet if we accept this resolution

as it reads, we cannot but wonder why it is not car-

ried out. The League essays to control all racing,

yet it refuses to recognize many of the most popu-

lar phases of the sport. The League can resolute

till the cows come home, but unless it enacts sen-

sible regulations for everv variety of cycle racing,

some other association will do it. * * * *

Something should be done in regard to track

races against time. There is no sense in refusing

to recognize them. There is no reason why they

are not just as legitimate as competitive rat

Road racing is the most important matter of all.

It is by far the most genuine test of rider and \\ heel

that could be devised. The League will not touch

it because it seems to be illegal. There may be

something in that, vet road racing is not essentially

criminal, and it can be done legally, if proper

steps are taken. Pass a rule that, prior to any

road race, a petition shall be circulated among

the citizens in the vicinity of the course. Then

let the petition be presented to the proper county

commissi' met -, and pern I i ined to ha\ e

the race. Then carry out the rac t ly and

ler," and ii

and distance can be proved let the re<

accepted. Don't have a lot of fine point condi-

tions to throw out records that .in made honestly

and in good faith.

Then there is hill-climbing. It the !.. A. \V.

expects to control that bt inch ol competition it

must lay down some good laws on the subject.

The coasting contest, too, should by no means

be overlooked. It is new, but it is a genuini tcsl

of skill, and should be officiall) recognized a

This work should not stop until piopcr regula-

tions are adopted for home-trainer races. As it is

now, the home-trainer race is .1 b) word in the

mouth of every cycler. No om believes the rec-

ords, every one laughs at them. Why ? Because

it is a notorious fact that all home-trainers are not

of equal speed—that competitors race according

to home-made rule. Why should not regular rules

be adopted ? Why should not these home-train-

ers be tested according to a certain fixed standard,

and handicapped by some authorized officer ?

A few regulations along this line would do

more to "purify the sport " than the expulsion of

any number of questionable racing men.— Wheel-

men's Record.

DONE ON THE SLY.

Some racing men tell us they pee, round the track,

Making records on bi. and on tri.,

For the " love of the thing," but yet they've a knack

Of drawing their pay on the sly;

When they cross the big drink on a pot-hunting lay,

People wonder and want to know why
They throw up their cribs in such a cool way,

liut that's all arranged on the sly.

When you read of wheel papers that print every week,

A number abnormally high,

You are, perhaps, taken in by proprietors' check,

Kor they're usually done on the sly.

You go to a 1 kst.ill and ask for a rag,

That it's sold there the clerk will deny.

Gently closing one eye, he'll observe, " Oh, you wag 1

Don't you know things are done on the sly :

"

Now and then a big race will come off between pros,

And the bookies will " ten to one
"

And, if the hot fav'rite comes down on his no

Why there's something been done on the sly.

But, of course, things occur that the pro. <,;>/'; avoid,

Such as losing .1 race when you try ;

Well, then, he will probably be much annoy'd

Thai it was not arranged on the sly.

Certain writers e.et paid about ten-pence per word

—

(/ get less for a column, oh, my !)

—

of the actual receipt of the price I've not heard

Bj .111 author who writes " 01

When I go for my wages each Saturday night,

The cashier remarks, with a sigh,

" Your're rather too late, the tx-s has gone home '.

"

(Which he usually does on the

I!i\ks, Jim. is
"

—Cycling H'arlJ.

WHY I DO NOT RIDE A BICYCLE.

'Tis not that I've no money to spare for a machine,

1 plenty in the bank, 'tis not that I am mean

;

It'- not that I am frightened at the ugly falls and ki

The sudden " collapsations," and the often cruel shocks.

It's not ( Hi, no '. it is not that,

I can row, and I can swim. I am splendid with the bat.

It's not because my less aren't straight, or awkward to the

It's because I am a maiden, and to straddle is not right.

—Cycling World.
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Regarding this Tricycle, if von sliould try one
I'll wager a new string of fancies you'll buy one.

Victor Tricycle

' *• *-v>/ ^&^tp^A,

No cut, no catalog, no description, will do justice to this

Tricycle. You must

SEE IT AND RIDE IT.

Wheels are Tangent Spokes, Forged Steel Hubs, Hollow
Rims, and, best of all, Compressed Tires, warranted to stay.

Better not buy till you examine this new wheel.

CATALOG FREE.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON.
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VICTOR SAFETY

PLEASE NOTE
That this Safety has Warwick Hollow Rims, Tangent

Spokes, Compressed Tires, and Forged Steel Hubs.

That it has a Spring Fork: to absorb all vibration ; Balls

all round; Spade Handles; Victor Saddle, detachable leather;

and Square Rubber Pedals.

We believe it is the first Safety made to include all the

high=grade features of the best Bicycles.

CATALOG FREE.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

HlV. winter is just concluding.

'-

-

v
.March, wild and boisterous,

f 3j» dry and gusty, cold and neu-

fe/tj ralgic, is here ; and riders are

jjSJj S fitfully essaying to resume the

wheel. An uncommonly bad

winter for out-door sport has

had the effect of making us all the more eager for

another season's wheeling, and on all hands there

are reports of good trade already being done at

the factories and agencies.

The news that there will be no Springfield

tournament this year caused considerable surprise

in English cycling circles, and the general impres-

sion seems to be that the report will be con-

tradicted—or rather that the Springfield Club will

reconsider its determination—before long.

The storm which was raised over your tourna-

ment last year has quite calmed down, but is by

no means forgotten. This week, the Coventry

papers have been reminded of their past eccentrici-

ties by receiving the following report from the

arbitrator named by you. When you offered, last

October, to submit the letters which were in your

possession to Mr. A. J. Wilson, in order that his

dictum should be taken as evidence in disproof of

the mala fides alleged against you by the Cyclist

and Bicycling News, every paper here expressed

its approval of this course, with the exception of

Mr. Hillier's own paper, Bicycling News, in which

an absurd proposal was made to submit the

papers to a committee for investigation ; but Mi.

Hillier is, and always has been, on friendly terms

with Mr. Wilson, and will, I expect, not affect

to disbelieve what the latter says. The follow-

ing is the full text, as sent to all the British

wheel papers, of the

REPORT.

I have examined a number of letters and telegrams for-

warded to me by Mr. H. E. Ducker ; and I hereby declare

that I am satisfied, after reading the said documents, that the

Springfield Bicycle Club and its officials had good and rea-

sonable ground for believing that the amateur riders, who
were named in the newspapers last autumn as being expected

to race at Springfield, would actually do so.

I declare that the statements contained in The Wheel-
men's Gazette for October, 1886 (page 104), were true, in

so far as they concerned the possession of these letters from

firms in the trade, undertaking to procure the attendance of

certain amateurs for sums of money named and agreed upon

with the Springfield Club.

I declare that, from my previous knowledge, some at least of

the firms so bargaining were of a status and repute sufficient to

justify the Springfield Club in credibly accepting their confi-

dent assurances that they had the ability to carry out their

bargains.

Tlie Cyclist's accusation of falsehood is thus disproven.

On the other hand, I consider that the firms concerned as-

sumed an unwarranted degree of license in the matter, and

were to blame for making bargains of the sen which (of my
own knowledge I am aware) they could not be sure of carry-

ing out, and which, in the event, they actually failed to carry

out.

None of the letters incriminates any of the riders named,

there being nothing to show that they had been consulted in

the matter.

Arthur Jambs Wilson,
President North Road Cycling Ctui,

Vice-President North London Tricycling Club.

Things are a trifle flat in England at present.

A state of masterly inactivity characterizes the N.

C. U. executive; and although a baker's dozen of

Liverpool clubs have seceded in consequence

—

they aver—of the impending bankruptcy of that

body, the wheel world rolls on, and the N. C. U.,

take it all together, remains master of the situation.

Newcastle talks of a local union for the sake of

admitting certain suspended riders to race at local

sports, but as the said suspends were debarred

from competition by local request, in consequence

of refusing to pay entry fees for races, it seems

somewhat difficult to sec the logic of the situa-

tion. (living more attention to the interests of

road-riders, and getting over the championship

races as speedily as possible, seems to be the

policy of the X. C. U. for this year.

Considerable dissension is rife among members

of the Cyclists' Touring Club, anent the new badge,

which is considered by many to be not only a

piracy upon the L. A. W. badge so far as the de-

sign is concerned, but also an unnecessarily and

ridiculously showy and gaudy appendage. At a

cost of nearly .£200 (say one thousand dollars)

patents have been secured to prevent piracy of

the C. T. C. arrangement of a hollow case consist

ing of a wheel in front and a pinned plate behind,

a slit in the edge admitting of the insertion of a

piece of colored cardboard printed and written as

a certificate of membership. The piracy is, of

course, in the design of a wheel and three wings
;

but instead of the badge resembling the real L. A.

W. emblem, it is four or five times as large, and

(for the officers of the club, whose name is legion)

it has to be suspended by means of two chains

from a bar ; altogether the reverse of a neat and

unassuming token of membership !

The C. T. C. itself goes on just in the old sweet

way. A "jubilee membership" of 50,000 is the

secretary's latest idea, but not many of the mem-
bers seem to enthuse over it, and the Gazette is

ominously mute as to the number of members who
have renewed their subscription for the current

year. One of the few really practical and useful

efforts made by the mammoth club consists of an

attempt to organize either a lady's tour, or a tour

wherein ladies as well as gentlemen cyclists may
participate; but in this department the C. T. C.

has always been wofully lacking, and the idea was

started by independent parties—members of the

club, but not in a club capacity—long before the

council appointed a committee to consider the

plan.

As there are anticipatory reports of a party of

American cyclists visiting us this year, 1 venture

to heartily recommend them to visit Ireland if

thev like good scenery and hearty welcome of the

old-fashioned, genuine, pleasant sort. If their ob-

ject is to see lots of towns, and to traverse busy

thoroughfares, England will suffice.

A proposition was recently mooted, having for

its object the assimilating of our road-record rules

to yours. While recognizing that American roads

arc, as a rule, inferior to ours, we know that such

stretches of highway as the fifty-mile course at

Crawfordsville will favorably compare with the

long and tortuous courses that have to be picked

for long-distance records according to the X. C.

U. regulations. To select a course embracing

one hundred and fifty distinct miles of road, so as

to give three hundred miles aggregate for an all-

day lide, we have to traverse several towns paved

with unridably rough cobble-stones; and out road

record-breakers go on their own responsibility, in-

stead of having an army of attendants all along

the route, so that time is lost in getting strangers

to sign checking books, in getting refreshments,

and even in finding the way. It was proposed,

therefore, in order to institute an accurate com-

parison between British and American endurance,

that the X. C. U. should recognize twenty-four

hour records made on a fifty-mile course ; but al-

though it was never formally brought on, opinion

was evidently set against the alteration, so it was

allowed to drop. I hear, however, that it is the

intention of Messrs. Wilson ami Mills to try a tan-

dem ride over a fifty-mile course sometime this

year, just to show how far ahead ol your much-

advertised "world's " record of two hundred and

fifty miles in a day they can

Tin- sudden and early breaking up of the

weather, last October, was responsible for a great

many disappointments in the bn I pirants

to road-record honors. Furnivall and lidding, for

example, were to have started in the hope of rid-

ing a tandem fifty miles in two and one-half

hours ; and other riders were all bent upon doing

the dags of every living soul; but the rain came on

suddenly and unexpectedly, and the records' com-

mittee had a respite. Consequently there is sure

to be an aggravated mania for road-records this

year, although the bicycle record for twenty-four

hours is now raised to such a respectable height

that few will be found daring enough to have a

shot at it.

The team of American professional bicyclists

—

Woodsidc, Morgan, and Temple—in Ireland at

present, are expected to race at Dublin at

Easter, and if a permit is granted for them to

compete with amateurs, some of our amateur

cracks will eagerly seize the opportunity of trying

their respective mettle. The pros, contemplate

making an effort to secure the two hundred guineas

(say Si,050 dollars) offered by an advertising

English firm for records, and if Morgan is all he

is said to be, he ought not to find it difficult to

secure the ^105 for the one-hundred-mile road-

record, which is by far the easiest task of all those

set. " FAED."
London, Enc, March 15, 1887.

LEAGUE MEETING COMMITTEE.

The following are the chairmen of the various

committees, selected to superintend the affairs of

the League meet occurring at St. Louis, May
20-21. Their duties are sufficiently indicated by

their respective names, and wheelmen desiring in-

formation should address the proper chairman,

which will prevent the manager from being over-

run with communications, and save the time that

might be consumed in delivering them to the

proper committee :

—

Manager, J. S. Rogers, 10S X ph street;

finance, J. E. Smith, care Simmons Hardware

Company; reception, Edward Sells, 105 X 2d

street; transportation. 1!. 1'.. \v 1-. No. 212 Clark

street, Chicago, 111.; entertainment, Geo. W B is

well, Xo. 416 X. 2d street; programme, A. K.

Stewart, No. 212 Pine streel ;
touts and runs, I 1

Berger, care Equitable building; parade, C. II.

Stone, \o. ;io X. 11th street; banquet, Geo. !•'.

Baker, Turner building ;
press, care Post-Dispatch.

The Lindell Hotel has been selected as thehead-

qu trters for the visiting wheelmen, and a general

rate of S2.50 per day lias been secured. The Lin-

dell is one of the famous hotels ot tin Southwest,

and is among the largest hotels in tin West. It is

situated at the corner of 6th street and Washing-

ton avenue, and though in the business center of

the city, is surrounded by the square-granite pav-

ing for which the "down-town" sticcts of St.

1 .ouis are distinguished.

The committees have organized and are ready

to reply to any inquiry, or do anything they may

be called upon to do to further the interests of the

meet.
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BROOKLYN NOTES.

III! riding season is once

more upon us, and right glad

were we to avail ourselves of

some of the delightful weath-

er during the past month.

Some riders boast of having

ridden every day during win-

ter, rain or snow ; but in my
opinion these gentlemen are

not to be regarded as sports-

men, but as " cranks." A man who rides through

several inches of snow with the thermometer near

zero and calls that sport, has a very vague idea of

the meaning of that word. But the clear, cool

weather, such as can be experienced only in early

spring, has brought the real enthusiasts out on

the road, and cycling has once more taken the

place of indoor amusements. Several important

changes have taken place among the clubs dur-

ing winter, as will be described later on.

The Long Island Wheelmen are out in their

new gray uniforms, having adopted the color of

the Bedford Cycling Club, which recently joined

them. The uniform is neat and serviceable, and

is also well adapted to touring. The Ilderan

Bicycle Club's new uniform is several shades

darker than the one of last season, and the letters

on the collar are in bold silver block type, instead

of last year's " old English " gilt letters. The

King's County Wheelmen and the Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club retain the same uniforms.

Of course, as usual, the park commissioners are

out with a new set of rules, this time a little to the

advantage of wheelmen. The entire drives are

open to bicycle and tricycle riders, with the excep-

tion of two short stretches. Why we should be

restricted from these, is best known to the park

commissioners, who probably feel as if they were

doing too much in allowing the right of all drives

to wheelmen. We are prohibited from riding on

any of the paths after April 1, which is perfectly

proper, as a bicycle is a carriage, and belongs on

the road. But when it is recognized as a carriage

it should have the same rights as such, hence the

" kick."

The Star fever has taken hold of Brooklyn rid-

ers. Harry Hall is agent for the wheel and re-

ports many orders coming in. Several of the

Ilderans will ride it this season, while Howard

Greenman, the president of the club, who is also

a Star rider, will undoubtedly develop into one of

the fastest road riders, if not the fastest, in the

city.

A new club called the Calumet Cycling Club

has been organized in the eastern district. It

has a large field to draw from, and will very likely

succeed in building up a good sized club. Its

officers are : President, R. Mabie ; vice-president,

W. Bonner; secretary, J. W. B. Quail ; treasurer,

J. G. Davis ; captain, N. L. Wells; lieutenant, C.

W. Richards. It has already twenty members.

The Prospects are still in existence, though it

is impossible to say how much longer they will

struggle along. They have not yet decided whether

they will join the Ilderans, the Calumets, or the

Nassau Wheelmen, in case of their disbanding.

The latter club lias only twelve members, and the

Prospects would be a welcome addition to them.

There is a remarkable demand for the certain

kind of cyclometer used by one of our local riders

in rolling up an enormous mileage during the past

season, and unless the maker starts several new

factories, the cyclometers will soon be at a pre-

mium.

The King's County Wheelmen are outgrowing

their present quarters, and feel the need of more

room. At the February meeting of the club it

was resolved to increase the annual dues from

twelve to eighteen dollars. They expect to raise

a large sum of money and to build a club-house to

be equal to any in the country.

Quite different from the King's County Wheel-

men are the Long Island Wheelmen. They do

not expect to raise money, etc., but they have

already as much as they need, and the work on

their fine club-house is being pushed rapidly. It

will be a handsome house when finished, and a

club-house of which the Long Island Wheelmen

can feel justly proud.

The Ilderan Bicycle Club will also enlarge its

abode, by taking the floor above it, in addition

to the rooms now occupied. At the February

meeting of this club the dues were raised from

twelve to sixteen dollars per year, to provide for

the additional expense in securing more room.

Messrs. Schwalbach & Willdig have opened a

general cycling and lawn tennis emporium in the

club rooms formerly occupied by the Long Island

Wheelmen. The store faces the park plaza, and

is very advantageously located. They have the

agency for the New Mail, which bids fair to be-

come popular in some sections of the city, and

they also carry a stock of second-hand wheels.

If the L. A. IV. Bulletin were the only bicycle

newspaper published, we would be sadly in want

of news from other cities, for upon taking it up

nothing but the same old " squabble " greets the

eye. This may be very interesting to the officers

of the L. A. W., but in my opinion the whole affair

could be condensed into two or three pages, while

the remainder should be devoted to news. There

is no use in rushing far into detail, when it can be

explained in much less space than has been given

of late.

A Rover safety has appeared upon our streets,

ridden by Mr. H. C. Mettler, of the Ilderan Bicy-

cle Club. It is the first one in the city, and Met-

tler straddles it with a regular " get there " look.

He says it is an excellent hill-climber.

Mr. J. F. Borland, of the Ilderan Bicycle Club,

took a severe header while riding in the park re-

cently. It was caused by his tire coming out

while going at a good rate of speed. He received

several scratches on his face, sprained his arm, and

was badly bruised about the body. As he has a

tough constitution and is recovering rapidly, we

hope to see him out on the road again soon.

As I close my letter, I learn of the election of

Bridgman to the captaincy of the King's County

Wheelmen. Pettus, the former captain, was de-

feated by four votes. In my opinion the King's

County Wheelmen have not done a wise thing, as

Pettus is undoubtedly a more popular man among
our riders in general, is also an able wheelman,

and, 1 believe, is more capable of filling the posi-

tion of captain than Bridgman.
j. w. s.

Fumivall has repeatedly given it as his intention

to retire from (he path and not race this season,

and we believe he will stick to his determination

and retire a practically unbeaten man. It is pos-

sible, however, that he may get into form for some

of the challenge cups he holds, in which case we

should not be surprised to see him utilize his form

for another cut at the records.

—

Loin/on Cyclist.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CYCLING
CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA

BY CHRIS WHEELER.

We, the undersigned, believing that our health will be im-

proved, and our pleasures greatly increased by the proper use

of the bicycle, and believing, also, that these results may be

promoted and good fellowship among us increased by the or-

ganization of a club, and that thereby we shall be able to obtain

for ourselves increased facilities and wield a larger influence,

do hereby bind ourselves to observe and be governed by the

following by-laws, rules, and regulations.

H. C. Blair,

Jno. Ferguson,

C. A. AsHBURNER,

H. A. Blakiston,

T. K. L.ONGSTRETH,

Geo. E. Bartol,

Jno. Gibson,

Henry Longstretu.

It is but a fitting tribute to the founders of

Philadelphia's cycling club life, that their names

should be treasured by all of her cyclers, and that

they should be given the first position in any his-

torical notice of cycling in the Quaker City.

Therefore, while not pretending that this sketch

partakes of the nature of a history, the writer feels

bound to place at the beginning of his remarks

the foregoing names of the eight gentlemen who,

it may be said, first paved the way for the advent

of the "wheel " into general use in the "City of

Penn."

In telling the story of cycling club life in Phila-

delphia, the writer feels that he is in a general way

telling the story of cycling club life, and, indeed,

of cycling itself, throughout the country at large.

Without the extreme positivism of the Northeast

where the right-away-at-once and the mile-a-min-

ute formula shapes cycling life as it does all other

life ; without the sun-tempered negative enterprise

of the great South, and without the feverish snap-

shot energy of the mighty West, but with a happy

fusion of all the qualities which individually char-

acterize the sections of the country mentioned,

cycling Philadelphia offers perhaps the best ex-

ample of the steady growth of the pastime of cy-

cling on this side of the Atlantic, that can possibly

be had. Slow to be moved, but, when once started,

moving in earnest, Philadelphia, with respect to

cvcling, as to everything else, shows a steady

growth, as certain as it has been healthy, and rapid

enough to be remarkable.

The object of the present sketch, however, is

not to trace the growth of cycling in Philadelphia,

but rather to trace in what must be, of necessity,

more of an anecdotal than a strictly historical

manner, the story of the principal cycling clubs of

the Quaker City.

Cycling in Philadelphia, as in most other metro-

politan centers, was looked upon askance by the

general public when it first made its appearance

amidst Nineteenth Century civilization. In Phila-

delphia, as elsewhere, the pioneers of the " wheel
"

had a rather hard time trying to impress upon their

fellow-citizens the fact that they could ride a veloci-

pede without necessarily being insane themselves

or conspiring against the saneness of others. The

first cyclers in Philadelphia were looked upon as

belonging to the genus " crank," and it redounds

as much to their credit as to the credit of the pas-

time which they advocated as being "the sport of
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the gentleman," that as years have gone by they

have not lost one iota of love for that sport, the

inception and growth of which in Philadelphia

may in a great measure be attributed to their

strong effort and steady faith. The Philadelphia

bicycle Club's double quartette of charter mem-
bers mentioned above, deserves the position which

it holds as the honored vanguard of Philadelphia's

great army of cyclers.

On the 22d day of May, 1S79, tne eight gentle-

men, whose names appear at the head of this arti-

cle, met at the office of one of their number, Mr.

T. K. Longstreth, on Walnut street, below Eighth,

in the city of Philadelphia, and there founded a

bicycle club. The club then founded is now the

well known and prosperous Philadelphia bicycle

Club, one of the pioneer wheel associations of

America.

It was a small beginning; eight members was

not a large showing, but they were eight very

enthusiastic members ; in fact, we may be pardoned

for saying that it is very probable the Philadelphia

Bicycle Club was never more enthusiastic than

when it separated after its first meeting on the

22c! of May, 1S79. As has been said, the initial

meeting of the club was held at the office of Mr.

T. K. Longstreth, who, as one of the old veloci-

pede riders of the " seventies," and as one of the

fathers of Philadelphia cycling, deserves to have

his memory kept green in the hearts of those of

his fellow-citizens who had the good fortune as

cyclers to know him as a cycler. For T. K. Long-

streth has passed to the bourne from whence no

traveler returneth, and the rusty and travel-stained

" Special Challenge," which is treasured as a sacred

relic by his club, bears mute witness to the riders

of to-day, of the genial and enthusiastic wheelman

who helped to open up the road which so many
wheels should follow in the after-time.

Thomas K. Longstre 1 H

Thomas K. Longstreth was the first president of

the Philadelphia bicycle Club, and he went into

office in 1879. After the initial one, the following

meetings were held for a while in the Drug Ex-

change, on Third street, the Wall street of Phila-

delphia, where, though in the immediate vicinity

of millions, the new club had but few dollars to

spend on necessities, and none at all on luxuries.

The splendid home that now graces 26th and

Perot streets was then undreamed of.

While speaking of club officers, it may be well

to give the names of " Philadelphia's " first men

in authority. As previously stated, T. K. Long-

streth occupied the presidential chair; then II

A. Blackiston was secretary-treasurer; Henry

Longstreth was captain, and John Ferguson filled

the position of sub captain.

Horace a. Blakiston.

I nning the early days of cycling in the Quaker

City, the votaries of the wheel had a great deal to

contend with. The spirit of toleration was not

abroad, and wheelmen were looked upon as rather

dangerous members of the community, whom it

was the duty of the authorities to overawe and

keep in check, and meets and race-meetings wen
then almost things unknown. The first meet

known in Philadelphia was held in Fairmount

Park in the neighborhood of the Centennial Exhi-

bition buildings on November 26, 1879. A photo-

graph of this great gathering which was fortu-

nately taken by some thoughtful individual, is

now carefully preserved in several of the Phila-

delphia cycling club-houses, and it shows a body

of wheelmen in every style of rig, both in the

matter of dress and machine, and in number also,

which would have been put to shame and extin-

guished altogether, if one of the city clubs of to-

day could have been set down beside it. Of

course it is needless to say that the Philadelphia

Bicycle Club was well represented at this meet.

1 us Blakiston, Gus Osborne, Longstreth,

II. P. I i art, and mat still in thi

aIi. elmen figure ami helped to

ni.il- fit I meet of Philadelphia « hei Imen in

1
i

• !'•' and by, .1- new membi rso
menced to come in, it was found i thai

the club should gel some sort of quarters wl

1 he} would not be indebted to

outsiders lor the privilege of having a meeting

place, as they were at the Ding Exchange. So iii

June, 1SS1, farewell was bidden to the vicinitv of

Third street, and the now growing organization

moved up from the Delaware and 1 por-

tion of tin- basement of St. George's Hall at

Thirteenth and Arch streets. The club had cer-

tainly a pretentious enough structure over it,

though its own modesl basemen! rooms were
retiring enough. St. George's Hall is a handsome
edifice built of white marble, and as far as looks

went, it was .1 e for

Philadelphia's pioneer cycling club. As the tiiM

cycling organization formed in Philadelphia pos-

sessing tin elements of any stability, the Philadel-

phia Bicycle Club justly demands a large measure
of tin resp< 1 t and the thanks oi the cyclers of that

city. Bui what the cyclers of Philadelphia have
to thank the Philadelphia Bicyi le < Hub principally

for, is the work which it accomplished in the ({In-

citing of the public of the city to a liberal and

sensible acceptance of cycling, not as .in innova-

tion, but as an institution which had come to Stay.

From its foundation, the club, which numbered
among its members several influential citizens, dc-

voted its attention to the securing for cyclers ol

those rights which, though denied them even as

privileges, were undeniably theirs. It is in con-

nection with this work that the Philadelphia Club

should have the kindly remembrani e of all 1 jrcli 1 -.

and as we turn over the records and see with what

persistent effort the members ol Philadelphia's

first cycling club applied themselves to the task ol

•
Iii. lining from the city and park commissioners

the benefits now enjoyed by club men and unal

tached riders alike, we feel impressed with the

fact that whatever the mission of tin othei

cycling clubs was, that of the Philadelphia Bicycle

Club wis lo do the practical and serious work "i

ingup in Philadelphia the road which cyclers

wanted to travel, and forcing a recognition from

public opinion for the rights of wheelmen, which

publii 1
'pinion was slow I..

( To be t ont&med, 1

St. George's Hall.
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F^ewS FJotes.

The Lynn boys will set the racing ball a moving

on May 30.

The Capital Bicycle Club will not have any

spring meeting.

The Lvnn cycle grounds will be used for base

ball this season.

The Quaker City is still quaking over the recoil

of the New York shock.

There will be more tricycles and tandems in use

in 1887 than ever before.

Storrs & Candee, of Hartford, have opened a

Victor bicycle agency in Springfield.

The Star folks are out with a new tricycle, on

the same principle as the Star bicycle.

Col. Albert A. Pope is receiving congratulations.

A boy, the fourth bicyclist of the colonel's family.

Several cycling editors have ordered the new

Victor safety—these old birds know a few things.

John Wells says that he intends the American

Athlete to be a permanent feature of Pennsylvania

cycling.

The New Mail is a great improvement over the

Royal Mail of the past season, which is saying a

good deal.

Mr. Abbot Bassett will retain the chairmanship

of the L. A. W. racing board till the annual elec-

tion in May.

Peck & Snyder, of New York, and E. K. Trvon

& Co, of Philadelphia, have taken the agencies for

the New Mail.

Mr. Samuel Gideon has gone into the cycling

trade and will look after the interests of the Mail

in Philadelphia.

The Hart Cycle Co. replaces the cycling house

of II. B. Hart, who was the pioneer cycling dealer

of Philadelphia.

The coming League programme will be the best

on record. So says Mr. A. K. Stewart, chairman

of the committee.

Howell has recovered from his last accident, and

is now reported to be making satisfactory progress

withhis training.

Daniels is training Rhodes for the St. Louis

100-mile road race. Rhodes has already ridden

400 miles this year.

Eight members of the Boston Club have ordered

one of Singer's eight-in-hand machines, and W. B.

Everett & Co. are happy.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has issued a

very convenient table of records, which will be for-

warded free to all applicants.

Washington wheelmen will make preparations

to receive all wheelmen who visit the city on the

occasion of the national drill in May next.

Mr. Kirk Brown is going to run the Springfield

machine in the Quaker City. Kirk Brown is a

prominent member of the Century Wheelmen.

The first New Mail sold was a 60-inch. A big

send off
! The reputation of the wheel will un-

doubtedly, like the position of this rider, be high.

About $2,000 has been raised so far toward
paying the expenses of the League meet in St.

Louis, and not one manufacturer has been solicited.

As decided by the National Cyclists' Unio.i of

Great Britain, professionals can now be members
of amateur clubs without affecting the status of

the latter.

The American Bicycle Company, of this city,

will handle the American Champion and Spring-

field Roadsters this season, in addition to the

Columbias.

Gormully & Jeffery have entered suit against

the Pope Manufacturing Company for infringe-

ment of the Smith ball-bearing and Lillibridge

saddle patents.

The International Cyclists' meeting at Berlin

will be held during the first week in Tune, when

the amateur bicycle and tricycle championships

will be decided.

The Philadelphia Association for the Advance-

ment of Cycling has had a rather dull winter sea-

son ; not as much work was gotten through with

as was expected.

Philadelphia's new cycling paper, the American

At//Mr, starts out well, and if it can run a clean

sheet there is no reason why it should not live

long and prosper.

Mr. E. M. Aaron says he is sick of the whole

business connected with the late fight. He asserts

that he is denied justice, and that it is not his

place to ask mercy.

Have ball heads come to stay? Corey thinks

not. But any one viewing the New Mail and

Apollo, cannot help thinking that they are a valu-

able addition to any bicycle.

The Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Century

Wheelmen cycling clubs are running a member-

ship race in Philadelphia. When they call their

rolls they are each century clubs.

From Wheeling we quote: "The Pope Manu-

facturing Company take six pages of the February

Wheelmen's Gazette for their advertisements.

English advertisers please copy !

"

Riders of bicycles and tricycles have been barred

by the Brooklyn Park commissioners from all paths

and drives of Prospect Park, except the West-side

drive and the Methermeal circuit.

The Cycling World, a new weekly cycling paper,

published in London, is the latest addition to the

London literary cycling field. Its editor is J. H.

Ackerman, formerly of the Cycling Tunes.

The Royal Salvo tandem is now to be seen at

the salesroom of the Overman Wheel Company,

and is attracting a good deal of attention. It is

the only tandem containing compressed tires.

In retiring from any position in the way of an

official in the Pennsylvania division, and in re-

fusing to allow his name to be mentioned for any

office, Mr. Wells shows sound common sense.

The New Mail is having a great demand and

is pronounced on all sides a fine wheel—in fact, is

making quite a sensation. Wm. Read & Sons

are entitled to credit for so well studied a wheel.

Racing will be more of a feature of cycling in

Philadelphia during the coming season than here-

tofore. The track of the West Philadelphia

Athletic Association will fulfill this year the

promise of last.

The Rugby Monthly says: "The League has

had enough (aye, too much) of President Beck-

with's mismanagement, and he must go into obliv-

ion along with the former and others at the an-

nual meeting in May."

The utter cowardice in the staff of the Bicycling

News was never shown to better advantage than

when it ignored A.
J, Wilson's report exonerating

the Springfield Club and its officials, and condemn-

ing the Coventry ring.

The L.A. W. Pointer is the latest cycle publica-

tion. It is the organ of the Wisconsin division L.

A. W., and its first number starts off well ; in

fact, almost a duplicate of that enterprising sheet,

the Wheelmen's Record.

Bob English has issued his first challenge as a

professional, offering to ride any bicyclist in the

North of England from cue to twenty-five miles on

the North Shields track, on Easter Monday, for

from ^25 to ,£50 a side.

Kaufman's latest achievement is to balance him-

self on one wheel, and then give a juggling per-

formance. This has taken tremendously in Glas-

gow, and the local papers speak in the highest

terms of his performance.

The Columbia tandem, the first one ever made
in America, is now on exhibition at the salesroom

of the Pope Manufacturing Company. Wheel-

men who have had the pleasure of inspecting the

machine pronounce it about perfect.

The cloth for the new uniforms of the L. A.

W. has at last been decided upon. It is a dark

brown in color, about the same weight as the old

goods, and is much better in appearance. The

price of the suit will probably be $15.50.

Every wheelman should have one of those L.

A. W. tables, or he can have his own initials

across the wheel in place of the L. A. W. This

is a nice and useful ornament to any parlor or

office. Write W. F. Moss for full particulars.

George H. Day, for the last six years the mana-

ger of the bicycle department of the Weed Sew-

ing Machine Company, has been elected to the

presidency of that company. Mr. Day is well

known by wheelmen throughout New England.

Where is England? Some wiseacre will say,

just across the pond. But we refer to the mak-

ing of cycles. They have taken a back seat ; at

least our manufacturers show some splendid wheels

this season, and they will take a bit to beat them.

The Overman Company have a new saddle for

tricycles and safeties, which, while it uses the regu-

lar Victor leather, is a novelty in several respects.

It is adjustable in every direction, and the leather

can be put on and taken off easily,and without tools.

A subscription has been started among the Syd-

ney cyclists for the purpose of recognizing, in a

substantial way, the fine performance of Fred

Wood, in breaking the one-quarter mile grass

record at the Highland gathering sports, on New
Year's day.

H. T. Hearsey, the popular bicycle repairer of

Indianapolis, Ind., has opened a general repair

shop at 147 Delaware street, and has secured the

sole agency of the Rudge bicycles and tricycles

for his city and vicinity. 1887 samples are now

on exhibition.

Dr. James G. Lathrop, athletic director of

Harvard College, thinks that a mile will vet be

ridden on a bicycle in less than two minutes, pro-

vided the course is straightaway, and the wind is

blowing at the back of the rider at the same rate

at which he is riding, thus making a dead calm.

A Mrs. McGowan has started on a tricycle tour

from Perth to London. She carries her eight

months old baby with her. " If her rate of

progress is not faster than the progression of

the nursemaids in Hampton Park," says Violet

Lome, " the babe will have arrived at years of

discretion before it reaches London."

Wheelmen who intend visiting Paris the coming

summer may be interested in knowing that tricy-
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The National Cyclists' Union Five-Mile Tricycle Championship, 1886,
was won by Mr. F. W. ALLARD on THE MARLBORO' TRICYCLE.

*
Trie fastest time for a mile ever ridden in a race on a Tricycle was

accomplished on a MARLBORO' TRICYCLE at Coventry, August 21, 1886,
in 2 m. 45|s.

In addition to the above, THE MARLBORO' TRICYCLE has won the
following; Races: —

May 15—Edinburgh N. C. Meet,

June 19—Scottish Meet,

June 26—Southport,

June 26—Long Eaton,

{Beating the existing record at that time.)

July 3—Radcliffe Sports,

July 8—Northampton,

July 10—Birmingham,

(Beating record for Aston track by several seconds.)

July 17—Coventry, First, Second, and Third

July 24—Long Eaton,

(Record for quarter-mile, 43 seconds.)

July 31—Harrogate, First.

First. August

First. August

First. August

Third. August

August

First. August

First. August

3—North Shields, .-.-.. First.

3—Northampton, ....... First.

7—Lillie Bridge (London Wheelers), - - - First.

21—Coventry (Cheylesmore C. C. Sports), - - First.

24— Leominster, First.

25—Gloucester, Second.

27—Dublin, First.

September 4—Coventry, .... First, Second, and Third.

September 4—North Shields. First.

September 9—Coventry, First.

September 11— Lillie Bridge (Kildare Sports), - - - First.

September 25—Amsterdam, Two Firsts.

September 19—Vienna, First.

Besides numerous others.

In France, M. F. DE ClVRY has won several races, and, in addition,
beaten the IOO kilometres road record and the 3, 7, and IO kilometres
records.

*

Send for 1887 Catalogue, now ready; also for Clearance List of Second-Hand "Wheels.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY, Ltd.
239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.

In nickel-plated case. Improved for

1887, and price reduced to 35 cents, or

four for > 1

.

GREGHILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

Save delay and know that your

wheel is repaired in the best possible

manner by sending at once to the

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield, Mass.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River, 52
The Wheelmen's Reference Book
Wheeling Annual,
A Canterbury Pilgrimage,
The Wheelmen's Gazette,

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for $3, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

GET THE BEST !

WflPfll CMOJHETER.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

RECISTERS 2500 MILES
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investigation and studv, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-
ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its working
furnish a certificate of accuracy with all instruments In
ordering give si/c and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.

^©f©-
4& xegpaumg.

Bnnk Illustrations, -Advertising Cuts,

IVEEcnanical Work, and Repro-
ductions of all kinds,

BEST WORK—LOWEST PRICES.

\o§\©n c^Ficgretui Fig (5©.

287 Tremont Street, Boston.
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BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal

discount to dealers. Manufactured by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

<s$-THE-$s>

Keefmen g li e:e@rd.

P. C. DARROW, i

G. S. DARROW, ,

C. F. SMITH,

Editors.

Business Manager.

Published (f peru Thursday.

BRIGHT, INDEPENDENT,
NEWSY.

(J)ne |3olIap a yean.

A Full-Page Lithographed
Cartoon Supplement

Once a Month.

(JachJ^umbeFpullu Illustrated.

Send for a Sample Copy.
Agents Wanted.

ADDRESS

Tlje yjheehqert's |Jecond wo.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

fie $\m ff.di)o®®\G

R MONTHLY JDURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. CORSOX, Editor and Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

B3T"Address all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts payable to E. H. Corson.

^W We can promise an interesting and instructive paper
for all cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

YOU
can live at home, and make more money at work for

than at anything else in this world. Capital not

needed: ynu are started free. Both sexes; all ages.

Any one can do the work. Large earnings sure from
first start. Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs

you nothing to send us your address and find out : if you are wise

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Oi to, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments, Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT. SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

'. for our large finely- illu -

,. rv .viual 01
;

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

*IMPORTANT TO BICYCLERS !
#-

INJURIES RECEIVED II TRAVIIL. AVuRK. OR SPORT, ALL AROUND THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

OF

HARTFORD,
CONN. THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,

CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

TISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! • INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE. =©&
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000. Surplus, $2,129,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
James G. Batterson, President. R i, 1 1, -

,
. Secretary.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

Don't fail to send for Circular

HEW YORK BICTCLECO.,38 ParkPlace,NewTork. WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

SECOND-HAND^CYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited,
NEW RAPID ROADSTER

\voi Peve^o
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,
NEW YORK.

THE ONLY

omcial Outfitter to tne L.H.W.

L. A.W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.50

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.50

L. A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A.W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.10

L. A.W. BELT, to match Uniform, 1.00

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, douile width, $4 per yard.

[HONEY

to be made. Cut this out and return to us. and
we will send you free, something of great value
and importance to you, that will start you in bus
iness which will bring you in more money right

away than anything else in this world. Any one can do tin- work
and live at home. Kither sex ; all ages. Something new, that
just coins money for all workers. We will start you: capital not
needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances ol a

time. Those who are ambitious and enterprising will not delay.
Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

*

Bicycles, Tricycles, and other < \ cles

Of any style or make, REPAIRED,
ENAMELED, or NICKELED, in the
is«'>t Possible Manner, by Experi-

enced Workmen, at Fair Prices.

AMES MFG. CO.
CHICOPEE, MASS.

SPADE HANDLES!
Handsomest. Strongest, and Best Handles in the Market.

ONLY $2.50.

U'r have them to fit \

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

THE

Paeifie Qjfieefmem.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OF CYCLING Oh THE

PACIFIC COAST.

Fifty Ger}fes per Year.

Aililim Care of A. 0. COOK A-

415 Market Street. SAN FRANCISCO

I'm \ » i i t
•,

. the most unique em~
blematu '

I

I Made
of -"lid Roman gold, raised polish)

garnet stone in diamond sell i

idized silver wit
enamel around letters, 50c extra; two or

et on top "f crown, ?i
1 each; diamondin crown, from $10

heck, or money-order.
\v. H. WARNER, Springfield, Mass.
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WITNESS THESE DECLARATIONS.
From tlie Press.

77/<^ /'«<>?<:' we deserve it.

The Wheelmen's Gazette leads the way.

—

Wheeling

(London).

The December number of The Wheelmen's Gazette is

one of the best yet issued.

—

Boston Herald.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is one of the most reliable

wheel papers of the day.

—

Fort Wayne World.

The Wheelmen's Gazette, more readable than ever,

appeared in its February form this week.

—

N. E. Homestead.

The Wheelmen's Gazette in the field of journalism oc-

cupies the position the club does on the track.

—

Boston

Globe.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is what you might call "a
bright, sparkling gem " in the circle of cycling literature.

—

Southern Cycler.

It is superfluous to praise the appearance of The Wheel-
men's Gazette. The contents also are unusually interesting.

—Cyclist and A thlete.

The one publication which wheel riders cannot afford to be

without, all things considered, is The Wheelmen's Gazette.
—Ehnira A dvertiser.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is the finest cycling paper in

every particular ever issued in America.

—

Chicago Sporting

and TheatricalJournal.

The Wheelmen's Gazette occupies a prominent place in

the front rank of cycling journals in this or any other

country.

—

Lynn Reporter.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is one of the spiciest and best

of our bicycling exchanges. We know a good thing when we

see it.— Turf, Field, and Farm.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is certainly a beautiful and

valuable journal, and we do not blame cyclists for being

proud of it.

—

Pittsburgh Sportsman.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is one of the finest specimens

of the printer's art that conies to hand. Full as it is of in-

teresting items for wheelmen, it cannot but find favor.

—

Guelph (Canada) Herald.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is having remarkable success

in point of circulation, reaching even "the isles of the sea."

A club of twelve subscribers was received from Bermuda last

night.

—

Springfield Republican

.

The Wheelmen's Gazette for February is as bright and

newsy as ever. Among the good things inside its covers is a

portion of the story of Thomas Stevens's trip around the

globe.

—

Springfield Republican.

The February Wheelmen's Gazette is brimming full of

good things, and the editorial arti< le are isually interesting

reading. Those on League uniforms and the L. A. W.
Bulletin contain information worth preserving. The Ga-
zette also presents a model appearance typographically, and

all in all makes a record as a cycling journal that is difficult to

beat.

—

Springfield Union.

From tlie Trade.

They cannot help it.

Received answers to my advertisement the next day after

my copy of The Gazette arrived.—A. C. Munson, Stam-

ford, Ct

Please continue our advertisement for the year 1887, It

pays to advertise in The Gazette.—The King Wheel Co.,

New York.

We are overwhelmed with replies to our advertisement in

The Gazette.—Yost & McCune, inventors of the Spring-

field Roadster.

Dayton, Ohio, January 5, 1887.

The Wheelmen's Gazette, Springfield, Mass.

Enclosed find draft in full for your statement of January 1.

I have kept an account of replies received from my advertise-

ment in all the cycling papers, and The Gazette takes the

lead by considerable.

Wishing you a prosperous New Year, I remain,

Very respectfully, A W. GUMP.

Pope Manufacturing Company, I

Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles,

Boston, Mass., February 8, 18S7. )

Mr. H. E. Ducker, Springfield, Mass.

Dear Sir—Please reserve for us six extra pages in next

issue of The Gazette. It is opportune to here say that our

advertising experience with your paper, which began with its

first issue, has been entirely satisfactory,—so much so that we

shall probably never cease to liberally use its advertising pages.

Yours, etc., ALBERT A. POPE, President.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.
Sole United States Agency Rudge Bicycles and Tricycles,

Boston, Mass., January 29, 1887.

Mr. H. E. Ducker, Springfield, Mass.

Dear Sir—We beg to enclose you check for the amount

of your monthly statement received to-day; also contract

signed for 1887. We believe it is principally through The
Wheelmen's Gazette that the Rudge machines have at-

tained their popularity.

Wishing you success for the coming year, we remain,

Yours very truly,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

New Albany, Ind., September 13, 1886.

The Wheelmen's Gazette, Springfield, Mass.

The 100 copies of The Gazette containing our adver-

tisement of "The Book-Keeper's Delight" reached us this

morning ; and we have to say, in reply, that the advertisement

seems to have caught the eye of the people so readily that sev-

eral orders and letters of inquiry had reached us through the

mails before the copies arrived. We can heartily recommend

The ( '.azette as an advertising medium. We know nothing

of the extent of your circulation, but the communications we

have received from different parts of the United States evi-

dently prove that The ('.azette has no small number of read-

ers. Two of your subscribers from the far West—Mr. Funge

and Mr. Griffin, of Ogden, Utah—ordered our combination.

We are fully satisfied that "The Book-Keeper's Delight" is

what all clerks and book-keepers want.

Yours truly, T. A. McDONALD & CO.

From the Riders.

They appreciate oar worth.

It is impossible to do without it.

—

James A. Bender,
Everett, Pa.

For a wheel paper, I must say it is unsurpassed.

—

Herbert
W. Allen, Chicago.

Couldn't think of doing without The Gazette.—E. C.

Dickson, Canal Dover, Tuscarawas Co., Ohio.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is the most agreeable cycle

paper I know of.

—

James H. Setzer, Catawba, N. C.

A typographical beauty and ably edited, The Gazette
should be in the hands of all.—W. B. Powell, Haven, Ks.

Please find 50c. for renewing my subscription to the best

wheel paper in the world.

—

John H. Polhill, Macon, Ga.

The Gazette is sought after by members of our club more

eagerly each month.

—

Geo. F. Steele, Treasurer Somerville

(Mass.) Cycle Club.

The Gazette is the best wheel paper out. I would like to

see it the official organ of the L. A W.

—

David B. Penni-

man, Oberlin, Ohio.

The paper is, without doubt, the best bicycle publication,

and deserves all the support it seems to receive.—P. H. Ber-

nays, Little Rock, Ark.

As I suppose my subscription has run out, and I don't see

how I can get along without it, I enclose 50c. for another

year.—A. W. F. Brown, Fitchburg, Mass.

Enclosed find postal note of 50c. for another year. I sup-

pose my year is about up. Keep right on ; I must have The
Gazette.—E. F. Mitton, Red Wing, Minn.

Enclosed stamps for the last number of The Wheelmen's
Gazette. I have lost mine, and not having read it must have

one to read.

—

George A. Spicer, West Troy, N. Y.

It affords me pleasure to hand you the enclosed postal order

for $5.00, and ten names as subscribers to your journal.

" Good value for the money," I tell my friends.

—

Joseph P.

Angell, Pine Bluff, Ark.

I have always claimed that interesting reading was made

doubly so when presented in good shape, and so I wish The
Gazette as much success in the future as it seems to have

had in the past.—C. C. Hopkins, Denver, Col.

Enclosed find 50c. for The Gazette for one year.

Yours is a splendid paper. I take six bicycle papers, and

yours ranks them all in my estimation.

—

Wm. A. L. Knox,

C. C, Captain Dallas Wheel Club, Dallas, Texas.

Enclosed is check for $2.50 subscription— five copies The
Wheelmen's Gazette. A long and successful life to the

new paper and its editor.

—

George H. Day, Treasurer and

General Manager Weed Sewing Machine Co., Hartford, Ct.

Undoubtedly you knmv I cannot get through this world,

even though I have a " R. M." bicycle to assist me, without

The Gazette's monthly visits, and so desire to renew

my subscription for one year, and enclose 50c. for same.

—

Frank P. Jewett, Brick Church, N. J.
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cles are allowed everywhere excepting one road

(the Alice de Longchamps) in the Bois de Bou-

logne, but bicycles are not allowed in the Champs

Elysc'es, the Boulevards, the Rue de Rivoli, and,

indeed, most of the principal streets.

The King Wheel Company, of New York.

which was incorporated November 24, 1SS6, has

organized with the choice of Rev. Homer A. King,

of Springfield, as president ;
Sumner Smith, of

Hampden, vice-president ; Albert J. King, of Jersey

City, N. J.,
secretary and treasurer. The Arm-

strong Manufacturing Company, of Bridgeport,

Ct, are building 1,000 of the King bicycles.

Says the Sunday Herald: " It is very remarkable

that there is scarcely a city in the country number-

ing over 150,000 inhabitants that has a track that

will compare with the famous circuits at Spring-

field, Hartford, or Lynn, and it is still more re-

markable that race meetings have not been suc-

cessful in the large centers. This last fact is more

due to the lack of a competent management than

to any other cause."

It is about time to again assert that Springfield

will or will not hold a tournament next fall. We
have forgotten which it ought to be, but we do

begin to think that all the statements and counter-

statements are but a grand Duckerian advertising

scheme.

—

Bicycling World. Others have been hit

with that same brick.

—

Lynn Bee. We don't know

but what it is a good idea. Tournaments need all

the advertising they can get.

In the matter of holding race meetings, our En-

glish cousins have the advantage over us here, in

the price of ground rents. Compare the prices.

In England they charge for Lillie Bridge Grounds,

in the heart of the great metropolis, the modest

sum of £3 3s. Aston Lower Grounds, on the

outskirts of Birmingham, can also be hired for

.£10. While Springfield pays each year for its

grounds $1,000, or over twenty times that charged

our English brethren.

In speaking of cycle racing, the Boston Herald

says :
" There is no cleaner, purer, more exhilarat-

ing sport to-day than cycle racing. America has

in a twinkling assumed the lead, and is in a posi-

tion to dictate to England, its sister country, so

long in the trade. Wood was sent across in dis-

comfiture by Rowc, and if Howell comes on this

side of the water this summer, he will undoubtedly

follow suit. The American racer is in the firsl

rank, his machine challenges comparison, his track

has no superior, and the standard must be kept

up."

Englishmen must have an idea that the Spring-

field Club must number over a thousand members

instead of only seventy men, if we judge by the

following taken from one of our exchanges. " The
meetings of what many of us have been accus-

tomed to look upon as the biggest club in the uni-

verse, a club which has been stated to possess a

club-house fitted up on a most luxurious scale, and

a racing track unequalcd in the universe, was

attended by but twenty-six members, and of these

fifteen voted against the holding of the tournament

this year."

Herbert W. Gaskell, for six years with the

Coventry Machine Company, of England, and

for the past three years its American manager,

has connected himself with the Tope Manufactur-

ing Company as head salesman, vice A. 1,. Atkins.

Mr. Gaskell is twenty-seven years old, and gradu-

ated from Liverpool College. He is popular and

celebrated in cycling circles on both sides of the

water. Among his achievements are: The En-

glish one-mile amateur championship of 1881, the

200-yard finisirin handicap races, and as the hero

of the Springfield tournament of 1883.

Arrangements have just been completed foi

the whole of this year's N. C. V . amateui bicyi li

and tricycle championships to be decided at the

Aston Lower Grounds. The first events down for

decision are the one-mile bicycle and twenty-five

mile tricycle championships, which take pi.

Whit Monday, May 30. The five-mile tricycle

championship will be run off on Saturday, July

2, followed by the one-mile tricycle and twentj

the mile bicycle championship, on Monday, July 4

;

the five-mile bicycle championship, on Saturday,

July 23, finishing up with the fifty-mile bicycle

championship, on Bank holiday, August 1.

C. H. Larrette says in the Athletic News : " It is

with regret I notice that the Springfield Bicycle

Club, by a majority of four, has decided that the

big autumn tournament will not be held this year.

I consider that nothing has really done more good

to both the sport and pastime than these monster

gatherings. They are advertised all over the

world, and their international character arouses a

lot of attention in outside circles. The results

are considered of such importance that they are

flashed to every quarter of the globe; in short,

the Springfield tournament has undoubtedly been

looked upon as the chief cycling event of the year."

The Coventry Machinists' Company, Limited,

write us that they find that rumors are being cir-

culated to the effect that they intend entirely with-

drawing their United States agency. Such state-

ments are unauthorized and inaccurate, and are

calculated to do them considerable injury. They
therefore wish to assure their numerous friends

and customers that any fresh arrangements that

may be made at the end of the season will be with

a view to extend and increase their trade in the

States, and the numerous admirers of the Club

machine may rest assured that they will at all

times be able to procure not only the latest pat-

terns of these world renowned wheels, but also

any parts of them which maybe required.

Here is news, but we had to go abroad for it,-

so it must be true. We clip the following from

the Athletic News: "There is not the slightest

doubt that in spite of the efforts to ' puff ' last

year's tournament on both sides of the Atlantic,

the absence of t he English amateurs caused the

management to lose a far heavier sum than they

liked to own to, and to this reason I ascribe the

pressure put upon Mr. Ducker which led to that

gentleman's retirement. There is no doubt that

if no similar affair is organized, Vmerican racing

will receive a severe blow, but from what I learn

from private information, it is bv no means impos-

sible that Mr. Ducker will now devote his

to floating another of those gigantic race meetings

which he really originated." Will the News please

inform us when and where the pressure was

brought to bear on Mr. Ducker, which led to his

retirement ?

An important innovation has been made in the

military school of Joinville-le-Pont. Since [851

this has been the most noted gymnastic school mi

France, and since 1!: 1 stablishment of .1 fencing

department in connection therewith, now eight

years ago, it has turned oul some of the best swords-

men in the French army. A few weeks

velocipedique section was added to the 1

Men will be trained to ride in the school, and in

the event of the experiment proving succe-

will be drafted into various regiments to discharge

brigade duties in time ol war. The results h

so far been so tory that the innovation

bids fair to lead to the permanent establishment

ol the cycling section. The M
I Wat has

given .1 verdict in favoi of thi us< ol thi bii vele,

011 the ground of greater utility, as in time of war
each regiment can p 1 certain numbi
dispatch bearers economii all) mounted and swifter

than horsemen.

C. II. Larrette -avs th.it he is at a loss to imag-

ine why the last tournament ol th< Springfi

Club " should have been so persistently run down
by the journals who represent the ultra-amateur

section of riders. Admitted it really was a gate-

money 'spec,' why, my dear friends, should you
decry it, whilst almost with the same breath you

laud up to the skies our great international tourna-

ment, which is organized solely for the purpose of

putting money into the pockets of one individual,

Mr. F. Cathcart? What charming inconsistency !

But, at the same time, I fail to see why individu-

ally promoted meetings should not 'go.' I

clubs care to incur the risks that arc unheeded by

an enterprising public caterer, and such men as

Messrs. Ducker and Cathcart do more, I consider,

to bring our sport into prominence than any

amount of clubs who give race meel on the

good old stereotyped lines—a couple of members'
events and an open mile handicap." We have

looked for a reply to above from BicyclingN
and the Cyclist, but so far have looked in vain.

Speaking of the official ouiiit reminds us that

the official outfitter of last year. Mr. I'erego, is

being treated very shabbily by the powers that be.

This gentleman was appointed I eague outfitter

by President Bcckwith, and besides giving satis-

faction, his goods being imported and sold much
cheaper than could be secured elsewhere, he ad-

vertised to a much larger extent in the League's

organ than did the L. A. W. uniformists. This

year, after having his entire stock made up, the

contract is to be given to others, the committee,

nor any League official not even taking the trouble

to inform Mr. I'erego of the proposed change.

While we do not like to make a trade issue the

subject of editorial comment, yet Mr. Dei

<

generosity in the cause ol cycling bespeaks bet-

ter treatment than has been accorded him.— The

Wheel. We fully agree with the Wheel on the

above, but at the same time we do not think Mi.

Perego's business will suffer any, for wheelmen
long ago, and even before League uniforms were

known, well knew that there was no establishment

in this country thai cyclists first-class

goods at reasonable juices, and if we do not judge

wrongly win (linen will be slow to forget the best

place to buy their outfits. League outfitter or

not rercgo will always continue the leader in cv-

The American Cyclists' Union has commenced
iis "plan of 1 ampaign " against the 1.. A. \V.,but

I fear with little chance of success. As long as

Mr. Ducker includes the abolition of the amateur

definition on his programme, I feel confident he is

doomed to meel nothing but failure. Lake the ex-

ample of our own abolitionists. They failed solely

because they would not sec that cyclists cannot

entirely ignoi e the ruling bodies of kindred athl

>P"its. li is possible that at some future date

amateurs and professionals will be allowed to

compete in the same races, but this, bearing in

mind the determined opposition of the A A. A .
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is not likely to take place yet awhile. As far as

my knowledge of American athletes goes, they are

as strongly in favor of upholding the amateur

definition as their English brethren ; hence I fear

Mr. Ducker's chances of success will be on about

a par with those of Mr. Hogg. Many notable

cyclists personally have no objection to ride

against a professional, but they strongly object to

be ostracized from every other branch of amateur

sport.

—

Athletic A7ews. [We care very little for

kindred sports. Our point is that we are the larg-

est athletic body in the world, and it is time that

we ceased to be the tail piece to any organization.

Let us make our own rules, irrespective of any

other body, and at the same time let us be pro-

gressive. The cycling community is now large

enough and strong enough to stand alone. We
did and we do not expect to accomplish our object

either last year or this. But the day is not very fat-

distant when we shall. We have increased a thou-

sand fold in ten years, and we can abide our time.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

No winter in several years has lingered so long

in spring's lap as has the last, for there was in

this section little or no wheeling for the ordinary

until April came.

There is just the ghost of a chance that we may

see the good roads, bonny brooks, and braes of

Merry England, this summer, if certain wires

respond to the vigorous pulling they are being-

subjected to. The tour proposed includes a run

through or glimpse of Ireland, France, Germany,

Belgium, and on paper covers six weeks' time,

and about a thousand miles. The projector en-

joyed a delightful run in Canada, last season, and

is " perishing to see the old maternal country as

it is," and if we " get thar," some pen photos

may be expected.

The Solitary Club's winter record of missed

days' wheeling reached thirteen, which is one less

than a year ago. We have no pavement, mind

you, to bridge the muddy chasm.

The Bulletin is evidently going dry, from the

" farrow " way look it has taken on within two

months. This makes a veteran like the Gazette
more highly prized than ever, and its visits more

longed for.

Only a few short runs have been taken here yet,

but plans have been laid for considerable touring

during the season. Several Faciles have already

been sold, and things cycular look very much up.

Said our seven-year-old the other day, while on

the subject of vicious dogs :
" Papa is up on

wheels, and down on dogs."

A veteran cycler of Stamford has a memory of

the early days of the sport here, in which bumble

bees played a part, they having, during the winter,

crawled into the hollow backbone of his old

wheel, and, when spring came, he cycled those

bees about a day or two before discovering them,

when they were smoked out. He is vet the ear-

nest bee-licver in wheels that he ever was in the

old days, but does not winter his wheel in a

stable.

The foreman of one of our local papers is a

Facile rider now, the first of Stamford's pressmen

to catch on to cycling. We look for a wheel

column now.

Thanks, " Cycle," for your courteous offer. \\ e

are going to Reading-up on highways and byways

of England and the Continent, for a while, but

hope to see you also.

Can any one give points as to the most econom-

ical way of taking a six weeks' tour, as above,

giving probable cost ? We propose to shun $4-

per-day hotels, you know, and " live on something

to eat and drink," too. " Style and starch will be

subordinated to solid comfort and sight seeing, in

the most satisfactory way possible."

Whose and what wheels were those one or two

exceptions in your winter riding, Mr. " Cycle," as

noted in March Gazette ? Did the riders keep

on in that best exercise in the world through the

winter, when stirring of the blood is most needed

of any season of the year ? Winter cycling staves

off headaches and twangs of biliousness better

than any exercise we ever tried, and the exhilara-

tion of a winter run excels that of one on a sum-

mer day, by some laps. True, you must go pre-

pared for toothsome winds, and have a safe

mount ; then, on passably decent roads, the glory

is unending.

Has any one tried carrying a field glass, or what-

ever they are called, to bring distant objects

nearer, on tours ? What kind is best ? what is

the cost? and how best carried? Who will advise ?

A cycler, who has been mixed up with a wheel

and a dog very promiscuously, wants to know the

easiest way to discourage the accumulation of

dogs in a section where there are hundreds, if not

thousands.

We shall ever remember a certain high toned

hotel in a town up East, where marble floors, silver-

ware, agony, and high prices prevailed, and the

comfort of its guests was quite a secondary mat-

ter. Our sixty-six miles over sandy New England

hills, and some stretches of fair roads, had brought

that appetite up to its usual good form, and a

passable seventy-five cent supper was enjoyed as

well as it could be, surrounded by so much useless

glamour and fuss. Just enough physical weari-

ness had come to us to make a good night's rest

very desirable, and a house with a few hundred

beds in it seemed to at least promise it; but how it

proved a dismal failure, we will attempt to show.

Two old duffers who allowed no one to get a

word in edgewise or any other way, had been

noticed about the office during the evening, and

we hoped sleep would come to our and their re-

lief, for they must have been tired. The dollar-

and-a-half room we were shown to was directly

adjacent to a young theater or dance house, whose

patrons kept us awake till midnight, when to add

to our misery those old gibbering excrescences

came to a room next to ours and " conversed

"

in a high key for no one knew how many hours,

and doubtless wore one another out in a mutual

effort to have the last word. We left the

wretched place at about daylight next morning,

registering certain vows regarding high tide

hotels, and had a good breakfast fifteen miles away,

at a roadside house, for just half that "gilded

misery " charged for supper. Once before, a set

of brawling billiardists at Yonkers, N. Y., kept

up a continuous pandemonium at our expense,

until the early morning hours, when we surmised

their potations became too much for them, and

they fell under the tables.

That record of missed days in our winter's

riding, clays that, owing to deep snow, have been

lost with regret, has crept up to the unlucky

number of thirteen, and from our having passed

the snowy belt of the season, will, no doubt, remain

there, for the gentle patter of the rain drops have

few terrors for him who pens these lines.

One of the senseless things a winter cycler has

to put up with from riders who have not emerged

from the chrysalis state—for they in many cases

have not hatched out into " butterflies " yet—is

would-be smart flings at a waterproof suit, and the

owner's appearance. They are the sort who would

sacrifice health, and life itself, to style and dress,

instead of comfort and safety. They do not stop

to think that possibly the winter rider's bread de-

pends upon his getting to his daily work in that

way. We have forgiven them.

Now we hear of a coming aggregation of Stam-

ford, Norvvalk, and Greenwich cyclists at Stam-

ford, '• when the flowers in fragrant bloom tempt

the cycler from his room, whose walls are odorous

of 'baccy '-nali an incense."

The Leisure Hour Wheel Club, of Greenwich,

has recently re-organized, some seventeen strong,

and was tendered a dinner by its president.

Having tender memories of a tour to Danbury,

it is not planning one that way very soon.

There are about the same number already, as

last year at this season, who think they will be cy-

clers and with the wheelmen ride—if they can, and

nine out of ten of them do ride, somehow or other.

We surmised there would be a cycling paper

started in Philadelphia when told that the Bulletin

would go East.

We who have ridden all winter think we can ap-

preciate dry roads again when they come ; but

how must it be with those who have not ridden

since November ! What thrills of ecstatic—er

bliss the sight of good roads must awaken within

them ! Right here we might say that much, though,

depends upon how well the victim has withstood

the attacks of the nude little chap with the bow
and arrows; also how his cash holds out, for in

some cases it is a question of " girl, or whirl."

There may be an oil can in market that will not

leak oil and smear things up generally, but so far

we have yet to see it, and would not mind a good

price for one that will fill the bill,—instead of fill-

ing the tool bag with oil. Will some one speak

up on this matter, right away, to enable us to

secure the proper thing in time for use this sea-

son ? Now, then, let it come !

And while your inventive genius is on the oil

can, will he or any one else ring us up and com-

municate as to where we can buy a light weight

helmet that will stand as much damp as a light fog,

or a dew, without total collapse, and having that

sunken, caved in, hungry look that was a feature of

last season's head cover ? Dear I. G., you will dew

well not to fog-get to make it as light and com-

fortable as the old one. Our blessing is ready !

What a relief it would be to see the end of so

much L. A. W. showing of teeth, erecting back

hair, and jawing in general. Will the great and

good cycling editors all over the world rise up as

one man and away with so much that jars upon

the ear drums of the army of non-commissioned,

touring, and road riding low privates, and give us

more on the subject of wheels, and the ridin' ov

'em ? " Stamson."

WILMINGTON (DEL.) NOTES.

Our cycling season has now fairly opened, de-

spite the blustery winds prevalent in the early part

of the season, and the enthusiastic wheelman may

be seen at any time astride his steed of steel. The

past winter has been a rather tedious one for the

cyclist, although we have had some delightful
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spins, on several occasions, over our pike roads,

which usually remain in pretty good condition

while the weather is cold and dry ; we have also

had several runs over the crispy snow, and those

of us who have "been there" do not hesitate at

all to say that a lively spin in the keen atmosphere

of January or February produces a healthful glow

and a delightful sense of recreation not to be had

at any other season of the year.

We have a few stretches of very nice road bed

about Wilmington, but the majority of our roads

are rather rough and hilly, and light machines are

not looked on with much favor ; by crossing the

Delaware we can enjoy a day's ride on the excel-

lent clay and gravel pike roads of New Jersey.

By far the most of our streets in Wilmington

are the famous Nigger Head or rubble, which has

recently excited the intense disgust of our neigh-

bors, the wheelmen of Philadelphia; we trust that

their strenuous efforts for better streets may be

crowned with success. Luckily for us we are per-

mitted to ride on the sidewalks, and having sev-

eral very nice dirt streets, we manage to get along

very nicely. The question of firebrick paving has

been thoroughly ventilated here, and a trial is

shortly to be made by a leading firm, on their own

premises, where it will receive a thorough test,

and we look for good results.

We have a club of forty-one members, and all

but two or three of them are active members
;

we have recently moved into new headquarters,

and are prepared to receive any visiting wheelmen

at our rooms. We expect to have many new re-

cruits added to our number this season, and the

outlook is very encouraging. We are at present

busy making reports of our roads, to be compiled

into a road-book along with Maryland.

Victor K. Pvle has taken out the agency for the

Springfield Roadster, and expects to do well with

it ; this new wheel has excited considerable inter-

est, and we think will meet with a ready sale here

if it proves itself to be a good, thorough roadster,

as we have good reason to believe it is. The old

prejudice against the lever is fast dying out, and

this season's demonstration of the lever machine

on our hills will do much toward turning the tide

of opinion as regards the crank and the lever. A.

C. Phillips has opened out a second-hand bicycle

wareroom at his store, Fourth and French streets,

and has a good stock of machines ; he also repre-

sents the Rudge bicycle.

Public opinion here seems to sympathize with

Mr. Aaron in his recent trouble, and we would

like to see the matter settled amicably. Mr.

Wells's new paper, the Athlete, will doubtless be

taken by most of our members.
" ELYP."

G©PPespor)der?Ge.

WHY NOT?
Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—

It seems a great pity that wheelmen cannot

dwell together in unity, but the history of the

League goes to show that most of us would rather

fight than either ride or eat (a comparison that I

fancy fairly illustrates cycling combativeness)

;

and I expect to be greeted as a benefactor to my
race for proposing a brand-new casus belli which

does not involve the washing of any dirty linen,

and which consists of so general an assault on the

board of officers that it will be impossible to

create the rankling of personal feeling in the matter.

Very possibly, there are a good many League

members who feel with me that if our organization

is worth anything, it should by this time have

grown beyond the necessity of annoyance from in-

cessant bickerings about individual grievances,

real or fancied; ami certainly that no one or two

men have a right of ownership to I 1,000 members.

To those who take no interest in these petty

squabbles, a discussion of real policy will come

as a boon, whichevei side they may take or how-

ever warmly it may be waged.

Now, my special grievance against the board of

officers is that they have disobeyed the member-

ship at large, and that while the theory on which

they did so may have been correct—although 1

think not—our form of organization must be radi-

cally changed before such a theory can be justly

put into practice. At the general business meet-

ing in Boston last May, I submitted a motion

which was adopted, instructing the board to so

amend the by-laws that the president and vice-

president should be elected by the whole member-

ship in general meeting, instead of by the board

of officers as now. This was the original mode

of election, and when the change was made at

Chicago, the report of the meeting does not indi-

cate that the members had any distinct intention

to give up the power which they have lost. In

obedience to my resolution, the chairman of

the committee on rules and regulations (without

concurrence of his colleagues) reported an amend-

ment to the by-laws at the September board meet-

ing, covering the point at issue ; which was re-

ferred back to the committee without comment ;

and at the January meeting the matter was ignored

in the committee report, I presume because the

chairman despaired of getting his associates to

join him in its favor. My most intimate friends

on the board now tell me that it is of no use to

bring the question up, as nearly all the officers

are against it.

The officers may be right and myself wrong in

the position we respectively take as to the expe-

diency of the several modes of election, but have

they a right to ignore instructions from the very

body which delegated this power and which is

certainly in equity entitled to resume it? I think

not.

Wise or unwise, it was at least their duty to

consider the resolution and, if they could not con

scientiously approve it, to come back to the mem-

bership with their reasons. So far as I have been

able to ascertain individual opinions of those who

disagree with me on the subject, their idea is that

the board is better fitted to judge the merits ol

candidates and that an election by the general

meeting would mean simply a choice of the local-

ity where the meeting is held.

The first objection I consider of no weight at

all ; the second is better worth consideration, and

I might be led to think that the mere weight <>i

numbers proved me to be wrong, were it not for

the invariable reluctance of all bodies of officials

to let slip any power once in their hands. Remem-

bering this trait of human nature, common to us

all, I can readily see how it occurred to no one in

the board to bring in an alternative proposition

to elect the executive on the same mail

which consuls and representatives are 1

This would at least meet the danger of a locally

packed meeting; which, however, I do not believe

we need fear when clubs can vote by proxy and

when distant members find some reason to attend

the meeting in the fact that such important busi-

ness is to be transacted.

The main object of my proposition indeed was

to introduce u nt ol inti mi 1 I

n thai so tew !i. ire for the parade

and the races have become overshadowed by

I'. ii hould I hi majoi

ity think thi in oi littli importance,

still the \ ei
j

greal ni 1 d thai ou

should be the diri 1 oi the I

not oi a class only, however selected. The facl

is, that our growth has be< 11 so rapid thai wi now

have a mongrel association oi the most illogical

kind. We started out with almosl pun d

racj and we have gradually drifted into an

chy. The intention has undoubtedly been to pro-

\i<li representative government, modeled on the

federal Constitution, bul we have concer

-lead .1 body corporate thai resi mbli - nothing in

heaven or on earth, or in the water under the

earth. All our lives, liberty and pursuit of (cy-

cling) happiness are in the hands ol officers who,

presumably our servant-, have in reality such

absolute power that they can change the mode of

electing their own successors in any way they

please, even to the extent of re-electing them-

selves.

If the League were formed in strict analogy to

the American Constitution, the manner of electing

neither the president nor consuls and representa-

tives—who are the Congress of the League—would

be prescribed by the by-laws but by the consti-

tution ; and be subject to change only by the whole

membership. We have a national organization

whose practice is based on that of a petty stock com-

pany, but even the directors of a bank or a cotton

mill arc subject to fundamental law which they can-

not amend without the consent of the stockholders.

Our constitution should be our fundamental law;

our by-laws the enactment of the representative

body, made only in strict accordance with the pow-

ers which had been delegated to it by provisions of

a constitution subject to amendment by nothing but

the popular vote. The failure to recognize this

cardinal principle has reduced us to a necessity

of piecemeal alterations that are never more than

half satisfactory and always incomplete.

Let us be one thing or the other. It the 1

i- .1 democratii body, then 1 nbei should

have a voice in the eld executive officers

and the enactment oi important laws should be

done only by meetings open to all. But if this is

impracticable—and undoubtedly it is—then make

our form oi government re. illy representative;

give oin board delegated, nol irresponsible power,

and incorporate in the constitution about half the

provisions that exist now in the by-laws. Which-

ever method oi transacting business is pursued,

when it comes to elections we should go back to

the good old plan of popular rule. If we of the

rank and file are competent to vote for represent-

atives, many of whom we do not know even by

name, we are certainly able to choose a president,

when all the League is discussing the various can-

didates, lust .is elections to state legislatures

turn on who shall go to the United State Senate.

not on who i- best titled for the other duties of a

seat in the legislal il might easily come to

be under 0111 present system that we would all

vote for this or that representative or consul solely

in view of which candidate for the presidency he

w.is pledgi d to support. The clumsy national

ral foil, ge is b ttei th m thi I e 1 me plan,

admittedly mere

machines and have no other duties in which to do

mischief; but we ought to place the League be-
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yond the possibility that the board of officers

might ever come to be a copy of the Electoral

College.

I have had mv little growl, and in order to stir

up a hornet's nest more effectually, I will adopt

Mr. Herring's plan and send copies to all the pa-

pers. Unfortunately I've been unable to step on

any individual toes, because I don't know who is

responsible for smothering my resolution ; so each

and every member of the board will please con-

sider himself personally entitled to accept the

challenge and "go for me " with all the controver-

sial ability of which he is possessed.

Very truly yours,

Edward J. Shriver.

New York, March i-, 1887.

COUNTING THE COST.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette

:

—
From estimates just now submitted to me by the

Springfield Printing Company, I discover that my
expenditures for " Ten Thousand Miles on a

Bicycle " (6,200 copies, probably ready in April)

will be almost exactly §5,000. This assumes that

the preface, contents-table, and indexes—whereof

64 pages are now in type—will not exceed So

pages. The 800 pages forming the main text of

the book have all been printed, and the curious

visitor to the company's storeroom may see them

there in a pile which weigh something like a dozen

tons.

Of the 3,580 subscription-copies, " speciallv num-

bered and autographed," I assume that 3,000 will

really be paid for at " one dollar each," and that

about 2,500 of these will go by express to the no
chief towns where depositaries have agreed to re-

ceive them, and that perhaps only 500 copies

will need to be mailed to remote points. As
I have shown that the first cost of book is 76

cents, and as cost of distribution can hardly be less

than 10 cents, I shall at best clear only 14 cents

on each " subscription copy,"—or $420 on the en-

tire 3,000. If I had printed only the latter number,

instead of 6,200, my outlay for each book would

have been $1.70,—causing a dead loss of $2,100.

If I had printed only 1,000, each book which I de-

livered to a " dollar subscriber " would have cost

me $2.30.

Having brought down the " average first-cost
"

to 76 cents, by taking the risk of a large edition

like 6,200, my chance of profit on the second 3,000

(after giving away 200 copies to editors and re-

viewers) may be shown thus: As expenses of

mailing and advertising will be at least 24 cents,

I could only make $1,500 by selling the 3,000 at

$1 .50 each. Hence, I have tins day decided to put the

price at $2. If, at such price, I dispose of all the

books, in the specified manner, by the last day of

next autumn, my estimated reward will be $3,420.

This reward, be it remembered, is for the hardest-

worked four years of the forty which I have lived,

and for the risk not only of my health but of $5,000

of my patrimony upon a scheme which no observer

of '84 ever dreamed of seeing reach its present

magnitude, and which no observer of to-day be-

lieves I have power of pushing to success.

By " success," I mean the sale of 24,000 addi-

tional books, at $2 each, within three vears from

the time when the preliminary 6,000 shall be dis-

posed of,—the sale of them, too, without the aid

of the bookstores,—without commissions, or dis-

counts or premiums of any sort,—but solely by

virtue of the "good-will" towards myself which

I hope the actual book may inspire among my

3,000 " copartners " in every part of the globe.

If my work shall in fact have the luck to please

them, I am sure they will be glad to force an un-

precedented sale for it, and thereby proclaim the

phenomenal power of cycling itself. As regards

the size of the bait which I thus throw out to

them, I have this day discovered, by adding the

chapter estimates, that it will consist of "657,400

words,"—or more than double the number in the

1,232 octavo pages of " General Grant's Memoirs,"

which contain almost exactly 300,000 words. If

priced at the same rate per word, my book would

sell for $15, instead of $2.

I now name "April 19" as the probable date of

its appearance, because that will be the fourth

anniversary of the day when I conceived the

scheme, and I am fairly confident that at least a

few copies of the completed book will be in exist-

ence then. The "general index" is the only

thing remaining to be done. I have made no ad-

vance upon it since a month ago, when I reported

having marked only a quarter of the 800 pages,

but I shall resume work to-morrow and trust I

may get through the other 600 pages before the

month closes.

Patrons of the Gazette may find in the issue

for last June a list of depositories in 108 chief

towns where subscribers can pay for their books

when they secure them, and where extra copies

can be bought at $2 each. Cash orders at $1.50

each, which reach me before April 19, will be

recognized as paying in full for an autographed

copy of the volume, delivered free by express at a

depositors' or mailed direct. I wish no subscriber

to send me " a dollar " until he sees my advertise-

ment of the actual issue of the book and the cost

of mailing it; though the 225 subscribers who

have in fact already paid me the promised "dollar

each " may rest assured that their copies will be

promptly mailed, without any further charge for

postage. Finally, I will announce, for the benefit

of subscribers or others who may wish to indulge

in an edition de luxe, that I have 200 copies on

heavy paper which can be supplied, in unbound

shape, at the same price as the bound book of the

ordinary edition. Any subscriber who wishes me
to send him these special sheets, instead of the

regular book, should file his request before April

19,—the earlier the better. Karl Kron.

Washington Square, New York, March 3, 1887.

Postscript, March 31. Exactly four weeks hav-

ing passed since the above letter was written and

put in type (for a " pressure of new ads." caused

its exclusion from the March Gazette, at the

final moment, in spite of editorial paragraphs con-

cerning its presence " in another column "), I am
again forced to say that the " general index " has

not advanced at all, though I again expect to "re-

sume work upon it to-morrow." This means that

the earliest books can hardly be ready for delivery

before May 15; and so I may as well add,—to

prevent any reproaches for " raising the price

without warning,"—that cash orders at the $1.50

rate will be accepted by me until then.

The May Gazette will exhibit a revised list of

depositaries; and I shall be glad to hear at once

from subscribers who are willing to act as such in

any towns not named in the previous list. My
most direct address until the end of May will be

" West Springfield, Mass.," where I fought the

indexes for the first six weeks of this year. The

struggle was so tiresome that, even after six weeks

of semi-rest in the city, I am now in very poor

physical condition for renewing it. In fact, I feel

more fear of an upset by illness than at any previ-

ous stage of the enterprise ; but I guess I shall

manage to worry through it, somehow. K. K.

Editor Wheelmen 's Gazette:—
The advent of spring is fast approaching, as can

be vouched for by the pleasant weather allotted to

us by that always reliable weather prophet, the

sturdy ground hog. Consequently the cvcling

fraternity in this vicinity, who have been more or

less dormant during the winter months, are now
moving about and getting everything in readiness

for the riding season, which will open very shortly.

The Reading Bicvcle Club, of which the writer

is a member, has recently changed its club rooms

to No. 418J Penn street, where it has secured more

commodious quarters, and the club has been in-

spired with new life, every member going to

work with the determination of making the club

rooms the most attractive in the city. The parlor

has been handsomely carpeted, while paintings

and trophies of the race-path of 'S6 adorn the

walls. But I dare not attempt to minutely de-

scribe the surroundings here; rather let us raise

the portieres and enter the next room. We now
find ourselves among the wheels and lockers, by

far the most useful and important during the sum-

mer months to our overworked members, who can

here divest themselves of their artist tailor-made

garments (which by the way are designed by one

of our members, who ranks foremost among the

knights of the needle), don their knickerbockers,

and wheel away for an hour or two over our cele-

brated Oley pike, only excelled in this State by the

famous Lancaster pike, the riding district of the

Philadelphia wheelmen. But back to my sub-

ject,—in the rear of the wheel room is the card

room, where social games may be indulged in.

Leaving the card room we enter the bath room,

where a shower bath has been provided for the

convenience of the members of the club after

their usual runs. Steam heat has been introduced

throughout and everything has been made as

comfortable and cheerful as possible. At our

last regular meeting the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year : President, Charles

W. Hendee; captain, W. I. Wilhelm; lieutenant,

H. B. Schwartz; secretary-treasurer, W. B. Koch;

bugler, J. L. Henritzy; color bearer, R. Resley

Eckert ; board of trustees, Charles C. Graeff,

Morris H. Uiener, and J. L. Henritzy. At present

our membership is nineteen, but by the first of

May we expect to have thirty active members

enrolled.

The club has entered into negotiations for build-

ing a race track, and thinks that by fall it will be

able to hold the most successful meet, both to rid-

ers and spectators, ever held in this vicinity.

By the way, I almost forgot to mention that two

of our members, Wilhelm and Schwartz, are

among the fastest Star riders in the State. The

prizes won by them during the season of 1886

number some fifty, several being diamond medals,

one of which was a very handsome one captured

by Wilhelm last spring at Pittsburg in the five-

mile state championship contest, when the most

noted riders of the State were entered against

him. The above-mentioned riders have gone into

active training, and think that by the time the race

meets are inaugurated they will be in their prime.

Then look out for the records, as both have mani-

fested their intention of lowering the records with-

out any respect to previous seasons.
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BUT IN SPITE OF ITS MANY IMITATORS

THE CUN1RD CONVERTIBLE TANDEM
iiiniiiii tiiiiitiititiiiifl ..•••••I ••titiiiiiii
in?>/

S THEM ALL!
'M "M JC "M M M 'M M M M M M M'

AND THE RESPECTED HEAD OF A RESPECTED MULTITUDE WRITES:
D. ROGERS & CO., Newark, N. J. Springfield, Ohio, January 11, 1887.

Gentlemen— Respecting the CUNARD TANDEM, I have to say that it is beyond all question the best Tandem
yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety, and the ease with which it may be mounted
or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, leaves nothing to be desired. Its folding handle-bar, and the fact that

it can be quickly and readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have
owned other Tandems, but this is the only one that was worth house-room as a convertible machine. I find it a per-
fect machine, in perfect balance either as a single or a Tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now
for the best Tandem, and have given the matter a great deal of thought and attention ; and if asked to-day to suggest
an improvement in the design and arrangement of the CUNARD I would be free to say that as it is I believe it is as

nearly perfect as this type of machine ever will be. Respectfully, T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

D. ROGERS V CO.
SOLE IMPORTERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Bicycles ^Tricycles, * CUNARD * Tandems ^Safeties,

75 Clinton Avenue, NEWARK, N. J.

Machines of any make taken in part payment. Send for Catalogue and List of Shopworn Machines.
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We didn't have as long a line of wheels last year as we have
this, but we received the first award at the New Orleans Expo-
sition "just the same," and all the well-known makers were rep-

resented there, too. There is no getting away from the fact that

our machines, both in material and finish, take the lead ; and it

doesn't stretch the buyer's pocket-book all out of shape to get

one. '87 Catalog now ready, and will be mailed on application.

GORMTJLI/r & JEFFERT MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of the American Cycles,

222-228 North Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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But I am afraid that I am intruding on your

valuable space, yet before 1 bid you adieu, I wish

to extend in behalf of our club a heart) welcome

to all visiting wheelmen when ill our city to make

our rooms their headquarters, and partake of the

hospitality which is always showered upon the

cycling fraternity by the Reading Bicycle Club.

•• Lord Dolphin."
Reading, March 5, 1887.

Among the Clubs.

The Brookline Club, under the efficient

leadership of Capt. W. K. Corey, is determined

to K.ll up a tine record. The following runs will

be held during the month of April: Fast Day

morning, a hare and hounds run, from the club

rooms on Station street. The hare will start at

9 o'clock sharp. Paper will be used as .1 trail,

and the course will be over some of the smooth-

est roads that can be picked out. On Tuesday

evening, April 5, there will be a moonlight run

over some of the " sand-papered " roads to

Newtonville, to visit tin- Nonantuni Cycle Club.

leaving the club rooms at 7.30 ". M. < )n Saturday

evening, April 10, there will be a run to Chestnut

Hill reservoir, returning at option of members,

leaving the club rooms at 7.30 P. M. During the

month there will be one or two all day invitation

runs, to which all members are cordially invited.

AT the annual meeting of the CITIZENS DlCY-

CLE ( 'lit, of New York, held Match 21, th(' regular

ticket was elected, without opposition, tin forme!

officers being unanimously re-elected, except in a

couple of the minor positions where the former

incumbents declined to serve again. After ad-

journment, the newly elected board invited their

constituents to partake of a collation. The Cit-

izens have 125 members, and the reports ol thi

secretary and treasurer show the club to be

in a most prosperous and satisfactory condition.

"Smokers" receptions and social gatherings have

kept up the interest of the members during the

winter months, and, with the opening of the titling

season, club matters are booming.

Keystone Bicycle Club (Pittsburgh, Pa.)

will award to members gold medals for the follow-

ing: Greatest number of miles ridden; great

number of days' riding
;

to all riding 1,000 miles
;

to all making a " centurj " run; and a boob)

prize for least number of miles. Season to last

from May 1st to November 1st.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

A 1 b \\Y (N.Y.)Wheelmen—President, Charles

S. Shanks; vice-president, Edgar V. Denison;

secretary and treasurer. Henry Gallien; captain,

Richard Robe; lieutenant, William I lonig ; color

bearer, Thomas I I . ( lenisliire ; trustees, John II.

Rathman, Henry Hawley, James Bradley, V
Howard Wendell; committees: entertainment,

Howard Foster, Edgar V. Denison, P. C. Don,

Jr., Frank Munsell, N Howard Wendell; finance,

II. Hawley, Dr. F. Le Grand Ames.N. H.Wendell.

Alpha Wheel Club (Bethlehem, Pa.)— Presi-

dent, C, F. Smith; secretary and treasurer. \„ T.

Parker; captain, Ellis C. Kent; sub-captain, Jas

E. Krause.

Atalani \ Wheelmen (Newark, N.J.)—Presi-

dent, W. S. Gregory; vice-president. W. A.

Drabble; secretary-treasurer, W. I*'. Coddit

captain, A. W. Snow ; lieutenant. Samuel Drabble

Atlanta (Ga.) Bicyclj Club—President, I

P.. Osborn j secretary, Sun Post; captain, E. 1'.

Chalfant.

Ba's State Bicycli Club (Worcester, Mass.)

— President, 1'.. E. Eames ; vice-president, C. E.

Flagg ; secretar) ami treasurer, R. C. Sweetser;

captain, W. Y. Fisk ; first lieutenant, M. A.

Wheeler; second lieutenant, Levi W'ittemore;

color bearer, John Murphy; bugler, (as. Murphy.

Binghamton (N. V.) Bicycle Club — Presi-

dent, Charles E. Tichenor ; vice-president. W. W.
Sisson ; secretary, I.. J. Kingsley; treasurer, W.
F.Sherwood; captain, W. II. Hecox, Jr.; lieuten-

ant, M. J. Corbet! ; bugler, W. II. Stone; color

bearer, A. M. Durkee ; trustees, W. R. G. Downs,

C. M. Bloomer, A. S. Bump.

Bluff City Wheelmen (Memphis, Tenn.)

—

President, D. A. McComber; secretary-treasurer,

C. J. Sherer: captain, O. C. White; first lieuten-

ant, R. W. Slusser.

Centaur Cycle Club (Baltimore, Md.)—
President, (has. C. Caskins; secretary-treasurer.

C. I.. Mitchell; captain, Fred A. Schwartz; first

lieutenant, Fred P. Eisenbrandt; bugler, Frank

f. A. Murphy; color bearer, E P. Eisenbrandt;

executive committee, Chas. C. Gaskins, Pud \.

Schwartz, Frank J. A. Murphy, t. P. Mitchell.

Centra] Cm Cyclists (Macon, Ga.)—Presi

dent, Dr. W. C. Gibson ; secretary-treasurer, C. P

Winberg; captain, |.
('. Flynn ; first lieutenant,

R. A. Brantley; color bearer, J. W. Burke, Jr.

Cm 1 se \ (Mass.) ( 'm 1 e Club— President, Ab-

bot Bassett; vice-president, John B. Seward:

secretary and treasurer, Charles E. Walker; cap-

tain, I.. IP Frost; first lieutenant, Fred A. Wood
man; second lieutenant, P. E. Pratt.

Cm I' Mi: 1 \ CYCl 1 CLUB (Washington, 1 ). C.)—

President, C. S. West ; vice-president, II. Ritten-

houst : secretary, F. W. Down; treasurer, J. P.

Kane; captain, II. A. Lammond; first lieutenant,

W. W. Malone) ; second lieutenant, K. Murph) :

chronicler. F. 'P. I ,Owey.

Columbia < vcling Club (Hartford. Ct.)

—

President, IP Se) mi iui
;

lent, II. M.

pope; recording secretary, Clark Lawrence; (inaii

1 i.il secretary, J. Sutherland; captain. J. Birming-

ham : firsl lieutenant, A. G. Gruendler

;

lieutenant, Thomas Wilson; third lieutenant,
J.

Calvin; coloi bearer, W. Holliston ; board of

directors, E. F. Oakley, Thomas Glover, William

Mcintosh.

1 1 1! vii Pi 1 its (Pi. 1 R \\ii;i i.ks— Pi. sidi nt,

F. C. Cook; v i< e-pi esident, A. E. '
'

secretary and treasurer. I. V Parsons.

. Mass,
1 Bli Mil (11 1:— Presi

dent, Georgi I Haynes; vice-president, < lifford

Gallagher; ecri tary and 1 Willard II.

Forbes; captain, A. V. Wallburg ; first lieuten-

ant, Bert 1 -
' at nam. \i 1

Inn Ben

son ; color bearer;W. A.Clap r, C. 1. 1 >rake.

Dutchess Wheei Club (1 ishkill, V V.)—
President, Herman I

1 am : vice-president, Wm.
II. Dolson ; secretary, Fred Wright; treasure],

Fred P. Rosa: captain, L. D. Fouquel : lieuten-

ant, W. II. Dols

1 1 r c vmbridgi (Mass )

(

'\ pn si-

dent, F. E. 1 tint; secretar) and treasurer, Irving

Baker ; captain, IP A. I ienhard.

Florenci iM.issi Cycli Club—President,

Omer M Smith; vice-president, Harr) P. Haven,

p.: secretary and treasurer. Will Haven;

Edwin Brainard : first lieutenant. 1

Sheai n
;

s,
, ond lieutenant, < Da

dm . tors, < 1. \P Smith, II. P. I la., n, [Y., W
I Ia\ en, \ 1 thur G. 1 1 ill. Warren M

Glens Falls <v y.) Pi< vcli Club—P
dent, I »i. F. P. R. Chapin ; vi<

Knight ; set retary, Herbert Knight ;
1:

John ( laukens.

Gloucester (Mass.) Cy( li Club— President,

Walter Garden ; vice-president, Fred Fisher;

retary and treasurer, Joseph Lufkin; captain,

Daniel Mcl'hce; first lieutenant, C.
J Gray;

second lieutenant, Frank Shute.

Harlem Wheelmen (New York)— President,

J. P. Halsey; vice-president, I . I Bingham;

retary, F. A. Ryer; treasurer, W. Zugalla; cap-

tain, P. J. Halstead; fust lieutenant, George R.

Peatse, Jr.; second lieutenant, (has. Griffith; bu-

gler. A. Rauchfuss ; coloi bearer, F. A. Ridab

Hawthorne Bicycli < lub—President, T. L.

I )avis ; vice-pi esident, J . F. I »a)
;
seen tary, J. J.

Lynch; treasurer, M. 1 . Gram
;
captain, W. II.

Boudreau; first lieutenant, P. II. Creeden; second

lieutenant, |. M. Broph)
;
bugler, B. |. Boudn

color bearer, J. IP Murphy; club committee, W.
IP Lemski, W

, F. Walsh.'

HOLYOKE I Mass.) WHEEI CLUB— President,

John Hallin ; vice-president, Fred L. Bardwell

;

general secretary, \. \. Megrath; 1 ding

etary, George C. Prouty; treasurer, Richard

\. Webb; captain, Richard A. Wei lieu-

tenant, G. E. Horn; second lieutenant, Henn M.

Taylor ; bugler, Rii hai d I
.

II ildi eth

Thomas Han ey.

(amaica (

'1 in— Pi< si dent, 1 \ 1

ii 1 president, George F. Ril ti v, E. J.

w lworth ; captain, P. 1 , Wellington; first

lieutenant, E. C. Chase; second lieutenant, W
( lushi er, W. D. 1 Idrii

K 1 .
-

1
. i Bicycli Club

l
Pittsburgh, Pa.)—

I 1

1 sident,
(

'. F. Siedel surei . P

W. Mi Cow in : captain, IP I . Bidwell ; firsl lieu-

tenant, F. S.( 'in m cl md lieutenant, T. B.

1 ,ee ; coloi bearei 1 . A. Smith
; dii ectors, (

'. M.

< 1 irk. . R. P. Smyth.

Vngeles (i a 1.1 Wheelmen
IP S. M. Judson ; vie t, W. W. 1 tow 1

ini. \. I . I :: : . aptain, R

Woodworth ; first lieutenant, O. ( . Smitli ; second

lieutenant, II. C. F. Smith
1

;

1 ichi 1 Bicyi e Club Corporation
— President, Col. \. A. Pope; ti I

foyj 1 rk, W. S Slocum : directoi s, \. A I

A. F. Webster, I W. Pope, A. S. Parsons, W.
S. Sim inn, C. F

Milwaukee 1 Wis.)Wm elmen

K. Millei . esident, H Utschw

tsurer, IP I . \nd tain, I-'. J.

roeder ; firsl lieutenant, W. II. Kassuba

ond lii uii nini. I

J
>i hi 11 ni cker, Jr. ; buf

: quartermas I

MURFRF.l

dent. R. P. Jetton; vice-president. IP I. I

nrer. ( 'hip Hendi

ing i 1 ks, I ; ' iptain, J. B

Smith.

New Castli i Pa.) Bicyi i 1 Club—Pn sident,

II.W an 1

1 \, Crawford ; first lii ut< nam. A

.

(1. I halu it. ( ). 1 1. P

, W.
\ 1 1 iwiord. ( ». If. P. Brown, and W. I II

\ 1
-.. [ERSE'S Wheelmen (Newark, \
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President, T. A. Kill ; vice-president, Paul Brangs;

secretary, Charles Dennison; treasurer, A. G. Win-

ters; captain, Mr. Longacre ; first lieutenant, T.

C. Theherath ; second lieutenant, L. S. Klotz;

club committee, president, vice president, secre-

tary, treasurer, Messrs. Anderson, H. A. Smith, J.

C. Willcver, D. E. Drake.

New |krsky Cycling and Athletic Asso-

< iation (Newark, N.J.)— President, D. E. Drake
;

vice-presidents, L. J. Hardham and T. A. Hall
;

secretary and treasurer, C. M. Booth ; directors,

D. E. Drake, L. T. Hardham, Howard A. Smith,

I. 11. Lunger, Dr. R. M. Langer, E. E. Sargent,

J. W. Smith, T. A. Ball, C. M. Booth, E. O. Alyea.

Newton (Mass.) Bicycle Club— President,

Freelon Morris; secretary, Henry C. Robbins
;

treasurer, Harry L. Wilson; captain, Eben H.

Ellison; first lieutenant, Walter II. Barker; sec-

ond lieutenant, Frank S. Wilson.

New York vnd New Jersey Team Road Rac-

ing Assoi IATION—The clubs represented were

New Vork Bicycle Club, Citizens, and Harlems

of New Vork, Kings County ami Long Island

Wheelmen of Brooklyn, Elizabeth (N.J.) Wheel-

men. Rutherford (X. J.)
Wheelmen, and the Union

County Wheelmen of Westfield (X. J.)— Presi-

di ni. E. J. Shriver, New Vork Bicycle Club; vice-

11 1 sident, F. A. Miller, Union ( lounty Wheelmen ;

secretary and treasurer, M. L. Bridgeman, Kings

County Wheelmen.

Norwalk (Ct.) Wheel Club— President, W.
T. Olmstead; vice-president, C. E. Miller; secre-

tary, I .. M. fackson ; treasurer, ( ». B. Jackson;

captain, 1 1. Van N ess.

Paducah (Ky.) Bicycle Club— President, X.

II. Wilkinson; vice-president, Charles Gilbert;

secretary and treasurer. R. H. Woolfalk ; captain,

J. K. States; first lieutenant, W. V. Wheeler;

bugler, Leslie Sanle; color bearer, Cris. Kalp.

Paris (111.) Meteors— President, P.O. Rudy;

vice-president. M. < >. Dole; secretary and treas-

urer, Frank Conk; captain, rohn Logan, [r.; L.

A. W. consul for Edgar county, Fred Harvey;

representative I .. A. W. Paris district. M. O. Dole.

Portland (Me.) Wheel Club — President,

John Cabin Stevens; vice-president and captain,

II. S. Higgins ; secretary .mil treasurer, If. S.

Gardiner; first lieutenant, F. E. Warren; second

lieutenant, W. W. Beckett; bugler, F. W. Mc-

Dowell; club committee, R. F. Sawyer, Dr. G. E.

I low

.

Racini (Wis.) Bicycl] Club— President, II.

G.Mitchell; vice-president, Harry Van Arsdale

;

uv-treasurer, W.
J.

Hopkins; captain, F. L.

Mitchell; lieutenant, H.J. Rogers; quartermaster,

D. Lewis; racing board, W. D. Driver, F. K. Bull.

Roxbury (Mass.) Bicyclb Club— President,

Wm. II. Emery, M. D.; vice-president, I. E.

Moultrop
; secretary, B. W. Potts ; treasurer, Wm

I [bhnson; captain, J. S. Lowell
;

first lieutenant,

G. E. Marsters; s I lieutenant, G. A. Titcomb.

SCRANTON (Pa.) BlCYCLl < 1 I I:— President.

Georgi \. Jessup; vice-president, John J. Van
Nort; secretary, C. J. Gillespie; treasurer, F. D,

W ails
; , aptain, B. P, ( lonnelly ; first lieutenant,

F. B. Ward ; second lieutenant, H.C.Wallace;
i

. J. A. Mai I iimgall.

I'AUNT'ON I Mas-,.) Bll YCLI Cu I;
— President,

\ ibi 1
1

F. Bailej
;

sei retarj and ti easut i i . < leoi ge

A .
' li issi 11 ; captain, i Ian in - E. Bolton.

Pro^ i X. Y.) Win i i men—President, R. D.

Cool-: dent, T. VV. II islop ; re lint

secretary, H. A. Everett ;
corresponding secretary,

G. B. Fales ; financial secretary, H. R. Church
;

treasurer, F. II. Norris ; captain, W. M. TJiiessen ;

first lieutenant, A. F. Ldmans; second lieutenant,

H.P.Cole: first bugler, F". II. Norris; second

bugler, G. L. Bavie; color bearer, H. R. Church;

surgeon, Dr. J. W. Morris ; trustees, T. W.

Hislop, chairman, F. P. Edmans, J. V. Wilson, C.

II. Gabeler, J. R. Mulliken; house committee, J.

E. Miller, chairman, C. H. Wall, W. M. Taylor,

re-elected.

WlLKESBARRE (Pa.) BICYCLE Ci.ri:— President,

Prof. W. L. Dean; vice-president, Dr. II. X'.

Young ; secretary, W. B. Bowman ; treasurer, II.

G. Shupp ; captain, Charles L. Morgan; first

lieutenant, E. X. Carpenter ; second lieutenant, E.

( >. Myers; color bearer, H. D. Flanagan; bugler,

A. E. Collamer; librarian, H. W. Blake ; surgeon,

I )i . F. L. Hollister.

WlLKESBARRE (Pa.) R.v.MiM EKS— President, M.

Wildermuth ; first vice-president, < Iscar Smith;

second vice-president, L. L. Reese; secretary, S.

E. Innes ; treasurer, John R. Lamb; captain.

fohn I ». Kutzner ; first lieutenant, Carl C. Sevison
;

second lieutenant, J. G. Martin; color bearer,

Henry Leffler ; bugler, John Hughes.

Wilmington (Del.) Bicycle * !lub— President,

Charles W. Todd; secretary, J, Harvey Wiley;

treasurer, Caleb M . Steward; captain, S. Wallis

Merrihew; lieutenants, John If. Man/, Charles II.

Smith; bugler, Victor R. Pyle ; executive com-

mittee, Albert C. Philips, Charles J. Kent, B.

Frank McDaniels.

The Wade.

PATENTS.

List nf patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,
for the month ending Tuesday, March 15, 1887, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E. Duffy.

patent law office, No. 607, 7th street, N. VV., Washington,
|ii, 1. 1 whom copies and information may lie- had.

No. 357,691, February 15, [887, David 1 1. ill

Rice, 'I Brookline, Mass., velocipede.

No. 357,819, February 15, 1887, C. E. Durvea.

of Washington, D. 1'
. assignor of one-hall to II.

G, Rouse, Peoria, [11., velocipede.

No. 358,178, February 22, 1887, David Wiggins.

London, Eng., assignor to William Lee. of same

place, velocipede,

Xo. 358,204, February 22, 1887, Homer A. King,

of Springfield, Mass., assignor to the King Wheel

Company of Xew York city, velocipede.

No. 358,533, March 1. 1887, T. Bieran, of

Rathan, Lower Alsace. • ier., velocipede (2 patents).

No, 358,730, March 1, 1887, John II. Cilley, of

Lebanon, Pa., velocipede.

Xo. 358,960, March 8, 1S87, J. S. Copeland, of

Hartford, Ct., assignor by mesne assignments to

the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Portland.

\L., \ elocipede.

No. 359,000, March 8, 1887, C. C. Anderson, of

Morgan (
'ity, I ,a., li icycle.

Xo. 359,126, March 8, 188;, [antes Brusie, of

( takland, < 'al., bicycle.

No, 359,448, March 15, 1887, Benjamin Kelsey,

of Birmingham, < lounty of Warwick, Eng , bicyi le.

No. 350,536, March 15, 1887, William L. ILucn.

Newport, Ky., and G. II. Ilildreth, of Cincinnati,

• »., bicycle brake.

The Rudge Enamel is a new candidate for pop-

ular favor. Ii is a specially prepared production

and will be controlled by Messrs. Stoddatd, Lov-

ering cV Co., who have given up the sale oi Ardill's.

NEW ENGLISH PATENTS.

List of new English cycle patents specially compiled for The
Wheelmen's Gazette, by Messrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes,
patent agents and engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London.
W. C ,

England, of whom copies and information maybe
obtained.

No. 136, G. Hughes, of Staffordshire, for "im-

provement in tricycles."

Xo. 147, G. Illston, of Middlesex, for "improve-

ments in springs for saddles."

No. 160, J. Ashbttry and J. White, of London,

for "improvements in velocipedes."

Xo. 210, C. K. Welch, of Middlesex, and '1'. 11.

Bole, of Surrey, " improvements in velocipedes."

No. 335, C. Neesotn, J. Xeesoni, and H. James,

of Yorkshire, for " improvements in bicycles and

tricycles."

Xo. 368, li. J. Chapman, of London Road, En-

field, for " improvements in bicycles."

No. 372, II. Jelley, of London, for " improved

arrangement of telescopic axles for tricycles."

No. 4 1 .S, W. Starley, of Coventry, for " improve-

ments in detachable handle-bars for bicycles."

No. 481, J. Garr, of Leicester, for "improve-

ments in \ elocipedes."

X'o. 498, ( r. Singer, of Coventry, and [. Dring, of

Clapham, for " improvements in velocipedes."

No. 604, T. Morse, of London, for " improve-

ments in means for propelling velocipedes and

machinery or apparatus therefor."

Xo. (161, G. Howell, of Barrow-in-Furness, for

"safety tip-wheel gear for tricycles or other veloc-

ipedes."

No. 710, S. Watts and R. J. Powell, of Bath,

for "certain improvements in the construction of

velocipedes."

No. 810, W. 11. Smith, of Yorkshire, for "im-

provements in the apparatus for attaching the han-

dles of bicycles, tricycles, and velocipedes to the

handle-bars thereof."

Xo. 867, A. McSporran, D. McSporran, and A.

Galbraith, of Glasgow, "improvements in cycles."

Xo. 894, A. Hunuable, of Bow. for "improve-

ments in velocipedes."

X'o. 936, 1. Morris, of Staffordshire, for " im-

provement in bicycles and tricycles."

No. 938, W. Giffard and W. E. Cormont, of

Lancashire, for " improvements in velocipedes."

Xo. 07.', G. Townsend, of London, for "im-

provements in velocipedes."

No. 101;, I. Morris, of Staffordshire, for " im-

provement in trii y< les."

Xo. 10(17, M. D. Rucker, of London, for " im-

provements in bells lor use on velocipedes."

Xo. 1092, D. Albone, of London, for "improve-

ments in velocipedi s."

No. 1102, |. \sbur\. ot London, for " improved

construction of folding handle for velocipedes."

Xo. 1115, W. Phillips, of Warwickshire, for

"improvements in velocipedes."

Xo. 1 141, S. Kcndrick, of London, for "im-

provements in coverings for protecting veloci

pedes from atmospheric exposure."

No. it()2, W. P. Thompson, of Liverpool, lor

" improved combined tool and oiler, applicable

lor use with bicycles."

Xo. 1 18(1, John Farran, of Mam luster, lor " im-

provements in tricycles and other velocipedes,

parts of which improvements are applicable to

bicycles of a certain construction."

Xo. 1214, II. Lucas, of Birmingham, for "im-

provements in velocipede lamps."

No 123;,, R, Caswell and J. Creftield Goslill, of

I ondon, lor "improved gearing for driving veloci-

pedes."
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"THE C. T. C. IN AMERICA."

BY KARL KliiiN*

"Co-operative Tailoring Concern " was an in-

terpretation of the club's Initials which "Faed"
originated, and which Wheeling has proved the

substantial accuracy of by exhibiting (Mar. 24, '86,

p. 395), a half-page tabular-view of the C. T. C.

finances for '85, from the Council's annual report

in the Gazette, "as compiled by a cycling friend to

whom the manipulation of figures is a delightful

recreation." Without such help, few who look

upon the undigested mass of official figures would

have patience to study out for themselves the fol-

lowing significant summaries : C. T. C. gross

profit on trading accounts, So,1x3,—comprising

$4,609 on uniforms, 51,183 on badges, $392 on

hand-books, and S429 on discounts. This profit

was nearly all absorbed by the net cost of Gazette,

S6438, whose total cost (511,317) consisted of

$6,804 f°r printing, $4,027 for postage, and $486

for adv. commissions,—the adv. receipts (besides

S6S0 due Dec. 31 1 being 54,879. The "general

expenses " (including the Secretary's salary of

61,500 but excluding the adv. com. just named)

were $8,031, to which must be added $2,793 for office

stationery, and $1,640 for postage,—a total of $12,-

454, or almost as much as the revenue from mem-
bership-dues, $12,740. The sum of $250 was ap-

propriated to the "X. ('. C reserve fund," and

$55 was spent for " danger boards,"—making with

net cost of Gazette, the club's total expenses S 19,-

197. Its revenue exceeded this by 5294,—nearly

half the excess being derived from interest on

deposits, $138, which sum, added to the member-

ship-dues and trading profits already specified,

raised the total to $19,491. In addition to this,

the entrance fees amounted to 52, 1 23, and were all,

by rule, appropriated to the " reserve fund." The

gross receipts on the trading transactions, which

yielded a profit of 56,613, were 538,157; and, as

payments on Gazette's account were 511,317, the

whole amount of C. T. C. cash handled during

the year was considerably in excess of $50,000.

"Those wdio consider that the club is of use to

the wdiccl world should support its finances bv

purchasing through its agency," remarks Wheeling,

"since but for this it has no vital spark. With-

out the large profits secured on its trading, il

would practically fall to the ground." At the

annual meeting of May S. '86, the Treasurer like-

wise said that each member annually cost the club

87c, or 25c. more than his annual dues. He
reported that the monthly amount of checks drawn

by him on the C.T. C. bankers often reached $7,500.

The Secretary reported that the club had been rep-

resented at England's first road conference ; had

distributed some 200,000 pamphlets on reform in

road-repairs, and had arranged with the X. ('. I',

to lay a specimen road in Birmingham. The
Council voted to establish life memberships at

-

and one of their seven rules about the same pi<<

vides that all receipts therefrom shall be invi sted

as a special fund under four trustees. The scheme

appeals to sentiment rather than economy, how-

ever, as shown bv the fact that a man who should

put $25 in the P. O. Savings Bank would rc<

62c. a year, by which he might pay his annual C.

*From advance sheets of " Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicy-

cle " (800 pp. of text and 80 pp. of indexes, bound

with gilded top, price S2.00), to be published Ma\ 1^. bj

Karl Kron, at the University Building, Washington Square,

N. V. Copies will also be kept on sale at the office of the

Springfield Printing Company, where the volume is manu-

factured.

T, C. dues and still retain ownership in th

Mention was made at the same meeting that " tin

club's attempt to get incorporated without tin

word 'limited' had not been successful befori

the Board of Trade "; that the club's long-delayed

road-book of Qreat Britain would be issued in the

spi ing of '87 ; and that the club was also engaged

upon .1 road book of the Continent, " which would

be incomparably in advance of anything hitherto

attempted in that line,— its indefatigable compiler,

S. A. Stead, C. C.of the General Foreign Division,

having been complimented on his work b) Ei

members, as knowing more about their own coun-

tries than they did themselves."

The, Secretary also reported tli.it Council

ings had been held at Manchester, Edinburgh,

Carlisje, Harrogate, Dublin, Shrewsbury, London,

Newcastle, Leicester, Bristol, and Liverpool, re-

spectively, with an average attendance of 145 per

meeting; and that this perambulatory plan would

be persisted in. The weakness of it was pointed

out long ago (in Dec, '84, I think) by Land ,/«</

Water, which said that, as regarded the last 12

meetings, 22 of about 75 Councilors had attended

only once, 23 twice, and 15 thrice,—so that only

about a dozen had attended a third or more of the

year's meetings: "Vet each Council meeting is

supposed to be supreme; and one great fault is

that each, instead of keeping itself to the busim 5S

ariGmg in its own district passes resolutions

affecting the most remote districts. The conse-

quence is that sometimes a resolution passed at

one Council is disowned at the next. There is no

power of appeal, except under very special cir-

cumstances, to a general meeting. The confusion

which has thus arisen is very extraordinary.

Councilors, not being watched by any executive,

do acts to which there is grave objection. E.g.,

at one Council meeting it was resolved that no

Councilor should participate direct]' or mdirecth

in any contract which the Council issued, yet

within a few weeks another Council gave a con-

tract worth nearly $2,500 a year to the partner of

one of their body who was present at the time.

Evidently, the leading members of the club have

not been able to frame a sufficiently elastic consti-

tution to meet its present growth." At present

these evils are intensified, for there are 22,000

members, nominally governed by 125 Council-

ors ; yet any three of the latter who may happen

to form a majority in a quorum of five, can com-

mit the entire C. T. C. on any question or polic)

not expressly forbidden by its 70 rules. ( )f com -, .

under such an irresponsible system, the Se< retarj

must needs be the real executive chief.

The influence ol the C. T. C. upon Am
wheeling is, of course, a purely social and senti-

mental influence,

—

since tin I . . controls all

practicable arrangements that can be efficientl]

worked for the encouragement of bicycle ti

in this country. I recommend ever I

who wish I
a journal whil h ( .111

tell him most about ion ign tours and toimsts, ,u

least - tpi nse, to join the C. T. C. simply foi the

sake of its Gazette. I call this an interesting and

valuable paper, in spite oi all the fun poked at it

by the rival trade-circulars which chiefly cater to

the ra< ing mi n, and in spite of .ill the drivi

commonplace which it prints for " filling " Ever;

American who plans to do any riding abroad

should likewise join the club foi the sake of the

introduction which its ticket will give him to the

verbal civilities of the consuls who may be found

in nearly every large town, Besides these two

in tht American l division

rtplied in attendi

annual n eel paradi . and there forming

ot a somewhat sele< t bo

1 luisi.ists , tax in

suppi irl "i thi mere sentinn nl "i " intei n

hip," in addition to paying loyal trib-

ute ill SUppOl t of the I iin I assume

that most of them are League men. though I

do not know the 1 id proporl issump-

tion being partly based upon the League member-

ship of their 15 Stati ' onsuls, whose geo

ical distribution is .is follows : V. If.— \Y. V. Gil-

man, Nashua. Mass.— F.A. Pratt, : Somerset St.,

Boston. R.I.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

St., Providence. Ct.— F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel

St., New Haven. N. )'.— F. J. Pool, 3 Broad St.,

X. Y. N.J.— L. II. Johnson, East Orange. Pa.

—F. S. Harris, 718 Arch st., Philadelphia. Md.

— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover St., Baltimore. O.—
Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect St., Cleveland. ///.— L.

\\ . 1 onklin, 10S Madison I
-

1 hicago. Mo.— W.
M. Brewsti r, 309 Olive St., St. Louis, /</.— S. B.

Wright, Oskaloosa. /''/>.— 1!. K. Miller, 102

Wisconsin st., Milwaukee. Col.—Geo. E. I'.ittin-

ger, 608 Harrison ave., Leadville. Wyo.— <

'. P,

Wassung, Rock Springs. These' State Consuls

nominate local consuls and they also supply appli-

cation-blanks to those who send stamped and

addressed envelopes. I .oh candidate who signs

such a blank sends it with %\ to the Acting Chief

Consul (C. II. Potter, 99 Superioi St., 1 leveland,

O.), who transmits the same to the Secretary in

England; and the renewal-fee ol latei years, it

sent in the same way, is 75c, instead of 62c.

These facts are announced in each week's Bi.

,
i gi ther with the nami - and addresses of

1 >lln ei s just given ; and tin i andidati

bership are similarly mentioned there, before

being advertised in the Gazette. This plan has

p] e\ aili d fl 'I more than tWO
)

additions have been made to the lisl of State < on-

suls during that period. Previously, the

called itself the club's " official organ in Vm
1 lute 6, '82, to Feb. 29, '84), but did not regular!)

print names; and the Canadian Wheelman has

inserted a similar " honorary adv." of itsi

organ of thi ' [". C. in < lanada,

since Oct., '84. The slight hold which the club

has gained upon that count r) is
1 hi< tly due to the

Oi an) sin h enthusiast as the m
pushed ii into recognition in the United States:

namely, F. W. Weston (b. Jul) 14, '43). an En-

glishman long resident in Boston, an archit

training and of the Am. Bi. Journal, in

'77. He was the earliest Chief Consul on this

side' the- ocean, and still nominally retains the

position, though a serious illness in the summer
of '85 caused a transfer of its duties to C. IL

Potter (b. May 20. '55), I ipt. of the Cleveland T.
<

'., who has ed in his stead. I 1

Mr. P. was tin earliest American K. C. of the

1 1)\ ision,—his pi

:

Hillier, ol I oudon, while E. R. Shipton and II.

Stui mi served in previous years.

The two just 1 ejointly devised a re-

11 me w he reb) membership in I

\. \\ . -houhl entitle the ho facto to the

benefits and privileges ol th< C. T. C. when on a

I n land, and The premature

alteration of the amateur definition in the U.S.,

er, dealt the project its death

and I do not know that at the present time of day
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I am in favor of recurring to the principle for

which we then contended. Yet I believe that a

great future lies before the C. T. C, in the U. S.,

if only an efficient corps of workers can be ob-

tained to define some feasible method adapted to

the peculiarities of the country." These words of

Mr. S. in the Gazette were reprinted by " Faed,"

as the text for a long article (Bi. World, May 1 5,

'85, pp. 33-35), which aimed to show that, " instead

of the mere sentimentalism which now prompts

500 Americans to pay small annual fees to the C.

T. ('.," a practical plan might be devised for levy-

ing larger amounts, " so that as much as $250 a

year might be retained by the Division for the

promotion of American touring, without actually-

being a drain upon the parent body in England."

Of the same date (May 13, '85) was the report of

the Division's treasurer, showing that $62.25 'iac'

been subscribed by 15 members, for the erection

of "danger-boards " at all the bad hills of the

American continent, and that one such board had

in fact been erected, at a cost of $5.27. The com-

icalitv of this attempt to " do something " seems

intensified by the fact that the " parent body " with

a revenue of more than $20,000 in '85, appropri-

ated an even smaller sum ($55) for the erection of

" danger-boards " in England. Furthermore, the

League has an efficient system of supplying sten-

cils for sign-boards, and whoever may wish to

spend money in that way can spend it most eco-

nomically under League auspices. " But it is a

mistake for the League to pattern after the prac-

tices of a small country like England, where dan-

gerous hills are exceptional,"—just as it is a mis-

take for the League to copy the " cheap and nasty "

hotel-policy of the C. 'J'. C, and thus give vogue

to the wrong idea that American tourists are a

beggarly lot, who prefer the inferior food and

lodgings implied by " reduced rates." The com-

piler of the League's " Penn. Road-Book" rightly

says: "The natural conditions render cycling

sign-posting impracticable in this country. A few

dangerous hills on the most traveled suburban

roads, and a few forks and turns where habitual

mistakes are made, may be labeled with ad-

vantage ; but, in general, considering the immense

area to be covered by a small number of riders

and volunteers, the placing of League sign-boards

is far less desirable than the publication of good

road-books." The same writer also gave vigorous

warning in the 1st ed. of his book, that any en-

deavor, by the Boston managers of the C. T. C,
to advance it beyond the stage of mere social

recognition, and use it as a practical instrument

" to usurp the government of touring relations in

the U. S.," would be resisted to the uttermost.

The Bi. World, having called this " a cowardly at-

tack, which must bring upon the author the con-

tempt of every fair-minded man," because " the

country has ample room for two such societies,"

he responded by quoting from its columns the

"creed " which formed the final paragraph in the

report written by Chief Consul Weston to the

annual Division-meeting at Cleveland, May 1 S, "S5,

thus: "A legislative cycling club should be a

national club; but a merely national organization

for touring purposes is a waste of power. A tour-

ing organization to be thoroughly efficient must

be international. This little world of ours is not

large enough for more than one such organization,

and that organization is and should be, every-

where and always, the C. T. C." After this ele-

gant extract, the League's defender nailed up, as

an opposing "creed" the following neat para-

phrase: " A legislative cycling club should be a

State club with a national backing. A touring or-

ganization to be thoroughly efficient must be a

State organization with national oversight. This

little America of ours is not large enough for more

than one organization, and that organization is,

and shall be, everywhere and always, in its own

territory, the L. A. W."
These words seem to me to formulate the almost

universal belief of touring wheelmen in America,

and I think they put an effectual quietus on the

visionary schemes of those who professed to be-

lieve that no arrangements to help such touring

could be "thoroughly efficient " unless supervised

by some shadowy authority in London. However

hard it may be, for an American who has much

sense of humor, to accept such professions as

seriously intended, it is a matter of record that

Mr. Weston devoted most of the long report just

mentioned to explaining his scheme for a " re-

formed C. T. C, composed of self-governing

Divisions, and really embracing the world" (A'.

W., May 29, '85, p. 80). As one of a committee

of five, appointed at a Council meeting at Leeds,

in Aug., 'S3, " to consider such changes in its laws

as -night enhance the international features of the

club," he said the committee had delayed report-

ing, to await the action of the American Division,

and he urged it to act at once. How the advice

was followed is shown by this extract from the Bi.

World's review of the year, Jan. 1, '86: " A com-

mittee was appointed in May, to devise a plan for

some systematic C. T. C. work in America, but

has not yet met. The sign-board fund is now

$56.98, the same as then." I do not think the

fund will ever grow any larger, or that any further

attempt will be made to " develop" the C. T. C.

in America, outside the strictly social lines to

which the nature of things confines its growth.

Whoever sincerely wishes to help the cause of

touring here can work most effectively through

the League; and no attempt to supersede this by

an inferior foreign machine for going over the

same ground and accomplishing the same results,

will ever be supported by practical Americans.

Let me say to the readers of the Gazette that

the foregoing contains only about a third of the

" history of the C. T. G." which was written and

electrotvped for my book, in November last, and

that several of its phrases would never have been

penned if I could have foreseen the remarkable

addition which that month was destined to give

to its " history." To the phrase " Founded May

5, 1878, at Harrogate," with which most C. T. C.

men are familiar, should now be added " Found-

dered Nov. 22, 1SS6, in the London Law Courts,"

—a phrase which the autocrat of the society is

very anxious that his followers should not become

familiar with. On the day last-mentioned, stand-

ing in the witness-box, before the pitiless cross-

questioning of a lawyer, "the Secretary-Editor of

the C. T. C." confessed that he had committed

literary forgery, by printing in his Gazette, over

the signature of our Philadelphia artist, Jo Fen-

nel], an abusive phrase (" the vaporings of elderly

quidnuncs ") which that gentleman had never

written. He confessed, too, that he designed that

phrase to stigmatize a certain J. B. Marsh, who
was obnoxious to him on account of having pub-

lished a half-dozen " Anti-Humbug " articles, ex-

posillg the " true inwardness of the C. T. ('.," as a

medium

—

not for " the advancement of wheeling
"

but for the advancement of the Secretary-Editor's

personal fortunes as a seller of "official " breeches

and badges. When the presiding officer of the

court, Mr. Justice Mills, heard " the Secretary-

Editor of the C. T. C." thus confess that he had

forged the signature of Mr. Pennell in order to

hurl an insult at Mr. Marsh, that officer rose in

his wrath and metaphorically kicked " the Secre-

tary-Editor of the C. T. C." out of the witness-box

and out of the court. He rebuked him scorch-

ingly for having indulged in " the lowest and vul-

garest abuse of the worst form of journalism,"

and said in effect that it would be an insult to the

intelligence of the jurymen for him to attempt

carrying his case further (he was nominally the

plaintiff in a libel suit against this same Mr.

Marsh), for no jury would think of giving him

damages after such a confession. In America,

any " Secretary-Editor " whose weakness and

criminality had been thus judicially exposed and

denounced would not only have instantly resigned

his position, but would have " crept into the near-

est hole and pulled the hole in after him," as the

best means of escaping popular odium. Moral

standards seem to be so much lower in England,

however, that not only does "the Secretary-Editor

of the C. T. C." continue in control of his "co-

operative tailoring concern," whose "rules " give

the 22,000 members no power to dislodge him,

but even rival and hostile editors, like those of

Wheeling, refrain from denouncing his position

as scandalous. The leading article in that paper

of Jan. 26, said, indeed, that he ought to resign the

editorship, because he had proved incompetent

and untrustworthy, but that he might nevertheless

continue to do good service in the secretaryship,

"as the right man in the right place"! In other

words, Wheeling seems to think that though his

forgery of the Pennell letter may prevent honest

men from writing further for the Gazette while he

is in control, his usefulness to the C. T. O, as an

" international " peddler of breeches and badges,

remains just as great as before !

Aside from this curious disregard of the ancient

axiom, " False in one thing, false in all," there is

something almost fantastic in the effrontery of

the assumption that " the Secretary-Editor of the

C. T. C." can make any more money in America,

by peddling out his "new badge," just at the time

when the L. A. W. has filed a formal protest

against him for " pirating " the design from its own

emblem, which is protected by United States pa-

tent. Even in Great Britain there seems to be a

good deal of outcry against his " new badge,"

—

not simply because its design was stolen from

America, but because of his endeavor to force its

sale by adopting a membership ticket of such

small size as to be readily lost unless framed in

the badge for protection. In Ireland, likewise,

there are signs that local wheelmen are seeing the

folly of paying further tribute to certain trading

Londoners, merely because they call themselves

" C. T. C." So far are those initials from being

" international," that they do not even represent

the United Kingdom nor yet the whole of England,

but chiefly its metropolis,—as may be shown by

analyzing the membership statistics at the open-

ing of 1886 (the latest ones on which I can now

put my hand) : The two largest " divisions," which

include the city of London, claimed 6,962 men, or

more than a third of all belonging to the entire 37

"divisions" of the C. T. C. The foreign contin-

gent amounted to only 1,600, whereof the United

States supplied 669 and all other countries 931.

Of the 700 Americans who were presumably on

the C. T. C. roll of '86, I do not suppose that as
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many as seven knew anything clearly about its mode

of government. I myself take much more interest

in such matters than the average wheelman; vet

I must confess that, until the need arose oi niv

seriously studying the C. T. C, in order to write

its history for my book, I was quite ignorant of

how absolutely it is owned and "run " (literally,

" body, boots, and breeches ") by the autocrat who

poses as " Secretary-Editor." As he seemed to

me a rather beneficent autocrat, my book mildly

recommended that League men might "buy their

breeches of him," and otherwise give him their

patronage, without thereby casting any reflection

on their own shrewdness or patriotism as Ameri-

cans ; but now that a London judge has kicked

him out of court for confessing to the forgery of

an honored American's name, I feel bound to do

what I can towards opening their eyes.

Though neither American nor English members

have any direct voice in the " C. T. C. government,"

—because the " Secretary-Editor " can always

control a majority of a quorum (3) in the " Council

of 125,"—a chance for effective protest might be

made if the " Acting Chief Consul of the Ameri-

can Division " were to proclaim in the English

cycling press that he had in hand the renewal

fees of several hundred American members, who
had instructed him not to send them to England

until the C. T. C. had been put in control of a man
who had never confessed in open court to literary

forgery. I suppose that the period of renewals

will have passed before these lines are printed
:

but I hope that no honest American who reads

them will hereafter send any C. T. C. money
across the ocean until he is assured that an hon-

est Englishman has been appointed to take charge

of it.

In regard to the chief advocate of the C. T. C.

in this country, Mr. F. W. Weston, of Boston, it

is charitable to suppose that he has never paid

any attention to the real weakness of its "govern-

ment," which he has nominally been a member of

for many years. I see by the Wheel of February

25 that the current C. T. C. Gazette has reprinted

in full the glittering generalities which he pub-

lished in the /.. A. II'. Bulletin, a few months ago,

glorifying the " international mission of the ('. T.

C." Except for the fact that he declared in con-

cluding that he would not be tempted into contro-

versy, or make any answer to inquiries which

might be called out by his letter, I should have

pricked a good many holes in it with my pen,— I

should have put a good many blunt questions

which would not have pleased him. I should

have asked if he knew anything at all about the

real C. T. ('., which is a London trading concern

whose manager has been judicially reprimanded

for literary forgery ? I should have asked what

possible similarity there is between this and the

imaginary C. T. C. which he takes pleasure in

talking about as a desirable " international
"

affair? In spite of his English birth, I am afraid

Mr. Weston is trying to pose as a "great Ameri-

can humorist." Just at the time when " amateur-

ism " is disrupting the English X. ('. I".; just at

the time when " literary forgery " is making the

letters "C. T. C." seem scandalous to every hon

est wheelman
;
just at a time when " poor business

management " has brought even the L. A. W. into

trouble, this inveterate wag skips gaily forward

with his gorgeous joke about a " grand <". T. <'.

universal." What adds immensely to the fun of it

all is that he never even smiles ! Karl Kron.

Washington Square, N; Y., Feb. 28.

THE TRAMP'S SOLILOQUY.

I am only a tramp,—a poor yaller-dog tramp,

—

and yet I have my cares and troubles like the

proud and wealthy favorites of fate.

I am up a stump,—so to speak,—and this is

how it came about.

Last summer I earned the gratitude of a young

man, by refraining from stealing his bicycle when

I had a good chance.

True, I had no use for the machine, but I am
that kind of a party that seldom fritters away ln-

golden opportunities. The young man seemed

to divine this, and when he thanked me with

tears in his eyes, he said that if I would call on

him a little later in the season he would reward me
handsomely.

Alas for human gratitude ! This was his re-

ward,—an off-cast bicycle uniform. Al first 1 was

happv over my new possession. I put it on,—it

wasn't new, but it was a dandy just the same.

Scornfully, then, did I sell my old clothes to Soup

Bone Mike, a friend of mine, for fifteen cents.

My happiness was short lived. Some of the

rest of the boys quit associating with me. They

pointed at my knickerbocker pants in rude deris-

ion, and called me " dude."

That was hard enough, but matters grew worse.

About the middle of the winter, when thi

mometer strikes zero, we tramps make it a point

to get run in for about sixty days. I worked it

fine, and got arrested for smashing a show window.

Hut next morning the cop who was to identify me
before the mayor said I was not the right man.

the one he wauled wore a red suit of clothes in-

stead of light yellow. Alas, alas, my uniform, that

had been rapidly changing color ever since I had

donned it, had at last betrayed me ! I was thrown

out upon the cold world. Thru- was no alterna

tive,— I had to work.

Now comes yet another trouble. Lasl week 1

got word from a young man 1>\ the name ol

with, that this uniform was intended to be worn

only by members of a club called the 1.. A. W.

lie -.aid I musl either join or quit wearing the

uniform.

I cannot join his club. 1 am a professional,

—

a professional pedestrian. Neither can I quit

wearing the uniform. Does this young man think

that in this raw early spring weather. I can doff

mv clothing, and walk forth clothed only in a liver

pad ?

They talk as though tin

>i a pati nt m:. jusl hi, an out-

sider, was trying to infrin e. I /en il th

I'm not to blame,— / didn't do it. The seal -I

ints was all in a fringe when I got them.

No, in, you ask

permitting yourself to be turn up about nothing.

Jut you wait till next season, when all us tramps

will be wearing this old uniform. Wait till then

if you really want to get excited.— Wheelmerii

-. Indianapolis.

COMING TO THEIR SENSES.

At a late meeting of the N. C. LI. of England,

Mr. Henry Sturmey, editor of the Cyclist, moved
and Mr. W. McCandlish, ol .

!

seconded the

following i< which were carried by a

large majority :

—

Xo. 1. "That the regi existing in most

clubs whereby professionals, 1- such, arc excluded

from membership, be removed wherever possible,

and that the fact of a man riding for moi

not made a bar to his becoming or remaining a

member of a club, provided his social position

in all other respect-, be sufficiently satisfactory."

No. 2. " That an amended set of rules for the

government of professional racing 1»' drawn up,

based to coincide as far as practicable with the

present rules and regulations governing amateur

races."

No. 3. "That clubs who have established a

reputation for their annual amateur race meetings

be strongly recommended to assist the Union, by

including in their programme, for the coming

ai least, .me professional handicap, inasmuch as a

regular sequence of such events, either in the

whole country or in one district, will, in the opin-

ion of the committee, do much to increase gen-

iiiii. professionalism, and to induce riders who

prefer cash prizes. 01 who would oth< rwise be un-

able to ride under the present conditions of ama-

teurism without infringing its rules, to follow the

course best suited to their feelings or circum-

stance-
"

No (.
" That in view of the popularity of inter-

'l racing, the Council should approve of the

selection of a team of the lust riders in the country,

irrespective of the class to which they belong, to

compete, in the event of any international arrange-

ments being made by the Unions of the si

countries. At present no arrangements have

been made, bul in the event of such arrangements

being made, the committee thought that England

be represented by the best men it could put

upon the path, irrespective of what they called

(loud applause) — that the)

-how the world what they could do as Englishmen,

apart from all questions of statu- and the like."

No 5. " Thai the fact of the N. C U. not bc-

usivel) an 1111. iti 111 body i- not sufficiently

known and • untry,

and that it is advisable to procun tin a--istance

i it> d< lib ither on the

Council 01 tin- Exei utivi ."

STEVENS'S FRIEND,

Win. \i mu i 1 Him to Cycli

Round rm 1

With the full blaze of public attention, and

amid the plaudits of his countrymen, the adven-

turous rhomas Stevens, come- to make

receive the loud "bravos"

and enthusiastic applause of those who gave into
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his charge the command to circumcyclate the

globe. It is a tribute to municipal pride that from

Boston Stevens secured the .stimulus to exertion,

so necessarj to success in an undertaking of such

danger and import, and to the liberality of Colo-

nel Albert A. Pope, whose name must ever be

held in high esteem amongst patrons of adven-

ture and travel, is to be traced the financial aid

necessary to Stevens's success ; all honor should

be accorded to the gallant and genial gentleman

who has, on so many occasions, proved his will-

ingness to assist legitimate aspirations.

This story of Stevens's wonderful journey is so

graphically described by his picturesque pen in the

columns of Outing that it is unnecessary to en-

large upon them in these columns, but the general

public knows so little of the details of the great

wheelman's life that a few of the circumstances

attending the inauguration of what must rank as

the greatest achievement of cycling travel of this

century are given.

Stevens purchased in San Francisco from the

California agents for the sale of Columbia bicy-

cles, a Standard Columbia, his object being to ride

from ocean to ocean. His journey, which he de-

scribes in the journal which has so long had the

good luck to print and publish his communica-

tions, naturally attracted some attention. Colonel

Pope, who is the proprietor of the Columbia bicy-

cle and an enthusiastic cycler, naturally took a

keen interest in Stevens's progress.

When the journey terminated at Boston he of-

fered to present Stevens with a new " Xpert " in

exchange for his old wheel. This brought about

a meeting at which Stevens regretted his financial

position did not warrant his riding round the

world. The colonel was satisfied, after some lit-

tle questioning, that Stevens had the requisite

" stuff " in him, and undertook to furnish all requi-

site pecuniary aid. Thus was started the great

journey that has so satisfactorily terminated.

When Colonel Pope turned Outing into a cor-

poration he still retained a controlling interest in

the magazine, thus assuring the public of a con-

tinuance of the delightful pen pictures by Stevens.

—Boston Herald.

A STARTLING FACT.

The events of the past six months have beyond

a question justified our stand on that antiquated

chestnut, the amateur question. Chestnut or no

chestnut, the amateur question is still a living,

burning issue, and must be met and dealt with

firmly and squarely. No " Missouri < lompromise"

or " Mason and Dixon's Line " will meet the issue.

Are you aware, wheelmen of America, that the

racing interests are ruined, that the tournaments

are things of the past, and that the glories of the

American racing path are not to be repeated ?

The assertion is startling, but it is true. Who is

to blame? There is but one answer, the men who
have forced the restrictive legislation down the

throats of the racing clubs; men who, knowing

nothing of racing themselves and caring less for

it, played .1 dog-in-the-manger policy, and refused

to let capable men handle racing affairs, while

they showed their own utter incompetency to deal

with the subject ; men who applauded Mr. Hai ris's

churlish threat at the Boston meeting: "Ii you

don't like our way of running things, get out; we

don't want you." These are the men who arc re-

sponsible for the present state of affairs. A set of

pre-Adamite fossils, fondling an antiquated relic

of the Azoic age.

For heaven's sake, gentlemen of the board, let

us have a little sense in dealing with this matter

before racing is ruined past repair. It may not be

complimentary, and you may not believe it, but the

fact remains that your legislation on this subject

has been stupid, blundering, and dogmatic. The

racing men are disgusted, the racing clubs are dis-

gusted, and the manufacturers are disgusted. You
ruined last year's tournaments by forcing the fast

men into the professional ranks, thereby prevent-

ing the Englishmen from racing against them.

The racing clubs, disgusted with their failures of

last fall, are abandoning this year's tournaments.

You have struck a blow at the League in Massa-

chusetts which only time can repair. And now von

assert your supreme control over racing matters.

Heaven save the mark!

Let the racing men control racing. Keep your

delicate little plaything, the amateur rule, and fuss

with it to your heart's content, if it will do you any

good, but give up the control of racing to men who

understand the subject, which it is quite evident

you do not.

There is a great field for the League, gentlemen,

one to which racing is but a Tennyson's inoffensive

little brook to the Mississippi river

—

good roads.

Turn your energies to that, and you can make a

great organization and a useful one of the League,

but for heaven's sake let racing alone. You
have done injury enough there already.

—

Ameri-

can Wheelman.

RACE MEETINGS.

Cycling in Australia.

A series of " test races," consisting of one, three,

five, and ten mile races, the winner to score the

most points, came off on the Association Cricket

Ground, Sydney, N. S. W ., Feb. 5, 12, amateurs

and professionals competing together in some of

the events, which resulted as follows :

—

Oue-Mile.

Fred Wood, first, Time, 3.21

C. R. Wood, second,

C. W. Bennett, third,

Con Dwyer, fourth.

Five~Miles.

Con Dwyer, first, Time, 17.18 4-5

Fred Wood and C. R. Wood, a dead heat for

second place.

Three-Mites.

Fred Wood, first, Time, 951

C. W. Bennett, second, by thirty yards,

C. R. Wood, third.

Ten-Miles.

C. W. Bennett, first. Time, 38.23

C. R. Wood, second,

Con Dwyer, third,

F. Wood, fourth,

R. James, fifth.

Fred Wood lost half a lap by stopping to screw up a loose

nut.

(in fan. 29, at Newcastle, a match between R.

Tames and Rolfe, the Australian champion, for

$500 a side, took place, over two thousand people

attending. The conditions of the match embraced

three distances, one, three, and five miles, the

winner of two out of the three to be entitled to

the stakes. The men first tried conclusions over

one mile with the result that Rolfe won as he-

pleased, and in the second event, three miles,

after waiting upon his rival for more than two-

thirds of the distance, Rolfe fairly ran over the

Englishman, and beat him home by a dozen yards.

Los Angeles Wheelmen.

Second annual race meeting at Los Angeles,

Cal., on Feb. 22.

Half-Mile, Open.

J. P. Percival, first, Time, 1.37 3-4

W. ,N. Wing, second, " 1.40 1-4

I'. L. Abel, third.

One-Mile Club.

F. E. Olds, first, Time, 3.40 1-4

0. C. Smith, second, " 3.43 1-2

Two-Mile L. A. IV. State Clmmpionship.

R. C. Woodworth, first, Time, 7.03 1-4

J. P. Percival, second.

Half-Mile, Club.

First heat, P. L. Abel, first, Time, 1.42 3-4

E. P. Woodworth, second.

Second heat, P. L. Abel, first, Time, 1.483-4

E. P. Woodworth, second.

One-Mile, Boys under Eighteen.

F. Pattison, first,

F. N. Lewis, second.

Five-Mile. Open.
R. C. Woodworth, first, Time, 17.503-4

P. L. Abel, second.

One Hundred 1 'ards Slow Knee.

A. E. Little, first, Time, 2.10

J. F. Plank, second.

Three-Mile Club.

O. C. Smith, first, Time, 11.32

W. W. Downing, second,

E. P. Woodworth, third.

One-Mile, for Stars.

A. E. Little, first, Time, 3.45 3-4

W. S. Wing, second.

RECORDS.

We take the following table of comparative

records from the Australian Town and Country

[onmat

:

—
Grass Track Times.
Australian. English.

Cinder Path T
English. Australian

mes.

American

1-4 mile. •45 •37 2-5 38 •35 i-5

1-2 mile. 1.26 [.16 '5 4-5 1.12 4-5

3-4 mile. 2.09 '•53 4-5 '57 2-5 1.50 1-5

1 mile. 2-5" 4-5 2.54 2.32 2-5 2.38 2-s 2 29 4-5

2 miles. 6.20 5-54 i-5 5 30 4-5 5-49 2-5 5. n
3 miles. 9.41 9.10 1-5 8.202.5 8.48 7-4S 4-5

4 miles. 1309 12.38 4-5 11.24 1 1.50 2-5 TO 40 2-5

5 miles. 1531 16.40 1-5 ,4.18 Msi 2-5 3-23 4-5

6 miles. 19.42 20.07 2-5 17.33 i-5 '7-53 2-5 16.12 3-5

7 miles. 23.1ft 2344 1-5 20.30 2o.5t 1-5 'S.59

8 miles. 26 51 27.12 4-5 23
' s 4-5 2 ; »6 2-S 21.41 2-5

9 miles. 30.06 1-2 3° 3' 4-5 26.22 2-5 26.42 2-3 24 -2'> 3-5

10 miles. 33-"9 33-4° 2-5 29.19 2-5 29.39 1-5 27.07 1-5

COMING EVENTS.

May.

6 Friday—Annual supper of the Springfield Bicycle Club, at

Springfield, Mass.

20, 21 Friday, Saturday—Annual meet of the League ol

American Wheelmen, at St. Louis, Mo.

30 Monday—New York and New Jersey Team Road-racing

Association's twenty-five mile race, at Irvington, X. J.

30 Monday—Race meeting of the Lynn Cycle Track Asso-

ciation.

30 Monday—Race meeting of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club, six events.

July.

1 Friday—Canadian Wheelmen's Association annual meet, at

Brantford.

2, 3, 4 Saturday, Sunday, and Monday—Annual tour of the

Illinois Division L. A. W.

4 Monday—Annual meeting of the New Hampshire Division

L. A. W., at Manchester.

4 Monday— Race meeting of the Somerset (N. J.) Wheel-

men.

4 Monday— Annual meeting Pennsylvania Division L. A. W ,

at Wilkesbarre,

Mr. Ducker's vindication in another column

will be read with interest and gratification by all

Americans. The slur which has been cast on

American reliability and truthfulness by the Cy-

clist and Bi. News " crowd " got to be a source of

constant irritation, and we rejoice that the report

of Mr. A. J.
Wilson will compel these men to

swallow their own words—to eat crow—the diges-

tion of which will be painful and of long duration.

Tally one for Ducker.

—

Bicycling World.
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THE GEARED FACILE.

" Gearing " consists in causing the driving-wheel
to make more than one revolution for each com-
plete stroke of the legs. Two types of geared
bicycles arc in market, called after the names of

the particular machines of those types that first

attracted attention. The '" Kangaroo " type is a

revival of the Hall Safety, which appeared in 1S81
and was then unsuccessful; it is a very small bi-

cycle of ordinary shape, driving the front wheel
by two disconnected cranks and two chain-wheels
and chains. The "Rover" type is still older,
having being patented in 1879 as the Bicyclette

;

it follows in general shape the ancient velocipede
or " bone-shaker," seating the rider nearly between
the wheels, steering with the front wheel, and
driving the rear one by a rotary shaft and cranks
suspended just in front of the wheel and using
one chain only. The " Kangaroo " type, although
scarcely known in this country, has for the past
two years had a considerable sale in England

;

but it is now eclipsed there by the rear-driver pat-
tern, and this latter will probably be pretty
strongly pressed in this market as the ultimate im-
provement.

Gearing is now offered on the Facile in two
patterns. There is no chain ; the driving is by a
sun-and-planet gear, placed on one side only,
power from the opposite lever being transmitted to

the gear, so that the levers drive equally. In
appearance the front-driver is hardly distinguish-
able from the usual Facile. A hollow axle con-
nects the hubs, and through this passes a solid
axle on which the cranks are placed. The larger
or sun wheel is a fixture with one hub, outside
the fork, and revolves with the driving wheel

;

the smaller or planet wheel at the crank end
travels round in a circle with the crank but does
not itself revolve, being held fast by the connect-
ing rod, so that the same teeth always point to-

wards the ground. The wheels have 37 and 18
teeth respectively, the effect of the " odd tooth "

being to lessen wear by lessening frequency of
contact between the same teeth. The operation
is that while the cranks and inner axle make one
revolution the hollow axle and driving wheel make
one and a half.

The teeth are cut from the solid by accurate
machinery, and hardened ; they are also detach-
able from the inner part, so that accidental break-
ing of a tooth (a very unlikely mishap) would not
destroy the entire gear-wheel. Friction, uncleanli-
ness, and " back-lash" arc less than with chains;
the running is smooth and noiseless, and the con
struction obviously simpler than the two discon-
nected chains of other front-drivers.

The sun-and-planet gear was invented a century
ago by James Watt, but this is a patented combi-
nation of it which removes its practical objections
as applied to bicycles. The lever and stroke are
somewhat lengthened, to increase power. The
driving wheel, levers, and connecting-rods have
double-ball bearings, and the duplex axle runs on
five rows of balls, adjustable simply and simulta-
neously from a single point. The head is the
" Abingdon," and every bearing in the machine i-

adjustable ball, there being no less than 21 rows
of these, some .250 balls in total. Tires arc \ and

f. Rims, forks, fork-extensions, connecting-rods,
levers, handle-bars, and axle are hollow. Finish
is as usual Facile, and construction the verv

finest possible. Sizes are 38, 40, and 42,

respectively to 57, 60, and 63 ; usual size is 40,
weighing 38 lbs.

The rear driving pattern has a 36-inch wheel
geared to 54 ; 22-inch steering-wheel ; the simplest

possible frame; uses the same gearing; healings,

finish, and construction of levers and Irani

as the front-driver. Weight about 42 lbs. I n

like all other rear-drivers, the saddle is d

over the axle, and although the wheels are small

the machine is singularly free from jar. The
steering is easier than on other rear-drivers, and
the steering of the front-driver is faultless and (if

any difference) even better than on the ungi an >l

Both patterns are guaranteed free from "skidding"
or side-slipping, a fault which has been characteris-

tic of geared bicycles heretofore.
The real truth about geared bicycles in general

lies between extremes. They are not wholly
good, and not wholly bad; this depends on the

riders and the uses. Their present position in

market has been made by some special and admit-
tedly' remarkable "record" performances, but

these, however valuable for advertising pin posi s,

are not a safe basis from which to draw conclu-

sions as to general riding. Under favorabli con
ditions, such as have been carefully procured foi

these show performances, they are the fastest ma-
chines possible to make ; on
bad roads and under hard
conditions, the wheel will

be likely to slow down and
merely, the ordinary pace
be accomplished, at a slow-

er rate of pedaling. The
front-driving FACILE opened
this year's racing by easily

winning the first road race

(10 miles) against good com-
petition and over very mud-
dy roads, within 50 minutes ;

riding the same machine
into London, the following

day, a like distance on like

roads, made me admit that

it consumes less power, and
drives more agreeablv, than

would have been expected
on bad roads and hills.

Still the probability is that

successful and satisfactory use of geared machines,
of whatever sort, will in this country for some
years be confined to Boston and suburb-, the

Orange district of New Jersey, Washington city,

and a few other sections having fine roads.

Of the two patterns, notwithstanding the pres-

ent fancy for rear-drivers, the front-driver Facile
avoids the defects of the "Kangaroo" type, as

the better and as also destined to prove sup< 1 ioi

to all other geared bicycles, not only for ease and
comfort but for speed ; when built on racing lines,

as it can be, there need be no surprise if it takes

the lead on the track and puts the mile record at

its nearest to two minutes. The front-driver i-

therefore recommended to customers who decide
that gearing is on the whole desirable for th( in

;

but even this pattern will hardly be kept regularly

in stock at present, and the rear-driver will be

held back awhile, as to this country, to await de-

mand.
W. (".. Wilcox, 33 Murray Street, New York.

," .nid (.1 guided by th(

case of n& 1

under any circun :
ion 011 the

md is « ithin

hi instant -. turning on
ili- machini « I pa an ordinary doorway. The
frame, including levers and cross-axle, is weldless
steel tubing. All 1 except on thi

(whicl Id I" in.
i e 1 ) are adji

ball. Front wheels an -; driving wheel
i- ;S 10 |-j in< In- ; tires 1 namel,
n iili nil kel trimmings. V.

gi ni I'M 1 n, fifty lb- I ni 30 to

Is lb-, lighter than other tricycles £01

,i ml 1 vi n lig hter than rai <
1

I 1 \ i 1 di 1 ; movement 1

feet than tin - lul and de-

sirable for ladies; tile rcni.u k.il ill

pactness, and simplicity of this m ogether
with its ease of running anil if /front,

make it the best ladies' tricycle in market, and as

such it was primarih it has
been built ungeared, but tin I ICILI gearing can
be applii d to order.

I "i more omplete particulars of the Fa< 11 1

machines, send to

W.G.Wilcox, 53 Murray Street, New

THE FACILE TRICYCLE.
By using a central driving wheel, this new ma-

chine dispenses with balance gearing ami
much in directness and simplicity. Byhavingtwo
small wheels and one large one, instead of the

usual two large wheels ami one small one, these
advantages are attained: the smallest wheel has
the smoothest part of the road; the total

wheel- .md total weight are much reduced; and
the frame is simpler and -mailer. Throu
saddle-post—which, with its brace-tub
triangle—passes the steering-rod, operated by
Imili handles and both arms equally, the curved
handle-bar passing behind and forward of the

rider as in an arm-chair; two small fixed

and a steel band transmit the motion to the re-

versed steering head. The steering-wheels run
freely on the cross axle, which itself forms a most
convenient foot-rest. The machine is a " straight

For cluer&j (Stiedst-

fflECYCLEBRUSrlTOOb
THE 0NLYMEAN5 OF KEEPINGYOUR

BEARINQ5 FREE FROM GRIT.

^PATENTED-)

WILL ADJUST BEARING.^. jV STI FFEST

BOXES.TIGHTENSCREWS^^J^tjNBL^BRJsTLES,

AND REMOVE HARD DIRji//FOR POCKET OR TOOL

WITHOUT WASHINGS/BAG- BY MAIL. 75 cts.

THEWHEEI/
<:|B^^/RH.BERNAYS.LlllLEROCK,ARK.

FLORENCE MFG.CO. FLORENCE.MASS.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.
A small article, hut of great convenience and utility. So

compact that it may lie carried in the tool-!

ithin the reach of all, and when once tried none will be
without it.

A FEW POINTS.
1 The brush being ' imented, and made of

1

< v. ill stand very hard

of the tuft innumerable small places can be
quickly cleaned.

j. The bearings of the cycle are preserved from all grit or
dust enti oil ; a simple brushing cleans all accu-

dirt from places that a cloth will not reach. How
as it happened to e. oiling his bear-

h his cloth, the
with die oil.

sity of washing the tires of

as all mud is 1 hed off both tires and spokes.

1 I' hard dirt or mud after a run,
enabling of the machine to he readily reached.

5. Tin lask to adjust the bearings
of a wheel without using the fingers to grasp the milled edges

' The 51 rew-driver,—always a handy tool.

'The simplicity of this Tool will appeal to every cydist.

Where it is des; 'he brush can be used
r. Thorough in workmanship—brush

ofsuperior ivory-finished bone. .1 I under United
Letters Talent ; others appliedfor.
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Sale and Exchange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per won!, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A1DVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-
tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

AWHEELMAN may have all the muscular strength of an
athlete, but unless he has the nervous strength he will

not excel. To gain nervous power, to exercise instant control,

fortify the nerves with CROSBY'S VITALIZED PHOS-
PHITES, the Only Brain and Nerve Food.

BICYCLES FOR SALE. — Bicycles and Tricycles, all

kinds, descriptions, and prices, from >;$ upwards. Call
and examine, or send for list to RUDGE AGENCY, 152
Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

CARE AND REPAIR," a pamphlet of useful hints to

wheelmen ; by mail, ten i-cent stamps. ARTHUR
MUNSON, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, 'S3 pattern, in first-class order.
Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR A BARGAIN send size and description of what you
want. We have a large stock of second-hand wheels and

a full line of sundries. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, '86, good
as new, with K. O. R. lamp; Jiio. 42-inch '85 Special

Facile, in good order; bargain at gioo. 411-inch

about new; $100. SOLITARY CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE— 48-inch American Star, in good order, wheels
newly painted, balance machine nickeled, power traps, etc.;

cash. Address WM. C. TILLINGHAST, Box 179,
WlLLIMANTIC, CT.

FOR SALE—42-inch Special Pony Star, half enameled and
nickeled, used very little; cost $107; price $70. Also a

- 32 -caliber 18-inch Bicycle Rifle, good as new ; ;-i2.

BICYCLE, 16 Carroll Street, Worcester, Mass.

TO EXCHANGE — A printing-press, ajxo, with outfit;
title ; set of boxing gloves : watch ; dark lantern

; $5.50
hub lantern

; long-distance saddle, with spring (new); several
other articles, for bicycle sundries, including a 50-inch cyclom-
eter and tennis racquet. Address M. R. HOLCOMB, Box 37,
Plantsville, Ct.

WANTED — A copy of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
Maryland Road-Book. Address MARYLAND, 1724

Chew Street, Baltimore, Md.

4t rr\ WORTH.—A fine new Jobber Printing Press, self-
*r J inker; ten new and latest styles of type, full fonts; 6
pounds quads and spaces, leads, rules, cuts, and borders; $8
worth of paper, cards, etc., ink inclusive, and a now bracket
machine with turning lathe ; — for a good Bicycle, 44-inch, in
good running order. Address J. P. McLAUGHLIN, Man-
ufacturer of Rubber Stamps, Jermyn, Pa.

BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $1 by mail.
Circular free. E. TAYLOR& CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 21 ounces

;

length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writes :
" I bought one of your

Locks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only
Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle
anywhere, and have never had it tampered with; and yet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-
paid on receipt of $1.

MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily
earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional
devoting all their time to the business. Boys and girl 1 irn
nearly as much as nun. That all who see this may send their
address, and test the business, we make this offer :

'

I

as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for
the trouble of writing. Full particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

THE DANA BICKFORD

FMOILY KNITTING [MINES.

4

Knits

Everything.

4"

Every family should have one, as they will produce with
ease, neatness, and dispatch, even,- knitted article required by
the household, and of just the quality, texture, and weight
desired. __________

Send for Catalogue of Prices to

THE DANA BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE CO.

795 Broadway, New York City.

*J The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J*

THE STANDARD SHOE.

#

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

rtORKS- NORWOOD, MASS.

*

*f The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. |#

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

^®ri@^@Ieg.

Nickeling, enameling, and repairing done in the best possible

manner. Send in your wheels for repairs.

A full line of second-hand wheels and sundries in stock.

Send description of what you want.

.me:n_e[i_
V. M. COOKE.

L. F. D11M1AK

This Shoe has every qualification necessary to make it the
best Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Xet price, $4.
A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
40 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

All Kinds All Kinds

AccordeonS.
Recreation.

The L. A. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

P'«fP7(P'tlNANH0UR
<&"*m' ' PI«>'>ED BY SEVEN

• fj IjU
1 YEARS HARD USE

SEND FOR Ill'JSTRATEO PRICE LIST

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

ARTHUR MUNSON.Agent,
STAMP IRD, CT.

Did You Notice It ?
Rubber Tires way down. J-inch, iS-inch wheel, $1.35.

1-inch, 5o-!inch wheel, $5.00. All sizes at corresponding

LOWE BICYCLE CO.
FITCHBURG, MASS.

BROOKS IDEAL
CYCLOMETER-

SIMPLEST, MOST RELIABLE, AND BEST.
FULLY WARRANTED. ONLY $5.

Send for Circular to BROOKS ODOMETER CO.. Lowell. Mass.

IT WILL CERTAINLYM YOU
TO SEND TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, N. J.

FOR ANYTHING YOU MAY WANT
IN THK CYCLE LINK.

See their NEW CATALOGUE.

A BICYCLE FREE !

The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle _ buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE. West Randolph. Vt.
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SAFE! PRACTICAL

!

FAST!

SPECIAL STAR.

No Headers or Dangerous Falls. Always First on the Road
and up the Hill. The STAR is the only Bicycle that combines

in the highest degree the qualities of Safety, Speed, and Hill-

Climbing. World's Record, 305 miles in 24 hours.

-Sfe

New 1887 Catalogues free, and now" ready for distribution.

Address

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SMITHYILL.E, NEW JERSEY.
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*@- ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !^a

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremont Street, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STURMEY, Coventry, England.

PERIODICALS * AND * LITERATURE. ^
The Bicycling World (established 1879). The leading

cycling paper of America ; employs the best writers on cyclii g
subjects, and makes a specially of practical articles relating to
cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.
One Dollar a year.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-
ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, includ-
ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers,
News, Tricyclist, and Wheel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers
of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 1885.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1885, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing ; The Morning Tub ; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise ; Medicines in Training ; Road
Comforts ; How to Ride ; Clothing ; Care of the Feet ; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness ; Mineral Waters ; A Tourist's Filter.
Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to
popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-
cling for some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with Special Re-
gard to Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and direi tions are in

every way practical, it cat be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.-
trated. 10 cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-
structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra I'.icvclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by I G. Dalton, $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely ill" trated, and filled with entertaining
reading matter. " Cycledom," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left, ^o
cents.

Bicycle Tactics— By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme. Illus-

^4 W&GeTmofr. ®£§*

THE LEADING WHEEL PAPER OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Weekly: Five Cents, or Two Dollars a Year.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for which $15 is given weekly.

HAHBY ETHEBIXGTOX, Proprietor, 152 Fleet Street, London, E. C.

American Agents, THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Muss.

Wheeling and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for $2 per annum.

^WHEELMEN'S^

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS * 49
IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN.

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
G E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN, A

THOS. STEVENS,
B. B. AYERS,

W. W. STALL,
C. A. HAZLETT,

H. J. HIGH,
C. E. KLUGE,

A. B. RICH,
E. P. BURN HAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,
W. S. ATWELL,

A. G. SPALDING,
H. B. SMITH,

H. W. GASKELL,
S. T. CLARK,

W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER & GOODMAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

~2E:(® &32f~iQ * ©aMt^rbyr^ ® Pilgrimage.^
Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pen sell. One volume, square Svo. Paper, 50C:

A charming book J»r wheelmen. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

TUl. WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Sprinyfield, Mass.
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PUT ME IN MY LITTLE BED,
BUT

Without doubt as a cycling journal The Wheelmen's
Gazette, of Springfield, Mas . 'takes the cake.*' The

Item is always pleased to see enterprise manifested in the

conducting of journals devoted to the interests of our advanc-

ing outdoor sports. Cycling is advancing rapidly as a national

11 ion, and "I'm WHEELMEN'S * rAZETTE in subject matter

and typography is alive exponent and witness of that advance.

—Philadelphia Sunday Hem*

PLACE ME WHERE I BELONG,
IN
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WE THINK IT ABOUT KILLS THE BILL, GENTLEMEN, AND OUR
PRICES, MIND YOU, ARE REASONABLE.

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION.
With many improvements, such as a superior crank fastening which dispenses

with the use of a hammer, new bearings that are adjustable without loosening a

screw even, etc. Price, 48-inch, $100.

THE AMERICAN EIGHT CHAMPION.
A light roadster of highest possible grade, with ball-bearing head and true

tangent wheels, embodying many novel and peculiarly useful inventions. Price,

48-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE.
Much improved, and fitted with cow-horn bars ; as formerly,- the best machine

on the market for the money. Price, 48-inch, $70.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY.
Sold last year under our positive guarantee that it was the easiest - running

bicycle in the world. Improved wherever possible. Price, 40-inch, $74.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT SAFETY.
After the lines of the regular Safety, but made hollow wherever possible, and

will be sold under a guarantee as to its superiority over all other bicycles in ease

of running. Price, 40-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
As heretofore, the only high - grade and honestly - constructed boy's bicycle

in the world. Finished in black, with artistic real gold stripes. Price from
$25 to $60.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

The young ladies' companion to the bicycle of the same name. A really

beautiful little three-wheeler, in two sizes, 30 -inch and 34 -inch. Price $40
and $45.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

A high-grade and honestly -constructed three-wheeler, in two sizes, 42-inch
and 44-inch. Price $80 and $95.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for boys and girls, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inc.'i.

Price $60 and $75.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for ladies and gentlemen, in two sizes, 42-inch and

46-inch. Price $120 and $135.

$W Otrr 1887 Catalogue, now ready, containing a detailed description
of these Cycles, will be mailed on application.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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COLUMBIA AXIOMS.
A RECAPITULATION OF FACTS-NOT MERE CLAIMS.

1. The tenth year in the manufacture of American ma-
chines for American riders upon American roads.

2. The experience resulting from devoting the whole of

that time to the manufacture of first-class bicycles.

.">. The world over, in the making of everything, experi-

ence and the most valuable results go together.

4. Perfection is claimed by many; the Pope Mfg. Co.
does not claim it, for it does not exist.

5. The present Columbias are the result of these years
of patience, expenditure of money, scientific experiment,
and mechanical skill.

G. With these advantages it is simply natural that the

Columbian should be considered, by the majority of Ameri-
can wheelmen who ride first-class machines, as the best

machines for all-round or special use.

7. The Columbia is the only machine which has been
ridden around the world.

«. It has been ridden the greatest distance within the

hour.

!». It has been pedaled across the continent many times.

10. Its riders hold the World's RECORDS from 1-4 to 24

miles, inclusive.

11. It requires the most thoroughly-made machine to

withstand the extreme test of fancy riding. Fully !»0 per
cent, of all the fancy riders in America ride Columbias.

12. There was never a COLUMBIA which has been discarded
because it was worn out.

13. It COSts a good round sum to make the COLUMBIAS
;

consequently the Columbian sell for a good price. The
nature of trade does not admit of much for little.

14. In every Columbia is the full worth of the money
paid for it.

15. When the majority of American riders of first-

class machines purchase and ride COLUMBIAS, and continue

to ride COLUMBIAS, it is fair to presume that machines and
prices are considered satisfactory.

16. The Pope Mfg. Co. is the largest cycle house in the

world, with the best equipped factory, and ought to be able

to manufacture first-class cycles at lower prices consistent

with intrinsic value than can be produced by any other house.

17. The Company warrants all of its productions, and
backs that guaranty by its reputation as a manufacturer and
its business standing.

is. That large army of riders of Columbia machines,
who have ridden them for years and are riding them now. is

a moving and impressive testimonial to the excellence of the

Columbias.

li). An examination of COLUMBIAS by prospective wheel-

men must result in advantage.

20. If one is not familiar with mechanical construction

the advice of a mechanical expert is invaluable in the selec-

tion of a machine.

21. The COLUMBIAS have been over and over again
tested by expert engineers, and the POP] BlFG. Co. has

always urged the most thorough inspection.

22. The Pope Mfg. Co. rests the question (if there is

any question) of the superiority of the Columbia bicycles

and tricycles with the opinion of any unprejudiced mechan-
ical expert and engineer of recognized standing.

2.'!. The purchasers of Columbias obtain the most for

their money. Tis an old and true Baying, '•The best i> the

cheapest."

THERE IS A TRANSLUCENT MORAL HERE; IT NEED NOT BE POINTED OUT.

POPE MFG. CO.
ALBERT A. POPE, President. EDWARD W. POPE, Treasurer.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES: 79 Franklin St., cor. Arch, BOSTON. BRANCH HOUSES: 291 Wabash Ay., CHICAGO; 12 Warren St., NEW YORK.

The Most Comprehensive Cycling Catalogue Published—52 Pages. 48 Engravings—Sent Free by Mail upon Application.
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(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. 33d Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

•
No expense left out to

warrant success.

•
No headers to "knock

you out."

•••
; ~— ..._ The old story"^

c

Coasting Without Danger !

•••

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

OF THE

CRANK WHEEl

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers.

•
•••

•••

iust

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P, LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents [or New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornnill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE HIST HILL-CLIMBER

!

THE * KING BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the
rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the
danger of taking a header, and the
fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings in our high-grade
machines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together

;

and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured by United States Patents
unit Pending United States and
Foreign Applications by the in-
ventor, Rev. tlOMI.lt A. KING,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without
springs, the new motor raising one
lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without
retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

//. retofore noticed and adver-
tised as "Springfield's New Bi-
cycle," "The Springfield Light
Roadster," "The Springfield Bi-
cycle," etc, and tin until Bicycle
in tin marl.it ever invented «/•

first built in Springfield.

Side View, with pear-shaped vulcanite handles.

View of bearings in rear wheel, andend view
of adjustable anti-frillion roller bearn:
revolving collar which holds them in place.
Full explanation in Catalogue; scntj'

Cut shewing hoiu the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward, turns the other backwardand raise* ,1 with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue: sc>:t

S^CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel,
Enaniol Finish, one-half Nickel,
Full Nickel Finish,

PRICE LIST.
HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.

ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

*«>.-> $105
KM) no
lor, 1 15
I 10 L20

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Sprit Bai Br$ke, and Head. I

! kel includes also the Spokes of the lar_ ! i ept the Rim.
We recommend and most riders order the $i i anti-friclion bearings to both wheel ^ discount of
purchaser in any county. Above prii tich wheel; add or subtract >i per inch uited in all ui

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

80
85
90

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY. 51 Barclay St.. New York.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.— >i> lie running

and practical helps ; Tlie Evangelist is devoted to the Christian li I _ nts wanted
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write fo ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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SAFE! PRACTICAL.

!

FAST!

SPECIAL STAR.

No Headers or Dangerous Falls. Always First on the Road
and up the Hill. The STAR is the only Bicycle that combines

in the highest degree the qualities of Safety, Speed, and Hill-

Climbing. World's Record, 305 miles in 84 hours.

New 1887 Catalogues free, and now ready for distribution.

Address

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SMITHYILLE, NEW JERSET.
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THE LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL,

THE NEW MAIL
With TRIGWELL'S BALL HEAD.—In this Ball Bead the cones move on the balls smoothly, without

wear, and one adjustment serves tor a very long time,—for months, In fact,—and no loosening
nor sotting up is necessary. There being no friction, oiling is rarely needed.

WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

Perfection Strengthened Backbone^Forks.

It is very well known that in all machines
Backbones are liable to break, and do break,

causing bad accidents. The place of break-

age is usually, if not always, at the upper end,

under the saddle, where is the greatest strain.

We have adopted Warwick's Xew Pattern

Backbone, which has a greater thickness of

metal at the large or neck end, tapering thin-

ner to the small end; thus obtaining a stouter

and stronger Backbone, with no danger of

breakage, while there is no increase in weight.

The oval shape is also preserved, which is

handsomer and stiffer than the round.

Warwick's Perfection Forks are also used,

having the same construction as the Pack-
bone,— thicker at the large end and tapering
or decreasing in thickness at the small end ;

this gives very strong and rigid Forks.

A Superb Light Roadster; see one. See tin-

Testimonials in our Catalogue from many leading

wheelmen as to the great advantage of the Ball
Head.

WARWICK'S NEW HOI.LOW RIM.
With Thickened Bottom. Seamless

and Perfectly Smooth Outside.
Cemented Tire.

TRIGWELL'S BALL HEAD.
The Greatest Modern Improvement.

Sectional View showing Backbone and
Forks when made up.

A Splendid Improvement.

WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

Trigwell's Ball Head—A Splendid Success.

Speaking of manufac turns with "big sto< k"
crying down impi
a ball-bearing head, put it on their own ma-
chines, and induced one or tun othei firms to

adopt it. What a howl went up from thi "big

slock" people! They pooh-poohed I

and left; tlu\ wrote and talked it dowi
tried in i \ ei

J
way to smother it—but it would

not down. It grew steadily in public

until this year it is recognized .1^ .1 tin qua non
to a strictly first-gradi bicycle, and those who
do not have ball-heads will not rank among
the highest-grade mounts. < li ( ourse thi

1 construction will precludi it!

used on second-grade machines, but that it is

.1 vast improvement ovei the Stanley head,

with cone or hemispherical centers, howevei
true and well hardened, is a fact that t!

perience of [886 has settled beyond doubt.—
London Letter in I... I. II '. Bulletin, Jan. 8, 1

nn-

nted everywhere. &
before purchasing. Ask your dealer for it.

Sectional and End View of

back fork end of Backbone.
Sectional and End View showing strengthened

neck end of Backbone.

uiP'Kend stamp for Fully Illustrated Circular of this Perfect Wheel, with full representation oi all parts. A
Handsome Photograph of the NEW MAIL sent for 14 cents in stamps. We will take second-hand wheels in

part payment for a few ROYAL MAILS with Hall Heads.

WILLIAM READ W SONS,
Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURERS,
107 \Va.sriiriQ:tori Street,
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RACERS. ROADSTERS
SAFETIES. TANDEMS
MINIATURES. CARRIERS

RUBBER CUSHIONED CYCLES.

HAND TRICYCLES. &C, &C. 4C.

GYGLES.
APOLLO LIGHT ROADSTER.

Highest-Grade Wheel made. Ball Head; Spade
Handles; Detachable Bar. Brice, oO = inch, $135.

CHALLENGE ROADSTER.
The Best Machine Ever Built, for the Money.

Brice, including Spade Handles, $105.

APOLLO SAFETT.
Fast; Safe; a Great Hill =

Climber and Coaster. Brice,
with Ball Pedals, $140.

1887 Catalogue Now Ready.

THE S. S. S. TRICYCLES,
No. 1, for Gentlemen;

No. 2, for Ladies;
and

THE S. S. S. TANDEM,
ARE THE

LEADING MOUNTS
OK THE YEAR!

Bor details of these machines, see our regular Catalogue, which
will be mailed free to an;y address.

W. B. EVERETT *# CO.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
^AGEJiTS WITH SMALL CAPITAL WANTED.^J
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Before Puircria^ii lg Your New Wrieel,
B@*Send for this Catalogue. ®!

60 Pages of

Information.

o

o

I

12 Distinct

Patterns.

S/wa'lT. C Li\fli^^Co.
IttPOFfltlfS^OLE AQENTg

Baltimore + Md. +
-T-

Free to all

Applicants.

o

At
O
V

T
S

17 Handsome

Illustrations.

Kull Roadsters, IviLj,iit Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, with tlu> unequaled Quad-
rant Steering.

Acknowledged by all Competent fudges t<> be tlu> Leading
Line of Wheels for 1887.
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Risk One Eye on the Colored Pages Inside

!

THE FACILE.*
PATTERNS OF I Ills OLD RELIABLE BICYCLE FOB 1SS7 -IKE

i.—THE REGULAR PATTERN, unchanged from 1886, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.

2.—A VERY LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of 1SS6, being hollow throughout, levers and connecting-rods included.

Lever bearings are double-ball, and every bearing in the machine (except the brake and brake-lever) is adjustable ball. Head is the new unapproachable
ABINGDON, which is almost as much superior to any other ball-head in the market as other ball-heads are superior to cones. Weight of 46-inch, 34 pounds.

3.—THE STANDARD FACILE, a good plain pattern, with weldless steel hollow backbone and front forks, and balls to front wheel
;

plain

enamel finish. The best low-priced machine offered in the market.

4.—THE NEW GEARED FACILE, afront-driver, using a beautifully simple and effective gearing placed on one side only and having no chain.

Hollow throughout; every bearing adjustable ball : 21 rows of balls. Size 40, geared to 60. Has already won the first road race of the year, and is the

fastest machine ever produced.

5.—THE REAR-DRIVER FACILE. Has a 36-inch driver, speeded to 54 by the same gearing as the other, with a 22-inch steerer. The best

mai hine of the rear-driving type, vet the front-driver is believed to be the better of the two.

6.—THE FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central-driving, open-fronted, and easy-running machine, with FACILE driving. Singularly light,

weighing only 46 pounds, although amply strong, and far away the best cycle in the market for ladies.

PRICES range from $88 to $137; $140 for the geared patterns, and $150 for the Tricycle.

Do not overlook the Facile Oil and Enamel, both firmly established in market as standard and the best. ?^= If you want a Ball-Head, see the

Abingdon: then you will accept no other. Send for List, mentioning The Gazette. W. G. WILCOX, ?$.'} Murray Street, New York.

DO YOU WANT A CHEAP
BICYCLE ?

SEND FOR OUR CLEARANCE SALE LIST.

Tangent -Spoke Light Roadsters, Direcf-Spoke Full Roadsters, Safeties, and Tricycles,

all with ball-bearings, and highest grade and finish.

* TOU "WILL BE SURPRISED ! *

These machines formerly sold for from $125 to $165, according to si;e and finish: but in

order to make room for U^EW T^AP/DS and QUADRANTS we will sacrifice them. Terms

either cash or part cash and deferred payments. ti&*c/IU {Machines sent on approvals 1

SAML. T. CLARK %' CO.
PEARRE BUILDING, - - - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
or ANY KIND 11

A. W. Gl T\4P, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price - List of New and Second - Hand Machines.

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
01 1 ' IND-HAND BIl I

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.

"V-A
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CYCLES FOR WAR.

Day by day the notion that cycles are only piny-

things for boys is disappearing, and we find that the

uses to which cycles are being put exceed the antic-

ipations of the most sanguine wheelmen. When
Punch, something over a year ago, published its

cartoon of the warriors of the nineteenth century

mounted on cycles, little did we expect that in

less than two years it would become an established

fact. Vet it has. The grand success of the Cyclist

Corps at the Easter maneuvers in Kent, England,

has placed a high value on cycles for war purposes,

and the English Government, ever alive to any-

thing that will tend to increase the efficiency of

the army, has ordered that a corps of cyclists as a

permanent branch of the volunteer forces be en-

listed. The following gives the full text of the

order:

—

THE CYCLIST CORPS.

Corps Order by Lieutenant-Colonel Savile.

The Commanding Officer desires to place upon record an

expression of his unqualified approval of the highly satis-

factory work performed by the Cyclist Corps during the

Easter maneuvers in Kent. The aptitude shown in acquir-

ing a knowledge of scouting and rcconnoitering, the intelligent

manner in which the several duties were performed, and the

zeal and energy of all ranks, deserve the highest commenda-

tion, and were the subject of favorable comment on the part

of all who watched the corps when at work. The steadiness

and discipline of the corps at the review and march-past on

Easter Monday evinced an anxiety to display a soldier-like

bearing in the presence of troops which was extremely credit-

able to a body mainly composed of untrained men. Every

military duty required of the corps was unhesitatingly per-

formed, however at variance with the ordinary practice of

cycling that duty might be. ( )n the occasion of the inspection

of the corps by Colonel Stracey, Scots Guards, commanding

the Dover marching column, that officer expressed his warm
approval of the part taken by the corps during the operations,

and his admiration of the general appearance of the men and

their machines. The Commanding Officer's hearty thanks

are due to Lieutenant-Colonel Kensington, Royal Artillery,

and to Major Carpenter, who respectively commanded the

right and left divisions of the corps. Both these officers per-

formed their duties with great energy and discretion, and were

very ably assisted by Major Knox-Holmes, Captain Cohen,

and Lieutenants Graham-Gordon and Holmes. I ii

C. J. Fox, 3d Battalion Middlesex Regiment, proved him-

self an invaluable staff officer and adjutant, untiring in work.

ready in resource, and animated with the spirit of a true

soldier. The fact of his presence with the corps was a

guarantee to success. From the members of the corps, who
one antl all performed their duties so well, it is an invidious

task to select individuals for special commendation, but

amongst those whose particular services came prominently

under the notice ol the I ommanding Officer were Sei tn

Gentry, Corporal H.ilton, Messrs. Rucker, Bernhard, Bn

Allen Tooth, < '•. II. Evans, Stiles, Tee, Venn, Hale, and

Perry. These, in conjunction with the other members of the

corps, earned out their orders in a most satisfactory manner.

Successful beyond expectation as the experiment has been,

the Commanding Officer considers it his duty to impress upon

the members of the corps the fad that the success now gained

should not encourage them to think that they can fulfill, or

even emulate, the true functions of cavalry. Scouting is but

one of the operations that arm undertakes, and cyclists should

not entertain the idea that they will ever be required to do

more than assist a numerically weak cavalry in the pel

formance of that duty, or afford support to cavalry if pushed

forward too far to rally upon infantry.

A. R. Savile, Lieutenant-Colonel,

Commanding Cyclist Corps.
15th April, 1887.

The encouragement the Cyclists' Corps have received from

those high in authority, and also from the press generally, at

the Dover March and Review, has encouraged the officers

and a large majority of the men who served with the corps on

that occasion in the hope that their services may be accepted

as a permanent branch of the volunteer forces. I am at

present endeavoring to form such a corps, to be called the

Cyclist Guides, assisted by the officers who served on the oc-

casion alluded to. I have communicated with the proper

authorities with a view to asking permission to raise such a

corps, and in accordance with the Queen's regulations I am
now prepared to receive the names of gentlemen willing to be-

come candidates for admission to such a corps.

Full information will lie given to them on application, and

the fact of their sending in their names will not in any way

involve them in the preliminary expenses. Application to be

made by letter only, in the first instance to the acting adjutant

of the late corps, at the temporary headquarters, 28 Ashley

Place, Victoria Street, S. W.

G. W. WALLACE CARPENTER (Major),

Reserve of Officers ; late Royal Fusiliers

and 32d Light Infantry; late second

in command Corps of Cyclists.

April 15, 1887.

CYCLE STEALING.

A Novel Burglary—Capture of the Thief,

and Recovery of the Wheel — Again
mi- Value of the Printers' Ink.

On Monday morning, May the 9th, about 2 \. M.,

the wheelhouse of Henry E. Ducker was broken

into and one of his cycles, " Expert Columbia,"

stolen. The thief effected his entrance by cutting

out a pane of glass and then, opening the win-

dow, succeeded in entering, when it was a very

easy matter to unbolt the double doors. < >n< e

inside, the thief had things all his own way, help-

ing himself to the wheel of his choice. The theft

was discovered about one hour later, and the thief

was tracked about six miles, where all trace of

hint was l,wt. The matter was immediately placed

in the hands of the police, who, with the aid of

printers' ink, succeeded in capturing the 1

Friday evening, at Roxbury, Mass.

The thief was a young man of 24 years of age,

and repents the act ; in fact is willing tn settle the

matter on any basis rather than go to State

prison for a term of years, which the gravity of

the offense calls for. The frequency with which

we read of stolen cycles calls for some manner of

marking our wheels by which they can be identi-

fied beymiil .1 doubt. The stamping of the number
on each whei b;

:

" makers 1 nl the

only mark by which a wheel can be found. In con-

nection with this every agent or dealer who docs

repairing should keep a full and complete descrip-

tion with the numbei . heel repaired by

him. This would be a great assistance in helping

to find stolen wheels, and would serve as a check

on unscrupulous men who love to help them-

selves to other people's property. One thing

more. When a wheel is stolen most of out win 1 1

men keep quiet in the hopes of finding the wheel

and the thief. This a great mistake; there is only

one way and that is the tight one, notify the police

and as in our case make a good use of printers'

ink. Send at once a printed description of the

wheel to every dealer, cycle paper, and club, also

to every express office, and every baggage-master

upon all railroads, and to all police headquarters

within a hundred miles, and you will be very

likely to recover it. We as wheelmen should al-

low no thief to escape, then there will be less cases

of stolen wheels.

The April issue of the Wayfarer, London quar-

terly magazine of the British " Society ol <
'\
'clists,''

prints a complimentary review of "the (ire. it

American Road-Book, " based upon an inspection

of its advance sheets. Its editor is the man
against whom " the secretary-editor of the <

'. T. C."

printed a forged letter in his Gazette : and it was

the confession of this forgery in a London law

court, Nov. 22, 1NSI1, I'm which Mr. Justice Wills

dismissed the secretary-editor from his presence,

with a severe rebuke for having " indulged in the

lowest and vulgaresl abuse of the worst form of

journalism." No doubt the editor of the Way-
has a kindly feeling towards K. K. lor the

pertinacity with which he keeps the fad of this

forgery fresh in the minds of American support-

11 s of the C. T. (
'.

The second annual spring race meeting of the

East Hartford Wheel Club will be held Saturday,

June (, ,\t 3 p. m., on the East Hartford bicycle

track. The programme will be as follows: No.

1, two mile, handicap, club ; Xo. 2, half mile, handi-

cap, open, in heats ; Xo. }. three mile, handicap,

open; Mo. 4, two mile, novice, open; No. 5, one

mile. 3.20 class, open ; No. 6, one mile, open j
V

7, fourth mile, boys, open; Xo. 8, two mile, lap,

open; No. 9, one mile, consolation. In the half

mile handicap, only five riders will be started

in a heat, and to obtain a place in the final, it will

be necessary to win a trial heat. There will be

three prizes in every race where there are four or

or more starters, except in the consolation race,

which will have five, and the one-half mile handi-

cap, which will have as many prizes as there are

heats, so that every winner of a heat will be sure

of a prize. The prizes will be the most valuable

that the club has ever offered.

(\-V\5l'
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STEVENS'S RIDE.*

Of all gre.it rides that we read or hear,

I rom Sheridan back to Paul Revere
;

Or from Pegasus down to the present year;

Never was one so grand or queer,

\ 1
In wondrous ride of our hero here.

Nevei was V03 ige like his begun ;

From tl G ' »ati "
- if I hi setting sun

Round the world his wheel hath spun.

Oh! light and strong must the wheel have been.

Of toughest steel the spokes, 1 u

Hashing the good staunch forks between;

Never such hubs or rims were seen.

Handle-bar, pedals, and bearings sound ;

Backbone—strongest that could be found
;

To carry a rider the world around.

But the rider himself !
What nerves of steel,

Strong heart and brain, does not he reveal?

ilie whole great planet to wheel

!

The very thought makes one's senses reel.

Though " Westward " the star of empire rolls,

Flashing its radiance to the poles,

A beacon light to heroic

(The Argonaut's torch of 'forty nine),

We follow not the starry sign
;

Revocare gradum—this theme of mine.

Through the golden dust and Siena-' -now,

—

Round and round, now fast, now slow,

Where the " Rockies " gleam ill the sunset glow

—

Flashing at length o'er the plain below,

Eastward ever his wheel doth go

—

While Phcebus wheels the orb of light

:

Or beneath the myriad stars ill flight,

Like the nickeled Goddess of the Night,

A new terrestial satellite.

So, onto I'.o-o in, which I raither guess,

Is the hub of the bicycle univi n 1

Beside this world conquering biki

M ;.- Mn- '
1 tr 1 .1 rusl 5 trike

;

And -he herself goes out on strike

A- I tike at this point a header, like.

1 lists who've seen a Scranton " run,"

Mixture of romance, toil, and fun

—

All who've seen me ride, well know
That after the start I'm rather slow ;

And cannot, for over half a mile

Of road, or poem, maintain the style

I started out with ; 1 know 'twould rile

The whole assembly if I should try

Further with Stevens' speed to vie.

So with deep regret I leave him here

To journey on from year to year;

The rest in his lecture all may hear.

But should your patience still be kind.

\tn 1 iui second wind,

W i '11 mount and follow tho' far behind.

And see what further we may find.

I [ward his cycle ran

Toward the city of Teheran ;

Nevei L'urk or Persian

1 miracle— or m in

Since the Veiled Prophel ol IChora san,

(
1 wixt earth and skv, in air,

Mahomet's coffin floated there.

11I tn think th.it in Persia

fi

I 11 .1 toni li iln ".iim . 11 far away.

With never a comradi 'tu 1 sure a sin,

China or India to venturi in,

Or b Ea 1 m to " Bin."

1 fancy the Scranton team would scare 'em,

t
1

' 1 'II'. if 'In' Shah should dare 'em

I " lie roy; h irem ;

.11 iIm- re< ' ption i" Mi- 5tei en given by the

Scranton Bicycle Club, April 12, by the composer, Dr. J, E,

1 I'l'.ii- 1

But fleeing from those houris fair.

Our hero attacked the Russian Bear,

Bearding the lion in his lair,

And making Sclav and Cossack -tare.

Never was such a ride, I sweat

Since Tarn O'Shanter rode his n ire

Of China, Japan, or India,

Nothing further shall I say,

Except in parenthesis by the wa; .

How Stevens struck the Mandarii dumb,

Fighting his way through China— nine,

To reach the land of lit lie Yum-Yum ;

Who doubtless waited beneath the moon

To greet the cycling Great Tycoon.

Did the Lord High Executioner

Forbid his telling us aught of her?

Or seek to cut off— postpone—defer

The earthly tour of our mariner ?

Well, he's safe, and here among us to-night,

So we'll give three cheers for the bold your

And hurrah! and hurrah ! for the bicycle bright.

We quafl bravi Stevens, a health to thee,

\nd welcome home to the land of the free !

The greatest in God's cosmogony.

\nd wherever we roam, 'neath the starry dome.

May evei the cycles bear us home.

THE AMATEUR RULE AS VIEWED THROUGH
ENGLISH EYES.

There is a great deal of unnecessary fuss being

continually made about the amateur definition as

formulated by the N. ('. U. Scarcely a fussmaker

but wants some portion of it altered, and scarcely

half a dozen who don't want some portion or the

whole of it abolished. This is very wrong and im-

proper. The amateur definition as it at present

stands is a most ingenious and effective thing. In

the first place it decrees that a man shall be doomed

to the dire dungeon of eternal professionalism if

he ride a bicycle or tricycle in public tor a money-

prize, or staked bet, or gate-money, or if In has

taught the art of cycling for money ;
<<> that if any

daring malefactor teach me to ride a bicycle for

half a sovereign, he is properly punished for his

misdeed. But in case this should pres,-, too hard

on people anxious to make a bit, it is mercifully

allowable for him to write a book on the subject

which shall teach any number of men to ride any

possible kind of machine, and to button up in his

own In east-pocket as many half-sovereigns as he

can possibly get out of the speculation. It will

also be noticed that this stern decree prevents any

evilly-disposed persons from wickedly clubbing to-

gether a five-pound note apiece of their own, and

racing for the same, providing the evilly-disposed

take care to tell everybody what they are about,

but that with the same wise reservation as in the

teaching matter, it leaves it perfectly open to any

nice young gentleman to take a salary from a kind

book-maker and lose races and knock out and

shut in other competitors, whose greedy anxiety to

win may be likely to disturb his employer's arrange-

ments—always providing that he maintains a quiet

and gentlemanly reticence as to the details of his

movements.

Then we find that a similar punishment to that

awarded in the above cases- awaits the miscreant

who 1 aces with, or makes pace for any unfoi 1 unate

rascal who shall have already undergone the inflic-

t n in, which is extremely proper, and not at all in-

sane. And (In- same execution is ready for any

1111ni11.il who has won thirty-four electro-plated

I tjacks in succession, and has the shameless

audacity to sell one of them—and tell people
;

while to avoid the possibility of such a rule press-

ing hardly in individual cases, there is no reason

why he shouldn't make anybody a present of the

article in question, nor is there any reason why the

man who got the present shouldn't be his tailor.

There are some ill-bred persons of blunt capaci-

ties who fail to see, after all,- that this terrible

visitation—this declaration of professionalism

—

is much of a punishment at all. lint then, look at

the difference between the men—amateurs and

professionals! An amateurraces and wins butter-

coolers, and clocks, and electro-gridirons, and

tqpthpicks, and things, while the professional gets

money. Of course he uses that money to buy

anything he wants, including the butter-coolers

and toothpicks, and of course the amateur saves

the amount of money he might otherwise have

spent in the purchase of these articles; but that is

a matter of detail, and hasn't anything to do with

it. The professional does his own buying and

choosing, and the amateur doesn't. Isn't that

difference enough for you ? Because I'm afraid

it's all you'll get.— Tricycling journal.

" My Monday's ride of 48 mile-, from Meriden to

West Springfield, Mass., where I expect to reside

during this month, while attending to the distri-

bution of the books" (writes Karl Kron, May 4),

' was a very pleasant one ; for I had the wind at

my back, and the roads were almost as good as I

found them, last October, when I took the same

trip. Considering that I hadn't been in the saddle

for eleven weeks,—or from the time of my Febru-

ary ride, W. S. to M., over snow, ice, slush and

mud,— I think it rather creditable that I could go

so far without any subsequent weariness. This

proves I suppose that I am again in good health;

and I am glad to report that the indisposition

which seemed to threaten a breakdown, when last

I uinte to the Gazette, March 31, proved only

temporary. The verses of ' greeting ' which I

send you to day,—and which with So solid pages

of indexes at their back are to face the opening

chapter of my book, iignify by their date that

the printers now have the final indexes well in

hand. The ' actual date of publication,' which I

name with gootl confidence that it will find at least

200 volumes on their way towards subscribers, is

three weeks hence, May 25."

The portrait of the distinguished bull-dog which

is to form the frontispiece of " X. M. Miles on a

Hi," is to lie a photo-gravure,— instead of a helio-

tvpe, as long advertised. " This latter process

costs me an extra hundred dollars," writes K. K.,

"but as I've risked sio.ooo anyhow, in order to

immortalize the memory of the blessed animal, I

can't hesitate about a little thing like that. The

photo-gravure makes the face look so life-like and

savage that I'm sure I could sell 30,000 books to

the bar-keepers of this country,— if I only took

time enough."

It speaks for itself. The following advertisi

ment appears in the English press:

—

"THE YANKEES ARE HERE."

AMERICA V. THE WORLD.
'I'u si. uf 1 vicii -, in Meets ami Grounds.

DO YOU WANT AX OVERFLOWING GATE? It

so, have thi \MI Kit \X RACING I \< LE TEAM
; in Mint Grounds ready i<> meet .ill comers.

20,000 people at Springfield -aw Englishmen meet Vmeri

cans. Why not that number in Athletic England see Vmeri

cans meet Englishmen? Let me hear from all enterprising

Secretaries and Man.

W, I Morgan, Manager of American Team, care of Sport-

ing Lift, London.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.
ASTER lias come and gone,

and our season is in full swing.

As with the winter, .so with the

spring; the weather has

been very unfavorable to

riding, an extraordinary

spell of cold east and

northeast winds having

prevailed for weeks past.

Very few of the crack racing men seem to have

started training, judging by the results of the

numerous race-meetings held all over the country

at Kaster. Furnivall, who was given out at the

end of last season to he intending to relinquish

the path, seems to have altered his mind,—as is

the usual way with retiring champions,—as lie

won two small races at rural athletic sports at

Kaster. Will Illston did pretty well at Birming-

ham, and is expected to show better form than

ever this Year,

—

which means a short-distance

championship or two ;—and R. Cripps has come
out after a year's retirement, and won at Chelten-

ham. Mecredy, the 25 miles tricycle champion,

has already acquired splendid condition, and won
four tricycle first prizes at Dublin, at Easter.

Ormond, one of the coming scratch men, has also

been winning; but as a whole last year's cracks

seem to be lying fallow during the cold windy

season.

Considerable surprise has been occasioned by

the National Cyclists' Union deciding to hold all

this year's championship races at Birmingham.

The Executive of our governing association came
in for such a sound rating over the financial loss

upon last year's championship contests, that,

rather than incur the possibility of another loss,

the whole of the races have been " fanned out "to

the proprietor of the Aston Lower Grounds. This

proceeding is quite contrary to all precedent. In

the early days of the Union, the races were all held

in London; then the provinces (as all England out

of London is called) began to agitate for a share

of the struggles for national supremacy, and it

was decided to hold some events in various towns.

Tin's system grew so that last year nearly all the

meetings were held away from London, all locali-

ties in the kingdom having a fair share of the spot t.

Now that Birmingham is favored by the whole
seven meetings being held at the Aston grounds,

dissatisfaction is rife not only in London but in

other large centers, more especially as the track ai

Aston is not at all of the best, bul has sonic very

awkward corners which are all in favor of local

residents. The dates fixed, and the standard

times allotted for silver medals arc as under :

—

May 30, i Mik- Bicycle,

May 30, 25 Mile Tricycle,

July 2, 5 Milt- Tricycle,

July 4, 1 Mile Tricycle,

July 4, 25 Mile Bicycle,

July 30, 5 Mile Bicycle, 14m. 15s.

Aug. 1, 50 Mile Bicycle, 2I1. 45m.

On the road, nothing has been done, although

Alfred Nixon essayed a record journey from
Edinburgh to London, relinquishing the attempt

after taking twenty-eight hours to do the first uo
miles. Nixon is rather laughed at, being decid-

edly passf, and his practice of advertising the

make of machine he is going to ride on every

journey he undertakes is not at all liked. Law-
rence Fletcher, the Liverpool demon, has done the

only noteworthy ride of the young year, covering

254 miles of road on a rear driving dwarf safety
;

Time Standards

2m. tSS

ill. jS,,i

1 6111

3111.

ill. 20111

these miles were in Wales, when the roads an
both rough and hilly, s«. thai th< 1

really .1 wonderful one.

Publii attention ha ; been attrai 1. .1 b) the joui

in. ken man who, when a sailor,

lost both his legs b) living frostbitten in the Vrctii

seas. His two wooden legs being almost useless

for locomotion, somebod) gave him a manual-
lever tricycle, upon which he rode from Dundee
to London—a distance of about 500 miles—and
back. A collection is living made amongst cy-

clists, to purchase him a pair of mechanical I. gs.

Although nothing has been said aboul it in the

official gazette of the club, it transpires that an

application has been made to the Board ol Trade
for a license to enable the ('. T. C. to be incoi

porated as a limited liability company without the

word " limited " being alt.u hed to its name. This,

1 suppose, is a necessarj preliminary to the

proposition being brought before a general meet-
ing of the club, as it would be useless for mi. h .1

meeting to empower the council to re-organize the

club as a company without being sure of the

license being obtainable; and if the license is

granted the club is not bound to take advantage
of it, should the general meeting not approve.

According to the law of our land, limited com-
panies are compelled to use the word " limited "

invariably in conjunction with their names; but it

is not equally well known that the Board of Trade
is empowered to grant licenses, in exceptional

cases, dispensing with this requirement. One oi

these exceptional cases is when shareholders in

a company are not entitled to receive any divi-

dend. Successive attempts at placing the C. T.

C. on a sound commercial basis as an incorporated

society have been made without success; and if

the Board of Trade license plan can be made to

answer the purpose, it will unquestionably com-
mend itself to the members at large. It will be
recollected that when S. Ineson, a former treas-

urer, absconded with the club's funds, he did so

with impunity; because the club, not being an in-

corporated society, could not have prosecuted him
even if he could have been apprehended. Curi-

ously enough, too, the man himself had, some
time before, placed upon the agenda for a meeting

a proposition to incorporate the club— the first

suggestion ever made with such a purpose I do
not know any details of the scheme which is evi-

dently in contemplation by the officials of the

'louring Club, but am rather favorably impressed
than otherwise by the idea of incorporating it as a

limited company under a board of Trade lii .use.

The team of professional bicyclists from Aim 1

ica— Messrs. Woodside, Temple, and Morgan-
have been very favorably received by the hospi-

table and sport-loving Irishmen, and have given a

few exhibition races in Dublin. Morgan i- work
ing the press wall, ami endeavoring to an

oi ma!, in- loi Woodside, one of whi< h, al

least, will lake pla< c in London.

1
from Mr. Poultney Bigelow, the editoi ..1

Outing, that 1h ha- arrived in London and will

shortly start for an extrusive tandem 1

England, with his wife. I am dail) expecting tin

lionoi o| ,1 visit from him, but have been unsuc-

cessful in my endeavor- to persuade him to tour

in Ireland. From an American point of view, I

can understand that an English tour, embracing

so many famous historical and commercial cities,

must have attractions . the delights

lazy dawdle among Inland'- beautiful and primi

tive rural attractions; although a Londoner who

lion, 1,, u.i to I,

I an, sorr;

make the amende honorable to

with
|j n

fortun .1. I-
. ai delayed the delivei

a . op; oi my reporl to the Cyclist until a v.

1I1. other paper- h.,

was -. 1.1 I., iii. , -in,,,- ,,t /;,,
,

'me day as the reporl was mailed to you ; so

i1mI ll111 "
1 e ( 1

able exi use I,,, refusing to publish 1. thai
1 xi '1-' '- n"i .. . andid om . and mi.. thi

Vews 11 • ,.. -|-]
](

1 ' ont;
1

.: 1, H words in ii- "Answi 1- to

l lorrespondents " column, a.!.'

'""• " ^ el) d m'l pect us to prinl what
has alreadj appeared in si vera] othei papi 1- "; 1..

which 1 frh sol ort "No; pn
cedi nl i- all againsl 1 ov< ntrj pap< 1- mal
amends aftei fa ising other p. opli

hood." But a week afterwards thi Coventrj
mind had evidently been struck b\ the unanimitj
with which all the other papers approved oi m\
fairness, and a paragraph consequentlj appeared
in the Cyclist, vaguely indicating the natui

report, but not in any wa
, ,lce.

ful accusation which led to it, and concluded by
wishing that "some more unbiased" party had
been asked to see the letters—which meanl that

some person more biased (in favoi Coventry
and untruthful™ ss) I. ad been substituted E01 me.
seeing that not a word of my report was 1

lenged as exhibiting bias. The Coventry papers
may now be dismissed a- Utterly unreliable \.\

accusers, twice convicted of calling other people
liar- without cause; and from thi- date I admit

myself emphatic ally biased against them.

'• b \i D."
1! LKSWADB, \].iil iS.

- Texas -S

I.

I iw a classic head,

Willi many a flow in

A sweetly pretty face,

The figur. ol

I to. d and pond, red long,

In in. d

\.i,I [i ,n up
1 1. ..-. much

II.

I saw a modem head

That smell ..( hair oil en

A simple, grinning face,

I stood and pondered

In m. .i

1 [o« 1. .... the thing would k.

Ill

d t..m,

Upon m

\

In meditation lost,

And wondered from whose sanctum
I 1 fellow had b.

— /'

IV.

I saw

my pathway

1 1 that he

Was th

In 11 ader

Than tAeirs, i..r In

Had been practicing "a header."
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WESTERN NOTES—ST. LOUIS.

OT a letter from you the

other day, Mr. Editor. Pre-

sume vou remember it.

Write a peculiar phist, don't

you ? There was something

in the letter about corre-

spondence, I think, so I .1111

going it blind, at the risk of having this effusion

dropped among the efforts of other brilliant but

unappreciated scribes.

The League meet is coming on apace, and with

our programme about ready for circulation, plenty

of spending money in sight, and the promise of

an unequaled attendance from all parts of the

country, we are as happy as the birds of spring.

Quite a number of our friends, in defiance of the

inter-state law and the uncertainty of reduced

fares, are forming touring parties, and will come

to us awheel. Among these are contingents

from Dallas, Tex., Concordia, Kas., Iowa, and In-

diana. I predict for the Iowa boys a pleasant

journey, as their route will lie along the pictur-

esque Mississippi nearly the entire distance.

In the city an elaborate programme of fun will

await all comers. There is not to be a lost minute

during the meet, and the admirable feature of it

all will be that the entire crowd of rollicking

cyclists will practically move about and enjoy the

good things, in one mammoth body. There will

be no attempt to tack on side shows or novelties

which will detract from the general interest, and

I anticipate that the plan to have all the partici-

pants in the parade partake in the picnic dinner,

which will be served under the trees of Forest

Park, will be a jovial time to be remembered all

one's life. There will be no possible chance of

this feature becoming a game of snatch-grab, and

it will be enticing to ladies and gentlemen equally.

Speaking of the ladies, I sincerely hope there will

be a goodly representation of the fair sex, for the

sake of our favorite recreation in St. Louis. Xo
lady need fear our grades, and I take this chance

to correct a popular mistake, that the hills in the

city itself are the ones we talk so much about.

There are some beautiful coasts on the asphalt,

in fact the whole area of the city is a series of

moderate ups and downs, but very few of them too

steep to comfortably ride. The real hills lie to

the west and south of us, some miles into the

country.

But I wander. The river excursion will also be

mutually enjoyed. I understand the reception

committee will present each of our visitors a

unique badge of the national color, purple, and

these badges will be carte blanche everywhere ex-

cept at the Lindell Hotel banquet. The excur-

sion boat to be used is the spacious Charles P.

Chouteau, and to those of you who have never

seen a genuine giant of the cotton trade, the

steamer will be a novelty. The party will back

away from the wharf at four o'clock on Friday,

and steam down to Montesano Springs, a pretty

spot situated on an eminence overlooking the

Mississippi, where the would-be toughs who have

ridden down over the famous De Soto hills will

be taken aboard. It was the original intention to

spread a banquet on the heights at this point, but

unfortunately the hotel was recently burned, and
the covers will therefore belaid in the steamer's

cabin. Then everything will be cleared away, one

of the city's best string bands will saw out soft

chords of melody, and the merry gathering will

be enlivened by the light fantastic, which will be

continued as we steam steadily past the vari-

colored fires of mammoth iron works, and mid-

night scenes on the levee, back to the boat's

mooring.

Xow a word about the other big event, the ex-

cursion to Clarksville and world's championship

road race on that magnificent course, the Belt

road. The residents of Pike county are prepar-

ing a regular ovation for the wheelmen, and every

big and little city in the upper Mississippi valley

is excited over the cycling event. Clarksville it-

self would strike one's mind as an ordinary river

hamlet, a high bluff hiding from view the scenic

treasures lying just beyond. The people, how-

ever, "are no slouches, if they do live in a hat

box," and old Colonel Yates, the hotel man and a

veteran traveler on horseback, is the acme of

kindliness and attention. From the standpoint of

a fun-loving cyclist one could not say the same

of the careful gude wife. Take a stroll west

from the river and clamber thence up the grassy

side of the Pinnacle, the bluff overhanging the

town, and you will be amply rewarded. The very

top, perfectly round and not fifteen feet wide, is

the highest point on the Mississippi, and in the

palmy days of steamboating a flag was wont to

adorn it, denoting the fact. From here you can

see Plainview and another village, ten miles dis-

tant in the Sucker State. The long bridge at

Louisiana, twelve miles north, is visible; to the

south are seen beautiful headlands for a score of

miles, and on the west you catch a glimpse be-

tween two hills of the glories of Pike county.

There is a sheer drop of hundreds of feet to the

road-race course below, and a year ago a hoax

went the rounds that in the face of the rock there

was the opening to a seventeen-mile cave. There

is a bona fide cave of this length at Louisiana,

above mentioned. Mr. Editor, edify yourself and

Springfield friends by visiting the Pinnacle sav, just

before the evening meal, when the sun goes down

and the festive Clarksville rooster croweth, for at

this time the best effect is seen.

Last year, when poor George Weber captured

the road-race, he was presented, at the banquet

which followed, with a medal, the sight of which

caused a roar of laughter. It was a monster

cooky suspended by ribbons from a ponderous

cream-puff bar, and was inscribed :
" My labor's

o'er, I'll toil no more. Let the winner take the

cake." George was very proud of it, and ex-

pressed it to some dear one at home. Who will

take the cake this time? for there will be an-

other presented. These goodies are invented at a

local lunch room, known among the boys as the

" Bakery," and pleasantly known by them as the

favorite haunt of Cola Stone. This is not the

only attraction, though. There is a fascinating

little brunette at the cashier's desk, and the

cvcler who has not won a smile from the little

beauty is either very unlucky or a new devotee of

cycling.

So Kennedy-Child will enter the road-race.

Well, if Kid-Kennedy is as picturesque in racing

apparel as he is reciting poetry before an admir-

ing audience, arrayed in faultless swallow-tail at-

tin . and with his hands in his pockets, he will cer-

tainly be a drawing card. Speaking of him, you

have doubtless noticed the innocent, admiring, and

expectant manner in which the piquant editors of

the World gush over the coming good time,—all

the work of eloquent K.-C, who is himself deeply

in love, not with St. Louis, perhaps, but with its

fair inhabitants. The poor fellow posed on a

prominent corner after a matinee, and his distrait

manner was painful thereafter. Yet he had the

hardihood to swear to your correspondent that

he was a Benedict. Has the spreading of the

story not bothered thy conscience, K. C. ?

I will not inflict you with a resume of local

news. To tell the truth, what news there is be-

side the meet nowadays is mostly the product of

brain power. I believe St. Louis now has three

club?, and the riders of Carondelet, our southern

suburb, have named themselves the Wanderers

and equipped quarters, which is more than can be

said of the city clubs, excepting, of course, the

Missouri Bicycle Club. There is a club, very

vague in outline and not even organized, called

the Tivy Club. It is composed, if composed at

all, of anybody and everybody, and the gentle-

man after whom it is named sends out postals

weekly, calling runs here and there. A genial

scheme, certainly, as it affords no chance for club

kickers. The ex-Ramblers, who joined the M. B.

C, continue to be hustlers, on the road and other-

wise, but most of the others seem to have

dropped out of sight altogether, and they say

Robert Lee, the veteran captain of the former

toughs, has joined the V. M. C. A., and trans-

ferred his athletic affection to a pair of Indian

clubs.

A meeting of the division is called for Tues-

day to shake hands over the flattering offers made

by our citizens as an inducement to hold another

illuminated parade. But I'll be generous and not

advertise that event until later in the season.

" Phcenix."

St. Louis, April 24, 1S87.

" WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1887."

Aftek Four Years of Prelude and Getting-ready,

Karl Kron thus to his Three Thousand Co-part-

ners Giveth Greeting :

I like the Preface, as you are aware
;

It serves the purpose of the overture,

Which settles down the audience to the glare

Of foot-lights, and the altered temperature

;

And, while they wait to see the curtain rise,

They think but little of the music's swell

;

So that the play give naught to criticise,

They clap their hands and tell us " All is well."

Again, the Preface gives a man a chance

To show his readers what he's going to do

;

To so point out his failings in advance

That they may be forgiven on review

;

To get his pen used to the ways of verse

;

To get his rhyming-lexicon before hint spread :

To nerve himself, for better or for worse :

And then, at last, to boldly go ahead.

My time has come .' My overture 's played out.

Already do I hear the tintinuabulating bell.

The rising curtain and expectant shout

The nearness of my fate at length foretell.

So, Good-bye, Preface, Indexes, and all

!

Farewell, Old Sub. -List, with your frowns and smiles :

1 1 1:1 - now 's the pinch '. Hear now my clarion-call :

"Cot/re! thirty thousand purchasers /or ' X. M
Mm

Why wouldn't it be a good scheme for candidates

for L. A. W. offices to follow the example set by

their English brethren of the C. T. C. in issuing

addresses to their constituents ? There are several

live topics at present on which L. A. W. members

would be pleased to have a public expression of

opinion from those seeking their suffrages. Per-

haps it would have a tendency to prevent in the

future such an amount of crimination and re-

crimination as is flying about " promiskus-like "

nowadays.

—

Springfield Union.
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Question.—Is wheeling better than walking?

Answer.— Yes. To demonstrate, compare handling a thousand pounds of iron in c square box, and

rolling the same in a cask.

Q.—Should riders lend their cycles ?

A.—No; unless they have a grudge against the machines.

Q.—Does it pay to ride the best wheel made ?

A.—Yes. A cheap wheel soon wears into a trap. Cheap wheels are made to sell, not to ride.

LA—Why are VICTORS universally admitted to run easily?

A.—Because they are rigid in all points except the tire, where they show the greatest amount of

elasticity in the right direction.

Q.—Why are they known to be coasters par excellence?

A.—Because the lines are true and the parts in perfect harmony, making a model calculated for

speed when the power is not applied. The machine talks when the power is taken off.

Q.— What one feature is more important than all others in wheel-making?

A —That tires should stay.

Q.—Does any maker guarantee tires to stay ?

A.—Yes. The makers of the VICTOR do; and if a compressed tire comes out, thev will apologize,

and re-set without charge. A compressed tire costs much more than a cemented tire

Q.—Does any maker use rubber as fine as it is possible to make ?

A.—The Yictor tires are pure Para gum, with nothing added but the chemicals necessary to

vulcanize. They will float in water.

Q.—Why are Victor rims stiffer than any others?

A.—Because they are so made as to be double thickness at the bottom, where spokes are attached,

and are made from fine steel, a better quality than could be used if they were cold drawn into tubes.

Q.—Who originated the square rubber pedals?

.-/.—The Overman Wheel Company, who also originated the Yictor swing saddle which has

been so widely copied in the market.

<J.—Does any maker put upon the market a Bicycle all forged steel ?

A.—The makers of the Victor will pay $100 for every ounce of cast metal found in their Bicycle.

Q.—Do the OVERMAN Wheel COMPANY pay cycle papers for putting items in their reading

columns claiming the Victor wheels to be the best ?

A.—No. If their machines are mentioned in wheel papers it is done without charge, as they do not

countenance filling wheel papers with such penny-a-line bosh. The Overman Wheel Company have

a letter from the editor of one of the principal wheel journals, which says: "Allow me to suggest that

you use our reading columns more. Can give you space in quantity at 12I cents per line. It is an

excellent way to top off display ads., and to keep prominently before the public." The makers of the

Victor wish to have riders understand that they do not "tup (jit " then display ads. in reading columns

"at \2\ cents per line." When thev get to be overly anxious about finding a market for their wheels,

and consequently nervous for fear the public will not credit them with something they do not deserve,

they may conclude to "top off" their display ads. "in reading columns at 12 1 cents per line." They
believe that just this sort of stuff in cycling papers loses for the papers the respect of riders and [nits a

large question-mark in the mind of every rider as to the sincerity of anything that is said in wheel papers.

Q-—Why do the Overman WHEEL COMPANY abstain from mentioning the names of other wheels,

and the names of other makers, in their advertising?

A.—Because they have merit enough in their own wheels to talk about, without throwing mud at

their neighbors. The use of personalities in print is a strong evidence of dense ignorance.

Please note that this page is paid for by the Overman WHEEL Company, of 182 Columbus Avenue,

Boston.
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Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 11, 1887

Overman Wheel Company.

Gentlemen--I require for my use a Light Roadster

Bicycle, with 64-inch front wheel. I am aware that in a

machine of this size the strain will be so great that

unless the workmanship is of the very best the wheel would

not stand the wear and tear of use.

After examining and riding all the other high-

grade makes, I have decided to place this order with you,

as from my own observation and the known reputation of

the "Victor" I am convinced that the class of work you do

will result in entire satisfaction, even in building a

machine of extraordinary size

Very truly yours,

JOHN V. BROWNELL
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NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.

HIS month is the greatest

and most important in the

history of the cycling clubs

of this city. If you meet a

local wheelman the first word

you hear is " club-house,"

and it seems as if the words,

=j|~ "new club-house" were on

the lips of every rider in the

city. And why? Well ! Are
not the Long Islands pushing their four-story-

with-clock-tower building rapidly forward? Have
not the King's County Wheelmen broken ground
for their $16,000 club-house? And, still better,

have not the Ilderans secured a lease of the ele-

gant three-story building on Lincoln Place ? Xo
wonder then, that the club members feel proud of

their respective organizations, for ere long we
shall see each club comfortably housed in their

own quarters. Verily, cycling has had no greater

boom, than it has this spring in the City of

Churches.

Stevens has come and gone. His lecture at

the Academy of Music was an immense success,

a good attendance and plenty of enthusiasm. The
clubs were all well represented, attending in bod-
ies and in full uniform. The fair sex were also

well represented, joining in the applause with as

much enthusiasm as the wheelmen themselves.

The lecture was remarkable for its wit, while at

the same time it was interesting, which kept the

audience wide awake from beginning to end.

After the lecture Mr. Stevens was driven to the

Brooklyn club-house where all who desired could

shake hands with him. He was then given a pri-

vate reception by the officers of the club.

Ed. Pettus, formerly captain of the King's

County Wheelmen, has resigned from that club.

In the recent election he was defeated by a few-

votes for the captaincy which he had held for sev-

eral years. Several other members handed in

their resignations at the same time. Pettus was
regarded as a gentleman by all with whom he
came in contact, was as pleasant and jovial a fel-

low as could be found, and the King's County
Wheelmen will soon regret their ingratitude to

their old leader.

The L. A. W. elections are over. The inde-

pendent ticket was carried through and the Long
Island Wheelmen were badly scratched. Share,
the president of the Long Island Wheelmen, was
one of the defeated candidates. Perhaps Mr. Share
will remember a remark he made sometime ago,
that the Ilderan Bicycle Club was composed of "a
lot of bovs." If Mr. Share does not remember,
he can rest assured that some of the [lderans do,

and if he is about to pass a similar remark in the

future, he had better take into consideration that

each " boy " holds one vote, and that he can " bet

his bottom dollar" it will not be cast for him.
The Long Island Wheelmen have made themselves
very unpopular by their bull-dozing methods of
taking things into their own hands, therefore our
clubs tried their best to give them a bad " scratch."

Our road riders have already done considerable
touring this spring, and several organized tours

have been held. A party of Ilderans rode
to Hempstead on Easter Sunday, returning by
way of Garden City, where the cathedral was
visited. Several of the Brooklyns also rode to

Garden City, and were met at Queens by the Il-

derans crowd. The road was in fair condition

though not quite up to its usual standard.

The annual meeting of the King's Count)
\\ heelmen was held on March 17. The principal

3S transacted was the election ol officers for

the ensuing year. The election was very exciting

and resulted as follows :— President, F. Loucks
;

vice-president, T. W. Lovejoy; secretary, M. II.

Leighton; treasurer, T. S. Snyder; captain, M.
L. Bridgman; first-lieutenant, U.J. Hall, |r.

;

second lieutenant, T. <
'. Crichtori ; color bearer,

W. K. Stevens
;
bugler, E. R. Xichols. The at-

tendance was exceptionally large, the meeting be-

ing the largest the club ever held.

We are now beginning to look for our road-

book, which I understand was to be ready foi de
livery this month. The book will be of value to

many, who as yet are unfamiliar with some of

our best roads. It will be furnished to every

member of the X. V. state division L. A. W. free

of charge.

Brooklyn news must be very scarce if one can
judge from general appearances. The Brooklyn
notes of the Bulletin, Wheel, and Ameru an Athlete

were upon one occasion precisely the same in

every particular. It is certain]}, very interesting

to read the same paragraphs in three different

papers, but a little variety would suit our taste

bet lei, gentlemen.

The King's County Wheelmen held their annual
dinner at Dillard's on March 26. Thomas Ste-

vens was expected to be present, but owing to

previous arrangements he was unable to accept
the invitation. The menu consisted of nine
courses and was excellently served. It was fol-

lowed by the ceremony of presenting a parchment
bound testimonial of appreciation to each of the
retiring officers of the club. Several impromptu
speeches were made by their newly elected cap-
tain, M. L. Bridgman.

The drill team of the King's County Wheelmen
gave an exhibition at the games of the Twenty-
third Regiment Athletic Association on April 9.

The following Saturday they went through their

drill before the Seventh Regiment Association, of

New York. The team is always well applauded
and is a very good attraction for athletic exhibi-

tions.

Mr. W. K. Miller, treasurer of the Ilderan Bicy-

cle Club, has pinned his faith to a new Rudge
Royal Crescent tandem. The machine is the in ,1

of its kind in this city and is admired by all. Mi.
Miller thinks that he has " struck the right thing

now " and will " hang on to it," so he says.

The entertainment and opening given b) Mis,,..

Schwalbach and Willdigg was .1 great success.

• the heavy showers which prevailed the

attendance was vi ill the clubs of our city

being well represented. The store i- situated On
the Prospect Park plaza, which is about the most
convenient location for wheelmen to be found.

Colored fires were burnt at intervals duiin thi

early part of the evening. Later on .is the 1 lubs

began to arrive, the refreshments had to suffer.

When F say refreshments don't imagin< some
scanty little lunch on a small card table, but make
up your mind when " Swall) "

gl tS up a feast that

there will be plenty of everything and evi

tip-topstyle This gentleman also had th< fori sighl

to have several kegs Oi b— on hand. This was

highly appreciated and had th

boys in a jolly mood. I would be stealii

-pace were I to tell you everything th.

in the line of satisfying thirst and hunger. There
were many cycling notables present and the con-

versation naturally drifted to the Xew Mail win. h

1.. A. W. rug in the centei ol the
room. Suffii

,,f ,i„

'' ''"
' "' '' oke up,

'

'•'
>) '1' parted with good wishes of success

E01 I his. Royal Mail S h and his " pard "

Willdigg.
,.

\.

WHEEL NOTES FROM ENGLAND.
In connection with the effort to abolish t he-

amateur and professional distinction in 1

and to establish class and handii ap mces for the
fall tournaments, this editorial note from a recent
number of the leading English cycling journal,

Wheeling, shows the remarkable instability 1

old racing rules of the English Xational ( .

Union.

"There are two remarkable outcomes of the

abolition agitation and the crusade against sus-

pension on suspicion. These are the resolutions
of the professional committee and the wide-spread
feeling that lacing takes up too much of the time
and money of the ' N. C. U.' In the former we
find two great points upon which we have preached
till we have, no doubt, wearied our readers
as ourselves. These are, firstly, recommendations
to bring amateurs and professionals into as

contact as possible, thereby raising (if only theo-

retically) the standard of the 'pro,' and holding
out to the amateur in pursuit of gain a distinct in-

ducement to go over to theothei side and honestly
:

1 money; and secondly, an appeal in the

interests of international sport. Granting for the

nonce that the amateur law 1- .1 good one, it

(easts to be so when it steps into prevent the

champions of England and America from meeting.

International racing will do more for sport,

time, press, and trade than all the amateui « ont< -l-

for honor and 10-guinea cups in the world, and
should be proportionately encoi ["he new
executive contains a number of men who fully

grasp the situation. The life and death question
with the ' \. ('. 1 '.' is one oi ,.,d we ,\

most earnest!) hope the talk 1
s will find themselves

in a minority, and such business-like men as Pul-

ton, Turner, Harvey, Thomas, and others we could
n. mi. .

will Pace home the principle that if the

straining oi a st ntiinent means a profit oi ^"100 to

the Union, the sentiment must be strained to its

utmost limits. The institution of a finance com-
mittee is a good move, and we hope some f< asible

scheme will be forthcoming from its deliberatio

\\ i must express a hope thai utive will

nol throw any difficulty in tin wa\ ..1 the Ameri-

can professionals mei ting oui al the in-

ternational tournament. It is haul enough for

anv club 01 indiv idual to maki

without throwing obstai les in th< way, and it must
l"' i' membi 1. d that in Lon

two great race meetings will be at .i ng,

namely, tin I ! m w hi elers ami I ondon I

(lists."

That the I nglishmi ll mean busini 3S Hi:- \e.11

mier wheel mak
Hillman, Herberts Cooper, of Coventry, whopro-

O to the cyclist using their wheel
(no distinction between amateur and professional)

who shall first covet one mile in 2 minutes and
seconds, with an additional 55 for every second
under 25; or 22I miles in one hour. They will

offer $500 to the cyclist on their wheel who
shall first cover 100 miles on the road under six

hours, with 55 for every minute under six hours.
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JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS

(YCLING is in full swing in

Philadelphia just now; the

i has opened and prom-

ises to be an active one. The

clubs are all in a flourishing

condition and the running up

of membership rolls and of

club-houses continues. The

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club

has now upwards of one hun-

dred and twenty members, a gain of a full score

within the space of two months. Pennsy's club-

house is also forging ahead, and by the close of

the season it may be expected to have reached

completion, and to have its jolly crowd of cyclers

snugly housed for the winter. Since obtaining

their club-house, the Philadelphia Bicycle Club

have been adding to their list of members at a

rapid rate, and indeed things are in the cycling

way most decidedly on the boom in Philadelphia.

Mi. Harold Lewis, ex-captain of Philadelphia,

and wife, leave shortly for a three months' trip to

Europe. Their wanderings through the old world

will be accomplished with the assistance of their

tandem tricycle, and they will, no doubt, have a

most enjoyable time. Mr. II. P. Roberts, of the

Pennsylvania Bicvcle Club, brother to " Pennsy's "

captain, also contemplates taking a wheel trip

during the summer through a portion of Europe.

It is getting quite the thing now for cyclers to do
" the Continent " on their wheels, even though

projected L. A. W. European touting schemes

come to nothing.

The twenty-five mile road race of the University-

Bicycle Club came off on Wednesday, April 26,

and though there were but two contestants the

event turned out quite successful. Three names

were entered, Keen, Whittaker, and Page. The
latter retired and the two former had the fight

between them. Keen is the cycling champion of

the University, he having won the inter-collegiate

bicycle championship last year. Whittakei has

achieved quite a reputation as an oarsman, while

he has also the name of being a good road rider.

Page, in addition to being one of Philadelphia's

most noted long-distance cycling travelers, is the

crack high jumper of America, so that had all

three men raced the event would have been a

noteworthy one. As it was Keen and Whittaker

made a good race. The course was over Lancas-

ter pike. Keen won the race, covering the twenty-

five miles in ih. 42m. 25s. Whittaker came in

thirteen minutes later. The prize was of gold,

a bar suspending a pair of bicycle handles on

which is a lantern set with garnets, and below

another bar with U. of P. champion. Mr. John
A. Wells, L. A. W., acted as referee, and Messrs.

E. lie !•'. Miel and Stuarl 1 ». Lansing, as judges.

There may I" ome little complication in the

Ivania Bicycle Club over the resignation of

Mr. I'.. M. Anon from the 1.. A. \Y. Pennsyl

vania is a League club and League membership

1 ompulsory on all members, Mr. Aaron
will be under the necessity of resigning fx

old organization, or else the club will have to

cease being a League association.

Philadelphia is to have a six clays' bicycle race

at an early date, The event is to , ome oil on the

grounds of the West Philadelphia Amatcm \*h

letic Association, and it will be under the man-

agement of Mi. Alfred Coningsby, the cycling

chef oi the Pennsylvania boys.

There is another cycling track being built in the

northern section of the city, so that Philadelphia

will soon be well off in the matter of conveniences

for the fast men.

The Century Club holds its annual dinner May
5, of which more anon. Chris.

[Continued.]

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CYCLING
CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA.

BY CHRIS WHEELER.

It was not long before following the lead of the

men who founded the Philadelphia Bicvcle Club,

other cyclers formed associations similar to the

pioneer wheel organization of the city. Of these

other cycling clubs, the Germantown Bicycle Club

and the Frankford Bicycle Club were the only

two that attained a recognized position ; and of

these two " Germantown " was the single one

which in point of practical activity, and in the

matter of possessing what might be called individ-

uality of character, pretended to range alongside

of " Philadelphia." Indeed there was a great deal

of healthy rivalry between the two organizations

in the early davs of cycling club life in the Quaker

City, which of course on the part of the German-

town Bicvcle Club partook of an aggressive nature,

it being the younger organization, and in addition

to being so, possessing in its composition more

of the younger element, in the point of the ages

of members, than did " Philadelphia." A number

of the members of the latter club, were men of

some years, and of attained positions, some of

them being business men and merchants of long

H. B. Hart.

standing and defined >tutus. To this fact may lie

attributed the success which attended the efforts

of the club to obtain for Philadelphia cyclers from

the very inception of the pastime in Philadelphia

that recognition from municipal and other authori-

ties which it was justly entitled to. After the in-

troduction of the bicvcle, and when a few of these

then novel steeds began to show themselves in the

neighborhood of the Quaker City, their owners

lode them for a short period on the sidewalks

and footpaths as well as on the roadways In-

deed they preferred and in a measure had to use

tin toot ways of the city, on account of the miser-

able street pavements which are characteristic of

Philadelphia. Gradually, however, as the number
of riders increased it became manifest that the

new toy—for a toy it was then considered—would
come to be a nuisance if accorded the free use of

the pedestrians' portion of the public thoroughfare,

and then bicycles were barred from the foot pave-

ments. This was a step in the evolution of the

interpretation of the laws which now define a bi-

cycle as a conveyance, and while the riders who
were affected by it no doubt considered it a hard-

ship to pound over cobble-stones instead of easily

gliding over a smooth brick or flag-stone pave-

ment, still, without such action on the part of the

authorities, the definite standing obtained by cvcles

as conveyances and vehicles could never have

been attained. It was during the naturalizing

—

so to speak—of the bicycle in Philadelphia, that

the Philadelphia Bicycle Club did good work.

Mr. T. K. Longstreth, Mr. Tucker, Mr. H. B.

Plart, and others of the members gave up time,

and undertook much trouble and inconvenience

in order to deal directly with the municipal and

park authorities, in relation to getting the bicycle

recognized as a vehicle, and obtaining for it the

rights and privileges it was entitled to as such.

As in the city, so in the park ; at first the new tovs

ran over pathways and roadways indiscriminately,

but this state of affairs soon came to an end, as it

began to be seen that the bicycle was more than

a toy; and then commenced a revulsion of feeling

and action toward the "wheel," which savored of

depriving it of those rights, which, considering it as

a practical vehicle, belonged to it, but which while

disallowing it to be a toy, the public seemed loath

to grant to it. Of course during the early days of

cycling, bicycles, though to a much less extent, had

somewhat of the same tendency that railroad trains

had in the matter of frightening horses, and in

Philadelphia as elsewhere, the wrath and opposi-

tion of horse-owners was aroused against the

new style of steed after a few unavoidable acci-

dents had followed its introduction. For some-

time Fairmount Park was closed to cyclers, but

mainly owing to the agitation kept up by the

Philadelphia Bicycle Club, seconded by " German-

town," the restrictions against cyclers were gradu-

ally removed by the Park Commissioners, among
whom on the question of cycling, Mr. Gustavus

kemak will always be remembered as the most

liberal minded. On the 12th of November, 1SS1,

the free use of Fairmount Park was thrown open

to cyclers, who could ride through the length and

breadth of the splendid demesne provided they

confined themselves to the roadways and kept off

the footpaths. This is the order of things to-day,

and the Philadelphia Bicycle Club deserves the

thanks of all cyclers in the Quaker City of to-day,

for the good work it did in striking when the iron

was hot, in the early days of 1SS1 and 18S2. As an

instance of the then spirit of the times the follow-

ing may be interesting. Shortly after the throwing

open of the park to cyclers, Gen. Russell Thayer,

superintendent, wrote as follows to Gustavus

Remak, chairman of committee on superintend-

ence and police :

—

" Dear Sir:— I regret to have to report that ex-

perience has demonstrated to me the fact that it

is a dangerous privilege to permit bicycles on the

drives in the park, and I very much fear that un-

less the order heretofore given about this matter

is revoked, accidents attended with loss of life

will be the consequence."

Perhaps it was from reading this very liberal

minded way of viewing things bicycular, that Gil-
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bcrt was constrained to pen the immortal words,

"Here's a how-d'ye-do." Also contemporaneous

with General Thayer's verdict respecting cycles in

the park, the report of Captain Chasteau of the

park police was cooked up so as to cause an an

nulling of the edict granting the free use of the

park to cyclers. The following seems curious

read in the light of to-day. In April, 1882, Captain

Chasteau wrote Superintendent Thayer: "Iliad

frequent opportunities to notice bicycles, however,

and my opinion is that they are equally dangerous

on drive and footpath. A few gentlemen use t he-

wheel for exercise and recreation. If the majority

Henry t '.. In ah:

of the riders were compelled to wear citizens'

clothing, and assigned to one particular locality,

I believe the whole thing would fizzle out."

To combat these efforts to deprive cyclers of

their rights and privileges it required men like

Mr. II. B. Hart to say: "Mr. Thayer's complaints

are of an entirely personal character. The acci-

dent which he mentions as having happened near

the East Park Reservoir occurred to himself and

in consequence he has become prejudiced against

the machines." It also required Mr. T. K. Long-

strethtosay: "Ahorse will shy at a newspaper,

but that is no argument for the abolition of the

press. A baby carriage or a man running will also

startle him very frequently, but no one talks of

extinguishing baby carriages." In the end reason

and common sense prevailed over prejudice and

self interest, and Fairmount Park remained open to

Philadelphia cyclers. How different the action of

the Brooklyn authorities with respect to Prospect

Park! and yet less of trouble and accident is to

be chronicled for Fairmount than for Prospect.

It was on July 1st, 1880, that the Philadelphia

Bicycle Club joined as a club the I,. A. W., since

which time it has remained a loyal member of the

national organization, and has taken a prominent

part in matters connected with the state division

which it took a chief hand in organizing. As
usual with all cycling clubs the Philadelphia Bi-

cycle Club had its divisions and charges over the

uniform question. The old uniform consisted of

a blue coat, blue flannel shin, gray breeches, blue

stockings, and blue helmet. The present uniform

is a great improvement on the old one, being

made of navy blue cloth throughout with gray

cassimere shirt. The club colors still continue as

of old dark red and light blue. After the la-

mented death of Mr. T. K. Longstreth, Mr. Henry

C. Blair was elected president, and served in the

office from 1882 to [884, while Mr. II. \. Blalcis-

ton 1 ontinued in the pos 1

[ To lv continued.
]

"LITERATURE OF THE WHEEL."

The chaptei of above title in Kail Kron's

"coming cycling cyclopaedia " required thi

suminei of '86 foi ii~ compilation, and covers |S

pages of about 4j,000 words. It includes .1 his

tory of journalism, whose index alone covers two

printed pages, and the index of 1

books and pamphlets is o) a similar size. We ex

tract from the latter the following alphabetical

list of titles, as being in itself an interesting liter-

ary curiosity which shows the wide range assumed

by the pastime with only a few years of history

behind it :

—

A. 13. C. of Bicycling.

Abridgment of Velocipede Specifications.

Advantages of Cycling.

Agent's 1 ruide, The.

Almanach des Velocipedes for '69.

Almanach du Velocipede for '70-71.

Almauach Illustre de la Velocipedie pour '84.

Amateur Bicycle Repairing.

American Bicycler, The.

Annuaire de la Velocipedie Pratique.

Around the World on a Bicycle.

Athletes, Training for Amateur.

Athletic Club Directory for '82.

Australian Cyclists' Annual, The.

Australian Tour on Cycles, An.

Autograph Book, Palmer's.

Betting Law, Cyclists' Liabilities as regards the.

Bicycle Annual for '80, The.

Bicycle-Buch.

Bicycle for '74, The.

Bicycle, The Modern.

Bicycle, A Pocket Manual of the.

Bii yi le Primer.

Bicycle Ride from Russia, A.

Bicycle Road Book.

Bicycle tactics.

Bicycle Tour in England and Wales. \

Bicycling, Complete Guide to

l.i. yi lists' Pocket-Book and Diary for '78.

Blank Road-Book.

Boston Road-Book.

British High Roads.

Bugle Calls.

Bundes-Almanach.

Canadian W. A. Guide.

Canterbury Pilgrimage, A.

Cape Ann, In and Vround.

Chestnuts [Wheeling's Christmas issue of '86).

Clipper Almanac.

(lull Directory, Goy's Athletic.

Club Songs.

Columbia Calendars.

Columbia Testimonials and Sci ap Bi 11 1.

Connecticut Road-Book.

1 lonstruction oi Modern Cy< les, I in

Construction of the 1 rii yi le, \ ["n itise on the Thi

and Practical.

t
'. T C

. I laiidbo"!. .mil 1

1 I'!' :, ,1 List for '85.

ton-, The.

1 v. ledom i< 'yclist'i Christina oi '86).

rf and Wheel II orld Vnnual.

its' Guide to Nottingham,

t's ( Juide to the Roads th 1 D

1 if Man.

I . ist's Pocket-Book and I >iary.

C\. lists, 'I'b,' Rights and Liabilities of.

Cyclists' Route Book, Tin

Touring and Road 1 luide, The.

ia, A Journey through {Cyclist's Christmas

1

I iiiUin, A Racing trip to.

Id Isle. Two Trips t" tin-.

I -jl. uul and Wales, A i 1 'in.

theorique et pratique sui le veTiici Bii

Essex Co., Ms., Wheelman's II

Wheel.

• 11.

1

Great S . I

Guardians, The.

Guidi to 1 the Comp ete.

1
1

Guide t

Guide to Tricycling, Penny.

Hand-but li < Bii

Health 1,

Holland, N V. B Offi< 1 '1 Road-b

I
' mi.

How to 1

Hotel I

So).

In and Around Capi Ann

Bicyt list's Handbook, The.

Instructions to \\ ii

Italiani. I < listi.

Italy on a Tricycle, Thro

Ireland. Two I ' ips to.

Kentucky Road- Bonk.

Killarney, A ["ourinjj I up to.

Lake District .uul the Isle of M the.

Land's End t" John O'Groat's in.
1 .

League Handbooks, '81 and '87.

I
!

1 '.id Repair.

Letters of Interest to Wheelmen.

Library ol 'ling).

I B k, M I 1 'ling.

Hook.
1 clists' Pocket Guide and Club Director

Lyra Bicyclica.

Manuel du \ VI", eman.

Manuel du Velocipede.

Massachusetts Stal I koad Book.

Mechanical I >it nonary.

Michigan Road b

A ri Handl k

11 Bicycle, The.

Modern' -miction of.

Modem Velocipei [Tic

j 1
'

1
1

My Cycling Log Book.

My Second ten (Thousand.

Nauticus in Scotland.

Nauticus on I
I

i orse.

Nervousness, How I I urec '
1

- - If of.

Nottingham, I

;l Handbook of the ( Tubs 1 1 I

Ocean to Ocean on L Bii rom.

Ohio 1:

On Wheels.

Our Camp (Cyclist's Christmas 1

Overland to Sydney on Cyc

Over tli-
I

Over the Bii ycle.

Paris, Guid nvirons de.

Pleasures of Cycling.

Pocket Directory, The Scottish A (

Pocket Manual of the Bicycle, A
Pocket Ri

Pope, Biography 'I 1 \

Radfahrer's Jahrbuch.

Record I lists.

,uul Maintenance of Roads.

Repaii his

Report

00k for Wheelmen along the.

Rhymes of the Road and River.

Rights and Liabilitit

I he.

Road ; ~ed.

Road ( hi Counties of Scotland

Road Ri

Romances of the Wheel.

Rota \

Route Bi
I

:10m.

Scotland, Cyclist's Itinerary of

Scotland, Nautil us ill.

Scotland. Road liern Counties of.
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Scottish A. C. Pocket Directory, The.

Self Propulsion.

Sixty Poets on the Wheel.

Song of the Wheelist, The.

South Africa, A Tour in.

Southern Counties Camp Book.

Star Rider's Manual.

Steel Wings.

Suggestions for Choice, Care and Repair of Bicycles and

Tricycles.

Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle.

Theorie du Velocipede.

Things a Cyclist Ought to Know.

Tour de Monde en Velocipede, Le.

Tourists' Guide.

Tourists, Rights and Liabilities of.

Trade catalogues and advertisements.

Training for Amateur Athletes.

Training Instructor, The.

Tricycle Annual.

Tricycle and Tricycling, The.

Tricycle et Velocipede a Vapeur.

Tricycle, In Relation to Health and Recreation.

Tricycle, Land's End to John O'Gvoat's on a.

Tricycle, Through Italy on a.

Tricycle, A Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical Con.

struction of the.

Tricycles and How to Ride Them.

Tricycles, From Holyhead to London on.

Tricycling, Cordingley's Penny Guide to.

Tricycling for Ladies.

Tricyclist's Indispensable Annual & Handbook

Tricyclist's Vade Mecum, The.

Two Pilgrims' Progress.

Vade Mecum du Touriste Veloceman.

Vade Mecum, The Tricyclist's.

Velocipede, Le.

Velocipede Specifications, Abridgment of.

Velocipede, The.

Velocipede, The.

Velocipedes.

Velocipedia.

Velocipedie Pratique, La.

Velocipedisten-Jahrbuch for 'S4.

Western Adventures of a Bicycle Tourist.

Western New York Road-Book.

Westward, Ho ! on a Sociable.

What and Why.
Wheelman's Annual for '81 and '82.

Wheelman's Hand-book of Essex Co.

Wheelman's Log Book for '81.

Wheelman's Record Book.

Wheelman's Reference Book.

Wheelman's Year Book, The.

Wheelman's Year Book, Diary and Almanack for '82.

Wheel Songs.

Wheels and Whims.

Wheel World's Annuals.

Whirling Wheels.

Whizz, The.

World on Wheels, The.

Year's Sport, The.

FRITZ LOUDENSCHLAGER ON CYCLES AND
CYCLING.

Veil, mein friendt, you vants to hear how I

comes first to ride von ov dem dwo-veeled tings.

To pegin, as dey say in de sdory poogs, von day

I vas sidding our sdeps on und I sees, vat you

dinks? Vy a picycle. Id coomes on yust lige te

drain und in dvvo minudes vas gone lige de lidnings.

Vor a dime I vas meestify, bud py und py mein

friendt Schneider coomes along und sees me sid-

ding dere, und says, " Vat is de madder mit you

dat you sids derc so quied lige ? " I ansers dat I

see a dwo-veeled dings go bast fasder dan any-

dings I haf efer see pefore, and I dond know vat

id vas. Schneider laffs und dat mages me mad
for I have blendy dimes said als Schneider haf

got nix doo mooch sense. I'y und py he geds dired

ov lafrin und dells me dot vat 1 sees vas a picy-

cle und dot id vas only ig—vat you calls dem —
ignorand beoblcs dot dond know vat .1 picycle vas.

Den I mages ub mein mint dot I vill goes to de

down und see vor meinself vat day vas und all

apout id.

De negst day vas Saturday und I haf got all dot

afternoon do meinself, so I goes down und gets

on de drain und ven de gondugdor coomes around

I gives him mein clicked and axes him vat he gan

dells me aboud picycles. He says he dond know,

und loogs ad me yust de same he dinks I vas

a guriosidy from Barnum's pig animal house.

Veil I dond say nodings more dill we geds to

Philadelf und den I goes out in de sdreed vat

vas near de blace ver de gars coomes in und de

first mans vat I sees I dells dot I vas looging vor

de blace ver dey haf picycles. He dond under-

stand me und I dells him anoder dime dot I vands

to see some dwo-wheeled dings, und he say, " O
I see, a veel mittin a veel. You vill haf to go to

dot big pildings on de oder side of de sdreed ver

de city ovices vas, und den you can see a dwo-

veeled dings." Den he laffs und goes away. I

says, " Neffer mind, Fritz, ve vill see vat ve vill

see," und goes ofer de sdreed to dot pig pilding.

I loogs all around put I sees no dwo-veeled dings

und I gets mad. Ven I coomes oudside again I

sees a blace agross de sdreed ver dey have plendy

picycles ; some mit dwo and some mit dree veels.

I goes ofer und ven I geds in de sdore dey vas

loog so puddy dot I says to meinself, " Fritz

Loudenschlager, you must haf von off dem dings

if id cosds all de moneys vat you haf got."

Ven de glerg coomes I says to him dot I vants

to puy a picycle, und he loogs at me vor a minude

und smiles ferry bolide lige und says, " Vould nod

a tricycle pe petter?" I says, "Can dey go so

vast?" "Nod quide," he ansers, " pud dey vas

safer vor a mans of your size." I dells him dot I

vants nodings vat cannod go yust so vast as any-

dings else, so he goes ofer unci dages a peautivul

machines oud of de racks und prings id ofer to

me. "How will somedings lige dis suid you?"

he said. " Dot is yust vat I vants," I anser.

" How many tollar vor dot ? " " Id vas de pesd

vat is mage und id vill cosd only ein h under und

sixdy tollar," he dells me. Den I dinks, mein

gr-r-racious, only ein hunder und sixdy tollar !

Dot vas blendy money to puy a hoss mit. I dells

him vat I dinks aboud id, but he says, " I know id

vas blendy money but you see id eads nodings

lige a horse, und it goes faster." So I dells him

dot I vould dake id, pud I vants to dry id first

und see if it vas de kind I vants. " You can dry

id," he says, " bud you must bay de money first,

pecause you vould run off ven you got on the veel

und I gould not catch you." So I bays him und ve

goes oud in de sdreed mit id. He savs he guess

he pedder show me how to get on id first und den

all de rest vas yust as easy as nodings ad all. He
veels id out in the middle of the sdreed und puds

his foot on de stebs und says, " See, you yust

hops along, so; den you yumps up, so; und den

you are all righd."

Veil id loogs so easy dot I dells him id vas all

righd und I vould dake de dings und show him

how a Deutcher vould do id. I puds mein voot

ondesdep, so; und hops along, so ; und gets ready

to yump. Now I always vas a good yumper und

I vants to show dose beobles dot I could yump
yust so good as dot oder mans, so I yumps yust

so hard as I can. De nexd ding I knows vas dot

I vas breddy near brode a hole droo to China mit

mein head. Ven I geds ub I vas as mad as Graf

von Bismarck, und I vands to preak dot clerg's

head, but I dinks of all mein moneys und dot mage

me fery bolide. Oe glerg tells me dot he haf got

anoder kinds of machine in de sdore vat vill nod

goes ofer dot vay und he goes in to get id. I vas

veel preddy sore pud py dot dime der vas blenty

beobles around, und I vants to show dem dot I

vas no goward, so ven de glerg coomes oud mit

de oder machine I vas loog ad him fery careful

lige so dot I see how he vas do und den I vould

ged on de ding und run ofer dose beobles vat vas

laffing at me. De glerg dells me dot de machine

vas called a " Sdar " und dot id can nod goes ofer

lige de oder von because id haf a liddle veel in

vrondt.

De glerg mound id so easy and so breddy dot I

dells meinself dot I gould do dot as easy as him.

I dages de machine yust de same as he haf, und

puds mein voot on de sdep, und as I haf learned

visdom py egsberience, I dond yumps so hard as

de oder dime. I dond get mein foot ofer de ma-

chine ad all, und he goes ofer mit me und I prages

anoder hole in de road mit mein whole pody. und

vas almost gilled pecause I hits de dings mit mein

stomach und dot is de sofdesd paid of mein pody.

Dere vas two dousand beobles in de sdreed py

dis dime und day all laff und shoud as if id vas a

fery vunny ding to see a mans breddy near gill

himself!

I vas madder dan efer den und I vands do see

all dose mens und poys ged gilled demselves und

nod loog ad me ged gilled anoder dimes, so I dells

dot glerg dot I vants to know if he haf got no

more kind machine vat vill not preag mein neg

ven I dries do ged on id. He says he haf; so I

dells him to pring it oud. Dot dime he prod oud

a liddle dings vat look lige id vas nod big enuff

for a mans as pig as me to ride. He dells me dot

id was a " Rover " und dot id vas a fery goot ma-

chine, und if id ubsed id vould nod hurd me pe-

cause I vould nod haf far to vail.

I dages de machine und puds mein voot ofer id

und bushes on mein oder voot to mage id coome

oop sdraid. Den she coomes down on de oder

side und I gatch meinself mit mein oder voot.

Ven I haf done dis vor dwo or dree dimes I dells

de glerg dot id vill pe no use und dot I can nod

ride dot ding ; bud he comes oop und says, " Let

me bush you und you vill pe able to go better."

Den he gif me a goot bush und dot dings vat you

buts your voot on coomes around und gatch me

py de drousers und I dond know how I god off,

bud I god off I know, vor in dwo minudes I vas

lying on de sdreed und all dose million beobles

vas holding deir sides laffing, und von schmall poy

holler, " How you feels, Dutchy ? Breddy sore,

eh ?
"

If id vasn't for mein hunder und sixty tollar, I

vould haf gilled dot liddle poy und gif meinself

ub to de bolice. Bud ven I dinks of mein money

den I dinks dot I vill dry von more clime. I dells

de glerg dot I vants to dry some oder gind of

machine, und he says, " I vill pring oud a dricycle

if you vants id." I said all right, und he goes in

und gets a ding mit dree veels und prings id oud.

Den he dells me to ged on und see if it vas long

enuff vor mein feets. Id dond fit. so he vent und

god a wrench und fixed id und den I mounded id

und wend avay lige a sdrcag ov lidning. Breddy

soon I coomes to a gudder und run indo de pav-

ing sdone. Dis mashed de machine und me ad

de same dime und ven I vent pack to de blace

vere I god id, de man says dat he will give me

twenty tollar vor mein machine und I say dot it

vas all right. Dot vas de lasd I haf to do mit

dricycles und picycles, und I vould advisje you to

geep avav from dem.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and othei

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra chargi except foi

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold cm ea
j

payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT. SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

Send tor our large finely -illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every a*

1

l ^cycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE 8t SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

#IMPORTANT TO BICYCLERS ! *

INJURIES RECEIVED IN TRAVEL. WORK, OR SPORT, -ALL I IB THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

HARTFORD,
CONN. THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

Jg^- ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! * INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE,
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000.
Jambs G. Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,129,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
i

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO. , 38 Park Place, NewYork

Don't fail to send for Circular.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

SECOND-HAND ^CYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited.
xiu RA

128 and 130 Fulton Street,} NEW YQRK
8/ Nassau Street, )

THE ONLY

Official OutTitter to tne L. H.w.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.50

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.50

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.10

L. A. W. BELT, to match Uniform, 1.00

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, $4 per yard.

PIONEY

to be made, Cut this nut and return to us, and
we will send you free, something
and impq "ii, ill. 11 will start you in bus-
iness which will bring you in more mom

awaythan anything else in this world, Vnyonecai dotl
and live at home. Either sex ; all ages, Something new, that

just coins money for all workers We will startyou; capital not
needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances
time. Those who are ambitious and entei

Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

*

Bicycles, Tricycles, and other Cycles

Of any style or make, REPAIRED,
ENAMELED, or NICKELED, in the

Best Possible manner, by Experi-

enced Workmen, at Fair Prices.

*

AMES MFG. CO.
CHICOPEE, ^1 Ass.

SPADE HANDLES!
Handsomest. Strongest, and Best Handles in the Market.

ONLY $2.50.

We hoot (hem to fit any Cycle m

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

THE

PcaeiiQcirie eelmaR.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OF CYCLING ON THE

PACIFIC COAST.

Fiffcv Gents per Year?.

Address Care of A. 0. COOK k\

415 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

I Pin, the most unique em-
made : patent pend-

Made
of solid Roman

idizedsilvi

own. 5

1

extra fore.uh: diamond in crown, from $10
Send cash, check, or money-order.

w H. WARN1 R
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SIXTEEN REASONS
WHY

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION
IS

THE MOST DESIRABLE WHEEL
IN THE MARKET.

7

8
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ii

12

n
14

1

6

The Bearings are the easiest-running of any in the world.

The Adjustment of the Bearings is the simplest and best.

The Adjustment of the Cranks is the most rigid— no taps to lose.

The Rims are constructed to withstand the greatest amount of strain with no danger of buckling.

The Head is the strongest and most durable, having 3 1-2 inches of bearing surface for the neck.
Other wheels have from 1-4 inch to 1 inch only-

It has the handsomest and strongest detachable one-piece Handle-Bar.

It has the best Brake,— spring and lever.

It has the most comfortable and elegant Saddle.

It has absolutely dust-proof Rear Wheel Bearings.

It has the largest- section Backbone.

It has more good patented novelties than all other wheels.

It comes at a reasonable price.

It is constructed on scientific principles.

It is the most elegant wheel that can be produced.

It is honestly made of the best steel.

We invite comparison, piece by piece or as a whole, with any machine in the world.

MANUEACTURED BY

Gormully^mJeffery^Mfg^Co.
CHICAGO,

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN AMERICA OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES,* AND SUNDRIES.

Catalog 11 willed on application.
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Special *Announcement

ti®-%EAD, {MARK, LEARN, AND INWARDLY 'DIGEST: and aid vour 'Digestion

by riding THE CUNARD CYCLES. \

<T>. ROGERS if CO.*
SOLE IMPORTERS, * 7^ CLINTON AVENUE,* NEWARK, N. J.

Send for our 1887 Catalogue, sent post-free on application. Agents wanted where unrepresented; terms liberal.
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THE
COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY'S

NEW

Ofyw (Method of Converting, Very Simple and Expeditious,. Can be 7{idden by Two Ladies.

^Double Steering. ^Admitted by both 1{iders and the Tress to be the 'Best Tandem for zA'11- Round
\oad Work in the (Market.

THE MARLBORO' CLUB TRICTCLE
For i88j is fitted with 26-inch Steering- Wheel and Extended Hearings. It is the Strongest,

Simplest, and Handsomest Single Tricycle made.

THE CLUB AND UNIVERSAL, CLUB BICTCLES
Have Many Improvements.

Catalogues sent free on application..

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY
239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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Correspondence.

GO A LITTLE SLOW!

Two years ago I ventured to traverse in some

articles published in the Bicycling World, the

then fresh craze for the Kangaroo type of safety

bicycle, pointing out how little of the alleged

novelty and originality rc.dh existed, and arguing

that the probabilities were decidedly against the

practical success of such machines, at least in this

country, by so doing calling down on my head an

ebullition of wrathful rejoinder publicly from at

least one party interested. The result, however,

justified me, and I have reason to know that some

hasty purchasers afterwards regretted that they

failed to see or failed to heed my caution. About

half a year after these articles appeared, I took

pains to ascertain, by careful inquiries, where the

large number of Kangaroos and the like which

were reported as being sold had gone and how

they fared, and T was rather surprised to learn of

so very few in use, even in the sections where they

were likeliest to sell and please. I believe it is

within the truth to say that hardly a half do/en

machines of that type could be found in tin

United States to-day, in any hands, whose owners

would not gladly unload them if they could do so

at any tolerable sacrifii e. The simple fact, which

I hardly think anybody will controvert, is that in

this country that type of machine is a clear fail-

ure, and was Mich from the first.

Now the Rover or rear-driving type of geared

bicycle is having its day; what of that ?

The mechanics, at least the theoretical me< hail

ics, of the case are absolutely and clearly against

gearing; yet the positive fact that it takes more
power for a man to propel himself with forty pounds

of metal attached is consistent with the fact that

there is a gain out of using such attachment, and

I am as free as ever to admit that there are some
qualifying considerations which mollify the force

of the theoretical case. I will also admit that I

think the chain-geared rear-driver better than the

other, and that I am becoming more of the belief

that geared bicycles have a permanent future of

real usefulness in this country as well as in En-

gland. But has their tint,- conn- vet?

Anybody who will take the trouble to go back

two years will find that the hullabaloo and the ex-

travagant claims now made for the Rover type

are not greater than at that time lor the Kangaroo
type. These rear-drivers, if really good at all,

will be good next year, and there is no possibility

that they will be deemed so overwhelmingly good

as to push the old and known types of cycle out

of market ; hence the careful man who holds on

to see how they come out and buys some proved

machine meanwhile is in no danger of finding him-

self unable to sell because everybody will want

nothing but Rovers. On the other hand, the men
who take up the Rovers in a hurry must take the

chance of finding nobody to unload on at air tol

erable figure, in case a thorough trial proves that

this type of machine is not good in this country.

To go back still further—and beyond the < yi ling

memories of the majority— f remember that when
the old "bone-shaker," which is now copied in

general outline in the rear-driver of to-day ap-

peared and was (he hue and cry, 1 looked it over,

and although I was then a young man and not an

old fogy (as I am now) I reasoned that it would

be time enough for me to invest when the thing

was proved practical and that I would let others

take the risks of the experiment. Would it not

be more prudent, and therefore rathet betl

.11 [east those prospective customers who don't

care to waste their money, to go just a litll< low

in rushing to snatch the latest "novelty," lest

when theii curiositj is satisfied they may find that

others arc in the same condition and the toys are

not in demand ?

In saying this, 1 do not pronounce on the merits

(I these machines, and it certainly cannot be said

that 1 am decrying, from interested motives as a

trader, a kind oi cycle which I have not foi Sale

myself; on the contrary, I firmly believe that thi

geared bicycle I offer will be a permanently suc-

cessful one and will also prove absolute!*, the

fastest and best of the lot. Assume that I am

wrong, and a dunce, in such belief; it clears mj

m 1 ii i\ e that I enti 1 tain it.

I deprecate, on all grounds and in all interests,

the rushing off into a craze for cycling "novel-

ties." and regret to see makers so ready to encour-

age it ; the day of good "novelties" is past, and

in my opinion cycling should be brought upon a

rational and solid basis rather than be laden with

any phase of humbug. There are enough wit-

nesses to testify that I subject my own

patterns to the same cautionary reasoning which

I suggest for the others, and do not hurry to press

those, even to take advantage of an apparent

" trade wind." Time will prove which and what

are right and substantial, and nothing except time

can. If cycles have any future, it will not be as

toys, and they should not be bought and used as

toys, or taken up with the haste and impatience

of children. If geared bicycles prove really good

in this country, they will be found best in a leu

sections having the most level and finest roads

and probably hardly good at all elsewhere; of

this I feel sure enough to be willing to stand on it

as a prophecy as to several years to come. My
advice is therefore to be a little slow in this mat-

ter, and I include my own geared machine in this

caution. JULIUS WlLCOX.

New York, April 30, 1887.

WHICH IS THE BEST?

To the Editor of the Gazette :—

I am a constant reader of your valuable paper,

and read it through, or nearly through, every

month—reading matter, advertisements, and all
;

and 1 read a portion of the other bicycle

about as thoroughly. Often as I look through the

advertising pa; 1 s I begin to pity the inexpi 1

bicycler, or the one wdio is settling in his mind

the " lis " and " lints " of the machine which lie

intends purchasing. Even in the advertisin

umnsofyour paper one can find at least half-a

do/en best machines, for the price or not foi the

, as he chooses. One machine is said to be

th best on the road because its riders 1m:

tain load records made by Subsidized men; .111

other machine is best on the path because Ik

riders hold certain track records made by salaried

1 and the pi- Iman is u

purchase a In. y< le .ad 1 iding I.e. ause thi

maker of thai inai liim has made a machine whi( h

is
1

1
1 in thi 1 rai k, and thi would be 1 a. ing man

is influenced to purchase a ra< er

'

maker
oi that ma. hine h is obtaim d somi long distant e

imnts. From t fiii. in lime new bicvcles

pop int.. \ i. w,— a roadster, ..1 racer, or s, mi-road-

ster. The competition of prices is bewildering.

The first class manufacturer is charging a 1

price for a first class machine, say 5125, while an-

otlui dealei idvertising a ma
. hine whi< h his advert! .illy as

good as tin 1 s,, in, uh.it vei half.

Now so 1. 11 as I am able (,, judge,—am
somewhat familiar with a great many m

le and tricycl,

d, u..i iii about wdiat its mat

urer charges for it. I do not know what it costs

to make a bii l< , but it is fair to pr<

sume that then is a pi.. lit, perhaps larger than

the profit on some othei lit tnd un-

doubtedly much smaller than the profit on other

lines. When a ni.inuf.u tuiei is required to make a

mai hine that will weigh only thirty 01 forty pounds
and carry a man four times its weight over every

dile kind of roads with any degree of care,

and lack of care, and last him from five to ten years,

it is fair to presume that quality takes the place of

quantity; and. the world over, quality costs more

than quantity. Pet haps a good bicvclc can be made
for between fifty and one hundred dollars ; I do not

doubt that it can be, and I also feel assm

a nun h better bicycle can be made for something

like double the same. In the bicycle trade, as in

an) other trade, while the price is not an absolute

criterion as to quality, it to a very large extent

can be depended upon, and the wheelman who
expects to purchase a bicycle foi from fifty to one

hundred dollars anywhere equal . le for

from moo to $150, will probably be disappointed,

and really deserves to be. In choosing a bicycle,

like choosing any other article, reputation and

common sense should teach any one that, all

things being equal, the oldest established and

largest manufacturer of a bicycle, like anything

else, ought to be able to make the best bicycle for

the money.

I5y the way, it is wonderful how the American

made machine is overrunning American roads.

I am rather patriotic myself, and make it a point

never to purchase anything made under any other

flag than my own, provided that my patri

doesn't make me purchase something much infe-

rior to what the same money would buy made

from any country. Hut go where you will in

America, and you will find very few things which

this country does not produce as well, if ru

ter, than anv othei land. The first remarkable

pi..dm t of America was the excellence of her sew-

ing machines; the next came her piano; the next

her watch; and it is generally admitted that no

country of the world can produce or does produce

a better bicycle than is mad. bv the large A':

can mat rs of high grade machines. < »

1

Vmerica has an advantage over any other

. ..null y in
]

ids tor use within heY

-. for she certainly ought to know what

Americans want better than any one else, and the

overwhelming majority ..t American bii

American watches, Vmerican pianos, ami Ameri

. an sew ing machines in

Americans appreciate their products. I have rea-

son t.. believe that one ..f thi

houses in England will at the close of the p

season withdraw its American agency, and I un-

derstand that one or tu.« otlu 1 American agencies

taking

the same coins,. If such i
i taken, as it

s. 1 ins not unlikely, the owners of foreign made

machim u more or less in a box.

for with the withdrawal of agencies comes the in-

convenience of pri .its and sundries to tit

their machines, ami the long distance rider pat lieu-
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larlv knows how valuable it is to own a machine

with interchangeable parts which can be procured

at almost any large town and city in the country.

An American American

Who Rides an American Machine.

NO AMATEUR RULE.

Edifo) Wheelmen's Gazette:—
Reing a European, I believe to be able to give

a reason for the N. C. U. having what is called

tin 'amateur rule." If not mistaken, the wheel-

men in Holland and Germany stick to the same

orthodox rule, so orthodox and narrow-minded

that it could never have been originally made

in this country, and that it certainly ought not

to be among the regulations of the L. A. W.
or the A. A. A. A. I am ignorant as to the

causes for which the latter organizations ever have

passed that much discussed rule. These causes

have been explained to me, but, somehow or other,

I fail to see the common sense of their existing in

America. For there is a great difference between

the spirit of Americans and that of Europeans

—

when in Europe. In the "old countree " the peo-

ple are, as to certain social questions (the differ-

ence, nay, the distance between ranks), rather

short-sighted and narrow-hearted. In Europe,

society's classes are ridiculously exclusive, each

( lass surrounding itself with walls of impoliteness,

pride, and contempt, so as to keep the class next

below from intruding upon the rights of the

former. Rights by habit. The so-called " people

of quality " keep apart from those who have no

"quality." Those wdio have no "quality," but

money, exclude from their ranks the people who

have neither. Rrofessionals, artists, have ever

been regarded almost with contempt by all other

classes. A man who sells sugar plums from be-

hind a counter thinks himself to be far better than

a fellow who makes his money with the aid of one of

the Muses. A musician, a painter, is not regarded

as being quite a gentleman, unless he be famous.

He who has only been able to reach a humble

step of the ladder, a piano teacher for instance,

however intelligent and diligent, would never be

allowed to enter the ranks of the fashionable.

But, worse, those who make a profession of any

bodily exercise, a gymnast, a teacher of fencing,

for instance, are considered to be entirely below

the standard of a good citizen. Of course your

European friend will deny this. Rut try it; invite,

in Europe, a professional jockey, or an artist of

the stage (no celebrity), or a violinist of the opera,

to a dinner together with your friend, the banker,

or your cousin, the gentleman of leisure, and I

assure you, the one will give the 'change, the other

the club, for an excuse for his not accepting your

invitation to sit at one table with a "horse rider,"

or a " wandering minstrel." This spirit is, to my
mind, the hidden cause to the amateur rule of

European associations. Of course, in the long

run, many of those professionals become accus-

tomed to the little regard they enjoy, and often,

take to the coarser habits, behavior, and society

which are, b) force, assigned to them. Not so here,

where any gentleman, of whatever profcs-,i c m or

business, is < heerfully welcomed in the 1 in les of

all sensible, polite people, if he be otherwise ac-

ceptable and pr< sentable.

\ professional base-ball player or cyclist can be

as good, thorough, educated a gentleman as

.1 professional musician, painter, or turf-man,

(though, of rse, the line ait-, will do much to

refine a character). There are many college

graduates among those professionals, and I have

but rarely met one of whom I could say, " That

man's profession has made him a ruffian," though

1 deny not, John sullivans there will be. If mister

X, the amateur, be reluctant to race with a man
who makes racing his daily business, or who
is paid for riding a certain make of wheel because

his skill will show the cycle to advantage, let mis-

ter X abstain from racing with such professional.

Rut he has no right to exclude the latter from an

association whose aim it is to promote cycling and

to procure certain advantages to cyclists. Such

an association or league ought, on the contrary,

gladly to welcome within its ranks those men
who do most to advance the interests of cycling

and, often, are most in need of the advantages

that association or league might give, not to ama-

teurs, promateurs, or professionals, but to cyclists.

No member of the L. A. W. is compelled to

race. Pray, let him be at freedom to compete

against a tyro or a professional, just as he chooses

;

but above all, let us not stick to the amateur rule,

for the childish reason : the N. C. U. has it, there-

fore we want it, too. I am confident that many, if

not most, of the I.. A. W. members do not desire

to keep a rule that is founded upon European

anti-democracy.

What we Must Leakn,

A Member of the L. A. W.

—«^»-

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—
The weather has now settled down finally, and

tie boys are as lively as usual. The Ray Citys, as

usual, have taken the initiative and led off by a

century, from San Francisco to San Jose and re-

turn. At five o'clock, on the 17th, sixteen men

having shown up, a hasty meal was partaken and

the start made at quarter past five. Captain

Meeker had arranged matters in a very systematic

manner, which enabled the boys to have two and

three-quarters hours' stop, and three meals on the

road. The total time for the hundred miles was

fourteen hours, making actual eleven hours, about.

Fourteen of the boys finished. We left two at

San Jose with broken wheels.

This run about equals that of the St. Louis

Ramblers last year.

Our next will probably be a hundred and sixty

mile run to Gilroy and return ; that is in the dim

distance yet. however.

The Bay Citys have fitted up their club rooms

in great style. The new rooms are situated on

Van Ness avenue, the nicest thoroughfare in

town, and the widest.

There i^ to be a gymnasium attached, which

will contain a full set of the latest improved ap-

paratus for muscular development.

The Ray City ranks are fast swelling up, appli-

cations coming in very rapidly. They now num-

ber about sixty active riders, and it looks as if

that number would shortly be increased to one

hundred.

The bicycle seems to be becoming more popu-

lar every year, and there arc swarms of new riders

springing up on every hand.

The Bay City Wheelmen give .1 smoker in

a week or so, in honor of their new club-house,

when the usual good time is expected.

The San Francisco Club is as lively as ever, and

working hard to make its May 30 meet a suc-

cess. It is expected most of 0111 good men will,

for tin- first time, meet on racers on (hat day,

which means a new set of records foi the Pacific

coast. Our present mile record is J.04J, which of

course will be easily knocked on a racing machine.

Our chief need is a good track, and although

everybody is aware of it, and many schemes have

been set on foot, yet we are still sans track.

What is needed, is a good man to take hold of

the thing and push it through. He would find

plenty of support from the boys.

Our Chief Consul Welch, who has been re-

elected, is taking a tour through Southern Cali-

fornia. He has selected a splendid time of year

for it and is averaging over fifty miles a day, hav-

ing made seventy-three miles the second day.

The California division is to hold its annual

meeting at Santa Cruz, on July 2-6. A splendid

programme has been mapped out, including racing,

and the affair promises to be a great success.

The town of Santa Cruz is situated on the sea

shore, and is a great summer resort, and as it will

be very crowded this year (on account of the

Hotel Del Monte, at Monterey, being burnt) and

accommodations consequently scarce, the com-

mittee having the matter in hand have decided to

rent the grand pavilion and fit it up with cots.

This scheme is wildly seconded by the boys,

though some of those, who look ahead, see very-

little sleep for those few nights. The citizens are

to tender a grand ball, and the famous Hook and

Ladder Company of Santa Cruz, a reception, and

altogether the affair will be most enjoyable.

Yours truly,

S. F. Rooth, Jr.
San Francisco, April 22, 1887.

F]eus fiotes.

May 20, 21,

All aboard

For St. Louis !

Seventh annual

Meeting L. A.W.

No race meeting.

Fun, pure and simple.

Will the King be King ?

Clubs (cycles) are trumps.

Oregon has 160 wheelmen.

The L. A. W. table is a dandy.

Are all the spring poets dead ?

Special train for eastern wheelmen.

Aaron is out of the League. Will Wells fol-

low?

Spring ! Did we hear any one say that it was

here ?

W. G. Wilcox reports increased sales of the

Facile.

The Columbia double grip handles are rightly

named.

Punnett reports great sales of uniforms this

spring.

S. T. Clark i\. Co. report Rapid sales of then

Quadrants.

( >nlv chance to see the road race for the world's

championship.

There is no out on the Victor tricycle, it is cer-

tainly the Victor.

Attei two months of patient waiting our I.. A.

W. rug has arrived.

./hopes that the big fall tournaments are

not things of the past.
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The West will have the two leading offices, the

presidency and treasurership.

There Minis to be a craze foi tandems, and the

supply is out about once a week.

I ). II. 1 1 ii ic, the Scotch champion, intends re-

turning to the path the coming season.

George II. Nash has a two years' engagement

with the Australian Novelty Company.

Up to date only thirteen cycling papers promise

tho best account of the League meeting.

Frank White, of Spalding Brothers' New Vork

house, is confined to his house by illness.

President Beckwith has appointed X. L. Col-

lamer, of Washington, League tourmaster.

The three Ks (Rowe's Racing Records), will

they stand at the closing ol the season of 1887 ?

l'ope Manufacturing Company are not equal to

the demands on them for the Columbia tandem.

The Star has appealed in the streets of London,

and is causing much astonishment in that little

village.

The American team has been well pictured in

about all the prominent cycling papers in Great

Britain.

To race or not to race the coming season is the

question among the racing portion of our fast

wheelmen.

Of all the mails give us one from Win. Read &
Sons, who control some of the best looking Mails

in the country.

" My kingdom for a horse " is nothing compared

with what the average wheelman would give for

settled spring.

A small pot of black paint and a large tub of

whitewash have been prepared for the coming

League meeting.

The position that the Springfield Club holds in

the world is sought after by the makers of the

Springfield Roadster.

Gorrhully & Jeffery devote a page in their new-

catalogue to evele publications, a feature worth

following by other dealers.

The Oregon Cyclist, issued by the Western cham-

pion, F. T. Merrill, is a creditable looking sheet

and Mr. Merrill is deserving of great success.

\i Aston Lower Grounds bicycle track, near

Birmingham, England, they are using an elephant

as the motive power to drag the immense roller.

A icid race from Jersey City to Philadelphia is

one of the probabilities of the season. The Hud-
son County Wheelmen have the scheme in hand.

Cunard tandems are selling faster than I) Rog-

ers & Co. can import them. A large supply is on

the way, when they expect to be able to till all

orders.

Canary is in Paris ; Woodside, Morgan, and

Temple are in Scotland; Kaufman, Wilson, .mil

Alden in England; Wood, James, and Mallbv in

Australia.

For the first time in five years the Springfield

Club will not have a large delegation at the League

meeting, in fact only one wheelman will journej

to St. Louis.

A fellow in Eastern Oregon, who never before

saw a bicycle, claims to have made a w len one
" all out of his own head." It must be a chip of

the old block.

Send for one of the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany's early closing cards, then close your place

ol business on Saturdaj aftl inoons .1,1,1 tin

j 1 mi > lerks a hall holiday.

It is est imati d 1 hal W. B. E\ ei ett & Co. 1 ontrol

in, ne Singers in the United Mat, s than any other

managi 1 , and thi I"
1 of it is thai Ev< rett's Sing-

1 Ifi l good make ol , \ , |es.

I ii, Wheelman's Record gives as a supplement

on,
,

ii the besl pi,
1 ures 1 A I hi imas Sti \ 1

1

has been published. It is a line likeness and well

woi 1 h more than 1 h, year's ubscripl ion asked.

W. J. Morgan keeps the American team well

before the English public. Thi English press is

teeming over with notices selling forth the virtues

of the onl) American team that ever crossed t Ik

01 can.

The invitations and menus gotten up b thi

Si
1 anti ,11 la, ycli < Hub, 1 m 1 he o< i asion 1 >t the re-

ception of Thomas Stevens, were the

thing in the way of cycling invitations yet issued

b\ any club.

Weatheroak hill, the Corey hill of England,

has heretofore battled all attempts of cyclists to

ride up same. On February z6, Mi Vlfred laid,

of the Speedwell Bicycle Club, rode up the hill

on a Quadrant tricycle.

Poor Ilillicr ! The last dose of Springfield was
too much for him. He has not had a word to say

about Amen, 1 sim e. The Cyclistowns up and 1, els

easy in its mind. Come, brother llillier, own up;

confession is good for the soul.

George M. Hcndee again leads them all. This

lime as a drummer, having sold in three weeks
over two thousand of the Springfield Roadsters,

one order being for six hundred, the largest single

order ever given in this country for wheels.

Woodside has lowered the Irish records from

one to five miles inclusive—five mile time, 1 pn.

4;is. On the same day R.
J.

Mccrcdy, the liish-

man holding the '86 English tricycle champion-

ship, lowered the mile tricycle time from 2.59I to

2 . 58£.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co. will present the win-

ner of the hundred mile road race, which is to be

held at Clarksville, Mo.. May 24, a put 1

Id, providing lie bn aks the woi Id's

and rides and wins the race on a foul ,
1 hi

roadster.

The facile Bicycle Company offei a prize, value

^50, to any ridei who, an accomplish a

300 miles in 24 1 's on one of Messrs. Ellis &
< 'oni] iany's admit able liu I, ma, hines. W hy 1 [1 m'l

soma of the American maimfa, lui, is offer a prize

foi a similar ride ?

Prof. V. Harvard Reilly, who conducted !!"

foreign tout so s U , , essfull] lasl year, will leave

again the latter part of May, and will be pi

to hear from any one who would aco

this season. No bettei uii I a

be found. I (on't all speak

The Rev, Dr. Logan, ol Scranton, Pa., holds

that the bicycle is " a means ol grace,"

man must be sober in order to ride one su

fully. 'I'll, 1 . is fi a in this tl

and it is to be hoped the ad temperance

will take the hint and disl

The Elizabeth and Orange, N. I. 1 labs have

each ten ladies , ( s a( tive mi nib, is. The " ladies'

runs" i ome very popular and are fully

attended. Distam a to twenty-five

miles arc covered in afternoon spins The ( hangc

part in ( in

nmittee

I h cities and towns ,,t Mass ., hu

itablished law, ti

tin guideboards at all forks and inl

tions ol h - leading i,

I In til tin ( omply with thi

ill' will Subject th( offending town or <itv to a

penalty. The legislature di anks ol

all w heelmen.

["he 1 ist anil Athlete, in 1 to Mi

" The result is that Ducket t with flying

• olors, and the only wondi <

11111, Ii trouble ill I

rimination in his composition believed anv-

told by h ers." I low is

that, Mr. Hillii 1 ?

Outing, foi May, has an artistic colored

graph oi its bi, i, ling h< ro, Thomas So \, ns. The
picture represents him as he appeared while

l>< daling along thi great ci ntral trunk road of

Hindoostan. The portrait is by Kelly, clevei and

picturesque in trea nt, and will hi rer accept-

able to all cyclists, alii gh we don't think the

picture of Thomas Stevens as good as the one

issued by the // h 'm <-' R

II, Columbia calendar furnishes more items

for the cycle priss than any other one source of

news that the poor cycle 1

mand. The frequency with which the

quote from the dail\ slip, ami ihe excellence of

the selections show the L 1 taste of the editor.

One thing, however, th< Popi Manufacture

pany do not get the credit for it, as the calendar

is only a si
1 ings.

Hire's a prettj -in, oi things which calls for

action on the part of tie Lea ui officials, Out in

( Ihio there is absi iluti I3 no law that con

vehicle to turn out and road when
passing anothei ;

ami :

. mill ss ii , an bi

oi ih, parties willfully and intenl 1 m into

the other, so that the injured party can In

tion for assault, there is ab u.luss

\ i inl, in the wi st of Sco in commit-

ilemnl) ,lis, tissed the insei

-

tion 1
a tin 1, ill, iw ing in ils rules ; "No

]

ill be allows ,1 in thi 1 lub it headquar-

lei s 01 on club runs." A heal:

lowi '1. 'a In n il w as suggest! ,1 I

sapient ! imme-
'I' h

1

'

1

I onl the pro-

posal was carried with acclamation. The
|

ment for thi -dunks ail round .11 th<

pub.

'Ihe London Tim> r, in a leading article on the

volunteer 1 wai put p
" \ olunti ers, al 10I complain of

wantofvariel perimental novelties. Both

in the Dover and
I 1 , uvers the

sts and Iti. yclists as s, outs an,

lies is being tried. \ s

in their favor, liu. hav< evinced their ability to

go where light cavalry itself would have found

progress impracticable. Foi 1

readiness at a moment's notice they ate incompar-

able."

A motion for a peremptory i junction v.

tered by the Po] Manufacturing Company, of

Boston, against K. Philip Gormully and the Gor-
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m ul ly \ Jeffery Manufacturing Company, et til., in

two separate suits, before Judge Gresham, of the

United States Circuit Court of the Northern Dis-

trict of Illinois, on Monday, April 4. The entire

case was reviewed and occupied the entire day.

Decision was reserved by the judge, and rendered

Saturday, April 9, as follows :
" Motion for injunc-

tion denied in both cases, without prejudice, with

leave for either party to move to consolidate all

cases."

The Irish Cyclist has been wrestling with the

amateur question and says : "The definition was

for athletes, and only by including cyclists in

this category can it be made to apply to them, it

so, why not include lawn tennis players and

yachtsmen, who take money prizes, and declare

them ineligible to compete in athletic events ? The

two classes—cyclists and athletics—are distinct

and differently governed, and, to a man of common
sense, the straining of the term 'athlete' to in-

clude cyclists is absurd, and he who says other-

wise must be overfactious, or else fond of observ-

ing the letter of a rule at the expense of the

spirit."

A match between three bicyclists and a Russian

trotter took place April 12, in Vienna. The prize

was for 2,000 francs and the distance 10,000

meters, being forty times around the course.

Three bicyclists took part in it, Mr. Duncan, from

London, Jules Du Bois, from Paris, and Paul

Medinger from Bordeaux. The Russian trotter

belonged to Herr Stefan Tupan, of Vienna. After

the second round the bicyclists took the lead, and

finally, after a nineteen-minutes' race, the horse

was easily beaten, the result- being a dead heat

between the two Frenchmen. The second race, in

which the three previous competitors ran again,

was won by Mr. Duncan, who rode''V,ooo meters

in im. 52s.

A young man named James Stewart, who had

been stopping at Langley's boarding-house on

River street in Waltham, went Wednesday after-

noon to William Shakspeare's of that city, who
sells and rents bicycles and tricycles, and hired a

tricycle for a short ride. He went to Watertown
and made several unsuccessful attempts there to

sell the machine. Then he rode to Newton, to

Sterling Elliott's tricycle manufactory, and there,

falling in with a Boston man who was looking for

a good tricycle at a reasonable price, succeeded in

disposing of it for $60. He accompanied the pur-

chaser to Boston, received his money, and then
" skipped " to parts unknown. Mr. Shakspeare,

with some difficulty, traced the machine, which
was valued at $125, and recovered it from its pur-

chaser, who in turn is now looking for Stewart

and his $60.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Will some one explain where the "violent exer-

cise of road riding " comes in, as we could never
discover it, even when we drove an ordinary that

was too large, as eight out of ten do to this day.

There is lots in having the most suitable mount,
and since we made a change, sixty to seventy
miles in a day of ten or twelve hours, including
stops, is as easily done on the same kind of roads
as forty used to be in the old days.

This is on hilly and sandy roads between New
York and Springfield, and what we should do on

a decent macadam on this route, say in 1909, is

startling to think of.

Offers of that water-proof helmet do not pour

in worth a cent yet, but we hope for something

later.

A wintry blast of the most blasted kind—at

least buds were doubtless blasted—came with a

parting touch to this section as late as April iSth.

At last bees and wheels hum again, and that

charming tracery of verdure and early spring

flowers has come to gladden humanity, as the

cycle of the year rolls round.

Notwithstanding Jo Pennell's going back on

England's roads in general, we long for an in-

spection of them and a chance to report. There

is an unceasing jumble in ye writer's head of such

names as " Havre to Paris, Brussels to Boulogne,

Portsmouth to London, Coventry to Edinburgh,

Glasgow to Dublin, Cork, (Jueenstown, etc., etc.,"

—and he gets no better fast !

When wheelmen ride at a moderate pace, on a

machine that is easy to mount and handle in

every way, that gives no headers nor sudden

strains, they can ride without that copious per-

spiration mentioned in the Bulletin, April 22. It

matters little how warm the days are, if "scorch-

ing " is subordinated to a fair rate of speed,

much more pleasure will be secured and distance

covered. Why scorch and complain ?

A lack of time and a frenzied look from ye

editor prevent our proposed article upon the

" superiority of lever and crank power for cycles,

over cranks, alone," and the cycling public has

escaped a paper of Power-ful " Brillianth "
!

" Stamson."

WILMINGTON (DEL.) NOTES.

Wilmington cyclists are happy, with all condi-

tions favorable for the sport. The few unhappy

ones are those who have not yet received their

new mounts, anxiously and patiently waiting for

them to arrive. Your humble servant is one of

the unhappy ones, having disposed of his wheel

over a month ago on the strength of a promise

from headquarters that his new mount should

arrive by that time ; that day has passed, followed

by forty more, and no wheel yet. We impatient

ones beg to suggest to the manufacturers that

they be more considerate of wheelmen's wants,

and have their stock made up ready for shipment

before the hot summer weather is upon us.

There was a large attendance at our last club

meeting, which was held at our new rooms, 826

Market street. Our dues were recently raised in

order to enable us to move into better and more

commodious quarters; we usually have several

applications for membership at each meeting, and

we look forward with much pleasure to a season

of unusual interest in cycling.

Our club is possessed of several "scorchers,"

who may generally be found at the lead in any of

our club runs. One of our riders has made, up

to April 22, 970 miles, which we think very good,

considering the amount of inclement weather we

have had this season. Several other members

have figured well up in the hundreds.

At the spring sports of the Warren Athletic

Club of this place, to be held May 7, there are to

be one and two mile bicvele races, which promise

to be very interesting, as we expect some fliers,

not more than 100 miles distant, who hold records

better than 2.52.

The principal makes of wheels ridden In "in

different members air as follows : Expert, Stand-

ard, Rudge, Roval Mail, New Rapid, British

Challenge, American Challenge, Facile, Star,

Premier, American Safety, and Ideal, and we shall

soon have the Springfield Roadster, King, and

New Mail, to be represented here by Messrs.

Pyle, Todd, and Smith respectively. Mi. A. C.

Phillips reports business to be good at his stand,

4th and French streets, where he has the Columbia
and Rudge together with a line of second hand
wheels.

Several of our members anticipate going to

Washington to attend the national drill in May.
We have had no club runs as yet, and news of

any interest is scarce. Trust us for more interest-

ing matter next time.

READING (PA.) NOTES.

Was not there once a man named Thomson who
made some verses beginning :

—

" Come, gentle Spring, ethereal mildness come !

"

It is " Owed to the Season " (the late season

since Mr. T. wrote said lines) that Mr. Thomson's
lucky escape is due ; for as sure as you're born

we'd kill him if we got hold of him. Like Mrs.

Easy—the mother of the immortal Mr. Midship-

man Easy, in Captain Marrvat's famous work

—

we exclaim that " all men are liars, and poets in

particular."

Let us drop the whole subject. Spring, this

year, is a very sore subject among wheelmen all

over this broad land, north of Mason & Dixon's

line. South of that they don't apparently care a

picayune whether winter keeps or not. So mought
it be with us, were the Fates propitious.

A wheelman don't know what he wants anyway,

or at least is never satisfied. First he wants rain

to clean up the roads. He gets it; and imme-

diately you hear a howl of " mud, mud, nothing

but mud !
" Then it's too cool ; again too hot ; and

so it goes.

Mankind are mighty unsatisfied cattle, take them

right through. The old fable of the Sybarite who
could not be comfortable because one rose leaf of

his couch was crumpled, had a pretty large grain

of truth in it. There was another poet, who
wrote :

—

" Man wants but little here below,"

but he didn't know what he was talking about,

either. I never knew the man who didn't want

all he could get.

I don't know what I am growling at, though.

The weather is just winding up into a loveh day,

with a delightful promise for the morrow, and

my new wheel has reached me from the factory.

The roads are in fine condition, and what more

can a cycler want? I should like to rhapsodize

over my new wheel, if I had the time, and you the

space to print it. It's a beauty, though, without

exaggeration. One of the Overman Wheel Com-

pany's new model Victor light roadsters. Per-

fection in wheel building has at last been reached,

I think. One of the greatest points of this ma-

chine, to my mind, is the method of attaching the

handle-bars. Forged solid to a lug or clasp which

fits directly over the head, they are set on a

straight line through the center, and as a natural

consequence "she minds her helm" to the slight-

est touch, just as a boat answers the least motion

of the rudder. Spade handles, true tangent

spokes, and long cranks are an acquisition—

croakers to the contrary notwithstanding. A half-

hour on the road will convert the most skeptical.

England may have begun cycle building, but if we

can't give them a few points now. I know nothing

about wheels.
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NEW AND SECOND-HAND

%

Nickeling, enameling, and repairing done in the best possible

manner. Send in your wheels for repairs.

A full line of second-hand wheels and sundries in stock.

Send description of what you want.

QmerieoFi
V. M. COOKE.

t.. F. Dl'NBAR

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Two Trips 10 ine Emeraifl isle

By "FAED."

I -A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.— A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profusely Illustrated by Wood-Cut otnl lith-
ographic Processes, by OEORGE MOORE.

Price 40 cts., post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.. U.S.A.

EDITION HE I.VXE,

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by
the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations <>f New Wheels and Inven-
tions as they appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One.
The Wheelmen's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The II 'heel.

Combination Riito.
The Wheel
Outing and The Wheel,
The Bicycling World and The Wheel. . .

The Cycle and The Wheel
The Wheelmen's Gazette and The Wheel, .

The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Magazine and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel
Harper's Young People and The Wheel, .

Puck and The Wheel,
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, . .

$1.00 a year.

j.ooa year.

1.50 a year.

1.75 a year.

1.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

2.00 a year.

5.00 a year.

4.00 a year

Advertising Rates on application. Sold on allNew York
and Brooklyn news-stands. Send for sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,
12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

THE DANA BICKFORD

FHI1Y KNITTING HUB.
4

Knits

Everything.

4^

i

Knits

Everything.

4^

Every family should have one, as they will prod".
ease, neatness, and dispatch, every knitted article required by
the household, and of just the quality, texture, and weight
desired.

Send for Catalogue of Prices to

THE DANA BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE CO.

795 Broadway, New York City.

«; The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink, J*

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

Ill

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS-NORWOOD. MASS.

*

•J The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J*

FOR EVERY CYCLIST,

TflECYCLEBRUSHTOOL
THEONLYMEAN5 0FKEEPINGYOUR

BEARINQ5 FREE FROM GRIT.

Jl PATENTED^

WILLADJUST BEARING.^, i/ STIFFEST

BOXES.TIGHTENSCREWS/^ ^tjNB^QRisT 1-".

AND REMOVE HARD DIRt/,^ /FOR POCKET OR TOOL

^BEARINGS FREE FRI

BAG. BY MAIL, 75 CTS.

'RH.BERNAYS.LITTLEROCK,ARK.

FLORENCE MFG.CO. FLORENCE.MASS.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

WITHOUT WASHING

THEWHEEL/^i

PRESIDENT DAVOL,

Of the Rhode Island Wheel Club, is aston-

ishing the residents of Warren, R. I.,

on a

RUDGE HUMBER TANDEM.

TO ADVERTISERS.

We wish to call your attention to the advantage* of The
J 1 It'. Bulletin as an advertising medium.

It goes to every member oi the League of American
Wheelmen, and \\.\~, a circulation above 10,000 copies.

It goeb to • Club room, public library, free

reading room, and Voting Men'-. ( hristian \

America.

It contains the official notices of the League, and all

cycling ni

It goes to a class of young men who have money to spend.

The advertisements in The Bulletin are read as carefully

as the news.

Our rates are not high, when the circulation and the

character of the paper are considered.

Issued every Friday.

ABBOT BASSETT,
retarv-editor,

22 School Street, - Boston, Mas-,.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PHY
T< I SEND TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, X. J.

FOR ANYTHING VOL' MAY WANT
IN THK 1 \< II LINE.

See their NEW CATALOGUE.

Messrs. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
recently received an order from one firm for

a dozen RUDGE BICYCLETTES.

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicvele buyer- Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE. West Randolph. Vt.

A Prominent Western Bicycle Agent
writes to

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
as follows :

"Please send me two more TOWN-
SEND SADDLES AND SPRINGS.
Those who have tried them on THE
RUDGE BICYCLE say they are the

easiest yet, and riders are surprised

at the effect on our rough roads and
cobble-stones."

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES

!

I' '.-.I-tt's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

$4 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings.

Si a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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SPORTSMAN'S

I Pocket Drinking-Cup.

If) In nickel-plated case. Improved for

w 1887, and price reduced to 35 cents, 01

I four for t

IP GREG 1ILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

-**4A • CARD.^
Save delay and know that your

wheel is repaired in the best possible

manner by sending at once to the

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield, Mass.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River, $2
The Wheelmen's Reference Book
Wheeling Annual,
A Canterburj Pilgrimage
The Wheelmen's Gazette,

Mailed to any addres . post paid, for $3, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

GET THE BEST !

THE STflPfiRD GYGLOmETER.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

RECISTERS 250O MILES.
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

ition and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all <! t (

1 , and al last we place upon the market an instru-
ment thai em; ab olutely perfect m all its workings IVe
furnish a certifi ate oj accuracy wiih all instruments. In

ordering give size and make oi wheel, also size of axle, and
li uili of axle between the huh shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.

& 3

, M

Honk Illustrations , Advertising Cuts,

Mechanical Work, and Repro-
ductions of all kinds,

BEST WORK—LOWEST PRICES.

Bottom clMgjrauiFKg @o.
S27 Tremont Street, Boston.
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THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to anj other Bicycle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Libera]

discount to dealers. Manufactured by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

THE STANDARD SHOE.

This Shoe has every qualification necessary to make it the

best Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price, $4.
A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured bv F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
4U Maiden Lane,

*

Importer

of

All Kinds

of

NEW YORK.

#

Wholesale Dealer

in

All Kinds

of

AccordeonS.
Reckeation.

The L. A. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

THE
BEST ROADSTER

' / \K[™ YEARS HARD USE
SEND FOR IllUSTRATEO PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUNSON.Agent,
STAMFORD, CT.

fie Star ^.duoeate
•

A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. //. CORSON, Editor it'ttt Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

Vddressall communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and

drafts payable to E. It. l 01

We can promise an interesting and instructive paper

for all cyclists. Send for a sample copj

an live at home, and make more money at work for

us, than at anything else in this world. Capital not

. von are started free. Both Si
'

Any one can do the work. Large earnings sure from

Brststarl Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs

you nothing to seriB us vour address and find out : if you ar wise

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT &CO., Portland, Me.

yoo
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"Direct vs. Tangent Spokes," is what Mes-

sieurs "James Arkins" and " Mechanic " are hav-

ing it over in the last two Bulletins, and I must

say that neither one is going to convert tlic other.

There is a great deal to be said on both sides, but

after all the proof of the pudding is in the eating.

Now, I have ridden both kinds of wheels, and I

would not go tack to the direct spoke, and I believe

that every rider who has made the change will

hear me out in this. The difference in vibration

is inappreciable; in fact it would be unnoticed b)

ninety-nine out oi one hundred unless their atten-

tion was called to it, while the increased power in

hill climbing and on up grades is beyond compari-

son, every ounce ot pressure on the pedals being

transmitted directly to the rim. My new wheel,

with the true tangent spoke, illustrates this to

even a greater extent than my old Victor, which

had the right-angled tangent spoke, and no better

test of its hill-climbing powers is required than

the fact that it was always borrowed by my direct-

spoke-machine owning friends whenever they

wished to surmount a grade which they found un-

ridable on their own mounts. Not only that, but

this same Victor, which was purchased early in

1885, has been ridden lor two full, and part of a

third, season over our very rough and hilly roads

without jarring any spokes loose, whereas a num-

ber of riders who purchased direct spoke wheels

last year, found them to require constant tighten-

ing. Look at the "Nods and Queries " column

in the Bulletin if you want to see the howls of the

direct spoke men. Just imagine being coolly ad-

vised—as was the case in last Bulletin—to stick

matches, wire, etc., in the holes to hold them !

And the correspondent naively adds, " but this is

injurious to the thread." Well, I should rather s.iv

it was. And another chap says use glue, shellac,

and varnish. Xo; the direct spoke is much the

cheapest, and that is the reason the manufacturers

use it. Hut I venture the prediction that "Me-
chanic" will see the day—and that shortly—when

a direct-spoke wheel will be ranked as only sec-

ond class— if that day is not here already.

The Ariel Wheel Club at its last meeting

elected four new members, and has more on the

string. Quality, however, and not quantity, is

what it aims at. And from what we read in the

present cycling press, the " tough " is an element

that needs repression with a strong and vigorous

hand. The last Bi. World states that quite .1 large

number of Massachusetts hotel-keepers ate dis-

couraging the patronage of cycler- owing to this

very fact. Pity that it should be so, indeed. Cy-

cling has had enough to contend with without the

drawback of rowdyism. I am glad to say that

down this way we have yel to find hotel men dis-

couraging wheelmen. Quite the contrary, which

speaks well for Pennsylvania boys.

Mr. John ('. Dotter, Captain of the Ariel Wheel

Club, having taken up his residence temporarily

in the city of Brotherly Love, Mi. Frederick <i.

Willson was appointed 1 aptain during his absein e.

While Mr. Dotter's removal, it is hoped, will not

be permanent, vet I must say that a better selec-

tion to till the vacancy could not have been made.

Mr. Willson i- an enthusiastic cycler, and none of

the members take more interest in tin club than

he.

It is quite an unfortunate thing thai the ma-

jority of this club are English, for near]) all the

country girls around here aic German, and con-

sequently the love-making on the little country ex-

cursions has to be carried on by the silent lan-

guage of sheep's eyes. This, though expressive,

is scarcely as satisfai toi \ as some of tin m< mbei S

COOld wish.

We had a very practical illustration of tin- on

out last run.

Up near Sinking Spring we noticed a horse

and buggy coming towards us, and presently the

man jumped out, waving his hands and making

cautionary signals. We oi course dismounted

and walked our machines to the roadside, but the

horse was very nervous and skittish, having—as

we' afterwards learned—been frightened by an-

other wheelman a few miles further up thi

and he reared and plunged in a livel) wa) foi a

few seconds. We finally got him quieted down,

bill not until he had broken one of lie -halt-, and

then turned our attention to getting the lad) >m

of the carriage and living things up. While as-

sisting her out it was discovered that sh<

not -peak English

—

nothing but Dutch. Heri

was a state of things— a pretty girl and not one oi

the party could talk to her! Perhaps there wasn't

some hair torn! The lady-killers of the crowd

wen in despair. And worse than all, the member
who could have talked to hei (he 1- fond of airing

his Dutch on all occasions) had staid al home.

The rest, in a spirit of fiendish revenge, took es

pecial delight in recounting the circumstance to

him afterwards, whereat, I am informed, he cursed

his ill luck most emphatically. Think what a

snap that would have been,—to monopolize the

attention and conversation of a pretty girl while

the rest stood around with envious looks. 1 un-

derstand that the single men of the part) are all

studying up German most industriously.

1 hie of our club men has a new Ilumbei tan

dem coming to town, which he is expecting daily.

Nothing of the sort having yet been seen here, it is

safe to say that there will be something oi a -en

sation created by its appearance on I'cnn street,

especially if a cycler of the feminine persua ion

occupies the 1 1
on 1 seat. I don't think he will have

any difficulty in finding occupants for that seal. I

hear that he has a little list of application- as

long a- Ko-Ko's, which he ha- engaged to till in

the order of their receipt. In order to even up,

however (lor even wheelmen have llien prefer-

ences, like ordinary mortals), 1 learn that one or

two particular names are repeated a do/en times

on said list; so that, don't you -ee.no one can

complain that any partiality is shown. Ii then

should be any grumbling, out comes thi

"There's the name, in regular order, 11 you

please." "CYl 11 ."

EAST HARTFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Prepai ations foi the 1 acing tournam

given by our club on some date as yet Ulldeti 1

mined—but probably the )th of next month—are

being vigorousl) and systematically pushed B)

lie 1 ei Hon- oi a few ai ii\ e members w hi -

always been in the front i.ink oi 1 luh 1 nt< rprise,

and who. at the sal i iln e "I linn . ti ouble, am

, havelal id for the sake of the club, a large

sum has bei 11 se< 111 ed for t\

the quarter-mile track, on which out 1

>

into pel le. I i ondition. Tin- work has been

on foi the pa-t week and will continue until the

1 he ton 1 n a incut. Both 1 111 ns will be raised,

making a banking which will more than

he most fastidious ot careful riders. The
1 1 1 tch will be w idem • ike a

straightaway ol 145 yards varying in width from

seventeen to , k next the

pole was considered by many last year to

better, . than

1. Park trai k, and it 1- it

10 make tin- w ho,
1 as the

pole wa- in 'No.

The programme of 1

mined on but will be studiousl)

1 v eptionally line opening lo new riders

and lo all who wish to satisfy iheii ( urio-i;-

w hat lie '. i an do on
I

|

.. ill be

I. in addition, a fourth

in e.o h handicap, provided there are six starters.

fn the consolation there will be
I prizes.

11 is estimated thai s_>;,, will not Cover thi

>. Among the events

which will appear on the score cards will be: a

mile novice ; a mile, 3.20 ; a two-mile, seven minute

handicap; a half-mile handicap in heats; a mile

open, and atricycli di termined).

A dressing housi 1- i" In built and tin

stand and the judges' stand to be enlarged and im

proved. It has been found thai the grand stand

should be ample enough toaco immodate from .400

toSoo, and it i- thought it can be enlarged to the

lattei 1 apacity at a slight cost.

Among the club riders who will compete, prob-

ably, arc Ed. Morton, Steve Tyrrell, " Simmy

"

Beaumont, Richmond, Ackley, Ford, Brasch, K. < 1

bl l nesl Smith. T\ rrell can

make the pedals revolve ill i wa\ lo make some

of thi old timers tired and fully deserves all his

.if faithful and honest training counts for

anythiu '-"wind ud if he can

h ,
i lop a spurt to i it will take no

prophet to predict thai ets there just the

same." lloiton rides as much with his head as

with his pedal extremities and is well known
as the dark horse who won the mile open at our

meet, last spring. As a debutant at the New lie -

11 last June he disposed of a valuable prize,

coming in second - ut "I si\ in the mile

3.10. Though having absolutel) no chance to

train thi- spring, as In
1 ai the

"sand" to enter races and so

help "Ul the club, of wl nd lieu-

tenant. Beaumont is a rider whom ii is haul to

; though he has ridden in two club races

onsidered by some of his friends as a mod-

md-rate rid nsider-

ablc tie mil 1. Richmond is a

!'h n 1 h' hi 11 1 of 1 he managers ; he

m races with little solicitation. ap|

itch .11 1 h, propel i im< . and rides '

he's worth. lie [] md Tyrrell are the re-

liables of this spi id will no

nt the club well, whether winning or I

with some training knows how to make

math his 1S0 pounds

dupois. Ford, Bra Ami < !ai i

nb patriotism starl in rac< -

and make it inten sting.

At the annual meeting of the club held Ma) j,

im the ensuing yeai were elected

low- : President, L. S. Fori I I I 1

; tr< .1-1 W. K. A( kley ;
< aptain, 1 1.

E. Bidwi II ; first lieutenant, 1 I

I S 1 l"t ton. The officers " don't

much bul they an a hard working, relia-

faithful and honest and to them the welfare

ol tie ntrusted.

In com usion, a few words to the club members,

lall) : Don't be afraid of hard work.

Don't hang "ii and let the racing commit'
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ajl that is to be done ; their work is liable to be

unappreciated and thankless, but don't let it be-

come harder by making appointments with them

and then not keep the appointments. Remember

that solid work is to be done by all and that all

is for the benefit of the club in which all should

take a common interest.

Information about the June race meeting can

be obtained from any of the members of the fol-

lowing committees, which have exclusive control

of the tournament :

—

liacingand Track Committee :— II. E. Bidwell, L.

S. Forbes, and E. E. Arnold.

Press Committee

:

—E. O. Goodwin, J. (). Good-

win, H. D. Olmsted, and D. D. Bidwell.

Blaisdell.

WHAT TO WEAR ON THE WHEEL.

"Daisie" Tells How Lady Riders Should
be Attired.

" What shall I wear ?
" is the most oft recur-

ring question addressed to " Daisie," the conductor

of the ladies' column in the League Bulletin, and

the result of her observation and experience is:

—

" That one must have a special dress for riding

no one will dispute who has been through the

dusty and oily experiences of wheel life, but that

it must needs be an expensive dress does not fol-

low. A great deal of money can be spent on a

wardrobe if one's purse is plethoric and her tastes

proportionatelv luxurious, and on the other hand a

good and sufficient outfit can be provided at a very

small cost.

" For the gown, select some material medium in

weight and in color. The League cloth of last

year was very satisfactory, for it made up well

and ' wore like iron.' The skirt should be with-

out back drapery and each one can suit her taste

and pleasure about the front. A little drapery in

front can do no harm in riding, and is of decided

advantage in relieving the plainness of the skirt

when one is away from the wheel ; make the skirt

of ordinary walking length in front with a slope

of three inches at the back. The present style of

waists, with revers and vest front, is very pretty

and looks well on the wheel, and, as a rider is

not restricted to any particular form of bodice, it

may be well to follow the fashion in this regard,

always remembering that a dress will catch and

hold dust in inverse ratio to its simplicity.

" Underneath wear flannel next to the skin, dis-

pense with both crinoline and corsets, and have

but few skirts. The jersey garments made in

Boston are worn by many ladies, and are well

adapted to riding purposes.

" For head gear, wear a small hat or cap. Let it

be of light weight and of the same color as the

dress. I have worn and like very much, a venti-

lated helmet. By no means wear a kid glove.

The silk and linen or the lisle thread gloves are

elastic and will stand a good deal of wear. Do
not go out without an extra wrap strapped to your

wheel; you will need it if you stop for any length

of time. One writer suggests a V-shaped pocket

in the skirt behind to prevent the lifting of the

dies-, by the saddle. I see no objection to this,

nor do I see any advantage over the sloped skirt,

and certainly when off the machine the latter

would be more easily handled, and perhaps attract

less attention than the former. I think I voice

the sentiment of all lady riders when I say 'tli.it

the less conspicuous a dress is, while at the 1

time it is appropriate to its uses, the more satis-

factory it is.'
"

Among the Clubs.

ILDERAN BICYCLE CLUB.

Their New Three-Story Club-House.

The seven gentlemen who met at the private

residence of Mr. 1 1. ( ireenman in 1S84, and organ-

ized the Ilderan Bicycle Club, had not the least

idea that it would reach its present large propor-

tions, and if anybody had prophesied that the

seven would be increased to sixty-seven this year,

he would have been thought "a little off." Nev-

ertheless the Ilderans now number sixty-seven,

with prospects of a much larger increase in mem-
bership.

Friday, April 29, was the memorable day when

the boys left the rooms in a body to march down

to the new house. The old club rooms were

bidden farewell, and each member struggled along

with some chair, table, or tools to commence work

immediately and get things into shape. The

house is situated near Sixth avenue, is three stories

in height, and has in addition a large sixty foot

yard. The entire first floor is to be used for

wheels. The back room is to be used as a work-

shop and for cleaning machines, while the front

room is to be used for storing wheels only and

will be kept clean and neat. The second floor is

reached by a wide stairway which brings us to the

parlor. The parlor, of course, will be the finest

room in the house. It is 21x23 anc^ "'•" ma K e an

excellent reception room for visitors. It. will be

furnished with a handsome mahogany table, which

will stand in the center of the room, and a piano

against the left wall. The mantel will be adorned

with a handsome bronze clock, and the walls are

to be hung with photographs of different cycling

events. The back room on this floor is being

fitted up as a locker room. The locker room is

connected by a doorway with the bath room. It

is useless to say that this room will be used a

great deal during the coming summer. Opposite

the bath room we have the coat room, which will

be very convenient on entertainment nights.

Ascending the next staircase we reach the

billiard room. The room will be provided with

all conveniences for billiard and pool players, of

whom there are quite a number in the club. Con-

nected by a doorway with the billiard room we

now have the reading and meeting room. This

room will be furnished with several dozen chairs,

and the table which stands in the center will con-

tain all the wheel paper*. A door opens from the

meeting room into the card room. The card room

is to be a cosv retreat for those who are interested

in card playing and desire to have a quiet game

to themselves. The whole house contains nine

rooms, and the members feel satisfied and de-

lighted that they have plenty of room to "spread

themselves."

At the last meeting held in the old club rooms,

seventeen applicants were admitted to member-

ship in the club, and at the time of writing there

are six new names posted on the bulletin board to

be acted upon at the next meeting. The Ilderan

Bicycle Club is growing rapidly and in a short

time may outrival its sister clubs in this city.

The officers of the club deserve great credit for

their efforts in bringing it up to its present stand-

ard, and their services arc highly appreciated by

all of the "boys." In finishing I might remark

that the Ilderans have one thing which the major-

ity of other clubs have not, and that is harmony,

for harmony prevails throughout. J.
W. S.

TWENTY-FIVE MILES AMATEUR CHAMPION-
SHIP.

The twenty-five miles bicycle championship,

under the auspices of the New Zealand Cyclists' Al-

liance, was run at Invercargill on March 17. The

weather was fine, and the track in good condition.

Prior to the championship race some foot races

and a mile bicycle handicap took place, the latter

event being won by Willmott, of the North Canter-

bury Bicycle Club, in 3m. 24s. Only four competi-

tors faced the starter for the big race, viz., A. C.

Willmott, Canterbury; S. Kerr, Otago ; F. H.

King and G. Rough, of Invercargill. The two

last named were never in the hunt, and when it

came to racing the Canterbury representative left

Kerr and won easily. A three miles race, which

was won by A. M. Ayling, completed the cycling

events on the programme. The following are the

details of the twentv-five miles championship of

New Zealand. Prizes—New Zealand Cyclists'

Alliance medals and trophies.

A. C. Willmott, Canterbury, 1st, ih. 36m. >8Js.

S. Kerr, Otago, 2d,

F. H. King, Invercargill, 3d,

G. Rough, Invercargill.

COMING EVENTS.

May.

20, 2i, Friday, Saturday—Annual meet of the League of

American Wheelmen, at St. Louis, Mo.

23, Monday—100 mile road race, at Clarksviile, Mo., for the

world's championship.

23, 24, Monday, Tuesday—Springfield Bicycle Club minstrels.

24, Tuesday—Fourth annual meeting Woodstock (Canada)

Amateur Athletic Association.

30, Monday—New York and New Jersey Team Road-racing

Association's twenty-five mile race, at Irvington, N. J.

30, Monday—Race meeting of the Lynn Cycle Track Asso-

ciation.

30, Monday—Race meeting of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club, six events.

30, Monday— All day run of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club

to Lynn.

30, Monday—All day run of the Pittsburg Wheelmen to

Wheeling, W. Va.

30, Monday—N. C. U. championships, at Aston—One-mile

bicycle, twenty-five mile tricycle.

Junk.

5, 6, Sunday, Monday—International races, at Berlin, Ger-

many.

23, 24, 25, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday—International

tournament, at Alexandra Palace, London.

27, Monday— Second annual tour of the Minnesota Division L.

A. W., from St. Paul.

July.

1, Friday—Canadian Wheelmen's Associations annual meet,

at Brantford.

2, Saturday—N. C. U. five miles tricycle championship, at

Aston, England.

2, 3, 4, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday—Annual tour of the

Illinois Division L. A. W
2-6, Saturday to Wednesday—Meeting of the California Divis.

ion L. A. W., at Santa Cruz.

4, Monday—Annual meeting of the New Hampshire Division

L. A. W , at Manchester.

4. Monday—Race meeting of the Somerset (N. J.) Wheel.

men.

I, Mondaj— Annual meeting Pennsylvania Division L. A.W.,

at Wilkesbarre.

4, Monday—Races of the Athletic Park Company, Cleveland,

Ohio,

4, Monday—N. C. U. championships, at Aston—One-mile

tricycle, twenty-five miles bicycle.

23, Saturday— N. C. U. championship, at Aston, five-mile bi-

cycle.

August,

1, Monday—N. C. U. fifty miles championship, at Aston.

England.

The Wheelmen's Gazette leads the way.

Wheeling (London).
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JFhe Trade.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devici $ol interest to wheelmen,

[or the month ending Tuesday, April n, [887, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent office, ex-

Eor The Whebi mi i'sG vzb i ra by O. B 1 >uffj

.

patent law office, No. ''07, ?th Street, N. W., Wasl

1 1 C., of whom copies and information may be had.

No. 359,608, March 22, 1887, T. B. Jeffery, Chi-

cago, III., bicycle ba< kbone.

No. }S9,6o9, March 22, 1NS7, T. B. Jeffery, Chi-

ago, 111., velocipede.

No. 359,629, March 22, 1887, A. O. Petit, Chic-

opee Falls, Mass., bicycle brace.

No. 359,800, Match 22, 1SS7, Jay McClintock,

Williamsport, Pa., home trainer for bicyclists.

No. 359,809, March 22, [887, C. A. E. T.

Palmer, of Handsworth, County of Stafford, as-

signor to John Corhforth, of Edgbaston, Birming-

ham, England, wheel for bicycles.

No. 359,863, March 22, 1SS7, J. Harrington, of

Coventry, County of Warwick, England, assignor

by mesne assignments to the Tope Manufacturing

Company, velocipede.

No. 360,017, March 29, 18S7, E. C. Hcrnandetz,

of Boston, Mass., velocipede.

No. 360,101, March 29, 1SS7, E. G. Latta, of

Friendship, X. Y., assignor by mesne assignments

to the Pope Manufacturing Company, velocipede.

No. 360,162, March 29, 1SS7, II. A. King, of

Springfield, Mass., assignor to the King Wheel

Company of New York city, velocipede.

No. 360,392, March 29, 1SS7, F. P. Princlle and

('. 11. Koyl, of Washington, I >. ('., bicycle lantern.

No. 360,470, April 5, 1SS7, R.Johnston and G.

\V. Peifer, of Wilkesbarre, I'a., bicycle.

No. 361,024, April 12, 1887, C. M. Reed, of

Connersville, Ind., and W. C. Fra/.ee, of Clermont,

Ind., tricycle.

No. 361,233, April 12, 1SS7, (1. A. Parker, of

Chicopee, Mass., assignor to the Pope Manufact-

uring Company, ball bearing for velocipedes.

No. 361,280, April 19, 1887, L. B. Gaylor, of

Stamford, ( It., bicycle.

No. 361,310, April 19, 1887, A. C. Monnin and

P. Fillietz, of Canton, Ohio, bicycle.

No. 361,523, April 19, 18S7, T. P>. Jeffery and

L. M. Cottle, of Chicago, 111., bicycle backbone

bending machine.

No. 300,341, April 19, 18S7,
J. Witt, Los Ange-

les, Cab, motor for velocipedes.

No. 361,530, April 19, 1SS7, C. Kramer, of

Albany, X. Y., velocipede.

No. 361,581, April 19, 1887, S. C. Ellis, of St.

I mis, Mo., tricycle.

NEW ENGLISH PATENTS.

List of new English cycle patents spei ially compiled foi I'm

Wheelmen's Gazbi ce, bj Messrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes,

patent agents and engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London, W.

(
.'.

, England, of win mi copies and information may be obtained.

No. ',.500, J. Brusie, of London, for "improve-

ments in velocipedes "

No. 3,510, II. J. Lawson, of Warwickshire, for

" improvements in velocipedes."

No. 3,535, A. B. Smith, of London, for "lateral

see-saw action cyclist saddle."

No. 3,575, J.
Whittle, of Lancashire, for " an im-

proved drning gear for bicycles or tricycles

No. 3,578, J.
L'.. Thorpe, of London, for " a novel

construction or arrangement of tricycle carriage

capable of extension to carry any number of per-

sons as driver or rklers at pleasure."

No. 5,582, \. llurinable, of London, for "im-

provements in bii & \ eloi ipi d

No. 5,607, C. M. Sinley and J. Biggs, of London,

for " improvements in velocipedes."

No. 3,775, M. Hedderwick and R. S. Crawford,

of London, for " improvements in the means of

securing rubber tires to channel section metal tires

of wheels for road vehicles."

No. 3,898, V. Tentschort, ol London, for "im-

provements in velocipedes."

No. 3,806, W. Dunsmore Bohm, ol \. ti

" improvements in tri( y< 1< 5."

No. 3,877, W. NY. Woolidgt . oi K< nt, for " im-

provements in velocipi

V '. 3,935, J.
< r. Jellej , of 1 .ondon, for " improve-

ments in 01 connected with the steering of cycles

and other vehicles."

No. .",,968, W. Shave, of Berkshire, for "im-

provements in chains for velocipedes and othei

purposes."

No. 3,982, G. <i. Tandy and II. Roe Tandy, of

London, for "improvements in velocipedes."

No. |,oSi. M. Doubleday and Henry A. Bettney,

ol Nottingham, for "a four-wheeled velocipede

which may be propelled along by an action

to walking, the riders standing, thus using his 01

her weight to propel the machine along."

No. 4,095, A. II. Overman of United States, for

" improvements in velocipedes."

No. 4,215, T. Ashburn, of London, for "im-

provements in velocipedes."

II. f\. W. Items.

STEVENS DROPPED FROM THE ROLLS OF
THE L A. W

New York, Man b 6,

Ibbot Bassi 11, Esq., >.. Editor L. A. Ii'.

My Dear Sir

:

— Please let me know howmuch I owi the

League for dues that I couldn't send whilst away on my Tour

Around the World, and I will at once send on the amount.

Sincerely yours, Thi imai Jtbvi

Bosti in, March 12, 1887.

lie 'MAs STBVBNS, I

Dear Sir

:

—Your name was dropped from the rolls ol tin

1, \ \\ when you lo I your amateur standingin the pro-

fessional race which you competed in at Koston befop

left for your tour. I regret very much that we cannot accept

you as a member, for I would like: to have you with us.

Fratei nail] A. Basse i i .

These two letters explain themselves; but the

sin pi ise of St i \ ens at tin ding himsell i lassed as a

professional, ami debarred from the ranks oi tin

L. A. W., can better be- imagined than desi

When in August, 1SS4, he arrived in Boston,

from his bicycle tour from San Francisco, he was

invited to compete in .1 twenty-four hour race' with

a boston cycler named Young, at the Union Ath-

letic Grounds, for a share of the ".ate r<

Nothing loth to try his mettle on the cindei path,

he accepted and entered the race; but thi

receipts were nil, and neither Stevens nor Voting

ed a cent.

Stevens had sent in his application for member-

ship to the L. A. W. while en route across t

tinent, and had been admitted a couple of months

or so before this event. Fresh from the wilds of

Wyoming Territory, and a perfect novice in sport-

ing matters, hi knew absolutely nothing

nee between am.items and profes

and nothing of the L. A. \\ ., excepl that it was

a large and intluenti.il bod) of Cyclers that all

wheelmen should belong to. That racing with

Young, for possible gate receipts, should in any way-

affect his membership in the League, was some-

thing that never for a moment entered his head.

Receiving no notification that he had forfeited

his membership, he hi nutty in 1

conviction that In ol the- L. A. W .

and wore the badge of tin I m around the

ined b) the wheelmen 1

Francisco and the country at large as

turn, and was never more surprised than

when informed to the contrary by the abovi

I d tor's lettel .

Whilst fully recognizing the necessity 01

ing the line, and <b aw ii

question whether, taking all of the abovi facts

American

Wheelmen should not reconsider its action in

dropping from its rolls the name of the man who
tied its gold " wheel and wings " triumph-

antly around the globi lias doni

to advance the cause of pu icur cycling

in the eyes of the world at large than any one else

in existence.

—

Outing.

IMPORTANT.

New York, May 2. 1

To t/te Members of the Leu, Wheelmen:—

The contract for making the Lea one 111

11 awarded to John \\ .in.tniaker. Philadi I

phia, I'a., at the- following prices:

—

si,.20; trousers, $4.34; cap, 84 cents;

shirt, -.1 .95 ; hose, 80 1

The above prices cover delivery without extra

c 1 large to any part of tin I nited States reached b)

mail or express facilities. The uniform and parts

thereof will be supplied to League members only.

e wishing the cloth for the purpose ol hav-

ing suits made by home tailoi will I"- supplied bj

tin manufacture! of the uniform, at an advance

of twenty-five cents a yard. The cloth will be

supplied to none lint League members, and pro-

nl) oi fohn Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

A desci iptive illustrated price-list, order blanks,

and blanks for self measurement will be mailed

to every member of tin I 1 agui it an earl) d

The martufacturei is now ready to receive or-

ders, and has facilities for supplying any reason-

able demand at short notice.

V Malon Beckwith,
(in 1. R. BlDWELL,

E. w. Johnson,

Uniform Committee L I. II'

The following reduced transportation rates have

been secured for wheelmen who attend the

annual meet of the L. A. W., at St. Louis, on Mr.

20 and 21 :

—

To St. Louis and return

from

New \

Newburg, N V.,

t,d (Poughk>

1 .

use,

Rot luster,

Buffalo,

I htnkirk,

Pa.,

1 [on, Mass.,

Providence. R. I.,

\tliol, M
1

,
Ma

Clevelai

1
I .

!

I
.

ipolis, Ind.,

Terrc Haute, Ind.,

Sleeping car berth to

St. Louis only.

70

29 00 6 00

29 00 6 00

28 35 5 50

5 00

27 50

28 00
1

35 00 6 50

6 50

34 °°

6 50

6 50

33 00

33 00 6 00

JO 35 3 00

14 60 2 00

2 00

1 50

8 05 1 50
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SELLING THE 30,000 BOOKS.

BY KARL KRON.

On January 23, 1884. the Editor of the Bi.

-, who was an entirely competent judge of

the market for cycling literature,—having had far

more experience as a seller of it than any other

American,—sent this reply to my prospectus :

"You cannot sell 1,000 copies of a bicycling work

at Si each,—no matter how good it is. I place

the outside limit of your sales at 300 copies, and I

can't believe vou will sell that number." On
June 5, 1886, the President of the Pope Manufact-

uring Company, who is distinguished among busi-

ness-men both for the exceptional shrewdness of

his foresight and for his sanguine spirit towards

the future of the cycling-trade, wrote :
" We are

sure we could never sell 1,000 copies of your

book, on which you think we could make <^oo.

Even if we sold 1,000, it would cost a great deal

to make the sale. The book, it seems to me, will

only be used as a matter of reference." This was

in response to my proposal (accompanied by

proofs of the volume's first 544 pages and its list

of 3,300 subscribers) that 1,000 copies be bought

at Si, on the chance of selling them at Si. 50.

Nevertheless, as my stake in the scheme has

now grown to be a good deal more than Si 0.000

(the direct cash outlay being $5,000, and the four

years' all-absorbing labor being equivalent to more
than that,—even if taken to represent only "living

expenses," instead of probable earnings at some
other work), I intend to sell 30,000 books, at $2

each, by way of justifying the enterprise. In the

"four years" named, I include the next seven

months, ending Dec. 31, 1887; for I hope within

that interval to dispose of my first edition of

6,000,—half to advance subscribers at $1 and half

to new purchasers at $2. These estimated re-

ceipts of $9,000 will still leave me behindhand bv

Si,000 to S2.000, on the four years' investment ;

but " if," during the four following years, I can

sell 24,000 books at S2 each, the profit will be

good enough to make a decent average for the

eight years. The faith which I thus declare, in

the possibility of forcing this enormous later sale,

is my only excuse for putting so low a price as S2

on a volume whose 664,000 words would cover

2,650 large octavo pages, like those in "Gen.
Grant's Memoirs," if printed in the same type.

Now, I am perfectly aware that the average

hard-headed business-man, whether engaged in

the book-trade or in any other, will class me as a

crank and a visionary, when I say that my main

reliance for success is the simple sentiment of

good-will towards myself which I assume that the

book will create in the minds of the 3,000 strangers

whom 1 call "my co-partners," and to whom 1

supply it at half-price. If each one of these shall

be enough pleased with it to promptly persuade

even one friend to buy a copy, I shall get back the

money which I have risked; and, if each one

shall be enough pleased to sell ten copies for me,

within three or four years, I shall win a fair re-

ward for my long labors. I have paid no one

anything for soliciting subscribers, and I shall

1 one anything lling the book. Who-
ever buys a copy from one of my depositaries

Hi - sured that the entire profit thereon will

reai h me .1-
1 ertainrj .is il mailed direct.

M\ depositaries are requested to bear in mind
is the regular rate, as stamped upon the

cover,—no matter what loser sums ma) be

named in earlier advertisements or misprints,

—

and that, though each advance subscriber has the

privilege of taking at half-price (Si) the book which

is specially labeled in his name, no subscriber is

to be urged to do this. I release every one from

every promise or obligation in the case. If any

man, when notified that his book is awaiting him

at a certain place, says he doesn't care for it, he

thereby forfeits his right to the half-rate, and

authorizes the depositary to sell it to some one

else for $2. As a matter of curiosity I should

like to file the names of those who thus refuse the

book, and also the names of new purchasers.

Depositaries are requested to immediately ac-

knowledge by postal-card the arrival of books,

and then, as soon as any considerable amount of

money is paid in, to remit the same, without wait-

ing for all the copies to be sold. Costs of freight,

express, postage, money orders, and other outlays

can of course be deducted from each remittance.

No books are to be returned to vie ; for, whenever a

depositary wishes to close his account, I will send

him stamped labels by which he may mail the un-

sold copies to later purchasers. Though I cannot

presume to request that my unpaid agents should

take any special trouble to spread the sale of the

book, I suggest to any of them—and to all sub-

scribers—who may volunteer to take such trouble,

that every copy sold to a public library, or to a

town's leading hotel, will help greatly to advertise

my scheme. I shall print a list of such purchasers

in the cycling press, and probablv in the book's

later editions.

Poxes and packages of books will be shipped

directly from the Springfield Printing Co.'s works,

Springfield, Mass., and cash orders for copies t"

be mailed at S2 each may also be sent there ; but

all payments for subscriptions, requests for cir

culars and specimen pages, and orders and cor-

respondence from depositaries should be addressed

to myself at the University Building, New York.

Massachusetts subscribers east of Framingham will call for

their books at the Boston office of the Pope Mfg. Co., ;i

Franklin St., and copies will be kept on sale also by W, YV.

Stall, 509 Tremont st. : W. Read & .sons. 107 Washington

st.; Stoddard, Lovering& Co., 152 Congressst. Vs regards

New York City, the So subscribers of Citizens B. C. will get

their books at the club-house and pay the club treasurer;

members of the X. X . , Ixion and Harem clubs, and all resi-

dents above 41st st., and in Westchester county, will call

at G. R. Bidwell's, 313 W. 58th -t. . while all the non-club

subscribers who live below 42d St., and all the Brooklyn men

fexcept K. C. W., who will be attended to by Mr. Loccks, at

the club-house), will find their copies at the Pope Mfg. Co.'s,

12 Warren st. I shall also deposit at that agency all Long

Island, Staten Island and Xew Jersey books (except those

for Bordentown, Camden, Morristown, Newark, Orange and

Trenton). In Brooklyn, the volume may be bought of

Schvvalbach & Willdigg, Prospect Park Plaza. Chicago sub-

scribers will call at the Pope Mfg. Co.'s, 20.1 Wabash av.
;

and three other leading firms there will serve me freely as

selling-agents: the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., 222 N.

Franklin St.; the J. Wilkinson Co., 77 State st. ; A II.

Spalding & Bro., 108 Madison st. My other most important

depositaries are these : Baltimore, S. T. Clark & Co., ! X 1

Hanover st. ; Buffalo, E. N. Bowen, 585 Main st. ; Cincin-

nati. A. A. Bennett, [4 YV. 4th st. ; Cleveland. Davis &
Hunt; Hartford, Weed S. M. Co.: Newark. H. A Smith

,\: Co., Oraton Hall: St. Louis. L. J. Berger, rqoi Oregon

av. : San Francisco, C. \ Biederman, Fourth and Town-

send sts. ; Washington, E. T. Pettengill, 1713 X. V. av.

As Canada " levies a tax on knowledge," in the shape of

a 15 percent, duty on all books entering its borders, I shall

keep none on sale there except at Montiea],—with A. T.

I ane, 1 t-- 1 Si Catherine St., who will also mail copie

\l\ Australian agent will be W. J. Parry, of Wills St., Sand-

hurst, Victoria, who will mail copies to any colony of the

island, on receipt of Ss. Sd. Englishmen who -end that sum

to my London agent, H, Etherington, of 153 Fleet st., will

find an acknowledgment "i it printed in his weekly, Wheeling,

with a request that I mail the book, the same as if the money

wen- sent to me dire< t

In the following list of depositaries, the star shows either

that subscribers' copies are not to be sent, or that I have not

recently been in correspondence with the agent. Most of the

names were printed in last June's Gazette : Adrian, Mich.

W. 1!. Mumford. Albany, X. V., H. Gallien, 2S3 Madison
av. Altoona, Pa., R. M. Riddle. Amherst, Ms., E. R.

Bennett. Ann Arbor, Mich., J. E. Beal. Ardtnore, Pa . W
A. Stadelman. Ashland, Ky., J. C. Brubaker.* Auburn, Ind.,

¥. E. Davenport. Auburn, X.V., A. E. Swartout, 75 Genesee

st. Augusta, Ky., R. L. Armstrong. Aurora, 111., G. O.

Clayton. Beaver Falls, Pa., T. Midgley.* Belfast, Me., G
T. Read. Bethlehem, Pa., J. S. Dodson* Beverly. Ms.,

G. Chinn. Birmingham, Ct., W. G. Taylor (Derby). Bor-

dentown, X. I . XV. Cutter, 100 Farnsworth av. Brattlcboro.

Vt., A. W. Childs. Bridgeport, Ct., C. W. Spooner. Bris-

tol. Pa., W. P. Pray. Canandaigua, X. V.. F. H. Hamlin.

Canton, ()., C. S. Cock. Cazenovia, N. Y., S. Dorion.

Chambersburg, Pa., W, G. Nixon. Chatham, N. Y., G. E.

Patton. Clearfield, Pa., J. E. Harder. Coal Dale, Pa., E.

G. Zero. Cohoes, X \\. F. J. Hiller. Coldwater, Mich..

1 V '< mover. Columbia, Pa., J. S. Musser. Columbus,

Ind.. W. G. Irwin. Concord, X. H.. A. F. Sturtevant.

Corry, Pa., 1 .
( ;. King. Danbury, Ct., L. L. Hubbell.

Dayton, O., A. W (Jump. Denver, Col., L. C. Rice.

Derby, Ct., W. G. Taylor. Detroit, Mich., T. B. Rayl&Co.
Elgin, 111., F. Crosby.*- Elizabeth, X. J., J. C. Wetmore.*
F.lyria. O. R. P.. Cary. Fall River, Ms., C. S. Wady. Ft.

Leavenworth, Kan., C. C. Candy. Ft. Wayne, Ind., C. W.
Kdgarton. Fostoria, O., A. E. Mergenthaler. Friendship,

N. V., Latta Bros. Gloucester, Ms., J. S. Webber, Jr.

Great Falls, X. H..T. P. Duffil. Greenfield, Ms., F. R
Hollister. Greenville, Pa., W. R. Field.* Hagerstown,

Md . W. E. McComas. Halifax. X. S., H. Temple.* Ham-
ilton. ().. P. I'.enninghofen. Hamilton. Out., R. H. Skinner.*

II.11
1 isburg, Pa., G. A. Gorgas. Harrisonburg, Va., F. L.

Harris. Henderson. Ky., V. F. Mayer. Holyoke, Ms., W.
O. Green, Merrick Thread Co. Horoellsville, X. Y., C. H.

Baldwin. Hudson, X.Y., H. R. Bryan. Indianapolis, Ind.,

1 1 Smith. Irwin, Pa.,R. E. Humphreys. Jacksonville,

I l.i . W A. George, 2 j W. Bay st. Kansas City, Mo., F. S.

Kay Kingston, X H., F. B. Tuck. Lafayette, Ind., B.

Lewis. Lancaster, Pa., C. E. Haberbush. Lewiston, Me.,

A. F. Nutting. Little Falls. X. Y., G. L. Smith. London,

1 >nt .
W. Payne. Louisville, Ky., Huber& Allison. Lyons.

X. Y.. G. H. Cramer. Macon, Ga., J. C. Flynn. Madison,

Wis., F. M. Davis. Memphis, Tenn., W. I.. Surprise.

Meriden, Ct., T. S. Rust. Merrimac, Ms., J. W. Logan.

Middletown, X. Y\ , H. C. Ogden. Minneapolis, Minn., S.

F. Heath. Milwaukee, Wis., A. A, Hathaway. Montgom-

ery, Ala., R. H. P..lk.» Morristown, X. L. G. F. Voornees,

Jr. Mt. Vernon, . W H. Disney.* Nashville, Tenn., J.

B. Burden. Newark, X. J , IL A. Smith & Co. New
Britain, Ct., C. C. Rossberg. Newburg, X. Y.. J. T. Joslin.

New Haven. Ct., J. W. Jewett. Xew Orleans, A. M. Hill,*

it; Canal st Xew Y'ork City, 12 Warren st. : 313 YY. 58thst.

Niagara Falls, N. \ . X. Campbell. Norfolk, Va., C. A
Field. Norristown, Pa., W. YY. Acker. Orange. X. J., L.

II. Johnson. 4 Park Stores. Pawtucket, R. I . I! W. Gard-

ner. Peekskill, N. Y., D. C. Hasbrouck. Peoria, 111.. G.

W, Rouse & Son. Pine Bluff, Ark
, J. P. Angell. Pitts-

burg, Pa. . ILL. Bidwell. Pittsfield. Ms., L. L. Atwood.

Plainfield, X J., H. Serrell. Port Jervis, X. Y., F Malvern.

Portland, Mi I \ Elwell. Portland, Or., F. T Merrill*

Portsmouth, X. H., C. A. Hazlett. Poughkeepsie, X Y" ,

C. B. Herrick. Princeton Depot, Ms., A. J. Williams.

Providence, R. L, H. P. Morgan.* Reading, Pa., H. W
Potter, 600 l'enn st. Red Bank, X. J., ( 1. F Marsden

Rochester, X H . E. H.Corson. Rochester, X. Y, S. H.

Pool, Hill Flouring Mills. Rockford, 111., F. Lillibridge.

Rockville, Ct., J. C. Whittlesey. Rome, X. Y., J. M Bar-

ton* Rutland. Vt., C. G. Ross. Salem, Ms.. F. P Sy-

monds.* Schenectady, N.Y., Jacob YV. Clute. Scranton, Pa .

A. J. Kolp, Simcoe, Out., II i; Donly.* Sinclairville, N,

Y'..Y\". J. Dunihue, Smithville, X. I , F. F Burns. Spring-

field, Ms., Springfield Printing Co. ; Cooke & Dunbar.*

Springfield, O., I. F. Olds & Bro. Stamford, Ct., W. L.

Baldwin. Stockport, X. Y., I. Reynolds* Summit. X
J., J. F. Haas • Summit Point, YV. Va.,A. S. Allen. Syra-

cuse, \ \ 1 W. Bardeen, 83 S. Clinton st. Terre Haute.

Ind., Probst & Fisbeck. Thoniaston, Ct., C. T. Higgin-

botham. Toronto, ( hit , C. Robinson & Co.* Trenton. X

J., IV S. Rose. cor. StoCton & Merchant sts. Troy, X. Y'..

F. P. Edmans.* Walden, N Y., C. W. Sadlier. Wappinger's

Falls, N Y.. II II. Brown. Weissport, Pa., J. F. Zern.

iro, Pa . F \ Leans Westboro, Ms., F. <> Swallow

Westfield, Ms . \. B Norton. West Point. Ga., H. &
1 Lanier.* West Randolph, Vt., F. F. DuBois. Williams-

port, Pa., F, R. ihto, Wilmington, Del., Y". II. Pyle*

Worcester, Ms., L. Holland, 8 Washington sq. York, Pa.,

D. K. Trimmer.
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Columbia Light Roadster Tricycle.

^•T " H E rapidly increasing use of the Tricycle as an economical and thoroughly practical vehicle for

\£J both recreation and business pursuits has led the POPE Mfg. Co. to put upon the market this

* year a new machine for all-round road use and adapted for the requirements of either a lady or a

gentleman rider. The COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER TRICYCLE has been designed with a view of

embodying general principles which have already proved successful in all respects, and in the direction

of which the public demand is turning, so combined .1-. to afford the most satisfactory results, modified

in such ways as use and experience have shown to be necessary. By adherence to various well-

established principles they are able to offer a machine of simple and durable construction, lighter than

most that have gone into successful road use, yet not so light but th.it it will afford good service for

years, for long or short tours, for any rider who is willing to give serious consideration to the respects

in which a high-grade Tricycle differs from an ordinary road vehicle. The handle-bar steering type

affords an economy of weight without a proportional sacrifice of strength. The means of adjustment

are such as to admit of a perfectly upright and natural position, practically the same as that upon a

bicycle, with all the advantages to a rider arising therefrom. The axle, than which no part of the

Tricycle is more important, has been made with a careful consideration of all the strains to which it is

liable. It consists of a strong tubular axle carrying the wheels, and an outer axle taking three bearings

upon the inner section and having its connection with the latter anil with the driving-wheels through

the balance-gear at the left side. The bearings between the axles are so made and placed as to add

much strength to the whole. Upon the outer section the upper sprocket-wheel and the brake-drum are

firmly pinned and brazed, and on either side of these, at such a distance apart as to afford the greatest

strength and to remove the danger of springing of the axle, either by jars caused by the driving-wheels

coming in contact with obstructions, or, on the other hand, by the heavy strain of the chain, are the

bearings in which the axle turns, and through which it has its connection with the main frame of the

Tricycle; they will be found satisfai tory ill every respect, as our COLUMBIA bearings always are. The
wheels are made with spokes enlarged at both ends, headed at the felloe, and screwing directly into the

hub-flange. For extra stiffness we use our well-known hollow felloe, made of the best cold-drawn seam-

less steel-tubing, and the tires are of pure rubber and securely cemented in. The central loop of the

frame is of one continuous piece of tubing, passing vertically upward through the main frame br.n ket,

and tapered to receive the adjustable seat-rod. At the front it presents the Copeland patent -

steering-head in which the tubular steering-spindle turns, with a earn shoulder at the lower end to

automatically retain the steering-wheel in a straight position, and 1 neat ball bearing and a spiral spring

above, affording an even and adjustable tension. This spindle is firmly tixed to tin tubular front fork,

and at the top receives the straight arm of the handle-bar, which is adjustable up and down in it.

Strong spiral springs at the fork-ends, and carrying the steering-wheel, serve to effectively take up the

vibration which has in some cases been a source "i complaint in this type of machine. The driving

gear is similar to that which has proved so valuable a feature in others of their machines, with the

Wallace interchangeable sprocket-wheel, and the admirable Ewart forged-steel detachable-link chain.

The lower sprocket-wheel is carried upon the central loop by a strong bracket, the position "i which

may be adjusted when so desired, to change the direction of the rider's thrust upon the pedals. The
brake arrangement consists of a strong strap-band drawn around the drum upon the main axle by means

of an adjustable rod-and-chain connection with the brake-lever at the handle-bar. Tin means oi adjust

ment for different riders arc ample, and all changes may be easily and quickly made. The equipment

of the machine is complete and its finish of the high quality foi which <'''!
1 MBIAS havi noted.

[Published Maj _•;. 1887, afti 1 foui • P

HAVE YOU TRIED

SPADE * *

* HANDLES

1

IF NOT, WHY NOT?

YOU ARE BEHIND THE TIMES
WITHOUT THEM.

TEN THOUSAND MILES ON A BICYCLE.
\ I , \ZI-:TT1:1;R OF AMERICAN R( )ADS.

Forty-one chapters; S92 pages; 660,000 words; photogravure frontispiece; bound in 1 loth, with gilt tup; appendix of 3300
subscribers' names and adi Local index ^nrs 8418 referent es to 3482 towns, and pei

3126 reference to 1476 individuals. Contents-table and indexes covei '

Cash orders, at $2 each, may be mailed to SPRINGFIELD PRINTING CO., Springfield, Mass.; books will be
sent in return as soon as subscribers" copies have I

'
'* that

date. For other agencies where subscribers may call, see nage v< op| 1 bscribei

who wish to receive the volume by mail, should send $1.20 to the publisher, "KARL KRON, at the University Building,
New York City, D"; and all applications for circulars and specimen pages should be addressed to him

T 1.

< AND

ONLY $2.50.

They are highly recommended for rough

roads, hard riding, or racing, as they are

capable of being set at any desired angle to

suit the rider.

They are warranted equal in style, finish,

and material to any $5 Handle in market.

Remember, I have them to fit any cycle

made. Orders filled promptly. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Try them and be happy.

Special Discount to Dealers.

Dropped Forged Steel Spades

furnished in the rough.

C. W. SPINNEY,
FITCHBURG, MASS.
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Sale arjd Exchange.

rhis department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The chargi will

be one cent per word, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A1I >\ I RTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

A LARGE WESTERN BICYCLE AGENT says that

the Rudge Bicvxlette beats the ordinary every time, and

adds, "They are selling like hot cakes."

ABARGAIN.— As I have a new Special Star, will sell my
45-inch Special Star, improved, enamel finish, power

traps, for $45. WM. A. YOUNG, Bkaceville, III.

AWHEELMAN may have all the muscular strength of an
athlete, but unless he has the nervous strength he will

not excel. To gain nervous power, to exercise instant control,

fortifj the nerves with CROSBY'S VITALIZED PHOS-
PHITES, iiii <Ki\ Brain and Nerve Food.

Bit YCLES FOR SALE. — Bicycles and Tricycles, all

kinds, descriptions, and prices, from - =
.

< « irds. Call

and examine, or send for list to RUDGE AGENCY, 152

Congress Street, Boston, Ma^s.

CARE AND REPAIR," a pamphlet of useful hint-, to

wheelmen; by mail, ten i-cent stamps. ARTHUR
MUNSON, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE—VictorTricycle,'83 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—54-inch Victor, run very little, nearly as good
as new; $110. WALTER ALLEN, East Elma, N.Y.

FOR SALE — 58-inch Standard Columbia, nickeled and
enameled, in excellent condition. Write for terms to

M. McNEIL, Torrington, Ct.

FOR SALE—51-inch American Star, part special; nickeled
and painted; has good spring saddle; a bargain at #60.

GEORGE SMITH, Watsontown, Pa.

FOR A BARGAIN send size and description of what you
want. We have a large stock of second-hand wheels and

a full line of sundries. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—42-inch Special Pony Star, half enameled and
nickeled, used very little; cost $107; price $70. Also a

Stevens 32-caliber 18-inch Bicycle Rifle, good as new; $12.
BICYCLE, 16 Carroll Street, Worcester, Mass.

SKELETON WRENCH, light and strong; 5-inch, only

45 cents, post-paid; nickeled, 50 cents. Best wrench for

the pocket made. L. J. DOOL1TTLE, Plantsville, Ct.

WANTED— First-class second-hand 50-inch Bicycle. The
best bargains for money onlv need communicate with

POST-OFFICE BOX 215, Washington, Warren Co., N.J.

ilf C(~) WORTH.—A fine new Jobber Printing Press, self-

JP3 inker; ten new and latest styles of type, full fonts; 6
pounds quads and spaces, leads, rules, cuts, and borders : >S
worth of paper, cards, etc., ink inclusive, and a new bracket
machine with turning lathe ; — for a good Bicycle, 44-inch, in

good running order. Address J. P. McLAUGHLIN, Man-
ufacturer of Rubber Stamps, Jermvn, Pa.

STOLEN

!

From my residence about 2 a.m., May 9, one

Bicycle, an

EXPERT COLUMBIA,
50 -inch, full -nickeled except the wheels, which

were enameled. Name and number,

f)1 18,

Can be found on the head. Had on at the time

it was stolen a Lamson Luggage - Carrier, a

Standard Cyclometer registering 787 miles, a

plate on the left fork bearing my name (which

can be easily removed), and Columbia double-

grip handles.

Jl^
== Parties seeing the above wheel will please

notify

HENRY E. DUCKER,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Or J. II. Clune, City Marshal.

PATENT APPLIF1) FOR,

EUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND.
New, novel, durable, and adjustable fur different sizes and

styles of cycles and riders' strength. Invaluable for exercising,

training, and teaching beginners; also for cleaning, holding,
exhibiting, and saving bicycles from injury, and for benefits

derived from cycling the whole year. Dealers will find them of

great service in selling and exhibiting cycles. Sent CO. I

'

where the v cannot be got of local agents. Price $7.50. Agents
wanted. M. A. WOODBURY. 43 Mechanic St.. Bradford, Pa.

<*1SEND KCENTSI>5
FOR THE

Wfieelnp's Record

SPECIAL

* LEAGUE MEET*
NUMBER,

iW TwEnty-four pages, highly illus-

trated, -with lithographed cover, A
handsome Souvenir of the Meet,

ADDRESS

THE WHEELMEN'S RECORD,
INDIANAPOLIS, HMD.

1 . II. WILCOX. W. L. SURPRISE.

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2A ounces;
length only 4 inches.

hi \V I ,. Bali of Boston writes: "I bought one of your
Locks the first of tin' season, ami cm say it is really tin- only
Lock on tlie market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, ami have never had it tampered with; ami yet two
bicycles have been stolen wit Inn a stone's throw of my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-
paid on receipt of $1.

MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

CHICKASAW BICYCLE AGENCY,
134 and 136 Jefferson St., MEMPHIS, TENN.

STATE AGENTS FOR THE

AMERICAN CYCLES.
Second-Hand Wheels 'Bought, Sold,

<nxl Exchanged.

ou

THE ONLY PUBLICATION DEVOTED TO
CYCLING IN THE SOUTHERN

STATES.

:••',

<S•PUBLISHED MONTHLY*

HUNTER & GEJSSLIJSGEB,
4S Camp Street,

NEW OBLEANS, LA.

50 CENTS PER YEAR.
Send for Sample Copy.

BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $i bx mail.

Circular free. E. TAYLOR & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

BROOKS IDEAL
CYCLOMETER.

SIMPLEST, MOST RELIABLE, AND BEST.
FULLY WARRANTED. ONLY $5.

Send for Circular to BROOKS ODOMETER CO.. Lowell. Mass.

YOU CANT BEAT THIS!

'S

USE

BECAUSE
It lias no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles.

Every bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction.

A fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I ,„>i /it I.M JtlCYCLi: with COW-HORS
}IA.\DLE-BARS for $4 ..',0 per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.

[)R. A. F. WYMAN,
OF NEW BEDFORD, WRITES :

"The RUDGE BICYCLETTE gives me
the best of satisfaction. It is a coming

favorite."

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION !

We are now prepared to furnish .ill cl.isses with employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for tli.ii spare moments. Bus-

iness now, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easilj

earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by

devoting all their time to the business, Moys and girls earn

near)} as much .1^ men. That all who see this may semi then

and test the business, we make this offer : To sui h

is are not well v.ilistied we will send one dollar to pay foi

the trouble of writine lull particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.
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THE lidGIBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment !"i

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. Th< len

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have bi en made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything except the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left ben. round glass.

The 5x8 si/.e measures 9^x6^x4] inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our

factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to lix the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and oui us( fulness

greater. Trices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed tot out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For XHxlU Picture, no Sliding Front, $22.50
No. 2. For 4^x5^ Picture, no Sliding Front, 22.r><>

No.3. For 5x8 Picture, Sliding Front, . 27.00

Enclose 4- cents for Circulars and Catalogues. PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

THE BLAIR CAMERA G9
OPEN FOR USE OFFICE AND FACTORY,

318 Broadway, NEW YORK. 819 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA. 471,475, 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

Ohio Agents, L. M. PRINCE & BRO., Cincinnati. Pacific Coast Agent. SAML. C. PARTRIDGE, San Francisco.

L.A.W. TABLE.

J{ vepr hands©ro,e little Stand

op table, P©uF?d top, 15 inches

in diarrjetep, an.d tupped ©ut fe©

about tfye depth ©§ a s"©up-plate,

having the h.R.VI. Badge in the

oenjsep ab©ut 1© i^ehes" in diaflr]-

efeep.

§©Id as a Capd Receivcp, with

initials instead of the badge.

It is pronounced by the leading

papeps" of the South to be the

rojss't complete and handsome

Gapd Rcceivep evep offcped.

19.© popIop should be without

one.

PRICES.
Georgia Mahogany, Wheel in Black, - - $2..~>0 Walnut, Wheel in Gilt, ,$4.0<>

Imitation Walnut or Cherry, Wheel in Gilt, 2. 75 Curled Pine and Walnut, Inlaid, Wheel in Gilt, 5.00
Pine and Cherry, inlaid. Wheel in Black, - - $4.."><>

Address W. F. MOSS, Thomasville, Georgia.
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NDW IB THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!

PHOTOGRAPHS OF CYCLING CELEBRITIES
i ' '

'
iii ii i ii

Sjjt- /j£- Vj^ '*£ </jS> -W1 :-^i- '^_ '*-" '*£ -*, - - * A
' ' '
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GIYEN-AWAY!;:
• •

To any wheelman who will send us two subscribers to THE GAZETTE for

one year, at 50 cents each, we will forward FREE any one of the following
Photographs, 4-4 size, mounted on 8x10 maroon cards, gilt-edged and embel-
lished with gold lettering.

1—W. A. Rowe, Lynn, winner of World's Championship. 1886
2

—

Columbia Group, including Atkins, Rowe, Hendee, Kurnham, Adams, Crocker, Windle,
DeBlois, Cornish, and Wiswell,— the entire team.

3—Columbia Team of Promateurs, 1886, Rowe, Hendee, and Bumham.
4—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at West Springfield, 1886.

•"•—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 1886
0—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 1886, with group.
7—George M. Hendee, Springfield.
s—E. P. Burnham, Newton
9—C. P. Adams, Springfield
111—Victor Team of Promateurs, 1886, including Ives, Rhodes, and Percy Stone, with

manager and trainer.

11—F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

12—W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester.
13—Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo.
14—Victor Training Quarters, Springfield, 1886
15—Group, including Neilson, Rhodes, Gaskell, Rich, Willliams, etc.

in—John Williams, Massachusetts Hicvcle Club.
IT—H. W. Gaskell, London, Eng.
1*—Fred Foster, Toronto, i int.

10—E. A. DeBlois, Hartford. Ct.
I'll—Robert A. Neilson, Boston.
21—A. B. Rich, New York.
22—W.H. Langdown, Christchurch, N. Z.

23

—

Fred Wood, Leicester, Lug.. Professional Champion of England.
L'l

—

Robert James, Birmingham, Eng.
25—Hal W. Greenwood, St. Louis, M
lit!—Group of Judges at Springfield Tournament, 1886

'-'7—Group of Judges at Lynn Tournament, 1886

28—W. Haradon, Springfield.
•-".i—Eugene M. Aaron, Philadelphia, Pa., Secretary-Editor L. A.W . 1886
30—Abbot Bassett, ( helsea, editor of The Cycle, and chairman L. A.W. Racing Board. 1886,
31

—

Lynn Track, 1886, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.

•"•-—Springfield Track, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.
33—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, exterior view.
34—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, interior view.
35—Victor Tent, Hampden Park. 1880, interior view, showing Aaron, Bassett. etc

36—Rowe and Hendee, Springfield, Sept. 17, 1880; start of promateur championship race.
37—Rowe and Hendee, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.
3*—George Weber, Smithville, N. J. (deceased).
39—W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

Ladies' Second Annual Tricvcle
Tour. 1886

40—P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.
41—H. S. Kavanaugh, Cohoes, N. Y.
42—T. W. Eck, Minneapolis, Minn.
43—John S. Prince, Boston.
44—H. G. Crocker, Newton.
45— Charles H. Frazier, Smithville, N. J.
40—W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn.
47—W. H. Huntley, Newton.
48—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, Oct 4. 1886—Amateurs.
4:i—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, Oa. 4, 1886— Promateurs
50

—

Faneuil House, Brighton.
51—D. E. Hunter, Salem.
52—J. H. Sherman, Captain Lynn Bicycle Club.
5.".—C. H. Chickering, Smithville, N. j.

54—Group on Machines at Magnolia.
55—Group of Twenty, Willow Cottage, Magnolia.
56

—

Group of Six, Pavilion, Gloucester.
57—Pavilion, Gloucester, from the beach.
58

—

Beaver Dam, between Gloucester and Rockport.
50—Granite Quarry, Rockport.
tin—Arch at Quarry.
01—Landscape .it Rockport.
02—Sea View fn >m Pavilion.
03

—

Peculiar Bowlder between Gloucester and Rockport
04

—

A. Kennedy-Child, London, Eng.
05—Instantaneous Finish, one-mile promateur race, 2.50 limit, Lynn. Sept 21. 1886
00—Start of 2-mile amateur tricycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

07—Start of Ill-mile promateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

68

—

Start of 1-mile amateur bicycle race, first heat, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

69—Start of 1-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

70—Start of 1-mile promateur tricycle championship race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

71—Start of 10-mile amateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

72

—

Start of 3-mile amateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept 27. 1886
73— Start of 2-mile professional' bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27. 1886

74—Start of 5-mile promateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

75—Start of Ill-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886,

70

—

Group at dressing tent, Lvnn track, Sept. 10, 1886.

77—South Side Hotel, Waltham, Nov. G, 1886 ; finish of McCurdy's 305 miles in 24 hours
78—Henry Goodman, Hartford, Ct.
79—Goodman Brothers, Hartford, Ct.

80—A. A. McCurdy, Lvnn, 24-hour champion, 1886.

4 REMEMBER I——

—

These Photographs are NOT FOR SALE: they will be sent on the above
conditions ONLY. Clubs sending their full membership subscription list will be
entitled to one Photograph for every two subscribers, and one additional Photo-

graph for every ten.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
Sample Copy Free. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
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Outing
The Illustrated {Magazine of Sport, Travel, and -Physical Recreation.

EDITED BY POULTNEY BIGELOW.

The May number of this popular and favorite magazine of sports opens with an artistic colored lithograph
of its bicycling hero, Thomas Stevens. The picture represents him as he appeared while pedaling along the
great central trunk road of Hindoostan. Portrait by Kelly.

Among the good things in this issue, of special interest to wheelmen, is another installment of the travels of Thomas
Stevens, in which he relates the novel incidents that befell him during his progress through Persia.

Charles E. Pratt contributes a valuable addition to the bicycling literature of the day in discussing the legislative
rights of American wheelmen to the highways of the country. The article is most opportune, and will serve to bring
the question to the impartial discussion of the genial public at the time when the Legislature is taking action in the
matter.

THE REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

Outing
THREE DOLLARS PER YEAR.

On receipt of this amount direct we will, for a lim-

ited period only, until the supply is exhausted, send

post-paid to each subscriber any volume of OUTING
called for, handsomely bound in brown cloth, with gilt

stamp, the price of which alone is Two Dollars.

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS.

Outing
Is not influenced by any Special interests.

It docs not encourage the gambling element

in sports, but promotes all that is true and

manly in out-door life, whether in the Mili-

tary Camp, the Yacht, the Tennis Field , the

Backwoods, or other sphere.

ft is a Magazine which every father can

afford to place in the hands of his sou and

daughter.

Address OUTING,
140 Nassau St., New York:.

"OUTING is as wholesome in its spirit

as the breath of a pine forest, and a constant

iuspirer of a love of nature.
— \ Tribune.
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WE THINK IT ABOUT KILLS THE BILL, GENTLEMEN, AND OUR
PRICES, MIND YOU, ARE REASONABLE.

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION.
With many improvements, such as a superior crank fastening which dispenses

•with the use of a hammer, new bearings that are adjustable without loosening a

Bcrew even, etc. Price, 48-inch, $100.

THE AMERICAN EIGHT CHAMPION.
A light roadster of highest possible grade, with ball-bearing head and true

tangent wheels, embodying many novel and peculiarly useful inventions. Price,

48-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE.
Much improved, and fitted with cow-horn bars ; as formerly, the best machine

on the market for the money. Price, 48-inch, $70.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY.
Sold last year under our positive guarantee that it was the easiest -running

bicycle in the world. Improved wherever possible. Price, 40-inch, $74.

THE AMERICAN EIGHT SAFETY.
After the lines of the regular Safety, but made hollow wherever possible, and

will be sold under a guarantee as to its superiority over all other bicycles in ease

of running. Price, 40-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
As heretofore, the only high - grade and honestly - constructed boy's bicycle

in the world. Finished in black, with artistic real gold stripes. Price from
$25 to $60.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

The young ladies' companion to the bicycle of the same name. A really

beautiful little three-wheeler, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inch. Price $40
and $45.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

A high-grade and honestly-constructed three-wheeler, in two sizes, 42-inch
and 44-inch. Price $80 and $95.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for boys and girls, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inc.'l.

Price $60 and $75.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for ladies and gentlemen, in two sizes, 42-inch and

46-inch. Price $120 and $135.

Onr 1887 Catalogue, no^w ready, containing a detailed description
of these Cycles, 'will be mailed on application.

GORMULrLrTT & JEFFERY MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL,.



I'RRSS OF SPRINGFIRLD PRINTING COMPANY.

vol. ii-No. 3. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., JUNE, 1887. price 5 cents.

let Otners Tig (He Experiment/'

The COLUMBIAS baroe been subjected to the practical tests of ten years upon road and path;

there are machines upon the market of limited age and claimed to be as good or superior to the old

reliable COLUMBIAS. Perhaps they are— it isn't for us to say. If the wheelman can afford to

try the experiment, it's good for bis education, and of eventual benefit to the COLUMBIAS.

For instance, for six years hemispherical steering -centers have been used on the EXPERT
COLUMBIA, and on the LIGHT ROADSTER for three years,—a pretty fair test that such an

arrangement is the most practical . The ball-bearing head hasn't been proved to be better, yet if

may be. "Let others try the experiment."

It has been asserted that the various forms of Safety Bicycles will overrun both continents.

For several years Safeties have been on the market, yet their increase in use has not been notice-

able. Ninety-five per cent, of riders seem to prefer the crank machine. We manufacture Safeties:

if you desire one we should be pleased to have you try the experiment.

It costs considerable to make first-class machines: COLUMBIAS are first-class machines, and

are sold at respectable prices. Perhaps as good machines can be sold for much less than our prices.

"Let others try the experiment."

It may be a paying investment for a wheelman to purchase a so-called first-class machine for

a seemingly low price, and then again it may not be. The wheelman can try the experiment.

POPE MFG. CO.
ALBERT A. ROPE, President. EDWARD W. POPE, Treasurer.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES: 79 Franklin St., cor. Arch, BOSTON. BRANCH HOUSES: 291 Wabash Av., CHICAGO; 12 Warren St., NEW YORK.

The Most Comprehensive Cycling Catalogue Published — 52 Pages. 47 Engravings -Sent Free by Mail upon Application.
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i -THE RVHQI BOPDSTER • i
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented fay Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ha Nat Buy a Wheel

Before Yau See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to ^L^
warrant success. msM

No headers to "knock
you out."

mm
•••

. ~--^^=*_ The old Story

Coasting Without Danger

!

T5p

•••

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

OF THE —
CRANK WHEEl

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers.

•oe

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, E

Or JOHN P. LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornnill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.

19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE BEST HILL-CLIMBER!

THE • KING BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED 1JV ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the

rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings in our high-grade
machines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together;

and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured !>>/ I'ltitcil States Patents
and Feruling United States and
Foreian Applications l>>) the In-
ventor, Rev. HOMER A. KING,
Springfield, Mass.

Side View, with pear-s/iaped vulcanite handles.

View of bearings in rear wheel, andend view
of adjustable aiiti-friflion roller bearings and
revolving collar which holds them in place.

Full explaiuition in Catalogue', sentfree.

Cut showing hmu the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward, turns the other backward and I with

the driving wheel. Full. \n Catalogue; sent free.

SS=CATALOGUE SENT FREE. PRICE LIST.
Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel, - -

Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel, ------
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel, ___----
Full Nickel Finish,

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, anrl Head. One-half Nickel indudi

We recommend and most ridei Ji 10 style with ami-frictton bearing to both wheels id count of 10 per cent, from third column pn< the nrst

purchaser in any county. Above prices are for iS-inch wheel; add or si extra. \ enl wanted in all unoccupied ten

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.

PARALLEL BEARINGS
To Both Wheels.

NO
85
90

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

springs, the new motor raising one

lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without

retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

Heretofore noticed and adver-
(;:::•; as Spi ;::/!{ II :i \ -ie I

cycle," "The Springfield Light
'Roadster," "The Springfield Bi-
cycle," etc,, and tin- only Bicycle
in the market ever invented or
jirst built in Springfield.

Front

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
loo I lO
lor> I 15
no i_'o

Full Nickel includes all i I

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., New York.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.— Sing mains the rui

and practical helps; The Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and refon partment. Sample copj sent ! • mted m every town

in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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SAFE! PRACTICAL ! FAST!

SPECIAL STAR.

No Headers or Dangerous Falls. Always First on the Road
and up the Hill. The STAR is the only Bicycle that combines

in the highest degree the qualities of Safety, Speed, and Hill-

Climbing. World's Record, 305 miles in 24 hours.

New 1887 Catalogues free, and now ready for distribution.

Address

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SMITHTZTLLE, NEW JERSEY.
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THE NEW MAIL.
LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL!

WARWICK'S NEW PERFECTION BACKBONE.
Sectional Views of Neck and Back Fork End. Increased thickness and strength

g'ven at upper end, where is the greatest strain. Forks, also, same construction.

At least, before purchase, see or send stamp for

Large Illustrated Catalogue of this Superb Wheel.

TRIOWELLS BALL HEAD.

One Thousand Miles Without Oiling

or Adjusting. Perfect Rigidity and

Ease of Steering. Greatest Modern

Improvement ! See Testimonials in

our Catalogue.

WARWICK'S NEW RIM.

No Seam Outside.

Thickened Metal at the

Bottom.

Cemented Tire.

Also.

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
for the

IDEAL
BOYS' BICYCLE.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS,

107 Washington Street, = = Boston, Mass.

THE LEADING WHEEL
PAPER.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

THEm
r

?*444,nt*'

SOLD AT ALL NEWS
STANDS.

PRICE FIVE CENTS.

LARGEST SHOW AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING HOUSE IN THE WORLD. -FIRE PROOF.

The Courier Company,
197 and 199 Main Street, 188 to 216 Washington Street,

BUFFALO, N. T.

For 1887 >ee are out with something entirely Wew and Original in Design, and surpassing any Printing or
Lithographing heretofore produced by us for

BICYCLE AM) TROTTING MEETINGS OR AGRICULTURAL FAIL'S.
We earnestly call your attention to this, and await your application for samples <<n<t price-list. OUr facil-

ities for furnishing Color Printing and TAthographing ore unequaled, and ie<- solicit your patronage.

E^ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND PROPERLY EXECUTED.
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INSER

RACERS. ROADSTERS

SAFETIES. TANDEMS.
MINIATURES. CARRIERS

RUBBER CUSHIONED CYCLES.

HAND TRICYCLES. &C, &C, &C.

GYGLES.
APOLLO LIGHT ROADSTER.

Highest=Grade Wheel made. Ball Head; Spade
Handles; Detachable Bar. Brice, 50 = inch, $135.

CHALLENGE ROADSTER.
The Best Machine Ever Built, for the Money.

Brice, including Spade Bandies, $105.

APOLLO SAFETT.
Fast; Safe; a Great Hill =

Climber and Coaster. Brice,
with Ball Bedals, $140.

1887 Catalogue Now Ready.

THE S. S. S. TRICTCLES,
No. 1, for Gentlemen;

No. 2, for Ladies;
an r>

THE S. S. S. TANDEM,
ARE THE '

LEADING MOUNTS
OK THE YEAR !

For details of these machines, see our regular Catalogue, which
"will be mailed free to any address.

W. B. EVERETT W CO.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass,
IfAGESTS WITH SMALL CAPITAL WASTED.^S
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Before FYircrmsdiio- Your New Wheel,
Send for this Catalogue.^ i

60 Pages of

Information.

o

o

s

12 Distinct

Patterns.

S/ua'l.T. Cl^i^ 8^ Co.

IAPQf?TEI?S^§OLE AGENTS
Baltimore + Md. +

Free to all

Applicants.

.PC-•-

O

o

o
V

S

17 Handsome

Illustrations.

FVill Roadsters, Light Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, with tlie unequaled Quad-
rant Steering.

Acknowledged by all Competent Judges to be the Leading
Line of Wheels for 1S87.
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Special *Announcement

e@rT{EAD, (MARK, LEARN, AND INWARDLY "DIGEST; ami aid your 'Digestion

by riding THE CUNARD CYCLES. =«

<T>. ROGERS ^ CO.»
SOLE IMPORTERS, » » 7? CLINTON AVENUE,' NEWARK, N. J,

Send for our 1887 Catalogue, sent post-free on application. Agents wanted where unrepresented; terms liberal.
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CUNARD*
* *

*

*;X M 'M ^ ***** * *«**»*
OYOL *fe^>«>

Tlie Cunard Light Roadster, $135.
A Superb Light Roadster.

The Cunard Full Roadster, $125.
The same, with Direct Spokes.

The American Cunard, $105.
Designed for Heavy Wear.

The No. 4 Cunard, $80.
Cheap only in price. With hall-bearings to both wheels, and guaranteed of fine material.

TMIGYOIi
The Cunard Ladies' Cripper, No. 6, $180.

For Use by Either Sex.

The Cunard Cripper, No. 7, $180.
For Use by Gentlemen.

The Cunard Direct Steerer, $185
The Latest Thing Out.

THE CUNARD CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
As ridden by President Kirkpatrick, STILL LEADS THEM ALL, and is too well known to need description.

THE CUNARD TANDEM, NON-CONYERTIBLE.
New this Season. Designed for Tandem riders who do not use their machines as singles.

THE CUNARD SAFETT BICYCLE.
Strong, Safe, Light, Elegant, and Very Fast. " The Handsomest among the Safeties.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, ETC., TO

D. ROGERS t? CO.
Sole Importers, 75 Clinton Ay., Newark, N. J,

AGENTS WANTED WHERE UNREPRESENTED.
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THE FACILE.*
I'ATTEBXS OE THIS OLD RELIABLE BICYCLE FOB. 1S87 ABE

I.—THE REGULAR PATTERN, unchanged from 18S6, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.
2.—A VERY LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of 18S6, being hollow throughout, levers and connecting-rods included.

I.ever bearings are double-ball, and every bearing in the machine (except the brake and brake-lever) is adjustable ball. Head is the new unapproachable
ABINGDON, which is almost as much superior to any other ball-head in the market as other ball-heads are superior to cones. Weight of 46-inch, 34 pounds.

3.—THE STANDARD FACILE, a good plain pattern, with weldless steel hollow backbone and front forks, and balls to front wheel
;

plain

enamel finish. The best low-priced machine offered in the market.

4.—THE NEW GEARED FACILE, afront-driver, using a beautifully simple and effective gearing placed on one side only and having no chain.

Hollow throughout; every bearing adjustable ball ; 21 rows of balls. Size 40, geared to 60. Has already won the first road race of the year, and is the

fastest machine ever produced.

5.—THE REAR-DRIVER FACILE. Has a 36-inch driver, speeded to 54 by the same gearing as the other, with a 22-inch steerer. The best

machine of the rear-driving type, vet the front-driver is believed to be the better of the two.

6.—THE FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central-driving, open-fronted, and easy-running machine, with FACILE driving. Singularly light,

weighing only 46 pounds, although amply strong, and far away the best cycle in the market for ladies.

PRICES range from $88 to $137; $140 for the geared patterns, and $150 for the Tricycle.

Do not overlook the Facile Oil and Enamel, both firmly established in market as standard and the best. J^= If von want a Rail-Head, see the

Abingdon: then you will accept no other. Send for List, mentioning The Gazette. W. ii. WILCOX, '3ii Murray Street, New York.

DO YOU WANT A CHEAP
BICYCLE ?

SEND FOR OUR CLEARANCE SALE LIST.

Tangent -Spoke Light Roadsters, Direct-Spoke Full Roadsters, Safeties, and Tricycles,

all with ball-bearings, and highest grade and finish.

*TOU WILL BE SURPRISED!*
These machines formerly sold for from $125 to $165, according to si{e and finish; but in

order to make room for U^EW T^APIDS and QUADRANTS we will sacrifice them. Terms

cither cash or part cash and deferred payments, fi^z/lll {Machines sent on approval.

SAML. T. CLARK <T CO.
PEARRE BUILDING, - - - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
1

1 I MP TO

A.W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price -List of New and Second -Hand Machines.

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.
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THE EIGHTH ANNUAL MEET.

Unique Recollections of a Grand Old
Time.

BY PKCSNIX,

Most of you have doubtless become well in-

formed in regard to the eighth annual meet.

There have been accounts and accounts of it.

Vet do not cast this feeble effort aside—for I will

endeavor to drag it from the now well-worn rut,

and make it simply a recollection, by following the

general course of events which occurred, picking

out of memory's casket a few trinkets pertaining

to those events and presenting them for your in-

spection.

As is already known, the last and greatest meet

really extended over a period of five days, com-

mencing with the morning of Thursday, May 19,

and ending on the morning of Tuesday, May 24.

On the Thursday mentioned many of our local

wheelmen had already donned their cycling uni-

forms, and in common with the delegates who ar-

rived on that day from all parts of the country

—

particularly from the East—they did not remove

those same uniforms for much longer than three

hours out of each twenty-four, during the follow-

ing five days.

On Thursday little was done, comparatively.

There was a deal of political chatter going the

rounds at hotel headquarters, and some of the

chatter had a decided effect in the meeting of the

following day. Aside from politics, the delegates

amused themselves in various ways about town,

and one amusing thing I recollect was the sight of

two visitors, whom, I know not, passing through

the streets leading their machines, the forks and

backbones of which were carefully enveloped in

manila paper. Another little matter which seemed

to attract the public eye was a young man— Ken-

nedy-Child by name—who wore, in the first place.

a very stalwart pair of legs; these were cox cud
by stockings of shaggv wool and pants which were

evidently "sawed offs "
; but the feature which

was most calculated to catch the Optic was a very

voluminous and very brightly red sash, which was

wrapped in several picturesque folds about the

young man's body. I will forget the other little

things I noticed and stroll with the reader through

the day to eight o'clock P. M., when we find our-

selves at the hospitable door of the Missoui

house. There is, 01 will be, a reception here. Let's

sit and wait. In the interim we find time to note

that the club-house never looked so prett)

Its exterior is neat, but the interior is magnificent.

I here arc pictures on the walls which are strange

to the eye—expensive works of art -it among the

1 lull's own fine pictures, which .ire evidently there

"for this occasion only." There is one new frame

which contains an old—a dear and familiar face,

that of Cola Stone. On the tables, in the corners,

everywhere, are masses of roses, and Other flow-

ers, whose sweet aroma is borne on the fragrant

air.

While we have been lolling, a change has taken

place—the rooms are now filled with club mem-

bers and the guests of the evening. Ladies there

are in plenty—and pretty, loo, every one of them.

1 might be more truthful and say that the older

ladies were pretty in their way. There stands the

gallant Col. Pope, and here are Mr. Overman, the

elder Herbert Hayes, Mr, Jessup, Tom Stevens,

and a host of other men whom we have often

thought and dreamed about. We have often wished

to see them, and forthwith proceed to stare them

out of countenance. By mere mention we will

now dally with the kind manner in which Presi-

dent Stewart and his estimable wile received and

ied the guests; the "hand-shake" which

poor Tom Stevens was subjected to in the club

parlor; the cool promenade through the aisles of

the illuminated tennis park (which the eastern

boys—and perhaps our girls—enjoyed w much)

and the agony we all endured while Messrs Aiken,

Oliver, and Overman made worthy effort to con-

vince us that ihcv were operatic star- and trage-

dian-., respectively. Note the fact that Mayoi

I win. and other municipal dignitaries f-Jt it an

honor to "come in and look out" for a little

while. Anil now that we come to the delicious

lunch, accept a kind friend's advice and never try to

teed Secretary Bassett Next— the dance—avoid

Harry Corey on these occasions, for you will

know no rest until you have ushered him into the

acquaintance of the verv pretties) girl present—
and he is a fastidious judge of beauty, too—none

but the handsomest will do. After the- dam e. 1

believe the next order of business was to adjourn,

which all were very loth to do, and I 1" Ik ve Mr,

Overman truthfully said it was the finest thing in

receptions he had ever attended.

• in Friday morning our already tired reception

committee wen- fairly overwhelmed by the throngs

of merry beings win 1 came from all parts. Ni arlj

visitor dropped into town by way of the

Union Depot, and this made the work ol

forthem all the harder, arriving almost in a

as they did. though the actual number of

would noi compare with la: gathering.

Hal Greenw I. with his long levered Star and

green " runs committee" badge, was on hand at

the depot and secured a moderate number of

victims for his |i S o-Montesano run. He

placed them aboard a south-bound ti

breakfast and hustled them out oi town again ere

had a 1 ham 1 to gi 1 thi 1 indi 1
- ol travel From

their ears. Hildebrand likewist took a party ol

visitors from the hotels to the rustic scenes ol

Forest Park, and at one o'clock, Alex Lewi-

started south with six others, over the I li
-

1 o.hI to Montesano Springs.

The proceedings of the board and general meet-

are by this time a trifle moss-grown, so I will

not disturb them. Suffici it to sa; that the pn
interior of Entertainment II. ill lent an increased

air of dignity to the deliberations ; that the Penn-

sylvanians had the satisfaction of seeing the posi-

tion of their division correctly understood, through

the peace-offering read by Mr. Luscomb; that

the board meeting was harmonious and that the

amateur law will probably have to die a sure but a

lin 'ering death; and that the general meeting was
devoid of useless oratory and was the shortest on

record— 15 minutes.

Little time intervened between the close of the

general meeting and the excursion down the broad

Mississippi to Monte-.mo Springs. There was

something peculiarly enjoyable about that memo-
rable trip, something that impressed itself upon

the mind so deeply as to remain in one's memory
a lifetime. I do not know where the secret lav,

whether it was the novelty of a cy< li-t-' gathering

or the happy state of that gathering. It may
have been the pretty maidens, or perhaps it was

the delicious music, of which one might well ask :

—

" Is a spirit concealed in tin- song from afar?

Is some mighty magician at work, that we hear

In its pure undulations tin. tones thai unbar

The gates of the soul?

"

I'.ut I guess ii was a harmonious combination of

all, that makes of it such a pleasurable reminis-

cence.

There were between five and six hundred happy

souls on board the Chas. I'. < houteau, as she

steamed majestically and silently past the busj

esof the St. Louis levee, the southern suburbs

and manufactories, and lowei river bluffs. The
festivities of the preceding night and present

had made them u 1 try, and they chatted dreamil)

as they sat and watched the passing scenes, w hi 1st

men v breezes cooled the sunburned Ian- ol the

5tS, who in turn casl ad-

miration at the waving curls of their fair compan-

ions. Occasionally, 1 ouples w ould de-

1 to the rink floor on the boiler deck and

spin and the smooth <.
1 ix-in-

hand, and now and then a north-bound -t< unci 01

sing swiftly under t lie bluffs

overhanging the muddy Mississippi, would attl

a moment's lively—very lively—attention. Si

Chouteau Mansion hove in sight and was greeted

by the steamer's demoniacal shriek rded

by and out of sight. The mansion mentioned i-.

quite a I.11 1 ilr .
1 . and is

occupied by the family from which the steamer

takes it name. The history of this well known
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French family dates back into the early days, when

St. Louis was a mere settlement. Pierre Chouteau

acquired a great deal of land, and when St. Louis

became a metropolis he disposed of most of it and

retired to the quietude of this romantic home,

which is built on the very edge of a precipitous

cliff, down the face of which a " back-and-forth "

stair leads to a miniature depot on the Iron

Mountain Railway.

Ere we knew it, Montesano was in sight—or

rather wasn't, for the familiar hotel on the height

was burned away, and the little town of Kimms-

wick is almost hidden by foliage. The steamer

hove to, and a landing was made about seven

o'clock, a number of strollers going ashore and

visiting the hotel ruins and the nasty-tasting

springs, of which there are fifteen— in the park.

While the boat was still headed down stream,

Hal Greenwood, and his Star, shot suddenly down

an invisible path and stopped abruptly on the very

edge, over the water. The effect was pretty.

Greenwood was followed by seven others, in-

cluding Bowbeer, of Chicago; Probst and Hul-

man, of Indiana, riding Star and crank respect-

ively; Monaghan, of Dallas, Texas, crank ; W. J.

Hill, Terre Haute, Star; Pert Hill, Peoria; and

Charlie McDonald, St. Louis. After their rough

jaunt, all the boys were hard looking characters.

They had left De Soto at 11. 10 a. m. and sallied

forth into the tough's paradise. Rogers's hill

seemed to have no ending and Ilulman surprised

them by pedaling down this side. At Bulltovvn

each placed his name in the " Dead men's register
"

and partook of that pork, "fried so beautifully

brown," which Arthur Young has immortalized in

his poems. Again they set out, and now encoun-

tered some new flint road and a tremendous heat.

On Frisco's immaculate white top they threw them-

selves on the mossy roadside and feasted their

eyes upon the beautiful valley, with its woods just

budded into full summer glory. Thev gazed at

the seemingly perpendicular streak of white road

on the other side, and wondered how they had

ever coasted it. In the saddle again, around the

famous but treacherous curve, followed by a suc-

cession of short, swift coasts. A short respite

now from the strain of constant breaking. Then
a long up grade, down the other side, over the

ticklish knob of H. and D. and they find them-

selves at the long looked for Montesano cross-

road. The party leaving St. Louis at the north

end of the De Soto road had agreed with the first

party to meet at this point, either party to wait

half an hour for t'other. The time expired, but

no second crowd hove in sight; so they placed a

row of bowlders across the entrance of the cross-

road and proceeded on their way till we saw them

at the river, at seven o'clock.

The south bound party arrived a half hour later,

having left the Missouri club-house at two o'clock,

and oh, how tired they looked ! There were but

seven—Alex Lewis, in charge; merry Pallister, of

Ottumwa, la.; McGill, of Chicago; Norton, of

I Campaign, III.; Jaccard and others, of St. Louis.

The si rangers were full of praise until they had

rolled over the swaying Meramec bridge and into

the land of hills. From this point on, their eyes

forced eloquence from their tongues, but the elo-

quence did not all refer to the scenery. One fool-

ish man tried to pedal down Kimmswick. A
water-bar caused him to ease the brake. Once
through the sandy mass, the wheel knew no con-

trolling power. The ridi 1 looked down the steep

descent, through the overhanging trees. Too

much for him ! Another minute meant a runaway.

He slipped backward from the saddle and

promptly found himself sitting on the hard road,

watching abstractedly his flying wheel as it tum-

bled and bounded down the grade. They saw the

bowlders at the cross-road and set out for the last

five mile pull, finishing but a short time behind

the others.

At last our so called brag regarding this famous

road has been verified. None of the participants

of to-day will ever forget their experience. Said

one visitor :
" The views are grand, without a

doubt ; but with thanks to the Omnipotent for

bringing me safely through this time, I promise

faithfully never to tackle those hills and coasts

again." Hill, of Boston, had conspicuously an-

nounced that he would take the De Soto run, and
" down " Greenwood. I found him on the steamer,

and he gave as his reason for not doing so, the

cruel newspaper notoriety his announcement had

been given.

The park strollers were recalled by the steamer's

blast. Genelli took a large photo of the boat and

its passengers, and when he had done, the return

trip was commenced and supper was announced.

The meal, which was served under the eye of one

of Faust's ablest caterers, seemed to fill a gratified

void, and after it was over and dusk was succeeded

by black darkness—for there was no moon—every

one's face seemed to say, " I feel much better now."

The story of the dance on the boiler deck and the

negro jubilee artists is already old. The excursion-

ists, now full of glee and—supper, scampered fore

and aft and up and down, now joining involuntarily

with one of the Ethiopian warblers in his unique

laughing song, and again whirling over the floor

of the dancing pavilion below, to the entrancing

strains of melodv produced by the orchestra.

Love-smitten couples—and a very few quite the

contrary, judging by their faces [vide Tom Stevens

for one miserable half-hour)— promenaded up and

down the rink floor running from end to end of the

steamer, while the road men told of their exploits

and John Stout, the deaf-mute, exerted his powers

of pantomime to an apparently painful extent. 1 1 e

tried hard to speak at times, but only succeeded

in calling the listener a " JoJo "—all he could say.

Stout gave a short exhibition on the dancing floor

on his Star.

At the Chouteau bluff, above mentioned, a dis-

play of fireworks was expected, but nobody looked

for the surprise which came. The attention of

those on board was suddenly attracted by a blaze

of red light which illumined the cliff, the mansion

and surroundings, in lurid beauty. This was height-

ened a moment later by the contrast of a blue light

!

Then came long-winded rockets, which spurted into

pitchy space like Hendee and Rowe after a mile

record. Monster nigger chasers went tearing

through the climbing plants, out over the river and

into the water with a hiss. The beautiful sight

beggars description and was deeply impressed

upon the passengers.

As the steamer slowly drew away the house on

the heights was warmly saluted by the lusty lungs

of the people and steamer. Ere long smoke and

leaping flames were seen in the distance, casting a

bright reflection on the river's dismal waters, and

now we were feasting eyes and cars on the curious

sights and sounds which emanated from the Vulcan

forge and Zinc works, in lower Carondclct. The
dancing lights on the levee were passed, and after

another look about the busy boat we were again

at home.

Saturday morning dawned bright and hot. It

also witnessed the arrival in town of the father of

touring, Burley Ayers, with jolly Buckley and

other Chicagoans. I do not recollect much con-

cerning the official parade. I do remember that

on the main thoroughfares it was alternately

a race and funeral procession, with occasional ac-

companiments of street slime and blockades, to

add to the general enjoyment. No blame, however,

attaches to the wheelmen in charge. The start

was made on a favorable down grade on the asphalt.

All morning little squads straggled out to Twenty-

second and Locust streets, where they sat under the

shady trees and guzzled " Phosferrone," which was

distributed gratis by a prominent druggist. I think

he found advertising expensive, from the way the

cooling fluid disappeared under the wheelmen's

vests.

The Wisconsin delegation, led on by George

Peck, of Peck's Sun, had raided a Japanese notion

shop and now appeared on the scene literally

covered with flags, fans, and fantasies of every

size and color. They created a large and audible

smile, as did the little color-bearer of the Missouri

Club, who rode decorously up to a line of wheel-

men, stopped too suddenly, and measured his

length in the dust of Twenty-second street.

The start was made nearly on time, and the pa-

rade was carried successfully through, as far as

the asphalt and Olive street road were concerned.

There were not more than 300 in line, by an ap-

proximate count. Colonel Pope and George H.

Day sallied forth on a tandem and did noble bat-

tle on the granite for a little while ; but the colonel

wilted and made a short cut to Forest Park by

carriage. Messrs. Bassett, Everett, Hayes, Hill,

and Lawton of Massachusetts, and Smith of In-

diana, made an imposing array on the six-in-hand.

They were spilled from their seats at one point

but no harm resulted. Tom Stevens was in the

parade at the start, but in a carriage at the finish.

It may not be amiss here to state that the absence

of Henry Ducker was regretted in the parade as

a celebrity, and as a comrade during the meet.

A. K. Stewart, "peacemaker," led the paraders

a merry chase about Forest Park, where no par-

ticular order of riding was observed. Stewart

disappeared down a cinder path, hidden by lilacs

and low trees, and was followed in single file

along the pretty dale in which it had been the in-

tention to spread the picnic lunch. A stroll over

a rustic bridge and to the breezy top of a wooded

hill brought the cyclers to an oasis of lemonade,

ices and solids, and cooling shade.

That was an interesting little encampment, un-

der the forest trees. Secretary Bassett, clad in

simple brown shirt and long trousers, with his

own patent laced leggins, lugged his rotund form

good-naturedly about. Colonel Pope was evi-

dently weary, judging by the way he held up a

forest tree with his broad back. Frank Ray

("Adolescens ") amused himself most of the time

tearing about after a large canine which carried

away his cap and its costly monogram. The

scribes were on the jump continuously and John

Stout took a header from his Star in a post-hole.

The taking of the photograph was followed by

a general scattering through the park to the club,

art museum, baseball game, and last, but not

least, to the Anheuser-Busch brewery. Here it

was that liurley Ayers tracked down the secretary-

editor and bulldozed the poor gentleman until

the latter had absorbed several glasses of some

brown liquid they make down there. The office
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force very generously informed the visitors on the

workings of the machinery and the proper man-

ner of absorbing the aforesaid liquid, and when

the few miles lying betwixt this interesting spot

and the Lindell Hotel had been traversed, by

just what route some memories do not say, each

man found himself the possessor of a handsome

match-safe and folding screw-driver.

Lindell Hotel, at seven o'clock Saturday even-

ing, presented a novel spectacle. Everywhere, in

office, hallways, parlor, corridor, in the veranda

up stairs, and on the pavement below, were seen

men in short pants. How cool—and hungry

—

the boys looked, after having removed the grime

and dust of the day from their happy faces and

uniforms. In the corridor there was an immense

throng, chatting pleasantly and awaiting the sig-

nal to file up the broad staircase to the banquet

hall. A 64-inch Victor, mounted on its Acme
stand, was surrounded by gossipers, and over

there in the corner Edward Stettinius and the

Post-Dispatch man were having a war of words over

the non-appearance of the Eurota Club in the

parade. In parlor 22 there was a busy scene

—

the banquet committee with its register, and Bur-

ley Ayers signing delegates' credentials.

" How muchy ?" queried Ayers as they handed

him a banquet ticket. His hand was grabbed as

it went into his pocket, and five men prepared to

sit on him.

"Why—you—you are darned—you're crazy !

"

he said dazedly, when they broke the sad news,

He didn't mean what he said, I know. His mind

had evidently only wandered back to the Chicago

Track Association and its ledger account. But

they wouldn't let him pay. A good story, now
well known, went the rounds next morning, at the

expense of those who were "really too fatigued to

take in the banquet, you know," but who kicked

themselves with horrible inhumanity when they

awoke and learned that it hadn't been a great, big

$2.50 banquet after all—just a little free spread

that would have agreed with the most delicate

stomach.

Space will not permit me to wade again through

the rivers of fun which flowed in irresistible tor-

rents that night. In this connection, just jot down
the fact that never, at a St. Louis wheelmen's

banquet, has the use of wine been found a neces-

sity ; and at this, the king of all its predecessors, I

believe the red fluid would actually have marred

the smoothness and clogged the wit of the occasion.

I was one of those wdio, in their desire to make
the event a rousing one, one to be long remem-

bered, advocated the use of champagne foi the

well-meaning purpose of " steaming " up the speak-

ers of the evening. The necessity was nil, for a

brighter selection of orators nor a wittier toast-

master never graced banquet board.

The service, too, was complete. There wire

about two hundred and twenty-five gentlemen

seated in the banquet hall, and Spiehring, with his

small but skillful string orchestra, was concealed

in a foliage-covered corner, whence he came Spieh-

ring for our heart-strings with soft, delightful

music. At the tap of a lull ninety well-trained

waiters came and went with martial tread. The
saddle-bag menus were quite a surprise, as was

the sudden disappearance of several of them.

Some of the waiters might have thrown some light

on the latter mystery.

There were some amusing occurrences. Ned
Oliver was taken sick and missed it all, though he

mustered strength enough to mention to your cor-

respondent with a wink, that the florally-di i

bicyi le at the head of the fork-shaped tables was

a native of Chicago. Kennedy-Child 1

down with a crash his reputation as a beau ideal,

by overturning a bottle of sauce on his prett)

menu. One cycler had evidently never attended

a banquet before. All the evening he -~.it .1-

though frozen to his chair, looking not to the right

or left. In that respect he was much like the

granger who sat down to a game of poker, and

spat tobacco juice on his shirt-front rather than

turn his head and lose sight of the " lay-out " be-

fore him. So this wheelman sat, eating all that

came within range of his rigid, straightforward

stare. A waiter came at the tap of the bell. A
second tap, and down before our feaster went a

large platter of asparagus—three dozen shoots, I

think. A staggered look, changing instanter to

painful resolution, and he "yanked" the platter

under his nose from the middle of the table and

sailed in, finishing the last bite with a look of sub-

dued agony that caused a hasty spread of his watch-

ers' napkins over their faces.

Dinner over, the toastmaster, Gus Thomas,

arose, and as he arose, we smiled, nor could we

divest ourselves of that smile till all was o'er and

we were scattered our various ways. Thomas is

a man of magnetic presence, who never fails to

make his audience laugh or cry, as he wills. This

time we laughed. Said he, slowly: "1 supposi

that some of you have gravely apprehended that

the really serious part of the evening is to come.

The refreshments simply precede it, and place you

in a humor to tolerate what may, in a general wav,

follow—just as soup is generally brought in first.

It is to the dinner what this dinner is to the serious

business on hand— in other words, the soup is

'starred'—no, not the supc in a dramatii com
pany." And thus he went on, putting every one into

smiles in a moment. At his suggestion thai the

chairs be drawn nearer the speakers, there wis 1

shuttling and thumping for a few moments. Then

we settled back for a fragrant smoke, while we

listened to as fine a series of after-dinner spi

as could have been selected. Following are the

toasts :

—

Address of Welcome, Hon. Jacob FuRTH.

Response, Colonel Pope.

Our Guests, Thos. S i i vens.

St. Louis and her Merchants, A. Moore I

The L. A. W., T. J. Kirkpatrick.

The Ladies, Rev. Dr. John Sn\ i>kr.

ng and its Relation to Literature, Profj

Hosmer.

The welcoming address of the Hon. Mr. Furth,

the rich, sympathetic voice of the Rev. Dr. Sny-

der, and the clear ring of Mr. Kirkpatrick's mag-

nificent effort were particularly to be rememl

and not a speaker arose but he was cheered to the

echo every time, while our witty toastmasl

the entile assembly into rapturous laughter in

each interim.

Sunday morning was an hour and a half old

when the banquet became a memory, to ri

only in such effusions .is this—good meat 1

to hash. [ was lucky enough to secure thi

seat on the six-iii-hancl and being the only native

" on board," piloted George Hill and his part)

over the granite to Washington Avenue Hill,

which leads abruptly to the levee below. Here,

to my horror, I was ordered to refrain from Steer-

ing or even back-pedaling. With the application

of but two brakes the party of six crepl safely to

the bottom. All was excitement on the steamer

Hudson :oo aboard. At two

o'clock we were awaj and en rout to <

bi hind to join us 'gain at the

race course when another midnight 1

night was comfo il, and in

e wooed the sleep] during

the now customary three hours, though

exceptions slumbered on through a large portion

of the quiet Sabbath, whili didn't sleep

at all.

Soon after six o'c lot k Sunday morning the boys

—for with the cm

decidedly a stag party — showed their brown,

il faces in the boat's guards, sitting

in groups until the 1 hour. That was a

pleasant, long to be rememl I ride. The day

had dawned cool and clear, and time flitted so

deliriously as we sat and watched the shores

—

now low and level, revealing occasionally a start-

led shoal of tunics, disturbed in their Sunday
morning sun-bath, and again cliff-like and rugged.

There were poor fellows who-, omachs
had made them, lor a time, invalids, and to these

the passing scenes, not to mention tin services of

that Good Samaritan, Dr. Emery oi Boston, were

especially gratifying. The steamer made a few

stops, and our passengers nevei missed a chance

to impress in as demoniac al a mannet as possible

the inhabitants of the little hamlets where land

\ere made.'

—

small towns knowing no com-

munication but the steamer with the 1

world, and whose people had wheel

men or cycles in their lives. U.ul our wheel-

men known it, they might have strolled ashi

Hamburg, and, by climbing to the top of the

bluff which shelters the little spol from the cold

winter winds of the north, could have spied the

while homes oi ( lai k-\ ille, ovc i tw< nt) mill

Hamburg, by the way, has a cycling connection

which is deai to man) oi us 11. Si. Louis. For

here it was tli.it our old friend Cola Stone first

saw the light of day. In that wild, woodland

grove he had undergone the early hardships

which taught him the valuable It endul

ino ind bra 1 mg en he e\ ei saw oi

heard of a bicycle, he had lime and time again

leaped headlong from thi blufi above-mentioned,

into the cool Mississippi, a hundred feet below.

A little
i

'in the edge of this bluff, ami

right on its top, are seen the first white stones of

the village cemetery, which extends ;.

md I sometimes wondei if evei th

fellow's love foi St. bonis cycledom was not at

ome by a wish that this might be his

last resting p

At [I.30 A. M. a solitary duck sped Swifl

the steamer, sailing with outstretched neck and

rapidl) undulating wings, a few inches ovc

>l the water, lie was going biakes-olf

and didn't seem to mind the curves. "St. Paul

by midnight," said the boat's mate, tersely, as he

wale hed the- thine, fowl. Si. Paul w

thousand miles away.

There was a sudden racket upon the hurricane

dick. "111111.111— Clarl shouted,

and in a moment the entire boat was in a stir.

pretty town, on the west side of

the river. We saw it but for a moment, bi

the islands and headlands, ami it was gone, not

en for another hour; for it was still seven

iway.

The sky now began to take on a threatening

aspect, and Old Sol hid his tan behind a bank of

black clouds. A party of road toughs, ex-Ram-
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biers, lay on their backs on one of the swinging

stages, and for a few moments it looked as though
'

their frolics and songs would be seriously inter-

rupted. They held the fort, however, and after a

few big drops of rain had fallen, the sun came out

and all was again serene.

" We-want-some-DINNER " was sung in lusty

chorus by a crowd on the front guard, about noon.

The cry was taken up all over the boat, and the

poor cooks and " coons " hustled about as they had

probably never hustled before—for the boys meant

business, and like as not would have stormed the

pantry, had they been reduced to the customary

delay which is so noticeable in the river trade.

Dinner was still in progress when the boat's

sharp bow went swishing around the last bend and

the Clarksville levee hove in sight, now close at

hand, and in a few moments we were ashore.

Climbing up the levee, a memory of yesterday's

visit to the brewery came up from the boat with

the refrain, " Keep the train a-movein'," etc. The

band also bade Clarksville a musical good after-

noon as the inhabitants approached en masse to

greet the boys who would henceforth make Rome
howl in their little town.

" Didn't bring up my arm, eh ? " queried Whit-

taker, as he sidled up to Ladish and exhibited a

rather damaged member—a usual thing with

Whit. Ladish, by the by, can do more actual hard

work and show less worry and wear than any fel-

low I ever ran across.

Despite the clouds, a great many mounted their

bikes and trikes, and made a tour of the famous

Belt road. A party of ex-Ramblers sallied forth

on the six-in-hand, while dapper little Overman

took a carriage in his. Greenwood tackled Crank

hill, defeating Corey, and many went to the

wheelmen's services which were held in the

churches, or joined the multitude in having a good

time about town.

Jack Prince wasn't going into the road-race.

Not much. "They told me," he said, " that the

blamed road was a bit wavy—little hills, a-rollin'

hup and down, but D' 111 be blowed if I ever saw

hanything like 'em. And to be sure, I managed

to get hup all right— it was the pedalin' down that

got me, an' I wasn't goin' to break my bally neck

a-coastin' down at hany two-minute gait, heither."

Jack, by his happy way of telling a thing, always

had a laughing crowd about him.

Night came on, and with it came the worst look-

ing lot of water-soaked tourists I ever laid eyes on.

A thunder-storm had caught them ere they had half

finished the Belt course, and they entered town

weary and with their backs and necks covered

with a ridge of wet sand. On the steamer, times

were particularly lively that night. A party com-

posed of Charlie Howard, George Oeters, Jack

Rogers, Fred Beckers, Jerry Davis and yours truly

gathered on the guard a' bed-time. Jerry brought

forth his guitar, which he had just finished punish-

ing for the benefit of Van Home's Chinese song,

and striking up a lively tune he led away and was

followed with a vigor which awoke, among all the

other occupants of ///> boat, the Wheelman's special

artist, who revenged himself by sketching us by

light of a match.

" Stop that stamping !
" greeted our startled ears

from the stairway. The music had gotten into

our feet. "I am captain of this ycre schooner,

and when T am sad, everybody else must be sad."

Great guns! what w 1
- the matter with the cap-

tain? " Oh, chestnuts, it's ' Kansas,'" as foe Hen-

ley, of Wichita, ECas., stepped up from the tair.

Shortly after midnight the shriek of the St.

Louis express silenced the now large and noisy

gathering, who scampered away to the depot to

meet the friends who had spent the day in down
town. Then all tumbled into bed.

The Road Race.

From the moment our heads were raised from

the pillow, soon after six A. M., on Monday, until

away after midnight the next night, we were in one

continual bubble of excitement. The first feeling,

as one looked at the heavens, was one of disappoint-

ment, for it threatened the success of the race.

Shortly after eight o'clock a long concourse of

people, of every worldly vocation, of all sizes and

in all conceivable manner of vehicles, moved south-

west out of Clarksville, two miles and a half to the

starting point. The racers went with the crowd,

and at the starting point were told to take mat-

ters easy, as by postponing the opening of the race

until nine o'clock, a drier condition of the graveled

course would favor speed.

There was a great hubbub among the half dozen

or so amateur camera fiends who had set their

hearts on "shooting" the start, and what with

these, the reporters, race officials, and excited

crowd of spectators who gathered at the crest of

the hill, it was a sight to see.

At 9.14 the following named contestants mounted

their machines and awaited the pistol-shot:

—

H. G. Crocker, Boston, 53-inch Columbia ; A. A.

McCurdy, Lynn, Mass., 55-inch Star ; Samuel Hol-

linsworth, Rushville, Ind., 53-inch Columbia;

Robert Neilson, Boston, 52-inch Victor; S. G.

Whittaker, Chicago, 52-inch Champion
; John

Brooks, Blossburg, Pa.-, 54-inch Star; Chas. Fra-

zier, Smithville, N. J., 54-inch Star ; Chas. Ashinger,

Omaha, 52-inch Champion ; Win, A. Rhodes, Bos-

ton, 59-inch Victor; L. D. Munger, Detroit, Quad-

rant tricycle.

At exactly 9-l6f they were sent on their way

with a spurt, Captain Brewster firing the shot.

They were seen but a moment, as they scuttled

over the wooded crest and around a corner, with

a reporter after them.

Mack to town went the crowd, and many pro-

ceeded direct to the finishing point, where the

racers would appear for the first time At 10.20

o'clock Neilson, Crocker, Whittaker, McCurdv,

Hollinsworth, and Rhodes came flying down the

stretch prettily, in the order named. Rhodes

seemed master of the situation at the very start.

He was riding behind, simply letting his men
work off their enthusiasm ; and from the moment

he first passed until the race was over, not a soul

in the multitude of watchers doubted that the race

was his—though he lost it, to be sure. Ashinger

and Brooks soon followed. Frazier was still out,

but shortly came in with Brooks's broken wheel,

he having given the latter his own, as his winning

chances had been crushed by a sore knee, acquired

while training. Munger, on his trike, came in at

10 40 for the first time and stopped to ease his

monstrous appetite.

In town a new interest was given the race by

the opening of pools on the event by Donovan, a

St. Louis sporting man. Odds of three to one on

Rhodes soon dropped to even bets, and after the

second lap his name was off the board, while

Munger bets went in an opposite direction until

the figures read $500 to $1 against liim. Munger,

of course, was only after a record and did not pose

as a contestant.

A joke on the Clarksville officials lay in the

fact that up to the finish of the race they had

openly abetted the pool-selling by indulging quite

deeply themselves, betting on Rhodes, of course
;

but the result so piqued them that they were de-

termined on revenge of some sort. I overheard

the magistrate questioning Harry Cake as to

Donovan's identity, in the store-room which the

latter had rented for the occasion. In a moment
Donovan was disturbed, while arranging his para-

phernalia, by the officer, who informed him sadly

—for good financial reason, no doubt—that he

would have to submit to arrest. " Why, cert," re-

plied the wily sport, " but could you excuse me
just a moment? I would like to speak to a friend

on the boat." All willing, and Donovan went to

the boat and conversed quickly with Castleman

Webb, a St. Louis wheelman who is also a lawver.

Within five minutes the sport, now arrayed in

one of Webb's extra uniforms, was complacently

smoking a cigar on the guard, while the majesty of

the law searched for him in vain, not dreaming

that he was within easy reach. I don't know what

the loan of that uniform, and an accompanying bit

of legal advice, cost Donovan, but it was cheaper

than the ignominy of arrest.

This is a pretty way of wandering from the sub-

ject in hand, but the details of the race itself are

already familiar to everv one.

At 1 1.40 the racers went by for the second time,

having covered the lap of 20 3-5 miles in the fast

time of ih. 15m. They now rode in this order:

Rhodes, Neilson, Crocker, together; Hollins-

worth, Whittaker, McCurdy. McCurdy was 4^
minutes behind the leaders and sick. Ashinger

and Brooks, very late, retired from the race.

Whittaker had broken one wheel and was using

another, a 42 pounder.

Between the laps all sorts of amusements and

incidents attracted the crowd's attention. Charlie

Howard sauntered about with apparent noncha-

lance, and every little while he would pay a visit to

the telegraph office and make his pencil fly through

an associated press dispatch, to the evident despair

of the force of female operators who had been sent

up from the city. Hicks hustled about and La-

dish " observed." The Missouri Club's special car

" Circassia " was a cool resort during these waits.

The third lap ended at 1.04 p. m., Rhodes, Neil-

son, and Crocker still riding close and making the

lap in 1.24. Hollinsworth followed with Whit-

taker hotly after him. Neilson had a black eye,

the result of a flying pebble caught in Rhodes's

spokes, and Crocker had taken a header over

Neilson's little wheel. The leaders were now in-

side the record.

" What's that under your arm ? " I asked George

Darrow, who ambled quietly about, but saw every-

thing. "Loose spokes," he replied.

While the crowd waited for the close of the

fourth lap, Harry Corey mounted a Dumber

safety, quietly remarking that he intended climb-

ing Crank hill, and there was something in his

eye which seemed to say he meant it, though with

true Boston loyalty, he said, " It is not near as

long as Corey hill." No, Harry, it is not as long,

but I hope you found it steep enough. The Bos-

ton boy started slowly at the bottom, seemingly

determined to do his work at once thoroughly and

easily. He "sculled" from side to side, moving

steadily over the first big rise, and at the second

he is ten feet from the top. He turns across the

road, and in making the last effort drops off.

Down and at it again, and the second time he got

up in great shape.
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THE GREATEST BICYCLE RACE EVER RUN SINCE CYCLING BEGAN!

THE RECORD.
RIDER. MACHINE RIDDEN. TIME.

1 ROBT. A. NEILSON VICTOR 61i. 46m. 27s.

2 WM. A. RHODES VICTOR 6h. 46m. 51s.

3 H. Q. CROCKER COLUMBIA 61i. 51m. 27s.

4 S. HOLLINSWORTH COLUMBIA
5 S. G. WHITTAKER CHAMPION

C. W. ASHINGER CHAMPION Drop'd out at 20 miles.

CHAS. FRAZIER STAR Drop'd out at 20 miles.

JOHN BROOKS STAR Drop'd out at 40 miles.

A. A. McCURDT STAR Drop'd out at 40 miles.

TWO VICTORS ENTERED. TAKING FIRST AND SECOND PLACE!*

Never was so much money spent in
i
(reparation for a race,

and never was so much interest shown in a wheel contest.

Upwards of 20,000 spectators !

The VICTORS ridden in this race never stopped, and went
through without defect or attention of any kind.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG OF FAST ROAD MACHINES.

Overman Wheel Company,

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND SAFETIES.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

THE VICTOR
is

INVINCIBLE !

On Monday, June 13, THE VICTOR
BICYCLE gave new assurance of the fact

that it is without doubt the Best and Fast-

est Bicycle made.

In the great 1 - mile Road Race at

Crawfordsirille, Indiana, on the aboire date,

W. A. RHODES, riding the only VICTOR
BICTCLE in the race, took First Place,

distancing all competitors.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG FREE.

Overman Wheel Company,
182-188 Columbus Avenue, Boston,

MAKERS OF THE VICTOR BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND SAFETIES.
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McCurdy came in for the third time and was

obliged to drop out by his sickness, and about

this time some one raised the hue and cry thai

Clarksville's road-racing days were over, though

nothing hut the fact that the course was hilly

seemed to justify the claim. No falls had been

taken that could be attributed to the road.

A cycler wearing an umbrella hat caused quite

a commotion, and the boys guyed unmercifully

the unique, if not efficient, special police force

which was supposed to be guarding the race

course. Looking down from the hotel veranda,

I spied Secretary Bassett and Jack Prince to-

gether, comparing circumferences. Catch on?

A small boy, mounted on a strange looking bicy-

cle, rolled around the corner and down the street.

The wheel's chief component seemed to be pine-

board, which formed backbone, forks, handle-bar,

and even a large part of the wheels. The boy

had built it himself, with the simplest carpenter's

tools.

Rhodes and Neilson, brown as Arabs, passed

into the last eventful lap at 2.26 P. M., having

covered the fourth lap in 1.22 by my time.

Crocker followed in four minutes, Whittaker

spurting by some eight minutes later, this time

with Hollinsworth at his wheel. Munger fin-

ished his third lap and ate his twentieth meal

about the same time.

A report had come to town, just before the

men passed, that Rhodes had broken his collar

bone out on the Belt. lie had taken a bad fall

by dropping a dipper into his wheel. Several

train loads of people had dropped into town at

intervals, and now that the finish of the great race

was approaching, excitement ran high. Meantime

the cyclers were having a high old time, espe-

cially those afflicted with a love for photography.

Amusing subjects were plentiful, and John Schol-

ten, with his detective camera, took advantage of

some of them, the innocent looking leather box

taking the pictures of unsuspecting lovers, etc.,

in some very laughable positions.

The crowd which surged to the finish was an

interesting, and likewise a deeply interested one.

1 refer to those who had their ducats staked on

the result, particularly. All in all, a road race at

Clarksville is incomparable with a race over an

ordinary course, however well suited ; for < larks-

ville offers other charms and opportunities for

rare enjoyment, which fully equal the road race,

which is the primary object of our coming.

3.15 r. m. A cool breeze stirs tin- leaves at

the to]) of the familiar little knoll, which is to the

Clarksville course uh.it the judges' stand is to a

race course. Aside from the lulling music of in-

animate nature, all else is quiet with suspense.

The men must finish inside of three minutes to

break record. The time flies by disappointingly,

and it is 4.05 p. M. ere the long suspense is 1 asi d

by the sudden appearance of the racer-, down the

road.

The manner in which that race was won is well

known. Neilson's well-timed spurt—and 1 must

say it was a most terrific one—carried him away

from poor Rhodes, for the last few yards, as

though the latter were standing still. The face

of the watching multitude was a picture of mixed

astonishment at the fearful speed, and disappoint-

ment that Rhodes, after his own confidence and

noble pace-making, had lost.

Crocker came over the tape at 4.10, paced by

Kennedy-Child. I have stated elsewhere that

Kennedy-Child doused Crocker in a creek. That

was the report, but it transpired 1l1.1i kei had

been upset by a farmer who, in throwing a bucket-

ful of watei "Mi him, as per instructions, had let

ih Ihk Lei and all.

Whittaker and Sam Hollinsworth had a race

all to themselves. The latter beat by a \<i\

shorl spare, and riding into town ran up stairs,

two at a jump, though in a wobbly manm
their rooms, Whit claimed that he had losl his

pedal in the final spurt, and p ilso the

weight <>l his wheel and his nun lai k "I the Same

commodity. Sam, on the oilier hand, 1

that Whittakei had been trying to make him b.

lieve there was another lap to be run. Hollins-

worth alone rode the entire distance without a

single dismount, and he also showed the effects 111

a less degree than the rest.

As a matter of form I append the following

table:—
50 Miles. 100 Miles.

Time. Position. Time, I'

Neilson, 1. 14.00 1 6.46.27 1

Rhodes, 1.14.12 2 6.46.51

Crocker, .514. 12 3 6.51.27 3

Hollinsworth, 3.21.24 4 7.12.3^ 4

Whittaker, 3-25.48 5 7.12.45 5

McCurdy, 3.33.12 6

Frazier, stopped.

Brooks, stopped.

Ashinger, stopped.

Munger (tricycle), 436.48 10.04.00 Am. Rue.

The officials were: \V. M. Brewster, starter;

Reynolds, Gordon, Glover, timers; Ray, Rouse,

Bernays, scorers ; C. F. A. Beckers, referee; Kirk-

patrick, Harrow, Brewster, judges.

The road race was over, and as the reader must

wish that this" recollection " were the same, I will

make short work of the balance of ray story.

After supper a party of twenty-live, headed by

jolly Dr. Norton of Fort Leavenworth, clambered

up the grassy slope of the Pinnacle, and while the

western sun was yet above the horizon, they gazed

on the glory of the scene below, spreading out for

scores of miles. They say that in winter time

thirteen villages can be seen with the naked eye

from the Pinnacle. A streak of white smoke,

away up the river, attracted our attention. It was

a railway train passing over the long b)

Louisiana, twelve miles distant. At 7.20 o'clock

while we were shouting and listening to the

returned from the eastern shore, a miniature squ id

of cyclists, dashing along the white road, fat bi

low, were recognized as Munger and a partj oi

narrow-gang' 1 s who were helping him along with

a friendly spurt on the last few rods of In- fini

performance on the Quadrant. He had b

both fifty and one hundred mile 1 ecord—not much,

but very well done, considering the heavy roads

of the morning and his own food-laden body.

Dr. V wed away his field glass and the

in. W( took a route leading through

secluded nooks and rustic lanes with paralyzing

grades, pilfering white roses as we went, down

to the top of Crank hill, which seemed a

l>\ comparison, to its bottom, and we wen: again

in midst 01 ! iu

Thi n an hour 1 11 incing—and

here I will

and pretty, shun the mazy wait/ as would an awk-

ward spinster.

And now the parting I Though bodies

and minds have actually yearned for this moment,

now that it is come we are sorry. There was a

vein of pathos in the bells' melancholy toll, and

when at last the plank was raised— Kiik:

stood at the end—and the halser was cast away,

n withstood the

1 trie light. Now th

light is sub-

tile town, the levee and its m.tss of humanity

—

10,000 then were, not 100, as staled—with the

majestii t the Pinnacle in tie

ground, toweling over all. And uh.it .1

went up from the shore as the b away.

It was as tie voice of a big dear friend with whom
we were patting— perhaps forever. Just one big

nd then a lull .

"Lei thi m have it, bo) -
I

" And let them have

it we did, yelling as we never yelled bi

1 hi band broke awa) into "
I >i \,, "

in a wild

cantering manner, and th! boys chimed in with a

ml tie- 1, , imagine tl

"< hipp our hair cut," coming spot

ously from two hundred pair of health', lui

We were tired, yes. but there was little rest ih.n

night. Rest (.mi,
1 next day— m tie train

—at the hotel and in out own sweet ho

ARIEL A-WHEEL.

"All things comes to him who waits," and I am
no exception to the rule. During three seasons'

riding 1 have been it of a

" header," but in vain. On all the runs we have

taken, if there happened to be a "spill " an

the party, I was sun to bi somewhere else. Now
the last in, in oi the club, .1u.1v oil in the van,

would go to grass, but I would be in thi

" whipping in " the laggards. A 1

horn—whom 1 had taken along out of the kind-

ness of my heart—would spread himself all over

the road; but—disregarding all obligations to me
—it would be while I was .it the front, trying to

hold in the scorchers Nay, even mine own fa-

miliar friend, in whom I had the utmost confi-

dence, would b.tseb wail until he got himself and

his ulnel safely out of tn\ si| lit around the 1

before proceeding to do his ground and lofty

tumbling. So that I began to think I should never

have the desire of mv hearl A fellow

can't be said to witness his own headers, lie is

usually on the spot at the time, being generally the

mosl interested person, but circumstances over

hi has no control prevent his seeing the per-

formance. I have been there, alas I andean

from experience. Only one experience, thank

Providence! and I never want another. I am
spi aking now, remember, ol severe Mils, (if side

falls, tumbli itle drops half forward and

half sideways, th plenty and even taken

a lew myself. Put it remained for one memorable

day last summer to induct me into the mysteries

inline header. M v aforesaid familial

sudden

: me as we were coming down hill at a

I 1 ui tied mv wheel sharply, struck a

and found myself all abroad in the road,

rig under the impression that there hai

1 ndous uph I he eai th's

il—but not of the earth.

\ iu this was most satis

I rt is abl to discourse learnedly about he.id-

11 experience but, unfortunately,

I hadn't seen the thing. In vain I was assured

it had been quite up to the

in. it k ; that it had

i; that the;, really envied me my leal: and

so forth, and so on. All would not do, and I be-

gan to despair; for wh ,n is there in the

country who can sa\ he lias lidden three seasons
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and never vet beheld this, the most familiar sight

wherever the "silent steed" is known and talked

of? But it came— it came.

The "Great American Header "has been fre-

quently analyzed, but seldom has had full justice

done it. Briefly described it may be said to con-

sist of a series of gyrations in which the large

wheel, the trailer, and the rider are beautifully

blended in a sort of nebulous haze, which, as it

gradually resolves itself into greater distinctness,

presents a picture of the little wheel crawling up

and down the spinal column of the victim in a

manner highly edifying to the spectators but hardly

appreciated by the principal actor. But a moment

before he wis in full flight, gliding along the high-

way, a modern Mercury ; then came a change,—the

earth seemed to yawn before his startled gaze,

while with an awful feeling as though all the space

usually occupied by his interior economy had sud-

denly become a tangible vacuum he plunged into

the nether depths ; and now he awakes to the con-

sciousness that his trusty wdieel has not only failed

him at his utmost need, but has added insult to

injury by careering up and down his prostrate

form as though possessed by a spirit of deviltry

incarnate. All this it was my good—and t'other

fellow's ill—fortune to witness at the last club run.

The Ariel Wheel Club had left Reading, for a run

to Gibraltar and Birdsboro' along the river road

on the west bank of the Schuylkill, and almost be-

fore we were fairly out of the city limits the chap-

ter of accidents began. The Star man opened the

ball, and disproved most emphatically the adver-

tised formula, " safe from headers or other danger-

ous falls." Honors were easy, however. It was

the crank wheel's turn next. Riding by twos

along the country road I was bewildered by my
companion, without any seeming cause, taking the

most deliberate tumble from his saddle. Down
rolled wheel and wheelman, and, as the fates would

have it, his wheel fell right in my way. A moment

of suspense—will I clear that little wheel ? and

then another inglorious flight to Mother Earth.

But oh, the value of true friendship ! who shall

estimate its worth in the time of need? Sir Wal-

ter Raleigh indeed spread his cloak before the feet

of his royal mistress, but it was with a due sense

of queenly favors : but my friend, with generosity

unparalleled, offered his body a willing (?) barrier

to break the fall of mine. I shall ever feel a

haunting regret that I did not at the time appre-

ciate his self-abnegation at its true worth. Only

when I came to reflect coolly upon the affair did I

realize what he had done for me. I rather think,

however, that he realized it fully about the time

that I landed all over him. From this on, fall fol-

lowed fall with alarming frequency, and we began

to think that our wheels were bewitched. I have

never taken part in a run during which more

tumbling around was done, and still I had not

been favored with a sight of what I was longing

for. Two headers were taken directly behind me,

while every half-mile our Star friend would sit

in his wheel. At length however we strui k a

short stretch of sand about eight inches deep,

loose as dry snow. Big " Fifty-eight " was a

dozen feet ahead and I had just raised my eyes for

a moment, when—oh, for a dry plate and an in-

stantaneous photo! The big man went down, the

little wheel shot up, taking him neatly back of the

neck, and as the entire machine turned a complete

somersault, our worthy friend in some surprising

in inner managed to evolve himself out of the

mess, to find himself standing right-side up, grasp-

ing his bicycle, also right side up. I never saw

anything so neatly done. It was over in an in-

stant. A whirling wheel, a chaos of wildly waving

arms, legs and spokes, and behold him ready for

a mount. Time, two seconds by the watch. Com-
ing in to Reading from Birdsboro' we struck a

tremendous northwest gale—so strong that it was

almost necessary to pedal down the hills. As it is

almost one continuous ascent to Reading, we were

thoroughly fagged out by the time we reached the

city, and the moral which we took to heart, and

which all cyclers would do well to heed, was

—

don't go too far from home when you have to beat

back against a head wind.
" Ariel."

Reading, Pa., May 28, 1887.

(Z©Pi?espor]der7ce.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette-

:

—
According to the Pennsylvania road-book, the

highways of this corner of the State are rough and

but little adapted to pleasurable wheeling. Well,

our roads are a little rough, and it requires a. good

wheel to successfully get through the seasons. It

is a fact, however, that this neck of the woods is

developing wonderfully from a cycling point of

view. Clubs are being formed, meets arranged,

and, in fact, a general interest is being created.

Two years ago our people looked upon the bi-

cycle as some sort of an infernal machine, created

expressly to break bones and frighten horses.

However, they've gotten over that, and to-day one

may see editors, ministers, and merchants wheeling

about our little city.

Last winter a riding school was established and

stocked with a complete line of Gormully & Jeffery

cycles. Beginners were instructed in the use and

care of machines, and were shown the many points

of difference between the various stvles now on

the market. Many were the discussions relative

to the merits of the Champion, Expert, Star, and

other wheels, and the matter was not finally settled

until spring, when the majority expressed their

preference by placing orders for G. & J. wheels.

The manner in which their mounts are "standing

the racket" justifies them in their assertion that

the American cycles beat the world.

The Wheelmen's Gazette is decidedly the

favorite journal here, and a club subscription list

will probably be sent in soon.

Our members have just received their new uni-

forms, and will make a breaking-in run this week.

in a road race closely following.

"B. I. Cycle."
Union City, Pa., June 1, 1887.

IN FAVOR OF BALL HEADS.

Messrs. William Read cV Sons, Boston.

Dear Sirs— In [876, while at the Centennial

Exposition, I saw the first English bicycles. I

was so much pleased with their appearance that

the spring following I bought one of the best.

Since then I have ridden many thousand miles on

different machines. I considered my last mount

as good a wheel as could be bought and was per-

fectly satisfied with it. But this spring I was in-

duced to buy one of your New .Mails,—and I have

ridden it far enough now to know that after all

these years of experience I never knew what it

was to be on a perfect machine before. It is

as firm under me as a horse tar,—as easy as the

nicest landau and as free from jar.

The combinations are perfect and I consider the

Trigwell ball bearing head one of the greatest

improvements ever attached to a bicycle. The
hills I used to walk are now mounted with ease,

and the machine is run as straight as a die with

scarcely any effort.

I am more than pleased,—I am delighted with it.

This testimonial is entirely unasked, and I only

write to encourage you in your good work, and to

advise any one in want of a first class mount to

take the New Mail without a question.

Respectfullv,

J. I.. Black mer.
Boston, June 1, 1887.

THE WHEEL.
I sat on my wheel at twilight,

As the clocks were striking the hour

:

And the moon rose o'er the city

Behind the dark church tower.

I saw her bright reflection

In the flitting spokes below,

Like fairy shuttles weaving

Their jewels to and fro.

And, far in the hazy distance

Of that lovely night in June,

The blaze of the flaming furnace

Gleamed redder than the moon.

Along the dewy greensward,

The wavering shadows lay,

And the current of air from my motion

Seemed to lift and bear me away,

As whirling silently onward,

Here, under the shade of a wood,

There, glinting into the moonlight,

The cycle its path pursued.

And like that circle rolling

Along the highway-side,

A train of thoughts came o'er me
That brought a sad, sweet pride.

How often ! oh ! how often,

In the days that had gone by,

I had walked to my home in the twilight

And gazed on that earth and sky !

How often ! oh : how often,

I had wished that the time might come
When a graceful wheel would support me,

And carry me to my home !

For my feet were hot and weary,

And my life was full of care,

And the burden laid upon me
Seemed greater than 1 could bear :

But now- it has fallen from me

;

I have left it far behind,

And only the toil of my fellows

Casts its gloom upon my mind.

Yet, whenever I pass a brother

Faring homeward his weary way,

Like a nightmare gladly forgotton,

Comes the thought of that long-gone day :

And I think how many thousands

( if toil-exhausted men,

Each longing to reach his cottage,

Have plodded along since then.

I see ihe long procession

Still passing to and fro,

The young step, quick and restless,

The old, subdued and slow.

And truly, oh ! how truly !

As long as men toil for bread,

As long as the frame grows weary,

And throbs the aching head,

The wheel with its shimmering surface

And its graceful form shall be

As the symbol of rest for the body

And a balm for the brain to me.
W. H. K.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

HE weather Ins remained

unsatisfai toi y up to the

I'M 5( nt, and save for a few

line and warm days cycling

has been scarcely enjoy-

able. Cold winds and

heavy showers have I

t he rule; but we have the

consolation of knowing that the winter carpeting of

stones which has been unusually heavy this year on

our best roads, has been smoothed down snmewli.il

by reason of the softened ground.

On all hands the most satisfactory reports are

heard of the increase in cycling, makers of and

agents for bicycles and tricycles being unanimous

in declaring that the demand for new machines

exceeds previous seasons. The rage for dwarf bi-

cycles of the rear-driving type is extraordinary, and

nearly every firm in the country is turning out this

class of safety, the ordinary pattern of tall bicycle,

as well as the tricycle, being quite put out of fashion

by the popular craze for geared-up dwarf wheels.

The success of the experiment which was tried

by the military authorities at Easter, when a catch

band of seventy cyclists did valuable scouting and

dispatch service at the volunteer review at Dover,

has led to a permanent corps of " cyclist guides
"

being floated. The idea seems to be that the

military enthusiasm of " our citizen soldiers" will

be shared by an appreciable section of cyclists,

who will pay a subscription annually to defray

corps expenses, and be provided with Government

uniform, arms, and accouterments ; their duties

being to accompany the usual corps of infantry

volunteer regiments to act as flying scouts, the

cycler being infinitely faster for such service, on our

good English roads, than the lightest of cavalry.

The first open road-race of the season took

place last Saturday, under the auspices of the

Catford Cycling Club—a young body of men in

the South of London. It was really a combination

of a handicap open to all classes of machines, and

three separate scratch races, rolled into one, as

there were three prizes for the first three men fin-

ish ng the handicap per se, and prizes for the fast-

est actual times accomplished on bicycles, tricycles

and safeties, separately. The distance was fifty

miles, and the route a very hilly one in Surrey.

No less than eighty-four entries were received,

and the handicapper was exceedingly liberal in his

allotment of the starts. G. P. Mills was the

scratch man on a safety, and next him were

Travers (10 minutes start) and Golder (12), also

on safeties. E. E. Bernhard was considered the

best entrant on a tall bicycle, and he had 35 min-

utes start, the scratch tricyclist, A. J. Wilson,

having 45 minutes. The day turned out very

windy, and there were a lot of absentees, tin race

resulting—J. S. Smith (tricycle) 75 minutes start,

first; A. F. Thompson (tricycle) 90 minute- start,

second; J. E. Berkeley (safety) 65 minutes, third;

H. Crooke (bicycle) 50 minutes start, fourth,

Crooke took the bicycle time medal, in 3 hours

12 minutes iS seconds; Smith took the tricycle

time medal, 3 hours 30 minute-.; and the safety

time medal, was won by G. P. Mills, in the ex-

traordinary time of 2 hours 54 minutes 15 seconds.

One of our largest sporting weekly papers,

Land and Water, contained an article on the

Springfield controversy, a fortnight ago; to which

the Cycling Journal issued an effective rejoinder

which you will doubtless have seen.

Woodside, Temple, and Morgan seem destined

to have .1 pl< asant lime of it during then

England. In Scotland they have been doing a little

racing, chiefly on an enclosed board track, and last

Saturday W,o m the firsl of ol fivi

matches which he has signed for, with K. II

and had to lower his colors to the Englishman.

Next Saturday the team will appear iii I

in an open professional handicap at the Alexandra

Park ; and they arc also announced to run at

Cathcart's tournament in June.

The National Cyclists' Union has n 1 <>n-tructed

its financial basis, the system of subscription in

vogue now being that every club affiliating to the

Union pays hall a guinea per annum ; and

individual member of the Union (whether club-

man or not) pays a subscription of five shillings.

The mile bicycle championship .\w\ the twenty-

five miles tricycle championship, at Whitsuntide,

are the next events of moment. The first is ex-

pected to fall to Furnivall, who won the Surrey

cup on Saturday; and Mecredy is confidently ex-

pected to again place the long-distance tricycle

event to his credit. " FaB D."

Biggleswade, May 16, 1887.

" EDITING" IN INDIANAPOLIS.

[The humorist of. the Wheelmen's Record prints the fol-

lowing imaginary interview, June 2, as evidence of how "the

great event of the month " ha been rei 1 ived in Indiana:]

" I suppose the inventor of the bicycle has died

so often that you can't work that snap any longer?"

the visitor suggested.

" Not by a good deal; he died a short time ago

in San Francisco. We have just written to our

Kalamazoo correspondent to kill him off again

next week. He has never yet died in Michigan,

and of late we have received a great many coin-

plaining letters from wheelmen in that Stati who
feel that they have been slighted. It was an over-

sight. But there is one old familiar story that we

shall lose very soon now, we fear."

"Can it be that Karl ?" gasped the start-

led stranger.

" Yes," we answered huskily: "you have divined

the truth. Karl Eton is about to publish his 1 k,

for a fact. It will seem strange to us not to make

the frequent announcement that 'X. M. Miles'

will positively be published next week. It will

seem strange, but we will have to get used to it."

" Yes," assented our visitor, "and how odd it

will seem to read the cycling papers, week after

week, and see no statement of how mam thousand

words have been put in type up t" date. Youi

subscribers will miss it too; but you -till have the

Story about the boy who won the two mile novice

race on a wooden wheel made by himself, with no

other tools than an ax and a cork screw, have you

not?"

"Yes, that is still young and vigorous, tim

not seem to tell upon it. We tire workit

boy ami his wooden wheel into hill climbing con-

tents ami State championships this season."

" Well, then, you don't need to foil blui

losing the Karl Kron item, because I'm brought

you a little lie of my own that can be wot I

a few vears without hurting it. Here it is, all

written out. It's about a man who invented a

steam tricycle. He took a
—

"

There was a slight rattle, accompanied by the

Squeak ol moving mechanism; a moment later a

dull thud was heard coming up from the coal cel-

lar. The mild-eyed liar had gone. We had

pressed the spiral spring that works our automatic

In bouncer, and he was no more

NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.

was tip of the

Ilderan
I

1 lub. All

of the clubs in the city were
1

1 tend, and

brass band engaged for the

occasion. I lyn Bi-

resented. They came down
in uniform on their wl 1

Captain Barkman leading the line. Afti

hand-shake refreshments wi d, and the

W< n- shown around. I ed ad-

ori at the c manner in whi< h the

new club-house was fitted up, and appeared to be-

very much pleased with tin [lderans'

1

At 11.30 the gathering broke up; the vi

heers for the [lderans, who
returned the compliment with a will, which .-bowed

force and vigor and made the night air ring.

The Long Island \\ In i i 1 expeel t'< have

their club-house finished by the middle of July.

I I" ire now temporarily 01

Bedford avenue near Fulton stri

The Kim;'- County Wheelmen will 1

meeting on Saturday afternoon, June 25. The
event is looked forward to with interest, and al-

though it is a simon-pure amateur meeting
1

theless the b themselves and we would
miss it very much were it not to come off as usual

every year.

As the roads become better long tuns an

into favor. Jei lyn, Babylon, and
"tin 1 townshave aln ai 'and a party

ol tlderans will attempt to ride t" Pa

back in fourteen hours, about the end of fune.

The distance is 125 miles with some very poor
stieti lies of road.

The annual parade of Brooklyn wheelmen under

the auspices ol the King'- County Wheelmen will

be held on June -' 3 li ed that there will

be three hundred wheelmen in line. At;

the riders will be entertained by the K. C.

W. at their club rooms in Clymer street.

iklyn has the road-ra r, and has
" i"". Mosl oi thi clubs will hold

road-races th which valuable

award* d. In m
good thing; it stimulates touring and brings many
out on the road, who never do anything in the

line of riding except wheeling around the park.

The L. A. W. party have returned and 1

having a good time. They were very much im-

pressed with the scenery and delighted with the

hospitality of the wheelmen out Wi
The Rich brothers will be heard from again this

year. It was rumored at one time that A. i

had retired from the track " for good," which is

inn -'i. He will not rush into racing as heavily

as la-t year, but nevertheless he will take a good

share of the medals and prizes offered this season.

Schwalbach .\ Willi"

They do considerable in hiring out ma-

chines ami espi cially tandems. Any fine evening

young ladies and their escorts m
ig ride through the park on

Thi- should have the ncreas-

popularit] of tricyc! ladies, and I

believe it has. lor the number of lady rid( 1

increased greatly - in, and it

a matter of time when the timidity of the ladies

appearing on tin 1 "trike "will d

J.
\\
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FROM OUR PARIS CORRESPONDENT.

:
- ,i N commencing my series of letters on

^W///) Continental sport for the season of 1887,

it is with pleasure that I remark the

fact that the winter has been

profitably spent by wheelmen

of all grades in France in ad-

vancing the general interests

of cycling by promoting the

adoption of the military velocipede by the author-

ities. Early in the year important experiments

were conducted at the military school of Joinville-

Ie-Pont in the presence of the Minister of War and

his staff, with results which have led to the forma-

tion of a cycling school in connection with this

establishment. For years Joinyille has turned

out some of the smartest fencers and the most

nimble gymnasts in the French army. For this

reason the selection of this school as the home of

military cycledom is especially satisfactory, and

we may be certain that the experiment will not

fail for want of the right stamp of men. In con-

nection with these arrangements elaborate inquir-

ies were necessary as to the best machine for

adoption. I believe that none but French made

cycles were tried, and although there has been a

considerable flutter amongst our fabricants, I

have it on good authority that the government

will undertake the manufacture of the favored

machine in the military arsenals. The bicyclette

bids fair to bear off the palm; indeed, several of

this build of machine are in regular use by the mes-

sengers attached to the Ministry of War.

While upon this subject I cannot refrain from

reproducing an extract from an article penned by

Jean d'Arieste in the Veloce Sport & I 'eloceman.

Under the title, "The Influence of the Military

Velocipede upon the Progress of Sport," he writes :

"Although the organization of the service of mili-

tary cyclists is not yet complete the experiments

and arrangements in that direction are being ac-

tively pursued. We are already able to see ad-

vantages that have resulted from this great step

in the history of cycling
; at Bordeaux, General

Cornat, the commander of the corps d'armee to

which the cycling detachment was attached last

fall, has accepted the honorary presidency of the

local club, and it was under his patronage and in

his presence that the opening races of this season

were held on the first of May. Another piece of

good news reaches us from Lyons. For years the

clubs have vainly endeavored to secure the use of

the magnificent place Bellecour for race meetings,

but it is only recently that the military authorities

have accorded that permission for the interna-

tional races of the 12th of June."

In Paris, Messrs. Rudge have opened a splendid

establishment in the Rue Fralevy, which I believe

is under the personal direction of Mr. DeCivry
;

near the avenue de la Grande Arnie'e bicycle-let-

ting stores are springing up as thick as pease.

My friend Mr. Treffault, the inventor of the

Sphinx bicyclette, has turned out a tricycle in the

rough fitted with his patent, and promises that I

shall try it for him as soon as he gets it into a shape

that will bear the inspection of the critics who arc-

now to be found in the Bois.

An apple of discord has fallen amongst the

members of the Club dc Cyclists, a jolly little

Parisian touring club, but as the main difficult) ap

pears to be the admission bv the committee of too

many new members, the dispute now threatening

the existence of the club ought not to be difficult

of adjustment. ERNEST W. SMITH.

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

YCLING still holds on to the

even tenor of its way in the

Quaker City, and the one great

feature of its steady growth

and development here, viz.,

healthy progress, is still as

characteristic of it as ever.

If, however, the growth and

success of cycling in Phila-

delphia depended on the mini

ber of wheelmen the city sent to the League meet

at St. Louis, then indeed would the recreation be

in a sad state of anything but healthy activity, for,

as near as I can find out, one wheelman from this

city was the sum total of our delegation to the

League meet of 1887. Mr. Isaac Elwell, president

of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, had the distin-

guished honor of being the Robinson Crusoe dele-

gate, and he had not even a " man Friday "'
to help

him make head against the terrible savages and

"toughs" whom he might strike, or who might

strike him in the wild and uncanny regions of the

Far West. Somehow or other he appears none

the worse for his trip, and certainly he does not

seem to have fallen into the clutches of any of those

friends of "the Owl " who make the Occident a re-

gion of terror to all civilized Americans. St. Louis

seems to have driven one more nail into the coffin

that holds the parade idea. The work of the annual

L. A. W. parade was finished at Washington in

1884, and unless the signs of the times since then

are misleading, the day for the usefulness of wheel-

men parades is past, and all level headed and

sensible cyclers allow that such is the case. But

to return to matters local. The League meet for

18S7 is a thing of the mighty past. That was a fine

resolution the great ones passed at St. Louis

relative to the wounded feelings of certain divisions

of the League. The explanation, apology, amende

honorable, sop, or whatever the individual fancy of

numerous critics has been pleased to call it, was

unnecessary. Every tub stands, or ought to stand,

on its own bottom, and League members were sup-

posed to understand all along, that what this resolu-

tion set forth was true, and this being the case

events past, present, and to come, should have

been allowed to vindicate past actions which so

many did not understand, and no doubt do not

understand, and which were criticised so severely,

and in many cases carelessly. As far as I know
the results of the St. Louis meet have been ac-

cepted here in a kind of let-well-alone spirit. No-

body is hurt or very much exercised by the change

of administration, the idea seeming to be prevalent,

that a change meant a bettering of the existing

state of things. The next thing to interest mem-
bers will be the watching of what the new presi-

dent will do, and the noting as to whether a man
who can boast of some individuality can run the

membership of the L. A. W. by the end of 1S87

up to 15,000.

I see in the last number of the Wheel just to

hand, that " Dixey," whoever he is, is not alto-

gether pleased with the sketch of cycling club life

in Philadelphia which Chris has had the assurance

to undertake to write for the GAZETTE. Well. I

cannot help it if " I )i\cv " says 1 hat said sketch " is

not altogether as fair as some o\ \\^ are accustomed

to expect from the wily Chris." I do not know
who " Dixey " is; but I am sure he will bear with

me for saying that he has shown more unfairness

in his criticising than this same Chris has in

his chronicling. Why he should dub the com-

piler of the, as I have already allowed it to be,

superficial sketch "wily Chris " I don't know and

care less, but it is hardly fair for him to say that

the history " is calculated to give outsiders an

erroneous impression of the feelings in the Phila-

delphia and Germantown clubs in early cycling

days." It is hardly fair for him to twist round

my statement that there was a "healthy rivalry"

between the two clubs, and insinuate that I would

lead outsiders to believe that there was not frater-

nal feelings between the two organizations. And
to prove that " Dixey " was in want of something

to write about, or else that he is a very superficial

reader, or else that he is fond of straining at a

gnat, I will go a little further and prove him to be

inaccurate as well as unfair in his writing, for he

says,
—

" and Chris altogether omits in his chronicle

of the efforts made to get into our Fairmount Park

the two men to whom above all others the most

credit is due,—W. R. Tucker of the Philadelphias,

and Joseph Pennell of the Germantowns. Mention

might also be made of Dilwyn Wistar, the first

treasurer of the League, but Chris seems to have

forgotten him also. Of course it may be that Chris

means to make mention of these parties in a later

paper, but Mr. Hart and Mr. Blair are both given

prominent places in the art gallery."

Now, the reason why I say that " Dixey " is inac-

curate is simply because I have looked over the his-

tory as far as it has gone, and I do find Mr.

W. R. Tucker's name mentioned in connection with

the work of getting Fairmount Park opened, and

I do not find Mr. Blair's name mentioned in that

connection. How does this fit in with " Dixey's "

statement? And then again " Dixey " should not

cavil at Mr. Blair being given some notice in the

article, for was he not one of the most popular of

" Philadelphia's" presidents? As for the rest of

the funny criticism of " Dixey," Joe Pennell and his

work fit in more appropriately to a sketch of the

Germantown Cycling Club. Perhaps Mr. Wistar's

name would also be more happily placed in con-

nection with this same club. So there, now, I hope

"Dixey" will see that in his zeal to help Chris

do the thing up right, he has done a little injustice

to his friend. In connection with this I would say

that if " Dixey " can enlighten me on anything that

will help make the " chronicle " accurate or inter-

esting, I shall feel myself indebted to him, will

acknowledge the obligation, and not give away his

identity. Now is not that fair, Mr. I).?

The Decoration Day trip of the Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club to the Oranges, N. J., was a most

successful affair. About thirty-five members and

friends participated in the two days' run, which may

be counted the most successful and enjoyable one

among the many pleasant runs " Pennsy's " mem-

bers have taken together. In the racing line there

is fair promise for local sport this season. The

racers of last season will nearly all be in harness

this year, and Kolb has already broken a record.

Louis Kolb, inter-collegiate cycling champion for

this year, Whittaker, Keen, Schaeffer, Richwine,

Louis Hill, Bailey, and a number of others will

give Philadelphia a taste of path pleasures during

1887.

The new club-house of the Pennsylvania Club is

nearing completion, and when it is finished will

present a very handsome appearance. The Cen-

turv Wheelmen have grown so rapidly within the

past six months that they have had to clear out of

the Park avenue premises, and they are now domi-

ciled at 1807 North Broad street, where they are
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A. G. SPALDING c? BROS.*

We have decided to discontinue further importation of Bicycles and confine ourselves entirely to a high-grade
wheel of domestic manufacture. Our reason for this is that, being so far removed from the base of supplies, even with
the largest stock and the most careful forethought, we were more or less unable to fill our orders promptly, resulting in

great annoyance both to ourselves and our customers. Furthermore, the very heavy expenses attached to the importation
of wheels leaves far from a reasonable or satisfactory profit; and any change in construction, if ever so slight, requires

such a length of time that the season is practically over before the customer gets the benefit of it. We have explained

thus fully in order that the wheelmen may understand our reasons for this great reduction in the prices of our wheels.

THE SPALDING.
A splendid road wheel; ball-bearings to front and rear wheels, Warwick hollow rims, full inch tire, finished in

enamel and nickel. No better wheel made. We have the following in stock :
—

No.

01

04
°5

010
01

1

Description. Price.

52-inch, nickel-plated $115 00
56-inch, nickel-plated 1 15 00
58-inch, nickel-plated 1 15 00
48-inch, enameled 100 00
50-inch, enameled, 100 00

No,

OI 2 5 2
-'

OI3 54-i

014 54-'

O27 58-1

02.S 60-i

I »< s< i iptioi

mil. enameled $100 00
ncli, enameled, 100 00

nch, enameled 100 00
nch, enameled 100 00
nch, enameled 100 00

A. G. Spalding
108 Madison Street, Chicago.

*
241

Bkos.
Broadway, New York.
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KANGAROO SAFETIES.
This original Safety has held its own against all comers, and to-day is the best known and most popular and

desirable Safety in the market. It has elements of safety and ease of running not yet attained or approached on other

Safeties, and if you try it you will like it. A good hill-climber and an excellent coaster.

No. Description. Old Price. Price Now No Description. Old Price. Price Now.

060 36-inch (geared to 54), enameled, new, .. $130 $100 065 38-inch (geared to 57), enameled, new, .. $130 $100

062 36-inch (geared to 52), enameled, new, . . 130 100 067 38-inch (geared to 57), enameled, new, . . 130 100

°63 35-inch (geared to 52), enameled, new, . . 130 100 069 38-inch (geared to 57), enameled, new, . . 130 roo

HUMBER BICYCLES.
The Humber wheels, both Bicycles and Tricycles, are recognized everywhere as the very highest grade of goods.

They need no extended description. There are but few in this list, and this is a rare chance to get one.

No. Description. i >Id Price. Price Now.

0102 50-inch, enameled, new 3 150 $125

No. Description. Old Price. Price Now,

0104 50-inch, enameled, new, $150 $ I2 5

0103 50-inch, enameled, new, 150 125 I 0105 54-inch, enameled, new, 155 125

HUMBER TANDEMS.
No. Description. Old Price. Price Now. i No Description Old Price. Price Now.

01 10 Entirely new, latest pattern, $260 ' $240
j

01 14 Latest pattern, used once, $260 $225

01 1

1

Entirely new, latest pattern, 260 240 1 0115 Latest pattern, used as sample, 260 225

01 12 Latest pattern, slightly scratched, 260 225 I 57 Entirely new, latest pattern, 260 2 \o

RACERS.
There are many who, for their own pleasure, would occasionally like to "speed themselves" on the track, bu1 the

heavy expense of having to pay a high price for a racing wheel deters many from entering into the sport. Here is a

chance to get a $140 wheel for $90. Woodside's magnificent riding during the last season was done on 1 Spalding

Racer, when he won more first prizes than any other professional rider Any one desiring a fine racing wheel should

get it now.

No Description. List Price. Price Now. No Description. I isl Price Price Now

0201 52-inch, enameled, used once, $140 $ 85 0207 57-inch Humber, new, $ T 5 |i

0202 54-inch, enameled, used once 140 90 0208 55-inch Humber, used once, 145 95

0203 56-inch, enameled, used three times, . . . 145 90 0217 58-inch Humber, new, [50 100

0206 58-inch, enameled, new, 150 100

0204 57-inch, enameled, new, 150 100

02.4 55-inch, enameled, good as new 145 90

58 54-inch Spalding, ridden twenty miles, . 140 85

59 56-inch Spalding, ridden fifty miles, . . . 140 80

A. G. Spalding ¥ Bros.
108 Madison Street, Chicago. 241 Broadway, New York.
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Uniform Department
We are now making a specialty of Bicycle Uniforms, and have :mployed in our New York and Chicago houses

experienced tailors thoroughly acquainted with the work. We are espe< i illy well prepared to furnish i Omplete outfits,

—

coats, pants, caps, shirts, stockings, shoes, etc.

BICYCLE COAT,

$9.50.

W

BICYCLE STOCKINGS,

$1.50.

BICYCLE PANTS,

$6.00.

BICYCLE CAP,

$1.50.

KANGAROO-SKIN BICYCLE SHOE, FLANNEL TOURING CAP,

$5.00. $1.00.

Mailed post-paid on receipt of price. Scud for measurement blanks

A. G. Spalding <& Bros.
108 Madison Street, Chicago. 241 Broadway, New York.
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Bicycle Sundries.

THE NEW MCDONNELL CYCLOMETER,

$5.00.

THE CONKLING COMBINATION LOCK, THE SPALDING LAMP,

$1.25. Japanned, $3.50. Nickeled, $4.50.

The New Spalding Luggage Carrier, can be attached or detached in five seconds. Price $i cc

THE NEW

Premier

Cow- Hern Handie-Bars.

Tangent Spokes.

Finished in Enamel and

Nickel.

YOUTHS'

Bicycle

Suspension Saddle.

We warrant every Bicycle

to be free from imper-

fections and flaws

of all kinds.

Length of Leg, Inside Measure Price Standard Finish
Diameter <>f trout Wheel. to Sole of Eoot. pe r Specification.

34 inches. 24 inches. $30 OO

38 inches. 27 inches. 35 °°
42 inches. 29 inches. 40 00

44 inches. 30 inches. 45 °°
46 inches. 31 inches. 50 00
48 inches. 32 inches. 55 °°

5° inches. 33 inches. 60 00

Price, all parts Nickeled
except Wheels.

$34 00

39 °°

44 00

49 00

54 00

59 °°

64 00

Price, Full Nickeled,
including Wheels. Weight.

$38 00 26 pounds

43 °° 31 pounds
48 00 34 pounds

53 00 35 h pounds
58 00 37 pounds
63 00 42 pounds
68 00 43^ pounds

A. G. Spalding ^ Bros.
108 Madison Street, Chicago. 241 Broadway, New York.
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always glad to see their friends. Their annual ban-

quet which came off last month was the biggest

thing of the kind ever given in Philadelphia.

About one hundred members and friends sat down

and the eating and oratory were first class.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club gave a run last

Saturday week which was participated in by over

twenty members. There were seven tandems in

the party. This club takes in lady members now,

and rinds the scheme works well. Its late captain,

Mr. Harold Lewis, and wife, left for a tandem trip

through a portion of Europe a few days ago.

Chris.
Philadelphia, May 31, 1887.

For the Wheelmen's Gazette.

ADVENTURES OF US FOUR, ON BI'S.

Have you ever heard of Herkimer, X. Y. ? No?

Well, on this historic spot General Dayton once

won renown among the bullet battered walls oi

the fort which now bears his name. Fort Dayton

was the primeval name of the place, and a promi-

nent part it played in Revolutionary times. When
General Herkimer laid down his life on the bloody

battlefield of Oriskany, his name was given to

this honored town, and under that insignia it has

since come down to posterity. As the scene of

the recent notorious Druse tragedy its name has

also been heralded far and near in the columns of

the national press, and few there are who have nut

heard of Herkimer, X. Y. In addition to all these

famous possessions, it is the center of as fine a

line of bicyclists as can be scared up in any town

of its size in the country, and of these latter hereby

hangs a tale.

On Sunday morning, May 15th, four wheelmen

of the Fort Dayton Club might have been seen

sailing out of town for Richfield Springs, the

famous central New York summer resort. The

party consisted of J. E. Searles, Ch.is. Stacy. Ed.

Walrath, and myself, commonly known as Jim,

Mose, Ned, and—well they dubbed me most any-

thing. Jim rode a Champion. Ned had a Standard,

I pushed an Expert, and Mose possessed a curios-

ity in the shape of an English machine of ancient

elate. It was numbered 59, and evidently was

born in the time of Richard III.

Leaving Herkimer, we passed through Mohawk
and reached Ilion, three miles away, in about fifteen

minutes. Here the road takes a circuitous, pict-

uresque path up through the winding avenues of

a wood crested, rocky, romantic gulf. On one-

side, dashing from crag to crag in a constantly

lashed fury, rushes on a rugged mountain torrent,

while on the other rises for perhaps a hundred

feet the perpendicular side of the gulf. Through

the mass of foliage above Old Sol seldom pene-

trates, consequently no more delightful, enchanting

ride can be conceived. Despite the gradually ris-

ing grade, we pulled up at Columbian Springs, three

miles from Ilion, at 7.30, having been about one

hour on the road. We were now sixteen miles

from Richfield, and counted upon making the dis-

tance by nine o'clock. After regaling ourselves

with as fine a potion of sulphur decoction as any-

where abounds, we sprang into the saddle, and

once more began the toilsome ascent.

Mose, with his wonderful antiquated machine of

feather-weight proportions, took the lead and was

soon out of sight. With an admonition to notify

inquisitive Richfielders of our approach, Mose dis-

appeared around a bend with something like this:

—

"T-t-this is a d-d-d-andy machine— it r-ru-runs

like a-a-a f-feathcr." Yes, with all Mose's natural

accomplishments, for he is an artist oi acknowl-

edged skill, he had .1 very bad lisp. Something

like half an hour glided silently by, together with

diver-- rocks, tree trunks, landmarks, et< . when all

at once we espied Mose sitting on a rock. He-

w-as the picture of despair. Hopeless despond

ency was delineated in every curve and feature

of that classic moulded face. Longingly, sorrow

fully, he was looking at a pile of stones in the

10. 11I, .md following the line oi gaze, we were not

long in divining the cause of our unhappy friend's

mournful aspect. There, intermingled with dirt

and stones in one confused mass, lay his splendid

machine, a hopeless wreck of buckled, bent, and

mud bedraggled steel.

"I got in a r-r-rut, and t-t-took a t-t-t-terrib-b-ble

header. Can you h-fi-fix it ?
"

These were the first words which awakened flu

death-like stillness of that calm sequestered -

With one accord we dismounted .md S 1 had the

disjointed wheel in shape. Three spokes were

collapsed in the transaction, and the wheel pre-

sented a sorry appearance. Mose resolved to do

or die, however, and once more we set out for

Richfield. It was now nearly cS.30, and we had

accomplished no time to speak of. We, however,

generously allowed ten o'clock as the probable

hour of entering the sulphur city, and so quieted

our consciences With some parting admonitions

to the unlucky Mose that he should not attempt to

ride any more stone piles, we relapsed into silence

and the weary task of pushing a cycle up a twenty-

nine foot grade to the mile.

We had got within a mile of Cedarville, eleven

miles from home, when suddenly, from the rear,

e.one the unmistakable sign of distress. Hastil)

jumping off, Jim, Ned, and I ran back, and, not-

withstanding the solemn aspect which nut OUI

vision, all with one accord burst into a laugh

which startled half a dozen boozy owls from their

silent perch, and evoked from Mose, the unhappy

son of misfortune, a tirade of uncomplimentary

words upon us, the machine, road, and all com-

bined.

" I w-wouldn't give th-th-thrce cents f-for all the

b-b-bicycles in [Jtica. These s-s-st-stinkin' roads

ought to b-b-be shot. W-w h-whv don't von h-h-hc-

help a feller ?
" Poor Mose, there he lay, sprawled

out to the four corners of the globe. Eyes, mouth,

pockets, and ears full of dirt and sand, hat banged

in, and a general knocked-out-in-three-minutes look

upon his dejected countenance. The festive wheel

which was the cause of all his troubles was doing

its best to hold him down, and it looked as if the

operation was successful.

Poor Mose deserved and had our pin. So did

his wheel. It required considerable effort to get

it back to the normal shape, but at List with a /ip

back it flew ; anil, barring the loss of three spok( -.

was a- good .is new. 1 n fifteen minutes we reached

Cedarville, and repaired to a blacksmith shop for

succor. The smithy looked mighty knowing,

and he tackled the wheel as if he had dined on

cycles and slept on steel all his life. After a light

lunch and some " sandy gaff," as Jim called it. we

proceeded to Richfield. It was now 10.30, and we

had counted on eating dinnei at the Springs. If

nothing happened we could be there by one

o'clock. About half a mile out ol Cedarville we

reached a slight hill and essayed to coast. Mosi

could not check his wheel as he had no brake.

We were going at a terrific gail. Ned in the lead,

Mose next, I following, and Jim in the rear. All

at once Mose struck a stone, and he thought he

11 a snake. The wa\ ih.it wheel buckled was

Ition. It doubled right up like a boy outside

oi .1 gi ei 11 apj I-
. and no formalities allow

Mose immediately made a tremendous courti

and lav humbled in tin dust like a devout Mo-

hammedan—less time than it takes to tell it. With

acrash I banged into the wreck, .md from there

into the bushes, which saved me from injury.

Mose was not so fortunate, howi ver. His wheel

was the most unlui l%\ oi all,—six spokes out, and

handle-bar broken off short at the head. With

more prudence than patience we sought that Cedar-

ville smithy for repairs. It took just two hours to

put in a new bar and "set" the

quently we would be in Richfield by 2 v. m., we

irgued, b) making tremendous tracks meanwhile.

Well, we would, had not fate intended OtherVi

Not more than two miles were passed over when

that old machine of Mose hail another fit. It

-pi'. id itself all over the road, and it took us

fifteen minutes to find all the parts. Spol

pieces, and handle bars were lying around in

D mi usion.

"That s-s-settles it. You d-d-d-don't catch me
riding th-th-that ma-machine again," said Mose as

he sat on a near-bj rock and gazed awe -truck and

dejectedly at the remnants of his bike.

We couldn't get to Richfield, that was certain,

50 we resolved to pull on to West Winfield, seven

miles away, and for that place we started. Mose

resolved to walk, and he walked. We all reached

Winfield in as good shape .is possible, and had

dinner at 2.30 P. M. From here Mosi chartered a

hack, and shipping his machine by express to

(Jtica, went back to Herkimer in style. Ned and

Jim wheeled back, while I kept on to Richfield

Springs, which I reached at 6.30, and Schuyler

Lake at 7 o'clock, having made thirty-eight miles

in the day. Next morning at 8 o'clock I set out

toi Oneonta, thirt) miles south. The roads are

simply great, and I went seventeen miles without

a compulsory dismount This brought me to Mil-

burn, a busy little town on the Albany and Sus

quehanna branch of the D. & II. road. Leaving

Milburn I pedaled out in fine spirits, and had gone

iboul a mile when I came to cross-roads and

tackled a native for the right way.
'• \\ here does this road lead to?" pointing out

the one I was on.

-• Will, to ( tneonta, it you ki eps on it."

• Where does that one go ?

"

"
( hiconta, toi 1

"

" Win re does t'othl

" You follow that and it will take vou to One-

onta."

" Saj . w hen is < >ih . int.i, an) w

"It lays in thai direction, and is about twenty

mik-s away."

"All right lye," and examining my cyclom-

eter, I skipped along. About one and one-half

miles farther I met another granger, and asked

him how- far it was to Oneonta.
"

I • .ill it twenty miles ; why ?
"

"Oh, nothin'j I thought it tin roads kept good

I could get there b\
I k."

• V 1

' say, how u
"

—

l!ut I didn't wait for more. I le tracks

.mil some three miles behind, when I came across

an old fellow sowing plaster.

•-
I low far i- it to ( ln< onl

" Wall, 1 l to twenty mill

road."
•

I h. what you givin'
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"Yes, it's twenty-two mile sure. I knowed it

'cause I measured it." Talk about your magni -

icent distances. The longitudinal highways of

that little place down South known as Washington

can't hold a feather to the distances I struck in

Otsego county. I had beguu to lose faith in the

veracity of Otsegoans, and they were evidently

quaffing from the overflowing bowl of chaff at my
expense. Thereafter I paid no attention to native

stock and information, but stuck to my cyclom-

eter and Expert, and we all pulled into Oneonta at

12 20. Good fortune took me to the Central

Hotel, and I ate a dinner fit for gods. Oneonta

is a town of some 6,000 souls; has a daily and

Lour weekly papers, the I>. & H. car shops, and a

host of pretty girls. I tarried there till 4 P. M.,

and set out for home. Going by way of Coopers-

town, I arrived at Schuyler Lake at 9.15 p. m.,

having covered thirty-two miles in the day. At

8.30 A. M , Tuesday morning, I left the lake and

reached Herkimer at 12 30 A. M., coming through

Richfield and Cedarville, and registering twenty-

nine miles. G. W. N., Jr.

Herkimer, May 19.

[Continued.]

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CYCLING
CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA.

BY CHRIS WHEELER.

During 18S4 and 1885 the Philadelphia Bicycle

Club maintained almost the one standing; it did not

grow at a very rapid rate, and occupied as it al-

ways did, and does still, an eminently conservative

position in the wheel world of the Quaker City.

The club headquarters continued at St. George's

Hall on Thirteenth street, but during 1885-6 an

annex room was procured in the Park Kink, West
Philadelphia, and also machine space was rented in

the same building. The Park Rink being situated

on the verge of Fairmount Park, and almost at the

commencement of the celebrated Lancaster turn-

pike, offered many facilities for riding not to be

found at the down town regular quarters of the

club, and it was doubtless the experience gained

at the Park Rink, of how handy it was to have a

rendezvous contiguous to "old Fairmount," that

helped the club to decide upon building the splen-

did club-house which it now owns, and which is

situated on the immediate confines of Philadelphia's

magnificent public demesne.

Mr. Henry C. Blair retired from the president's

chair in 1884, and his place was filled by Mr.

George E. Bartol than whom the club has had no

more popular or successful presiding officer. The
year 1SS5 was an uneventful one taken as a whole,

with one exception. Toward the close of the year

several members made a decided and a successful

effort to have the organization incorporated. Sev-

eral times a move had been made towards having

this done, but each time the project was ventilated

by some means or other, action was put off.

Rut in November, 1885, the interest in the scheme
seemed to take a decided jump, owing perhaps to

the agitation respecting the building of a club-house,

and by the exertions of several of the active mem-
bers the Philadelphia Hicycle Club became a cor-

porate body, and thus found itself in a position to

build a house of its own, or do many other things

which before it could not have attempted. Per-

haps, too, the example of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club had something to do with deciding the mem-
bers of "Philadelphia" to incorporate their club.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, though a younger

organization, had become incorporated, and " Phil-

adelphia " no doubt saw the benefit which it could

receive by following in the footsteps of its sister

organization. So the end of 1885 saw Philadel-

phia's premier cycling association a corporate body,

and the beginning of 1886 saw the first steps taken

towards arranging for the building of a club-

house. Of course the inception of such plans in

such organizations is always attended with more

or less commotion, and in the membership of

" Philadelphia " there were to be found, of course,

the conventional kickers against anything that

savored of progress. These opponents of ad-

Geokge E. Bartol.

vanced ideas, so to speak, might not in themselves

have possessed the elements of much strength, but

as is also generally the case, they had along with

them several good solid hard-headed men who, un-

willing to take risks, were content to see things

remain in statu quo and follow out the teachings

which would " let well alone." No one would

venture to deny the value of Mr. W. R. Tucker as

a member, his worth had been proven in many
places and under many circumstances, whether it

was in representing the club at wheel gatherings,

or in contending for cycling rights before munici-

pal and other functionaries, and when he and

other men like him seemed doubtful as to the ad-

visability of the club biting off perhaps more than it

could chew in the matter of erecting a club-house,

why, timid members felt rather undecided about

embarking in a scheme which might be bounded

by the comprehensive little word "bust." But if

conservative Tucker stuck out for being on the

safe side, irrepressible Harold Lewis battled for a

liberal policy, which while shouldering some risk

would bring large returns, and from the mixing and

mingling, and rubbing and chafing of opposite

ideas, hopes, and fears, was evolved the plan,

whereby on stock issued, under the control and

guidance of a body of directors chosen from the

staunchest of the membership, the handsome edi-

fice on the corner of Twenty-filth and Perot streets

was reared during 1886 to the honor and credit of

the Philadelphia Bicycle Club and of cycling

in the Quaker City. With the work of pushing

the project for a club-house to a successful con-

clusion the name of Mr. Harold Lewis, who was

for a long time captain of the club, will be always

connected. The completion of the club-house in

1886 brings us almost up to date with the history

of " Philadelphia." The first cycling club to be

organized in flic " City of Penn," it was the first

club to undertake the task of showing its sister

local cycling organizations how a club-house might

be built, and within a few months of the assured

success of its undertaking, the best tribute that

could be paid to the wisdom of its action was of-

fered by the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club following

the example so well set by its older sister, and

starting in to erect another handsome cyclers'

home in the great " City of Homes."

Comfort and a certain amount of style are the

characteristics of the club-house of " Philadelphia."

The edifice stands on a corner lot, and it has a

length of 85 feet and a breadth of 26. The mate-

rials used in the construction as appearing to the

eye are red brick and brown stone, and the struct-

ure presents a solid, comfortable and, as compared

with surrounding buildings, an imposing appear-

ance. The interior arrangements are simple in

the extreme. The basement serves for a machine

room and is entered directly from the foot pave-

ment. The second story, the door of which is

reached by a flight of steps, is devoted to the

meeting room, at the end of which is plated the

ladies' dressing room. The third story is given

up to closet room and dressing rooms, while the

fourth floor is used altogether as a gymnasium.

The principle of the house is just this : one large

room for wheel room, one large room over this

lor meeting room, one large room over this for

dressing room, and the topmost room for gymna-

sium. The size of these rooms may be judged

from that of the entire building. One ladies'

dressing room and three small rooms for use of

janitor, taken off the end of the building, leave

the four magnificent apartments which are used

by the club. The building of this house gave

an immense boom to the membership, which has

of late run up from about fifty to nearly one

hundred. There are active and associate mem-
bers, and by a recent decision ladies are eligi-

ble for membership. Up to the present time eight

lady members have been elected, and the experi-

ment of having members of the fair sex in the or-

ganization has resulted much to its benefit as well

as helped the general social atmosphere among

members.
f To be continued

]

LITTLE DUDE, BIG BICYCLE.

Now vas der merry mont* of May,

Ven all der bull -frogs sing so gay,

Und Vinter's cold vas shased avay

Und melted vas der icicle.

Now comes der leedle dandy dood,

Reshplendent in his nobby suit,

Und mit his mustache curled so cute,

A-riding on his bicycle.

Und in her " bloomer " by his side

Der shweet doodine does swiftly glide,

A-vishing do she vas his bride,

Oopon a brand-new tricycle.

Und he vish too dot very same;

So riding oop to her he came

Und tried a radher risky game

—

To kiss her on dot tricycle.

Voust den von leetle shtone he shtruck,

Und mit his vheel von heddar took,

I 'ml pliclu'd lu'.ul first, gonfound der luck !

Oopon her mid his bicycle.

Dot settled him youst like a book :

Der doodine -wick dot fresh dood shook,

Und gave him youst von icy look

Dot freeze him like an icicle.

—Boston Globe.
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Dews Pofccs.

At 5.15 P. M.

Of Tuesday, May the 24th, 1887,

Karl Kron's 908th and latest page

Plunged into the electrotyper's copper-bath,

\nl all the devils of the Springfield Printing

Company danced with joy to know thai " X. M.

Miles" had really reached the finish in less than

the predicted limit of " ten thousand years "I

The old timers were missed at the Leaguemeet.

No handsomer wheel has ever appeared than

the New Mail.

The St. Louis meet had no charms for our ex-

president, Dr. Beckwith.

Foster of Baltimore still wears a League pin

and swears by the League.

Rev. Sylvanus Stall has postponed his projected

European cycle tour until 1888.

E. F. I.andy will represent Vale College on a

53-inch Rudge racer during '87.

Woodside rode 20 miles 202 yards within the

hour, April 16, at Ball's Bridge.

T. S. Miller is out with a third edition of " Bicy-

cle Tactics," it also contains the bugle calls.

The first day of the League meet was the 44th

anniversary of the birth of Col. A. A. Pope.

One of the most noted divines in Buffalo, N. V.,

uses a Rudge bicyclette in his pastoral duties.

Balbo, the noted Cuban pool player, has become

interested in bicycling, and has purchased a wheel.

F. F. Ives has retired from the track and may
be seen at work daily in the shop. We shall miss

him.

Rowe is riding faster than ever this year and is

willing to meet the champion Howell on most any

terms.

There is a first time for everything and ours

came when we did not attend the St. Louis League

meeting.

The New Mail has an unprecedented rush of

orders, selling very largely through the West
especially.

Neilson is home again, and is receiving the

congratulations of his friends upon his success at

Clarksville.

Baltimore is no place to hold a League meeting

unless we leave our wheels at home. In that case

it is all right.

Arthur Munson, of Stamford, Ct., will tour

this summer through England on his well-known

Facile bicycle.

We called on George Dakin when in Buffalo and

was glad to find him as well as ever and suffering

no ill effects from his bad fall.

The Star Bicycle Club, of Detroit, has issued a

neat circular to wheelmen, extending a cordial

welcome to visit them when in the city.

At New Orleans, May 16, Prince Wells estab-

lished a unicycle record for ten miles. He ac-

complished the distance in ih. 24m. ;8^S.

Martha's Vineyard residents have appropriated

S500 for the entertainment of the Massachusetts

division L. A. W , who will meet there in August.

A 52-inch Victor Light roadster, 'S7 pattern, No.

5058, handle-bar slightly bent, was stolen from

George W. Brett, at Lynn track on Decoration

dav.

At the Spring races of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, held at Lynn, May I, '87, C.

II. Warner of 'So, won all three bicyi le races on a

57-inch Rudge racer.

The Citizens Bicycle Club, of New Vork, has a

Rudge Crescent Tandem which is lei to different

members at a nominal charge per day. So far it

has been a verj good investment.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Lewis, of the Philadi I

phia Bicycle Club, sailed on Tuesday last for

Europe, and will make an extended tour through

England and France on a tandem.

The annual meeting of the Vermont Division

1.. A. W. will be held at Montpelier, June 17. The

programme will include a hill-climbing contest, a

ride to Barre, a road race, parade, and banquet.

The Michigan division I.. A. \V. has issued .1

road book which is sent to all the division mem-

bers free; to members of other divisions Si.oo, and

none will be sold to others than League members.

Karl Kron has followed the long list of cycling

quill-drivers and has got a type-writer, with which

he will endeavor to sell his thirty thousand books,

and from past experience, we have every reason to

believe he will succeed.

Capt. Thomas Lakey, of the Providence, R. I..

Bicycle Club, has succeeded in climbing Colli

hill, which is to Providence what Corey hill is to

Boston. He was accompanied by F. I!. Brigham,

of the North Attleboro Club.

When it conies to two soldiers on a tandem, the

rear rider doing the steering and the man in front

holding a rifle for any emergency, we have the "Id

chariot warrior and his charioteer with all the

nineteenth century improvements.

f. E. Pratt of Flint, Mich., is now on his way

East a-wheel, going by w.i\ ol Detroit, through

Canada to Buffalo, thence to Albany, and down

the Hudson to New Vork. and on to Philadelphia,

from whence he will take the train home.

Wanted, thirty thousand wheelmen to send two

dollars to Karl Kron, and in return receive a copy of

" X. M. Miles on a Bicycle." The sooner sent the

better, for it is an assured fact that the energetic

K. K will have the required number before he-

dies.

Eastern wheelmen in want of second-hand

wheels cannot do bitter than write A.W.Gump
for list No. 48. Western wheelmen all know who

keeps the largest line of wheels, both new and old.

Hence the prosperity of A. W. Gump, of Dayton,

Ohio.

Julesburg, Colorado, is experiencing a cycling

boom. Already this season, a large numbei "t

new machines have appeared on the Streets, and

a larger number will be bought by her youn

as the season advances. The bicycle craze is

there to Stay.

No bicycle has ever had such an advance sale

as the Springfield Roadster. We have not

it .1^ \ >-t, but hope to do so soon. If its merits are

half what ate claimed, it is the coming wheel.

Ih. \ are now being delivered at the rate of three

hundred per week.

T. A. Smily, the cycling instructor, gave points

to several hundred persons las) season, including

W. II. ( iillette, represi ntativi - oi New Vork Her-

ald, Mail & I Tribune, Commercial

User, etc. He was successful in making good rid-

ers of a larger number than in any other season

for the last twelve years.

Mayoi Hewitt, of New Vork, wrote t<> Gov.

Hill asking him to veto the bi! wheelmen

the right to rid itral Park

at all hours. I In argument he advances is the

old one of making the driveways dangerous foi

the usi oi 1 riages.

Another in ind makei

of "the first bicycle," has
1 Biggles-

wade, England. Ili^ name is Maurice Phillips,

and his experii tiled in the Cycling

Journal, May 20. Mr. Phillips made a form "l

bone-shaker in 1865

The Sporting and Theatrical Journal

"Si s interesting changes in cycling legislation

may come with the new administration. Themen
who worked so hard t"i Kirkpatrick had an axe to

grind, and will commenc rid it shortly.

Keep your eyes on tin amateui rule."

A. I'. Engleheart broke several safety records .it

Coventry, \l.i\ 24, making best times from
5^

to miles. Times as follows : 5J miles, 15m. 31 2-5S.;

-i\, 17111. 46 2-5S. ; seven. 20m. 49 3-5S. ; eight, 23111.

|i>-.
; nine, 26m. 43s. ; 1011,29111. 34 3-5S. Allard,

Buckingham, and Oxborro he pace makers.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club will occupv

its present quarters until June 30. In response

to 1 Ik- circulars sent out by the secretary, sixteen

agreed to paj tin- assessment of S50 for a yeai

.mil twenty-lour agreed to remain if the club w< nl

into smaller quarters. The club will disband

July ..

"There is no use talking." savs the Bicycle

World, " there will be an aching void, caused by

the Springfield* lub nut having a race meeting

this year. Perhaps the deai public will appret iate

the loss, and clamor for a tournami nl in so loud

a voice nexl season, as to en. outage the club In

try again."

Tin Kings Count) Wheelmen won the 20-mile

1 .i tin New \ ork and New Jerse; I mi 1

Rao Association on Decoration day, scoring 77

points to 70 for the llderans, («) for the Elizabeths,

65 for the Hudson County men. Stenken of the

Hudson County Club led throughout, winning in

ill. 13111. 46s.

Fred Wood won the bicycle championship of

Australia at both one and thin miles on the Mel-

bourne < rickel 'lub grounds Apiil 9. lie took

the mile race in 2111. I5*s., with G. \Y\ hurd second

S. Clarke third. The three-mile event was

won in 10m. ios., S. Clarke getting second place

and Wyburd third.

"The km. breeches boom in 1 hicago has burst.

rhi 1
n had the 1 1 'ill they didn't

have the legs."

—

Call. "The Philadelphia boys

. but they lack the courage."

—

Ex.

If Philadelphia and Chicago will waive the

tse in relation to competitoi - being " bo) s," I'll

back Y.i- - to fill tin

of the " boom."

—

The price of the New York road-book will be

-1 50 to 1 He members in states other than

\ w York. The book is well worth this amount,

and is simply invaluable; all wheelmen east ol

Chicago should have one. Beyond themen
of the valui Ol the book, wheelmen will be helping

the New York division to pay for it- production.

Address, A B. Barkman, 60.S Fourth avenue.

lyn, X. Y.

The bo-ton Herald takes this view of the

I . .i 11 in relation to racing: " The ac-

tion of the League in regard to racing is sin
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ridiculous in the extreme. A body that cannot

legislate better than this organization had better

let the whole matter of racing alone. To take no

notice of an amateur's riding on the road, and to

stigmatize him when he rides on the track against

a professional, is very funny."

According to the Australian Cycling News there

seems to be trouble brewing between the Victorian

and Xew South Wales Unions anent the Dwyer

business. It appears that before he competed

against Wood, the Victorian champion joined the

New South Wales Union, and as the race was

sanctioned by that body, he contends that both

himself and C. W. Bennett, who made the pace

for him, have been suspended illegally.

The first volume of Thomas Stevens's "Around
the World on a Bicycle, from San Francisco to

Teheran," is dedicated to Colonel Pope in these

appropriate words: "To Colonel Albert A. Pope

of Boston, Mass., whose liberal spirit of enterprise

and generous confidence in the integrity and ability

of the author made the tour around the world on

a bicycle possible, by unstinted financial patron-

age, is this volume respectfully dedicated."

There is nothing new under the sun ! In the

city archives of Nuremberg is kept a velocipede

of the year 1683, and in an old book, dated 1703,

entitled "Historical Accounts of the Nuremberg
Mathematical Artists," occurs the following pas-

sage: "Stephen Farflers, of Altdorf, went to

work and constructed a little wagon on three

wheels, in which, by means of an artistic arrange-

ment, he managed to drive to church without any

assistance." Hence the tricycle is onlv the revival

of an old invention.

Singer's Victoria six-in-hand created a sensation

at St. Louis. It was ridden by scores of people in

and about St. Louis, and on the steamboat there

was a track which afforded good riding, and gave

many people a chance to try it. Again at Clarks-

ville it was in use on the belt road, and carried

many riders over the course. No better machine

for a club can be found. It runs easily, and six-

riders can get a great deal of speed out of it. W.
B. Everett was in charge of the machine, and

placed it at the disposal of all who wished to

try it.

"The members of the racing board," says the

Bicycling World, " may all wear diamonds and

possess other precious stones of great value, but

that jewel known as ' Consistency ' evidently is

not numbered among the specimens. The posi-

tion taken by the board that an amateur may race

a professional on the road and retain his status,

so far as they are concerned, but cannot compete
with a fellow of the ostracized class without be-

coming a pro. on the path, is a ruling that ' Solo-

mon in all his glory ' could never have evolved.

This is proving, with a vengeance, that there is a

vast difference between ' tweedle-dee and tweedle-

dum,' and that black becomes undoubtedly white

under certain circumstances."

Mr. 1 lowland, in the Scientific American, claims

that the tricycle is mechanically adapted to afford

the best possible exercise at the smallest expense
of fatigue and nervous energy. The whole body
is thoroughly exercised, and yet so perfectly

adapted to human needs is this exercise, that the

fatigue of a ten mile ride is less than is experi-

enced in walking one-tenth of the distance. The
practicability of the tricycle as a vehicle for the

daily use of women is, in Mr. Howland's opinion,

undoubted. He saj -
:

" There is scarcely a large

town in the land where there are not some ladies

who use the tricycle as others do their horse and

carriage. It is always ready at the door for an

errand to the market, a call on a friend, a spin for

pleasure, or a journey to the next town."

An interesting match between three bicycles and

a Russian trotter took place on Monday at the

international bicycle races at the old exhibition

building in the Prater at Vienna. The prize was

2,000 francs, and the distance 10,000 meters, be-

ing forty times round the course. H. O. Duncan
(London), M. Jules Dubois (Paris), and M. Paul

Medinger (Bordeaux), on bicycles, against the

Russian trotter, a handsome gray, belonging to

Herr Stefan Tupan, of Vienna. After the second

round the bicyclists took the lead, and finally,

after a nineteen minutes' race, the horse was easily

beaten, the result being a dead-heat between the

two Frenchmen. The second race, in which the

three competitors ran again, was won by Duncan,

who covered a distance of 1,000 meters in im. 52s.

X. C. Fowler, the well-known advertising agent

of the Pope Manufacturing Company of Boston,

for ingenious advertising devices ranks with the

best. Not content with publishing a fine litho-

graph of bicycular design, suitable to display in

door, window, or office announcing that " this

store closes on Saturday at " (the hour de-

sired is provided for by variously numbered stick-

ers), his latest scheme is the issuing of card count-

ers, which of course contain a recommendation of

Columbia bicycles (in this instance by Thomas
Stevens), but which, nevertheless, will prove con-

venient for whist, euchre, or any other card play-

ers who wish to keep track of the game. The

requisite amount of postage stamps will insure

the gift of either of the above conveniences to

any person who makes application for them.

The 57th and final "form " of the great Ameri-

can road-book was printed May 25 (which is an-

nounced as the historic "date of publication," at

the top of monster placards posted at all the

cross-roads) ; and the first fifty copies were bound

by Saturday night; but, as two holidays followed,

they were not taken from the binder's press until

Tuesday, the 31st. At noon of that day, the

" author, publisher, proprietor, and advertiser

"

of the enterprise presented the very earliest com-

plete copy to the editor of the Gazette. " This

is a proper and pleasant act," he said, "and is

easy enough. But what I now most want to know

is the name of the man who is destined to have

the 30,000th book. You'd better offer another

'bicycle-rifle prize' for the guess which comes

nearest to the year of my capturing this man,

—

whether it be ' 1891 ' or ' 1917.'
"

" Five davs to labor, one day for recreation, one

day for God," is an ancient Scottish maxim. The

modern business world is hardly ready to accept

the full measure of this saying, but it began long

ago to split the difference, until to-day the greater

part of business stands still from about Saturday

noon until Monday morning, and the professional,

business, and working man or woman enjoys a

week day half-holiday. That the privilege of

weekly opportunity for recreation with friend and

family, during at least a quarter of the year, is a

benefit to every working man or woman, has

passed from a question to an axiom, and trade, in

losing a few hours, gains the strengthened, vigor-

ous work of its workers, who, after relaxation, are

able to give more and better results With this

end in view, the Pope Manufacturing Company, of

Boston, Mass., maker of Columbia bicvcles and
tricycles, has published a beautiful lithograph of

unique and artistic design, suitable to display in

door, window, or office, announcing that this store

closes on Saturday at such an hour. By an ar-

rangement of stickers, any hour can be given.

The company will send, free, upon receipt of two-

cent stamp to pay postage, one of these cards,

securely packed, to any one who desires to dis-

play it for the purpose named.

WILMINGTON (DEL.) NOTES.

Hot weather is now upon us, and jerseys and

thin suits are in order with those that possess

them; a great advantage of this season of year is,

that we now have longer days, and those who are so

inclined can ride as early as 4 A. M., or as late as

S.30 l'. M., and have daylight; there are not a few

of the members of our club whose business hours

are from 7 to 6, hence we readily take advantage

of the time in the early morning and evening.

B. Frank McDaniel, of the Wilmington Wheel
Club, heads the list as regards mileage, with twelve

hundred miles to his credit, from the first of

the year to date. Mr. McDaniel has also the

honor of having made the first century run in

Delaware. This would seem almost incredible,

as none of our roads are what might be termed

excellent. He selected May 15 as his day, and

made the trip from here to Dover and return,

ninety-five miles, which with eight miles about

Dover, and the Causeway, near Wilmington, makes
one hundred and three miles. The following ac-

count is clipped from Every Evening, of this place,

descriptive of the trip :

—

" B. Frank McDaniel, of the Wilmington Wheel-
men's Club, made the unprecedented run, as regards

Delaware, of one hundred miles. He started at

6.30 o'clock yesterday morning, wheeled to Dover
and got back, reaching Market street bridge at S

P. M., showing an actual run of one hundred miles in

11 hours and 50 minutes, including all rests on the

way but two hours at Dover.

"The road from here to Middletownis reported

good. That from Middletown to Dover is poor,

with sandy patches that make uncomfortable riding.

There is a five mile stretch, however, just outside

Dover, of good gravel-bed road, making an excel-

lent pike, where Mr. McDaniel took the middle of

the road and ' went along whizzing.' The cyclist

was somewhat tired at the end of the journey. He
used a new machine for the first time, the ' New-

Rapid,' which was never tried before on a long

run. Mr. McDaniel thinks he could not have ac-

complished the journey so easily on the machine

he had used hitherto.

"'How about spills!' he was asked. 'Oh, I

had only two regular " headers," that was between

Doverand Middletown, where I got caught in some

sandy ruts. But I was not hurt at all.'

"Just outside Dover a large farm dog followed

the bicyclist for one and a half miles, barking and

making ferocious attempts to pull the cvclist down.

This accounted for the quick spin made on the

last five miles going into the capital.

"Following is the road record of yesterday

:

Started at Market street bridge at 6.10 A. M. ;

Kirkwood 7.40, sixteen miles ; reached Middletown

8.20, completing twenty-five miles. After resting

ten minutes the journey was resumed, when Dover

wis icached at 11.30 a. m. After two hours' rest

at the Bayard House the return journey was com-

menced. At Smyrna there was a rest of ten min-

utes. Middletown was reached at 4.45 p. m. After
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and

Bicycles and [Yicydes sold on easy payments, uuh no i \ti.i clin;..' except foi i -i

Second-Hand Wheels bought foe cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and

nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLO, AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our iai mal 01

prospeftivi wheelman D i
,

i Pi I tid-Ha 1 Bii

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

*IMPORTANT TO BICYCLERS !
*»

INJURIES EBCBIY1 IN TRAVEL, ¥0RK, OR SPORT, ALE AROUND THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

OF

HARTFORD, THE TRAVELERS
OF

HARTFORD,

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such

an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

TISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! * INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE. -®a
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000. Surplus, $2,129,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
Jambs G. Batterson, President Robney Dennis, Secretary.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
S-OF—

2

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO. , 38 Park Place,NewYork

Don't fail to send for Circular.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

SECOND-HANMCYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited.
NEW KAI'm ROADSTER.

I28 and (30 Fulton Street,) Nf£W YQRK
o/ Nassau btreet, )

THE ONLY

OfficiaiOuifittertottieLiW.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.50

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.50

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.10

L. A. W. BELT, to match Uniform, 1.00

All orders must be accompanied by money-order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, $4 per yard.

PIOHEY

to be made. Cut this out and return to us, and
we will send you free, something of stent value
and importance to you, that will start you in bus-
iness which will bring you in more money right

away than anything else in this world. Anyone car do th( trot

and live at home. Either sex ; all ages. Something new, that

just coins monev for all workers. We will start you ; capital not
needed. This is one of the genuine, important chani esof 1 life-

time. Those who are ambitious -ind enterprising will not delay.
Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

#
Bicycles, Tricycles, and other Cycles

Of any style or make, REPAIRED,
ENAMELED, or NICKEEED, in tin-

Best Possible Manner, by Experi-

enced Workmen, at Fail* Prices.

#

AMES MFG. CO.
CHICOPEE, MASS.

SPADE HANDLES!
Handsomest. Stronges*. and Best Handles in the Market.

ONLY $2.50.

We have them to fit any Cycle made.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

THE

Poeifie wfaeelmam.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OE CYCLING ON THE

PACII-1C COAST.

Fiftr Gen^ per? Tear.

Address Care of A. 0. COOK k

415 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO

I'm \ C. 1 Pin, the most ut

blematii al Bii P

Made
I Romai

garnet stone in diamot

idized silver win
en.unci around lettei two or

diamond in crown, from $10
to $25 Send cash, cl or money-order.
\v. n. W \R\i.k. Spi in--! 11

1
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SIXTEEN REASONS
WHY

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION
IS

THE MOST DESIRABLE WHEEL
IN THE MARKET.
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The Bearings are the easiest-running of any in the world.

The Adjustment of the Bearings is the simplest and best.

The Adjustment of the Cranks is the most rigid— no taps to lose.

The Rims are constructed to withstand the greatest amount of strain with no danger of buckling.

The Head is the strongest and most durable, having 31-2 inches of bearing surface for the neck.
Other wheels have from 1-4 inch to 1 inch only.

It has the handsomest and strongest detachable one-piece Handle-Bar.

It has the best Brake,— Spring and lever.

It has the most comfortable and elegant Saddle.

It has absolutely dust-proof Rear Wheel Bearings.

It has the largest- section Backbone.

It has more good patented novelties than all other wheels.

It comes at a reasonable price.

It is constructed on scientific principles.

It is the most elegant wheel that can be produced.

It is honestly made of the best steel.

We invite comparison, piece by piece or as a whole, with any machine in the world.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY^ tjEFFERY'MFG.* CO.
CHICAGO,

LARGEST* MANUFACTURERS «IN» AMERICA* OF BICYCLES, 'TRICYCLES,* AND 'SUNDRIES.

Catalog mailed on application.
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a short rest there Kirkwood was gained al 6 P. M.,

where lunch and a rest of twenty minutes were

taken. Market street bridge was reached at 8 p. m.

"Mr. McDaniel went back two miles over the

Causeway in order to ' square up ' upon any dis-

puted mileage ; this together with a mile's ride

around Dover and the distance back and forth

ridden between the rider's home and Market street

bridge will afford a generous one hundred miles

as the first long distance run in Delaware, or by a

Delawarean. It is said that Mr. McDaniel is try-

ing to make a 'road record.' He has already

accomplished eleven hundred miles since the be-

ginning of the year."

On Sunday May 8, by invitation of Pennsylvania

Club, Chief Consul Palmer, with Captain Merri-

hewand Messrs. Shakespeare, Bye, and McDaniel,

of the Wilmington Wheel Club, went to Philadel-

phia via B. & O. R. R. and were received at the for-

mer's headquarters, and with them took a run

through Fairmount Park and along the beautiful

Wissahickon creek to Fort Washington, a distance

of fifteen miles, where the visitors were splendidly

entertained. The return trip was made via Con-

shohocken and the famous Lancaster Pike, twenty

miles. By invitation some members of the Pennsy

will visit us and our city within a short time,

and we will show them some of our best roads,

and a good time.

At our last club meeting a committee was ap-

pointed to look into the question of a club uniform,

and procure samples and prices, and to report at

next meeting. Another committee was appointed

to wait upon our street commissioners and see what

we, as part of the tax paying portion of the commu-

nity, can do toward frightening or coaxing them into

the notion of improving our city roadways. As

our membership increases we naturally feel our

growing importance, and are determined to do

what we can toward improving our highways,

succeed or no succeed.

All local agents say business is good, except the

agent of the much promised Springfield Roadster,

who is still exercising a degree of patience that

fob himself might well envy. But he still lives in

hopes, and if the thing comes within any reasona-

ble time from this date (May 24), it will hold its

own with the other makes here.

STAMFORD (CT ) NOTES.

That interest in cycling lags, hereabouts, is pain-

fully evident, but we hasten to add that it is mostly

clue to the condition of the streets and roads.

Sections of country roads, having become too near

impassable, have recently been " fixed,"—that is,

made worse by putting on the softest dust and gut-

ter dtbris, well seasoned with cobbles in size from

a walnut to a [road] hog's head.

Rev. A. C. Wheaton, a Facile cycler, of Little

Falls, X. Y., preached at the First Baptist church,

Stamford, May 22. Mr. W. and the Scribe intend

sailing from New York about the first of July, for a

couple months' vacation, and expect to wear out

some oil on European roads. No one can be

blamed for shaking off, temporarily, a country

with such roads as this section is bl—cursed with.

Now Captain Will Hurlbutt, of the Stamford

Wheel Club, is considering a tour in Europe, for

his summer vacation. We hope this may be

brought about and with our party, as no better man
could be found, on a long jaunt, than genial Captain

Will ! His club would be creditably represented.

We begin to look for the tandemon and tandem-

oness who were to tour through this region, this

season.

A general scramble over the hills and sandy-

gravel roads of this vicinity is booked for Decora-

tion day. Some threaten to see the Oranges,

others Tarn tOVi n, et<

Several Faciles and ordinaries have been sold

here, quiet as cycling has been, and the beginners

get in about the same gyrations as did their prede-

cessors.

The fact is, business has been so "pre

this season that we have neglected not only wheel-

writing but wheel-riding, but hope to make up for

both ere the frosted leaves appear.

There is a likelihood of a note book's overflow-

ing in such a field as we hope to see this summer,

and the Gazette may print sundry impressions of

American cyclers a-wheel in Europe.

Rev. A. W. Lightbourn has lately become a

Facile rider, and is charmed with its eas) going

and safety, over the wheel he broke his arm by

falling from, last fall.

One of our leading cyclers had the tandem

fever, lately, but will stave it off and take a tour

the yon side the water, instead.

Mr. Stanley Ferris is a delighted rider of "one

of that Wilcox's wheels."

" Stamson."

Among the Clubs.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen's club-house, for

the past two months considered a possibility

verging on to a probability, is now an assured

fact. A very eligible plot of ground has been se-

cured on Fast Broad street near the depot, and a

lease obtained for a number of years. The neces-

sary funds for the erection of the building have

been subscribed, and plans for the house adopted.

Almost the entire amount of the loan has been

taken by the members of the club. The house

will be a one-story structure with unique and

pretty balcony arrangement in front, giving it a

distinctive appearance, and will embrace a meet-

ing room, or parlor, a large wheel room with ra< ks

for the storage of bicycles, a dressing room, with

lockers, wash room, etc. The whole will form

convenient and comfortable but not expensive

quarters, putting upon the club a pecuniary load

which it will readily be able to carry.

The Plainfield (X. J.) Bicycle Club ten

dered a reception at the Park House to the young

ladies who assisted at the lair given some wicks

ago at the new club-house on Sycamore

Despite the forbidding weather, the hotel parlors

were filled with the fashion and beauty of the

place. The dancing commenced about 9.30

o'clock and continued uninterruptedly during the

evening, with the exception oi the int< rmission for

supper. whi( h was served in the hotel dininj

at midnight.

Tm Buffalo Bicycle ('a b has resolved to

proceed at once to erect a club house commensu

rate with the standing of the club in the community.

A fund of $1,700 has already been secured i"i the

purpose, and a committee consisting of Messrs.

Churchill, Hauenstein, Jackson, and Pull was last

week appointed to raise $700 more by subscription.

It is thought that $2,500 will be sufficient to secure

a suitable lot. Messrs. Churchill, Dakin, ami

Butler were appointed a committee to select asite.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

A11 1 '.11 w v County \\ m i i mi n (1 ri< ndship,

V \ .) — r I S. I. .hi. i ; via i nt,

living Saunders; secretary, I. G. Mortimer;

irer, F. II. Rice; captain, W. I. Lane.

Bay i ii 'i (Mil h.) Bu v< le Club—President,

I
I . Pratt; vice-president, II. W. cre-

tary and treasurer, George Babcock; captain, D.

G. lackson; first lieutenant and bugler, W. P.

Walter; coloi bearer, Charles Cottrell.

Brunsw ick (Boston, Mas I le Club—
President, D. II. Merrit; secretary, William If.

Waldron; captain, J. L. Merritt; treasurer, How-
ard < Ruli ub-< aptain, I. K illbourne.

C \i i mi i
i rci.iNG Club (Brooklyn, N. Y.)

—

President, Robert Mabie; vice president, C.J.
I l.uick, Jr. ; secretary, J. W. B. Quail; treasurer,

I.C. Davis ; captain, \ . I .. Wills.

CANTON (< >.) Bli '.mi CLl B— President, Frank

I ,. Casselberry; vice-president, C. W. Keplinger;

secretary-treasurer, Will G. Saxton; captain, Win.

A.Bell; first lieutenant, W. II. Double ; second

lieutenant, Norm. Krause ; first bugler, Frank

W.Joy; second bugler, Chas. A. Vignos ; color

bearer, Norm. L. Deuble.

Central Wheelmi n (Cincinnati, O.)— Presi-

dent, Charles II. Schatzman ; vice-president, C.

E. Ilampson; secretary, A. G. Race; treasurer,

R. J. KroegA ; captain, W. II. Milholland; first

lieutenant, W. C. If. Yogel ; second lieutenant,

T. F. Smith; bugler, D. L. Scnce.

Cheyenne (Wyo.) Bicyi u Club—President,

J.
D.Corey; vice-president, M. M. Mason ; secre-

tary, Fred Bond; treasurer, J.J. Nairn; captain,

Frank Gillespie.

Columbia (Pa.) Wheelmen— President, II.

I'. Ycr/ev; vice-president, William Bailey; secre-

tary, EnOS S. Minn
; treasurer, I''. G. Johns; cap

tain, J. S. Musser.

Columbia Wheelmen (Stockport, N. Y.)—
President, R. Burns Reynolds; secretary-treasurer

and captain, Joshua Reynolds.

Cresci \ i Bicycle Chi
, N. H.)

—President, Ceo. II. Pierce; secretary-treasurer,

Geo. F. Hill; captain, C. E. Benson.

cent Bicycle Club (1 ynn, Mass.)—Pn si

dent and captain, Cecil Carleton ; firsl lii utenant,

Sidm •, Macfarlam .
. Wilbui I Wood;

treasurer, Robert II. (handler.

E ist S «5IN \w (Mil h.) B LUi —Presi

dent, N. W. Ely ; vice-president, Ralph Coil

etary, Geoi ge w
. Si i isun r, D. I

Prall ; captain, Petei I rrainoi
;

firsl lieutenant,

Fred T. Richardson; second lieutenant. tlan\ I

Andrew s.

Exeter (N. H.) Bicycli i lub—President,
Albert N. Dow ; secrctary-ttca- S.

iwes; captain. A. II. (iiddings.

Grand R \rn>s (Mil h.) Bn vcli Cn b—Presi-

dent, A. B. Kit luii 1; vice-president, Will s.

rurner ; secretary, O. I. Palmer; treasurer, W.
I I. Bennetl ;

I aptain, W. S. Turner.

Harrison Wheei Club (Cynthiana, Ky.)—

dent, T. \ Coo] surer, II.

Shanhan : i aptain, J. M. < Iromwell.

Homestead (Pa.) Wheei < lub—President,

F. T. Alter; captain. J.
\ Doyle ; secretary-

treasurer, II. W. Fairfield; first-lieutenant, James

Bryce; directors, C. H. Alter and Robert Nich-

olson.
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Humboldt (Iowa) Bicycle Cluk— President,

S A. Taft ; vice-president, T W. Rogers; secre-

tary, E. D. Harvey; treasurer, H. II. Perkins;

captain, O. A. Ward.

Kittanning (Pa.) Bicycle Club—President,

J. D. Reynolds; secretary-treasurer, J. D. Daugh-

erty ; captain, Alex. Reynolds.

Lancaster (Pa.) Bicycle Club— President,

Jno. A. Berger ; vice-president, Geo. F. Kahler
;

secretary-treasurer, C. H. Obreiter; captain, S. B.

1 >onney.

League of American Wheelmen— Presi-

dent, T. J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, O. ; vice-

president, H. B. Hayes, Massachusetts; treasurer,

W. M. Brewster, Missouri; third member of the

executive committee, Geo. R. Kidwell, New York.

Lex k port (N. Y.) Wheelmen—President, R.

Bruce Oliver ; vice-president, W. R. W. Pound
;

secretary-treasurer, C A. Wood; captain, C. T.

Raymond ; first lieutenant, A. L. Davidson ; sec-

ond lieutenant, E. E. Pool; third lieutenant, A.

M. Montgomery; color bearer, Hiram Pound;

bugler, James F. Broadbent; club committee,

president, secretary, captain, W. L. Beck, Jno.

Outwater ; financial committee, C. E. Folger,

Walter Scott, E. E. Pool.

Marion (O.) Bicycle Club—Captain, 11. IS.

Ham; lieutenant, F. A. Huber; secretary, V. E.

Domburg ; treasurer, G. B. Schofield.

Matteawan (N. Y.) Wheelmen 5—President,

B. F. Green ; vice-president, B. F. Carson ; secre-

tary-treasurer, C. B. Van Slyck ; captain, D. J.

Corwin.

Middletown (Ct.) Wheel Club—President,

E. G. Camp; vice-president, H. B. Starr; secre-

tary, C. L. Brockway ; treasurer, E. B. Stevens
;

captain, S. V. Coffin ; first lieutenant, E. J. Clark;

second lieutenant, F. E. Singleton ; directors, H.

C. Ward, J. Spear, E. J. Clark, and S. P. Calef

;

auditor, A. L. Allin.

Mo.ntclair (N. J.) Wheelmen—Captain, Jo-

seph M. McFadden; lieutenant, William Felsin-

ger ; secretary-treasurer, William J. Hare.

Mr. Kilburn Wheel Club (Bellows Falls, Vt.)

—President, II. D. Ryder; vice-president, W. T.

Russell ; secretary-treasurer, C. W. Black
; cap-

tain, E. L. Howard.

New Britain (Ct.) Wheel Club— President,

James W. Williams ; secretary, A. W. Abbe;
treasurer, F. C. Porter; captain, H. B. Arnold.

Painesville (O.) Wheel Club— President, F.

W. Temple; vice-president, A. W. Forgey ; treas-

urer, Harry Jackson ; captain, E. M. Forgey.

PentucKet (Haverhill, Mass.) Wheel Club
— President, Herbert A. Chase; vice-president,

Amos M. Spurr; secretary-treasurer, Arthur F.

Leach; captain, H. E. Guptil.

Pequonnock Wheel Club (Bridgeport, Ct.)

—President, Geo. H. Johnson ; vice-president, E.

Stewart Sumner; secretary, W. M. Richardson;

treasurer, J. H. Smith; captain, Calhoun Latham.

Shreveport (La.) Wheelmen—President, J.

I!. Walters; secretary and treasurer, J. E. Hill.

Star Wheel Club (Cleveland, O.)—Presi-

dent, A. R. Scott; secretary-treasurer, Charles

Fogelberg; captain, 1 1. L. ( 'hubb
; first lieutenant,

W, H. Chubb; second lieutenant, Roberl Kink.

s i- John f V i;
\ Bicyci ing Club—President,

D. C. Robertson; captain, ('. ( 'ester; first

lieutenant, II. C. Page; second lieutenant, G. M.
Robertson

; sccrctary-treasurer.W. C. Fairweather
;

managing committee, W. A. Maclauchlan, J. M.

Barnes, G. W. Merritt.

The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Bicycle Club—Pres-

ident, L. W. Slocum ; vice-president, Dr. A. C.

Brush; secretary, H. H. Koop, Jr. ; treasurer, H.

E. Raymond; captain. A. B. Barkman ; lieuten-

ants, W. II. Meeteer and W. S. Vail ; surgeon,

Dr. A C. Brush; color bearer, E. Williams;

bugler, W. E. Fuller ; trustees, I. B. Potter and

W. F. Homan.

The Detroit (Mich.) Bicycle Club—Cap-

tain, A. F. Peck; first lieutenant, A. 1). liowlby
;

second lieutenant, Geo. E. Lane ; bugler, J. H.

Ames ; standard bearer, Chas. Jacobsen.

The Eff!Ni;h\m (III.) Bicycle Club— Presi-

dent, J. B. Walker ; vice-president, Wra. A. Sar-

rells; secretary-treasurer, A. Fitch; captain, J.

B. Hogan ; first lieutenant, E. A. Flock; bugler,

John Reeds.

The Lawrence (Mass.) Bicycle Club— Pres-

ident, Dr. C. W. Partridge; vice-president, John
Walworth ; treasurer, Francis Cogswell ; secre-

tary, William L. Reed; captain, Alonzo Tacy

;

club committee, J. Ed Aldred, Fred Leighton, and

A. H. Robinson.

The Wyoming (O.) Wheelmen—Captain,

Frank S. Cowing ; first lieutenant, [as. f. Archi-

bald ; bugler, A. Melville Ritchie; club attorney,

Edwards Ritchie.

Trojan Wheelmen (Troy, N. Y.)—President,

C. E. Betts ; vice-president, Fred E. Oothout

;

secretary, Theodore T. Chase; financial secretary,

Charles N. Seymour; treasurer, E. Russell

Stephens; captain, George S. Contie ; first lieu-

tenant, Walter T. Lynd ; second lieutenant, Rut-

ger Vandenburgh ; surgeon, George W. Harder;

bugler, C. K. B. Aumock; trustees, Charles E.

Wilson and George Lobdell.

Warren (Roxbury, Mass.) Wheel Club—
President, H. L. Hiscock; vice-president and cap-

tain, J. E. Savell ; secretary, H. C. Anderson
;

treasurer, A. Wiggin; first lieutenant, J. McCor-

mick ; second lieutenant, L. Noble.

Washington (D. C.) Cycling Club— Presi-

dent, E. T. Pettingill ; vice-president, Charles E.

Burden ; secretary, J. H. Fishback ; treasurer, J.

II. De Merritt, M. D. ; captain, J. C. V. Smith.

Wichita (Kan.) Wheelmen— President, Oscar

DeLong; vice-president, Edward Wilcox; secre-

tary, L. Charles Miller ; treasurer, Jas. L. Mead;

captain, Frank S. Van Tuyl.

York County Wheelmen (Saco and Bidde-

ford, Me.)—President, Walter T. Bowers; vice-

president, A. L. T. Cummings; secretary and

treasurer, Edward I. Dearborn ; captain, J. Ed-

ward Etchells ; lieutenant, George M. Leavitt

;

bugler, Fred M. Sawyer; club committee, Walter

T. Bowers, A. L. T. Cummings, Edward I. Dear-

born, Joseph H. Marston, R. W. E. Milliken.

THE INTER-CLUB ROAD RACE.

The Kings County Wheelmen Win Again.

Decoration day turned out to be rather cloudy

in the morning and it was thought that rain would

set in before noon. This however did not dampen
the ardor of the crowds of wheelmen who traveled

over to Jersey to witness one of the greatest

events of the year. Almost every club within a

hundred miles held runs through the Oranges and

by one P. M. the starting point at Hilton was a

scene of confusion and hurry and bustle. The

various teams left their respective hotels and rode

down to toe the mark. A little after two P. M. the

word was given to start and twenty-eight men
shot down the road and were out of sight in a

twinkling. The friends of the racers then spread

along the road with water and sponges to give

whatever encouragement they could, while the

majority of the wheelmen remained at the starting

point to await the return of the riders. The
course was in prime condition and although a very-

strong wind prevailed, some very fast time was
made, as will be seen below. The start was made
at Hilton, the riders going two and a half miles to

the east and return and then two and a half miles

west of the start. The times were as follows :

—

H M S POINTS.
1 33 53 28

33 57 27

1 34 48 26

' 34 49 2S

I 37 02 2)

1 3* 17 23

1 40 02 22

I 40 20 21

I 43 36 20

' 43 43 "9

1 44 26 iS

1 46 05 17

1 46 56 16

1 47 29 15

1 48 38 14

1 49 00 13

1 52 14 12

1 53 04 11

1 54 27 10

1 58 05 9

1 58 50 8

2 01 45 7

H. J. Hall, Jr., K. C. W.
C. A. Stenken, H. C. VV.

E. Valentine, K. C. W.
H. L. Bradley, I. B. C.

C. W. Caldwell, E. W.

J. H. Knox, K. C. W.
E. P. Baggot, H. C. W.
S. B. Bowman, E. \V.

H. Greenman, I, B. C.

A. N. Pierson, U. C. W.
T. H. Burnet, U. C. W.
E. C. Parker, H. W.
E. M. Smith, H. C. W.
L. B. Bonnett, E. W.
W. L. Richardson, I. B. C.

A. Farrington, U. C. W.
E. B. Moore, U. C. W.

J. W. Schcefer, I. B. C.

W. C. Ivison, R. W.

D. B. Bonnett, E. W.
E. W. Dean, Jr., R. W.
A. P. Jackson, R. W.
E. I. Halstead, H. W. Stopped.

E. C. Locke, H. YV. Stopped.

L. P. Weber, K. C. W. Fell.

R. V Burgess, R. W. Stopped.

C. W. Griffith, H. W. Stopped.

H. A. McAra, H. C. W. Stopped.

The positions of the clubs at the finish were as

follows :

—

POINTS.
King's County Wheelmen, 77

Uderan Bicycle Club, 70

Elizabeth Wheelmen, 69

Hudson County Wheelmen, 65

Union County Wheelmen, 62

Rutherford Wheelmen, 25

Harlem Wheelmen, 17

The next race over the course takes place on

Election day. Till then the K. C. W. hold the cup.

J. W. S.—«»

COMING EVENTS.

June.

23, 24, 25. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday— International

tournament, at Alexandra Palace, London.

27, Monday—Second annual tour of the Minnesota Division L.

A. W , from St. Paul.

July.

1, Friday—Canadian Wheelmen's Association's annual meet,

at Brantford.

2. Saturday— N. C. U. five miles tricycle championship, at

Aston. England.

2, 3, 4, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday— Annual tour of the

Illinois Division L. A. W.
2-<\ Saturday to Wednesday— Meeting of the California Divis-

ion L. A. W., at Santa Cruz.

4, Monday—Annual meeting of the New Hampshire Division

L. A. W., at Manchester.

4, Monday—Race meeting of the Somerset (N. J.) Wheel-

men.

4, Monday—Annual meeting Pennsylvania Division L. A.W.,

at Wilkesbarre.

4. Monda\— Races of the Athletic Park Company, Cleveland,

Ohio.

4, Monday—N. C. U. championships, at Aston—One-mile

tricycle, twenty-five miles bicycle.

23, Saturday— N. C. U. championship, at Aston, five-mile bi-

cycle.
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JUST BEFORE THE STORM.

]>Y KARL KRON.

"The storm" I refer to is the epistolary ava-

lanche which must soon break loose above my head,

with its accompanying whirlwind of printed " opin-

ions of the press," as a necessary result of my send-

ing forth, to every part of the world, during this first

summer month of 1887, the 3,600 subscribers'

copies of "X. M. Miles on a Bi." Having been

invited to record the salient features of this coming

storm, in the columns of the Gazette, I improve

the lull which precedes its outburst, by presenting

a summary of various utterances which have re-

sulted from an inspection of isolated chapters and

unbound sheets.

The introductory essay, on its first appearance

in Lippincott's Magazine, was greeted as follows:

" Well written and readable beyond the common "

(X )'. Turns, May 22, '82). "An entertaining

paper, which speaks with authority about 'the

wj^eel"' {.V. Y. Eve. Post, May 22, '82). "It

almost persuades one that the life of a man who

does not see the world ' a-wheclback ' is not worth

living" (.V. V. World, May 21, '82). "It dwells

especially on the opportunities afforded for the

studv of life and character in the rural districts"

(.V. Y. Chr. Advot ate, June 1, '82). "Enthusiastic

praise of his favorite mode of locomotion, and racy

narrative of his experiences" (.V. }'. Must. Chr.

Weekly, June i,'S2). "An article well worth reading,

by one of the most painstaking and accurate of our

younger newspaper writers " (Phila. S. S. Times,

June 10, '82). "It indicates the best route for

touis, and gives an amusing description of experi-

ences " {Chicago Advance, June I, '82).

Boston Prophecies.—" I have been selling

bicycling literature for nearly three years, and I

know a little about the market. Let me say, then,

frankly, that you cannot sell 1,000 copies of a bi-

cycling work at $1 each, no matter how good it is,

nor how much it commends itself. The market

will not absorb that quantity of books. I place the

outside limit of your sales at 300 copies, and I can't

believe you will sell that number. * * * Ex-

perience will show you that, no matter how much

the bicyclers may howl for a thing, they fail to

come to time when asked to pay for it " (A. Bassett,

ed. of Bi. World, Jan. 23, '84). " It has taken so

long to get the book out, and you have made it so

large and the type so small, that I think it has de-

tracted largely from the interest it otherwise would

have had, and from the benefit that we would have

received. We appreciate your hard work, but we
are sure we could never sell 1,000 copies of your

book, on which you think we could make $500.

Even if we sold 1,000, it would cost a great deal

to make the sale. The book is just at hand, and

I have put on my strongest glasses, and then find

it difficult to wade through a single page, without

my eyes watering and my nerves getting out of

order. The book, it seems to me, will only be used

as a matter of reference. If you had made it into

about six volumes, with larger print, I should have

enjoyed it better; and still better if you had boiled

the whole thing down into one volume of coarse

print " (A. A. Pope, pres. of Pope Mfg. Co., June

5, '86). " We have not had time to peruse these

first 544 pp, of the long-delayed book, sufficiently

to intelligently review it. It contains much that is

interesting, more that is valuable,—to the tourist,

—some that is tedious in its detail, and a great

deal that makes one laugh. * * * We hope to

read the work through and review it as it deserves.

Although we as well as many others have chaffed

K. K. a good deal, we must admit that '
I '< n

Thousand Miles' is well worth the money asked

for it, and should be owned by every wheelman"

(J. S. Dean,ed. of Bi. World, Apr. 23, '86, p. 466).

"As it is a notable book in so many ways, win

not give the bibliopolists a chance, by having 200

or less copies made on large paper, uncut, with

portrait and autograph of author, rubricated title

(and an extra one for binding in 2 vols, with some

interleaves), numbered, at $5 each ? I should be

glad to get one or two copies, that way, and 1 think

there are other wheelmen who would,—as well as

some of the clubs which have libraries, and some

collectors not wheelmen " (('. E. Pratt, ex-ed. of

Bi. World, May 26, '87). "I wish we had a Kail

Kron in Boston, for he could ferret out and pub-

lish the data about the many local clubs whose

histories remain mirevealed. This might make an

interesting addition for his great road-book. As

there seems small probability of this book ever

being published, it makes little difference how

many additional chapters it contains " (C. S. How-

ard, in/.. A. //'. Bulletin, Sept. 24, '86, p. 339).

New York Notions.—"The ' X. M. M. on a

Bi.' is all right, and perhaps would benefit the sport

if issued ; but Karl Kron is the only author who

ever attempted to talk his customers out of it be-

fore publishing his book. * * * America is a

free country, and a man can write what he pleases
;

but, by saying so much which no one cares to read,

he is doing his book an injury, as readers who

have lost all patience with him are not likely to

patronize him" (" Pedibus" in Wheel, Feb. 6, '85,

p. 4). " After all, our ' K. K.' is a good sort of a

fellow, and has done the cause of bicycling an im-

mense amount of good. He has had success as a

writer, and I have no doubt has received consid-

erably more than $1.50 for a single article. The

merits of his book will make it worthy of placing

in any man's library, and he has gone so far along

with it that he cannot retreat except at a great loss.

So send him your pledges at once, and relieve him

of the need of talking so desperately in every issue

of this paper" ("Pedibus," in Wheel, Mar. <>, '85,

p. 5).
" It seems a foolish move to postpone the

publication of his book until April. Then it will

be more than a year since he put his 1 111

in progression ; and he will probably lose half of

his subscribers from their moving, death, and

other causes" {Amateur Athlete, Jan. 29, '85, p. 9).

"
1 candidly think that if he would ' let her go ' as

it is, the subscribers would find enough to amuse

themselves in the 600 pp. of nonpareil and breviei

now in type. I can really see no advantage in

sacrificing health and happiness for the sake ol spin-

ning out a tremendous ball of yarn. Let us have

the work now, for winter amusement, and our grand-

children can enjoy the subsequent enlarged edi-

tions " (F. Jenkins, in Bullet///, Sept. ;„ '86, p. -• 55).

" His perseverance is of the heroic order, and it

should certainly meet with ample reward. So we

say to every wheelman, Do all you can to help the

visionary enthusiast who has lost two good years

working out an idea, which was solely based on

Move of sport' at the outset, but on the financial

success of which now depends a wheelman's futuri

welfare" (F. P. Prial, cd. of Wheel, Sept. 3, '86,

p. 3).
" All of this and more has he borne without

flinching or halting in his determination to present

to the world a book, not the product "1 a callow

brain, rushed through printers' and binders' hands,

just to oblige us scribblers of the press, but a

work of such a kind as the world has never seen,

anil will not soon, if ever, again see duplicated,

being, as it is, the result of years of constant thought

and lab. 11 oi ,1 trained and si holarlj mind, and wril

ten bj a pen thai is no pn > 1 1 er

ih. wiiii 1 hi these ii' t * s shall have passed away

and been forgotten, thi
I book oi Kai I

Kiou will remain as a woi k and author the like of

which in their pet uliar way do not elsewhen

(F, V Egan, in I
.
A. W. Bulletin, Dec. 31,

p. 634). " Whatevei ma) In said of Kail Kron's

intelligence and personal peculiaritii , hisbusim

faculty is abnormally small, as it quite often is

with literary men. His book will be a failure un-

less every wheelman in the land su!>s( ribes for it
"

(N. V. cor., Feb. 26, oi Im rican Wheelman, Mai.,

'87, p. 13). " The book will be one of the curi

tics of literature, for besides its elaborate record

ol bicycle tours, its description of roads, etc , it

will contain some unique philosophical reflect 1

and many queer autobiographical details illustrat-

ing the peculiarities of an original mind that ought

to make it of interest to the student of psy( hology "

{Buffalo Courier, Dec. 13, '86). " It will no doubt

be of rare interest to all devotees of cycling" (.\.

Y. Publishers' Weekly, Aug. 27, '85, p. 248).

Western Welcome.—"In the course of our

journalistic experience we have me' with all kinds

of free advertising fiends, but must admit that for

consummate gall Karl Kron can give them all a

handicap and still come in winner. The combi-

nation of gigantic gall and refreshing naivete which

prompts Karl to write that ' it costs us nothing
'

[to print the names and prices of all cycling books

in the market] is indeed amusing" {American

Wheelman, St. Louis, Jan., 'Sol. In the same paper

ol a year later the editor, in explaining his failure

to see K. K. during a recent visit at X. Y., said:

" He's dead ! Poor fellow, he died of enlargement

of the heart,

—

trying to give wheelmen too much

for a dollar" (Mar., '87, p. 16). "It is a book

every rider should possess, as shown by the follow-

ing clippings " (I. A. II'. Pointer, Oshkosh, Wis,

Apr., '87). "It is so seldom nowadays that we find

manifestations "i over-conscientiousness, that we

are apt to misconstrue their outward symptoms,

but it is developed in a limited few, nevertheless.

This commendable fault, as it might be termed, is

the one striking characteristic of Karl Kron. He

is over-conscientious. If, when he completed his

asked lor list of 3,000 subscribers to his forthi

ing book, a year and a hall ago, he had rushed a

hastily and ill-prepared work on to the market, it

would have been taken as a mattei ol course. He

would only have been following the example of

nine truths of contemporary publishei s. As it was,

he did nothing by halves. He investigated the

most insignifii ant fa< Is. .\m\ went into the mini

details of everything he touched upon (and he

touches on about every subject in the past and

present history of American bicycling). This he

did at an endless expenditure of time and labor,

which we know will not be appreciated by

fourth oi those who read th< book. But the re-

sult is a book that will live and continue to be

standard authority on such matter as it treats of,

for a long time to come ; for it will be many years

another work that even approximates 'X.

M. M.' in value will ever be produced. [11 some

future issue, we contemplate giving an exhaustive

review of it" {Wheelmen'i Record, Indianapolis.

Jan. 13, '87, p. 10).

< lOMFORT PROM CANADA AND till "Si \Ks."—

"The chief charai t< 1 istic of the volume is its com-

prehensiveness. Every step of the road over
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which the author lias ridden is described with

almost painful particularity. Nothing seems to

have been too minute to escape his observation,

or too insignificant to be undeserving of record.

To Canadians, the most interesting portion will

be the description of his experience in Canada,

which he gives at great length. On the whole he

speaks flatteringly of our country, and describes

our roads as being on the average better than the

main roads of the United States. The book is

thoroughly practical, is well written, and must be

of great value to all wheeling tourists. Its pon-

derosity is its chief defect, but we trust that that

drawback will not interfere with the industrious

editor meeting with a pecuniary return sufficient

to fully reward him for his many years of labori-

ous work" (Canadian Wheelman, London, Ont.,

June, '86, p. 87). " We are much pleased with these

544 pp , and are confident that the book when

completed will be a most valuable one. that should

be in the hands of every cycler, to say the least.

Its ' directory of wheelmen ' alone is worth more

than double the price of the whole, to dealers,

tourists, and all interested in cycling " {Star Ad-

vocate, East Rochester, N. H , May, '86, p 36).

" Hail to the long-expected book

Which seeks t' o'er-top them all !

Its fame shall live while rolls the wheel

Upon this mundane ball

!

O'er hills and plains and level way,

Beside old ocean's marge,

Through Northern snows and Southern suns

His wheel rolls on at large.

Canadian roads have known his wheel,

Bermuda's Island too;

Our Western plains he wheeled along
;

And all there is to view

Of nature's charms or history's claims

Are here depicted light.

Hail to the book delayed so long!

Delay has made it bright."

(J. D. Dowling, in American Athlete, Philadelphia,

May 28, '87, p. 137).

English Excerpts.—" It is to take a line very-

different to anything yet published. From all

accounts, it will be well worth the money " (Cyclist,

Coventry, Mar. 26, June 4, 'S4, pp. 353, 575). " If

ever any man deserved to reap the reward of per-

severance, it is the publisher of ' Ten Thousand

Miles on a Bicycle,' which is to be a readable

book, while at the same time giving an account of

the condition of U. S. roads ; and its appendix of

3,000 subscribers' names will form the largest, or,

at any rate, most varied, directory of wheelmen in

the world " (Id., Feb., '85). " Growing as time

went on, it has assumed the proportions of over

800 pp. of closely printed matter, and, although

somewhat tedious in places, will evidently be the

largest and most complete work on cycling ever

published " (Id., Jan. 5, '87, p. 294). " As regards

his assertion that the Sec.-Ed. of C. T. C. ' effect-

ually muzzles the Cyclist and Bi. News, we will

content ourselves bv giving this veracious gentle-

man the lie direct" (Id., May 11, '87, p. 739).
" The undying pertinacity of the author of the

American roadbook is responsible for the appear-

ance in our pages of a further reference to a work

we at one time thought would never be completed,

and which even now will, we fear, never be con-

scientiously read. An imperfect and unbound

advance copy has reached us at the hands of the

author—whose determination we are inclined to

admire far more than his judgment—and upon it

we hope to comment in a later issue " (C. T. ('. (-a-

zettc, May, '86, p. 176). "We have not studied

the nature of the enterprise closely, but judging

from the specimen chapter on ' Bermuda,' which

he is scattering broadcast throughout the land, the

money pledged in support of his book will be well

laid out" (Wheel life, London, Feb. 27, '85, p.

228). " I am afraid he will be sadly disappointed

when he finds the 41 Englishmen on his books not

greatly increased by this last bold advertisement

;

yet he deserves to get on, for he has pertinacity

enough for twenty men. He is, I should say, a

firm believer in the freemasonry of the wheel :

it is a pity to cure him of his belief" (" Comus,"

in Wheel Life, Feb. 27, '85, p. 233). " We feel

confident that the work when published will justify

our encomiums. It promises to be at once unique,

useful and interesting "
( Tricycling Journal, Lon-

don, Dec. 23, '85). "It is not our intention to

formally review the book from these 544 pp., but

we may say that we have perused three or four of

its chapters with the greatest pleasure,—being

particularly impressed with the one which contains

the biography of ' Curl,' a pet bull-dog to whom
the book is dedicated and whose heliotype forms

its frontispiece. We are convinced that the vol-

ume, when completed, will be one of the very most

reliable and most readable books of travel that

has ever been issued in connection with the sport "

(Tri. Jour., Apr. 28, '86, p. 322). " My thanks to

you, K. K., for advance copy of your bull-dog's bi-

ography, which has proved interesting,—though

its 12,000 words of course render it far too long to

reprint in these columns " ("Ubique," in Wheeling,

London, Aug. 12, '85, p. 243). "That book seems

as far off as ever. Men may come and go ; cham-

pionships be won ; reputations made and shattered
;

but still Karl Kron worries on. Britannia mourns,

and from her sea-girt shores looks longingly o'er

Father Ocean for the lingering work. ' It cometh

not,' she says, and, sighing, hies her to her task

again" (Wheeling, Aug. 25, '86, p. 310). "Since

writing last week, with a qualified amount of de-

spair, we have received a number of advance sheets

which go far to convince us that the book, when it

does come, will be a sine quit 71011 in the wheel-

man's library, possessing intrinsic interest of no

mean order. But it's weary waiting !
"

(
Id., Sept.

1, '86, p. 326). " He hopes to conclude his great

book by May 4; and, look you ! it will indeed be

a great book when it comes" (Id., Apr. 20, 'S7,

p. 17). " Doubtless the manual will be greatly

sought after, not only by American wheelmen but

by all ' foreigners ' bent on a tour in the States.

It is certainly one of the biggest things on wheels

ever attempted " (Sporting Life, London, Mar. 20,

'85). " I have casually glanced through the first

portions of your book, and I much fear that, at

any rate on this side of the water, its contents will

be voted dull and uninteresting. This of course

in confidence " (An English subscriber's verdict

on the first 544pp.). " It really forms the Dooms-

day Book of Cycling, and will rank as a genuine

classic" (Wayfarer, London, Apr., '87; quarterly

organ of the British " Society of Cyclists ").

"The peer and the commoner, who collaborated

to produce ' Cycling,' in the Badminton Library

Series, have this week received such a terrible

castigation from the /'(/// Mall Gazette that few

words of ours are necessary to emphasize the un-

pleasantness of their position. We are bound to

say that a more unfair book as a work of reference

we have never read. To compare it with tin

really wonderful work of Karl Kron, now on its

way, we hope, to thousands of readers, would be a

journalistic.sacrilege. * * * We have received

loose sheets of this famous ' Ten Thousand Miles

on a Bicycle ' which we have no hesitation in say-

ing will be the greatest work on cycling the world

has seen. Beside its far-reaching interest, lit-

erary style and completeness of detail, the En-

glish work to which we have referred above sinks

into insignificance ; and in recommending our

readers to buy the book, we suggest it not only to

men who buy cycling literature as a matter of

course, but also to the large division which reads

no more than it can avoid. This is a good book,

written and compiled by a clever man, and we
hope it will be blessed with a very large circula-

tion "
( Wheeling, May 25, 'S7, p. 104). " This work

of years has at last assumed enormous dimensions

of closely printed matter. Not only is the book
interesting for its own sake, but we really consider

the wonderful perseverance and tenacity of pur-

pose displayed by the author deserve rewarding "

(Irish Cyclist cV Athlete, May 25, '87, p. 2757).

Australasian Answers.—" An experience of

some three years in Southern wheel life has per-

mitted me to form, with tolerable certainty, afl-es-

timate of the mind of the average colonial cyclist.

Consequently I can say: Be not sanguine of dis-

posing of many copies of your book in this part of

the hemisphere. If you obtain 12 subscribers I

shall be most agreeably surprised. However, I

shall do my level best to procure you what you

desire" (T. A. Edwards, ex-ed. of the Bicycle, the

earliest cycling paper of Melbourne, in letter of

Mar. 12, '84). "As we have read many articles

from the pen of Mr. Kron, all possessing consider-

able descriptive merit, we have no hesitation in

stating that, from a literary point of view, his book
is certain to prove both readable and a success "

(" Ollapod," in Melbourne Bulletin, Mar. 2S, '84).

" It threatens to be the most interesting volume

of touring ever published " (Id, Aug. 1, '84). "As
regards this specimen chapter on Bermuda, the

reading matter is very interesting, and should give

a few hints to touring cyclists and others. Mr.

Kron is now exercising all that perseverance and
enterprise so peculiar to Americans in canvassing

for the last 600 of the expected 3,000 subscribers "

(New Zealand Referee, Christchurch, N. Z., June

12, '85). " I might liken Karl Kron unto an auc-

tioneer standing on the Rocky Mountains, with

the stars and stripes fluttering behind him. He
shouts out to the world, ' 3230 almighty dollars I'm

offered for this book : is there any advance on

3230 subscribers?' After a long pause, a faint

response comes from the Cannibal Islands, advanc-

ing to '3231,' and so on, until the reserve is

reached. But when will it be ? " (" Scrooge," in

Australian Cycling News, Jan. 16, '86, p. 168). "A
hasty glance through these 544 pp. of advance-

sheets tells us that the three years of solid work

which have occupied Karl Kron to complete the

volume have been well spent. The pages bear

the impress of a clever pen, and speak volumes

for the untiring energy and intellectual capacity of

the author" (W. H. Lewis, ed. of Australian Cy-

cling News, June 19, '86, p. 244).

The most flattering recognition of the useful-

ness of the wheel came from a most prominent

business house of this city, which last week raised

the salary of an employe" $5 a month. He had

considerable outdoor work to do for the firm, and

did it on his wheel, which his employers told him

made him that more valuable to them in the sav-

ing of car fare, the economizing of time, etc.

—

S/ee-

tator.
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Sale ar^d Exchange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange 01 sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase .1 second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per word, each insertion, cask with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A1DVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in Thb Wheelmen's Gazette.

AWHEELMAN may have all the muscular strength ol .111

athlete, but unless he has the nervous strength he "ill

not excel. To gain nervous power, to exercise instant control,

fortify the nerves with CROSBY'S VITALIZED PHOS-
PHITES, the Only Brain and Nerve Food.

BICYCLE EOR SALE—50-inch Victor, '86 pattern, with

extra handle-bar; in first-class repair; will sell for $&$
ctsh. Address J. J. TOOMEY, Chicopee, Mass.

BICYCLES FOR SALE. — Bicycles and Tricycles, all

kinds, descriptions, and prices, from $35 upwards. Call

and examine, or send for list to RUDGE AGENCY, 152

Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

"/^ARE AND REPAIR," a pamphlet of useful hints to

V_^ wheelmen; by mail, ten i-cent stamps. ARTHUR
MUNSON, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, 'S3 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass

FOR SALE—52-inch New Rapid Bicycle, in perfect con-

dition. Address E. ( ). JERALDS.New Haven, Ct.

FOR SALE— 50-inch Columbia Bicycle, enameled, in fine

order; or would exchange for a 51-inch Star or a 44-inch

Facile. Address HARRY R. LYDECKER, 196 Lander
Street, Newburgh, N. Y.

FOR A BARGAIN send size and description of what you
want. We have a huge stock of second-hand wheels and

a full line of sundries. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

SEE THESE BARGAINS!—They must be sold. 54-inch

Rudge Racer, excellent condition, $100. 54-inch Expert,
full-nickeled, with Butcher cyclometer and bell, in A 1 shape,

$115 (bargain). 56-inch Apollo, enameled, with ball-pedals

and spade handles, $105. 56-inch Standard, in best shape, all

improvements, $70. BOX 711, Adrian, Mich.

WANTED—To trade fine Gold Watch, or other new Jew-
elry, for Pony Star. Or will buy, if cheap, for cash.

Address SAM MILLER, Box 356, Hagerstown, Md.

$5

JUST FILLS THE BILL!

THE ROSS IMPROVED

Detachable Luggage Carrier,

FOR CRANK AND STAR BICYCLES

p, WORTH.—A fine new Jobber Printing Press, self-^ inker; ten new and latest styles of type, full fonts; 6

pounds quads and spaces, leads, rules, cuts, and borders; $8
worth of paper, cards, etc., ink inclusive, and a new bracket
machine with turning lathe; — for a good Bicycle, 44-inch, in

good running order. "Address J. P. MCLAUGHLIN, Man-
ufacturer of Rubber Stamps, Jbrmyn, Pa.

Published May 25, 1887. after four years' struggle. Price $2.

Ten Thousand Miles

on a Bicycle.

A GAZETTEER OF AMERICAN ROADS.

Forty-one chapters; 908 pages; 675,000 words; photograv-

ure frontispiece; bound in cloth,with gilt top; appendix of 3400

subscribers' names and addresses, but no advertisements. Local

index gives 8418 references to 3482 towns, and personal index

3126 references to 1476 individuals. Contents-table and indexes

cover 75 pages, showing 10,468 titles and 22,806 references.

Cash orders, at $2 each, may be mailed to SPRING-
FIELD PRINTING CO., Springfield, Mass. Books will

be sent in return as soon as subscribers' copies have been attend-

ed to,— probably by June 10,— and will be kept on sale after

that date. For other agencies where subscribers may til, > e

May Gazrtte, page 36. Subscribers beyond the reach of

these agencies, who wish to receive the volume by mail, should

send $1.20 to the publisher, "KARL KRON, at the Uni-
versity Building, New York City, D"; and all postal-cud

applications for circulars and specimen pages should be ad-

dressed to him there.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnisli all classes witli employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily

earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Bovs and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this may send their

address, and test the business, we make this offer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for

the trouble of writine. Full particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

N'ew, neat, and pronounced by all rider-, to be The Most
Convenient Luggage Carrier Ever Made. Car
tached or detached instantly. Bu d'.e can be strapped to

Carrier when detached. In Coasting bundle can be turned

entirely out of the way without dismounting, Also many
other advantages offered in the Ross Detachable entirelj

unknown in the use of any other bundle support. Don't buy

an old-style Carrieruntil you have seen it, Made in

manner, nickeled and highly polished. Only $1 ; by mail,

$i. 10. Liberal discount to the trade.

C. H. ROSS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

Agents Wanted. 46 Columbia St., ALBANY, N. Y.

irn/H ROSS CARRIER II! hi;.' To any
nne sending us an order for six Carriers we will send one ol

the Ross Detachable Luggage Carriers free.

In ordering, state name of wheel.

fte Star |Muoe@te

A MDNTHLY JDLTRNilL

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS
AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. CORSON. - JCdi'ior and Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

HyAddress all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts payable to E. H. CORSON,

Sty We can promise an interesting and instructive paper
for all cyclists. Send for a sample .

TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for $20 we will print a ten-line advertisement

in One Million issues of leading American Newspapers and
complete the work within ten days. This is at the rate of

only one-fifth of a cent a line for 1,000 Circulation !
'1 he ad-

vertisement will appear in but a single issue of any paper, and
consequently will be placed before One Million different news
paper purchasers ;—or Five Million Readers, if it i^ true,

as is sometimes stated, that every newspaper is looked at I \

five persons on an average. Ten lines will accommi dati

about -5 words. Address with copy of Advertisement and
check, or send 30 cents for Book of 170

1

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St., New York.

We have just issued a new edition (the i6xst) of 001 Booh
called " Newspaper Advertising." It has 170 p. iy.es, and
among its contents may be named the following Lists and
Catalogues of Newspapers :

—

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IX NEW YORK CITY, with
their Advertising Rates.

DAILY NKWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVINGmore
than 20,000 population, omitting all but the best.

\ SMALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to ad-

vertise every section of the country; 1" -.election

made up with great care, guided by long experi

ONE NEWSPAPER IN A STATE. The best one foi

an advertiser to use if he will use but one.

BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News.
n many principal cities and towns, a List which offers

peculiar inducements to some advertisers.

LARGEST CIRCULATIONS. \

American papers issuing regularly mine than 25.000 co

THE BEST LIST OF LOCAL NEWSPAP1 RS, cover-

ing every town of over J,000 popu-
lation, and every important county

seat.

SELEI T LIST OF LOC M
NEWSPAPERS, in which advei

tisements are inserted at half price

5,493 VILLAGE NEWSl'A
PERS in which advertisements ai

inserted for >rt a line and appear in

the whole lot— one-half of all the

American weeklies.

jy Sent to any address for THIRTY CENTS.

SHORT-HAND.
Our facilities for giving instructions in short-hand through

i.i short-hand school in the

world. We will give

getting

il . Send foi

DUREN, VINT & SOMERSALL,
Box 1358. BOSTON, MA.SsSs

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2i ounces;
length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writi 1 ought one of your

Locks the first of the s... i„ni, .m, 1 1 in say il is reallj tl

Lock on the market good for anything 1 leave m
anywhere, and have i" ver had it tampered with : and yet two

bicycles have bi en stolen within ,1 stone's throw oi my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-

paid on receipt of $1.
MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

«4SEND KCENTSt>5
FOR THE

wneeimen's Record

SPECIAL

* LEAGUE MEET*
NUMBER,

Twenty-four pages, highly illus-

trated, with lithographed caver. R.

handsome Souvenir of thB MbbL

*-

ADDRESS

THE WHEELMEN'S RECORD,
1X1 IIANA 1 "OLIS, 1X1 ).

YOU CANT BEAT Till-:

i rsE

HANCOCKS LIQUID ENRPIEL.
1 IECA t ISK

It has no sup
il w. ill. lilted (0 givi

\ fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

/ eon fit IV) Bit Mil with COW-HORX
HANDLE-BARS for St.Mi per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.
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NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Nickeling, enameling, and repairing done in the best possible

manner. Send in your wheels for repairs.

A full line of second-hand wheels and sundries in stock.

Send description of what you want.

merieam
m Siege Tei

V. M. iOKI

L. F. DUNBAR. ©ompQH^,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

TwoTrfos to me Emeraia isig

Bi, "FAED."

I -A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.— A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profusely Illustrated by Wood-Cut anil Lith-
ographic Processes, fry GEORGE MOOJtE.

Price 40cts.. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield. Mass.. U.S.A.

EIHTIOS JtE 1AXE,
Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by

the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

Recreation.
The L. A. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

ft| ©
THE

BEST ROADSTER
READILY
LEARNED
AN HOUR

PROVED Br SEVEN
YEARS HARD USE

SEND FOR IllJSTRATEO PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUNSON.Agent,
S I AMFORD, CT.

SUNDRIES OF ALL SORTS
Are a specialty of Messrs. STODDARD, LOVERTNG

& CO. for 1887, and attention is called to the merits
of the RDDGE ENAMEL, LUCAS'S "KING OF THE
ROAD" LAMPS, and everything novel and useful
that the trade demands.

THE STANDARD SHOE.

ery qualification necessary to make it *he
best Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Nel price, $4.
A liberal discount made tn dealers. Please send for circular.
Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

JOHX F. STRATTOX'S CELEBRATED PATENT

SOLO * ACCORDEONS.
"SUBLIME HARMONIE." "DUET." " SILVER REED.

-

" BRIGNOLI." "NICOLINI." "AMELIA." "ADELINA."
"AIMEE." " LOTTA." "LUCCA." " PATTI."
Send for Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. With the

exception of Brass Instruments, no goods sold at retail.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
ImpnrterandW holesale Dealer, all kinds Musical Merchandise,

49 Maiden Lane, - NEW YOKK.

*J The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. %*

#

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

11

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS -NORWOOD, MASS.

#

*% The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. %*

THE DANA BICKFORD

FHPIILY KNITTING PIACMNES.

I
JO*,

Knits

Everything.

f

Every family should have one, as they will produce with
ease, neatness, and dispatch, every knitted article required by
the household, and of just the quality, texture, and weight
desired.

Send for Catalogue of Prices to

THE DANA BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE CO.

795 Broadway, New York City.

TO ADVERTISERS.

We wish to call your attention to the advantages of The
L. .-;. //'. Bulletin as an advertising medium.

It goes to every member of the League of American
Wheelmen, and has a circulation above 10,000 copies.

It goes to every Bicycle Club room, public library, free

reading room, and Young Men's Christian Association in

America.

It contains the official notices of the League, and all

cycling news.

It goes to a class of young men who have money to spend.

The advertisements in The Bulletin are read as carefully

as the new--.

Our rates are not high, when the circulation and the

character of the paper are considered.

Issued every Friday.

ABBOT BASSETT,
SECRETARY-EDITOR,

22 School Stri i i. - Boston, Mass.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PAY YOU
TO SEX I) TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, X. J.

FOR ANYTHING YOU MAY WANT
IN THE CYCLE LINE

See their NEW CATALOGUE. \

GET THE BEST !

THE STANDARD CYCLOjnETEH.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

RECISTERS 2500 MILES
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer carefid

investigation and study, with .1 resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-
ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
furnish a certificate of accuracy Vliih nil instruments. In
ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hid) shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. JK. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.
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THE
COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY'S

V^ew {Method of Con-verting, Very Simple and Expeditions. Can be %idden by Two Ladies.

Trouble Steering. ^Admitted by both T{iders and the Tress to be the 'Best Tandem for zAU -Round
T{oad Work in the [Market.

•**

THE MARLBORO' CLUB TRICTCLE
For 188j is fitted with 26-inch Steering-Wheel and Extended 'Bearings. It is the Strongest,

Simplest, and Handsomest Single Tricycle made.

THE CLUB AJSTD UNIVERSAL, CLUB BICTCLES
Have Many Improvements.

Catalogues sent free on application.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY
23 9 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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FIRST ANNUAL TOURNAMENT
OF THE

CLASSIC CITY WHEELMEN
ATHENS, GEORGIA,

THURSDAY, FRIDAY,! SATURDAY, JULY 7, 8,19, 1887.

LIST OF RACES AND PRIZES.

FIRST DAY—Thursday, July 7.

1

—

One-Mile Novice Bicycle Race is/ Prize, Silver Medal, Sio. id Prize, Gold Pencil, 5;. id Prize, Silver Cup, $4.
2

—

Half-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, best two in three, First Heat. Cash, 5io. Cash, $6. Cash, *4.

3

—

One-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, best two in three, First Heat Gold Medal, $20. Gold-Headed Cane, $12. Silver Medal, $7.
4

—

Half-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, Second Heat Prizes stated in First Heat.
5

—

One-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Second Heat Prizes stated in First Heat.
6

—

Quarter-Mile Boys' Bicycle Race, Handicap Watch, $6. Silver Cup, $4. SilverNapkinRing, $2.50.
7

—

Half-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, Third Heat, if necessary ... Gold Medalfor Fastest Heat.
8—Three-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Handicap Gold-Headed Cane, m Silver Piece, $7. silver Cup, $4.
9

—

One-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Third Heat, if necessary 1 '.ox of Cigars to Rider making Fastest Half.

10

—

Hundred-Yard Amateur Foot Race, Southern Championship Gold Medal, m Box of Cigars, $3-50.

SECOND DAY-Friday, July 8.

i

—

Two-Mile Amateur Bicvcle Race, Open is/ Prize, Gold Cuff Buttons, $10. 2d Prize, Silver Medal, $6. 3d Prize, Walking Cane, $4.
2

—

One-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, best two in three, First Heat. Cash, $12.50. Cash, $7. Cash, $5.
3

—

Five-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Handicap Gold Medal, 515. Gold Medal, 57. Silver Medal, $4.
4

—

One-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, Second Heat Prizes stated in First Heat.
5

—

One-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open Seal Ring. > Q Silver Cup, $5. Indian Clubs, $3.
6

—

One-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, Third Heat, if necessary Gold-Headed Walking Cane for Fastest Heat.
7

—

Three-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Lap Gold Medal, $10. Gold-Headed Cane, $7. Gold Pen, $5.
8

—

Five-Mile Professional Bicycle Race. Lap Cash, $12 5 Cash, ?;. Cash, $5.
9

—

Half-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Handicap Gold Pen, $5. Gold Pencil. 54. Watch, S3.
10

—

Hundred-and-Fifty-Yard Amateur Foot Race Gold-Headed Cane, J;. Silver Medal, $4.

THIRD DAY-Saturday, July 9.

1

—

Half-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, best two in three. First Heat... is/ Prize, Gold Medal, J- id Prize, Walking Cane. <4- id Prize, Silver Cup, $2. 50.

2

—

Half-Mile Boys' Bicycle Race, Handicap Gold Medal, $5. Gold Watch Charm, $3, Foot Ball, $2.

3

—

Ten-Mile Amateur Bicy'CLE Race, Handicap Silver Tilting Pitcher and Goblet, $25. Gold Medal, > 12 Gold-Headed Cane, ?-.

4—One-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, State Championship Cash. - Cash, J; Cash, J3. 50.

5—Half-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Second Heat Prizes stated in First Heat.
6

—

One-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Handicap Seal Ring, Sio. Steel Engraving, $6 Gold Pencil. $4.

7

—

Ten-Mile Professional Bicycle Race, State Championship al Race for State Championship Medal. 550. Entrance Fee. >2;. to winner.
8

—

Half-Mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Third Heat, if necessary Prizes stated in First Heat.
9—One-Mile Consolation Bicycle Race .' Silver Medal, $5. Watch Charm, $3. Tin Medal, $?.
10— Hundred-Yard Foot Race, Championship of State University Gold Medal, $10. Box of Cigarettes, S3. Leather Medal, $ ?.

ODDS AND ENDS.
— Reduced Hotel Rates.

— A.C. U. Rules to govern Races.

— Entrance Fee to each Event, 50 cents.

— Address all communications to J. H. Polhill.

— It is the duty of every wheelman who can to be present at this meet.

— Do not stay away because you are not a racing man ;
you will always

regret it if ycu do.

— Efforts are b( ing made to secure reduced rates on all the railroads

for visiting \\ heelmen.

— We advise 1.0 ing men to enter each event and select the races they
wish to start in after thcit .11 rival. If you don't you will wish you had after

seeing the prizes.

— Send in your entries at once.

— Grand Parade each morning at 9.30.

— You are cordially invited to attend this meet.

— Rule 4, to fine riders for loafing in races, will be enforced.

— Athens Brass Hand has been engaged to play for the boys each day.

— The managers reserve the right to refuse entry to all objectionable

charactei s,

— Parties refusing to take part in the Parade each morning, without

sufficient excuse, will be barred from the races.

— The University Commencement Sermon will be preached on Sunday,
the 10th. We advise wheelmen to come prepared to take in the Com-
mencement.
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SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.

Wt\ '" "ickcl-platetl case. Improved for

i^ v
;, and price reduced to 35 cents, or

lour for Si-

GREGHILLMFG.CO.
MERIDEN, CT.

The RUDGE BICYCLETTE
Seems to be in great demand. Messrs. STODDARD,

LOVERING & CO. have been compelled to cable three

times to duplicate their stock order.

® illBeefmem's |>OFKg®
Words and Music by CHAS. B.HOLCOMB, TariffYille, Ct.

A spirited, rousing air. Just the thing for wheelmen tc

sing at their club rooms and at their homes. Full four-part

song, with piano accompaniment and chorus. Single copy,

10 cents. Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
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BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $1 by mail.
Circular free. E. TAYLOR & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Besi Ms at Lowest Prices!
Plnxett's Celebrated Jersey (.'loth Knee-Breeches, only

84 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Pest Long Bicycle Stockings,
Si a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A GREAT BARGAIN !

$50GRAB IT QUICK! $5@
54-INCH ROYAL MAIL RACER.

65-INCH RUDGE RACER.
In first-class condition, and worth $100. Send for description.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE MANY ADVANTAGES
Of the RUDGE HUMBER TANDEM in point of ease

of running strongly recommend it to intending pur-

chasers of a double Tricycle.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

EUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND.
New, novel, durable, and adjustable for different sizes and

styles of cycles and riders' strength. Invaluable for exercising,

training, and teaching beginners; also for cleaning, holding,

exhibiting, and saving bicycles from injury, and for benefits
derived from cycling the whole year. Dealers will find them of

great service in selling and exhibiting cycles. Sent C. O. D.
where they cannot be got of local agents. Price $7.50. Agents
wanted. ' M. A. WOODBURY, 43 Mechanic St.. Bradford. Pa.

r rli) ^ooKVainmrK!o^e.r

(g L r:DftU5H>ou!

ADJUSTS JHRINGS.TIGHTCTS SCREH5.

"TtEMOVES J)IRT WITHOUT WASHING.

\Srtould be ij\ every Wheelman's Tool-

rxoKeHeeiTU<i-£o>
Ft-°b£KeE:Jr\ASS -

&K

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits sup I

Shoe made - m receipt of price, $4. I

discount to dealers Manufactured by
W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

THE RUDGE ROADSTER,
Which is one of the specialties of the year, only

differs from the RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER in the
matter of wheels and pedals. At the price ($105 for

a 50-inch) it should recommend itself to the eye of all

intending purchasers of a good, reliable wheel.

E. H. WILCOX. W. I.. SURPRISE.

CHICKASAW BICYCLE AGENCY,
134 and 136 Jefferson St., MEMPHIS, TENN.

si U'K AGENTS FOR THE

AMERICAN CYCLES.
Second-Hand Whorls "Bought9 Sold,

a ti <l l\.rrit a n ffed .

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large
stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted, .send 2-ccnt stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

By a man giving the name and address of F. A. Chase,
48 Pinckney Street, Boston,

40-inch Marlboro' Club Tricycle, No. 5617.

Number stamped on front tube and on cover of automatic

steering Machine has 22-inch steering-wheel,with coil-spring

fork. Steering-fork has been painted, rest of machine having

original enamel. Telegraph any tidings at our expense. In-

formation leading to capture of thief will be liberally paid for.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.. 239 Columbus Av.. Boston.

OHtfi

THE ONLY PUBLICATION DEVOTED TO
CYCLING IN THE SOUTHERN

STATES.

s •

HUNTER <V GENSLINGER,
Is Camp Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

50 CENTS PER YEAR.
Send for Sam]

can live at home, and 1u.1l irk for

us, than at anything else in this world. Capital not

needed Both sexes; a

\iiy oni • an dothi wort 1 at

first start. Costly outfit and terms fn
and find out: if you are wise

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.
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ENTERPRISE THAT COUNTS!
i vTrvi »___

The AMERICAN WHEELMAN'S League Meet and World's
Championship Road Race Number, published promptly June
1, will mark: a new era in Cycling Literature. Among other

things, it will be: —

i.— The Largest Wheel Paper Tublished.

2.— Illustrated by one of the best pen-and-ink artists in the country.

3.
— Its humorous cartoons will be real cartoons, and no diagrams will be

needed.

4.— // will contain more illustrations than any two cycling papers ever pub-

lished at one time before.

5.— Its League {Meet account will be full, true, and graphic.

6.— Its T^oad T{ace account will transport the reader to Clarksville, unchecked

by interstate commerce laws.

7.

—

(More money will be spent on this number than has ever been expended

on any two wheel papers before.

8.— {More copies of this number will be printed and circulated than have

ever been circulated of one issue of a cycling paper before.

We might make a few" more pertinent statements, but

these are enough for the present. Watch for the June number;
and, to be sure of getting it, send in 50 cents now for a year's

subscription. If our statements are not all fulfilled we will

cheerfully refund the money. Address the

AMERICAN WHEELMAN PUBLISHING CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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THE lidGIBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements: improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent nt tor

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromal

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality leather-weight. When folded, everything except the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left beneath the ground

The 5x8 size measures 9ix6|x4^ inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship ol our

factory, and our large and tine facilities have enabled us to fix the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness

greater. Prices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed for out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For 3^x4^ Picture, 110 Sliding Front, $22.50
No. 2. For 4V\.V-; Picture, no Sliding Front, 22.."iO

No. 3. For 5x8 Picture, Sliding Front, . UT.OO

Enclose 4 cents for Circulars and Catalogues. PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

THE BL2AIR CAMERA G9.
OFFICE AND FACTORY,

318 Broadway, NEW YORK. 819 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA. 471,475, 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

Ohio Agents, L. M. PRINCE & BRO., Cincinnati. Pacific Coast Agent. SA3IL. C. PARTRIDGE, San Francisco.

L.A.W. TABLE.

f\ vqpv handsome little Stand

or? table, round top, 15 inches

in diamctep, and tupned out to

about the depth of a soup-plate,

having the h.R.vJ. Badge in the

ecnfcep about 10 inches' in diam-

eter?.

PRICES.

•Sold as a Gapd Receivcp, v/itb

initials instead of the badge.

It is pponounccd by the leading

papers' of the South to be the

most complete and handsome

Cand Rcccivcp evep offeped.

F)© paplop should be without

one.

Georgia Mahogany, Wheel in Black, - - $2.r>0 Walnut, Wheel in CJilt. $4.00
Imitation Walnut <>r (lurry, Wheel in Gilt, 2.7." Curled Pine and Walnut, inlaid, Wheel in <;ilt, 5.00

Pine and (lurry, inlaid. Wheel in Black, - - $4.50

Address W. F. MOSS, TriomaLSville, < Veorgia.
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WE THINK IT ABOUT KILLS THE BILL, GENTLEMEN, AND OUR
PRICES, MIND YOU, ARE REASONABLE.

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION.
With many improvements, such as a superior crank fastening which dispenses

with the use of a hammer, new hearings that are adjustable without loosening a

screw even, etc. Price, 48-inch, $100.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT CHAMPION.
A light roadster of highest possible grade, with ball-bearing head and true

tangent wheels, embodying many novel and peculiarly useful inventions. Price,

48-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE.
Much improved, and fitted with cow-horn bars ; as formerly, the best machine

on the market for the money. Price, 48-inch, $70.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY.
Sold last year under our positive guarantee that it was the easiest -running

bicycle in the world. Improved wherever possible. Price, 40-inch, $74.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT SAFETY.
After the lines of the regular Safety, but made hollow wherever possible, and

will be sold under a guarantee as to its superiority over all other bicycles in ease

of running. Price, 40-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
As heretofore, the only high - grade and honestly - constructed boy's bicycle

in the world. Finished in black, with artistic real gold stripes. Price from
$25 to $60.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

The young ladies' companion to the bicycle of the same name. A really

beautiful little three-wheeler, in two sizes, 30 -inch and 34 -inch. Price $40
and $45.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

A high-grade and honestly- constructed three-wheeler, in two sizes, 42-inch
and 44-inch. Price $80 and $95.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for boys and girls, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inc'L

Price $60 and $75.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TANDEM,
A convertible two-track for ladies and gentlemen, in two sizes, 42-inch and

46-inch. Price $120 and $135.

&3T Our 1887 Catalogue, now ready, containing a detailed description
of these Cycles, "will be mailed on application.

GORMULLY & JEFFERT MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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i -TjlE SPi&HELD IHISTEH
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Only Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ho Not Buy a Wheel

Before Ydu See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

•
No expense left out to

warrant success.

•
No headers to "knock

you out."

•
•••

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

OF THE —
CRANK WHEEl

Coasting Without Danger

!

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with
the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth'and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power. There is no waste of
power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCL.E MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P. LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE BEST HILL-CLIMBER!

THE KING BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the

rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings in our high-grade
machines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together;
and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured by United States Patents
unit Pending United .states and
Foreign Applications by the In-
ventor, Hie. HOMER A. KIXU,
Sprint/field, 3Ia8S.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

springs, the new motor raising one

lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without

retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank

wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

Heretofore noticed and adver-
tised us "Springfield's New Hi-

cycle," "The Springfield Light
'Roadster," "The Springfield />'/-

cycle," etc*, and the unlit "Bicycle

in the market ever invented or

first built in Springfield.

Side I :ew, with pear-shaped vulcanite handles.

View of bearings in rear wheel, andendvieiu
of adjustable anti-friction roller bearing* and
revolving collar which holds them in place.

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree.

Cut shelving henv the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
fonvard, turns the other backwardand raise* the lever without contact with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue; sen.' tie,-

2^=CATALOGUE SENT FREE. PRICE LIST.
Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel, -------
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel, -------
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel, -------
Full Nickel Finish,

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also tl i the large whei 1 I ul N
We recommend and most riders order the $n<> style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels. A discount of 10 per cent, from third column prices is offered to an) clergyman, or to the first

purchaser in any county. Above prices are for 48-inch wheel; nil t $1 per inch up or down Spade handles, $2 extra. Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.

PARALLEL BEARINGS
To Both Wheels.

$75
80
85
90

Front I

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

.$!>.-» $105
IOO HO
!(>.-» 115
HO L20

THE KINO WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., New York.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.— Sin-!, copy, 8 pages, oue year, 15c; 10 copies, $1. The Herald contains the running ng romance,

and practical helps; Tlie Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temnerano " ' reform, and .1 youths' department. Sample copy sent It ranted in every town

in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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*THE FACILE.*
PATTERNS OF THIS OLD RELIABLE BICYCLE EOR 1887 ARE

i.—THE REGULAR PATTERN, unchanged from iS86, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.

2.—A VERY LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of 1886, being hollow throughout, levers and connecting-rods included.

Lever bearings are double-ball, and every bearing in the machine (except the brake and brake-lever) is adjustable ball. Head is the new unapproachable
ABINGDON, which is almost as much superior to any other ball-head in the market as other ball-heads are superior to cones. Weight of 46-inch, 34 pounds.

3.—THE STANDARD FACILE, a good plain pattern, with weldless steel hollow backbone and front forks, and balls to front wheel
;

plain

enamel finish. The best low-priced machine offered in the market.

4.—THE NEW GEARED FACILE, a. front-driver, using a beautifully simple and effective gearing placed on one side only and having no chain.

Hollow throughout; every bearing adjustable ball; 21 rows of balls. Size 40, geared to 60. Has already won the first road race of the year, and is the

fastest machine ever produced.

5.—THE REAR-DRIVER FACILE. Has a 36-inch driver, speeded to 54 by the same gearing as the other, with a 22-inch steerer. The best

machine of the rear-driving type, yet the front-driver is believed to be the better of the two.

6.—THE FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central-driving, open-fronted, and easy-running machine, with FACILE driving. Singularly light,

weighing only 46 pounds, although amply strong, and far away the best cycle in the market for ladies.

PRICES range from $88 to $137; $140 for the geared patterns, and $150 for the Tricycle.

Do not overlook the Facile Oil and Enamel, both firmly established in market as standard and the best. Jt^^ If you want a Ball-Head, see the

Abingdon: then you will accept no other. Send for List, mentioning The Gazette. W. G. WILCOX, 33 Murray Street, New York.

DO YOU WANT A CHEAP
BICYCLE ?

SEND FOR OUR CLEARANCE SALE LIST.

Tangent -Spoke Light Roadsters, Direft-Spoke Full Roadsters, Safeties, and Tricycles,

all with ball-bearings, and highest grade and finish.

* TOTT WILL BE SURPRISED ! *

These machines formerly sold for from $125 to $16% according to si{e and finish; but in

order to make room for U^EW T^APIDS and QUADRANTS we will sacrifice them. Terms

either cash or part cash and deferred payments. S&'c/Jll {Machines sent on approval.~^k

SAML. T. CLARK V CO.
PEARRE BUILDING, - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
OF ANY KIND, 1 1

I \MP TO

A. W. GUMP, 1 IAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price -List of New and Second -Hand Machines.

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Fought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second -Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.
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CYCLING CHIT CHAT.

Cycling chat of the day just past has been so full

of reminiscence, that I find it hard to get rid of old

memories and settle down to work; so that if I

seem a bit mossy this time, it must be charged to

that source. May be you will find a few of the

chestnuts I have in mind and will mention later,

singed of their whiskers—in fact, " roasters."

By the natural revolution of things, and the big

boom given us by the meet, cycling has improved

materially in St. Louis the past month, and the

dealers note a marked increase in sales. The old

riders' lagging spirits, too, seem to have under-

gone a thorough renovation, and I know of several

veterans, who told me three months ago that their

cycling days were over, who have recently pur-

chased new mounts and are now seen at the old

haunts more than ever. Some of these very men

are now members of the St. Louis Cycle Club, a

flourishing organization born but three weeks ago.

The club's specific object is the enjoyment of road

riding— not scorching particularly, but the go-as-

you-please, brakes-off style of cycling which is to

be found in St. Louis, Pike and Jefferson coun-

ties. According to rumor, Springfield, too, has

seen a change, or rather suffered a loss by the de-

parture of Henry Ducker. We don't know where

you are, Mr. I)., but it was only yesterday that the

wish was expressed that St. Louis might be the

future home of such a pusher. The wish was fol-

lowed by the reflection, however, that there is no

Hampden Park track here—though you might

build us one.

Last night witnessed the last gathering of the

League meet committee, some of the members of

which buried themselves in total obscurity the

moment their arduous work was over,nol bobbing

up again until last night. Meel affaii s wei e finally

wound up, and there was not a single cause l"i

dissatisfaction, nor had a duty been l<H unfilled.

It was found that a surplus still remained of the

meet fund, and I feel safe in saying thai by (he

time this is ready you will be familiar with tin

generous disposition of this surplus.

One cause for quarreling seems to have been

produced by the meet or its accompaniments—the

comparison of the Clarksville and Crawfordsville

road race courses. ('. ('. Brewster went over to

the Crawfordsville race the othei day. II'

back very much pleased with Indiana wheelmen,

and with the level road as a fast course. li-

the twenty-five mile stretches perfectly straight,

narrow, gravel roads.here and there passing through

shaded strips of moderate length; and as Indiana

roads arc repaired in the fall—an unusual thing -

the present time of year found them at their best.

Allowing all this, those who have impartially

looked at both courses say that there is .1 fascina-

tion in viewing a road race on the hills and long

down grades of the Clarksville belt which will al-

ways make it unequalcd. That it has record-break-

ing possibilities, and that it is not dangerous for

a record-breaker, have already been proven.

This is vacation time, and every one who can

scrape acquaintance with a week or two of freedom

is adjusting his supply of shekels accordingly and

stealing out of town for a little frolic of hi- own,

fuly Fourth will find delegations of St. Louisans

at suburban races, at Peoria and in Ohio. Resi

dents of our own and other States are now prepar-

ing to tour through Missouri, west to Kansas City,

north to Mexico and Clarksville, and south to the

beauties of the Arcadia valley. Ladish will, he

says, ride to Kansas City. Poor tenderfoot
'

He'll be too sore to sketch or write either, .is he

intends.

Our girls, too, are getting independent, and

about a dozen fair riders of the tricycle will be

ensconced in a cottage on the outskirts of Clarks-

ville a week hence. There will of course be two

or three chaperons in the party, but the young

ladies are determined—so one of them tells me

—

to have a H. O. T. and will ride through hospitable

Pike county at their own sweet will, varying the

monotony now and then by angling the festive

black bass and pike which abound in the shady

bayous opposite the little town. Most of the

party arc school girls, and have invited their

cyclist friends to come and see them each Sunday

and partake of the viands which their own deft

fingers will prepare and serve at "The Cottage."

A camera forms part of their outfit.

And the poor-stay-at-homes, what do they do?

Ride out on the big bridge, and gazing below, dream

of Niagara; lie on the grass about the "pump"
and chat about the good time the tourists are hav-

ing; wander to De Soto, or by moonlight to Man

Chester; but about the most exciting and sleep-

killing 01 I upal )' mi lip 1 ant get aw.n - indul

the wild hilarity incident to those midnight battles

with the monstei mosquitoes of Creve < ceur Lake,

eighteen miles northwest. They do say that

monkey-wrenches are hardly big enough to brain

these crab-like creatures, which are said to Ill

lift the window screens of one's room and staggei

in; and 'tis told that Cupid Baker, one black night,

was actually "held up "at the cross-roads In a

couple of them au<\ robbed—don't shoot, dear

reader. This is "Dry" Sunday, and you know

the fe .11 ful result of a sudden stoppage ol any

strong habit.

Ihi approaching r< mnd-trip race over thi D
Soto hill .which is set t . > 1 1

I l.il Grei nw I and Pei 01 bing

topii in all quai tei >, \ 1 lod's

hill-climbing powers and the endurance ot

men, make the result of tin's ,

puzzled conjecture. Greenw I ought, ui

edly, gain greatly in til

hills, and if he is defeated it will probably be the

result of Stone's spurting on the more

stretches. Loth men are chock full ol confidence.

With the thought ><\ this race bobs up a ch

—the discovery, in a cycling

road.

The old Frisco ( 'lull was known in its I

an aggregation of toughs. It wasn't 1 vi

aggn ation then, the six members being Arthur

Young, Felix Young, Tom Reynolds, 1

Gordon, Robert Lee, Jerry Davies, and another.

Cola Stone was then a Missouri man, bill he

couldn't get along with tl eroad-offii 1 would

have "form" or die. llis hearl was with these

boys, and Sunday after Sunday, for a long
1

saw the solid seven, led by Cola, wheel out of town

in the gi aj daw n foi -
< >me li >ng jaunt, one tin

familial surfaces and another into new ami

n ;ions. Sometimes th

came hack the next moi lling, in; il

no sleep, and again eleven P. M. would find them

at home after an absent e since I "iii o'clock in the

morning. Finding the end of C.u

through unsettled 1 ountry and in a blizzard,

ii e ride on the Meramec river, which left them

tuenh miles from homi b; ni I 1
1 til

of theii ' capades. No ride was wild

I'll ill. 50 one il IN, .ill! 1

set forth to explore the unknown

son county. It was one night in Oct >ber, f884,

that lie
j
gathered at the hoi I

Vrthui i

and rolled theirbicycles into the 1

for the next day's use. Bulltown

till unkm >w 11 in fact the next da)
'

caused theii first produi tion—nor had an]

boys wrappi il il" ii h 1:.'"' bai ide airy

unusual preparation, Thi
;

skill in gymnastics and didn't tumble in till mid-

night. At two o'i lo, k Arthur Young was a

in the kin I" n.

can. At three he pull, d the resi from bi

gave them breakfast, and fotn o'< loi k foum

theii way toward th rn suburbs

throu 'I' a raw fog B) 51 .

1 n o'i loi I. thi

rolled ovet

were well on theii ».u toward the big hills,—the

existence of whii h, bj thi way, the) nevei di

of. Soon lie '< ' !"''• '"id

the coasts, rendered horrib

, n, ;i md farthei back on

and tested the standard brakes to th.

ded Young, at thai time, rode a 54 1

with ,'. inch cranks .md Premii which,

with verv thick soled shoe-, enabled him to ride

the wheel. The point of tin- will he seen when I
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say he now rides a 46. At Maxville, now famous

for its milk, they stopped and regaled themselves

with copious draughts of the lacteal fluid, and the

very next coast, with a wretched bridge at the

bottom, raised their hair for the first time. They

didn't all get down on their saddles—on their

pants, in one or two cases.

The boys were now getting thoroughly scared,

and some remarked that they guessed they knew

when thev had had enough. Such weak-souled

sentiments were promptly met by a red-green-and-

yellow streak of profanity from Young, who had

heard of a place called Bulltown, twenty-five miles

from town, and he would get to Bulltown if he

had to crawl there. So on they went.

A halt was called at the top of a very long,

steep hill, which everyone walked. It proved the

smallest of a series of five or six. " Well, if this

isn't the most God-forsaken country I ever saw !

"

exclaimed Young. The rest agreed. They stood

before a log-house, the first they had seen for over

an hour. The owner appeared, and while he stared

they plied him with queries, finally learning that

Bulltown was still " some dree miles avay, oop and

down." " Oop and down," indeed ! with the fool-

ish exception of one hundred feet, they walked and

scrambled every step of those three miles, which

seemed ten and consumed an hour and a half in

traveling.

" Oh, this hill, will it never end !
" was

heard from the little man who pushed the big 54,

struggling behind with both hands against the

backbone. Yes, there was the last curve, with a

deep ravine on the left. A few moments, and they

were all stretched like dead men on the grassy top.

The wind whistled and time flew, but it was half

an hour before they began to feel like themselves

again. Alternately they called themselves fools

and told each other how they suffered from hun-

ger and thirst (they didn't notice the numerous

springs). They now gathered pieces of white flint,

and while some pitched the rocks from the road-

bed to the grass above, others arranged them into

the word " Frisco," the name by which the hill

is now known by wheelmen and natives alike;

and to this day the rocks have lain there almost

undisturbed, so thinly settled is the country.

Bob Lee now declared he was done with walk-

ing. Bicycles were made to ride, and he was going

to coast the hill before him if it took a lung. To
the right he could see a broad, deep valley, and

away off in the distance, he saw a narrow white

streak of road leading up the other side, which

seemed as steep as the side of a house. The bottom

of the hill before him was invisible—in fact, but a

short portion of it can be seen from the top. On
he went, up went his legs, and he coasted slowly

down. The rest, with one exception, trundled their

wheels and swore at his foolishness. The "one
exception " had been studying up Henry W. Will-

iams's tactics, advising cyclers not to coast, and
had a great mind to see " if there was anything in

it."

" Hold her tight, Bob!" some one yelled. The
"one exception " was nobly endeavoring to back
pedal, hold the brake, keep the little wheel down
and watch the man in front, all at the same time.

" Thwack—clatter—bang !
" as the bold coaster

Struck a broken branch, pirouetted down the hill

and collapsed. Mr. " One-exception's " eyes could

have been knocked off with a stick. He was
taking it all in, and forgetting himself for the mo-
ment, the ascending crank hoisted him high into

the air, and as he went scattering after his partner

hoop-snake fashion, the wheels struck him whack

after whack. It is unnecessary to add that they

walked the rest of the way to Bulltown.

On the return trip they naturally grew bolder,

but it was late that night when they reached home.

The next day samples of "Bulltown macadam,"

glued to cardboard which was inscribed in big, red-

ink letters, were exhibited at the "agency." Cola

Stone was not one of the " discoverers," but soon

tried the trip with Charlie Duryea. When the

heavy-weight couple returned their saddles were

mashed flat from coasting, and Cola threw away a

backbone which had stretched so much as to give

his machine the appearance of an " xtraordinary."

Now of course you will yell " fish-story " and

say I am a prevaricator. Burley Avers may be

more truthful, and as he promises to undertake

this very trip, and describe it, you may have the

story as told by a Philistine himself.

I am going to change subjects very disagreeablv

now. Mr. W. F. Foster, of Baltimore, who was at

one time a very prominent wheelman there and

who was expelled from the L. A. W. in 1882,

passes through St. Louis quite frequently. On
one or two recent occasions he has related a start-

ling story of his expulsion, a story which ought to

be sifted and ventilated in the cycling press, in

justice to the L. A. W. and Mr. Foster. This is

especially so, as Mr. Foster doubtless tells his

tale in other cities and is apparently fearless of

any denial.

When last here, Mr. Foster said :

—

" My complaint in brief is that I was unfairly ex-

pelled, through the corrupt influence of men who
are now respected members of the L. A. W. It

was in 1882, and the means of my expulsion was a

so-called illegal race-meet. It was an invitation

race of twenty -five miles, held in Baltimore, and

the invitation had been extended to the King's

County Wheelmen. I had previously been push-

ing the interests of the wheel in Baltimore, and

had spent some $1,100 on weekly races in that city.

I claim that my popularity became odious to a

well known manufacturer of Baltimore, and that

to his influence in the League is due my expulsion.

Well, on the occasion of this race, Trego, consul

at Baltimore, forwarded to Fred Jenkins, then

secretary, regularly filled racing blanks Nos. 50 and

51, these being the necessary notice of the event,

to make it legal. Judge of my surprise when, not

very long after the race was run, I received a com-

munication from Jenkins, informing me of my
expulsion and requesting the return of my mem-
bership ticket. I immediately replied, asking for

information regarding an action in which I was in

no way consulted, never having had a charge of

any kind brought to my notice, that I might replv

to it. Mr. Jenkins's answer, in brief, gave as the

reason the illegality of the above mentioned race,

stating that the proper blanks had not been sent to

him, which was untrue. I then applied to Geo. D.

Gideon, at Philadelphia, chairman of the Racing

Board at that time. He informed me that a vote

of his board had been taken in the matter, result-

ing unfavorably to me. In connection with this

point, while I was in Chicago, not very long after

this, I called upon the resident member of the

Racing Board and told my story, asking him

what he thought of the case. To my utter aston-

ishment he did not remember it at all, and he

confessed that votes often passed through his

hands, which he had been requested to sign, and

had not taken the trouble to peruse, even.

Well, after Gideon's reply, I laid the whole matter

before President Beckwith and asked if in simple

justice I should not have received some notice be-

fore being ousted. Result, papers respectfully

returned by the Doctor, saying he could not review

the action of the Racing Board. Well, sir, that

straw broke the camel's back, and I went to work

obtaining evidence in the premises, never resting

until I had sufficient data to show up not only the

rottenness of the whole scheme but also the par-

ticipants. I discovered that the 'well known

manufacturer ' had, in his desire to get rid of me,

gone through the formality of a protest against the

legality of that race. As for him, I obtained bona

fide evidence regarding a certain game of cards

played in a certain Boston hotel by innocent wheel-

men of that city and a professional gambler from

Baltimore with whom the manufacturer was singu-

larly well acquainted. I have, too, a portion of the

hotel register, showing certain names on a certain

date. Now for the secretary. You probably re-

member that Fred Rollinson was lodged in jail in

San Francisco for petit larceny. Through various

sources I learned that he could tell a tale not at

all flattering to the secretary, and his attorney in-

formed me that $50 would release him from jail.

We came to an agreement, and he furnished me a

sworn affidavit to the effect that the secretary,

for the sum of $500, had refereed in a crooked

manner a race between himself.Prince, and Higham.

With this and other data at hand, I again brought

my case before the League, but without success,

the secretary now charging that I had previously

written him a very insulting letter, sufficient in

itself to oust me. From Wm. Oilman, secretary

pro tern., following Jenkins, I learned that this let-

ter could not be found. I also communicated with

Abbot Bassett, sometime afterward, when he be-

came chairman of the Racing Board. He could not

help me, there being no record of the case in his

hands. He opined, however, that in me the League

had lost a valuable member, and requested that I

bring the matter up a third time, that his Board

might be set right. This I concluded not to do.

" Now, I am a newspaper man myself, and know

the danger of making this statement without good

cause. I tried at the time to ventilate the subject

in the wheel journals, but the Spirit of the Times

alone was courageous enough to print it, and, rely

upon it, they would not have done so without good

authority. Griffiths, of the Maryland Club, has

all the documents now in his possession."

Certainly a most scandalous statement. Now
let personality stand aside, and if it is an untruth,

brand it as a lie. For the League should no longer

suffer by permitting the tale to be related in all

parts of the country undented. " Ph<enix."

THE B CLE MAN.

A messenger fleet,

As he came down the street,

Upset a young girl as he ran ;

She jumped up from the dirt,

Saying, " Nobody's hurt,

He's only a bicycle man."

At the new hardware store,

A man stood in the door,

And the goods all around he did scan ;

The clerks, small and great,

Said, " O, he can wait,

He's only a buy-sickle man."

On a sweltering day,

When the girls " melt away,"

They will work very hard

—

with a fait,

But they scream with delight

When he comes into sight,

The sweet, cherub-icicle man. " Tentoone.'
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WORDS OF CHEER.

Henry E. Ducker leaves Springfield for

Buffalo, X. \
'., and is given A Handsome

Send Off by vie Club and his former

Employes.

We quote from the local papers an account of

the affair, showing the esteem with which he was

held in his old home, and we do not wonder at his

regret in leaving for new fields of labor.

"Testimonials to Mr. Dicker.

" Henry E. Ducker left the management of the

Springfield Printing Company this week, and will

start for his new field of labor in Buffalo Sunday

night. Regret over his departure from Spring-

field is not confined to the members of the bicycle

club and his intimate friends, but is shared by

hundreds of business men who have had dealings

with him and certify liberally to the general ex-

cellence of his work. To-night the bicycle club

will give a farewell reception to Mr. Ducker, who,

above all other men, made the Springfield Bicycle

Club known all over the world, and gave to the

city the finest tournaments ever held. The recep-

tion will be a private ' family ' reunion and all the

old-timers who were associated with Mr. Ducker

in the club's infant days, and have since left it, will

be present. Among the many testimonials that

have been showered on Mr. Ducker this week is

the following from the Springfield Bicycle Club

through its secretary :

—

"Dear Sir : At a regular meeting of the Springfield Bicycle

Club, held June 7, on motion of A. O. McGarrett, you were

unanimously made a life member of the club. It is with feel-

ings of sincerest pleasure that 1 inform you of this action by the

club,of which you have been so long a faithful and worthy mem-
ber. The club, in thus honoring you, honors itself. It thus

evinces its acknowledgment and appreciation of the long and

disinterested service which you have rendered, without which I

have no hesitation in saying it would not to-day occupy its

present proud and honorable position. The Springfield Hicycle

Club lias a world-wide reputation ; its fame has gone throughout

the length and breadth of the land, and is recognized throughout

the world as the bicycle club par excellence. It owes its proud

and honorable position, I repeat, to one man, and that man is

Henry E. Ducker. Rest assured that, wherever your future

lot may be cast, the good wishes of the Springfield Bicycle

Club, collectively and individually, will attend you. As the

Springfield Bicycle Club is to-day the synonym of success, so

may the name of its founder, godfather, and ever watchful

protector be a synonym of unbounded prosperity. Believe

me, I have thus testified but faintly the esteem and respect in

which you are held by the Springfield Bicycle Club, and again

permit me to express the pleasure which I experience in thus

making known to you the acknowledgment of its indebted-

ness to you.

" The invitation of the reception committee is as

follows :

—

"Dear Mir : The undersigned, on behalf of the Springfield

Bicycle Club, invite you to be present at the club rooms Fri-

day evening, June 24, at which time the entire membership of

the club, dating from its organization, have been invited to

participate in tendering you a farewell reception.

Respectfully,

SANFORD Lawton, I

\V. H. Jordan,
C. E. Whipple, (Committee.
A B Wassung,
D. E. Miller, I

" The Printing Company's employes part with

Mr. Ducker with regret. They presented him

yesterday with a handsome gold chain and seal

worth over $100. The testimonial is as follows:

"Mr. Ducker : With this week your relation to us as super-

intendent will cease. During the many years we have been

with you, and under your care, the memory of which will ever

be pleasant, we have learned to esteem you as a man, to ad-

mire you as a leader, and to love you as a friend ; and in this

latter relation we wish ever to consider you and you so to con-

sider us. As you are to leave us for new fields of labor, we
present you this testimonial as a token of our love and esteem,

knowing that you will not accept it merely for any intrinsic

value but rather for the spirit in which it is given Von may
be assured that with it goes our best wishes for your future

welfare.

"This tribute of a business man is a sample "i

many which Mr. Ducket prizes:

—

" Nor 1 11 ami- I. in, June 0, 1S87.

" Hbnrv E Dvckbr, Jtfy Dear Sir : I want to thank you

personally and particularly for the elegant book, the " Historj

of Ml Holyoke Seminary," which has just been published by

your company. It is due in your very kind interest and per-

sonal supervision and unwearied attention to all its details that

we have a book of which we feel proud ami one which every-

body compliments. Our committee also extend their thanks

to you. In addition to all you have done for the book, I feel

very much indebted to you 'or all the time, attention, court-

esy and advice you have extended to me in the mallei of piepa-

ratiou and arrangements for our semi-centennial which oc-

curs June 23. Your help has been invaluable. I am very

sorry you are to leave the Springfield Priming Company, but

trust your lot will be cast where your ability will be appre-

ciated and your success assured.

" Very truly yours, A. Lyman Williston."

—Republican.

" Honors to Mr. Ducker. The Bicycle Club
Tenders him a Reception.

" Mr. Ducker has reason to feel proud of the

reception tendered him last night by the Spring-

field Bicycle Club, of which he has so long been

a worthy and honored member. The club owes
its present proud and honorable position to Mr.

Dticker's untiring and faithful efforts, and last

night's testimonial was a fitting acknowledgment

of the club's appreciation and esteem. As Mr.

Ducker is soon to remove to Buffalo, N. V., the

bicycle club thought it a proper thing to tender

him something in the line of a farewell reception

and at the same time try to make some fitting

recognition of their esteem and regard for the

founder of Springfield's world famous organiza-

tion. Accordingly, a few weeks ago a committee

was appointed to arrange and put into execution

a testimonial to the man who has so long and

honorably represented the club as its pushing and

energetic president. This committee—Sanford

Lawton, Vice-President Miller, Charles !'.. Whip
pie, Treasurer W. H. Jordan and A. 1!. Wassung
—was composed as nearly as possible of members
who were associated with Mr. Ducker in the ear-

liest days of the club's organization. The commit-

tee has worked together heartily and unanimously,

and the success of their efforts, which culminated

in last night's reception and presentation, was an

eminently gratifying one, and the event will long

and pleasantly linger in the memory of all whose
good fortune it was to be present and participate

in the festivities. Not the least pleasing feature

of the occasion was the opportunity it furnished

for a delightful family reunion. Many of the

veterans and leading lights of former days were

present, and Mr. Ducker must indeed have felt

that he was in the house of friends.

"The reception was entirely informal Sociabil-

ity presided, and its behests were cheerfully and

heartily obeyed. In the invitation sent out to the

members, eight o'clock was named as the hour at

which to assemble. The members began arriving

shortly after seven o'clock and before the recep-

tion terminated, the past and present mcml
the club who tendered their respects to Mr.

Ducker must have numbered between sixty and

seventy. The parlor and assembly rooms had been

carpeted with white duck, and potted plants ami

flowers gave the room a refreshingly attractive ap-

pearance. Coenen's orchestra, stationed in the

assembly room, furnished dulcet strains throughout

the evening when not drowned by the exubi

of the jolly and happy gathering Mr. Ducker re-

ceived in the parlor, assisted bj Presidents II

Selvey and Vii r President D. I-.. Mill,

all had paid theii respt < t^ to the guesl '.1 tin 1 ven-

ing, and had an opportunity to indulge in informal

greetings, occupying about an hour, it was an-

nounced that Inn. Ii would 1" a 1 ved in the billiard

room, whit h foi som

curtained "il from the othi i rooms during the first

p. 11
1

11I the evening. The invitation to lunch was

responded to with the accustomed alacrity with

which wheelmen always greet -u. h .111 invitation,

and the billiard 1 11 was speedily filled with

beaming faces, testifying that the owni i- wi re in

an appreciative mood. Messrs. Lawton and Miller

stationed themselves al what was apparently the

dining table, the covering of which had nol

removed. President Selvey then made a speech

in which hi 11 efully alluded to Mr. Ducker's

long and meritorious services and the univi

esteem in which he is held by the members. In

closing he asked Mr. Ducker's acceptance of a

testimonial gilt, and at these winds the cover was
removed and a handsome dinner set of one hun-

dred and thirty pieces of Haviland's Frenchhand-

decorated china-ware was revealed. All present

broke into hearty hand clappings which were pro-

longed for several minutes. Mr. Ducker was

astounded. Never was surprise more complete.

Tears came into his eyes and he thanked the

members as best he could. His emotion was
more eloquent than words. Kinging applause

greeted the few words he was able to utter, lie-

sides the dinner set, an alligator skin traveling

bag and silk umbrella reposed comfortably on the

table. Formalities were then shown the door ami

bade a hearty good night, and the members then

occupied themselves with the refreshments.
" Mr. Ducker withdrew at half past eleven, a

pleased and happy man. Some of the 'stayers'

rounded out the evening by making it an even

midnight before returning home.

"Among -.utile of the veteran members present,

—

members of the old voluntary organization,— were
Charles p.. Whipple, who with Mr. Ducker is the

only original member now a member of the club,

W. X. Winans, II.
J. Winans, A. E. Worthing-

ton, Sanford Lawton, C. II. Miller, F. E. Ripley,

A. B. Wassung, D. E. Miller, W. H. Jordan, A.

O. McGarrett, F. W. Westervelt, W. C. Marsh,
Dr. 1.. E. Zuchtmann, of Holyoke, II. X. Bowman,
Charles Clark. E. J. Dyotte, C. K. H.uadon. W.
II. Selvey, E. M. Wilkins, R. D. White and E.

I.. Smith. Ex-Treasurer C. A. Fisk was also pres-

ent and indulged in pleasant reminiscences with

Mr.Ducker. Letters of regret were received from

Charles K. Ft rry, of Pittsfield, the first s tl retarj

of the club, W. Y. Gilman, of Nashua, Nil.'
T. Higginbotham, of Thomaston, Ct., George M.

Ilendee, of Xew Haven, R. L. Stewart, of Roselle,

V
J , and \V. I. Lyman of this city. Ex-Secretary

Ferry's letter was as follows:

" I'i 1 rsi 11 1 i), [urn

"Friend : Have just received a notice of the farewell re-

ception to Mr. Ducker Friday evening, I should

to be with you .11 that time, but as it will be im

10 Mi Ducker my best wishes and tell him that I have

ns of our relations during the tii

years of the existence of the Springfield Hicycle Club.

" Very truly, Cham es K 1 ikkv.

" Mi . Ducket begins his new duties Monday, and

after a short business trip exp« 1 ts to reach Buffalo

next Thursday. Friends and neighbors have

flocked to his home to-day to lender theii lust

wishes and Mi. Duckei will also have an 'at

home ' to-morrow."

—

Union.
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NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.

HE Long Island Wheelmen

expect to have their club-

house ready for occupancy

by August. The new club-

seems to put more

enthusiasm into the mem-
" rs, and it has roused them

from the sleep into which

they appeared to have fallen,

judging from their lack Of

enterprise and activity during the past, which

made the existence of the club almost unknown.

At the last mqeting fifteen applicants were ad-

mitted to membership. The evening following

the meeting the members and their friends took

their first moonlight excursion up the Hudson on

the steamer Jolui Lenox, where music, dancing,

and refreshments made the wheelmen happy.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club held the first of a

series of road races at Bath on June 11. There-

were two events, the club novice and the club

championship. The distance was two miles, and

the course was fair. The entries to the novice race

were: B. J. Kellum, ('. S. Harrison, W. S. Mead,

W. J. Kenmore, Jr., L. Brunn, Geo. Bancroft, A.

S. Haviland, W. R. Snedeker, and E. Skinner.

Near the start Kellum fell, but mounting again he

succeeded in overhauling the field, and finished

first in 7111. 48s. ; W. J. Kenmore, Jr., second, and

Geo. Bancroft, third. The club championship

was the next event, and the riders who started

were: F. B. Hawkins, W. S. Vail, E.D.Will-
iams, F. B. Jones, W. II. Meeteer, and G. E. D.

Todd. The race was very exciting, the men being

well bunched, with Hawkins leading. When near

the finish, Hawkins took a header, and Todd
rushed to the front, winning easily in 6m. 53s.

;

Meeteer second, and Jones third.

Knox, the Star rider, who rode on the Kings

County Wheelmen's team in the inter-club race,

has proved himself a remarkable man. With such

good riders as the King's County Wheelmen are

constantly turning out, it seems almost an impos-

sible thing for any other club to take the cup

from them. It is said that another "Star" fiend

will make his appearance in the road race in the

fall, and that Harry Hall has him in training at

present. Valentine will also bid good-bye to the

crank, and ride the Star in his future races.

Messrs. Miller and Hall, of the Ilderan Bicycle

< lull, undertook a most remarkable ride on a tan-

dem tricycle on June 11. They left Brooklyn on

Saturday afternoon at 2 v. M., accompanied by six

other members of the Ilderan Bicycle Club, and

arrived at Patchogue, their destination, at mid-

night. The distance was sixty-five miles, and

when the poor roads are taken into consideration,

they having to walk at least half the distance, and
push the tandem through the sand, then the ride

seems truly wonderful. Although the side paths

are excellent for the bicycle, the) are too narrow

tor a tricycle, which consequently has to take to the

sandy road. 'Die boys managed to enjoy them-

selves irery well, however, and on the following

morning they started on the return journey. This

uneventful, except that a longer route was
taken which was much better riding for the tan-

dem, and when about half way home the boys

"struck" a brewery, which delayed them over an
hour

; but as the crowd was not " in for time,"

nobody objected, and the whole trip was voted an

enjoyable success. The tandem riders say thev

will never attempt it again for three times the

sport, and I do not blame them for it, either.

The Brooklvns have added another enthusiastic

wheelman to their membership roll in the person

of Frank White, manager of Messrs. Spalding

Brothers' bicycle department. He is full of

schemes and enterprise, and is a valuable acquisi-

tion to the ranks of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

The Canada tour of the Ilderan Bicycle Club,

which is to leave New York on July 9, is exciting

no little interest amongst our club men. At the

time of writing, seventeen have announced their

intention of participating, and the boys will no

doubt have a glorious time. I will send you a

full account of the tour in my next letter.

Mr. Win, Schumacher, a member of the Long
Island Wheelmen, was run into by a horse and

buggy driven by two gentlemen on June iS, on the

Boulevard. Schumacher was on the right side of

the road, when the horse suddenly ran plump into

his machine, throwing the rider violently to the

ground, and completely wrecking his wheel. The
wheelman was carried away insensible, and the

names of the gentlemen in the buggy were taken

down for future use. It is proposed to have the

New York state division bring the reckless driver

to justice, and compel him to pay for all damage

done. We hope that the L. A. W. will take the

matter in hand promptlv, for these accidents

caused by "road hogs" (who invariably get off

without any punishment whatever) are becoming

too frequent, and something should be done imme-

diately to stop it.

The sixth semi-annual race meet of the King's

County Wheelmen was held at the Brooklyn

Athletic Association grounds on Saturday, June

25, As usual, the races were a big success, about

a thousand people being present. The day was

beautiful, and the track was in fair condition.

The following events were run off :

—

One-Mile Novice, Open.

H. L. Bradley, Ilderan Bicycle Club, Time, 3.19

W. H. Caldwell, Elizabeth Wheelmen.

One-Mile Novice, Club.

I W. Beasley, Jr., Time, 3.23

J. Knox.
Tivo-Mile Handicap, Open.

J. \V. Powers, Jr., Harlem Wheelmen, 40 yds., Time, 6.19

H. L. Powers, Harlem Wheelmen, 125 yds.

Two Miles, Calumet Cycling Club Championship.

R. L. Jones, Time, 7.07

F. W. Montgomery.

Out- and Four-Fifths Miles Team. Relay Race.

Kings County Wheelmen, Time, 5.58 1-5

Harlem Wheelmen.

Time, 1.37 2-5

Half-Mile Boys' Race.
H. L. Powers,

H. A. Kellum.

One-Mile Ilderan Bicycle Club Championship.

H T.. Bradley, Time, 3. 11 4-5

11. Hornbostel.

One-Mile Handicap, Open.
11 I.. Powers, Time, 3.02 3-5

A. B. Rich, scratch.

One-Mile Ride and Run.

1, I. Halstead, Harlem Wheelmen, Time, 4.43 1-5

I. W. Bate, Nassau Wheelmen.

Five-Mile L. A. II'.. .V. )'. State Championship.

A. B. Rich, Time, 17.19

I. W. Powers, Jr.

Otie-Mile Consolation.
II Hornbostel, Time, 3.12 4-5

E, Hornbostel.

The riding of "little" Powers, who is only

fifteen vears of age, was something remarkable.

He beat A. B. Rich to the tape after a stubborn

spurt, and again surprised everybody by beating

his own brother. Rich was not in good form, and

did not wish to race at all, until urged by his

friends to take part. One thing we missed at the

races was music. Although the brass band en-

gaged during the past race meets was not the very

best, and sometimes tortured the spectators with

some of its tunes, nevertheless, it would have

been better than nothing. I might also mention

the excellent riding of H. L. Bradley, of the

Ilderan Bicycle Club. He has improved wonder-

fully of late, and will undoubtedly develop into

one of the fastest riders in the State. He won
two races at the meet, which, together with the

two prizes won by the Hornbostel Brothers,

made a good showing for the Ilderans. The
Harlem Wheelmen also " did themselves proud "

in the persons of J. W. Powers, H. L. Powers, and

E. I. Halstead. J. W. S.

KARL KRON'S BOOK.

Hail to the long expected book

Ten thousand miles away ;

We cyclers in its pages look

This blossoming month of May.

We bless the day that in the brain

The germ awoke to life,

And urged the man to join the train

Of those who in the strife

For author's fame in cycling line

Sought to o'er top them all
;

Whose book will live while cycles roll

Along this mundane ball.

The weary years have passed away,

The hand has stronger grown,

The man may now, relieved from toil,

Enjoy the trophies strewn

Along his path, whose thousand miles,

Like pearls on beauty's neck,

Enhance the charms already bright

And every page bedeck.

O'er hills and vales and level way,

Beside old ocean's marge,

Through Northern snows, in Southern suns,

He still rolls on at large.

Canadian roads have seen his wheel,

Bermuda's island, too

;

The Western plains he's wheeled along ;

And all there is to view

Of Nature's charms or history's claims

Are here depicted light.

Hail to the book delayed so long

!

Delay has made it bright.

By weary toil the polished stones

That stand on Egypt's plain

Received the luster that preserves

The beauty they retain.

The long array of cyclers' names,

Like some old battle roll,

.-hall wake the youthful rider's wish

To emulate the scroll.

Hail to the man : and while the wheel

Shall still untired roll on

We'll drink long life and added fame

To thee, our king, Karl Kron.

James D. DowLINC.

\t\Judd's CyclingJournal last week appears a

leading article from the pen of A. J. Wilson de-

molishing certain remarks of Mr Hillier's in Land
an,/ Water on the subject of the Springfield Club.

The fact that the American press is justly indig-

nant at the suppression by Mr. llillier in his own

paper of " Faed's " vindication of H. E. Ducker

and his club, seems to have roused Mr Hillier to

attempt a defense, and that being a very poor

one lie huddles it away in a place where it will

not be read by cyclists in general. We think it a

pit) lor the credit of English journalism that

there is so much of this suppression and so little

fair play among a certain class of writers who de-

light to call themselves "practical."

—

Wheeling.
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NEW ZEALAND NOTES.

'INCE I last wrote you several

clubs have been formed in

various parts of the colony,

and although the promoters

frequently have many difficulties to

surmount, there is every probability

of the clubs referred to becoming

permanently established and prosperous. The

•older clubs have added largely to their member-

ship. The Pioneer and Christchurch (both of

Christchurch) possess comfortable club-houses,

and can each boast of close upon one hundred

and fifty members and are rapidly gaining ad-

ditions to the roll. The Invercargill Club has as

enthusiastic a number of members as can be met

with anywhere. Though recently established they

have put down a racing track and hold several

race meetings during the season.

Timaru is another town where cycling should

thrive, the surrounding country being very favor-

able—a club is now a reality there.

Nelson, although somewhat isolated from other

towns, has a club in a flourishing state and several

of the members have done some very creditable

performances on the roads.

Rangiora is a small town twenty miles from

Christchurch, with a club, which, though not very

numerous in membership, has some of the best

riders in the colony. Their track is the fastest in

New Zealand and the advantages their riders gain

from training on a fast track are well demonstrated

when competing at race meetings elsewhere.

The Auckland riders suffer from the want of a

proper racing track, but I understand the difficulty

will be overcome next year.

Long distance road riding has had a boom this

season; several riders have done very creditable

performances within the twenty-four hours. The

most notable among them are
J.

Martin, Christ-

church, 168 miles; A. Field, Nelson, 175 miles;

P. 1). Mansell, Christchurch, 200 miles (record);

whilst many others have ridden over 100 miles.

All the Cyclists' Alliance bicycle championships

have now been held. The first was the three miles

held at Christchurch on Dec. 26, and was won by

W. D. Bean, in gm. 37$s. ; 15. U. Harlow second, J.

W. Painter, third. The one mile was held at

Rangiora on Jan. 1, and was won by W. I).

Bean, in 2m. 56is
; F. Webb, second, and A. C.

Wilmot, third. The five miles was held at Auck-

land on March 5, and was won by A. ( ). Austen

(an English rider), on a grass track, in 18111. 24s.
;

J. Buchanan, second
; J. I.ecky, third. The twenty-

five miles, at Invercargill on March 17, was

won by A. C. Wilmot, in ih. 36m. iS-is. ; S. Kerr,

second ; F. II. King, third. The ten miles, ai

Christchurch on April 11, was won by W. I).

Bean, in 32m. 59-is.
; \. flail, second, and J. W.

Painter, third. It will be seen from the foregoing

that Bean has been the hero of the year, having

won three out of the five championships and he

would undoubtedly have won the other two had

he started. He is the fastest rider here. His best

time is one mile, 2.50^, and the championship times,

all of which are records.

Hall is also a very promising rider and only

took to riding some months ago. The onlv im-

portant race he rode in was the ten mile cham-

pionship, when he rode a good second to Bean.

He is tall and powerful and should show to ad-

vantage next season.

" PAKEHA."
Christchlrch, May ;o, 1S87.

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

AS 11 N( ; my c\ i s round me

I think I find a gi eat deal to

write and talk about in tin

1
J

1 ling line, but u Inn I < ome
to sift the matter ovei and ti \

to determine what is ol gi 11

eral interest and what is not,

I am surprised to find how

little I have at command.

This is just the betw 1 1 n

times season when there is but little of positive

action going; the cycling world, at least ih.it por-

tion of it which lies in proximity to my range of

vision, being satisfied just at this season with a

sort of negative life. If the Fourth of July was

only here, all that is promised for tint day "I

great memories might yield enough to make

readable letter. As it is I can only tell you what

is in prospect, and before doing that it would be

perhaps the proper thing to overhaul what little

of interest has transpired around these regions.

As I mentioned in my last we seem to have a

slightly awakening interest in racing matters in

this locality. Of course the awakening is not any-

thing to speak of ; we never allow our enthusiasm

to run away with us here, and therefore we do

not very often do anything to attract the wonder

or the envy of the outside world; but, as I said, in

our own little way we have been stirring around .1

bit. One fairly successful race meeting was given

a few weeks ago in West Philadelphia, and another

one is promised for the 9th of July. No fast time

was the outcome of the last one, and none need be

expected at the coming one. The idea, however,

and the end to be gained remains whether we have

2.40 men to spin around the track or not. It is

necessarv for the furtherance of the recreation that

we should have some kind of racing in Phi lac h Iphia

even in a small way, and if the various clubs would

act more in unison than they do there would not

be much trouble in working up via the track in a

modest way a good deal of interest in cycling round

this neighborhood. There is a great deal mani-

fested now, and we have to point to our new club-

houses and large and influential clubs to prove that

we are in no way behind in the matter of cycling

development ; but what is wanted is something that

will popularize the use of the wheel among the

general public ; I mean that part of it which, with-

out taking an active interest in the sport itself,

would yet render the recreation the support and

countenance which it merits. ( >ne of the chief

agencies towards the getting the public to pat cy-

cling on the back is to give them some good sport,

and than cycle racing properly conducted there is

no more entertaining or exciting spectacle. » lui

policy this year then ought to be to give in Phila-

delphia a number of meetings which should par-

take of a purely local nature, and be content if

we excite purely local interest and do but local

good. We have fast enough men to afford good

sport. Louis Kolb has developed, owing t"-\-.

tematic training, very fair speed and holds for

Pennsylvania the inter-university bicycle cham-

pionship. At the race meeting held last month

he also secured the Philadelphia City one mile

championship, by a very easy win, not gelling un-

der three minutes. If Kolb goes !•> the division

meet at Wilkcsbarre on July 4, and if the track

there is good and he gets any pushing, there is no

reason why he should not get well under the three

minutes. For a man who does no training and

comparatively little rid ng, 1 \

has won the Pennsylvania 1

eup for the past t n

and no doubt the struggle this

between

- who have tin ir it, will In

.

some pretty rai ing. Bdth Kolb .1 1 have

just received latest pal * olumbia 1

and on these mai (lines tin
j

improvement ovei the work the) did I

their semi-roadsters.

I In- new 1 iub-house of •• Pennsylvania "
i

ing completion, and now that the exterioi

nearly finished, the extremely pretty charai

tlic sti ucture is be< mil ent. The first-

class location of the new house is also now

ning to strike those who did not at first believe that

the new home of the " Pen:

in the best of positions. The Century V

men have located themselvi s fortably on

the great avenue of travel to gl d Fair-

mount Park, and the) have no need .it
1
icsciit 10

be disappointed with theii
I 111 the

matter of confined space, which was the main

thing that bothered ibis young giant oi 1I1

western part of our city, in the early days

on Park avenue. While referring to the Century

Wheelmen, it may In- opportune to notice that two

members of that club, Mr. W. T. Fleming and

Mi. Eddie Gould, are making quite an extended

trip through the West, having for their objective

point some place in Fans. is. Fleming sends

home letters now and then descriptive of his trip,

and they appear in the American Athlete ol this

city, and offer really good reading. The pr

this city pats Will on the back and says

good boy of a cycling tourist, because he writes

ot something else than what he eats, or what the

hotels on his route have to offei that i~ good to

eat. As was always characteristic of our i

here, touring is a special feature oi Philadelphia

cycling. Fleming and Could will undoubtedly

succeed in linking their 1 rs run the

miles covered up somewhi to the thousands.

Mr. Harold Lewis and wife, both members of the

Philadelphia Bicycle Club, are away in Eui

roll over several thousand miles of Old World

roads on their tandem machine. Mr. II. I

ills, of the Pennsylvania Bicycli < lub,

across the water disturbing the dust ol I

roads, and his brother, C. A. Roberts, with '

, Kohler, McKinstry, Detwiller, and a

number of others of " Pennsy's" nun

road riders, starts next weekfoi a two week

the northeastern part of tin. State. W«
have a road race in prospect i>>i Philadelphia.

Messrs. J. K. Tryon & Co, ol this city, tl

known sporting sam Gideon

running the cyi ling department of their bus

and Sain no doubt put them up to doing what

they have chine, viz., offering a \civ han

prize for a Philadelphia inter-club load Face, to

take place some time in the early fall. Thi

have taken hold of the matter, and a joint com-

as been appointed to work tin- project up.

The great sticking point is ;
1 which

is to be run. Tin- I F01 the pro-

posed iaee.tli.it ran 1"' found in this section of

the country, is without doubt the much talked and

sung about "Lancastei Pike." but the trouble

with this thoroughfare is that it is governed by

a commission, who, while keeping it in tii

condition are ratlin averse, to having anything

like a cvcling road race held over it. We 1
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of the Quaker City have to thank them for a mag-

nificent road-bed for riding over, and we would

thank them further still for permission to have

one good race over it. Should the desired per-

111 be granted it is more than probable that

every cycling club in the city will trot out its team

to compete in the race. On the " glorious Fourth "

the Pennsylvania division holds its annual meet

at Wilkesbarre, and the Wilkesbarre Bicycle

Club are to run in their annual race meeting in

connection with it, and promise Pennsylvania

division members a right good time. Had not

the Maryland boys a royal gathering ? Cycling is

evidently on the boom still. Chris.

VICTORY OF THE "VICTOR."

Details of the Great Bicycle Race at

Clarksville—How Xeilson Won the 100-

Mile Con il-i\

For many months past there had been bad blood

between the bicycle makers. An extreme jealousy

existed, out of which grew differences of opinion

as to which one of these cushion-footed, feathery-

winged fliers was best adapted to be spun through

space. These differences grew day by day till

they involved the more than 50,000 riders through-

out the land, and the war waxed hot. Something

was to be done. The preliminary warfare of

words and print had carried things to a point

where a demonstration was called for. A race of

one hundred miles, up hill and down, over the

common roads of Clarksville, Mo., was proposed.

This road was a twenty mile square, which in-

cluded hills hard to climb and dangerous to de-

scend. It was thought that so long a race over

such a course would prove a severe test for ma-

chines. The challenge was promptly accepted by

the confident ones, and the best men of the land

put into daily training in gymnasiums and at hard

road riding. The race was to be distinctly a con-

test between makers of bicycles, and no pains or

expense was spared to put every condition at its

best to insure success. Trainers were emploved,

and unprecedented preparation made on all sides.

Three weeks before the day appointed the vari-

ous riders, with their trainers, moved to Clarks-

ville, in order to train over the proposed course.

The town now talked of nothing but the coming
race, and from the wheels, trainers' and cvcling

talk it would seem that Clarksville knew nothing

so important as the great bicycle race. The
question, " Which team do you think will win ?

"

was the common one on all sides, and speculation

ran high as the various favorites were backed for

first or second place. Even the farmers stopped

their plows to investigate the chances. Not a

boy or girl in the locality who didn't partake of

the enthusiasm. Four teams were entered : The
Victor team, Overman Wheel Company, Boston

;

the Columbia team, Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, Boston; the Star team, II. B. Smith Ma-
chine Company, Smithville, X. J.; the Champion
team, Gormully & Jeffery, Chicago. Each had its

backers among the people.

The interest increased till May 23, the day that

was to witness the greatest bicycle road race ever

ridden in this or any other country- As early as

the morning of the 22d the special excursion

steamers came up and down the Mississippi river

and found a landing at Clarksville, making the

place look like a city of steamboats. On Monday,
the 23d, special trains came from -". sides, teams
with loads of country people, men and women on

horseback and afoot, till the surrounding hills

were clothed with spectators. The hard rain

storm of the night before had made a heavy track,

but as the race was advertised to start " weather

or no weather," no interruption of plans occurred.

At S.40 carriages started from the hotel with the

various teams of racers and their trainers, and at

nine Brewster, of St. Louis, who was official

starter, ordered the men to mount. Nine riders

answered the call : William A. Rhodes, Victor

team, Boston; Robert A. Neilson, Victor team,

Boston ; H. G. Crocker, Columbia team, Newton,

Mass. ; S. Hollingsworth, Columbia team, Rush-

ville, Ind. ; Charles Frazier, Star team, Smithville,

N. J. ;
John Brooks, Star team, Blossburg, Pa. ;

A. A. McCurdy, Star team, Lynn, Mass.; C. W.
Ashinger, Champion team, Omaha, Xeb. ; S. G.

Whittaker, Champion team, Chicago, 111.

The familiar " Are you ready ?
" was heard, and

the shot of a pistol and the men were off—off for

the long one hundred miles of struggle! Farmers

left their work, mills stopped, and the whole

country for twenty-five miles about made gala day.

Reporters were sent from Boston and New York

and each of the great Western cities to wire the

news of the race. The telegraph company had a

corps of assistant operators to send the accounts

written up.by the reporters. A St. Louis pool seller

moved his office to Clarksville for the purpose of

betting on the races, and all sorts of chances were

offered to the backers of the various men.

In one hour the marshals cried "Clear the

track," and soon " Here they come " was heard

from all sides. At the first round (20 miles) Xeil-

son led. Frazier and Ashinger had dropped out.

The men passed on for the second lap in this

order: Neilson, Whittaker, Crocker, Rhodes,

Brooks, Hollingsworth, and McCurdy.

When the time for a second lap finish, the cry

of " Rhodes ahead " warned the crowd to make

wav, and the racers wheeled past in this order :

Rhodes, Neilson, Crocker, Whittaker, Hollings-

worth. Brooks and McCurdy failed to show up

and the field was narrowed down to five. Forty

miles done ! At this time the betting was ram-

pant, and the admirers of the different riders

wildly backed their favorites. The boards were

rapidly changed as to odds as the " points " of the

race developed. Wheels smashed and riders

tired ; others became discouraged. The scene

was very like a stock exchange. At the finish of

the second lap Whittaker's wheel gave out, and he

was obliged to take a new one, which served him

but little better, as it soon gave evidence of weak-

ening.

The finish of the third lap, sixty miles, was in

this order: Rhodes, Neilson, Crocker, Hollings-

worth, Whittaker. Again, at the fourth lap, eighty

miles, the leader was Rhodes, doing a giant's task

setting the pace; next followed Neilson, then

Crocker, Hollingsworth, and Whittaker. It was

now apparent that the fight for the finish would

be between Rhodes and Xeilson, who were riding

like clocks wound up for the occasion, as they

were far ahead of the others, one of whom (Whit-

taker) was 13 minutes behind.

Now the tumult became hushed, and save the

noise of the pool selling, where two was offered

against three on Rhodes and eight against one on

Whittaker, there was a general quiet which be-

tokened the anxiety of the people. Men stood

on fence posts and climbed to high places to get

a first look at the man who should lead in this

last lap. Long before they were due the anxiety

was intense and the quiet almost oppressive.

"Xeilson and Rhodes!" Here they come in a

cloud of dust, fairly flying down the homestretch,

neck and neck, till they neared the line, when

Xeilson made one of his wonderful spurts and

came in a few seconds ahead, with Rhodes on his

heels for a good second. Xo one else in sight.

The enthusiasm knew no bounds, and if the men
had not ridden straight to quarters, they would

have been congratulated to pieces.

The final summing up was as follows : First,

Robert A. Xeilson, Victor, Boston, 6h. 46m. 27s. ;

second, William A. Rhodes, Victor, Boston, 6h.

46m. 51s. ; third H. G. Crocker, Columbia, Xew-
ton, Mass., 6h. 51m. 27s.; fourth, S. Hollings-

worth, Columbia, Rushville, Ind.; fifth, S. G.

Whittaker, Champion, Chicago, 111. C. W. Ash-

inger, Champion, Omaha, Xeb., dropped out at

twenty miles ; Charles Frazier, Star, Smithville,

X. J., dropped out at twenty miles ; A. A. Mc-

Curdy, Star. Lynn, Mass., dropped out at forty

miles
; John Brooks, Star, Blossburg, Pa., dropped

out at forty miles.

—

Boston Herald.

WHEELMAN'S SONG.
Words and Music by C. B. Hoi.comb, Tariffyille, Ct.

When the morning lark is winging,

Winging far and free,

From the sky his music flinging,

Over heath and lea ;

When the leaf with dew is bending,

To the air new freshness lending,

Then, my hearties, come ride with me.

See the whole wide world is waking,

Waking from its sleep ;

To new life itself betaking,

New life strong and deep.

Brightly lies the day before us,

Brightly streams the sunshine o'er us

;

Come, my hearties, come ride with me.

Bugler, send your notes a-ringing,

Ringing loud and clear

;

Send the valley echoes singing,

Singing far and near.

Sing of vale and plashing fountain,

Grassy plain and cloud-capped mountain,

Sing the song that wheelmen love to hear.

Sing of lanes that lie in shadow

Of the leafy wood,

Sing of runs by stream and meadow,

Runs that stir the blood.

Bugler, send your notes a-ringing ;

Bugler, send your echoes singing

—

Let them ring and sing as echoes should.

Close upon the bugle's sound

There comes a rush of feet,

Five-and-twenty wheelmen bound

Along the quiet street

;

Five-and-twenty wheels stand waiting,

Five-and-twenty hearts, fast beating,

Heed the signal,

—

Mount and atvay !

Little boys upon the fences

Greet us with a shout

;

Pretty girls, by cottage lattice, *

You may all look out.

Forward, men, a good pace giving,

Surely life is worth the living,

Life so free as this from care and doubt.

Now the vesper bells are ringing,

Ringing o'er the lea ;

Now the birds are homeward winging,

Winging far and free ;

Now the sunset gold is burning ;

Now the day to night is turning ;

Now, my hearties, speeding home are we,

To that home so bright and cheery,

Lit by love's warm ray ;

Shining wheels that never weary

Bear us far away

To the loving arms awaiting,

Through the hours that fast are fleeting,

Riding swiftly home—home are we.
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"Where hills have been climbed, where great road races have been run, where wheels have been tested to

their very utmost, THE VICTOR has been found at the front to tell its own story."—O. W. Co. Catalog.

• ill THE MI BATTLES
•

WHICH CRACE THE SHIELD OF THE VICTOR ARE THE NAMES OF

OIMSMLE, "A tVt>^ /I \ GRHWFOBDSVILLE,

"BIG 4" 100 irons, ^riDllx^t B0ST0H 100 PULES,

ALL 100-MILE EVENTS, OPEN TO THE WORLD.

MANY RACES,
Including such as "The Eastern Club Race," "The Wanderers' Road Race,"

etc., have been won on VICTORS, but we mention only the fields which have been

open to all comers. THE VICTOR FEARS NO COMPETITION, and glories in no

race where any rider is barred.

In several instances, where a choice of different bicycles was given the

winner as a prize, the VICTOR has been chosen.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON.
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ALL FORGED STEEL!

ALL INTERCHANGEABLE!

ALL GUARANTEED! ^VIOTCXR-
ALL RIGHT!

ALL VICTOR!

VICTOR

IT WILL OUT-COAST

"OLD COASTER" HIMSELF,

^
1

--

rT
-

/^ rrii^vT^ AND THEY DO SAY

V ±\^J xUxv the tires stay 1N -

BETTER SEE IT.

CATALOG FREE.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON.
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For the Wheelmen's Gazette.

A SPIN ON THE CRUST.

To those unacquainted with the beauties of

crust cycling, the following story may furnish

copious food for entertainment, as well as many

beneficial "points," should our inquisitive readers

attempt to test the practicability of the scheme.

Well, treading a bicycle on the uncertain epider-

mieal layer of a smooth and undulating snow

bank when the hydrogenum is skirmishing around

in the vicinity of zero, and the air is fairly tingling

with minute diamond-edged crystals sparkling and

glistening before the rising sun, is not the best oc-

cupation imaginable, but it possesses attractions

not to be sneered at by any progressive " pedaler."

The first requisite for this exhilarating sport is

a good, substantial, well-built crust. None of

your brittle, fickle quality, but the genuine, un-

adulterated article; and even then it is more dis-

creet than valorous to cautiously survey the line

of your prospective travel, lest mishap attend you

and dire distress await your arctic anticipations.

It is also a wise policy to provide one's self with

a good fur cap, muffler, gloves, and a warm breast

protector. No other precaution is necessary,

though a neat little nose mitten might prove of

inestimable profit and benefit to your nasal ap-

pendage, in case of an emergency. These latter

arc always liable to happen, and it is well to be

ready for the regular bill of fare. Yes, of course,

take your wheel, for that's always an absolute ne-

cessity when an adventure of this kind is subjudice.

Now, before I divulge another word of this

graphic sketch, I must exact from every one of

you blast, bold, and brilliant bicyclers, a solemn

vow to breathe not a single word of its contents,

for it is as much as my ethereal existence is worth

to even mention its slightest particular in the pres-

ence of my co-adventure, " l'oker."

The pa>.t winter has been fairly prolific with

smooth and finely developed crusts on its volumi-

nous miles of the beautiful, and all sorts of winter

sports have thrived tremendously. Bicycling is

not a winter sport, but this long continued state

of things had grown to a gigantic, preposterous

imposition to us house relegated cyclists, and one

morning in early February, us two, " Poker and
I," resolved to brave old Prob and his son Jack

Frost, and set out accordingly. We carefully

oiled and exercised our dust-begrimed wheels,

loosened up their stiff joints, and sallied forth

with buoyant spirits and still more buoyant steeds,

The level expanse of plain down the frozen banks

of the mundivagant Mohawk proved an inviting

bait, and beckoned us to go hence with no slouch-

ing inducements. No trouble was experienced in

mounting, and for the first few rods we were too

full for utterance. Our spirits arose with each

successive revolution of the glistening wheels; so

did the atmosphere. This was glorious, and we
made the echoes resound with boyish shout and

exultant laughter. (Misled youths.)

" Say, Poke" (that's what we all knew my jovial

pard by, but how he caught it I can't tell), " I'm

going "

Just what I intended saying will forever remain

a solemn secret. All I know is, that I went—with

more dispatch than neatness—and with a veloc-

ity astounding to believe. No one who has not

been right there can even imagine the experi-

ence or realize the impetuous, unceremonious exit

from a position exalted, proud, and elevated, to

one groveling in the low driven snow—cold, icy

snow. You see, my luckless wheel struck a soft

spot, and quicker \\\\ scat it had cut in up to the

hid)—so hail I. All that remained sticking out to

reveal my last resting place to surviving posterity

were two very lively and animated legs. Poke
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came to the rescue, and between me and the cycle,

and the snow drift, he had a hard tussle. The

place where that fatal bank suddenly uplifted and

hit me was very affectionate, indeed. It embraced

me in a thousand folds, and hugged with terrific

force. Consequently, when after an hour's hard

work I was restored to my native element, there

came forth about three bushels of the feathery fluid

lodged in every available crevice of my hapless

person. Eyes, nose, mouth, ears, pockets, watch-

case, mittens and all were chock full. All things

considered, a header in a snow bank has many
admirable features as well as disappointments.

You have an opportunity of standing on your ear

longer than human agency can invent, and it don't

take much time to secure the proper position,

either. All you have got to do is to quietly sub-

mit to the inevitable, and it will gently transfer

your carcass in the most approved fashion. No
use to resent the inevitable, any way.

Well, we were soon in the saddle again, and

ready for some more inevitableness. My nasal

proboscis had donned a state's prison uniform with

but one item of variance, and that was, the stripes

were red and pink—considerably more red than

pink. Faint reminiscences of the former were

also oozing out in various places of my anatomy.

There was but one point of regret, and I regret

to mention it. My companion in misfortune, or

more fortunate rather, took occasion to make me
the butt of long and hilarious laughter. 1 le

laughed a live act drama entire, and then took

a big giggle between acts, bringing up with a

sonorous encore. His ha! ha! hi! hi! he! he!

ho! ho! rankled like thorns in my injured pride,

and raised great mountains of revengeful thoughts.

Fortune favored me, as it always does the brave.

THE CYNOSURES 01 Al l EVEs.

Chance, or the farmer's multitudinous array of

fences, I don't know which, brought us up, event-

ually, on one side of a barn yard. We had the

first choice, and last call, of a coast over three

high stiles, .1 yard full of cattle, or an opportunity

foi gloriously distinguishing ourselves In flying

through the farmer's barn. The first was not

romantii enough, the last lacked sufficient induce-

ment, and was out of the regular order. We were

not bent upon astonishing the woi Id at thai mo-

ment, so the eattle won the day, and we proceeded

to get acquainted with our unwelcome and unin-

vited hostesses.

A iow is just about as intelligent as a mule

when anything extraordinary is around, and our

d€but among the bovines was an occasion foi

excitement. We were the cynosures of all eyes,

but kept as cool as cucumbers, in this living

ordeal. I always was a modest elf, and this un-

due deference fairly overwhelmed me. \\ hen

hall way out of the enemy's ti rritory we began to

congratulate ourselves on a safe transmigration

through the myriads of admiring eyes. I was in

the lead, and, passing a long honied bovine, she

dropped her cud and gazed at me with startling

intensity. I might have been the wild man of

Borneo in her cowship's eyes, the way shi

my approach. But all at once she gave her head

a sarcastic shake, looked silly, and went to manipu-

lating another chew. A cow's cud is as endless

as a cat's lives, though where she keeps 'em all I

have never been able to discover. Just then

Poker hove in sight, and the dawning of tin- sec-

ond apparition on her cowship's vision proved one

too much. She made a wild jump to get out of the

way. I 'id von ever notice just how a cow gets out

of the way? No? Well, she always goes pell niell

right for the object she wants to avoid. She

seems to have an obstinate notion of getting ahead

THE l.i II/LT OF BOVINI

of the article, ami so vamoose the ranch in safety.

Put this cow made a wrong calculation, or mis-

understood the nature of the beasl she had to

contend with. Anyway, the cow and the bicycle

tried to pass through a given vacuum at one and

the same time, and the result was startling. The
cow stopped short, and looked astonished. She

turned around and looked dunifounded. She

sat down and was utterly demoralized. So was

Poker. He tinned a complete somersault into

a muck heap, and posed in a striking attitude.

His prostrate posterior caught the malicious eye

of a wicked old ram, and there weie signs of

war. The next movement Pokei made was a

ietie.it; a cross between a fly ami a swim to

neutral territory. That old buck knew his busi-

ness well, and he did it up in great shape. He
made but one onslaught, and hit nothing un-

done. I took it all in from a near by port of

safety. Poker took it all in from the other side of

the arena. He was chief manager, clown, and the

whole circus. His menagerie was At. I ad-

mired my position most. It gave decidedly the

best opportunities for lung exercise, and I exer-

cised. Three buttons had died an unnatural death,

and I was at the fourth, when suddenly I was in-

terrupted by a terrible whack in the rear. The
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way Poker pranced and gallivanted around then

was a caution.

" Confound it, how ye going to git my wheel ?
"

" I, hie—ain't going to, hie—git it."

Then he began to laugh, too, and we turned our

attention to the imprisoned wheel. It was sur-

rounded by a moving mass of animated flesh, all

eager to get a glimpse of the strange vehicle, so

A STRIKING ATTITUDE.

unceremoniously left in their midst. They ap-

proached just so far and no farther. Each sepa-

rate animal took a sniff and passed on. None

dared to touch the fallen steed. As long as noth-

ing human remained about you couldn't hire even

a mule to come in contact with its polished sur-

face. Therefore for the present it was a prisoner

of war and safe from danger. We looked around

and found a long rope in the barn. Poker was

good at lassoing, and resolved to try his powers.

The first attempt was a dismal failure. The sec-

ond missed the cycle bar, but caught the snout of

a pig, and then there was music. A whole museum

of fun was now brewing, and we proceeded to

agitate our prisoner. Agitatiofl' led to aggrava-

tion, and the air was fntl'of pig. The porker's

piteous cries brought out its owner, and there was

blood in his eye.

"Gol darn -ye, what ye doin' wi' that pig—git

eaout o' this."

TRYING HIS POWERS.

By a skillful effort, Poker released the tormented

porker and we proceeded to explain. Gradu-

ally the ridiculousness of our position began to

dawn on the old farmer's bucolic brain and his

countenance relaxed into a broad grin.

" Bucked ye, did he ? Wall, neaow ye oughter be

careful. In course I'll git yea bysickel or what de

ye call thet two-wheeled consarn. How'd'ye git

here, any way ?
"

We explained our journey on the crust and his

eyes bulged out like cannon balls.

"Neaow ye git eaout, ye pesky critters, ye can't

come no gum games on me, if I be a old slouch

o' a farmer."

With that we bade our rural friend good bye

and set out for home, fully resolved to give crust

cycling in general and barnyards in particular a

wide berth hereafter. The trip homeward was

uneventful barring two or three headers, if such ac-

cidents may be called events. 0. W. N., Jr.

ARIEL A-WHEEL.

Our Washington Trip and the Baltimore

M eet.

The Ariel Wheel Club's annual tour took in the

national capital and the third annual meet of the

Maryland Division at Baltimore. It also " took in
"

those members of the club who attempted to ride

at the pace set by the captain on his big 58. One

result of this has been that a resolution was unani-

mously passed at the last meeting held, that he be

compelled to ride, hereafter, on tours, a Victor

safety geared down to 30 inches. With this we

hope to be able to equalize things so far as speed

is concerned, and then besides its luggage carrying

capacity is so much greater than the ordinary, that

it is just what he needs. On the last tour he

carried a road-book and a tooth brush, and he had

serious thoughts of dropping the tooth brush as

weighting him down too much, but we persuaded

him to hold on to it by dint of arguments about

the "style" of the Baltimorean, etc. Let me

do him the justice to add that he also took on

beard the steamer at Philadelphia three dozen

bananas, but unfortunately they only lasted for a

distance of five miles down the river.

By steamer from- Philadelphia to Baltimore is

a most delightful trip and lays all over the railway.

Fare $2.00 both ways. Some one may inquire,

" Why didn't you use the wheel ? " Ask any one

who has ever ridden by bicycle between the two

cities for an answer.

We reached Baltimore early Sunday morning

and took the first train to Washington, having

been met and escorted to the railway station by a

couple of self-denying Baltimore cyclers, Messrs.

Boyd and Mitchell, who for our sakes had forsaken

their downy couches at an early hour, thereby

earning our undying thanks. Reaching Washing-

ton we again fell into good hands, Captain Comp-

ton of the Capital Bicycle Club, being at the station

to meet us. We rolled down Pennsylvania avenue

to their magnificent club-house—one of the most

beautifully situated in the country—and found a

jolly crowd on hand to take us around. The

weather was sweltering, with the thermometer up

in the nineties, and the run to Cabin John was

voted too hot. We therefore took the one to the

Soldiers' Home, and were repaid for our trouble

by a magnificent bird's-eye view of the city and

country from the tower, together with the " Capitol

Vista " ; this latter being a straightaway view

through a narrow tunnel of tree-tops for about a

mile, through which shone, clear and white, the

airy dome of the Capitol, seemingly suspended in

the atmosphere. Nothing else is visible, and it

was a most singular and beautiful sight, unlike any-

thing else I ever beheld. But it was the coasts and

spins over the smooth asphalt and down leafy lanes

of trees that enraptured the Reading contingent.

The Washington men smiled at our enthusiasm

and told us it got to be monotonous after awhile.

We tested a Quadrant tandem tricycle here and

the president said that that particular machine

had a name (all the wheels he said were named in

Washington)—it was "Helen Hills"— I don't

know who she was but he said he had met her.

Our stay in Washington was limited and Mon-

day found us back in Baltimore. Some took in

the shell road run Monday morning and some did

not, but we turned out a full detachment for the

illuminated parade, which was a great thing for

Baltimore. The streets along the route were

massed with thousands of spectators to view the

novel sight and much applause was bestowed upon

the many glittering costumes and decorations.

There were between two and three hundred ma-

chines in line, and each wheel was decorated with

Chinese lanterns, Japanese parasols, and flags and

streamers.

There were many fancy and grotesque costumes,

some of which created much merriment. The

belle of Baltimore was one of the best gotten-up

figures in the parade. She rode a tandem tricycle,

had blonde hair, a bright red dress and a bustle.

She would have been supremely happy at the con-

quests she made if her bustle had not been so

much in her way.

The march was in single file and the line was

about a mile long. The start was from Druid

Lake, and as the procession wound around the

lake it looked in the distance as if a swarm of huge

fire-flies were racing around the drive. From

Eutaw gate the wheelmen rode silently and swiftly

down Eutaw place and up the East side. Here

they made a pretty sight, but soon after striking

some of the rough cobbled streets the jolting ex-

tinguished a great many of the lights, and some

headers were taken, no serious damage resulting

however. From Eutaw place to Madison avenue,

to Charles street and around the Washington

Monument the parade took its course ; thence to

North avenue and the Mt. Royal entrance to the

park. Many of the houses all along the line were

illuminated with Chinese lanterns, etc., and Greek

fire brilliantly lighted up the streets at numerous

points.

Chief Consul J. Kemp Bartlett, Jr., was grand

marshal and he was actively assisted by aids

from each of the several clubs. The clubs in line

were the Maryland Bicycle Club, Baltimore Cycle

Club, Rambler Cycle Club, Centaur Club, Alert

Club, Ariel Wheel Club of Reading, Pa, Capital

and Washington Clubs of Washington, D. C,

Hagerstown Bicycle Club, and delegates from

several other places.

Tuesday morning, after several runs had been

taken from the several club-houses, the principal

affair—the business meeting of the division—took

place at Arlington, a lovely little village about six

miles from Baltimore. Chief Consul Bartlett

presided and about thirty-five members were pres-

ent. The usual routine business was transacted,

one of the principal items of new business being

the appointment of an official organ for the divis-

ion—something that has been very much needed.

Mr. R. M. Lockwood was re-elected secretary-

treasurer.

The races came off in the afternoon and attracted

a large attendance. The grand stand, and even

the pool stand, was crowded with spectators, while

the infield was well filled with carriages and horses.

The programme opened with a grand procession

around the half-mile track, in which over two

hundred wheels took part. The various evolutions

—in single file, by twos, in columns of fours and

eights—were all very prettily and promptly exe-

cuted, and called forth rounds of applause from the

seats. The races were then run off in order, with

the greatest promptness and regularity, great credit

reflecting upon the officials of the course for their

management in this, as in every other respect.

First was a half-mile dash for Maryland riders,

won by L. Warrington, Jr., in I.27JJ with F. H.

Hoover second.

One mile open—Crist of Washington pulled first

in 2.45J ; Mackenzie second and Brown third.

Three mile lap race—Kingsland won easily in

9.25, with Pope second.
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< me mile, tricycle, open—Crist and Brown of

Washington were the only starters in this race,

and they came in in the order named, it being a

foregone conclusion in this and every other race

that no one could hope to equal Crist.

One mile dash—Open to those who had never

won first or second prize. This brought out five

starters, of whom but one — Mackenzie— was

mounted on a racer. He rapidly forged to the

front and led to the finish. Time, 2.59, with War-

rington second.

The three mile handicap, open, brought out

(nst's splendid racing abilities. He was too

heavily handicapped by Mackenzie's fifty seconds

to take first place, the latter winning fust in 9.41)0,

with Crist second, he having made up 44 of the

50 seconds.

At the conclusion of this race Mr. Harry Parks,

of Washington, gave a very fine exhibition of trick

and fancy riding, doing all the acts of this sort

usually seen.

In the two mile safety bicycle, handicap, Crist on

a Rover type safety was scratch. Brown on the

same kind of machine, ten seconds, with Eisen-

brandt, of Baltimore, fifty seconds, on a Columbia

safety. Crist was stopped for a moment or two

on getting the word by some part of his machine

apparently giving away, but finding it ran all right

he got down to work, and the prettiest race of the

day ensued. It was not until the last quarter was

entered that he caught and passed Eisenbrandt,

and then came some magnificent racing down the

homestretch with Brown, both men flying. At

the distance pole half a length separated them and

now Crist made his final effort. With a tremen-

dous burst of speed he came up on even terms,

and ten yards from the finish drew ahead amid

enthusiastic shouts, winning by a quarter-length in

6.44.

The one and one-half mile team race was won

by the Baltimores, with Ramblers second (although

their man, Kingsland, pulled first) and Maryland

third.

Ninth race, one mile consolation, was won by

Church in 3-o63, with Ward second.

The officials of the races were : Referee, J.

Kemp Bartlett, Jr. ;
judges, Ceo. F. Updegraff, C.

W. Abbott, W. L. Seabrook ; timers, II. E. Brown,

E. F. LeCato, A. E. Mealy; starter, S. T. Clark;

clerk of the course, R. M. Lockwood.

The track was in fine condition having been

scraped and rolled until it was as level as a floor.

With such a track racing should be at a premium
in Baltimore, and yet only two or three of the

contestants in these races rode racers. Of course

those who mounted roadsters were heavily handi-

capped, and it was a matter of general regret that

Crist did not have some one to push him. If he-

had he would have done better than 2.45^, which,

however, I understood was record for the track.

We had hoped to have had our own Schwartz pull

against him, as he ran him closely at Hagerstown,

but Schwartz is lying back for our own division

races. It is a pity that he did not take to the

crank wheel instead of " pushing the levers," for

he would have been worth five to ten seconds more
in the mile. There is a loss of speed in the appli-

cation of the power on Star wheels, say what you

please, or why don't they hold any of the track

records? The best Star record, if my memory
serves me, is somewhere around 2.39, about ten

seconds slower than the crank wheel records.

Speaking of speed, I was surprised at the time

they get out of the small wheels like the Victor

safety and others of the Rover type. Geared up

to 54 inches they keep right along with the large

machines, and without any effort. I tried one of

them and found it easy running and thoroughly

safe—as safe as anything can be. The steeling is

somewhat sensitive until one becomes ac< ustomed

to it, but this soon wears off and the machine

steers itself. Nothing can take the place of the

ordinary with me, but for elderly and timid pi 1

1]
>1< ,

and for that large class win. are always falling off

at the least provocation, the Victor safety is the

ideal wheel.
Notes by THE W \v.

Perhaps we weren't glad to see Billy turn up at

the depot in Washington ? He looked as fresh as

a daisy. Hagerstown air and riding must agree

with William.

The captain got himself into bad repute. He
used up all his own club on the road, and then

inveigled four unfortunate Ramblers into touring

with him in the Shenandoah Valley. < hie hundred

and fifteen miles one day and one hundred and

four the next was too lively company, and regret-

fully the captain and his big 58 rode alone. (Mem.

—He '11 sleep alone, too, on any club tours hereaf-

ter. We had a regular monkey and parrot kind of a

time in the stateroom aboard the steamer, the first

night.) They say that after he left the rest of the

club he was charged double rates at the hotels he

lodged at And the hotels lost money at that.

The recent club run of the Philadelphia Bicycle

Club to Reading was a very enjoyable affair.

Messrs. Burt, Osborne, Smith, Jacoby, L'hler, and

Dotter came up on their wheels, taking three days

to the trip up and down. They were met by the

Ariels and escorted both out and in town. A

curious accident occurred to one of them. While

riding quietly on the side path, his large wheel

picked up a stone (how it was ever done goodness

knows ! ) and carried it into the front forks, where

it bulged, and the rider, impressed with the neces-

sity of getting it out, dismounted over the handle-

bars in the old way. No one hurt. Weather hot!

Roads dusty. " Ariel".

Reading, Pa., June 30, 18S7.

[ Concluded. ]

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CYCLING
CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA.

BY CHRIS WHEELER.

Very little more remains to be told about

" Philadelphia." The success of the organization

is evidenced by the large and increasing member-

ship, and by the pretentious brick and brown-

stone edifice that towers up above the neighbor-

ing buildings on the confines of Fail mount Park

near the Green street entrance. The club may now

be said to have reached three figures in the total

of its membership roll, and as before noted .1

number of this large membership are ladies.

This move of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club in

throwing open its privileges and lights to mem-

bers of the fair sex was a good one, and a step in

advance of the other city clubs which has minis-

tered to ,ind will no doubt further help the growth

of the organization, as well as the growth of cy-

cling as a pastime among the community at large.

One of the results of this wise move on the part

of " Philadelphia " was evidenced about the time

that Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewis kit for their

European pilgrimage. A farewell riding party of

members of the club was organized, and on a fine

Saturday afternoon twenty ladies ami gentlemen,

members of the club, rode out together over the

drives and under tin
I nount Pal k.

In this part) there wi re no less than

ridden by ladies, and the effect

no doubt ^11 thosi "I
I h liilii who saw the

jolly party thus enjoying es could not

h.i'. 1 been an) 1 hii lui h e to thi 1

cyclin

As before stated the success of the project foi

a club-house owned by tl sation was

mainly due to the untiring' Mr. Harold

Lewis, an active and enthusiastic wheelman, doubt-

less widely known anion-, his brother wheelmen

who have attended the annual gatherings of the

L. A. W. ; for Mi Lewis was al ol the

most active of Philadelphia's members, and was

generally to be found representing the tT b at

League meetings, and at all gatherings when the

cause oi cycling could be benefited. Mr. Lewis

held the captaincy of the club for quite a long

term ami is remembered by the older members as

one of the club's most popular officers. If Harold

Lewis was popular as captain, SO was Mr. Ewing

L. Miller, whose face reproduced here will also

pei hips be familiar to frequenters of the 1

reunions. On Harold Lewis vacating the cap-

tain's position, it was lilled by "long Ewing Mil-

ler." who, on succeeding to the honor of being

chief load officei of Philadelphia's oldest cycling

club, thought it incumbent upon him to reduce

his six feet of stature, from the elevation reached

by riding a fifty-eight machine, to the lowly estate

of a safety bicycle of the Facile brand. There is

one man whom it would not do to pass without

mention when mention il the Philadelphia

Bicycli Club, and that man is Mr. G. N. Osl

"Ous Osborne," as his fellow club men like to

call him. Gus Osborne has been, is, and will be

as long as he remains in the club, the—what will

we call it ?

—

well, the home body of " Philadelphia."

Approaching to six feet in height and built in pro-

portion, you would not expect to find in
'

the man to keep the property of the club, in the

shape of the furniture and knick-knacks round the

club quarters, in the order which, generall) 5

ing, property is not kept in average club rooms.

Yet for years past it has been so, and if the club

room happened to be in disorder and some one

set it to rights, and it tin club papers- were lying

around and somebi d) filed them, and if some en-

tertainment or run was to lie engineered and some-

body did thi 1
ng, litis Osborne generally
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could be identified with the somebody who was

the presiding good genius of the club's social life.

Club files, scrap books, bulletin boards, etc., were

cared for by the indefatigable Osborne, and while

others had the offices of prominence and notoriety,

G. N. Osborne held to his work on the house

committee, which he now directs, and helped in

his own way to build up the social atmosphere

which is distinctive of the Philadelphia Bicycle

Club's headquarters. What the Philadelphia Bi-

cycle Club may grow to be, it is of course impos-

sible now to say. It does not show evidence of

the rapid growth—current growth—which char-

acterizes its later formed sister cycling organiza-

tions of the " Quaker City," but there is no reason

whatever why it should not go on growing in size

and usefulness as the years go by. The tone of

its membership is expressed best in the word solid,

and as long as this is characteristic of it, the club

bids fair to be a cycling fixture of Philadelphia.

With a solid membership, with a first-class club-

house situated in a convenient and growing neigh-

borhood, with a history to look back upon, and

with a future history to make, the Philadelphia

Bicycle Club holds, and will doubtless long con-

tinue to hold, its position of honor among cycling

institutions in the city of Penn.

[the end.]

Ger?pespor)dei}Ge.

ATTENTION, WHEELMEN!

There are 50,0x20 now of you in the United

States. Volume 1, of " Around the World on a

Bicycle," Charles Scribner's Sons, publishers,

price $400 a copy, is now ready. It is a hand-

somely bound 8vo of nearly 600 pages, no illus-

trations, and a splendid colored frontispiece of

myself a-wheel in the costume I wore on the roads

of India. As the narrative of what the Pall Mall

Gazette calls " the most splendid piece of personal

adventure of this century " this book will always

stand unique, not only in the literature of the

wheel, but in the literature of the world. It ought

to be in the possession of every wheelman in this

country. I have determined that if it does not

get there, it shall not be for the want of enterprise

on my own part. Charles Scribner's Sons, Broad-

way, New York, one of the largest publishing

houses in the world, have now brought it out. I

have made arrangements with them by which I

can supply special autograph copies to persons

ordering direct from me, without any advance on

its cost in the book stores. The wide difference

between my mere " author's royalty " on the

copies sold through the regular channels of trade,

and the profits I obtain from the autograph copies

enables me to offer the following extraordinary

inducements for purchasers to order direct from

myself. I take no stock in small measures. If

the conditions did not enable me to offer hand-

some inducements, I would offer no inducements

at all.

Ten thousand autograph copies are what I

ought to sell among five times that number of

wheelmen. As soon as that number is reached I

will send $500 in gold to the person who has

sent me the greatest number of orders; and an-

other $500 to some one individual purchaser, to

to be determined by lot in the presence of a com-
mittee of three gentlemen, well and favorably

known to the fraternity of the wheel. Ordering

your book through some friend engaged in work-

ing for the first $500 gives you the same chance

for the second $500 as if you sent your individual

order to me, but your name and address must be

sent with the order, to be placed on file.

Gentlemen, I would rather send on that Siooo

one month hence than one year ; so purchase your

autograph copy at your earliest convenience ;
you

are as likely to get the $500 as anybody. Money

should be sent by P. O. order or registered letter.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas Stevens.

P. S.—Some enterprising club, by enlisting

their friends, and sending all orders through their

Secretary, should secure one of these splendid

premiums, and possibly both of them for their

treasury.

If at the end of two years the number sold

should be short of 10,000 copies, the premiums

will be awarded in proportion ;
/'. c, two premiums

of $250 each for 5000 copies, etc.

New Knoxville, O., May 28, 1S87.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette :—
Notice paragraph in Gazette of May, also in

other cycling papers, saying there is no law in

Ohio compelling vehicles to give half of road.

Enclose copy of law in this State; it certainly

covers the ground. Yours,

Jas. Slack.

AN ACT
To amend Section 3490 0/ tin Revised Statutes.

Section i. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of ttie

State of Ohio, That section 3490 of the Revised Statutes be

amended to read as follows :

—

Sec. 3490. All persons driving carriages or vehicles of any

description or riding on horseback on any turnpike or plank

road, or upon any public highway of this Stale, shall, on meet-

ing carriages or vehicles of any description or persons riding

on horseback, keep to the right, so as to leave half of the road

free ; and if any person neglect or refuse to comply with the

provision[s] of this section, or in any other manner hinder or

obstruct any person in the free passage of any such road or

highway, he shall, on conviction thereof before any justice of

the peace or other court having jurisdiction, for every such

offense be fined in any sum not less than one dollar nor more

than twenty dollars, for the use of [the] common schools of

such county, and the person so offending shall moreover be

held liable to the person so aggrieved for any damages he may

sustain.

Sec 2. That said original section number 3490 of the Re-

vised Statutes be and the same is hereby repealed.

Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and

after its passage.
DANIEL J. RYAN,

Speaker pro ton. of the House of Representatives.

ROB'T P. KENNEDY,
President of the Senate.

Passed March 12, 1886.

Boston, Mass., June 27, 18S7.

Editor Wheelmen 's Gazette

:

—
It is with regret that we notice an advertisement

going the rounds of the cycling papers, casting a

slur upon foreign machines and ideas, and while

we believe every fair-minded cyclist can see some-

thing good in every make of machine, whether

foreign or American, we think it is not courteous

to try to build up one's business at the expense of

another.

In this case there seems to be an opportunity

for the application of the Golden Rule. We be-

lieve in living and letting others live.

Very respectfully yours,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

A convertible tandem ought to be a good

wheel for ministers of the evangelist type.— Wheel-

men's Record.

F^ews F^teed.

The Massachusetts Club is dead.

Boston's fine club-house is to let.

Jubilee year for New York wheelmen.

America has the best short distance rides.

Temple is the hero of the American team.

Bowen of Buffalo swears by the old sociable.

Buffalo's new club-house will be ready this fall.

W. A. Illston, one mile champion of England

for 18S7.

Have you got an autograph copy of Thos. Ste-

vens's book ?

Howell don't want to race Temple any more on

short distance.

Springfield's race meeting on the Fourth was a

financial failure.

New York parks are open to all wheelmen on

equal terms with horsemen.

Some American cyclists are about to experiment

with a cyclists' scouting corps.

There are rumors that a tournament on a grand

scale will be held in Chicago this fall.

English cyclists believe that Howell was never

before in such good form as at present.

Now that " X M Miles " is out, the wheelmen ex-

press themselves as well pleased with it.

The Wheelmen's Record asks Secretary Bassett

some hard questions on the amateur rule.

W. M. Woodside rode five miles against time

in 14m. 20^s. at Coventry, Eng., on June 14.

Yes, we will now take our ride through Central

Park and snap our fingers at the commissioners.

R. Howell has now won on his Rudge all the

three matches for the championship of the world.

The League enrollment has reached high water

mark, 10,266, and Secretary-Editor Bassett is

happy.

Pittman should have been the first wheelman

to ride through Central Park after the liberty bill

was signed.

The Massachusetts Division will hold a three

days' meet at Cottage City, Martha's Vineyard,

Aug. 4, 5 and 6.

Howell beat Temple in the third of their races,

distance one mile. The time was 2.52, and Tem-

ple led half way.

George M. Ilendee is about to go into training

at Agricultural Park, Worcester, with Harry

Cornish as his trainer.

The Gazette is now edited in Buffalo, but all

correspondence and business letters should be ad-

dressed to Springfield, Mass.

The medals of the Boston Fourth of July races

were made by Shreve, Crump & Low, and were

elegant in design and manufacture.

Bicycling News is at present engaged on a fierce

crusade against the swindling cycling agents which

abound in London, and all England.

Van Sicklen recently purchased a Shipman Au-

tomatic steam-engine from the Pope Manufactur-

ing Company for use in his printing establishment.

Now for a fight for good roads. Let us all take

hold with a will and in a few years at the farthest

we shall have some roads worth boasting about.

Henry E. Ducker is now sampling the forty

miles of asphalt roads of Buffalo, and reports

them as excellent, in fact just the roads for wheels.
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The Wheelmen's Record is getting up some very

clever cartoons on cycling subjects, the last one

being a good burlesque on the cycle for military

purposes.

F. J. Osmond is now the twenty-five miles ama-

teur champion tricyclist of England for 1887, and

the holder of the twenty-four and twenty-five miles

tricycle records.

F. H. Burrill, won the twenty-five-mile road race

of the Wakefield (Mass) Bicycle Club on June 17.

Time, ih. 44m. Charles Nott second, ih. 49m.;

E. Coombes third.

Karl Kron will send his book on approval to any

wheelman. Well, he knows it is a sure sale in

any case. Thus Karl Kron shows his faith in the

honesty of wheelmen.

As a place to live in Buffalo will pass, but

Springfield was good enough for us in the past,

and would have answered for the future, only for

business arrangements.

The L. A. W. has covered all its sins with glory,

in securing the passage of the liberty bill. Now
let every wheelman join the League and show

that they appreciate the work now being done.

A quarter-mile bicycle contest between R.

Howell and Ralph Temple at Wolverhampton,

Eng., June 20, resulted in a dead heat. Time 39s.

—equal to the best English professional record.

" There is a want of snap in cycle racing that

Americans cannot excuse, and this must go in

before the sport will be popular."

—

Bulletin. Do
away with the amateur rule and there will be snap

enough.

The Victoria Rifles of Canada have taken unto

themselves a bicycle corps, to be used for scouting

and signaling purposes. It is composed of a ser-

geant and seven men, all members of the Montreal

Bicycle Club.

The New York road book has been received and

is fully appreciated by every member of the

division. The book is complete and published in

a handsome and convenient form, and should be

in good demand.

Leeming, the English professional, who trained

Sellers when he visited America a year or two

since, remarks to a reporter of the Atlantic News
that there is not a track in England, judged from

an American standpoint.

G. P. Mills on June 10, set out to demolish

Sydney Lee's fifty-mile tricycle road record, starting

from the eightieth mile stone (a mile on the London

side of Peterborough). He rode forty miles in

2h. 27m. 32s. (record) and finished in 3I1. 7m. 24^.
Lee's time was 3I1. 9m. 15s.

T. R. Marriott undertook to ride twenty-four

hours on a tricycle at the Crystal Palace track, En-

gland, June 8, but he was not in the best of con-

dition, and after covering one hundred and fifty

miles just inside twelve hours (a new record for

the tricycle) he abandoned the attempt.

A Newark inventor is perfecting a new elastic

bicycle tire which promises great results, and which

he believes will displace the rubber bands now in

use. It can be applied to any wheel but with little

labor, and will outlast two or three of the bands.

He says that it will not creep under pressure and

will require no cement.

The New England Telephone Companv has

equipped its force of some eighteen linemen with

bicycles, and they use them in traveling from

place to place repairing wires. The company was

led to the use ol bicycles from motives of econ-

omy, as the traveling expenses of the lint men
before they mounted cycles were from $2 t<> S; a

day each, so that the saving is considerable.

The Boston ffieraldsays a false impression seems

to have gotten abroad that Mr. C. R. Overman

met with his fall while riding a bicycle in Omaha.
This is not the case. He was walking along, and

on stepping on to a sidewalk his foot slipped and

he fell forward, striking and cutting his chin and

breaking his teeth. The jaw was broken by the

unpardonable clumsiness of the Lincoln (Neb.)

dentist (?).

Thomas Stevens is making special inducements

for the sale of his book among wheelmen. lie

wants to dispose of ten thousand autograph copies.

As soon as he sells this number he will give $500

in gold to the person sending him the largest num-

ber of subscriptions, and he will give $500 in gold

to some individual purchaser, who will be deter-

mined on by lot. If at the end of two years the

number should fall short of ten thousand, the pre-

miums will be divided pro rata.

The Victorian Cyclists' Union decided their

annual championship races at Melbourne, Aus.,

April 16 and 30. < )n the first day the mile bicycle-

race was won by W.J. C. Elliott in 2m. 58s., J. W.
H. Busst second ; and the five-mile tricycle race was

taken by W. (). Harrison in 17m. 55s., W. Shelley

second. On the second day the race for the ten-

mile championship came off, and was won by T.

W. ISusst in 32m. 3fs., W. J. C. Elliott second.

The other starters were A. E. Browne, J. W. H.
Busst, F. II. Shackleford, A. Mclvor and \V.

Scudamore.

The tricycle—the tandem tricycle—has been

figuring in the law courts recently as part and

parcel of a breach of promise case, tried at the

Liverpool Assizes. A widower courted a widow,

and among other attentions, took her out on a tri-

cycle. The novelty of spooning on a tricycle

seemed to amuse the court ; but perhaps it has

occurred before, and been carried to a more suc-

cessful matrimonial issue than was the case with t In-

cycling widower, who subsequently jilted the cy-

cling widow in favor of one who did not cycle, but

had the move substantial qualifications of owning .1

public house.

George Nash, the fancy rider, has been riding

down the steps at City Hall, Providence, on a

single wheel. There were eighteen steps taken,

leading from under the arch to the sidewalk, and

the feat was witnessed by a wondering crowd.

The big wheel was stripped of everything but the

pedals ; handle-bars and forks being discarded, so

that, except the revolving pedals and cranks, the

wheel had nothing more to it than a carriage wheel.

The fearless rider came down with arms out-

stretched in the air. It did not take long to real h

the bottom of the lofty Might, and the unicycle

bounded across the sidewalk, jumped over the

curbstone, and spun handsomely across Exchange

place.

The big six days' tournament in Australia was a

failure. On the first day there was a tremendous

smash, five of the twelve riders coming down in a

heap. All were considerably shaken, but before

they had proceeded far, Ered Wood, who was one

of the unfortunates, croppcred again, and one or

two men fell over him. Wood was so badlv hurt

that he had to be carried to his hotel on a stretcher.

So numerous were the spills that at the end of ten

hours, seven men had retired. The race was

eventually won by S. Clai k, the ex-Aberd( en rider,

who thus secures /'too, besides taking the title of

long-distance champion ol Australia Rolfe was
se -I. 'ih. ie were several attempts to g< i the

men on the track again, but thi affair was a
|

failure, and will not soon, I fancy, be rep<

"They are talking seo from the L. A. W.,

on the Pacific coast," says the Bicycling I

"It seems they asked for the 2-mile championship,

which was assigned to an Eastern club some time

after the Californian division had solicited it. Bui

what makes them the maddest is that their proxies

were thrown out at St. Louis. They claim that

the
1
now blanks did not reach them in time and

so wmte out the proxii
i

1
< ;ulai form. The

credential committee noticed that the bodies of

the proxies were not in the sami handwril

the signatures, and they threw them out, not

noticing that the bodies were in the handwriting

of the chief consul, whose proxy they passed as

valid. California has sent to the national head-

quarters some 5300, and has had but 555 relumed,

while the national headquarters has done but little

to build up what is undoubtedly the most progres-

sive division in the Union. This is the burden of

the plaint from the land of the Setting Sun."

We have been presented by the author, Thomas
Stevens, with an autograph copy of Vol. 1 of

"Around the World on a Bicycle," published by

the Scribners in this country, and In- Marston,

Low & Co., ol London. The book, which consists

of over 500 pages octavo, contains upwards of

100 illustrations, giving full details of the jour-

ney from San Francisco to Teheran. The 1 uts

are the same as were used in Outing, with some
additions. The book is handsomely bound, the

front cover representing a red Cupid yielding her

wreath of " speed " to .1 red Mercury, which typi-

fies Stevens. The background is a bicycle, done

in silver. The frontispiece is a colored litho. of

Stevens. The book is dedicated: "To Colonel

Alberl Pope, ol Boston, Mass., whose liberal

spirit of enterprise, and generous confidence in

the integrity and ability of the author, made the

tour around the world on a bicycle possible, by

unstinted financial patronage," The pre!

the book is written by Thomas Wentworth Hig-

ginson.

The Nashua Telegraph has the following in re-

gard lo .1 perfoi 1 nance over what all bicyclists will

agree is a beastlj road, to say the least :
" Frank

McMaster and Frank Thompson, in companv with

a number of other Nashua wheelmen, rode to I ,ow-

ell recently in one hour and fifteen minute-, in-

eluding all unavoidable delays consequent upon a

party riding together; here the party broke up and

McMaster and Thompson continued on to Boston,

where they arrived after a foui hours' ride from

Nashua. After visiting Corey Hill, Chestnut Mill

reservoir and other wheeling u-soits, they started

on their wheels for the return trip at 2.30 P, \i ..

McMaster reaching home at 6.30; he completed

a 100-mile nm on the trotting track. Thompson
rode eighty-nine miles during the day and made
but two dismounts from Boston to Lowell; Mc-

Master made but one and only one from I

to Nashua; his time from Pawtucket brio

Nashua, over very sandy roads, after having al-

ready ridden almost continuously seventy-five

miles, was ih. 20m. Last autumn, Edward Bailey

of Maiden, a comparative strangei to the road,

rode from the Worcester railroad track here to the

Middlesex street depot in Lowell in ih. 5111.
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The annua] meet of the Vermont Division,

League American Wheelmen, was held at Mont-

pelier, June 17, about sixty-live members being in

attendance. At the business meeting a committee

to prepare a state road book was appointed and

money appropriated to defray the expenses of

publication. A resolution was introduced by II.

C. Webster, of Montpelier, expressing as the sense

of the division that convict labor of the State

should be used for bettering the condition of the

roads in Vermont, and binding the members to

use their individual efforts to secure the passage

of an act so providing by the next Legislature.

F. E. Dubois was re-elected secretary and treas-

urer. The public exercises of the division were

held at three o'clock this afternoon. In the three

mile road race for the championship of Vermont

there were six entries. The first prize, a Waltham

watch, was won by S. W. Kirkland, of Brattlcboro
;

second, Kirkpatrick saddle, C. C. Fletcher, of St.

Johnsbury; third, Butcher alarm bell, Fred M.

Scott, of Barre. There were four entries in the

one mile novice race, which was won bv Wilbur

Lowe, of Montpelier; Fred Dubois, of West Ran-

dolph, second. The one mile race, for prizes and

the championship of Vermont, was won by C. C.

Fletcher; A. D. Gould, of Bellows Falls, second.

There were four entries in the hill climbing. The

first prize was taken by II. B. Chapman, of Wood-
stock ; second, G. H. Frost, of St. Johnsbury. A
street parade followed, and the day closed by a

banquet at the Pavilion Hotel.

The Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club held a

tournament on a small scale at Hampden Park

on July 4, which attracted a good many people.

The first race was a one mile novice, and was

won by H. B. Arnold, of New Britain, in 3m. 6|s.

The second was a mile race, for boys, and was

won by George McClelland, of Holyoke. Time,

3m. 27|s. The mile 3.20 class race was won by

George C. Dresser, of Hartford. Time, 3m. 14s.

The mile handicap race had thirty-seven entries.

The feature of the race was the meeting of How-
ard A. Hart, of New Britain, and E. A. De Blois,

both men starting from the scratch. One of the

racers receiving a header caused a delay for Hart,

and De Blois won in 2m. 46fs., Hart second, E.

B. Smith, of Springfield third. The one mile club

race was won by W. II. Jordan. Time, 3111.40s.

The special five mile challenge race between Cap-

tain F. A. Eldred and II. B. Wadsworth, of the

Springfield club, was won by Wadsworth, in six

straight laps. Time, 6m. 24s. The mile team race,

in which the Outing Club of Springfield, Spring-

field Bicycle Club, Holyoke Wheel Club, New
Britain Wheel Club, and Hartford Wheel Club
entered, was won by the Hartford Wheel Club.

The one mile ride and run race was won by Thos.

Harvey, in 5m. 1 5^s. The one mile race for Star

bicycles was won by W. 15. Hubbard, in 3m. 26^s.

The one mile open race was the event of the day.

There was a hot struggle between Hart and De
Blois, the latter winning in 2tn. 48s. The conso-

lation race was won by 1 >. 1'. Williams, of Hart-

ford. Time, 2111. 59|s.

WILMINGTON (DEL.) NOTES.

If we thought there would be any likelihood of

it being any hotter during the remainder of the

summer than it has been during June we would
certainly suggest having our thermometers length-

ened out at the top to allow for more degrees of

' hotness." The mercury has been reaching up

in the nineties on several occasions and summer

is hardly upon us yet. Still we are as enthusias-

tic as ever, and our numbers are steadily increas-

ing. Our professional and business men are

commencing to lose the petty prejudice or dislike

some of them have permitted themselves to enter-

tain concerning the bicycle and tricycle, and are

awakening to the fact that the machine is something

of practical value and usefulness. Several of these

gentlemen have invested in machines and are

happy, and others will soon follow them. A cer-

tain clergyman in our neighborhood purchased

for himself a bicycle, to assist in much needed ex-

ercise, and to help him in his pastoral calls. But

we find that even ministers of the gospel are not

exempt from the petty misfortunes of wheelmen,

and he was seen one day to be unceremoniously

clutching at terra firma immediately in front of

his wheel with his heels in mid air. He escaped

with but a slight sprain of each wrist.

June 19 was a great day for the Wilmington

Wheel Club, the occasion being a visit from the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, of Philadelphia. Eight-

een of the visitors arrived the day previous, thir-

teen by boat, and five rode down the turnpike on

their machines, and on Sunday eight more arrived

by train, making twenty-six of the visitors in all.

The home club mustered twenty-two riders when
the party started for a spin to Kennett Square.

The sight was a pretty one as the forty-eight

wheels and their uniformed riders rode out Ninth

street, the procession being several blocks in

length.

Victor R. Pyle was alone in his glory on his new
Springfield Roadster, and demonstrated the remark-

able hill climbing qualities of this machine. Cal-

vin Phillips rode a Rover Safety. There were four

Star machines and the remaining wheels were of

the crank variety of different makes, the Colum-

bia largely predominating. After reaching Sev-

enth and Broome streets the whole group was

photographed. It was after ten o'clock when the

journey was resumed, and crowds of people viewed

the procession as it wound its way through the city.

The route was taken to Greenbank, when the first

slop was made at the home of the Messrs. Phillips

of the home club. After all were regaled with milk

and refreshed with a rest, the journey was resumed

minus two Wilmington riders, whose steeds met

with unfortunate accidents.

The route taken lay through a hilly country.

Up hill and down dale was the regular order un-

til Kennett Square was approached, when the

roads became better. Here and there the monot-

ony was varied by hearing the dull thud of an

unfortunate as he took one of those familiar

plunges called " headers." One of the gay riders

thus alighted in a bush by the roadside unscathed,

but others were less fortunate, and barked shins

and scraped elbows were found to be numerous

when an inventory was taken and each victim re-

cited his tale of woe. At one point a Wilmington

rider was seen emerging from a mud puddle in

which he had almost disappeared. Despite what

seemed like drawbacks to the uninitiated, the trip

was one of genuine pleasure to all concerned.

Every now and then, the troop would halt at some
shady place, where all would refresh themselves

at some neighboring spring.

The circuitous route taken made the journey

seventeen and a half miles long, but even the last

straggler had reached the pretty little Pennsyl-

vania town by two o'clock. All were more or less

fatigued but were soon rejuvenated bv a good,

substantial dinner at the Kennett House, where

extra preparations had been made for the hungry

wheelmen. Several hours were then quietly and

enjoyably consumed in smoking, lounging, or in

various other peaceable pursuits. Shortly before

four o'clock the main body of the visiting wheel-

men left direct for Philadelphia via West Chester,

a distance of about 38 miles. The Wilmington

wheelmen, accompanied by several of the visitors,

returned home by way of Hamorton in a little

over two hours, including three stops. Others,

more fatigued, went home by train.

We now have firebrick pavement on trial in

two places in our city and it stands the test ad-

mirably, and we hope to have some of our streets

paved with it before many days—at all events we
are doing what we can to bring about that end.

It certainly makes a very durable pavement, is

perfectly level and noiseless, and is moderate in

price.

Our local agencies report good trade ; A. C.

Phillips has had a prosperous season ; makes a

specialty of Columbia and second hand wheels.

Victor R. Pyle is doing well with the Springfield

Roadster, and complains that he cannot get ma-

chines fast enough, and has had to supply several

intending purchasers with other wheels. B. Frank

McDaniel entertains great hopes as agent for

Overman's goods, and looms up nicely on his new
Victor Light Roadster.

At our last club meeting we adopted the League

uniform as our club uniform, and a number of us

placed our orders with Wanamaker three or four

weeks ago, but we suppose we must be patient

and wait till our turn comes, before we can be

supplied. We think the uniform a good one, and

much neater in appearance than last year's.

Among the Glubs.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

Bay City Wheelmen (San Francisco, Cal.)

—

President, Robert M. Welsh ; vice-president, C.

Angle ; secretary, E. Fahrbach ; treasurer, J.

Bauer; captain, William B. Meeker; first-lieuten-

ant, F. James ; second-lieutenant, foseph Cox.

Brunswick (New Brunswick, N. J.) Bicycle

Club— President, D. II. Merrit; secretary, Wm.
II. Waldron; captain, J. L. Merritt; treasurer,

Howard C. Rule ; sub-captain, I. Killboume.

Capital City Wheelmen (Sacramento, Cal.)

—President, H. Bennett; secretary-treasurer, C.

H. Oatman ; captain, Wr
. C. Hevenor.

Massillon (O.) Wheel Club — President,

Charles M. Whitmann ; vice-president, Frank

Snyder; secretary-treasurer, P'elix R. Sheplev;

captain, William F. Breed ; first-lieutenant, Joseph

Ertle ; second-lieutenant, Wallace Snyder.

Tassaic County Wheelmen (Passaic, N. J.)

— President, J. D. Pugh, Jr. ; corresponding sec-

retary, G. K. Rose; recording secretary, A. E.

Sevgstock ; treasurer, II. Simpson; captain, D.

W. Romaine.

Terre Haute (Ind.) Bicycle Club— Presi-

dent, F. C. Fisbcck ; vice-president, Nick Smith;

secretary-treasurer, Anton Ilulman; captain, J. F.

Probst.

Washington (D. C.) Cycle Club— President,

Rudolph Kauffmann ; vice-president, John J. Chick-

ering ; treasurer, John E. Learning; recording

secretary, Charles A. Burnett; corresponding sec-

retary, Walter S. Dodge ; captain, Frank M.
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SAFE! PRACTICAL

!

FAST!

SPECIAL STAR.

No Headers or Dangerous Falls. Always First on the Road
and up the Hill. The STAR is the only Bicycle that combines

in the highest degree the qualities of Safety, Speed, and Hill-

Climbing. World's Record, 305 miles in 24 hours.

New 1887 Catalogues free, and now ready for distribution.

Address

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SMITHTTILLE, NEW JERSEY.
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THE NEW MAIL
LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL!

At least, before purchase, see or send stamp for

Large Illustrated Catalogue of this Superb Wheel.

TRIGWELLS BALL HEAD.

One Thousand Miles Without Oiling

or Adjusting. Perfect Rigidity and

Ease of Steering. Greatest Modern

Improvement ! See Testimonials in

our Catalogue.

WARWICK'S NEW PERFECTION BACKBONE.
Sectional Views of Neck and Back Fork End. Increased thickness and strength

given at upper end, where is the greatest strain. Forks, also, same construction.

WARWICK'S NEW RIM.

No Seam Outside.

Thickened Metal at the

Bottom.

Cemented Tire.

Also,

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
for the

IDEAL
BOYS' BICYCLE.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS,

107 Washington Street, = = Boston, Mass.

THE LEADING WHEEL
PAPER.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

THE SOLD AT ALL NEWS
STANDS.

PRICE FIVE CENTS.

%444,N^

LARGEST SHOW AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.-FIRE PROOF.

The Courier Company,
197 and 199 Main Street, 188 to 216 Washington Street,

BUFFALO, N. T.

For 1887 we are out with something entirely New and Original in Design, and surpassing any Printing or
Lithographing heretofore produced by us for

BICYCLE AND TROTTING 3IEETINGS OR AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
We earnestly rail your attention to this, and await your application for samples and price-list. Our facil-

ities for furnishing Color Printing and Lithographing are nnequaled, and we solicit your patronage.

2^=ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND PROPERLY EXECUTED. ~M
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SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.

In nickel-plated case. Improved for

1887, and price reduced to 35 cents, or

four for f 1.

GREGHILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

TWO St. LOUIS RIDERS,
LINDELL GORDON, of The American Wheelman,

and R. E. LEE, recently climbed Son-of-a-Gun Hill

on a RUDGE HUMBER TANDEM, geared to 54-inch.

The importance of this feat may be imagined when
one remembers that this hill is generally known to

be worse than the famous Corey Hill.

$3.50 for $2.50.
The Book-Keeper's Delight #2-50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent to any address for $2.50, In-

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfielp, Mass.

[@LERf?U5H]SoU

ADJUSTS .BEARINGS. TIGHTENS SCREWS.

""REMOVES J)IRT WITHOUT WASHES.
Should be in every Wheelman ' s Tool;W15<"

to^KeemH'^ ^ I

sUJBeefinem's Some
Words and Music li) CHAS. B. HOMOMB, TariffTillp.Ct.

A spirited, rousing air. Just the thing for wheelmen to
sing at their club moms and at their homes. Full four-part
song, with piano accompaniment and chorus. Single copy,
10 cents. Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Reckf.a 1 [I i\

, The L. A. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

i
THE

BEST ROADSTER

m <fMt READILY
LEARNED
AN HOUR

PROVED BTSEVEN
YEARS HARD USE

SEND FOR IllUSTRATfD PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUNSON.Agent,
STAMFORD, CT.

BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed Price <i by mail
Circular free. E. TAYLOR & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Best Ms at Lowest Prices!
Pi'N'nett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knce-Rreeches, only

$4 a pair. Knee- Breeches out of Cassimere, t lorduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings,
$1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter. 25c. a pair.
Send for samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

JUST FILLS THE BILL!

THE ROSS IMPROVED

DetaclaDle Luggage Carrier,

FOR CRANK AND STAR BICYCLES.

POSITH IN 1 1
'i

1
1 IASTING.

Above cut represents bundle in position for coasting only (at

right angle with handle-bars). In ordinary riding the bundle
is turned parallel with the handle-bars.

New, neat, and pronounced by al! riders to be The Most
Convenient Luggage Carrier Ever Made, t Ian be at-

tached or detached instantly. llundle can be strapped to

Carrier when detached. In Coasting bundle cm be turned
entirely out of the way without dismounting. Also main
other advantages offered in the Ross Detachable entire!}

unknown in the use of any other bundle support. Don't buj
an old-style Carrier until you have seen it. Made in the best

manner, nickeled and highly polished. Only $1; by mail,

$1.10. Liberal discount to the trade.

C. H. ROSS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

Agents Wanted. 46 Columbia St., ALBANY, N. Y.

lyraj: JiOSS CARRIES IHEJ?.' To any
one sending us an order for six Carriers we will send one of
the Ross Detachable Luggage Carriers free.

In ordering, state name of wheel.

GET THE BEST !

TBESTPHRDCYCLOmtTEH.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

RECISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investigation and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy .01 defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-
ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
furnish a certificate of accuracy with all instruments. In
ordering give si/,- and make "f wl se of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. l'i:

balance weight and lantern attachment, Sio.oo.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WEST! I ELD, MASS.

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kari ngola, as maj be required, hand-

ide Sent post-paiil on 1 $4.
discount to dealers Manufai tun A by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

HARRY COREY
Astonished the hundreds of wheelmen gathered at

Clarksville last week by climbing Crank Hill on a
RUDGE BICYCLETTE. But one bicycle rider had
before succeeded in surmounting the hill, though
scores had tried ; and the ease with which the Bos-
ton man reached the top made their eyes stick out.—ltostoit Globe*

v.. H. wit 1 1
i\. w. 1.. SURPRISE.

CHICKASAW BICYCLE AGENCY,
134 and 136 Jefferson St., MEMPHIS, TENN.

s| \ I I 1GENTS FOR THE

AMERICAN CYCLES.
Stromf- i i >r ,/>/ Wheels !$otight9 &<»hl,

tt ml ll.rvltn at/* <7 .

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repair: done, as li' kei

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Priceslow. N,.-irl-

hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

$4.00 for $3.00

Rhymes of Road and River,

The Wheelmen's Reference Book go

Wheeling Annual, 50
A Canterbury 1''!-' 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for ?!. by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SpRINGFXBI l'. M ASS.

ou|fi

THE ONLY PUBLICATION DEVOTED TO
CYCLING IN THE SOUTHERN

STATES.

•PUBLISHED ICfTHL>
BV

HUNTER & G i:\sl 1 WG /.//,

is Camp Street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

50 CENTS PER YEAR.
Si nd foi Sampli I

it home, and mak .it work for

us, lhan .11 1 a this world. Capital not

needed
do the ">'ik 1

first start, Costly out fit and terms fi

you nothii - and find out: if yen

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.
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Before Purchasing Your New Wheel,
8@°Send for this Catalogue.

60 Pages of

Information.

4
o

o

12 Distinct

Patterns.

Sju*!lT. Cl\^ 8^ Co.

HttPOIfTEIfS^ §0 LE AQENTS ^
Baltimore + Md. +

Free to all

Applicants.

O

o

O
tr

17 Handsome

Illustrations.

Full Roadsters, Light Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, with the unequaled Quad-
rant Steering.

Acknowledged by all Competent Judges to he the Leading
Line of Wheels for 1887.
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Boteler; sub-captain, Samuel E. Lewis; junior

sub-captain, Lorenzo J.
Hatch.

Wyoming Wheelmen— President, George F.

Richmond ; secretary-treasurer, Thco. ( hasworth
;

captain, E. X. Shoemaker; first-lieutenant, Jno

Perkins; second-lieutenant, George Sharps; color

bearer, \Y. I. Hutchins.

The Trade.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, June 14, 1887, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E. Duffy,

patent law office, No. 607, 71I1 Street, N. W., Washington,

I) C, of whom 'opies and information may be had.

No. 362,220 May 3, 1SS7, P E. I.innell, of

Charlotte, N. C, speed gearing for bicycles.

No. 362,407, May 3, 1887, George T Warwick,

of Springfield, Mass., bicycle.

No. 362,500, May 10, 1887, J. W. Kinsley of

Philadelphia, Pa., bicycle

No. 362,514, May 10, 18S7, W. S. Kelley, of

Smithville, X. J., wheel for bicycles.

No. 362,763, May 10, 1887, J. B. McCune, of

Worcester, assignor to the Springfield Bicycle

Manufacturing Company of Boston, Mass., handle-

bar fastening for bicycles

No. 362,853, May 10, 1887, J. G. Pool, of Mt
Carmel, Ct., cyclometer.

No. 362,883, May 10, 1887, W. R. Dutemple, of

Providence, R. I , cyclometer.

Xo. 363,189, May 17, 1887, R. Watson, of

Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to John Grant,

of same place, velocipede.

No. 363,218, May 17, 1S87, W. II. Downes, of

Maiden, assignor to the Overman Wheel Com-
pany, of Chicopee, and Charles E. X. Woodward,
of Cambridge, Mass., cyclometer

No. 363,354, May 24, 1887, C. R. Bannihar, of

West Cheshire, Ct., handle-bar attachment.

No. 363.355, May 24, 18S7, C. R. Bannihar, of

West Cheshire, Ct, luggage carrier for veloci-

pedes.

No- 363,360, May 24, 1SS7, E. Blossfeld, of San

Francisco, Cal., velocipede.

No. 363,518, May 24, 1887, Ilarrie B. Hart, of

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Hartford Cycle

Co. of same place, velocipede.

No. 363,522, May 24, [887, J. Knous, of Hart-

ford, Ct , assignor by mesne assignments to the

Pope Manufacturing Company, of Portland, Me.,

crank for velocipedes.

No. 363,993, May 31, 18S7, M. H. Downes, of

Maiden, assignor to the Overman Wheel Com-
pany, of ('hicopec, and C. E. W Woodward, of

Cambridge, Mass., cyclometer.

No. 364,171, May 31, 1887, John Harrington,

Coventry, County of Warwick, Fug., assignor by

mesne assignments to the Pope Manufacturing

Company, Portland, Maine, seat for velocipedes.

No. 364,075, May 31, 1887, Catharine A. Will-

iamson, St. Louis, Mo., seat for bicycles.

No. 365,231, June 7, 1S87, C. E. Duryea, St.

Louis, Mo., bicycle.

No. 364.335. J»ne 7, 1SS7, A. Burdess, Coventry,

Fug., velocipede.

No. 364,460, June 7, 1SS7,
J. Bate, Newark, X.

J., tricycle.

No. 364,632, June 14, 1SS7,
J.

S. Copeland,

Hartford, Ct, assignor to the Pope Manufactur-

ing Company, of Portland, Maine, velocipede.

No. 364,782, June 14, 18S7, H. Thicsscn, of

Newark, X. J., tricycle.

No., 364,903, June 14, 1S87, W. Cook, Redditch,

Eng., velocipede saddle.

No. 365,015, June 14, 18S7, T. W Moore, Plain-

field, X. J., velocipede.

NEW ENGLISH PATENTS.

List of new English cycle patents specially compiled for The
Wheelmen's Gazette, by Messrs. Hushes, Eli e£ Hughes,

patent agents ami engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London, W.
C, England, of whom copies and information may be obtained.

No. 4665, F. P. Prindle and C. II. Koyl, of

London, for improvements in bicycle lanterns.

No. 4775, 1'. Focke, of Germany, for improve-

ments in detachable handle-bars, for velocipedes

and the like.

Xo. 4776, C. M. L. Palmers, of London, for im-

proved fork steering wheels of bicycles, tricycles,

and other vehicles

Xo. 4850, F. W II. Durant, of Bradford, York-

shire, for improvements in hub lamps for veloci-

pedes.

No. 4S69, G Hoggan, of London, for improve-

ments in and relating to velocipedes.

No. 4925, J. Harrington, of London, for im-

provements in spring saddles for velocipedes.

No. 5065, L D. Copeland, of London, for im-

provements in steam tricycles.

No. 5086, R. Thackery, of Bradford, for an im-

proved anti-vibrator, for bicycles and tricycles.

No. 5129, J. M. Taylor, of London, for improve-

ments in and relating to velocipedes.

No. 5157, J. Strobel of London, for improve-

ments in manufacture of safety velocipedes.

No. 5173, G. Solter, and J. Wolke, of Birming-

ham, for improvement in springs, and in combined

springs and saddles for velocipedes.

No. 524S, J. Rushton, of London, for improve-

ments in and relating to bicycles and tricycles

No. 5291, II. J. Lawson of Warwickshire, for

improvements in velocipedes,which improvements

are applicable to velocipedes when used as im-

plements of war, and for other purposes.

No. 534S, W Schroter of Manchester, for im-

provements in the construction of velocipedes.

No. 5382, II. J. Watts, of London, for a com-

bined velocipede and rest for military and sporting

guns, ambulance, stretchers, signaling flags, fish-

ing rods, and other articles.

Xo. 5405, II.
J. Lawson, of Warwickshire, for

improvements in velocipede saddle springs and

fittings thereto

No. 5422, II. Pipe, of London, for improve-

ments in tricycles.

No. 5475, A. J. Lewis, of London, for a new
and improved method of guiding bicycle-steered

tricycles when propelled by hand.

No. 5546, S. Snell and A. W. Sanderson, of

Birmingham, for improvements in lamps for ve-

locipedes.

No. 5652, S. A. Aston, of Birmingham, for im-

provements in bicycles.

Xo. 5653, J. A. Stephen and R. Southorton, of

Birmingham, for improvements in propelling

velocipedes and all similar vehicles.

No. 57Cv "• .!• Lawson, of Warwickshire, for

improvements in velocipedes for the better fitting

them for war purposes.

No. 6355, W. Bown, of London, for improve-

ments in or applicable to wheels of bicycles, tri-

cycles, and carriages or vehicles of every descrip-

tion.

No. 650 1, T. Tommasina, of London, for improve-
[

incuts in or applicable to veloii;' '

the same lit for use on water, whi< h in

are also applicable t'

i

No. 668 ;, G. D. Lu hman, ol London, V W.,

for improvements in brakes foi bicycles of the

Ordinary, Facile, and Kangaroo types.

Xo. 671(1, W. Phillips, of London, for improve-

ments in crank and eccentric gearing for

pedes, engines, and Othei machinery.

Xo. 6832, E. Evans and T. H. < ). Davies, of

London, for improvements in whirls for bicycles,

5, and othei veloi ipedes, which improve-

ments .tic- also applicable to whet Is for carriages

and other purposes.

No. 6968, [. Rramall, of London, for improve-

ment in mechanism for propelling velocipedes,

boats, and the like.

No. 6975, II. T. Davis and C. W Dawson, of

London, for improvements in velocipei

No. 7095, J. T. Ford, of Southsea, for improved

double bicycle.

No, 7160, W. Wright, of Manchester, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 7161, W. C. Burton, of Lancashire, for im-

provements in the frames and pedal levers of

velocipedes.

No. 7165, C. Church, of London, for improve-

ments in holding or locking the brakes of veloci-

pedes.

No. 7349, R. J. Powell and S. Watts, of Bath,

for improvements in the construction of wheels

for velocipedes and other purposes.

No. 7397, J. Harrison and A. Lilwell, of l'.ir

mingham, for an improved wire grip or spoke-

tightener.

Xo. 7410, S. Watts and R. J. Powell, of Bath,

for improvements in bearings for velocipedes and

other purposes.

No. 7445, J. Kim, of London, for improvements

in rear driving safety bicycles.

No. 7531, J. Johnson, of Lancashire, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 7625, J. Berkeley, of Belfast, for improve-

ments for strengthening wheels in bicyi les and tii-

cyclcs, etc., and for preventing breaking and loos-

ening of spokes.

No. 7715, C. Allen and A. Rathbone, of Liver-

pool, for improvements in the construction.

In the four cases of the Pope Manufacturing

Company, pending in the United States Court for

tin Northern district of Illinois, against R. Philip

Gormully, and against the Gormully cv: Jeffcry

Manufacturing Company, and Gormully & Jeffery,

in which a motion for injunction was pushed by

complainants in all of the above cases upon Mon-

day, the 27th inst., the motion for injunction was

withdrawn by the complainants after presentation,

the defendants being in court and ready for the

hearing of the motion. Two of the above causes

are the same cases in which injunctions were de-

nied upon full argument before Judge Gresham
something over Iwo months ago. The defendants

Showed to the COUrt that they were ready and

anxious to have all of the casts tried upon their

. and signified their willingness to have all

the cases set for hearing at the earliest date possi-

ble for the hearing of the case. The court then

set the case for hearing upon the second Monday

ol Ol tober, giving the complainants the month of

July to put in their prima fa ie testimony, giving

the defendants the month of August to rebut the

same, and the complainants the month of Septem-

ber to reply thereto.
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AS TO THAT IMPORTANT LITIGATION.

Last week we printed a communication received

from Gormully & Jeffery in regard to the pending

suits.

We are now advised as follows by the Pope

Manufacturing Company in a communication from

them : "As to the disposition of the motions in

the suits of the Pope Manufacturing Company vs.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company on

the 27th ult., were incorrect in three vital points,

and, therefore, misleading entirely ; that the com-

plainant did not withdraw the motions for injunc-

tion, the defendants were not ready for the hearing,

and it was not at the request of the defendants

that the cases were set for an early hearing in the

fall on final proofs. It was the defendants' coun-

sel who pleaded for postponement on account of

other engagements, and when the court could not

give an earlier time than fall, to hear the prelim-

inary motion, the cases were set forfinal hearing,

then by precedence over other cases, as a partial

compensation for the complainant. The motions

for injunction were not argued, but the Pope Man-

ufacturing Company did not back down on them."

—Bicycling World.

Miscellaneous.

A MYSTERIOUS RIDE.

In the course of my numerous cvcling experi-

ences I have met with some such startling ad-

ventures as would by their mere recital in a plain,

unvarnished fashion have made Baron Munchau-

sen blush with shame to think that the wildest

reaches of even his remarkably fertile imagination

fell far short of a possible reality.

The following, which is literally as true as the

" Latter Day Saints' prayer-book," or the classical

" History of Jack the Giant Killer," has at least

as wild and improbable a sound as the story of

the Baron's flight through the air on an eagle's

back.

One day during the summer of '86, while touring

through Florida I lost my way. It was about

noon and the sun was scorching, so when a timber

belt appeared ahead I resolved to seek its shelter

and if possible discover some cool spring in which

to bathe my burning hands and face and quench

the intolerable thirst which seemed about ready

to overcome me.

In a few moments from first sighting it I ran in

the borders of the timber belt. Then I saw that

it was of vast extent ; and as I advanced, the trees

increased in size until they were veritable mon-

archs of the forest. The ground was so swampy
tn places that it became necessary to dismount.

Walking along through this great, damp, dark

was remarkably refreshing after the long

ride of the morning, and my spirits rose in pro-

portion as my temperature decreased. Before

long I noticed a spring on a piece of ground

which was a little higher than the marsh over

which I had been walking, and resolved to halt

there and after eating my lunch to lie down for a

shoi I noonday nap

I have always been very cautious about my
cycle and make it a point never to leave it a

moment without properly securing it. I carried

for this purpose a fine steel chain and a small

Vale lock. Casting about for something to tie up

to 1 noticed a log lying close to the spring and

immediately made fast to it. Then I unpacked

my luncheon and proceeded to regale myself on

the substantial contained therein with such an ap-

petite for a sauce as only a wheelman can enjoy.

When my hunger had been appeased and the

fire in my mouth and throat quenched by several

long draughts from the beautiful spring, I lav clown

with the log to which my cycle was chained for a

pillow and gave myself up to happy dreams of the

future in which a certain beauteous member of

the feminine persuasion played an important part.

My day dreams gradually changed into the real

article and I continued to slumber some time

;

how long I know not. At last, when I awoke I

found that it was getting late, but I did not regret

this so much because my slumbers had so re-

freshed me that I felt like a new man. While

rubbing my eyes and collecting my scattered

senses I thought I noticed a slight movement in

the log which had been my pillow. Walking over

and examining it more closely, I found to my
horror it was not a log at all but an alligator of

gigantic size ! and even as I watched he opened

his ponderous jaws and let out a sound which he

probably meant for a yawn, but which in reality

was more like an earthquake—at least, in its

effect on myself. Then, bewildered and horrified

as I was, the truth flashed across my mind. He
had come here in search of coolness and good

water, and had gone to sleep ! His sleep had

terminated at the same time as my own. At

first I was so surprised and horrified that I stood

staring blankly and irresolutely at him. Soon,

however, my natural pluck and coolness returned,

and I saw that it was an absolute necessity for me
to rush to his tail and unlock my cycle if I wished

to save it. As is generally the case, I had to look

through all my pockets two or three times before

the key could be found, and when at last I got

my fingers on it, the alligator began to move. He
moved slowly at the start, but before I managed

to get the key fitted in the lock, he had so in-

creased his speed that I saw that a change of

tactics was necessary, so I jumped on his back

and endeavored from this vantage ground to ac-

complish my purpose. Here, however, another

difficulty had to be met. The movement had be-

come so rapid that my utmost efforts were re-

quired to keep my seat, and we had traveled fullv

five miles before I at last succeeded. As soon as

the machine was loose, it fell to the ground from

the top of the tail where it had been lying, with

such force that it was immediately mashed into

pieces as small as the U. S. Navy. This warned

me, that what would so utterly annihilate a mag-

nificent steel machine, would most certainlv make

an end of a poor flesh and bone mortal like my-

self, so I took the advice of the brave Lawrence

and stuck to the ship.

The 'gator and I fairly flew along over the

ground till we had passed the forest and were out

in the open swamps. Sometimes we were wallow-

ing along through bogs and sometimes jumping

stumps. In this manner we traveled until the

lengthening shadows told me dusk was at hand,

when far in the distance appeared a long serpen-

tine streak, which in a moment more resolved it-

self into a bayou or lagoon.

It is probable that carrying such an unwonted

burden was the cause of so much precipitancy on

the part of my unruly steed and he w-as heading

for this bayou in the hope of losing it in the water.

When the bank was reached he plunged without

a second's deliberation into the dark and for-

bidding waters, possibly hoping to rid himself of

me by this means. There was no need of going

to all that trouble to accomplish this object, for if

he had paused a moment I would have been will-

ing to dismount ! The water boiled like a caul-

dron as we plunged in, for his body had become

as hot as a parliamentary debate by his fearful

speed.

We did not do any swimming on the top of the

water, but struck out at once for the bottom, or

rather where, according to the common ideas on

that subject, the bottom should have been. For

the first five minutes or so after taking the plunge

I was nearly suffocated, but to my surprise, as we
descended deeper and deeper, the water became

rarer, that is, its density rapidlv decreased, and in

less than twenty minutes I was breathing as

freely and regularly as on the surface of the earth

during a foggy day. Of course the alligator lost

all control over the locomotion after the water

had thinned out so unexpectedly, because he had

nothing to hold to that would enable him to over-

come the power of gravitation.

During the first twenty or thirty minutes, the

temperature had steadily increased, and I began

to be haunted with grave fears that we were reallv

on our way to purgatory, for at the end of that

time I was warmer and more uncomfortable than

I'd ever been before. This heat, however, soon

gave place to a cooler draught of air, which, as

we were hurled madly on our downward course,

flew past my ears with a sullen roar as of the

booming of cannon in the distance.

Thus we fell for what seemed to my bewildered

senses, centuries, but which I afterwards learned

was only one night. During all this time the

darkness had been supreme, but now it seemed to

be passing away gradually. In the course of a

few moments it was as light as noonday. Indeed,

it soon increased to such dazzling brilliancy that

it became necessary to shield my eyes till they

became more accustomed to it. Whence came

all this light? Certainly not from the fires at the

center of the earth, about which scientists are so

fond of exposing their ignorance, because fire pro-

duces heat and the heat was to me not by any

means uncomfortable. Chancing to look above

me I saw what appeared to be the roof of a

mighty vault, of as clear an azure as that which

bounds our ethereal vision on a clear day, or that

which appears on a young author's face when his

manuscript is returned " with thanks " the twen-

tieth time. The only explanation of this phe-

nomenon which looked at all reasonable was the

startling question :
" If that lagoon should

dwindle down into a thin vapor and at last into

air why could not the Atlantic ocean do the

same?" Of course there were many things in

the way of that theory, and I would not have

dared to advance it had it not been for the re-

markable confirmation that followed.

The apparent sky overhead was constantly

changing, and the light which came through it,

though so brilliant, was unsteady. This ren-

dered it exceedinglv difficult to fix anything on its

surface, but after a close scrutiny I noticed several

small specks, which were being tossed about on

the changing surface of the dome. In my cycling

tours I always carried with me a small but pow-

erful pair of opera glasses, and no sooner had I

noticed these spots than I took the glasses from

my pocket and placed them to my eyes. Then a

startling scene presented itself to my astonished

gaze. Tlic specks were bottoms of ships! The

dome of the great vault was none other than the

rolling Atlantic ! The ocean itself acted as a lens
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and in conjunction with the opera glasses formed

a powerful telescope through which an immense

stretch of ocean was visible, although at the time

I must have been three thousand miles distant

from it !

Then, for t lie first time, my true position be-

came clear to me. I had been falling all night

toward the center of gravity and now it was early

morning. The light which 1 saw was the re-

fracted light of the sun. What a held of con-

jecture this discovery on my part would cause to

end ! Hut would the public at large receive my

story or would it do in my case as it has in all

others—cast slurs and sneers at the veracity of

the discoverer ? I didn't take much time to rea-

son it out then, but rather bent the whole force ol

my mind to the problem, "Will I ever get out to

narrate my story ? or will I bounce from one side of

the earth to the other and back again, each time

stopping farther from the surface than the preced-

ing, and at last coming to rest at the center?"

During all the time I had been thus thinking

and examining the sky-like ocean above my head,

I had been falling with ever increasing swiftness,

although so smooth had been the motion, that

had it not been for the roaring in my cars, occa-

sioned by the swiftly passing air, I could scarcely

have known I was moving. 1 still clung to the

alligator, foi misery loves company everywhere, no

matter what that company may be.

Of a sudden, there came a complete change

from the beautiful rays of a morning sunlight

shining resplendentlv through the ever moving

waves. The light was suddenly cut off and in its

place appeared only a dim glow somewhat similar

to that seen in a snow covered cavern by moon-

light. As my eyes became somewhat familiar to

the semi-darkness, I saw I had entered a walled

passage which appeared to be of considerable ex-

tent. The walls were visible on every side,

though dim; but as we went deeper they grad-

ually narrowed until it was almost possible to

touch them. The light also changed its color till

it was much more mellow, resembling that in a

room lighted by a rush candle. For a time I was

at a loss to comprehend the reason for this ; but it

was not long before I discovered it. / wasfalling

through a passage of solidgold ! Here was indeed

treasure and to spare to enrich the whole world,

providing such an enormous supply should not

make it as valueless as the very rocks themselves !

I dared not put forth my hand to touch it, for so

frightful was the Speed that a collision would

have been certain death.

After falling through this golden tunnel for

what seemed countless ages, I noticed that our

heretofore constantly increasing speed had re-

ceived a check from some source. This, I in-

ferred, was because the center of gravity had been

passed. And now grave fears began to crowd my
mind. It was hardly possible that I should fall

as far past the center as I had fallen towards it,

on account of the obstruction offered by the air.

As the speed momentarily decreased, my thoughts

were correspondingly depressed. While flying

through space with the speed of electricity and

momentarily increasing the momentum, there was

a feeling of exhilaration and buoyancy, but when
the greater part of this very momentum, which was

my only hope, was lost, the future looked gloomy

indeed. When we were almost ready to stop alto-

gether we came again to a thin vapor. This con-

stantly increased in density until breathing became

difficult and at last impossible. I supposed when

we first entered this vapor that it would soon en-

tirely put an end to our Magging headway, but

could not see that it did, though every sense was

strained to the utmost. On the contrary, it

seemed that we were now moving Easter. At the

time this was unaccountable, but I have since

found out the cause, which will soon be divulged.

Our speed continually increased until I imag-

ined at last we were going as fast as at any time

since passing the center, when there appeared

above me a light, and a second later I was under

the broad glare of the sun once more, this time on

the surface of the earth ! We tlew into the air as

if shot from a catapult and did not stop till an

altitude of fifty or a hundred feet had been

reached. This was so sudden that in my surprise

I loosed my hold on the "gator, and when I fell

the heels of my boots landed full on his head.

They are pretty sizable anyhow (the boots, I

mean) and when they fall twenty or thirty yards

with my feet in them, whatever they strike is liable

to get hurt. Thus it was in this case— the 'gator

deciding to turn up his toes and croak. I needn't

say I shed no tears at his tragic end, although

such was the case. (What a good chance for a

pun on "alligator tears!")

Xow, that I was at leisure, 1 looked around and

noticed quite a number of persons running about

as if they were excited. Waiting until they came
somewhat nearer so I could be heard, I said :

—

" What seems to be the trouble ?
"

Instead of quieting them this only scared them

the more. I don't wonder they felt a little timid !

After many vain attempts, I at last managed to

get one of them to stand still a moment and when

I spoke to him I learned from his gestures and

also from some words he spoke that he was a

native of sunny France. As I am proficient in

that language it did not take me long to impart to

him enough of my adventures to let him under-

stand how I got there and that I wanted to know
where "there" was. He informed me that the

ground on which I stood was the property of the

Artois leather works ; that I had come up through

an artesian well, and that the men whom I saw

were employes of the works.

By this time all of them had gathered courage

enough to crowd around me and they were profuse

in their offers of help in any manner I might

direct. This put a bright idea in my head. I

directed all but one of them to go to work and

skin the 'gator, and taking him (not the 'gatoi I

along to show me the way to the superintendent's

office, left the scene of my advent into France.

Many were the wondering looks cast upon me by

the clerks in the office when I told my story.

The bright idea of which I spoke a little way bai k

was to have the 'gator's hide manufactured into

shoes and satchels. This was what I came to the

office for.

I found I had been thirty-five hours coming

through—from seven in the evening of June 19,

to eleven a. M. June 2t, which, with the difference

of five hours in time between France and Florida,

makes it, according to my reckoning.

"Has my time ever been beaten?" I kind of

calkilate notl F. W. I'i tTENGEH

It is said the cycle tires of the world would go

nearly once around the globe if put toj

Pshaw! the Pope Manufacturing Company made

one that did go all the ?<'</r around, and Thomas

Stevens went along to see if it would reach. We
know he went, for he came up on the other side.

" LAND AND WATER" ON THE SPRINGFIELD
CONTROVERSY.

In tin- 1 urrent 1
sporting weekl

,

paper called Land and Water there appears an ar-

ticle, winch is penned by Mr. Lacy Hillier, who is

the cycling contributoi to that paper. Tins

recapitulates— from its writer's standpoint—the

circumstances under which the Springfi

Club and its offit ials h d by Th,

and Bicycling News, of falsehood; and the subse-

quent report made bj Mi A. J. Wilson .1- to the

correctness of the Statements nude by th(

dent of the Springfield Club in his twit d

It is noteworthy that this article only appeals

some five or six weeks after the report was made,

Mr. Hillier having taki u no notii 1

' hati 1 1
"I it

in Bicycling News—a papei ol which he is nomi-

nally the editor—although he received the very

first copy of that report, on the day alter it was

written. Having thus ignored tin- mattei in his

own organ— the organ in which he made the ac-

cusation of falsehood against the Americans—Mr.

Hillier now takes up the parable in an outside

paper which had had nothing to do with the mat-

ter, and contends that the letters which were sub-

mitted for Mr. Wilson's inspection must have-

been forgeries !

It is not in any spirit of animosity towards our

contemporary—for we are proud to numbei Mr.

Hillier amongst our sincerest friends in private life

—that we protest against this unwarrantable ac-

cusation—an accusation which is calculated to still

further embitter our transatlantic friends against

English wheelmen. We regard it as only fair and

just that the Americans should be treated with the

same consideration as though they were English-

men; and assuredly no English journalist would

have dared to write in the same way of English-

men. Ihit apart from the general tone of 0111 > on-

temporary's remarks—derogatory as they are to

the fostering of that international amity in sporl

which it is so desirable to encourage—there are a

number of most fallacious conclusions drawn by

the writer referred to, which we take the libertj ol

pointing out.

Alter the preliminary recapitulation of the casus

belli. Land and Wat > s.ivs :

—

In the course of this it was stated 1l1.1t tin

can club held a number of letters proving the allegations, and

a proposal that these letters should be put forward in proof of

ineiit was made, this amounting in brief to a pro-

posal foi arbitration,

Fallacy No. 1. It was not exactly an arbitra-

tion, because the evidence was all on one side, the

other side having only an accusation t" advance,

and not agreeing to have the matter arbitrated

upon. The letters were forwarded to a confiden-

tial mutual friend of the panics whose word, the

Americans knew, would have more weight with

the accusers than the word of the foreign si;

who had been accused.

Almost immediately the holder of the alleged letters put

forward a proposition, in which he said that Ik- would submit

them, but at the same time appended the extraordinary pro-

viso, "That the contents, the riiKi s named therein, or the

amounts to be paid, should not be divulged on any account,

but should be held in sacred confidence," the tiist condition,

of ionise, precluding the .11 hi. by any pa

ascertaining the genuineness of the documents from these

supposed wril

Fallacy No. -'. The arbitrators [sic) are here

supposed to be such fools as not to see whethei a

letter bears upon its \.\ec evidence of genuineness.

Such letters are not written on paper of a kind ai

cessible to unauthorized parties; nor can telegrams
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and postmarks be so easily forged with dates to

correspond. And the confidential nature of the

tetters precluded any man of honor making their

contents public property. Hence, the letters were

held, in accordance with the demand of their

owner, "in sacred confidence," and seen by no one

in England save the referee.

Not content with this safeguard, the holder constructed yet

another bulwark for his possibly "bogus" documents by

choosing Ills own arbitrator and admitting only one, thus shut-

ting out his opponents and rendering them helpless.

As before remarked, there was no arbitrator;

and an accuser cannot complain of being left

" helpless," as the onus probandi is on his part, not

on that of the accused.

The gentleman chosen was the English contributor to the

holder's journal, and it was very confidently expected that he

would refuse so obviously one-sided an office, especially having

regard to the completely helpless position in which the condi-

tions placed him.

The gentleman did refuse the office at first, until

the wide consensus of opinion among writers in

the British press was declared so favorably to his

acting as referee, whereupon he agreed to receive

the letters.

When he accepted it it was obvious that there could be but

one possible verdict, for, by accepting the conditions, he, per-

force, accepted any documents which might be sent him as

genuine, seeing that he could not test their authenticity; and

the evidence sent him under these conditions was of necessity

conclusively in support of the original allegations.

But he Was under no obligation to make a re-

port had he entertained any doubts as to the

authenticity and genuineness of the documents.

Vet, even then, hampered as the arbitrator was by condi-

tions which would never have been imposed had the documents

been genuine, he asserts his belief that the writers of these

documents were not in any way authorized to make the offers

that they were said to have made.

Fallacy again! It was impossible, and would

be impossible in any case, for people who had en-

tered into private contracts with the firms con-

cerned, to do otherwise than impose the restric-

tion, in the case of such private and confidential

communications.

We do not think the arbitrator, having accepted the one-

sided nomination, could have said more than he has done under

the circumstances and conditions; but he has been in no posi-

tion to verify the genuineness of the documents, which, if

genuine, are even then considered by him as most probably

unauthorized by the riders named therein.

The arbitrator (sic) was in as good a position as

any one in England to verify the genuineness of

the documents, which, if forged, must have en-

tailed the connivance of many people in the offices

of the various firms (to secure the printing, writ-

ing, etc., being such as to accurately resemble gen-

uine documents), as well as expert imitators of

signatures ; and the assistance of telegraph oper-

ators and postal officials, in forging dated stamps

and postmarks. The accusation is absurd.

Our contemporary goes beyond the report, and

seems to cherish an idea that the "arbitrator"

(sic) said more than he really did; but the report

was very plain and explicit, and committed the

referee to no more than he said. The fact that he

reported his belief that the firms writing the let-

ters were unauthorized to contract for the attend-

ance of the amateur riders named by them, does

not reflect upon the good faith of the Springfield

Club, but only protects the amateurs named from
an implication of connivance in the contracts ; and
the Springfield officials are exonerated from the

blame of accepting promises which were broken,

by the report distinctly stating that some, at least,

of the firms so contracting were of a statu.s and

repute sufficient to justify the club in placing faith

upon their statements.

If our contemporary were really in earnest in de-

siring fair play, it should surely have printed the

report verbatim et literatim, side by side with its

own comments, in order that the actual verdict of

the referee might be placed before its readers, di-

vested of the criticisms and fallacious versions of

the Land and Water cycling contributor ;— criti-

cisms which are so strikingly at variance with the

remarks of all independent journals which have

touched upon the subject, that we may now very

well let the matter rest, confident that the cycling

public at large will prefer the verdict of impartial

critics to the nonsensical accusations of the people

wh< ommitted the original attack upon the Ameri-

can club.

—

CyclingJournal.

A MUSICAL BICYCLE.

The latest novelty in the line of musical instru-

ments is suggested in a recent edition of a musi-

cal journal. The word used to describe this new

idea is melocipede. This word cannot yet be

found in the dictionaries, but it portrays very ex-

actly the impression which the word is intended

to convey. It is derived from two Greek words,

me/a, music, and pes, a foot. A melocipede is,

therefore, a musical bicycle, so constructed that

the rider without any extra exertion beyond that

necessary to propel his machine, can pedal out

sonatas, waltzes, marches and, in fact, any music

which may suit his fancy as he wheels along.

There is a certain luxury about this instrument

which would make it popular at once. The musical

bicycle may therefore be considered an established

institution. Heretofore the only music about a

bicycle has been that made by a bugle or a bell,

and there has been therefore a great lack of va-

riety in the music produced. The melocipede

will, however, remedy all this. How much pleas-

anter will it be, the warning to the pedestrian of

the approaching machine, by hearing an aria from
" Trovatore,"or perhaps one of Wagner's airs,over

the usual jingling of a bell. And to the solitary

rider the musical possibilities of the instrument

will be more or less welcome. For a bicycle club

it will also be indispensable, as the club can now
wheel through the country to the music of its own
brass band. One other advantage is that no pre-

vious musical knowledge will be required to play

upon the new instrument.

One of the most daring cycle feats ever attempt-

ed has been successfully performed at Aberdeen

by Ralph Temple, of the American bicycling team,

for a wager. He undertook to ride on one wheel

along the parapet of the New pier, which is about

two feet wide, twenty-five feet above the sea level,

and five feet from the roadway on the other side.

The intrepid rider made the attempt about half-

past six P. M., dressed in his racing suit. In case

he should fall into the sea, being an expert swim-

mer, and the tide running in, he calculated upon

being able to reach land again. YV. J. Morgan
had a rope attached to the handle-bar, which he

held slack in his hand for the purpose of saving

the machine in the event of the rider falling. A
start was made two hundred and fifty yards from

the lighthouse, and the bicyclist moved rapidly in

that direction. After going about one hundred

yards, and making an ascent of eighteen inches,

owing to an elevation in the wall, he nearly ran

off into the sea, and shouted to his companion to

look out. He, however, regained his equilibrium

and proceeded to the lighthouse, which he reached

in safety, and was taken from his one wheel smil-

ing, none the worse for his daring feat. The rider

was loudly cheered by the crowd of onlookers.

—

The Irish Athletic and Cycling News.

THE PRESS AND HALF HOLIDAYS.

Saturday; from twelve o'clock noon, all the

year around, is a legal half holiday within the

State of New York. No other State has vet

framed a similar law, yet the majority of business

houses in every large city throughout the country

voluntarily close their doors Saturday afternoons

during the summer months, and many of them

during a part of the spring and autumn, and

some throughout the entire year, and a very

large proportion close an hour or so before six

o'clock on the first five week days. To the pro-

gressive press of America is due in very large

measure the establishment of this unquestionable

benefit to business, professional, and working men
and women. For years back the press has con-

tinually pounded at this subject, until it became

generally admitted that the granting of such a

privilege does no injury to trade, but rather by its

beneficial effect upon the general business and

upon health, tends to clearheadedness and re-

newed working vigor, which more than pavs for

the loss of time. To a Boston business house, as

well as to the press, is undoubtedly due, in a

measure, the present general adoption of a half

holiday. Last autumn the Pope Manufacturing

Company, of that city, foresaw the coming move-

ment in this direction, and before the winter's

frost was out of the ground, was using such op-

portunity as an honorable means of advertising its

bicycles and tricycles by flooding the country with

a beautiful lithograph for display in door, window,

and office, announcing that "this store closes"

Saturdays and other days at stated hours, which

undoubtedly did very considerable towards agi-

tating this popular movement. The company has

announced through the press of America, that it

will send one of these cards free to any early clos-

ing store on receipt of a two cent stamp to pay

postage. This is, perhaps, .the first instance of

philanthropic advertising on record.—-Journalist.

PUBLIC OPINION OF STEVENS IN CON-
STANTINOPLE.

Constantinople, March 29,18s;.

The editor of Outing has received the following

important communication :

In your number of Outing for February, I read

as follows .
" While our correspondent was, at the

daily risk of his life, plodding on with his wheel

through the heart of China, certain newspapers

and, we say it with shame, certain newspapers de-

voted to cycling, chose to hint that the trip of

Thomas Stevens was not genuine," etc., etc.

I am very sorry, indeed, to think any right-

minded people could have thought so, or have

made such erroneous statements. I have no inter-

est whatever in Mr. Thomas Stevens or his trip, but

whilst in Constantinople on his wonderful bicycle

trip, I took great interest in him, knowing what

hardships he had undergone and what a wonderful

journey he had made, even then. There is not the

slightest doubt about our friend Thomas Stevens's

trip being thoroughly genuine, and he is one of a

very few who will ever accomplish such a journey.

He is calm, self-collected, and a man that the great-

est stranger sees at once to be a man that having

task to fulfill, means to fulfill it at any risk. He
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was in company with me on many occasions

in the mixed society of the Levant, and was ad-

mired by all. When he received and attached

the " Butcher Cyclometer " to his wheel, we went

together for a trip in my launch to the Princess

Islands, where he measured the government road.

I have a visitor now, Captain Raleigh, who was

on the route with Stevens from Meshed to Con-

stantinople; he savs that he is remarkably cool

and deliberate in the use of his Smith iV Wesson
revolver which he procured in Constantinople.

Captain Raleigh says when they were attacked, he

sat down behind his wheel and took deliberate

aim, as cool as a cucumber; and Captain Raleigh

attributes to this the saving of both their lives on

one particular occasion, in a caravanserai full of

fanatical Mussulman pilgrims.

We wish success to our friend, Thomas Stevens !

Col. William V. Shelton, Bey:

TRAVELING BY WHEEL.

Having been on a commercial trip throughout

New England in the winter and spring of [886,

and experiencing the delays incidental to traveling

by rail, I conceived the idea of doing the same

territory later in the spring and coming summer
via bicycle.

One bright August day I mounted my Columbia

bicycle at Birmingham, Ct., ai route for Spring-

field, stopping at intervening towns and arriving

in that city in time for a hearty supper and night's

rest. I arose bright and early the next morning,

attended to my business in Springfield, and by 10

a. m., left that city for Westfield. After finishing

my business there 1 pedaled back to Chicopee and
Holyoke, arriving at the latter place in time for

dinner. I then wheeled to Northampton in time

to finish up my business in that place before

night. The next morning I left Northampton at

about eight o'clock and arrived at Whately in time

for dinner, after which I made the business calls for

the place, and then wdieeled to Montague, arriving

there in the twilight. At 6 A. m. the next morning

I was en route for Greenfield, arriving there at 7

A. M. to breakfast. After making several calls in

that town, at 11 A. M. I took the train for North
Adams. The next morning at 630, in company
with the North Adams Bicycle Club, I wdieeled to

Williamstown, seven miles, in forty-five minutes;

stopped there half an hour, and then started for

Bennington, seventeen miles north, arriving at the

latter place in time for dinner, and at 4 P. M. started

for Woodfords, where I remained over night. I

left Woodfords at about seven o'clock for Brattle-

boro. It need not be said that the scenery from

Bennington to Wilmington is thoroughly magnifi-

cent, particularly at this time of the year. The
roads were in fair condition, considering that they

were hill and mountain roads, and although the

grades were often very steep, one was amply com-

pensated for the climb by the glorious coast on the

other side. I arrived in Brattleboro before dark,

and took the evening train for Claremont Junction,

arriving there at 8.30 p. m. Although I had never
been over the road before I took advantage of the

bright moonlight to start for Newport, making the

thirteen miles in one and a half hours, arriving at

the Newport House at ten o'clock. Remained in

Newport over Sunday and until Wednesday morn-
ing, when at seven o'clock I wheeled to Bradford,

and thence to Concord, Penacook, and West Con-

cord, in time for dinner at the latter place, of course

attending to business at all points stopped at.

Later in the afternoon I started for Manchester,

arriving there in time for supper. The distance

traveled that day was sixty-four miles, and 1 did

a deal of business at the stops. The next morning

I started for Nashua, stopping at Suncook, Hook
set, and 1 1 udson. The sand about Hudson seemed

to be almost without bottom, and I decided to take

the train from Nashua to Lowell and Law 1

spending the night at Lawrence. At ten o'clock

the next morning 1 started for Haverhill, reaching

there in time for dinner and giving me plenty Ol

time for business. I then wheeled to Merrimac

and Amesbury, arriving at the latter place at four

o'clock. The road from Lawrence to Haverhill

is generally good, and from Haverhill to Merri-

mac almost as good ; and there never was a more

delightful ride than from Merrimac to Amesbury,

with its scenery, good roads, cool breezes, and

pretty country seats. I then took several trips

back and forth to Merrimac, Salsbury Beach, and

Newburyport, and on to Boston. I pedaled from

Amesbury to Portsmouth in two and a quarter

hours, making several calls, and from there I

wheeled to Dover, dining and transacting consid-

erable business. Rochester was reached at five

o'clock; I then went to Portland on the cars, and

from there rode to Biddeford and Saco, and back

to Portland. The next morning I rode to Yar-

mouth, Freeport, Brunswick, and Lath, and on to

Lewiston the same day. The road from Portland

to Brunswick—sixteen miles— is very fair, but from

Brunswick to Bath the road bed is in very poor

condition. I finished the towns about Lewiston

and Auburn in one day, and then wheeled back to

Bath, where a start was made northward, riding

back on the Brunswick road about four miles to

the four corners, where I turned to the right

towards Topsham. Nothing could be more de-

lightful than a bicycle ride over the generally ex-

cellent roads near the coast ; often riding along

the brow of a hill, with comfortable farms on one

side and the broad Atlantic, dotted with its myriads

of islands, on the other; the birds singing in the

trees, and the cooling breezes of the ocean fanning

the cheek and making one feel as though the world

is a pretty good place to live in. I next went to

Richmond, and from thereto South Gardiner and

Gardiner, in plenty of time to transact business be-

fore supper. At Gardiner I ran in with another

commercial traveler whom I had met on the train

below Portland, and from conversation with him

learned that I had been making from one to two

towns a day more than he, and while he was tired

out with traveling, I felt particularly well and had

enjoyed the full benefits of the open country air.

I did not mind the heat of the sun, as the breeze

generally was sufficient to keep me at as comforta-

ble temperature as one could expect when the

mercury was in the eighties and nineties. Right

here it may be well to remark that what had been

a subject of doubt to me was set to rest long before
;

that is, the manner of our reception from business

men; ami for the benefit of others who may be

tempted to try my way <>l traveling for business

purposes, I will emphatically state that I was never

received with more uniform courtesy and attention

than when I appeared before my customers and

prospective customers in the roleol a bicycler.

I 1 .iin < in diner I rode to I billowed and Augusta,

Spending the night at Augusta. From Augusta I

rode to Watcrville, seventeen miles, and from

Waterville to Oakland and North Vassalboro,

and thence on to Skowhegan. The coach left the

hotel at Waterville for the depot before I started,

and as I passed the depot on my bicycle, several

o! the boys were on the platform and saw in

by; [ arrived at Skowhegan about thirty mini

alter the ti am had real 1m d th.it place, much to the

surprise of the boys who had come on the train

and had seen me in Waterville. From Skowhegan
I took a run across I Newport, and

here I distanced the railroad; for I left on I

time, and arrived at Newport thirrj minul

the train, and had seen my customers and was. in

my way to the next town, when I met a gentleman

whom 1 had met at Skowhegan coming from the

depot. In the evening I took the train for llcxtcr,

thirteen miles, where after a good night's rest I

transacted my business, and, in company with a

gentleman who was to drive to Foxcroft, Started

out, much to the amazement of the natives, who
seemed to think it the height of presumption in a

bicycler to attempt to keep pace with a team. I

spent the night at Foxcroft with a friend, and was

off the next morning at 9 A. M. foi Bangor, a dis-

tance of thirty-eight miles, crossing Ovei t<> Mover

and spinning along the Chai lestown road and ovei

the hill, where may be obtained a delightful view

of the road to Bangor; the scenery was very fine

almost the entire distance, and I was awake to

everything of interest. It was about here that 1

met a boy who had apparently met with some slight

disaster and wanted my assistance in capturing a

runaway horse. I dismounted and he led me to

a fence, where the horse and wagon had parted

company, and we espied the horse calmly grazing

in the field beyond. This little incident delayed us

some time, but I concluded to push on and suc-

ceeded in reaching Bangor and seeing my custom-

ers that night. The next day I got an early start

for Ellsworth, where I stopped over night; and
Saturday at 9 A. M., I set out, in company with a

friend who drove a team, for Bucksport, a distance

of eighteen miles. This proved to be one of the

most charming rides I had yet taken, lying

along the river, with its many turns and windings

which lengthened our eighteen miles into twenty-

four, not at all to our regret, ami we lode into town

just as the children were pouring out of the school

house—a place where they were evidently learning

to shoot stones instead of gems of wisdom. We
thought this a highly commendable point to test

the merits of our respective steeds, and I may say

that the steel horse reached the summit of the hill

we had had in view while my companion was

toiling up, much to his chagrin and the astonish-

ment of the precocious stone throwers who were

left in the background. The test was repeated

again and again, until it seemed to be a well dem-

onstrated fact that the steel horse could not be

tired out.

I spent the following Sunday in Rockland, and

Monday morning started tor Boston, via Burling-

ton and Montpelier. Aftei a tew days' stopat the

Hub I proceeded to Taunton, and thence to New
Bedford over some of the worst roads I had yet

traveled. Thai night I spent at Fall River, wl

the patter of rain on the roof awoke 111c in the

morning and threatened to cause me some delay;

but I was getting to be proof against such slight

contingencies, and at eight o'clock I found myself

on the mad to \'i ,.\ idence. The rain had so far im-

proved the condition of the roads that I was able

to cover the distance to Providence and New Lon-

don, transact my business in both places, and start

on my return in the afternoon. From Clinton I

took the train home, an icing at midnight, having

been gone ten weeks; and upon striking a balance,

I found that my expenses had been 51.12 per day
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less than they were on a similar trip over the same

territory taken before the bicycle was adopted for

a conveyance ; and in point of time, the same

number of towns could not have been reached via

railroad, owing to the amount of time to be lost in

waiting for trains.

One of the most remarkable trips which I made,

so far as saving time over railroading was con-

cerned, was from Newport, N. H., from which

place I started Wednesday morning at seven

o'clock, riding through Bradford, Vt. ; Penacook,

West Concord, Concord, Suncook, Hookset, Man-

chester, Hudson, Nashua, X. H.; Lowell, Lawrence,

Haverhill, Merrimac, to Amesbury, Mass.,—a dis-

tance of one hundred and twenty-live miles,—ar-

riving at the latter place at four o'clock Friday

afternoon, having stopped at twelve towns and

made twenty-one business calls ; which trip I could

not have made by the way of the railroad without

an additional two days.

The machine I rode was a 56-inch Expert Co-

lumbia, which I purchased in the spring of '83. It

has been in constant use ever since; and until I

had ridden over six thousand miles there was no

expense for repairs, and the total expense up to

the present time has been just $7.25. I am now
about to make my second business trip on this bi-

cycle, which, so far as I can see, is just as good as

it was the day I bought it. On my business trips

I used one of the '86 Lamson luggage carriers fast-

ened to the handle-bars, in which I carried, rolled

up in a rubber suit, an extra pair of handle-bars, to-

gether with crank, pins, nuts, etc., for use in case

of accident. On the perch was secured by a pair

of clamps, a bundle containing a complete change

of clothing. Lester E. Hickok,
Traveling Salesman for Wilcox & Howe

Carriage Hardware Co., Birmingham, Ct.

A BICYCLE TRIP TO THE NORTH POLE.

On the morning of June 26, 1886, I was sitting

in my private office fanning myself with a copy of

the Cyclist. This celebrated paper is printed in

England— I leave my readers to guess where that

is. It is really a very interesting periodical (for

English bicycle agents). I managed to read, be-

fore going to sleep, that a noted pure amateur rider

had been breaking all the records for long distances,

and that there was no other man in the world who

could anywhere near equal him, because he was

English, you know, and rode one of the famous

Flying Scuds, or something after that pattern. (I

call any person who may have the patience to wade

as far as this to witness that I am not saying that

the English papers would condescend to receive

a bribe from a manufacturer for the puff.)

This kind of nettled me because I had hitherto

thought that my superiority as a rider and the un-

approachable character of the machine I rode were

a< knowledged the world over. I determined there

and then that I would make a run that would open

the eyes of John Bull, and at the same time have

everything fixed so nicely that the editors could

not throw out any more of their hints about Ameri-

can records. If I had not been a very modest sort

of a rider I would long before have gone over to

the land of Cockneys and killed the editor of the

News and one or two more of the same class, be-

cause they had repeatedly disputed my records.

(The writer must make a confession right here, but

he hopes that the editors in question will not see it.

It was more on account of lack of funds that he

refrained from going over and massacring them,

than from excessive modesty.)

Be that as it may, I resolved, as I said before, to

make a record that could not be beaten bv any

other man on the American Continent—and I

might as well say the world, as what cannot be

done right here in this Yankee land of ours can't

be done anywhere, the assertions and brags of the

Niews and Cyclist to the contrary notwithstand-

ing. (Isn't that last stunning? I read it in the

account of a squabble between some prominent

wheelmen and of course it is right.)

When the stunning effect of the article which I

read from the Cyclist had worn off somewhat, I

sent my Indian Princess—manufactured especially

for me by the celebrated firm, Messrs. Overman,

Star, Champion & Pope, of Sitka, New Zealand

(Tom—that's my brother—says that isn't right.

But when I asked him if he had ever been there

he said he hadn't, and I told him neither had I, and

we would have to leave it to the persons who read

this to fix it as suited them best)—to the noted firm

of Fixemup & Co., next door to Manataqua (he's

that fellow who does so much musing) in the old

and respectable citv of Philadelphia, which as you

know was founded by William Penn, the Cracker.

This, however, is not a history of the world in

general, as no doubt the reader is about ready to

imagine by this time, but the true story of my
famous bicycle race to the North Pole, which I

accomplished in marvelous time. But I am antici-

pating. I will take another start.

I got my machine back at 3 a. m. June 30, and

at once commenced to pack. As the day looked

stormy when the sun got up, I concluded to wait

for a day and see if it would not be clearer by that

time. It took me some time to pack, for I had

many things to put in and I did not want any

weight to carry with me. At last after many vain

attempts I compromised on a tooth brush and a

copy of an English cycling paper. This last was

to get me mad when I felt like stopping to rest.

In the morning of June 31st, the sun rose bright

and clear. I do not wish to be like record break-

ers generally are and blame the weather for any

slowness of time that I may make.

I wheeled the machine up to the middle of the

public building and mounted with all the grace

that usually characterizes my movements. Whirl-

ing out Broad street with the speed of the wind I

did not glance behind me. My time to Borden-

town, N. J., was two hours exactly, an average of

fifteen miles per hour. This was only mediocre,

and I realized that I would have to do a great

deal better than that if I wanted to make the great

world's record on which I was bent.

About a mile the other side of Borden town I

heard a great commotion in the air. At first I

thought it was a cyclone coming, but the sky was

clear. Casting my glance over my shoulder I saw

that I was pursued. The fates seemed against me.

Had it been an ordinary pursuer I would not have

cared. He was gaining on me very fast and I felt

that all was lost for an instant, but just then I

struck a good piece of road—a great rarity in Jer-

sey. Perhaps the reader would like to know what

this awful pursuer was. I will not keep him any

longer in suspense. It was none other than one

of the famous Jersey mosquitoes of the man-eat-

ing type ! This ferocious beast

—

insectivora car-

nivora, I believe the naturalists call it—was not

more than ten or fifteen feet behind me, and any

person who has had dealings with this gigantic

vampire will bear me out in the assertion that

there is not a more deadly minded brute in crea-

tion. This was a. danger that might well make the

cheek of the boldest blanch, and the hair of the

most courageous and heroic individual who ever

mounted a wheel " stand on end like so many por-

cupine quills."

From the moment of first sighting the terrible

enemy my speed increased, and now that I was on

good road I fairly flew. For the balance of the

trip to New York I averaged the heretofore un-

heard of speed of forty-seven miles per hour.

Traveling at such velocity it did not take long for

me to reach Jersey City. When I got there, I

thought that the brute would leave me ; but he

didn't. On I sped through this town without

pause, and when I came to the wharf on the bank

of the North river I had still such speed on, that

I could not stop. I believed that I would have a

swim in the drink, but I reckoned without my host.

" With one exultant, joyous bound " my magnifi-

cent cycle and I shot out over the river, and in less

time than it takes to tell it we had landed on the

other shore ! During this remarkable leap the in-

furiated man-eater had followed close behind and

now I could hear his breath coming thick and fast.

I have always been noted for my coolness in

such trying and terrible situations as I was now in.

My first thought on landing was that the gigantic

pursuer would leave me and go for the Metropoli-

tans who were walking around in all directions.

In this I was, as usual, mistaken, for he seemed to

think that they were not very edible, having walked

and worried off everything but their bones.

My next thought was more lucky. I remem-

bered that Barnum had his circus in town and

that this beast would probably be a great acquisi-

tion to the menagerie, and that " the greatest show
on earth " would have men enough well used to

such work to subdue him.

This was the reason that I scudded off in the

direction of Central Park. I could not wait for

the tent door to be found, and indeed there was no

need, for I had such speed on that as soon as I

came in contact with the tent it gave away, and I

ran through in safety. I had not noticed that a

great elephant was standing directly across the

cut I thus made, but so it was. I rode right under

him. The mosquito, attempting to follow, found

that he was too big. This infuriated him to such

an extent that he went for the elephant. For the

first time on that remarkable chase he found his

match. But I will relate the balance in the graphic

words of the New York Sun— World or some
other paper. The following is a clipping from the

issue of the 31st of June, evening edition :

—

A CYCLER MEETS HIS MATCH AND THE
MATCH MEETS MORE THAN HIS.

THE MOST REMARKABLE STORY EVER PUBLISHED—STUN-
NING SPEED.

We learn that the famous bicycler, F. W. P.,—his modesty

prompts him to ask that we do not print his full name,—came

into town this morning with a flying leap from the Jersey shore

to the foot of street. He was chased by one of those San-

guinivorous, Milleped, Man-Eating terrors from the Jersey

bogs. [This description would lead to his identification in the

jungles of Africa. F. W. P.]

Before he reached the city he had for some time been run-

ning at the terrible speed of forty-seven miles per hour.

He made at once to the tent of our enterprising showman,

Barnum, and one of our reporters who happened to be standing

by when he got there (our reporters are so numerous tli.u

one is always around when anything is going on.—Ed.) says

that the machine was red hot, the cycler's clothes being in

many places burned through to the skin. He plunged right

through the tent. The hole shows signs of having been burnt.

An elephant was standing near the place where the entrance

was made and the cycler darted under him. The pursuer es-

sayed to follow but on account of his gigantic size he could not

pass through. Being infuriated bv his lack of success he at-

tacked the elephant. The latter, however, was too much for
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him. He bad become acquainted with this species of insectiv-

ora during Barnum's summer trip through the Jerseys, He

brought his proboscis down on the terrible animal, and with

one- blow laid him out. Even John L. Sullivan never managed

to hit so hard. Nothing was seen but blood shooting in every

direction. The tent was covered as well asapaintel could

have done it. The whole menagerie will be fed from it for

ill rest of the season. "

LATER.—We learn that Barnum, with bis usual enterprise,

will have the bones and epidermis collected and mounted on a

pedestal. The whole when done will be set up beside Iumbo,

and if it was not for a slight difference in shape we feel confi-

dent that none of our readers could tell the difference between

them. If anything, the late acquisition is the larger.

Thus ends the account of my trip to the North

Pole. My time has never been beaten ! And

never will be. F. W. P.

LEGISLATION AS TO BICYCLES IN HIGH-
WAYS.

Chairman of ink Committee on Rights vnd

Privileges of the League of American
Wheelers.

BY CHARLES E. PRATT, ESQ.

It is related of a young attorney just settled in a

country village, that he was consulted by a farmer

as to rights and remedies relating to a raid into

his corn field by a neighbor's bull; and that the

young disciple of the law, after looking carefully

through his indexes, advised his client thus: "I

have examined the statutes, sir, and I do not find

any reference to either bulls or corn ; there is,

therefore, no present law applicable to your case
;

but if you wish I will bring the matter before the

legislature, so you may have a remedy in the

future." In .1 similarly superficial manner some

wheelmen have looked for bicycle law; some,

troubled by careless bicycling, have sought legal

restrictions; some hasty town and city officials

have attempted to supply a fancied lack ; and

some park boards and turnpike companies have

either made ordinances or sought legislative

amendment.

For more than twenty years bicycles have been

used as vehicles on our American roads. It is ten

years since the renaissance of bicycling began to

send the mote modern and better perfected wheel

as a swift and easy carrier of young and middle-

aged men about all our cities and through all our

States. And yet the inexpert might look in vain

through most of our State statute books for any

"law of the land" upon this particular carriage.

In two or three States, indeed, he would find spe-

cial local statutes, but these are interesting chiefly

as curiosities or absurdities of legislation, they are

neither of them, in a legal sense, law of the land

in those States. Is there, then, no law of bicy-

cling? Indeed there is much— constitutional,

legislative, judicial, and municipal. What is the

present state of the law as it affects wheelmen ?

Is anything else needed for protection either of

the wheelmen or of the non-bicycling public? In

what direction should any further relief be sought

or expected ?

Public roads are the oldest monuments of civil-

ization, memorials of one of the oldest rights.

Before all bills of rights and constitutions and leg-

islatures in this country, were highways and the

common right to travel therein. There are three

provisions in our State constitutions, and one or

more in the Federal, which guarantee the right of

the wheelman to ride his bicycle in every public

road of the United States. And as these muni-

ments of title to the roads are not always kept in

view, it may be worth while to refer briefly to

them here. In the State constitutions arc reserved

to the people the right peaceably to assemble, the

right to possession and enjoyment of property, and

immunity from being deprived of any common
fundamental right, unless by the law of the land.

Now, carriages are private property, and the enjoy-

ment of them is in their use for travel, and the

public highway is the only place for lawful travel.

The law of the land is that which applies to all

citizens alike everywhere and is established and

sanctioned by the highest authority. Hut even tin-

State legislatures have only a police control over

the public roads and navigable waters—the high-

ways of the land ; they may construct and regulate,

but not obstruct or prohibit. Even the Crown is

trustee for the people, and cannot take away the

inalienable right of travel, except for crime against

the Crown and according to the law of the land.

Commerce depends upon the use of the highways,

and our national constitution reserves to Congress

the right to regulate commerce ; but Congress

shall make no law impairing the right of assem-

bling or the enjoyment of property ; and, if these

individual liberties should be secured with triple

certainty, the citizens of each State shall be enti-

tled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in

the several States ; and the enumeration in the

constitution of certain rights shall not be construed

to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

It requires some reflection to realize how much
the existence and the genius of our institutions of

government and social order presupposes the ex-

istence of highways and the common inalienable

right of travel therein. And this right of travel

includes the right of movement on foot, on horse,

with carriage, or in any reasonable manner ; and

is co-extensive with the limits of the United States
;

to move without unreasonable restriction with

person, conveyance, and property from one ex-

tremity of this broad land to another, in any direc-

tion, into and over the lines of towns, counties, and

States.

How well, indeed, this right is recognized in all

lands, is illustrated in the course of Thomas Ste-

vens's remarkable tour of the world on a bicycle.

Whatever other vicissitudes he met with, no one

in any tongue disputed his right to travel. And
yet, an American explorer, with an American ve-

hicle, backed by American enterprise, representing

an American magazine, and winning for America

the results of his indomitable energy—in his whole

circuit of the earth could find his only prohibition

of travel on the meridian of our own Atlantic

coast. From Wilmington, North Carolina, to the

sea, he could not ride on his own proper and uni-

versally possible carriage! A hundred kingdoms

and satrapies and despotisms acknowledged the

freedom of the traveler; only in Columbia, the

land of the free, is the fundamental freedom of the

road refused to her own bicycle and bicycler ! She

gave a home to its inventor; she gave that vehicle

to the world, and she sent it around the earth;

and will she long permit even the shortest of her

roads to be closed against it ?

The key to the law of bicycling, not only con-

stitutional, but legislative, which we now come to

consider, lies in the fact that the bicycle is a car-

riage. Plainly as this simple fact should appear

to all, it seems to be left out of sight still by

many. No correct definition of carriage or vehicle

can be found or framed, or could have been found

or framed fifty years or a century ago, that will

not include the most modern bicycle. Although

judicial and municipal law has recognized and ex-

ed this fact both in this < ountr) an 'I in

III il.iin, it is one of those inclimin.ibli fai l- in tin

nature ol things that cannot be made 01 cl

by any legislative 01 official decision, any more

than the fact that a "Maud S" or an Aide 1 my
bull are domestic animals. Th( chaise and the

velocipede of Holmes's and Sumner's earl]

li .I the village c .11 I 01 tin tO-day,

but they were no more and no less can iages. N01

does it require reference to exceptional perform-

ances like the European tours oi the Pennells, 01

Laumaille's thirty thousand leagues in Europe, or

Stevens's twenty thousand miles in three li

nents, to make the fact appreciable, when th< bi-

cycle, as a mattei ol common knowledge, is put by

thousands in most of our States to every use of a

wagon, save that of hitching a horse to it, or, per-

haps, of painting signs on it. Since the conserva-

tive English 1 1 igh 1 loui 1 oi Justice, Queen's B( ni h

Division, could find and hold light years ago that

the statutes ol William I Y. included bicycles in

their provisions concerning "carriages," we may

safely assume that the highway statutes of our

States also relate to bicycles. In this, however,

we are further warranted by the decision of our

own tribunals, from justices of the peace to Su-

preme Courts, constituted interpreters of our stat-

utes, that the bicycle and tricycle being carriages,

they and their riders are subject to the same laws

as other carriages and drivers. (July make the

wheelman and the non-wheelman appreciate this

fact at its value, that the bicycle is a carriage, and

the bicycler a wagoner, and most of the misunder-

standings and friction will disappear. The present

status of wheelmen as to rights and remedies is

then easily understood.

The law of highways is simple and clear.

Every person has an equal light with every other

to use any public highway at any time for travel,

either on foot, on beast, or with any vehicle or

conveyance by which he simply passes over the

road and leaves it reasonably undisturbed for the

next passer; and upon every traveler rests the

duly of so using the road as not to injure or un-

reasonably impede any other who may be exercis-

ing the same right and observing the same duty

thereon. This is the sum of all statutes and decis-

ions throughout this country. All other laws are

but regulations as to direction, speed, warning, or

other requirement for the common safety. These

latter vary somewhat in details in different places,

and ought to be known and observed exactly; but

they are mostly consistent with and easily deduci-

ble from the above general principle.

The present and almost universal legislative

regulations of travel applicable to bicycling are

that the carriage shall lie in roadworthy condition
;

that the rider shall turn to the right of the middle

of the roadway on meeting with another and allow

passage on the left when overtaken by another

who wishes to pass; exercise tea- liable care to

prevent collision; yield reasonably to a more

heavily loaded team, and use reasonable care in

respect to foot-passenger crossings. Most of the

States have authorized municipal authorities to

further regulate travel; and in many cities and

towns sidewalks are reserved to foot-passers; the

allowable speed of vehicles is limited to a moderate

rate; lamps are required at night : and on certain

vehicles bells by day, and traffic is forbidden on

public reservations lor pleasure grounds, and car-

- on those reserved for pedestrians.

There are, of course, the general laws, applicable

equally on the road and off from it, which conserve
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the security of person and property and the peace

of the realm. The laws of assault, of trespass, of

nuisance, for examples, are the same on the road

as elsewhere. Thou shalt not by malice, by wan-

tonness, or by negligence, injure thy neighbor in

his person or property or in the exercise of his

rights, is universal law. To frighten another's

horse, either with a bicycle or with an umbrella,

or with a tambourine, and purposely or negli-

gently, is an infraction of that law ; but if a horse

takes fright or becomes unmanageable, without

fault of mine, though I may be present and have a

bicvele, or an umbrella, or a tambourine, and be

lawfully using it, I have done no injury and am
not liable. If a man drives his horse and wagon

against me, either maliciously, wantonly, or negli-

gently, or attempts to do so, either on the road or

elsewhere, and whether I am on a bicycle or on a

wagon, or on foot, he is a trespasser, and I have

my remedies, either to resist him by reasonably

sufficient force on the spot, or by action of tort for

damages, or by complaint for misdemeanor or

crime, or bv all three.

The first special statute relating to the bicycle

in this country was obtained in the Kentucky leg-

islature a few years ago, practically prohibiting bi-

cycling in certain counties of that State. Of

course it was not constitutional, and is not " law of

the land" for two reasons,—discriminating une-

qually against certain travelers, and not applying

to the whole State. But owing to the facts that

there were no wheelmen residing in those parts,

and that those parts are not ridable, the statute

has remained unquestioned ; as with respect to the

law against marrying one's own grandmother—no-

body wants to. But a more serious instance of

special legislation occurred two years ago in

North Carolina. The Wilmington and Coast

Turnpike Company quietly obtained the passage

of an act amending their charter to an effect that

"no person shall use upon the roads of said com-

pany a bicycle, or tricycle, or other non-horse ve-

hicle, without the express permission of the

superintendent of said road." This extraordinary

delegation of authority, used as it is as an absolute

prohibition, was promptly challenged by the local

wheelmen of Wilmington, who, with the backing

of the League of American Wheelmen, have

brought the matter before the Supreme Court of

that State, where it is still waiting decision on

questions of constitutionality. At the present ses-

sion of the legislature of that State a bill was in-

troduced for the repeal of that act, which, by the

diligent lobbying of the president and attorney of

that turnpike company, who is also lieutenant-gov-

ernor of the State and president of the senate, was

defeated. But what hope could a few young men
have with such debasement of official influence

against them? They do things differently north of

Mason and Dixon's line, where the spirit of justice

and modern enterprise has been Jonger awake.

When a bill restricting bicycling was presented to

the Ohio legislature, it was rejected on preliminary

consideration, as not only unconstitutional, but as

: linsl equitable right and good public policy. In

this North Carolina case, not only a good road,

but the only road between Wilmington and several

towns, is practically closed to that part of the pub-

lic having bicycles or tricycles for vehicles. By
statute, not in its terms excluding, but imposing

something else than the payment of toll upon a

certain portion of the traveling public, to wit: the

obtaining of a permit from the subordinate officer

of the corporation, an unjust and unlawful discrim-

ination is made; but the evil goes further, for that

officer, under instructions, refuses a permit ; and

so, under guise of law, these vehicles and their

riders are excluded. In such an instance as this

good legislation is needed to undo a wrong caused

bv previous bad legislation. And the wrong and

evil crv out for sympathy and aid, not only of

wheelmen, but of all others everywhere; for it is

the common interest of all in this country of free-

dom and travel that the laws shall be just and uni-

form, and that the fundamental rights of citizens

of these States shall not be invaded, or our con-

stitutional guarantees set at naught.

One other mischievous piece of present legisla-

tion exists in Oregon, where a rash regulation is

made oppressive to the wheelmen, without being

of any advantage to the remainder of the public.

Unreasonable everywhere, in the cities it is sub-

stantially prohibitive. That law requires every

bicycle rider to dismount one hundred yards in

front of any approaching team, and to remain so

until it has passed. That the non-wheelmen may
appreciate the bearing of this regulation, let him

imagine every horseback rider is required to dis-

mount one hundred yards before he reaches any

crossing and walk by it, in order that foot-passers

may not be what?—trampled upon? no; may not

be frightened ! A bill to repeal this absurd law

has, however, been defeated at the recent session

of the Oregon legislature ; and there is another

instance where mischievous legislation needs to be

remedied. As in North Carolina, so in Oregon,

the wheelmen are few and the horsemen are many

;

and in this country of freedom the many seem to

tyrannize over the few more than in the kingdoms

of the Old World.

All municipal authorities, either without, or, in

a few cases, with a full consideration of the law of

the matter, have taken the tenable ground and pre-

scribed for wheelmen only reasonable regulations.

The statutes and charters conferring regulative

power upon towns and cities with respect to the

streets and public squares, are ample as they now

exist, apparently, as the whole public is contented.

An exception, however, should be made with refer-

ence to certain quasi municipal bodies known as

commissioners of parks, having usually the powers

of county commissioners or city councils over cer-

tain tracts of land held for public uses. They have

control of these lands, sometimes including old

and general public highways, with full powers of

regulation, as guardians for the people.

The consideration of the ordinances of these

latter magnates opens up a most interesting theme

of inquiry, which can be pursued here, however, but

briefly.

In the large cities of Chicago, St. Louis, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, Boston, and San Francisco,

these questions of the rights of wheelmen and of

reasonable regulation have long since been consid-

ered and acted upon, in more or less practical con-

sistency with the principles of law and justice.

Nowhere else, as in the State of New York, are

public parkways controlled so much as if they be-

longed to the owners of private and livery stables

instead of to the whole people. In Prospect Park,

Brooklyn, wheelmen have for years been allowed

to ride, but, singularly enough, they were relegated

to the sidewalks and footpaths, instead of the car-

riage ways. Recently the commissioners have re-

stricted them from all riding in this park, excepting

the west side route to Coney Island. The com-

missioners of Central Park, in New York, some

years ago passed an order that no bicycle or tri-

cycle be allowed in that park. Several gentlemen

were arrested for violation of the ordinance, and a

rather unique and celebrated case arose in the

courts, popularly known as the " Central Park

Case." That case began in a mistake and ended

in a virtual withdrawal ; but while both the uncon-

stitutional and ultra vires ordinance and the strange

suit were pending, there occurred an annual meet

of the League of American Wheelmen in New
York city. The park commissioners courteously

gave them the freedom of the parkways A thou-

sand bicycles took their noiseless way through the

drives that day, to the equal pleasure of thousands

of pedestrians, equestrians, and occupants of more
costly carriages, without an accident or an annoy-

ance. And after that the Riverside drive was
opened to wheelmen, and in the main park more

privileges [nay, rights!] were accorded them than

they had ever asked for, limited and restricted

though they were.

But justice is not done. Such use as is per-

mitted the bicyclers and tricyclers within certain

hours and on certain ways, is accorded as a privi-

lege and not as a right, and would anywhere else

be considered substantially prohibitive. The park-

ways are controlled principally in the interest of

the wealthy and stable-keepers. The owners and

drivers of other vehicles than velocipedes are un-

justly excluded ; the honest tradesman who uses

his horse and wagon to earn a living through the

week, and who would give his team a few extra

brushes, and put in another seat of a Sunday and

take his family to drive amidst the beauties his

earnings have helped to pay for, is turned away.

Room for varnish and livery. Style and influ-

ence in the park. Horses, a million dollars, or a

deal in votes, are these only to move a park

board's action to justice? Perhaps the hundred

ladies with tricycles living near Central Park and

denied its privileges except at unreasonable hours,

might gain a recognition of their rights, but the

two thousand gentlemen have so far failed.

Even in New York State the statute law of high-

ways and parks is ample as it is, and the powers

conferred upon commissioners are sufficiently lim-

ited, perhaps, when fairly understood and admin-

istered. The trouble is not so much with the law

as with its administration.

The fifty thousand adult citizens of this country

who ride bicycles and tricycles will still find eter-

nal vigilance to be the price of liberty, as in the

earlier day when they were fewer. Compliance

with the laws as they are, and constant demand
for their just and impartial administration, are the

main things toward which effort should be directed.

Amendment of laws except to correct palpable

mistakes, or to remove radical error, should be a

last resort. The best thing in aid of a good

cause is a favorable public opinion ; and that gains

by expression. If the harbor commissioners of

New York should pass a resolve that no row-boat

or canoe be allowed in the waters of New York

bay, not only oarsmen and canoeists, but all ath-

letic New York would protest. Why does not

athletic New York cry out at the parallel aggres-

sions of the park commissioners?

—

Outing.

Any liberal and ingenious advertiser can obtain

temporary notoriety for his wares, but enduring

popularity depends on the result of practical trials.

The Columbia wheels have stood the test; have

made almost all the world's records; have been

ridden half-way round the world, and have shown

not only speed, but ability to withstand hard usage.

—Spirit of the Times.
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LEAGUE FARMS.

I wish to bring to the notice of .ill members oi

the L. A. W. that I am now prepared to furnish

all League members with a genuine Minnesota

farm. These farms are all of the celebrated deep

black soil, of the Minnesota prairies, all arable

land, free from stones and hills, all bearing the

symbol of the I.. A. \V. raised in the earth in the

center of each farm.

This will be the chance of a lifetime for all poor

cyclers to secure a spot of ground they can call

their own, and which they can settle down upon

at anytime they choose to leave the toil and care

of city life, and give themselves up to the quiet

contentments of a life of husbandry.

These farms will be sold to League members

only at the extremely low price of Si 50, and sent

to any part of the country securely packed in a

tin box suitable for carrying in the pocket.

1 have also on hand a few Minneapolis corner

lots, securely put up in air-tight cans, and also

bearing the I.. A. W. symbol. This gives League

members a chance to speculate in real estate at no

risk, and without leaving their homes. Sent to

any part of the world by mail or express at ?2

per lot.

In addition to the above, I expect, in the near

future, to start the manufacture of an L. A. W.
dish towel, which all female cyclers should imme-

diately possess. We are also endeavoring to ar-

range for the manufacture of an L. A. W. liver

pad, and several other articles equally indispensa-

ble to all League members, and we trust that the

army of wheelmen who enroll under the banner of

the League will nobly come to the rescue, and al-

low us to reap the benefit from their noble devo-

tion to the cause ; and hope that this endeavor to

use the League as a means of individual profit will

not be misconstrued, but will be set down to our

interest in League affairs, and an earnest wish on

our part to help the members of this organization

to permanent benefits.— F. E. R., in L. A. W.

Bulletin.

HOW WOODSIDE WAS BEATEN.

This afternoon (June 11), at Coventry, a ten-

mile bicycle (international) scratch race took place.-

There was a good attendance, the weather being

favorable. Entrants: Howell, Woodside, Mor-

gan, Battensby, and Temple. Starters: Howell,

Woodside, and Morgan. Woodside took the lead

and Howell the middle position. Each competitor

led alternately until four miles had been covered,

when Morgan retired, admitting the pace was too

hot. Time for three miles, 8m. 44s. ; five miles,

1 4 im .
, being two seconds outside professional

record. After this the records were never in dan-

ger, and the race resolved itself into the ordinary

description until the last mile. Woodside then

led, but at the last lap, when Howell pushed to

the front, and Woodside not immediately respond-

ing, Howell gained considerably, and Woodside

could not get on terms with Howell until entering

the straight for home, when a grand struggle took

place. Howell beat Woodside and succeeded in

passing the post three yards in advance, the time

tor the last lap being 37s., the whole distance oc-

cupying 29m. 4?is. Great excitement reigned,

Howell coming in for an ovation. Woodside was

also cheered. Temple, the American trick rider,

performed some surprising feats on the bicycle

before and at the conclusion of the race.

—

Man-

chester Umpire.

A CHALLENGE TO THE AMERICAN TEAM.

To the Editor of the Sporting Life

:

—
Sir:—When the American team have tested

theil -peed and staying powers against the best

-lonals in England, in all probability they

intend visiting the Continent, and undoubtedly

would not refuse to make a few matches with

some of the In st professional bicyclists in Europe.

Acting on the part oi my European team—now-

engaged on a r.uing tour throughout the Conti-

nent—composed of Jules Dubois, Paul Medinger,

and myself, from Paris, I beg to issue a challenge

for my team to ride a match, or series of matches,

against Woodside, Morgan, and Temple. We
are willing to race them any distance, from one

to titty miles, on condition that the stakes be

worth competing for. 1 am prepared to stake in

the hands of the Sporting l.ije ,£150, or more, if

necessary, so soon as terms, conditions, and dis-

tances for these matches have been decided upon.

Mv team will remain in Germany until July, after-

wards visiting England, and, probably America,

but should the American team accept this chal-

lenge perhaps arrangements could be negotiated

to contest these matches in Germany—as suitable

cycling tracks can only be found in this country

on the Continent— during August or September.

Should Woodside, Morgan, and Temple not

agree to contest " team against team," I would be

open to ride Woodside a separate match any dis-

tance from one to fifty miles, on the Berlin track,

for /"50 or more a side, and the title of profes-

sional Continental champion. Jules Dubois is

willing to ride a fifty miles match against Morgan,

America's long-distance champion, whilst Paul

Medinger is prepared to negotiate for a one-mile

match with any one of the American team, each

match for not less than ^50 a side. All arrange-

ments and management might be left to Mr. T.

H. S. Walker (editor of Der Rad/ahrer), for any

matches that may be ridden in Berlin on the

splendid cinder-path of the Berlin Racing Asso-

ciation. If the American team will not agree to

race on the Continent, my team will be willing to

meet them in England any time during August

;

should no business, however, result from this

challenge we hope to meet the American riders

either in England, on the Continent, or in Amer-

ica later.

(Signed) H. 0. DUNCAN,
(Ex-fifty miles champion of the world,)

Manager of the European team.

Berlin (Germany), May 25, 1S87.

Any more coming on?

THE PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTS.

That the professional racing during this season

is certain to be highly interesting is a foregone

conclusion. Several new recruits are announced,

in addition to Hob English, who has been gaining

golden opinions by his gn-.dl-the-wav riding at

Wolverhampton. A Birmingham paper states

that Jack Lee will enter the ranks of the pro-

fessors, and we may possibly see him and the

Newcastle flier amongst the men at the Cathcart

tournament. Howe" as yet holds the champion-

ship honors, but new interest will be created when

Fred Wood returns from the antipodes. The

Leicester man must be much better than when he

left England, as in the one-mile championship of

Australia he beat the grass record on the Mel-

bourne cricket ground, doing 2.45; (the amateur

record. Hillier's 2.51, which has stood for nearly

six years, being thus beaten bj y-,

Fred \\ I won thi 1 ai

thus Securing the championship and t;

prize (fyo). Then out Ami 1 ii an visitoi s w ill, we

hope, get acclimatized, and the summei and au-

tumn racing will be full of interest, and perhaps

irprises. Still, it must 1

mitted that the prospects of exciting racing all

round are improving.

—

Bicyclin

ADVICE TO WHEELMEN.

On the way to St. Louis, Col. Pope gave to

the wheelmen on the train some very good ideas

regarding League work, lie said that the im-

provement of the roads was the on. thing more
1I1. in .mother tf/iat the League should strive to

bring about. " Let the League hire a man whose

sole duty it shab oe to din i! the attention of

town and city authorities to the crying need for

good roads. He musl 1" well acquainted with

the science of road building, must be .a good

talker, and must be fertile in 1 for the

bringing about of the objects he is aiming at. Lei

him show to the people what will come as the re-

sult of good roads, and he will have taken an

important step in securing action on their part.

Let him show to tin m that a good road to a town

decreases the wear and tear on vehicles, makes the

transportation of heavy loa isy ac-

complishment, and withal attracts trade that would

avoid a plan embai ;oed with bad roads. Such

a man could do very much good. He would have

to be paid well, and his expenses would be large;

but the results would justify m\ increased assess-

ment, or the manufacturers could be called upon

to help pay the bills. In such a movement the

Could look for the aid and co-operation of

horse owners, for they would be benefited no less

than the wheelmen." There is very much in the

foregoing that is worth consideration:

—

L. .1 IV.

fin.

TRICYCLING FOR RHEUMATISM.

At noon yesterday a gentleman oi medium stat-

ure and compact build stood on the east platform

of the Shore line station. One hand rested upon

a wheel of a tricycle locked to anothei by a -mall

brass chain and lock, ready for shipment. The

gentleman was G. B. Mason, a planter, whose

place is about forty miles from New Orleans.

"That man," -ail
I

master Duzan to the

reporter, " has come all the waj from New Or-

leans, around through 'Indiana. ^]\ a tricycle, and

his wife came with him." In answer to qui

regarding the trip Mr. Mason said : "It has been

about sixty days since we lefl New Orleans. My
wife has ridden with me on the n We
came up the west side of the Mississippi, through

Louisiana, Arkansas. Missouri, into Iowa, then

1 I llinois m\(\ Indiana into ( )hi

1 Indiana, till here we are. We have

ridden as high as forty mile- a day, and I don't

believe any day a ride has been less than twenty-

five. My wife had inflammatory rheumatism,

and I was paying $6 to $8 .1 daj i-i doctor's bills

and medicines. It did her
1

ither. She

was in constant pain, and we could hardly touch

her to turn her in bed. I met an old homeopathic

doctor and he told me to get a t r :

•

wife and let her ride. I got one for her and one

for myself ; after using it for about a week she

bantered me for a ride, and here we are Bui

I've got enough of it for the present. We will
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take the iron horse for a while. My wife seems

entirely cured." Mr. and Mrs. Mason go by rail

from here to Chattanooga where they will ride

over the battlefield. From Chattanooga they ex-

pect to go home. The entire trip will be over

3,000 miles. Of this they have made already near

2,000 by wheel.

—

Louisville Courier-Journal, April

26.
««o»

THE LIBERTY BILL.

It gives me pleasure to inform you that Gov-

ernor Hill has signed the Liberty Bill. By the

passage of this measure, the bicycle and tricycle

are recognized as vehicles on the highways and

park driveways of New York State by statute law.

" The commissioners, trustees, or other author-

ities, having charge or control of the highways or

park driveways, shall have no power or authority

to pass, enforce, or maintain any ordinance, rule,

or regulation, by which any person using a bicycle

or tricycle shall be excluded or prohibited from

the free use of any of the park highways or drive-

ways at any time when the same is open to the free

use of persons using other pleasure carriages."

I also enclose a letter in relation to the subject,

which was sent to the Bark Board to-day. By

this conference with the Board, we hope to secure

such rules and regulations, and so regulate the

cycling traffic in the park, that no serious results

will follow. I also enclose copy of the telegram

sent by the wheelmen of this State to Governor

Hill, immediately on receipt of the news that he

had given the bill his approval.

New York, Juue 28, 18S7.

To the Honorable Commissioners 0/ Public Parks 0/ tile

City of New York.

Gentlemen :

—

By a semi-official announcement, the wheelmen of New
York have just learned of Governor Hill's approval of the

act, " In relation to the use of bicycles and tricycles," which

seems to have excited a special local interest in this section of

the State. Before the wheelmen make use of the extended

rights recognized by this law, we desire, as the authorized

representative of the great body of wheelmen in this State, to

establish between the Park Commissioners and the wheelmen

of New York city, an understanding which will serve to dissi-

pate all apprehension as to the practical operation of the law

referred to.

The wheelmen of this city are, as a class, conservative,

dignified, and intelligent citizens, who feel an interest in the

affairs of the city government, and in the orderly administra-

tion of its several departments. They recognize the fact that

the bicycle and tricycle are little understood, and only to a

limited degree appreciated by the general public, as useful

and practical vehicles, and that the prejudice against their use

has been encouraged by many honest and well-meaning citi-

zens. That this prejudice will be dissipated by time and ex-

perience has been demonstrated in other countries, and we

are confident that the same result must follow the practical

operation of the law in question.

In order, however, that the wheelmen of this city may show

in a substantial way their desire to concur, and as well as may

be to assist with the safe, orderly, and consistent use of the

parkways of this city, a meeting of the officers of the several

clubs in this city will be held during this week, and a com-

mittee will be appointed with power to confer with your Hon-

orable Board, to the end that suitable arrangements and

regulations may be made for the use of bicycles and tricycles

on the parkways within your jurisdiction, and for such other

conference, if any, as may be desired by your Board. Trust-

ing that this communication will be regarded in the spirit of a

suggestion, and as an assurance of the allegiance of the

cyclists of New York to the good government of this city, we

remain, Most respectfully yours,

Geo. R. Bidwell, Chief Consul.

C. H. Luscomb,

Chairman of the Rights and Privileges Committee.

[Copy of the Telegram.]

New York, June 27, 1SS7.

To the Honorable David B. Hill, Albany, N. Y.

On behalf of the wheelmen of New York State I desire to

thank you for signing the bill which affords them recognition

and protection on the highways of this Stale.

(Signed) Geo. R. Bidwell,

Chief Consul.

Fraternally yours, Geo. R. Bidwell.

New York, June 28, 1887.

AMONG OUR EXCHANGES.

Rhodes is hundred-mile king of Crawfordsville,

Ind. If Editor Bassett was saying this he would

no doubt remark, Rhodes is king of Indiana

roads.

—

American Athlete.

Mr. W. H. Langdown, of the Pioneer Bi. Club,

Australia, made his re-entry in American racing

circles at the games of the Spartan Harriers, in

Madison Square Garden, on Saturday night, May

7. The event was a 2-mile handicap, and the Aus-

tralian was next to the limit man on the 85-yard

mark, mounted upon a 21-pound Rudge. Three

headers in the first mile convinced him that there

were more bruises than glory to be obtained, and

he withdrew. Surelv a man never traveled further

for " pots " and got less than Langdown.

—

Bi.

World.

It is now in order for the bicycle clubs to devise

means for the suppression of John Ruskin. For

Ruskin will have none of the bicycle clubs, regard-

ing them as enemies of correct human progress.

" I not only object," he is quoted as saying, "but

am quite prepared to spend all my best ' bad lan-

guage ' in reprobation of bi., tri., and 4, 5, 6 or 7,

cycles, and every other contrivance and invention

for superseding human feet on God's ground. To
walk, to run, to leap, and to dance are the virtues

of the human body, and neither to stride on stilts,

wriggle on wheels or dangle on ropes, and noth-

ing in the training of the human mind with the

body will ever supersede the appointed God's

ways of slow walking and hard working." How
does that strike the bicycle clubs ? As likely

as not, such is the perversity of youth, the wheels

will continue to revolve. Perhaps, so we think we

hear the clubs arguing, Mr. Ruskin never owned a

bicycle or he may have expressed his opinion of

the machine just after getting a bad fall from the

back of a vicious one.—A". Y. Daily Tribune.

Early Risers—Sunday Morning.
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Sale arjd Exchange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per ward, each insertion, cask with tlie order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ArDVERT1SKRS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

AWHEELMAN may have all the muscular strength of an
athlete, but unless he has the nervous strength he will

not excel. To gain nervous power, to exercise instant control,

fortify the nerves with CROSBY'S VITALIZED PHOS-
PHITES, the Only Brain and Nerve Food.

BICYCLES FOR SALE. — Bicycles and Tricycles, all

kinds, descriptions, and prices, from $35 upwards. Call

and examine, or send for list to RUDGE AGENCY, 152

Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

"/^ARE AND REPAIR," a pamphlet of useful hints to

V_^ wheelmen; bv mail, ten i-cent stamps. ARTHUR
MUNSON, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, 'S3 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—A good 4.S-inch Columbia bicycle, not run
over 50 miles, cheap for cash. Address BICYCLE,

Box 587, MlLFORD, Mass.

FOR SALE—51-inch Special Star Bicycle, full-nickeled,

pattern of 1886; good as new; will be sold cheap. Ad-
dress P. O. BOX 502, Milton, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE— 50-inch Standard Columbia bicycle, ball-and-

cone bearings, in fine order ; write for description : best

offer over J55 accepted. Address BERT. K. PERRY,
134 Richmond Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE — 54 -inch Expert, double-grip ball-pedals,

Kirkpatrick saddle; half-nickel, dropped bars, fine con-
dition; $100. FRANK. JERMAN, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE, OR EXCHANGE FOR A TRICYCLE—
A miniature Locomotive, 40 inches long, complete coun-

terpart of a 40-ton locomotive; will run by steam, carrying 15
pounds; has 60 feet of steel track on trestle ; was built to ex-

hibit at rinks, etc.; value of engine and track. J350; will ex-

change for a two-seated tricycle. Send for photo and particu-

lars to GALE, Photographer, Bristol, Ct.

WANTED—To trade fine Gold Watch, or other new Jew-
elry, for Pony Star. Or will buy, if cheap, for cash.

Address SAM MILLER, Box 356, Hagerstown, Md.

$5 p. WORTH.—A fine new Jobber Printing Press, self-
*-' inker; ten new and latest styles of type, full fonts; 6

pounds quads and spaces, leads, rules, cuts, and borders; $8
worth of paper, cards, etc., ink inclusive, and a new bracket
machine with turning lathe ; — for a good Bicycle, 44-inch, in

good running order. Address J. P. MCLAUGHLIN, Man-
ufacturer of Rubber Stamps, Jbkmyn, Pa.

" TEN THOUS. MILES ON A BI.": A Gazetteer of
American Roads in Many States; an Encyclopaedia of
Wheeling Progress in Many Countries (908 pages of

675,000 words, including 75 pages of indexes with 22,806
references). Sent prepaid for $2 bv the manufacturers,

SPRINGFIELD PRINTING CO., Springfield, Mass.
Pamphlets of 48 pages, giving specimens of the indexes and
main text, "opinions of the press" and of subscribers, and
list of 160 depositories where the volume may be bought, are

mailed free to all who make application by postal-card to the

publisher, KARL KRON, at the University Building,
New York City, D.

$7.50 for $5.00.

Outing, Jj.oo
Rhymes of Road and River 2.00
The Hook-Keeper's Delight 2.50

Sent to any address for $5.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

THE DANA BICKFORD

FfljUILY KNITTING WINES.

Knits

Everything,

4"

i

Knits

Everything.

t

Every family should have one, as they will produce with

ease, neatness, and dispatch, every knitted article required by

the household, and of just the quality, texture, and weight

desired.

Send for Catalogue of Prices to

THE DANA BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE CO.

795 Broadway. New York City.

*t The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J»

#

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS-NORWOOD. MASS.

#

*$ The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. {•

A GREAT BARGAIN !

$5<DGRAB IT QUICK! $5©
54-INCH ROYAL MAIL RACER.

65-INCH RUDGE RACER.
In first-class condition, and worth 5'oo. Send for description,

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

YOU CANT BEAT THIS!

'S

t ise

I IECA1 ISE
It has no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles

Every bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction.

A fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is mil . 50 cents per bottle.

/ can fit I.YJ BICYCLE with COW-HORX
HAS 1>LI-Ii ins for $4.r,<> per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.

FOR CLUBS

!

Outing,
, ling World

Ihv Wheelmen's Record, ,

die Wheel, ... 2.00

The Bicycle South ... .50

Wheeling
The Wheelmen's Ret 5

.

The Ami man 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage, .50

Wheeling Annual ;
Recreation, 1.50

$14.00
Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or individual for

*«o, by THE WHEELMEN .S GAZETTE,
1 NCI ibld, Mas!

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL
BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP

Was won by our HOWELL at Leicester, England,

May 21, on a 59 -inch RUDGE RACER.

<1SEND 5 CENTS D»

FOR THE

Wiieeiiw's Record

SPECIAL

LEAGUE MEET*
NUMBER,

Twenty-fnur pages, highly Illus-

trated, -with lithographed enver, JL

handsome Souvenir Df thB MBBt,

ADDRESS

THE WHEELMEN'S RECORD,
INDIAXAI'OI.IS, 1X1)

25c. Thi:; Certificate 25c.

And J5 cents will entitle the sender to one copy of The
men's Riii "price 50 cents), Mailed

post-paid. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Spkinci [I

A BICYCLE FREE !

The Vermont BlCVCLB free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers Host

newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph. Vt.
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NOW IB THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!

PHOTOGRAPHS OF CYCLING CELEBRITIES

>*«• *, , s*> *„ .*, > p >< „ ,,$. ^ ><

;i GIVEN-AWAT ! j:
I"! : |j
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To any wheelman who will send us two subscribers to THE GAZETTE for

one year, at 50 cents each, we will forward FREE any one of the following

Photographs, 4-4 size, mounted on 8x10 maroon cards, gilt-edged and embel-
lished with gold lettering.

1—W. A. Rowe, Lynn, winner of World's Championship, 1886.
2—Columbia Group, including Atkins, Rowe, Hendee, Burnham, Adams, Crocker, Windle,

DeBlois, Cornish, and Wiswell,— the entire team.
".— Columbia Team of Proniateurs, 1886, Rowe, Hendee, and Burnham.
4—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at West Springfield, 1886.
5—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 1886.

6—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 1886, with group.
7—George M. Hendee, Springfield.
8—E. P. Burnham, Newton.
0—C. P. Adams, Springfield,

li—Victor Team of Promateurs, 1886, including Ives, Rhodes, and Percy Stone, with
manager and trainer.

11—F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

12—W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester.
13—Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo.
14—Victor Training Quarters, Springfield, 1886.

In—Group, including Neilson, Rhodes, Gaskell, Rich, Willliams, etc.

1G—John Williams, Massachusetts Bicycle Club.
17—H. W. Gaskell, London, Eng.
18—Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont.
Ill—E. A. DeBlois, Hartford, Ct.
20—Robert A. Neilson, Boston.
21—A. B. Rich, New York.
22—W. H. Langdown, Christchurch, N. Z.
23

—

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., Professional Champion of England.
24— Robert James, Birmingham, Eng.
25—Hal W. Greenwood, St. Louis, Rio.

26

—

Group of Judges at Springfield Tournament, 1886.
27

—

Group of Judges at Lynn Tournament, 1886.

28—W. Haradon, Springfield.
2!)—Eugene M. Aaron/ Philadelphia, Pa., Secretary-Editor L. A. W., 1886.

30—Abbot Bassett, Chelsea, editor of The Cycle, and chairman L. A.W. Racing Board, 1886.

31—Lynn Track, 1886, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.
32

—

Springfield Track, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.
33—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, exterior view.
31—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1S86, interior view.
35—Victor Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, interior view, showing Aaron, Bassett, etc.

36

—

Rowe and Hendee, Springfield, Sept. 17, 1886; start of promateur championship race.
37—Rowe and Hendee, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.
38—George Weber, Smithville, N. J. (deceased).
39—W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

40—P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.
41—H. S. Kavanaugh, Cohoes, N. Y.
12—T. W. Eck, Minneapolis, Minn.
43—John S. Prince, Boston.
44—H. G. Crocker, Newton.
45— Charles H. Frazier, Smithville, N. J.

4(1—W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn.
47—W. H. Huntley, Newton.
48—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, Oct. 4, 1886—Amateurs.
4:i—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, OcL 4, 1886— Promateurs.
r>u—Faneuil House, Brighton.

51—D. E. Hunter, Salem.
52—J. H. Sherman, Captain Lvnn Bicvcle Club.

53—C. H. Chickering, Smithville, N. j.

54—Group on Machines at Magnolia.
55

—

Group of Twenty, Willow Cottage, Magnolia.
56

—

Group of Six, Pavilion, Gloucester.
57—Pavilion, Gloucester, from the beach.
58

—

Beaver Dam, between Gloucester and Rockport. I Ladies' Second Annual Tricycle
50—Granite Quarry, Rockport. Tour, 18£6.

6(1—Arch at Quarry.
61

—

Landscape at Rockport.
62—Sea View from Pavilion.
63

—

Peculiar Bowlder between Gloucester and Rockport. )

64

—

A. Kennedy-Child, London, Eng.
65

—

Instantaneous Finish, one-mile promateur race, 2.50 limit, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

66

—

Start of 2-mile amateur tricycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

67

—

Start of 10-mile promateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

68

—

Start of 1-mile amateur bicycle race, first heat, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

60

—

Start of 1-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

70

—

Start of 1-mile promateur tricycle championship race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

71—Start of 10-mile amateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

72

—

Start of 3-mile amateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

73— Start of 2-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

74—Start of 5-mile promateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

75—Start of 10-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

76

—

Group at dressing tent, Lvnn track, Sept. 10, 1886.

77—South Side Hotel, Waltham, Nov. 6, 1886 ; finish of McCurdy's 305 miles in 24 hours.

7s—Henry Goodman, Hartford, Ct.
70—Goodman Brothers, Hartford, Ct.
80—A. A. McCurdy, Lynn, 24-hour champion, 1886.

REMEMBER
These Photographs are NOT FOR SALE: they will be sent on the above

conditions ONLY. Clubs sending their full membership subscription list will be
entitled to one Photograph for every two subscribers, and one additional Photo-

graph for every ten.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sample Copy Free. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U.S.A.
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THE STANDARD SHOE.

-=^^B

he EAGER.

61 erect Shoe
>*^

Tins Shoe lias every qualification necessary to make it the

best Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price, $4.
A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!

Outing S3. 00
The Wheelmen's Reference Hook 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette 50

_ .

,

, , , . 5-1-0°
Sent post-paid to any address for $3.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-
tions as they appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One.
The Wheelmen's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The Wheel.

< •null in. Hi. .11 Rates.
The Wheel, $1.00 a year.
Outing and The Wheel, 3.00 a year.
The Bicycling World and The Wheel, . . . 1.50 a year.
The Cycle and The Wheel, 1.7s a year.
The wheelmen's (Ja/ette and The Wheel, . . 1.00 a year.
The Century Magazine and The Wheel, . . 4.00 a year.
Harper's Magazine and The Wheel, .... 4.00 a year.
Harper's Weekly and The Wheel 4.00 a year.
Harper's Bazar and The Wheel, 4.00 a year.
Harper's Youne People and The Wheel, . . 2.00 a year.
Puck and The Wheel, 5.00 a year.
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, . . . 4.00 a year.

A dvertising Rates on application. Sold on all New J ~ork

and Brooklyn news-stands. Sendfor sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,
12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

Muodrcate

A MONTHLY JDURNilL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. CORSOX. Editor and Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

ITg^Address all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts payable to ]•'.. H. CORSON.

We can promise an interesting and instructive paper
for ((//cyclists. Send for a sample copy

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either 51

earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Boys and girls cam
nearly as much as men. That all who see tin's may send their
address, and test the business, we make this offer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for
the trouble of writintr. Full particulars and outfit free
Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

THR CFLRRRATED
FRANK B.C0NVER5E .

MAM IA(. It RED m

• JOHN F. STRATTON,-
49 MAIDEN LANE, - NEW YORK.

EUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND.
New, novel, durable, and adjustable for different sizes and

styles of cycles and riders' strength. Invaluable for exercising,
training, and teaching beginners; also for cleaning, holding,
exhibiting, and saving bicycles from injury, and for benefits
derived from cycling the whole year. I dealers \\ ill find them of

greal service in silling and exhibiting cycles. Sold by bicycle
manufacturers and agents generally. Price £7.50. Agents
wanted, m. A. WOODBURY, 43 Mechanic St.. Bradford. Pa.

THE 2^-MILE CLUB RACE
Of the Walthara Club was won by A. W. HAXES

on a 56-inch RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2', ounces;
length only 4 inches.

lu W. D. Ball oi Boston wines: "I bought i youi
Locks the first of the season, and can >ay it is reallj the onlj
Lock on the market good for anything. I leave mi bicycle
anywhere, and have never had It tampered with; and vet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw ..i m
Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-

paid on receipt of $1.
MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

To Advertisers!

We wish to call your attention to the advantages of The
L. A. W. Bulletin as an adi dium.

1
1

i " to i
i member of: thi Leagui ol

Wheelmen, and has a circulation abovi i oo co]

It goes to ever) Bicycle Club room, public library, free

reading room, and Voting Men's Christian Association in

\ i in i ii .i

It contains the official notices of the League, and all

cycling news.

It goes to a class of young men who have money to spend.

The advertisements in The Bulletin are read as carefully

as the news.

Our rates are not high, when the circulation and the

character of the paper are considi

Issued every Friday.

Abbot Bassett,
SECRETARY-EDITOR

22 School Street, Huston, Mass.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PHY
TO SKND TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, N. J.

FOR ANYTHING VOL MAY wax l

IX THE CYCLE LINK.

See their NEW CATALOGUE.

TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for f20 we will print a ten-line advertisement

in One Million issues of leading American Newspapers and
complete the work within ten days. This is at the rate of
only one- fifth of a cent a line for 1,000 Circulation ! The ad-
vertisement will appear in but a paper, and
consi qui ol 1 1 d b( fore ( Ini M
paper purchasers ;—or Five Million Ri iders, if it is true,
as is sometimes stated, that every newspapi at by
live persons on an average. Ten lines will aci

about 75 words. Address with copy of Advertisement and
check, or send 10 cents for Book of 17I

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St., New York.

We have just issued nevt edition (the i6ist)of out I

called "Newspaper Advertising." Ii ha! .and
among its contents may be named the follov 1 and
Catalogues of Newspapers :

—

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN XI W YORK < 1 TV, with
theii Advertising Kates.

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.

DAILY NEWSPAPI RS IN CITIES HAVING more
than io.ooo population, omitting all but the best.

\ --MALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to ad-
vertise every section of the country; being a choice selection

: with great care, guided by long experience.

ONE NEWSPAPI R IN A STATE. The best one for

an advertisei to use if he will use but

BARG VINS IN M'\ IK I rSING IN DAILY N
papers in many principal cities and towns, a List which offers

LARGEST CIRCULATIONS V complete list of all

American papei than 25,000 copies.

[•HE BEST LIST OF L0CA1 NEW SPAPJ RS,
in- ever) town of ovei 5,000 popu-
lation, and every important county
M'.ll

SI Mi [" LIST OF lot \I

NEWSPAPERS, in which adver-,

I 11 half price.

5,4m VII I.Ai. I NEWSPA-
PERS in which advertisements are

inserted for 5|t a line and t]

the while lot

—

one-half of all the
Ami u .in weeklies

Sent to any address for THIRTY CENTS.
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THE
COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY'S

NIW

&(ew {Method of Converting, Very Simple and Expeditious. Can be T{idden by Two Ladies.

Trouble Steering. Admitted by both T^iders and the Tress to be the 'Best Tandem for All -Round
%oad Work in the {Market.

THE MARLBORO' CLUB TRICTCLE
For 18S7 is fitted with 26-inch Steering- IVbeet and Extended Hearings. It is the Strongest,

Simplest, and Handsomest Single Tricycle made.

THE CLUB AND UNIVERSAL, CLUB BICYCLES
Have Many Improvements.

Catalogues sent free on application.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY,
239 Colnmbns Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra cha

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT. SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely- illustrati interest to every actual 01
prospective wheelmai • Price-LUl ol Second-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

*IMPORTANT TO BICYCLERS !
*>

INJURIES RECEIVED I TRAVEL, WORK, OR SPORT, ALL AROUND THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

OF

HARTFORD,
CONN. THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,

CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

«@°* ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! * INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE. ^©ft
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000.
Jambs G Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,129,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
Rodney Dennis, Secretary.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
2—,QF'—

S

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

Don't fail to send for Circular.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO. , 38 Park Place,NewYork.
j yyg MAKE A SPECIALTY

•OR

SECOND-HAND ^CYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited.
NKW RAPID ROADSTER.

Two Trips to tne Emeraia isib

By "FAED."

I -A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.-A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profuse} i/ Illustrated by Wood-Cut and Lith-
ographic Processes, by UEOluu: MOORE.

Price 40 cts.. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE. Springfield. Mass.. U.S.A.

EDITION in: l.i \ i .

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by
the author, and hound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the
author, Powerscroft House, ( lapton, I and.

PIOHEY

to be made. Cut this out and return to us, and
we will send you free, something of great value
and importance to you, that will start you in bus-

which will bring you in more mot
away than anything else in this world. Any one car do the work
and live at home. Either sex; Something new, that
just coins money for all workers. We will start you; capita
needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances of a life-

time. Thosewho are ambitious and enterprising will not delay
Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

*
Bicycles, Tricycles, and other Cycles

of any style or make, REPAIRED,
ENAMELED, or NICKELED, in the

Best Possible Manner, by Experi-
enced Workmen, at Fair Prices.

*

AMES MFG. CO.
CHICOPEE, MASS.

SHORT-HAND.
Oar facilities for giving instructions in short-hand through

the mail are unsurpassed by any other short-hand school in the
world. We will give you a three-montl
guarantee satisfaction. Special inducem
us pupils. Send for sample lesson to

DUREN, VINT & SOMfcRSALL,
Box 135S. BOSTON, MASS.

THE

Poeifie wheelmen.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OE CYCI. IXC, ON THE

PAClhIC COAST.

Fif-tr Ceqfeg per Yeap.

Address Care of A. 0. COOK &

415 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

The \.(\ V. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made: patent pend-
ing; cut shows exact size. Prices: Made
of solid Roman gold, i

garnet stone in diamond sell

idiied silver wings or wheel, n

enamel around

extra for each: diamond in crown, from lio

W II WARNER, Sprikcpibu
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• ARE THEY SELLING ? • DO THEY GIVE SSTISFBCTIOH ? •

X1I1 I IW READ THIS! -®tt

Ann Arbor, Mich, May 4, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen— Wheel came this afternoon all right. The agent thinks it

the finest wheel he was ever on. Handles just the thing for hill-climbing.

From what I have seen of it it is more than satisfactory. Knocks the

out two times. The girls yelled out to me that it was "the schon," and so we
will call it O. K. Will write later concerning its health.

Truly yours, FRED. R. ROMER.

AND THIS!=«

AND THISl^H
Bloomington, III., May 11, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen— I received my Champion wheel some three weeks ago, and

am highly pleased with it. The members of our club have examined it and

pronounced it excellent, equaling and surpassing in many respects any wheel

in the market. Four of our club now own this make of wheel, and before

July 1 three-fourths of the club will ride it. As our riders are all old wheel-

men, this fact speaks loudly in favor of the Champion.
Yours truly, E. P. BLAKE.

Little Falls, N. Y., May 17, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen—The Light Champion is a "dandy." Have ridden nearly

200 miles already, and only had it one week Sunday. How's that? I am
giving it one of the best tests in the world, as I live at Herkimer and work
for Burrell & Whitman at Little Falls; I ride down over the toughest roads

in Herkimer county in the morning and back at night, every pleasant day
with good roads,—sixteen miles sure,—besides what running around I do.

I think I will cover quite a number of miles this year; will keep track and

see. Yours respectfully, J. E. SEARLES.

«T AND THIS! °^a
Jackson, Mich., May 12, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen—The American Light Champion received all right. It is

the easiest-riding wheel I ever mounted, and also the prettiest wheel in

Jackson. Mr. Pratt,- the purchaser, is very much pleased with it.

Yours truly, M. JAY MOORE.

And they are coming in every mail. See the other Cycle Papers for plenty more of the same sort. Catalog on application.

GORMULLY ~<$ JEFFERY MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.
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\JL fl*J0URRALi*6B«GYGIirPG. ^^m PUBLISHED /-lOPTHLY.

Vol. ii. No. 5. INDIANAPOLIS, IND., AUGUST, 1887.

^^^Je9tl7 Year.**^

7"HIS is the tenth year in our endeavor to pre-

^ sent to the American wheelmen an American

made machineworthy of his critical attention. How
well we have done this the army of Columbia riders,

which extends from ocean to ocean, and which comprises

the majority of American wheelmen; the world's table of

records; the achievements of long distance riders in this

and foreign lands; and the uninfluenced comments of the

presss,— too well tell the story of what we have done to

require words of ours. The present and prospective

wheelman, and particularly one in doubt as to the most

serviceable high grade wheel, is especially invited to call

at our Boston office, or our offices in New York, Chicago

or any of the agencies for the Columbia bicycles and

tricycles in almost every important town in America,

and there inspect the Columbias for the present season.

It is suggested that it would be of mutual interest for

any one interested in cycling to send for our catalogue,

which gives a detailed and illustrated description of the

Columbias now on the market.

The Cyclers' obedient servant,

POPE M'F'G CO.

Price 1 o cents.

POPE M'PG CO,
79 Franklin Street, Boston;

1 2 Warren Street, New York;

29 1 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

In answering Advertisements please mention tnis paper.
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i °T0E SPWFIELD WSTEIN
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ha Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

•
No expense left out to

warrant success.

•
No headers to "knock

you out."

•

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

^\u;
->*=»__ The Old Story -

—

~~*
.C* OF THE ---

CRANK WHEEl

Coasting Without Danger ! Hill-Climbing to Perfection !

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping

mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the

power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P, LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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THE KING BICYCLE FOR 1887.

View of bearings in rear ivheel, and end'view
of adjustable auti-friclio7i roller bearings and
revolving collar which holds them in place.

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree.

Cut showing how the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward^ turns the other backward and raises the lever without coutafl with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue; sent free. Front View, with spa

{^CATALOGUE SENT FREE. PRICE LIST.
SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.

PARALLEL BEARINGS
To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel, ------ $7*>
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel, ____-- SO
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel, ------- &r>
Full Nickel Finish, 90

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel

We recommend and most riders order the $110 style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels. A discount of 10 per cent, from third column prices is off red to anj l< rgyman, or to the hrst

purchaser in any county. Above prices are for -tS-inch wheel; add or subtract $1 per inch up or down. Spade handles, $2 extra. Agents wanted in all unoci upied territory.

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $ior,
100 110
105 115
HO 120

Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., NewYork^
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one year, 15c; 10 copies, $1. The Herald contains tin running record, progress of the art, cycling romance,

and practical helps; The Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and a youths' department. Sample copy sent free. Agents wanted in every town

in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.

THE • STAR
This is the way they finished in the great New York and New Jersey Team Road Race, May 30,

No. Name.

1. H. J. HALL, Jr., K. C. W.
2.

3.

4.

5.

C. A. STENKEN, H. C. W.
E. VALENTINE, K. C. W.
H. L. BRADLEY, lid. B. C.

W. F. CALDWELL, E. W.

25 Miles,

STAR,
STAR,
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia

Time.

1:33:53.

1:33:57.

1:34:34.

1:34:49.

1:37:02.

No. Name,

6. J. H. KNOX, K. C. W.
7. E. P. BAGGOT, II. C. W.
8. S. B. BOWMAN, E. W.
9. H. GREENMAN, lid. B. C.

nm
8ay 30, 1 3 7-

25 Miles, Time.

STAR, 1:88:17

Columbia, 1:40:02

STAR, 1:40:20

STAR, 1:43:36

Kose-vrille, ^J. J. July -5rtl^.

STAR first and second in one mile novice,

first, second and third in one mile

State Championship. i

first, second and third in two mile *
State Championship.

iVe-w O&stle, r»a., Jwly -itn

STAR won Hill-Climbing Contest,

One mile open.

Two mile open.

Three mile lap race.

Will-tesoej-rr-e, !.»«., July -Ttli

in-

STAR One mile novice.

WON Two mile 6:45 class.

FIVE Half miie boys' race.

Fl RSTS One mile State Championship
Three mi. State Championship

erre Htiute, lndM July 11$.

STAR FIRST in One mile open,

in One mile class,

in Two mile State Cham-
pionship.

Iletroit, Mioli.,July lot li.

STAR won three mile L. A. W. Champion-
ship.

9 St.Loulw, July K)tl>.

sw» The great Ninety-two mile road race, from
" St. Louis to DeSoto and return, between Hal
Greenwood on a STAR, «i«d Percy Stone
on a Victor, settles the question as to which
is the best machine for such roads. Green-

wood won easily. Stone dropped out at Hi

miles.

Above are a few of the most important events, so far this season won on STARS.
around Bicycle made, address

For particulars and Catalogue of the best all-

H. B. Smith Machine Co, Smithville, N. J.

In answering A.<i-veirti»en3.e:nt:» please mention tnls t>a.r»e»r.
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READ ONLY THE COLORED PAGES INSIDE...-,,,#* II.X1C11IIII:

«THE FACILE.*
PATTERKS OF THIS OLD RELIABLE JilCTCXE FOR 1SS7 ARE

i.—THE REGULAR PATTERN, unchanged from 1886, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.
2.—A VERY LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of 18S6, being hollow throughout, levers and connecting-rods included.

Lever bearings are double-ball, and every bearing in the machine (except the brake and brake-lever) is adjustable ball. Head is the new unapproachable
A.BINGDON, win' li is almost as much superior to any other ball-head in the market as other ball-heads are superior to cones. Weight of 46-inch, 54 pounds.

3.—THE STANDARD FACILE, a good plain pattern, with weldless steel hollow backbone and front forks, and balls to front wheel
;

plain
enamel finish. The best low-priced machine offered in the market.

4.—THE NEW GEARED FACILE, afront-driver, using a beautifully simple and effective gearing placed on one side only and having nochain.
Hollow throughout; every bearing adjustable ball; 21 rows of balls. Size 40, geared to 60. Has already won the first road race of the year, and is the
fastest machine ever produced.

5.—THE REAR-DRIVER FACILE. Has a 36-inch driver, speeded to 54 by the same gearing as the other, with a 22-inch steerer. The best
machine of the rear-driving type, vet the front-driver is believed to be the better of the two.

6.—THE FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central-driving, open-fronted, and easy-running machine, with Facile driving. Singularly light,

weighing only 46 pounds, although amply strong, and far away the best cycle in the market for ladies.

PRICES range from $88 to $137; $140 for the geared patterns, and $150 for the Tricycle.

Do not overlook the Facile Oil and Enamel, both firmly established in market as standard and the best. BJ^
=

If you want a Ball-Head, see the
Abingdon: then vou will accept no other. Send for List, mentioning The Gazette. W. G. WTIjCOX, 3«> JHiilTJiy Street, Now York,

DO YOU WANT A CHEAP
BICYCLE ?

SEND FOR OUR CLEARANCE SALE LIST.

Tangent -Spoke Light Roadsters, Direct-Spoke Full Roadsters, Safeties, and Tricycles,

all with ball-bearings, and highest grade and finish.

*YOU WILL BE SURPRISED !*

These machines formerly sold for from $125 to $165, according to si{e and finish; but in

order to make room for U^EIV T^APIDS and QUADRANTS we will sacrifice them. Terms

either cash or part cash and deferred payments. g@=vf// {Machines sent on approval.
"c@&

SAML. T. CLARK V CO.
PEARRE BUILDING, - - - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE JE» LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF ANY KIND, SEND STAMP TO // \ \/l

/ / ^ OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO, ( *?$%. II A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price -List of New and Second -Hand Machines. \ ]l\\yufxj Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash. jS> — and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.

In answering Advertisements please mexitlon this paper.
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The Gazette Changes Hands.

To the patrons and friends of the Wheel-
men's Gazette:

Gentlemen:—A forced change has taken
place in my business relations at Springfield

by which my residence has been changed to

Buffalo, and by the said change I find that I

am unable to give it the attention that the

paper deserves, it is therefore with great

pleasure that I announce that I have made
all arrangements for the continuance of the

Gazette, under a new and able leadership;

one that will put new life and increased

activity into the paper and one, I am sure,

that will not allow the Gazette to drop from
the proud position held by it in the past.

I therefore gladly announce that I have
sold the Gazette and its good will to Darrow
Bros., of Indianapolis, Ind., and would be-

speak for them the same kind patronage
that has been awarded me in the past, and I

trust that you will continue with them the

liberal support heretofore bestowed on the

Gazette.

The feeling of regret with which I part

with the Gazette, is modified by the knowl-
edge that it falls into able hands.

Hoping that the change will benefit alike

the paper and its patrons, I remain as ever,

Yours truly,

Henky E. Ducker,
Pub. Wheelmen's Gazette.

Buffalo, July 18, 1887.

There are about two thousand cyclers in

Washington. A few years ago, Belva Lock-
wood was the only woman rider in the city,

now about five hundred are mounted on tri-

cycles and tandems.

Thomas Stevens has undertaken to deliver

a series of lectures in England.

The New Management.
The announcement that the WHEELMEN'S

GAZETTE has passed into the hands of the

publishers of the Wheelmen's Record,
will be news to but few of our readers. The
mere fact of the change has been previously

announced in the weekly cycling press, but

we believe it will lead to a better under-

standing between the editors and their con-

stituency to explain the policy of the Ga-

ZETTE under its new management.
From the start we should feel well ac-

quainted with each other. We are not

strangers to you who have read "From the

Hub to Hoosierdom," or the many selections

from the Record that Editor Ducker fre-

quently republished in the Gazette. By
this work of the editors you know us, and
unless you are vastly different from that

hord of good natured, whole-souled wheel-

men to whom we furnish the Record every

week, we know you.

Now that we are acquainted, we will take

you into our confidence and explain to you

certain changes that will be made in the

Gazette.
You will all agree with us that a monthly

magazine is a poor place in which to publish

the news, especially when its publishers

have a weekly paper that is better able to

take care of such matters. For that reason

the Gazette will not attempt to be a news

paper, but it will contain a general summary
of the news of the past month, and will

abound in bright, timely observations and
comments on cycling affairs by a corps of

able correspondents.

The humorous sketches which have won
for the Record its great popularity among
all wheelmen, will become a feature of the

Gazette as well. It is a reasonable princi-

ple that the literature of recreation should

he bright and full of life, and at the same
time high in tone and thorougly clean and
wholesome. It is but consistent that it

should be so. That is what we shall en-

deavor to make our part of it.

The GAZETTE will be fully illustrated by

pictures in keeping with the literary matter

of the paper. As the Record is the only il-

lustrated cycling weekly in the country, so

will the GAZETTE he the only illustrated

monthly.

In all other matters as well, we promise

you that no effort will be spared to make
both the Gazette and the Record pre-emi-

nent among their contempories. We know
that you will not ask more than that.

The American expression, "road-hog," is

becoming quite popular in England. It is

an expressive term and describes a certain

phase of alleged humanity, in a way that no

other word can.

Summary of the Month.
I Rl >\l II I. \ 10 TO AUCiUSI In.

Throughout the greater part of the

country the past month has Ik en hot and
dry. The roads have not been in their best

condition, but notwithstanding all draw
backs, cycling affaire have made great pro-

gress. No better indication of this can he

had than the increase of 163 members in the

L. A. W., which reminds us that Thos.
Stevens has been re-instated by the League
officials.

Connecticut. The Hartford Wheel Club
adopted a rule expelling members for riding

on the side walks; the Bast Hartford Wheel
Club hold a tournament on the 16th. Geo.
B. Thayer publishes the story of his cross-

continent ride in a volume entitled "Pedal
and Path."

California. Tlie riding season is in its

height, and a great many local tours are

made. The San Francisco wheelmen are

organizing to build a track at Oakland.
Illinois. Chief Consul Van Sicklen begins

active work on the division road book. Hos-

ford, Winship, Harmon, Dedrick, Seig,

Hay, Forest, Oreenleaf, et at of Chicago,

make century runs. A club of Chicago wheel-

men is organized to buy a tandem; on the

10th the Illinois Club hold a smoker; The
Owl Club holds a ten mile road race to

Pullman, which is won by Winship. Ehlert

wins the series of three races against Van
Sicklen.

Indiana. The Division holds its annual
tour. Century runs are made by Heherhart
of Madison and Evans of Ft. Wayne, the

latter accomplishing the distance in!) h, 30

m. Darrow Bros, purchase the Wheelmen's
Gazette and transfer it to Indianapolis.

Prince Wells rides ten miles on one wheel
without a dismount in 59 m. 46 8. Terre
Haute races are held on the 13th

Kansas. Division holds its annual meet
and races at Paola 18th to 20th

Kentucky. Division publishes its first road

book. The Newport Club spread a supper
for their friends on the evening of August ti.

Louisiana. Chief Consul Hodgson returns

after a lengthy trip in the north and east
The anti-League element still makes unsuc-

cessful attempts to gain control of the New
Orleans club.

Massachusetts, The Division holds its

annual meet at Martha's Vineyard. The
Columbia team is re-organized with Howe,
Hollingsworth and Crocker, Daniels trainer.

Senter, theboj racer ofRockland, challenges

any hoy of sixteen to race for the national

championship. Karl Kron is busy shipping

his books from Springfield.

Michigan. The races in connection with
State Meet, are run at Detroit on the loth.

The Detroit Club Team challenges any club
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to a twenty-five mile road race. The East

Saginaw Club Team accepts. Holcomb and

Smith of Detroit make a hundred and fifty

mile run on the 30th.

Missouri. The Greenwood-Stone race to

DeSoto and return, was won by Greenwood
on the 11th. The St. Louis Club increases

rapidly in membership. A race at the St.

Louis fair is declared off, on account of

loafing. Treasurer Brewster returned from

his eastern trip.

New Jersey. D. Rogers & Co. make a sud-

den departure, leaving behind an army of

creditors. Luscomb resigns from the New
Jersey Road Team Racing Association on

account of the illegality of road racing.

Orange Wanderers have a coasting contest

on Avenue Hill. Elizabeth Wheelmen ad-

mit two ladies to membership.

New York. Ilderan Club starts on the

Canadian tour. Brooklyn Club's races over

the Irvington—Milburn course on July 31.

As a result of the opening of the park there

is a great influx of tandems in the city.

Ducker, the cycling king of Springfield,

locates in Buffalo. Chief Consul Bidwell

begins a series of educational articles on the

subject of cycling, for a newspaper syndi-

cate.

Ohio. Division annual meet at Mansfield

on the 26th.

Oregon. The cyclers begin working for

the repeal of the law requiring wheel-

men to dismount upon approaching a team.

Pennsylvania. John Wells, of Philadel-

phia is returned to his old office as repre-

sentative. Alfred W. Knight receives dam-

ages for being run down upon the road;

Rowland Evans and Fred Conningsby also

makes it very interesting for a driver who
assaults them in the park.

Tennessee. Fisher, Gibson, Combs and

Petric of Nashville, tour to Niagara Falls.

Our Letter from Verax.

Chicago, III., August 13, 1887.

My Dear Old Gazette :—

It will be eminently proper, will it not, if I

tender your proprietors my sincere and

hearty congratulations upon the acquisition

of your own self, and indeed I think that the

Indianapolis wing of the fraternity will

show an exceedingly commendable taste

if they hang out their flags in honor of the

event, and offer a stanch local support, both

financially and otherwise. Cycledom at large

has always appreciated you, and the new
editors will no doubt see that the same con-

dition of affairs shall continue to exist, and
mayhap the already phenominally large

subscription list will show a comfortable in-

crease ere the press tumbles off another

volume of your handsomely typed pages.

In matter of typographical beauty you have

always been the queen of the monthlies,

while your large budget of news, and your
clean and concise way of putting things,

added to the wit and sound sense of your
editorial opinion has ever stamped you as

the King of the Monthly American Press.

That your shadow may never grow less, and
that you may continue to spread the gospel

of our manly sport to the four winds, is the

sincere wish of your humble servant.
* * * * ** * *

I wonder if the sale of the Gazette means
that Springfield's mighty chieftain will wash
his hands of all things bicycular, or will he

again put his shoulder to the wheel 'til

Buffalo shall also cry "hail to you, Oh, Henry
E. Ducker, the great, the only getter up of

successful tournaments." Well, the old race

promoter has had an eventful life, and it was
to races that the Gazette owes its existence.

I remember well the first Springfield meet.

We had heard little of Springfield up to that

time. Early in the spring, however, a

rumor reached us in New York, to the effect

that there was a great club there with a

president who knew how to manage things,

and later on came the handsomest posters we
had ever seen to advertise a meet. A lot of

the fellows went, including Pitman, Eagan,

and our own local champion, Baby Thomp-
son, who had a record of 3:10 for the mile.

I didn't go as business prevented, but the

boys came back to town with descriptions

so marvelous as to rival the powers of a

Haggard. "Why," said the Owl, "they did a

mile with hands off in 3:15. Ducker's a

dandy, and don't you make any blooming

error." That day was the talk of the

country, and Ducker immediately girded up
his loins to prepare for the next year's tour-

nament, which it was announced would em-

brace three days of sport. The feature was
to be a camp on the grounds where the differ-

ent clubs were to take up their quarters.

That spring the New York Wheel was made
the league organ, and Fred Jenkins, its

editor, was invited to referee the races. To
make a long story short, the tournament

was the most successful Springfield ever

gave, though the camp was a huge failure.

It was estimated that 50,000 people paid ad-

mission at the gate. Yes, Fred Jenkins did

the refereeing and paid a bill of a hundred

dollars for services rendered, which the

wiley Ducker refused to pay, and Fred say-

ing in his paper that the Springfield club de-

clined to settle its obligations, cost him his

League membership, for Ducker at once set

to work to fire him from the L. A. W. which
was done at the fall meeting of the Board at

New York. That little bill also cost the

Wlieel, the league organship, which was
alloted to the publishers of the now defunct

Cyclist and Athlete.

Ducker planned for his tournament the

following year schemes which tinctured of

the gigantic, and started the Gazette to ad-

vertise them. The Gazette as you all know,

has never missed an issue, but succeeding

Springfield tournaments were never the

success the second one was. This was main-

ly due of late however to the idiotic nonsense

embodied in the amateur rule, and was no

fault of the brainy Ducker. It took a pretty

long yarn to tell you how the Gazette
started, and I trust it was worth it.*****
Our riders seem to think that the Gor-

mully & Jeffery Co., and the Pope Company
can be called upon to foot any expense that

comes up. Now the Ehlert—Van Sicklen

races, for instance. Most everybody saw
them, and the Illinois boys particularly

hollered their throats sore over Ehlert'

s

victories, but when it come to chipping in

for the medal they were not there. The two
companies above mentioned donated ten

dollars each, while the combined subscrip-

tions of the Illinois, Chicagos, and Owls
does not sum up to over a solitary ten dol-

lar note. Shame on you boys, you have had
your fun, can't you give up a quarter? Bob
worked hard to give you pleasure and should

have a better reward than a paltry thirty

dollar purchase.

Chicago is to have an international mili-

tary affair that will eclipse anything of the

kind that the world every saw. It is to take

place sometime this fall. The prizes offered

by various merchants of the city, are mag-
nificent and valued, some of them as high as

§2500. The management intend to give

bicycle races also as an additional attraction,

and it is not unlikely that we may at last be

able to have a booming meet. 500,000 visi-

tors are expected.*****
The Chicagos will shortly play a game of

base ball with the Illinois club. Conkling

has the matter in charge for the former club.

I am afraid that the Illinois boys will be de-

feated, as Conkling tells me that his battery

will consist of Whitney and Andrus, both of

whom are almost as expert as professionals.*****
Mr. Gormully showed me a rather pecular

letter from a lady the other day, from north-

ern Ohio, who wanted his concern to make
her a machine to ride from her home to New
Orleans. Verily cycling groweth.*****

I have read a number of criticisms both

pro and con on Karl Kron's book, and I

feel inclined to congratulate him on their

tenor. The adverse ones are marked for the

most part with an unmistakable dent of mal-

iciousness, and the claims made are either

gross misrepresentations or near enough so

to be what Chicago people call rank lies.

It is true that the identity of the author is

apparent all through the work, and equally

true that many of the greatest literary efforts

of our time have been written from a person-

al standpoint. It is true too that the author

is eccentric to a degree as is shown by the

careful manner in which he guards his real

name. And one might, should he choose,

and know the gentleman, say a great many
other things there is no particular occasion

to cite. But that the book is just what it is

represented to be as a gazetteer, cannot be

denied by anybody who takes the trouble to

carefully glance over it, and is, 1 think in the

opinion of the majority of these, the most
important work exclusively cycling hitherto

published. Verax.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., offer

some very desirable bargains in Racing Ma-
chines, and take second-hand machines of

reliable make in part payment for same. As-

pirants for racing honors cannot do better

than write to them for terms.
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Notes from St. Louis.

.pectator", the Bulletin's

Chicago man stole my
thunder by telling our

eastern friends that the Empire,

in a cycling way, was slowly

but surely moving westward.

I can only add, for St. Louis,

that eastern institutions are literally "hump-

ing" themselves this way; and if several

projects, which are already nearly big

enough to walk, result in the successes

which their fond parents anticipate, St.

Louis may quietly take the lead as the center

of cycling progress and general sports.

I can say without egotism, that the cycling

press has been a factor in making the latent

energies of our wheelmen, and in working

on their enthusiasm until we find them in a

state of continual activity. The Record,

coming to us earlier in the week than any of

its competitors, I am told is becoming recog-

nized as "the hustling weekly," and I pre-

dict that our boys will also take kindly to

the new Gazette, accepting it as a sort of

"easer," to sit back and read at one's leisure.

When discussing the merits and demerits

of the various papers, the question is fre-

quently asked of late: "What has become
of our own paper?" Is the American Wheel-

man still on deck, or is it settling into a per-

petual lull? is the query. I ran across a

cycler last week, who was supposed to have

been a part owner of the A. W., at one time.

"Where is Rogers now?" I asked. "On
Change, I expect. Jack hasn't much time

for cycling now." Whether this means that

we shall write an obituary squib next month
or not, isn't certain.

A Manhattan club in St. Louis, or rather

an organization eclipsing the New York
institution, bids fair to become a fact, in

spite of the conservative feeling which tells

cyclers to avoid co-operation with other

sports. When Mr. E. A. Smith, of the Mis-

souri Club, unfolded his scheme to his fel-

low-members, doubtful encouragement and
cold water were all he got for his pains; but

he kept hammering, visiting the leaders of

every prominent athletic organization, until

Chief Consul Brewster became interested.

The latter enthused other cyclers, and
meantime Smith button-holed that eminent
patron of all sports, J. A. St. John. This

gentleman is a member of the Mo. Athletic

Club, the Modoc Rowing Club and Gymnas-
ium, and beside spending considerable

wealth in booming these, trains and supports

the best oarsman in the land—Jake Gandaur.

Half an hour's conversation convinced Mr.

St. John that Smith's idea was a great one,

and he readily promised his aid and influ-

ence. Add to this the fact that a generous
tract of land can probably be obtained at

very reasonable terms, and the prospects

grow bright indeed. This land is owned by
gentlemen who are themselves lovers of

sport, and is located but a square south of

the smooth pavements, being a bit west of

the Mo. Bi. Club quarters. Some $15,000, it

is estimated, will be required to erect a com-
fortable house and equip the grounds with

tracks and all appurtenances, and as handy
sums have been promised already, it seems
there will be no difficulty encountered finan-

cially. Once started, members would come
in swarms.

It is generally thought that the alluring

cycle craze would play merry havoc among
the members of a club such as the above;

but I know of several prominent Missouri

Club men, who are devoted heart and soul

to the welfare of the M. B. C, who are afraid

that too much success might injure their

own club. Said one of them: "My ambition

is to see the M. B. C, out of its present quar-

ters within five years, and at home in its own
house, somewhere on the Lindell Boulevard,

which will one day be the most fashionable

spot in the city. I wouldn't encourage this

new scheme, one reason being that I cannot

well invest in two, and I fear that if it

thrives it may do the very thing I want the

M. B. C, to do, thereby leaving us in the

shade as a club." Others don't share his

opinion.

A general athlete is an evanescent mortal;

he doesn't last; but convert him into a cy-

cler and he will hunt up cycling quarters,

every time.

"If you won't give it away, I'll tell you
something," said a Cycle Club man. I prom-
ised not to tell. "Well, we are going to

build or 'bust.' I have estimated that a nice,

comfortable club house, accommodating, say

two hundred riding members, could be built

for $5,000. Four of us can supply $2,000 for

a lot. With this and a number of reliable

building association shares as security, show
me why we can't have a house?. It could be

leased to the club by the moneyed men at a

moderate, yet profitable rate. " Possibly,

Smith's little scheme might be still safer.

I wonder if a word about Clarksville, in an

Indiana paper, would be a "safe course."

The mere mention of Indianapolis, in Pike

County, means a quarrel on the spot. Well,

Clarksville is a great little town, and a few

years hence will find it the favoiite spot for

a Sunday ramble or summer vacation. Pos-

sessing fine facilities for boating, fishing,

bathing and hunting, to say nothing of the

girls, views and fine gravel roads which
have a tendency to accumulate on the backs

of Indiana editors in "beautiful ridges;" the

place is certainly attractive. As to road

racing, the natives crave for several years

of rest.

Clarksville, like all the other haunts here-

abouts, was "discovered." The Eurota
Club paid it a visit some four years ago, and
came back with tall stories about the scenery,

the nine foot coast through space, on the

curve of Clifford Hill, etc. Result—more
trips and a cycling growth in Pike County.

Soon the girls heard of it, and under Prof.

Stone's leadership, a boat trip was made up
the Mississippi. A second excursion fol-

lowed shortly, which I shall never forget.

Having purposely missed the start, I sat in

the Bakery sadly cogitating on the busted-

ness of things in general, and this cycler in

particular, when a gentle grip at the collar

told me that Cola was there. Another hour
found that devotee of adventure diving from

the bow of a skiff a1 Alton, twenty-five miles

north. A red light coming around a bend,

an answer to our calliope call, a scramble

ashore and supper in the captain's cabin, all

followed in short order. During that beau-

tiful moon-lit night and the two following

ones, sleep was at a discount; and on this

trip, Phoenix bobbed into existence. Since

then, the excursion has been regularly made
twice a year. Curious incidents occur some
times. I was awakened at 3 a. II., one morn-
ing by my cot-companion, the Post-Dispatch

man, who suddenly sat up and recited

poetry, now and then snapping his fingers

and making fists at the moon. Arcadia, sit-

uated in the Ozarks, eighty miles south,

was once a rival of Clarksville, but is no
more.

Smith, the latest hustler, yesterday ex-

plored the country beyond DeSoto. With a

companion, he rode the day before to Hills-

boro, spending the night there. His com-
panion had tumbled down the well known
hills in approved novice style, but Smith
tells us that his face was a study the follow-

ing morning, when they encountered the

hitherto unknown grades south of DeSoto.

"The hills were not as long," said Smith,

"but were like natural step-ladders, so steep

and jolty that one flop followed another for

nearly twenty miles. We had enough when
Big river was reached, and spent the rest of

the day in the water and mending our pants

on the bank with some thread a farmer's

wife had given us. By the by, did you ever,

while in a state of nature, sit on a rosin-

covered pine board? I came very nearly

bringing one home with me."
DeSoto— hills — Stone-Greenwood race

—

follows naturally, doesn't it? There has

been so much said, pro and con, as to

whether these bold riders went down those

hills as though they were on home-stretches

of so many race-tracks, that a simple sug-

gestion seems in order. If they really did

spurt down the hills, perhaps they wouldn't

mind proving the assertion by repeating it

for sufficient inducement, using machines
minus brakes. That would settle the prob-

lem (and the riders) forever.

We used to think that a mile ridden in

three minutes on a wheel was a wonderful
performance, yet we are now prepared to

howl, "loaf" if our racing men do not get

down to 2:35. Did it ever strike you that a

sprinter, creating remoteness at the rate of

100 yards in ten seconds, covers thirty feet

per second? Yet this is only half the mo-
mentum that Rowe and a score of other

flyers reach, when they spurt to the finishing

tape at the rate of fifty to sixty feet a second.

One foot per second would have been a fair

estimate, however, of the speed at which our

local flyers moved during one lap at the re-

cent "loaf" at Union Grounds.

Paper full, Mr. Editor? Midnight; guess

I'll quit. I'IKKMX.

At the Harvard-Yale games at Cambridge,
June 25, one of the most interesting sights
was a beautiful Rudgc ( 'rescent Tricycle. It

was onexibition in front of the Grand Stand
and was surrounded by an admiring crowd of
spectators.
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"You never heard how I came to ride a bicycle, did you?" inquired

the Club Liar, casting a general smile around on all the members.
None of them made any reply except the Captain, who remarked
that he never had been seized with any particularly strong desire to

be enlightened on the subject. Then they kept right on arranging

for their race meeting and the Club Liar stood back and waited his

chance.

At last, there was a halt in the proceedings, and the Club Liar

began, "Well, I'll tell you how it was. Several years ago an insur-

ance man got on my track, and there wasn't any way of shaking

him. I bluffed him off every time I got a chance, yet about the time

I began congratulating myself on being rid of him, he would bob

up again with some new semi-tontine, non-forfeitable, non-payable,

non-compos-mentis sort of a scheme for insuring my life for about

forty thousand dollars.

"Finally I saw that there was no use holding out any longer, so

we compromised the matter. He agreed to let me alone if I would
take an accident policy—five thousand in case of death, and thirty

dollars a week idemnity. It came high, too; cost ten dollars a quar-

ter, and the months came rolling around, and around, and I didn't

have the least sign of a scratch to show up, but every time I would
go down in my pocket for a good old ten. I got awfully sick of it,

and I just said to myself, 'old man, you'll have to find some way to

get the worth of your money out of this.' I thought about the

matter a good deal and asked my friends' advice. My girl's mother
advised me to go onto the roof and jump off, but I didn't want the

five thousand all at once. I believe I could get more fun out of it in

thirty dollar installments. After giving everybody a hearing, I con-

cluded to take the advice of a friend who rode a bicycle. He said if

I'd begin learning to ride, he would guarantee thirty dollars a week
as a regular thing. So I bought a cheap bicycle and began to mon-
key with it. I hadn't fooled with it for more than fifteen minutes,

before I was in for thirty dollars.

"Just as soon as the week was up I went at it again and got in

another claim, then I took the machine out on the country road, and
I raced along with a friend of mine. My friend, he won by a long

way, but I got sixty dollars out of the race, just the same. Two
weeks.

"But finally, the money stopped coming in so lively. I got to

learning to ride so well that I couldn't fall off any more without try-

ing. I didn't mind falling when I couldn't help it, but I didn't have
grit enough to fall off on purpose. So in a few months, the company
began catching up with me and I saw that I was on the losing side

again, so I begun to cast about for another style of wheel. I got my
eye on one with the little wheel in front. It was called a safety,

but safe or not, I felt tolerably sure that I could work a few falls out

of it while I was learning. I found a second-hand one for sixty

dollars, and I thought it would be a mighty poor wheel that couldn't

lay me up for two weeks, and I wasn't disappointed.

"The first time I tried it I took a side fall, and the brake jammed
into my leg and slitted me clear down to the heel. I got in four

weeks, just on that alone, and when I got up I took the machine out

and caught the front wheel in the crack of an iron crossing, and
that gave me three weeks more. But after that I got the hang of

the thing so that I couldn't fall off without making a special effort,

so I gave it up and tackled a Rover.

"I had to buy a new one and it came a little high, but I soon found

I wasn't going to lose anything on it. The first time I took it out

I wabbled along the side-walk until I run into a man. He was a

gnat big specimen and when he got up off the ground, he thumped
me so hard that I was laid up for a month and a half. Total receipts

for the entire time were one hundred and eighty dollars, expenses

sixty dollars, leaving a net profit of one hundred and twenty, which
was not bad for a young man with a common school education and
limited opportunities.

"I worked a few more small claims out of the Rover safety, but it
didn't pay big any more. So I began looking around for another
mount and I was still undecided about the comparative advantages
of a dwarf safety, or a tricycle, when the Calamity Accident Insur-
ance Co., sent their agent around to me and offered me two hund-
red dollars if I would let my policy lapse at the next quarterly pay
day. We compromised on two hundred and fifty, and although I

acted as though I was doing them a big favor, I was rather glad to
make such arrangement, for I was getting to ride so that I couldn't
fall off of anything that run on wheels, without making a cold
blooded effort to create an accident, and some how or other I didn't
have the grit to do that."

"Excuse me," said the Racing Man, as the Club Liar ceased speak-
ing, "excuse me, but are you insured against accident at present?"

"No, they are all onto me," the Club Liar answered.
"Well, it is a great pity, because I'd like first rate to throw you

right out of that window to the tune of two hundred and forty dol-
lars. I guess I'll give you about five minutes to take out a policy,
and then I'll give you the throw anyway."
So it happened that the Club Liar took his hat and stole out of the

room, and when five minutes was up, the Secretary counted no-es
and found that they lacked just one of having a quorum, so the
meeting broke up.

A Tale of Woe.

<5jP -

^45

^7^

\.\\v. your elephantine ear,
If you a mournful tale would near.

For I, that tale would tell:

Much less than one short year gone by,
No melancholy tramp w as I,—
I kept a fine hotel.

But all upon a luckless day.—
It happened all about this way:—

Some kind (if Wheelmen's club.
They struck me hard ami hung on late.

Until I made a special rate-

To furnish them with grub.

Well, soon a wheelman came our u a\ .—
He'd been out riding all that day.

And put in fifty mile.—
Saj s 1

:
-this is the League hash-mill,

So just turn in and eat your fill.

And did he? I should smile!

lie went clear through
Tie- w hole menu,—
Two bowls of soup, an 0J ster stew,
Roast spring lamb.
With musherooms,
\ cold boiled ham.
some Turkish prunes.
Pried potatoes.
And stew eil tomatoes,
some corn and beans.
A plate of greens,
Apple sass.
Sparrow-grass,
An Irish stew,
And a pot pie, too,
broiled frog leus.
scrambled eggs,
Soused pigs feet,
some cold cracked \\ heat.
Tickled tripe,
Pricaseed snipe,
oysters raw.
And a plate of slaw ,

And after eating an oyster fry,
lie calmly wound up on a pie'.

Then, w hen he ate the pantry dry,
lie looked about him with a Sigh,

Then ate the silvern arc ;

The table next he masticates.
The glasses, bowls and china plates,

And then he ate the chair.

He chewed the register >'0U bet.

\nd then the pool and billiard set

His appetite was e mense
\

lie ate the Combination sale.

'I'll is hungry, hollow, thankless wait.

And all lor tills cent-.'

And then, to tell the solid truth,

He ate tie' shingles off the roof.

Then paused, the Held to scan :

nut ail his hungry ej es could see,

u as just unpalatable me.

\ hopeless busted man !•"
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"Will it Ever be Thus?"
(in

'The Wail on a Lovely June Morning."

//. Wimmel

a Drama in <hn let.

l>ii v\i wis I'f.iison.k.

Bis h<tter half. The hired girl.

line it, it/. Another dog.

Scene:—138 W. km i n St., New York.

H. W.—Wake dearest wife, the sun has

fairly risen, the weather fine will be, and I

would fain now take thee out, that thou

mightst breathe the balmy morning- air.

H. b. h —Aye, aye, it shall be thus, my
dearest love, with thee I'll speed upon the

wiry steed, the Drive fast up and down, this

faithful heart I'll breathe in fragrant dew of

June.

H. W.—'Tia well my love, I'll tell the hired

girl to hurry forth the Tandem.
(He hollers) Hi, hi, you lazy wench, go get

thee hence, hence over to yon barn, and
bring me out that Tandem, made by my
faithful friends, Gormully and Jeffree, Chi-

cago's truest knights,—go get thee hence,

girl go ! !

!

H. G.—I fly stern master, see me fly.

(exit h. (j.)

(H. W. and H. B. H., are seen donning
their riding garb, their faces beaming with

joyous anticipation. A sad wail is heard
from without.

)

H. W. i Hush, hark, hello, what might
H. b. h.

i that be?

H. G. i from below ) Oh, master stern

Oh, mistress fair

This is bad luck

Go pull your hair.

We never got that Tandem yet,

'Tis in Chicago still, I'll bet.

(Dance around the girl,

who in a graceful position
leans on the Tandem which
is not there, and sing:)

H.
H.

W.
b. h,

One dog.
The other dog.

Even so

Even so,

Right the girl is,

That I know.
The truth, the sober truth she said.

The wheel is in Chicago yet.

Gormully hasn't made it yet.

Even so, even so,

The girl is right, I trow.
Curtain.

Gentle reader, this little Drama, in its sim-

ple, touching grandeur teaches us, that there

is many a slip between anticipation and
realization, also that Chicago is a great

place.

Early In the season, H. Wimmel of the Puck stall

ordered a t;. & J. tandem. There was the usual de
lay tiiat at ends the Introduction of all new wheels,
but just as the tandems were about ready tor ship-

ment, the foregoing touching wall came Boating
across to Chicago.

A butcher, of Philadelphia, who evidently

had not heard of the fate of his fellow on
the Ripley Road, assaulted Rowland Evans
while that gentleman was riding in the park
a few days ago. The assault was particu-

larly malicious and unprovoked. It will go
hard with the road hog, for the Division has

taken hold of the matter.

He Had A Scheme.
"Are you the codger that runs this con-

cern?"

"Yes," we admitted "we endeavor to act

in that capacity."

"Can I have a private interview with you?"
our wild eyed visitor asked, abandoning his

position at the doorway and approaching
close enough to breathe down the back of

our neck conveniently, "I have a scheme,

a great scheme. I suppose you pay cash for

good air-seasoned schemes, don't you?"
We paused in writing out a full report of

the grand Senagambian national race meet,

long enough to throw ou. the suggestion

that we hadn't time to examine into the

merits of any patent anti-headers.

"But I haven't got an anti-header—noth-

ing like it," he insisted; "it is ascheme to—

"

"We're not paying out cash for copy-

righted solutions for the amateur question,"

and as we rolled out these words in severe

tones, the mercury froze in the thermometer,

our artist hunted up his pawn ticket and
wrent out to get his overcoat, but the visitor

smiled at our elbow, all undisturbed.

"This is my scheme: I propose to make
your paper interesting. Now of course your
efforts in that direction have been fairly

good, but you don't grasp the grand fundi-

mental idea of journalism. Nothing makes
a paper so interesting as a red-hot, well

matched right. That is what you lack. You
are too peaceable. Of course your size is

some excuse for you, but the scheme I have
is perfectly safe,—safe, practical and fast, as

brother Smith occasionally remarks.

"The idea is just this. You will in the

future run two papers, the Record and the

Gazette?" he did not wait for us to endorse

this remark, but went on, "Now what I want
you to do is to employ me at a salary befiting

my social position to conduct a department
in each paper. In the Record I will write

under the name of 'Constant Reader,' for

instance, and in the Gazette I will take some
such a name as 'One Who Knows.'
"'Constant Reader' will then lead off by

making some wild remark about the pedal

mount by star light, or the value of a bicycle

as a fire escape. 'One Who Knows' will

take umbrage at the remark and call 'Con-

stant Reader' a falsifier, a low lived two-dol-

lar-a-day pace-maker.
" 'Constant Reader' will then come back

with the confident assertion that 'O. W. K's'

grand father was known for years as the

great Minnesota road hog.

"At about this stage of the fight you will

begin to awake more interest than you ap-

pear to do now. New subscriptions will be

coming in, and folks will be calling for back

numbers so as to see how the feud started.

"Then 1 will open up on myself and say

that 'Constant Reader' needn't talk, when
he knows that certain persons have proof

that he is a near relative of Senator Daily,

of the New York Legislature. Then the

folks who have taken sides with 'One Who
Knows' will howl for joy, and all the big fire

arms companies in the country will be writ-

ing in to both the Record and Gazette to

secure advertising space to he taken out in

trade.

"We will just keep it up in this shape—
every time there is a bicycle stolen, 'One
Who Knows' will accuse 'Constant Reader'

and 'Constant Reader' will accuse 'One Who
Knows,' and some lime when the season

draws near a close, 'Constant' will challenge

the other fellow to a Bcrapping match. I

will guarantee to accept this over the signa

ture of 'One Who Knows,' naming as weap-
ons, dynamite bombs at ten paces.

"On some dark night we will go outside

the city, accompanied by a low priced China-

man, who we will have previously engaged
to act under the disguise of 'Constant

Reader.' I will then throw a bomb at him,
avoiding fatal effects if possible. It would
be best to merely remove a leg. That will

supply sufficient blood to wipe out the 'great

bicycle feud,' as it will be known. By doing
this, you will throw new lite and vigor
into—"
"See here," we said interrupting him,

"please put on your brake, wre grasp your
mammoth sixty-four inch idea; we grasp it,

we approve of it, and we will employ you to

carry it out—of the window—on two con-
ditions."

"What are they?" asked the eager
stranger.

"That the duel take place first, instead of
last, and that the Chinaman be permitted to

throw the bomb."

Prince Wells,
CHAMPION ONE WHEEL KIDKK.

When Prince Wells came to visit some
friends in Indianapolis during the fall of '84,

if some familiar cycler had asked him to

come out to the track and see if he couldn't

run ten miles on one wheel without a dis-

mount, in less than an hour, it is likely that

Wells would have been seared out of the

traditional year's growth. Vet he accom-
plished this same feat on the morning of

August 6th on the Indianapolis track, and

did it with comparative ease, which simply

shows that a man never can tell what he

may be able to do.

Three years ago, Prince Wells was known
about Louisville, as a good racing man and
fancy rider, lie was the organizer, captain

and bright, particular star of the Louisville

Wheel Club, for he was the man they put up

against Cola Stone, Dolph, Jenkins and the
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old time flyers, who might happen along

that way.
When the Indianapolis Bicycle Club was

organized in the fall of 1884, Prince Wells,

came up to help out in a benefit entertain-

ment at College Avenue rink. His fancy

riding was a revelation to us. He could

vault into his saddle, ride hands off while

cutting letter S's, stand still, and greatest of

all, when standing still he could drop a

handkerchief between the spokes of his

wheel and pick it up again.

Nothing half so wonderful had ever been

seen before, and the members of the Indian-

apolis Club, one and all advised Wells to be-

come a professional, and not waste his talent

in the persuit of glory. The manager of an

opposition rink offered Wells an engage-

ment. He accepted it and resigned his

membership in the League.

In the spring of the next year, Wells

learned to ride one wheel, and on the Fourth

of July he went to Columbus, Ind., and es-

tablished the one mile unicycle record.

Time, 4:47. During this season he toured

through Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Ill-

inois. Next year he made a southern tour,

riding at the New Orleans Exposition, but

later in the season he came north and trav-

eled with Ralph Freidberg doing double

riding. The pair challenged any double

team of fancy riders in the world, but the

challenge found no acceptance.

During the season of 1886 Wells made a

western tour, taking in California, Utah,

Arizona and Colorado, going from Denver

to New Orleans where he made the first uni-

cycle record for ten miles.

Since the beginning of last season, Prince

Wells has ridden over nine hundred perfor-

mances. During the holiday fortnight at

New Orleans, he performed over a hundred

times.

Of course, Wells takes most pride in his

new world's unicycle record, but there are

other wonderful performances standing to

his credit. In his regular performance he

mounts a bicycle on a table set with dishes,

and mounts one wheel on a four foot pedes-

tal. The last time he was in Louisville he

rode down the court house steps—twenty-

eight in all—upon a wheel from which every

thing had been removed except the pedals.

Sperm oil is about the best obtainable

lubricant for cycle wheels, but it almost al-

ways contains impurities which tend slightly

to corrode steel. An easy method of puri-

fication is to keep a strip of clean bright

lead in the bottle for a few days, exposing it

to the light at the same time.— Wheeling.

A. T. Stevens, who has been laid up with a

lame knee, began riding a tricycle last week
and goes to and from business on it. He does

all the driving with the good leg, but lets the

other follow the pedal around. This motion
in two days, had so strengthened his knee
that he could discard his crutches, for the

first time in six months, and hobble about

with a cane.

—

Post Dispatch.

It is to be hoped that some concerted

action will be taken by the manufacturers
who have at various times been victimized

by pros, who sign contracts to ride a certain

make of wheel for a consideration (which we
notice the pros, take good care is first paid

to them), and when clear of the premises,

seem to forget all obligation themselves.

Of late some grumbling has been heard in

high places, and it would not be surprising

to see some pro. made an example of.

—

Boston Globe.

"Hello, old man, what's the matter; you'r looking oil

shrunk up. /Seen sickt"

"Oh no. I just got into mi/ new League uniform a net it

doesn't seem to fit exactly.

The Scientific American publishes the spec-

ifications for a bicycle ambulance, contrived

by J. E. Whiting, a British officer in India.

The ambulance can easily be constructed in

any camp where there are bicycles. Two
bicycles are taken, and the rear wheels and

pedals removed. The rear forks and heads

are then fastened together by pieces of bam-

boo about ten feet long, the back bones be-

ing turned toward each other. A hammock
is swung between the saddles, and across

each handle-bar, a strong wooden handle,

extending several feet on either side, is

strapped. A soldier takes hold of each

handle and trundles the ambulance along.

Ladies I have bad news for you. I am told

by an inventor, that he has a patent pending

for a device to go on a tandem which will show
just how much each rider is doing, and ex-

pose the weakness of those who are strong.

I will not suggest that any lady rider "loafs"

on a tandem, but I do not believe it at all

necessary for the men to know what portion

of the work the ladies are doing. I shall not

buy the device.

—

Daisie in The Bulletin.

"Westward the course ofEmpire takes its

way." A saying old, but, nevertheless, true.

Cleveland has succeeded the mighty Spring-

field as a racing centre, the beloved Ducker
has taken up his abode in Buffalo, the Ga-
zette has found a resting-place in Indianapo-

lis, and now Burley Ayres, who has so long
been Pooh Bah of the League, will take his

wheel for a sojourn on the Pacific slope.

We may be a little new out here, but "we
get there just the same."

—

Bulletin.

One of the bitterest satires upon what
people call the freedom of this land is the

existence of such things as tramway lines

For nobody's advantage but their own, a
trading company can get the right with
very little trouble, to utterly ruin the road-

ways for every class of traffic but their own.
If roads were only decently made and kept,

there would exist no shadow of an excuse
for their existence, for all their work could

then be done much more cheaply and effi-

ciently, and with quite as much comfort to

the passengers, by omnibuses, and with

twice the safety to pedestrians.

—

Cycling

Journal.

Morgan is quoted in an interview as say-

ing : "Commercially America is the great

marvel of the world; politically, I don't think

much of her. * * * Commercially,

give me America; for justice give me Eng-
land " Now on the question as to the condi-

tion of Woodside's stomach, or whether the

vermiform motion of Temple's adomen is

normal or not, we accept Morgan's opinion

as of value, but when it comes to interview-

ing the "Senator" on the political aspect of

the sky in America, as compared with Eng-
land, we are somewhat rattled. We are now
daily looking for an interview with Mr.

Blaine, in which he will knowingly give the

prying newspaper scribe points on how Mc
Curdy can "do" Rowe from scratch, and that

Rhodes and Neilson are N. G. on the road.

The Maine statesman might also confide the

intelligence that Mr. Bassett had been fran-

tically championing the abolishment of the

amateur rule, and London W. wears black

tights when out riding. Surely if the Sena-

tor can interview on politics, Mr. Blaine can

give points on cycling affairs

—

Bi. World

Ajax, writing in Sjjort and Play, (Eng.)

pays his compliments to the American team
in a way that indicates that the Senator has

neglected to look after his fences in the va-

cinity of Birmingham. Ajax makes one mis-

take however, when he accepts these three

foreign adventures as representative Amer-
ican cyclers. Ajax should remember that

we Americans do not care to be represented

in any way by an Irishman, Welshman and

a Hebrew.
I must confess that I am a trifle takeu-toover tlie

wonderful doings of these wonderful Americans,

whom our Englismen can lick into a cocked hat.

I should like to bet a big wager that W. A. DlStOD

would beat any one of them at any distance up to

twenty-five miles. Hut to the records. Does it not

si em strange, dear readers—and I put it to you as

men of common sense—that these American cyc-

lists who have failed to do anything very startling

during their preliminary efforts in England can
visit Long Eaton and do phenomenal performan-
ces?



"Where hills have been climbed, where great road races have been run, where wheels have been tested to

their very utmost, THE VICTOR has been found at the front to tell its own story."— O. W. Co. Catalog.

WOKE THEm BUTTLES
WHICH GRACE THE SHIELD OF THE VICTOR ARE THE NAMES OF

(SLHBKSVILLE, «/f W^r^ /I \ GRflWFORDSVILLE,

ICin /±r>H^T /± J BOSTON 100 IHILES,

ALL IOO-MILE EVENTS, OPEN TO THE WORLD.

MANY RACES,
Including such as "The Eastern Club Race," "The Wanderers' Road Race,"

etc., have been won on VICTORS, but we mention only the fields which have been

open to all comers. THE VICTOR FEARS NO COMPETITION, and glories in no

race where any rider is barred.

In several instances, where a choice of different bicycles was given the

winner as a prize, the VICTOR has been chosen.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON.



ALL FORGED STEEL!

ALL INTERCHANGEABLE!

ALL GUARANTEED! A^IOTCXR.
ALL RIGHT!

ALL VICTOR!

VICTOR

IT WILL OUT-COAST

"OLD COASTER" HIMSELF,

xTT/^im/^T^ AND THEY D0 SAY

y \\^j J_Oxv THE TIRES 8TAY IN '

BETTER SEE IT.

CATALOG FREE.

Overman Wheel Co.
182-188 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON.
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New American Patents.

Compiled for the \\ kkki.mkn's GAZETTE by (). E.

inifrv. Patent Attorney, Washington, i> C, of whom
copies and Information may be obtained.

No. 365,377 June 28th, 1887. P. Gendron,

Toledo, Ohio, tricycle.

No. 365,488 June 28th, 1887. G. M. Powell,

Newfield, N. J., velocipede.

No. 365,702, June 28th, 1887. Harry M.

Pope, of Hartford, Conn., assignor by

mesne assignments to the Pope Manufact-

uring Co., Portland, Me., velocipede.

No. 366,045, July 5th, 1887. J. R. Trigwell,

Brixton, County of Surrey, England, assign-

or to Geo. Watson, Middlesex, Eng., veloci-

pede (2 patents).

No. 366,218, July 12th, 1887. T. B. Jeffery,

of Chicago. 111., velocipedes.

No. 366,279, July 12th, 1887. Reinhard T.

Torkelson, of Worcester, assignor to the

Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Company
of Boston, Mass., treadle for bicycles.

No. 366,287, July 12th, 1887. J. L. Yost

and J. B. McCune, of Worcester, assignor to

the Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Co.,

of Boston, Mass., attachments for bicycle,

(2 patents).

No. 366,703, July 19th, 1887. H. Thresher,

of London, county of Middlesex, England,

assignor to A. H. Overman, of Boston, Mass.,

velocipede.

No. 366,775, July 19th 1887. T. B. Jeffery,

of Chicago, Illinois, velocipede handle.

New English Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by
Messrs. Hughes, Ki.i A Hughes, Patent Agents and
Engineers, 7(i chancery Lane, London, \V. ('., of
whom copies and information may be obtained.

7715. C. Allen and N. Rathborne, of Liver-

pool, for improvements in the construction

of velocipedes and other wheels.

7736. J. S. Bown, of London, for "im-

provments mounting bicycles and other

lamps subject to vibration.

7875. J. T. Trench, of London, for im-

provements in air cushion handles for bicy-

cles, tricycles and velocipedes generally.

7894. I. B. Jeffery, of London, for im-

provements in handles for velocipedes, ap-

pliable also to tools, weapons and other im-

plements.

7957. G. Burgess, of Coventry, for im-

proved means for reducing vibration in the

handles of cycles or velocipedes.

7971. T. Humber, of London, for improve-

ments in and relating to velocipedes, rend-

ering them applicable for use in war-fare.

7972. T. Humber, ofLondon, for improved
device for carry a rifle and bayonet on a

bicycle.

8022. H. L. Pearce, of London, for im-

provements in the driving mechanism of

tricycles and similiar vehicles.

8165. A. G. Carter, of London, for im-

provements in bicycles.

8168. A. S. Bowley, of London, for im-

provements in bells for velocipedes.

8199. W. T. Shaw, W. Sydenham and A.

Sydenham, of London, for improvements in

velocipedes.

8282. W. H. Freeman and J. Thomas, of

Birmingham, for improvements in bicycle

and tricycle lamps.

8306. F. Renz, of Germany, for improve-

ments in velocipedes.

8307. J. Spanton, of Westminister, for a

convertible tandem safety bicycle.

8315. H. Passadors, of London, for hold-

ing on the brake levers of velocipedes.

8371. J. M. Starley, of London, for im-

provements in bicycles and tricycles.

8456. J. Busley, of Coventry, for improv-

ed means for fixing and holding detachable

parts of velocipedes, cycles, and other ma-

chinery.

8496. W. Phillips, of London, for improve-

ments in tricycles.

8724. F. W. Gerhard, of Staffordshire, for

improvements in cycles.

8793. W. S. Bolt, of London, for improve-

ments in or relating to tricycles, velocipedes,

and other vehicles.

8802. K. Shmitt, of London, for improve-

ments in velocipedes.

8920. G. W. Milward, of Manchester, for

improvements in tricycles.

8944. H. Edwards, of Anglesey, for im-

proved tricycle the driving mechanism of

which may also be applied to bicycles and

other kinds of machinery.

9050. T. Warwick, F. Warwick and E.

Warwick of London, for improvements in

tricyles and other velocipedes.

9091. W. Golding, of Manchester, for im-

provement in velocipedes.

Beadon The Bandit;

OR, THE BUTCHER BOY AND THE
BRUFFAM.

Part II. Given Away with Part I.

The Editor sat meditating in lonely grand-

eur in his sanctum—the thoughts which

course in rapid succession through the vac-

uum which replaces his brains were all di-

rected to one subject—the forthcoming trial

of the assault case, and the necessity of se-

curing an "expert and practical" report for

his paper. The trouble grew in intensity;

the Editor was himself a party to the trouble,

and thus might be biased, so he was out of

the question. Then his thoughts turned to-

wards our only "Comus," who he knew was
a person of belligerent nature; but then we
felt sure that "Comus" would seize the op-

portunity to point out that if the waggon-
nette had been fitted with a ball head, or if

the horses had had linen collars on, all would
have been well. Other members of the staff

passed in mental review before the chief's

perplexed mind, and still the momentus
question remaimed unsolved.

* * # *

"Please, Sir," said the domestic, entering

the room, where a pallid wreck, dead-beaten

with deep thought, reclined in his easy chair
—"Please, Sir, Mr. Scragg and Briskit's boy
wants to see yer." The thing was so start-

ling that it galvanised a moment's life into

the dilapidated chief, and he demanded with

some asperity why the butcher's boy should

wish to see him. The domestic didn't know,
and the enraged chief was about to order his

instant expulsion from the house, when some

internal monitor warned him to Bee the lad.

* * * *

To cut a tedious tale short, let it suffice to

say that Messrs. Scragg and Briskit's boy

—

John Smith explained that he had seen

about the row, and as there was one of his

profession in it, he thought the Editor of a

paper with so excellent a motto as that which
decorates our editorial column would wish to

have a fair report, and as a butcher boy and

a bicyclist, he considered himself especially

calculated for the task, especially as he had
arranged to go for a little Jubilee trip with

his friend, Mr. William Hawkins, and would
pass through the town where the trial was
fixed about the time it was held It is hardly

necessary to add that our noble chief gave
Mr. John Smith carte blanche in the matter,

and we apprehend his report in full. It oc-

curs to us that he sometimes premits his pro-

fessional enthusiasm and esprit de corps to

outrun his discretion, but in view of the "em-
inently practical" knowledge which he pos-

sesses, we prefer to let the MSS. go un-

touched.

* * * * .

"Ryal Uts Otel, Satdy Nite.

"Mister Eddyter,

"Sir,—Hin haccordance with the direktions

i received from you, i an my pal Bill Awkins
run down to Gilford on Satdy larst to tak a

full repport of the ole affair. Me and my pal

is both in the butcherin line ourselves, an we
would much sooner see most of the sighclists

sniasht than see the gnoble priverledges

which we butcher boys as on the road xtin-

guished. Me and my pal takes trarin to Leth-

ered, & there we gets orf, and after an offal

struggle thro bad roads & stones we gets to

Gildford; ere after some little search we finds

the cortouse in a bak street. I goes in, when
up comes a slop & says wot do i want, & i

says 'Press,' i says, and shoes im my card wot
ad got 'B N' printed on it. Well, say e, we
is got anuther on em ere; so e puts me & Bill

along side of a pale little gent in a summer
soot, & wispers e's on for anuther sigheling

paper. So i says preaps this is Mr. Nairn,

tho e don't look so portly as e mite, but any-

ways i'll try the fremasonry of the weel on

im, so i slaps im sudden like on the bak and
says, 'Olio! brother weelman, old cok, ow
goes it?' Insted of asking me to ave a drink,

the pale little gentleman says e aint a brother

weelman, and seems art; so i says to Bill, i

says, 'I calls such conduk Ion:' Well, the

pale cove must ave over card me, for e turns

round & says, 'Oh, hof korse if your a special

pal of F. P. L.'s i must apolergisc,' & e shakes

ands, but not asty like, then e Bays is name
is Smashed Candles, wich, i think e meant for

a joke, i wos just gettin reddy to larf wen i

see hour side a comin in. There was the

gent who represendid hus, as a profession i

meen. Got hup splendid- reach-me-down

sort o dittoes—large check-pattern short coat,

weskit, an pants, patunt lether botes, & a line

shiny stovepipe at. 'Hexcentrioity hof

genus,' says Candles— 'ere, ere,' says i, tho 1

don't know wot e meens. Wen our man took

off is at 1 see e'd been at the suet for is air.

'All,' says i to bill 'e aint dun is air with no
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THE NEW MAIL.
LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL!

At least, before purchase, see or send stamp for

Large Illustrated Catalogue of this Superb Wheel.

TRIGWELLS BALL HEAD.

One Thousand Miles Without Oiling

or Adjusting. Perfect Rigidity and

Ease of Steering. Greatest Modern

Improvement ! See Testimonials in

our Catalogue.

WARWICK'S NEW PERFECTION BACKBONE.
Sectional Views of Neck and Back Fork End. Increased thickness and strength

given at upper end. where is the greatest strain. Forks, also, same construction.

WARWICK'S NEW RIM.

No Seam Outside.

Thickened Metal at the

Bottom.

Cemented Tire.

Also.

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
for the

DEAL
BOYS' BICYCLE.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS,

107 WashLino-toii Street, Boston, IVIass.

" TEN THOUS. MILES ON A BL": A Gazetteer of

American Roads in Many States; an Encyclopaedia of

Wheeling Progress in Many Countries (908 pages of

675,000 words, including 75 pages of indexes with 22,806

references). Sent prepaid for $2 bv the manufacturers.

SPRINGFIELD PRINTING CO., Springfield, Mass.
Pamphlets of 48 pages, giving specimens of the indexes and

main text, " opinions of the press " and of subscribers, and

list of 160 depositories where the volume may be bought, are

mailed free to all who make application by postal-card to the

publisher, KARL KRON, at the University Building,

New York City, D.

THE^
BEST ROADSTER

#M&i
READILY
LEARNED
AN HOUR

PROVED BY SEVEN

YEARS HARD USE
SENO FOR IUUSTRATEO PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUM SON, Agent,
Stamford, Connecticut,

j crooVttuimhjjoj^eY'

[(§
LE RfWH]o^iok7^

(ADJUSTS MaRINGS.'TIGHTENS SCREWS.

Semoves J)Irt Without Wasmn&

\ Should be is every Wheelman ' s, TooT-T|

(J t Fi-ofaltKc c, jA*".

can live a! home, and make more money at work foi

us, than at anything else in this world. Capital not

needed; you are started free. Both sexes; all ages.

Any "lie can do the work. Large earnings sure from

first start. Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs

you nothing to send us your address and find out ; if you are wise

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT&CO., Portland.Me.

THE STANDARD SHOE.

Tins shoe has every qualification necessary to make ii the

test Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine

kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price. $4.
A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

l»» <*ns*-werine: Advertisements please mention tliis i>t»i>er.
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New Zealand fat, i'll bet that's prime South

Down an nothing else.'

"The cove wot did the lawyering for the

other side wos a werry quiet spoken gent—
our gent wos different, e spoke splendid, &
discribed the sighclists has Brigands an Igh-

waymen—in fak e let notoin parss but put in

a word hevery time e saw a chance. When i

eard is name wich it wos Forrest Fulton i

looks surcastic at the hother side & says to

bill i shood advise the bother side to remem-
ber the old sayin never holler till you'r hout

o the wood—cause wy a Forrests a lot bigger

than a Wood.
"Hafter a fu miner cases ad been disposed

of a party stands hup & says— 'all in this kase

cum forad,' & so i as a hopportunity of look in

at all the selebrated people hengaged. The
gent hon hour side wos very heloquent and
piled up the hagny no end callin the sighclists

i-waymen and bandits as i sed afore & pointin

hout the virchus of is client, is gnoble an
genllmanly feelin in refrainin from drivin

over Mrs. Smith & seterer & seterer.

"The first witness called wos a party with

short air, werry tite bags & is shoulders car-

ried werry igh whilst is ed was stoopin forad.

Candles sed it wos 'The Caborse,' wich i takes

to be sort of haliass. Wen e'd been sayin ow
the pair ad tried to drive over im hour gent

drops in an stops it. The next witness wos a

comparatively respektable lookin party

knone as 'Beadon the Bandit,' haliass 'The

Docter,' e gav is evidece hin a werry quiet

stile, & tho our man tried hever so to queer
im, e didn't suckseed, an as i wispered to Bill,

wo adn't took no notis of my joke, our cove
may be a Forrest, but e mustn't oiler till e's

out of the Wood, Bill laffed so arty that two
slops cam & chucked im directly. After the

Docter was dun with, we ad Langridge the

Leaper, a young man with surprized heyes,

and no houtward signs of belonging to the

criminal klarses. Owever, our gent soon put
that right, showin as ow this hinnercent-look-

ing cove was a hamateur garotter, & ad
jumped on to the back of the defendent, &
pretty nigh skragged im; an then we ad 'Illier

the Ighwaymen,' who ad is air short, and
looked just as if e'd done a bit of chokey re-

cently—as very likely e ad. Most Ighway-
men I've sen in pictures looked different

—

the penny plain an tuppence colored ones, I

mean, i spose this party was a penny one

—

any ow e was plain enough. Then we ad a

quiet-spoken gent named Nicholson, who said

a bit, and then another named Daniel. 'Istry

repeats itself,' wispered Mr. Candles to me.
'Daniel in the Liar's den,' e says, i wos about
to laff, but remembering Bill's fate i con-

trived to look werry Solemn, whereupon
the little gent looked werry unappy & miser-

able. Wy! Then we ad a man kalled Smith,

who our gent made out was in the abit of

manoverin his companions under the noses

of osses for fun, but nothing come of it. Then
our case come on, & 1 gent went on the stand

& put it all most clear ow e never said noth-

ing like a wicked word, and simply pulled

the orses eads to prevent their runnin over

the sighclist, ow a man brought is wip right

at em savage like, and ow, but for is presence

of mind, damage & hinjury must ave bin

done. Hin short e showed that e was a sort

o hangel in plain cloths and a top at. After

im cam the koachman, who ad a good apin-

ion of imself, sayin as ow the Docter asked

im to apoligise, takin im for the boss; and i

was ily hinterested to ear that this clever

koachman wipped the hamateur garotter

with the wip, which e said was in the soket

all the time.

"Hall this necesary took sum time, and then

the party for the hother side, a Mr. Moore
mad a most himpudent speetch, axing the

bench to himprison the gent, wereas every
thing was the hother way,

"Well, but! you will ardly bleve it, but

presently the magistrates says, 'Turner, Lan-

gridge and Hillier stand up.' So these three

go into the box, an a orful lookin lot they

wos. i was a waitin hexpectin to ear as they

ad 5 yeres for darin to drive on the same road

with a olesale butcher, wen to my orroi*, the

bench says, 'Summens against these thre

gents is dismissed.' Hi assure you, Mr. Rdy-
ter, you mite a knocked me down with a pole-

ax. Then they calls up hour cove, and, tomy
astonishment and disgus, they says that ad
hany injury been bin dun they would av
locked im up, but as there wasn't they fined

im the ighest penalty, £5, in each of the three

cases, and then they ad hinsult to hinjury by
givin one of the fivers to the persecuters side.

Wot a hupset of established customs is ere!

Wy, we butcher boys will av to be kareful ow
we drives round corners next, i kan write

no more my art is to ful.

JONVSMITH
is ^ mark.

Bicycling News.

Advertising Novelties.

The "Reading notice" is generally con-

ceded to be a very va'uable form ofadvertis-

ing. Disguised as a news item, the adver-

tisement steals upon us unaware, as we per-

sue the paragraph columns of the cycling

press. Powerful as are these little notices,

these promature news items, as we might fit-

tingly style them, they are seldom drawn up
with enough spirit. There should be more
force and literary style thrown into them

;

those who don't exactly catch our idea about
this matter, may take the hint from a few of
our new improved reading notices. We
have compiled them with great care and
while we have employed expensive literary

talent in their construction, we have placed
the price so low as to be within the reach of

the most impecunious manufacturer.

The Cycle Co., is so far behind with
their orders that they are running at full

blast twenty-six hours a day.
Style .1. to cts. per insertion.

They are selling back bones at three cents

a pound at the Cincinnati slaughter houses.

This kind of material may do for our com-
petitors, but we desire to state that in the

manufacture of cycles, we use only
the best hand-made gas pipe.

Yours truly,— Oo.
Styh /:. -., eta.

There are seventeen clergymen in Brook-

lyn riding the safety wheel.

Style C. 13 1-2 cts.,extraclergj/mentuppliedcU3 fox

A prominent western dealer writes to

"please send me one of your —
saddles, they are booming out hen- worse
than gas wells or real estate. The -

saddles made by - — are no good and
they are being sat down upon by all our
riders."

Style n. »/./"/.., insertion.

See tin' cycler wheeling
Dow 11 tin- rocky road,

1 > how sad iii's feeling

For In' lias a lua 1

1

Slung across Ms shoulders

!

\m\v, lie WOUld feel merrier

Wheeling o'er the bowlders,
with 's Luggage Carrier. For saleby

.111 dealers In cycling sundries.

1 Style I. $2.35.

James Smyth left his new - - Light

Roadster standing in front of his residence

last Tuesday. The beautiful wheel attracted

the eye of a cycle thief, who took it and had
barely started off when Mr. Smyth saw him
and gave chase, but owing to the easy run-

ning qualities of the Light Roadster,

he was unable to overtake the cycle thief

with the fastest horse. Smyth now wishes

that he had bought one of the Co's.,

heavy running wheels, for he would have
had no trouble in overtaking such a machine
a foot.

Style /'. 91.25, with black heading, IS ctt. 1 vtra.

We offer these advertising novelties to the

awaiting public. They are warranted to in-

crease any business twenty-five per cent, or

money refunded. We have hired an exper-

ienced paying teller, who will perch behind

a rich mahogany desk and refund money to

all dissatisfied advertisers. Special puffs to

order on short notice.

P. S.—Give us a call and examine our
large stock of samples.

It was on a Michigan avenue car yesterday .

An oldish woman, having three or four par-

cels on the seat beside her, listened for a

while to a conversation between two men
on the opposite seat and then leaned for-

ward and asked :

"Were you talking about races?"

"Yes'm," replied one.

"< ioing to be in town?"
"Yes'm."
''What kind of races."

'

"Horse racing, ma'am."
"Oh, it is? Wall, that's all. If it's hoss

racing I don't keer to hear any more about
it."

"What kind of racing did you want to see?"

"Who? Me? Oh, I kinder belong to the

church and I don't believe in any sort of

racing, but if they've got to race, and if I've

got to be there, I like to see about a dozen
fellers hop on to them boycikles and go
tearing and ripping—hip hurrah, hurrah

—

around a track—hi-a-h-h-h!"

And she breathed hard and wiped the sweat

off her nose, and when everybody laughed
she said she begged their pardon and hoped
they wouldn't lay it up against her.

—

Detroit

Free Press.
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THE
GOYENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY'S

Hlff

[frQtw {Method of Converting, Very Simple and Expeditions. Can be T^idden by Two Ladies.

Double Steering. .Admitted by both T{iders and the Tress to be the 'Best Tandem for All -Round

%oad Work in the {Market.

THE MARLBORO' CLUB TRICTCLE
For i88j is fitted with 26-inch Steering-Wheel and Extended 'Bearings. It is the Strongest.

Simplest, and Handsomest Single Tricycle made.

THE CLUB AND UNIYERSAL CLUB BICYCLES
Have Many Improvements.

**>
Catalogues sent free on application.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY
239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass,

In. ans-werlng Advertisements t>le«.»«* mention tills t»e*i>er-.
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Jottings from Across Three States.

1 ominc! so unexpectedly the

news that the W 111:1:1 ,m kn '

B

Gazette has shifted its

base of operations from

Springfield, Mass. to In-

dianapolis, Ind. throws me
into what a Hibernian cy-

cler would call a "dol-

drum," for my knowledge
of geography fails to help me in locating

three rivers of first water notoriety between
Philadelphia and Indianapolis over which to

ship these notes. The Ohio would do- for

one, but beyond this I am not well enough
versed in the topography of the country
to name two other streams of like fame, 80

1 am under the necessity of dropping the

old heading under which these notes hereto-

fore appeared, and casting about on all sides

I cannot find a more appropriate title than

the one which appears above, so if it satisfies

all parties we will retain it.

I hope that its imigration westward will add
to the successfulness and usefulness of the

Gazette, and while most cyclers no doubt
are sorry to have the historic associations of

Springfield roughly broken up as they have
been, still the inevitable is the inevitable, and
as for a century past the march of empire
has most unequivocally swept westward,
so it is only natural to expect that it should

continue to move in the same direction.

The knowing ones in New York and other

extremely live localities of the east think we
are a slow lot here in Philadelphia, so I am
rather diffident about turning in to the

fraternity in Indianapolis what may not

prove entertaing enough material, but as the

Gazette in its future career ough t to spread

out and cover a larger territory than ever,

and as the tastes of folks differ considerably

prehaps the jottings may still find favor.

Prehaps you think out west that we sit still

here and let the world wag as it will, well

though we do not indulge in lantern parades

ofcloseontwo hundred men like the one
recently given in Minneapolis, we neverthe-

less do some kicking around. For one thing

take the late fuss between a cycler and a

buggy driver in our park here. The cycler

a mere boy got into a squabble with an in-

fluential driver on one of the park drives,

and the handler of the ribbons treated the

pusher of the pedals to a taste of the whip.

When legal proceedings were taken, of course

each side had its story, but the results are

suggestive of the true inwardness. The bug-

gy driver drew in his horns and acknowl-
edging he was just a "wee bit"' wrong, com-
promised to the tune of $125. It was scarcely-

more than a week after the time the papers

noticed the afforesaid occurrence that

another outrage of a like nature had to be

chronicled. The victim of the horseman's
whip in the instance just referred to where
$125 was recovered, was Fred Conningsbv a

youth, unconnected with the L. A. W. or any
club. The second victim of road hog favors

was Mr. Evans who in addition to being a

full grown man is also a member of the L. A

.

W. Mr. Evans was taking an evening ride,

when, as he states, just inside one of the

park entrances, he was wantonly and with-

out provocation cul over the shoulders with
a whip by a buggy driver who declared the

wheelmen should not be allowed on the

roads. Mr. Evans dismounted and went to

a guard house close by
, but finding it empty,

he by the advise of some by slanders followed

up his assailant personally. The latter find-

ing he was pursued, whipped up his horse

and did his best to get away, but finally after

a five mile chase, tired out and reeking with

perspiration, Mr. Evans had the satisfaction

of catching his man, and handing him over

to a park guard. On being caught the bug-

gy driver who turned out to be a Mr. Oarnall,

a produce merchant of the city, commenced
to realize the fix he had got himself into, and
begged hard to get off. He even tendered

his watch as security for his appearance, but

the park guard remarked that he was not

in a pawnshop, would have none of it, and
sending away the horse and buggy Mr.

Evans had his assailiant locked up. He re-

mained in confinement for about twenty-

four hours, when bail being secured this

mighty road-hog was released to await

further developements. Mr. Isaac Elwell

who is president of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club, and attorney for the Pennsylvania

Division, has the case in hand and says that

he is determined to push it to the last ex-

tremity/

Karl Kron's book is floating around here,

and it is curious to hear the different ex-

pressions of opinion respecting it. Some
people express unqualified satisfaction with

it, others extreme disgust at receiving what
they consider a conglomeration of facts

of little interest to them or as they think to

anyone else. A verdict pitched middle way
between the two extremes would convey-

perhaps about a first estimate of the value of

the work, it cannot be altogether praised

nor can it be wholly condemned. It partakes

more of the nature of a book of reference

than anything else, and this is or will be one
of its weak poms for a book of reference

must be kept up to date or it is valueless.

Our English cousins do not seem to look on
the production with much favor, but then

prejudice in their case respecting things

American, has something to do with their

opinion.

The intolerable hot weather characteristic

of this locality during the summer was not

conductive to much activity on the road.

Notwithstanding this however, a fair amount
of touring has been done by Quaker City

riders. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has

every year a two weeks outing. One year

the route was to Lake George, another year

it was to Niagara, this year the riders of

"Pennsy" followed the path of their own
state to the picturesque wilds of Pike county

going by way of the well known Delaware

gap, and the trip of 1SS7 is regarded by those

members fortunate enough to have partici-

pated in it as being one of the most enjoya-

ble on record. To Captain A. C. Roberts,

who has filled his position almost from the

foundation of the club, belongs the credit of

organizing and keeping up these annual

club wheel perigrinations. It is a feature of

"Pennsy" club life which could \ cry well be
noted and copied by other cycling organi-

zations, for there is nothing like an annual
club outing to bring the men together, and
keep up a healthy club life.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club is busy
moving into its new club house. This is

going to be one of the most complete cycling

club houses in the country. I say going to

be, for it is not yet finished, and though the

club is moving into it owing to the expira-

tion of their time in the old house. The
formal opening will not take place until

some time in the fall. When everything gets

fixed up I shall send you an account of what
"Pennsys" members expect to be the beau
ideal of a cycling domicile.

Some interest is being taken in the racing

line in Philadelphia, for a wonder, and ac-

cording to latest reports, monthly race

meetings are to be a feature of this season
here. The great trouble with respect to

matters of the sort in Philadelphia, appears
to be that there is a lack of hormonious
action on the part of the local cycling organ-

izations. The utmost harmony seems to pre-

vail all through the Pennsylvania Division,

and every one seems satisfied with our new-

Chief Consul Geo. Jessup of Scranton. Mr.
Jessup has proved himself a liberal minded
and level headed chief, and if he still pursues
his anti-partisan policy he will run the

Division up to even a more notable degree
of prominence than is at present character-

istic of it. His latest action of appointing

Mr. John A. Wells a representative, shows
pretty well his line of policy. Mr. Wells
was his predecessor in office, and one of the

parties in the New York fracas, which raised

such a stir some time since in the League
world. Though in the minority and to use

a vulgar expression "getting left" Mr.
Wells did not loose the confidence of his

fellow Division members, and Mr. Jessup
knowing this evinced much tact and a kindly-

spirit in appointing Mr. Wells to fill the

position which he at present holds.

A race meeting is scheduled in Philadel-

phia for August 6th. If Temple's record or

anybodys else record "goes broke" you may-

expect to be informed of the fact.

Philadelphia, July 30, '87. CHRIS.

First English Wheelman <•> Second Ditto: \rr>.inr

boy, (t<> you know 1 believe that fellow Blaine la an
Imposltor? rii" other evening at Lord Wlgglesbj 's

reception 1 asked him what he thought of senator
Morgan and he said be didn't know him ; yet the
bloomlu' Fraud claims to have been In Congress tor

twentj years

!
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Before Ptarcriasdng; Your New Wheel,
Send for this Catalogue.

60 Pages of

Information.

O

O

s

12 Distinct

Patterns.

S/ua'lT. Cl*^K, 8^ Co.

lAPOffTEIfS^SOLE AQENT§ •<•

Baltimore ' Md. +

Free to all

Applicants.

O

o

o

17 Handsome

Illustrations.

FVill Roadsters, Light Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, with the unequaled Quad=
rant Steering.

Acknowledge! 1 by all Competent Judges to he the Leading
Line of Wheels for 1887.

I» answering A<a.-v-e»rtisen::»eM.t;i» i3le«.ss© mention Mils iDai^©*".
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for a moment, you
dog; a plain, gothic,

energetic tail and

Bike.

F.all the pleasant friends

I have met in Chicago,

and of the many more I

hope to meet there, Bike

shall take a second place

to none. Gentle reader,

do you ask "who is this

Bike?" Keep your seat

shall learn. Bike is a

yellow dog with a short

arge soulful red eyes.

When Bike opened said eyes to look for the

first time upon this great, cold, unsympa-

thetic world, he found that cruel fate had

located him in Chicago, his specific address

being the Gormully & Jeffery stables. It

was here that Ned Oliver found the little

stranger. He was taken into the office where

he made the acquaintance of the entire force.

An informal meeting of the stock-holders

and employees was held to decide upon a

name for him. "Ephriam Alexander" was

considered, but was set aside being to bulky,

"Beauty" was a good name, but it lacked ap-

plication. Finally Whittaker's suggestion

prevailed and the dog was named "Bike."

Ned Oliver took him home. Ned is very

fond of pets and there was something about

Bike's frank open mouthed manners that

pleased him wonderfully. It soon became

apparent, however, that Bike had sucummb-
ed to his natural environments and early ac-

quired the flea habit. Several residents of

the flat mentioned the matter to Mr. Oliver,

but he passed around the cigars, and quieted

the talk with a little diplomacy, He did not

use diplomacy on the dog, preferring Sapolio

and corrosive sublimate, but right along

through thick and thin Bike's little friends,

the fleas stuck to him.

Bike thinks a great deal of his fleas and de-

votes a large share of his spare moments to

them. It was while sitting in a third story

window, one sunny afternoon, frolicing with

his little playmates that Bike fell out and

broke his leg. None of the fleas were injured.

This was a great disappointment to the other

occupants of the flat; had he broken his neck

or killed all the fleas there would have been

greater satisfaction.

As soon as Bike became convalescent he

was removed to the factory at the request of

Mr. Oliver's neighbors. It was here that I

first met him. He was in the saddle room at

the time making a light lunch off of scrap

leather. As Mr. Oliver introduced us he

limped up and rubbed a few fleas onto my
pants as a token of friendship, then took up
his position between my legs, which he re-

tained during my stay in the building. Bike

seemed to like me first rate and so did

his fleas, and some of them became very

much attatched to me. I learned that Bike

was a dog of many noble traits. He had a

pleasant way of entering into conversation

with a frequent rich contra-alto yelp, and ever

and anon, he would bite off a portion of one's

pants, in a merry, off-hand way. He would
do these things every time I sat down; when
I got up to walk, he limped along between

my legs. I didn't like to kick him away be-

cause I did not want to start a runnning feud

between the Gazette and the Gormully &
Jeffery Co., but many a time during the day

I longed to be with that dog alone for just Ave

minutes, still] I would have been satisfied

with a compromise that would have permit-

ted him to leave me alone for the balance of

the day. But he stuck to me, only one time

did I shake him and that was when I tried to

lure him into the enameling ovens thai 1

might lose him. He staid outside and waited

for me, then and when I came out and found

him I suddenly remembered that I would
have to hurry to catch the train.

I do not know what great wrong I have

ever done to Ned Oliver. I am willing to

leave it to all who know us both that my
dealings with him have been just and honor-

able. But be that as it may, just as I had
said farewell to everybody, from Birdie Mun-
ger down, Oliver grasped my hand and said

"Old man, you may have him, I have noticed

how much you like him and strong as is our

attachment for him, we will give him to you
if you will be

k
good to' him and treat him as

your own."
"Take who?" I hoarsly asked of the young

man who was weeping on my shoulder.

"Take Bike, gentle little Bike, and be good
to him, treat him as—

"

"No sir! not by a great deal I won't" said I,

"if there is any treating to be done I prefer

to treat the entire crowd."

So we caught Bike and shut him in a fire-

proof safe, that he might not follow us as we
stepped around the corner.

From Our British Correspondent.
After a spring of unexampled badness,

summer weather set in with astonishing sud-

denness, early in June, and we have since

had a period of drought as strikingly in con-

rast to the preceding humidity as possible,

so that from chronic muddiness the roads

have transformed to a state of universal

sandiness, and the heat has been as oppres-

ive as the cold was unpleasant immediately

before.

All our amateur championships, but two
have been held, and W. A. Illston is con-

queror on the bicycle, while the tricycle

championships are distributed to separate

men. I have not a file of the paper at hand,

but believe that it was in the Gazette that

I criticized young Illston's riding a twelve
month ago, and remarked upon the promis-

ing form he displayed at the Alexandra
Park tournament that year, so that I may
lay the flattering unction to my soul that I

was the only writer to discern his sterling

quality at the time. Furnival has not been
riding this year, except in two or three races

(which he won) and Illston had little diffl-

cult\ in winning the one mile with hi> i mi

one spurt, in his own inimitable neat st\ le of

riding, but at twenty-live miles he devel-

oped staying power that astonished not a

few, and there is every probability that he

will place the remaining two bicycle events

—five, and twenty-five miles—to his credit,

as F. J. Osmond seems to have gone stale

through over-training, and we have not any
other men of sufficiently good championship

quality to beat Illston.

The tricycle championships have been

more open questions. R. J. Mecredy, the

Irish rider, was a pretty warm favorite for

each race, but in the first ridden (26 miles

he unaccountably failed to retain a spurt for

the finish, and was badly left by F. J. Os-

mond, who won handsomely, although

never racing on a tricycle before. G. P.

Mills, the road-riding demon, started in this

race, (as in others of the championships) but

cut up very poorly, having no speed or skill

on the path. In the one mile, Mecredy was
pitted against not only G. Gatehouse (the

Cambridge University crack 1 but also E.

Kiderlen, the Dutch champion, and several

other sterling sprinters, in the event, Kider-

len won the sprint. Last of all came the five

miles, for which Kiderlen and Mecredy were
the favorites, but in this heat the Dutchman
was cleverly beaten by Frank Moore, (a for-

mer bicycle champion who has recently

taken to tricycling with great success) and
the final heat fell to Mecredy, who won bj

accidents, his opponents colliding behind

him, although the Irishman would undoubt-

edly have won in any case.

In all these competitions, the times ruled

fast, and a large number of standard medals
were won by competitors, although the

records did not actually go except from 21

to 25 miles. The tricycles used for racing

this year are very much smaller and lighter

than previously; thirty inch drive wheels

being usual, and twenty-seven to thirty

pounds a not uncommon weight, so that it is

probable some more records will be badly

broken ere long, although up to the present

the only times affected have been above
twenty miles in the twenty-five mile tricycle

race, and the fractional, and mile tricycle

records, which have been lowered several

times already, now standing at: quarter-

mile, half mile, three-quarters mile, and one

mile, 2 mi. 35fs.—E. Kiderlen.

E. B. King.21 mi es, 1 hr 8 mi. :>7 sec

22 ' 1 " 12 " 20 "

23 ' 1
" 15 " 51

24 ' 1 " 19 " 11 1 "

25 ' 1 " 22 " 24) "

In a practice spin, on trial against time,

Kiderlen and Turner have ridden a tandem
tricycle:

Half mile, 1:19$; Three quarter mile, 1:58 ;

One mile, 2:38

In a race, Illston has reduced the bicycle

record: half mile, 1:14. Of these, the most
remarkable is the mile tricycle record.

Even when Gatehouse rode twenty miles

within the hour, last year, nobody would
have predicted that the tricycle mile time
would so soon be brought below the cele-

brated "2::59,'" which created such a furore
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BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal

discount to dealers. Manufactured by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

YOU CANT BEAT THIS!

USE

HAWK'S LIQUID EHHPIEL
BECAUSE

It has no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles.

Even' bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction.

A fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I ran fit AXY BICYCLE with COW-HORX
HANDLE-BARS for $4.50 per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PAY YOU
TO SEND TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, N. J.

FOR ANYTHING YOU MAY WANT
IN THE CYCLE LINK

See their NEW CATALOGUE.

THE DANA BICKFORD

FfljniLY KNITTING millIBS.

Every family should have one, as they will produce with

ease, neatness, and dispatch, every knitted article required by

the household, and of just the quality, texture, and weight

desired.

Send for Catalogue of Prices to

THE DANA BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE CO.

795 Broadway, New York City.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps .1 large
lock ol pan foi repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines w: :d Send 2-cent stamp for catalogs oi

American wheels.

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.

Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.

Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2i ounces;
length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writes :

" I bought one of your

Locks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only

Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with ; and yet two

bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office.'

Can he had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-

paid on receipt of $1.
MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

THE CELEBRATED
FRANK B.C0NVER5E,

MANl'lACTl'RED BV

- JOHN F. STRATTON.-
49 MAIDEN LANE, - NEW YORK.

JUST FILLS THE BILL!

THE ROSS IMPROVED

Duiacnasio Luggage carrier.

FOR CRANK AND STAR BICYCLES

POSITION FOR COASTING.

Above cut represents bundle in position for coasting only (at

right angle with handle-bars). In ordinary riding the bundle

is turned parallel with the handle-bars.

New, neat, and pronounced by all riders to be The Most
Convenient Luggage Carrier Ever Made. Can be at-

tached or detached instantly. Bundle can be strapped to

Carrier when detached. In Coasting bundle can be turned

entirely out of the way without dismounting. Also many
other advantages offered in the Ross Detachable entirely

unknown in the use of any other bundle support. Don't buj

an old-style Carrier until you have seen it. Made in the best

manner, nickeled and highly polished. Only $1 ; by mail,

$1, to. Liberal discount to the trade.

C. H. ROSS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

Agents Wanted. 46 Columbia St., ALBANY, N. Y.

flST THE JiOSS CARRIER FREE .' To any

one sending us an order for six Carriers we will send one of

the Ross Detachable Luggage Carriers free.

In ordering, state name of wheel.

BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $1 bv mail

Circular free. E. TAYLOR & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Best Goods al Lowest Prices!
Punni 1

1 '- 1 elebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

$4 .1 pair. Knee-Breei hes oul oi ( lassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, < heviot, etc., same price. Besl Long Bicycle Stockings,

Si a pail Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

•ATENT At'PI.IEl

EUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND,
New, novel, durable, and adjustable for different sizes and

styles of cycles and riders' strength. Invaluable for exercising,

training, and teaching beginners; also for cleaning, holding,

exhibiting, and saving bicycles from injury, and for benefits

derived from cycling the whole year. Dealers will find them of

great service in selling and exhibiting cycles. Sold by bicycle

manufacturers and agents generally. Price $7.50. Agents
wanted M. A. WOODBURY. 43 Mechanic St.. Bradford. Pa.

A GREAT BARGAIN !

GRAB IT QUICK! $5©
54-INCH ROYAL MAIL RACER.

55-INCH RUDGE RACER.
In first-class condition, and worth $100. Send for description.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.

In nickel-plated case. Improved for

1887, and price reduced to 35 cents, or

four for $1.

GREGHILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily

earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Bovs and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this may send their

address, and test the business, we make this offer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for

the trouble of writine. Full particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

To Advertisers!

We wish to call your attention to the advantages of T/w
L. A, II'. Bulletin as an advertising medium.

It goes to every member of the League of American
Wheelmen, and has a circulation above 10,000 copies.

It goes to every Bicycle Club room, public library, free

reading room, and Young Men's Christian Association in

America.

It contains the official notices of the League, and all

cycling news.

It goes to a class of voting men who have money to spend

The advertisements 111 The Bulletin are read as carefully

as the news.

Our rates are not high, when the circulation and the

character of the paper are considered.

Issued every Friday.

Abbot Bassett,
SECRETARY -EDI TOR,

22 School Street, Boston, Mass,

In answering A.cJ-v^**i;i4*ts**ie>«^-ts i>le>e»s-s«3 lrieiition *1"»1» i»e»i»e>:r.
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when it was first ridden on a bicycle at

Springfield.

On the road, nothing very noteworthy has

been done. Mills rode a tricycle fifty miles

in two minutes faster time than the previous

record; and C. W. Bown claims a record for

one hundred miles on a tricycle in very poor

time—7 hr. 54 mi. 10s. But the road records

will not be worried very much just yet, as

the surfaces of our best record making routes

are in unusually bad condition, and it will

be in September and October that the serious

business of road racing against time will set

in.

A case which has excited a great deal of

interest among wheelmen, arose on the fam-

ous Ripley Road a few Sundays ago. A
wholesale butcher of the anti-cycling type,

which you in America denominate a "road

hog," drove a waggonnette deliberately

against a pair of tandem riders, who only es-

caped collision by taking to the grass. A
general scrimmage followed, wherein a horde
of cyclists took part against the "road hog"
and his groom, and in the event the cyclists

gained a decisive victory, obtaining their

assailant's address and subsequently having
him fined in the highest penalty—fifteen

pounds—imprisonment being only avoided

by the circumstance that no actual damage
was done to the cyclists.

The greatly puffed-up "International

Tournament" came off at the Alexandra
Park, but was not a pecuniary success, al-

though the entries and racing were excel-

lent. The badness of the track is unques-

tionably the reason for this, as there seems
to have been nothing whatever done to re-

pair the path during the past twelve month,
occasionally, desultory jobs of patching and
rolling are done, and during the major por-

tion of the year the track is left to go to rack

and ruin. So it is expected that we shall

have no more "tournaments" at the "A. P.,"

but in all probability the Birmingham people

will get one up next year on a larger scale

than ever.

Cycling life in England is becoming al-

most unbearable to riders who take a keen
interest in the sporting side of the pastime,

on account of the prominence given to

"trade" matters in our journals; and the

makers of cycles display as much animosity
and acrimony towards one another that even
the most straightforward of amateur riders

are accused of malpractises by the people in

hostility to the make of machine they happen
to ride. Races on the path and road, and
hill-climbing competitions, alike suffer fiom
the infusion of trade jealousies, and the

meanest subterfuges are resorted to by some
firms to belittle the wares of opposition

houses. In America, I am aware, this sort

of thing has been going on to a great extent

for a long time past, but your chief manufact-
uring firms seem to be, at the least, tolerably

honorable and gentlemanly in their dealings

and counter dealings, which cannot be said

of our cycle tradesmen, some of whom are

the most blackguardly and illiterate boors,

whose exaltation from the bench and the

vice to the counting-house and the arm-chair

is due to good luck in money matters, un-

supported by good breeding or any refined

instinct. This sort of thing is threatening to

ruin the sport, and disgust ladies and gen-

tlemen from active participation in the

pastime. Faed. London, July 15, '87.

Ivr/rxtS.,.

PAPERS— [», i. .
igusnEtt

Sale and Exchange.
Advertisements inserted in this department at

the rate of one cent per word for each insertion, cash
with the order. This rate is only made to wheelmen
unconnected with the trade. To the trade, regular
rates.

COB SALE—50Inch nickeled Ideal almost new. $45r A bargain. Frank i:. Hill, Three Rivers, Mich.

puii>s—Fine, heavy bristol, 75 CtS. per hundred,
^L. A. W. and local club designs. Give initials of
club and League number. Sam Mililer, Box 356,
llagerstown, lid.

pmt sale—50 Inch Expert, ball bearings, cow horn
' handles, full nickeled, Kirkpatrick saddle, never
ridden fifty miles. Price $100. H. W. Meyers, Ilazle-
ton, l'a.

poK sale—53 inch Rudge Light Roadster, good or-
r der and cheap, .fdO. W. G. Heberhart, Madison,
Ind.

p»l( sale—34 inch 1887 Victor Light Roadster, used
r but two months, cheap for cash. A. W. Allen,
50 North Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.

Cor SALE—Facile, 46 inch, latest pattern (1886-7)
r ball bearings all round, dropped handle bars,
Lillibridgc saddle, telescope tool bag, etc. In per-
fect condition except slight injury to one crank
rod-fork, not perceptible. Ridden about 60 miles
Price .$100. J. W. Ilillman, Cape Vincent, N. Y.

agents. One thousand nicely printed dodgers
"free, sent with each Eruka Home Trainer ordered
CO. I), or cash with order, before October 188". As
a local advertisement they are worth twice the cost
<>f trainer and the trainer is worth double the ain't
it is sold at. No rider can afford to be without one.
jM. A. Woodbury, Bradford, Pa.

D.vcEK l'oi; trade, Used but a few times on the
"•trade, in prime condition; will trade for high-
grade light roadster in good condition. For partic-
ulars address, "Racer" care Gazette office.

anted.—Pair of second-hand ball pedals cheap
Lewis W. Iilanchard, Centerville, N. Y.w

»T»|

\ [ DO YOU \NANT AD QG ?

jjvtg If bo, send for DOtJ HITYERS'
_-.4pQk CJUIUE, containing colored plates,

Wi'. **«*iK mO euuraviiiK* of different breeds,

?^™!s I>r ' <
"r * they are worth, and where to

buy them. Directions for Training
» Doks and Breeding Ferrets. Mailed

for 15 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog
Furnishing Goods of all kinds.

Then send for Practical POUL.'TRY BOOK. lOO i>a»es; beau-
tiful colored plate; engravings
of nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip-
tions of the breeds ; how to capouize

;

plans for poultry houses; information
about incubators, and w hero to buy
P-K«s from best stock nt $1.50
per silling. Sent for 15 Cents.

IHI u.o.m-.iu.icM!
T~.,: r -..-t (I..-, DAAI/ /\ IT" i ' A £ "> I?If so, yon need the BOOK OF CAGE

BIRDS, isjo paces. loO illus-
trations. Beautilui colored plate*
Treatment and breeding of all kinds Cage
birds, for pleasure and profit. Dinoases
and their cure How to build and stock
an Aviary. All about Parrots. Prioee
all kinds birds, cages, etc. Maded for
15 Cents. The Three Books, 40 Cls

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
237 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

w

Bt.^^J.sJJ^.J.P^.,LJ»~l",=,lgCT=rtr

Words and Music by CIIAS. B. HOLCOMB, Tariffville. (t.

A spirited, rousing air. Just the thing for wheelmen to
sing at their club rooms and at tlmir homes. Full four-part
song, with piano accompaniment ami chorus, Single copy,
10 cents. Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Indiana Bicycle Co's
Clearance Sale of Second-Hand and

Shop Worn Bicycles.

INI>IAXAI »OT^IS*S, IM>.
1—28 Inch Otto new but old style $ 7

2—82 " otto new but old st \ le 10

3—36" Otto new but old style 18

i n " Otto, new style, BO

5—46 " Ideal, 1885 pattern new 80

6—46" Otto new but little shop worn :;.",

7—48" Otto, new but little shop worn .;:

8—46" Otto special, fair condition, 26

9 18" Otto Special, in splendid condition,
10-48" Rival, roller bearings to both wheels io

li—."in " Standard Columbia, talr condition,
12—62" American Challenge, fair, 32

13-52" American challenge, new, simp worn 86

14—52 " Standard ( 'olunibla, 36

15—52 " Radge Lt Roadster, used :; inns.

16—52 " Am. Rudge, cow horn bars, spade
handles, 75

17—52" Lt. Champion, used one month, 100

18—52" Victor, splendid 100

19—52" Expert Columbia full nickel, splendid 86

20—52 " Expert Columbia, full nickeled

used two months, 1 15

21—52" Expert Columbia, spade handles, no
22—54 " Expert Columbia, full nickeled,

ball bearings, splendid condition, 85

23—54" American Challenge, good condition, (5

24—56" Premier, ball bearings, splendid 60

28—56 " Sansparlel Lt. Roadster, ball bearings 65

29—58 " Expert Columbia, c. h. bars, ball ped. 86

30—42" American Safety, ball bearings, fine 76

31—42" Columbia Safety, shop worn, 100

32—14 " American Safety, Shop worn, 86

84— Marlborough Club Tricycle, but little used 126

35

—

Columbia Tandem, used two months 200

36— Old Style Victor Tricycle, 50

37— Columbia Three Track Tricycle, 60

38 48" Victor enameled, 1886 pattern, balls

all around. A tine machine,
39 Is" Victor enameled, almost new. 1886

pattern, leg guards, balls all around
40 50" Victor enameled, excellent; used

only two months. 1887 pattern, balls

41 54" Victor enameled, fair condition:
spade handles, 1885 pattern, balls

42 64 " ltudge, nickeled forks and spine,

very good, balls to both wheels
13 54 " American Rudge, enameled, but lit

tie used, balls to both wheels
44 ."it

•• American Rudge, enameled, Fair

condition, balls to both wheels
f"> 54 " Expert.full nickeled, fair condition,

bails to both wheels, Victor pedals
46 54" Victor, enameled, almost new rid-

den very little. 1886 pattern, balls

47 55" Rudge Lt. Roadster enameled, fair;

T bandies, victor pedals, balls

48 56" Columbia Expert, enameled, good
condition, balls to both wheels

49 56" British Challenge, enameled, excel

lent, balls to both wheels
50 56 " Apollo, enameled, line condition, al-

most new . balls all around
51 56" Victor, enameled, very good, 1886

pattern, balls all around
52 58" Victor, enameled, used six weeks.

bails all around, 1886 pattern
58 58 " Victor, nickeled fork and spine, fair,

balls all around. 1886 pattern 75

54 46" American Safety, ball bearings:

cow horn bars and spade bandies

55 52 " Royal Mail 85

56 ten 18 in i Uto special new but shop worn SO each
,"i7 two Springfield roadsters, used as sam-

ples 65 each

58 six 52 Inch Light Experts, new .cow born

bars spade handles 106

59 Three VI inch same as ,above 106

The above list of second band Wheels are all in

good, rldeable condition, and each one Is a bargain.
Will be soltl at the above net prices. ( irder quickly,
and do not stop to correspond. Order only b>
numbers. You will not make a mistake l>\ order
ing one of these wheels at the price named, send
.fill with order and w e will send C. 1 1. 1>. for balance.

80

85

95

80

To

65

60

95

75

75

66

SO

85

90
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When Bull Nicholson was at Detroit, some
of the Star boys who had heard much about

his spurt, asked him how he did it.

"Do you take a short, quick stroke or a long

slow one?" Bull winked knowingly and
remarked, "I compromise by making it quick

and long."
*

* *

Speaking of Indiana racing men, it is curi-

ous to note how wild Holingsworth gets in a

long race. His strength holds out wonder-
fully, but he looses that cool self control that

every racer should have, At the Clarksville

race we were delegated to wait at a certain

point on the road to give Sam water as he

passed. Presently he came down the road

drinking some yellowish liquid from a cup.

"Want some water, Sam?" we called. "Yes,

yes, run ahead there, aint you got any sense,

run ahead, I can't take it here," and in this

cheerful way Sam chased us down the road

a couple of hundred yards. It is no fun

sprinting against a cycler, especially when
the runner has to carry a tin cup of water.

The next time we saw Sam we asked him
why he made such a fuss about taking his

water at the turn.

"At the turn," he said "Did I get water at

the turn?"

"Why certainly."

"Well I don't know one fellow from
another when I'm racing."

Again at the Crawfordsville race, Sam got
off his wheel at the fifty mile finish, and in a
manner quite different from his usual quiet

demeanor, loudly demanded "something in

a cup." He insisted that he hadn't had a
drink since starting, although everyone
knew that two of his own brothers had been
up the road attending to him.

*
* *

We understand that Hicks, of the Post-

Dispatch would like to get up an editorial

race. When he mentioned the scheme to us
we assured him of our approval, but sug-

gested that it be postponed until next season

so as to give some of the editors of our
esteemed contemporaries a chance to learn

to ride.

*
* *

An Indianapolis preacher who rides a
safety, also has a tricycle for his wife. When
they go out on the road together, the

stronger of the two has the lighter machine,
this difficulty, the ingenious inventor obviates
by joining the back bone of the bike to the

front of the trike by a strong rope, in this

way they skip along over the roads and the

lady finds herself relieved of a great deal of
hard pedaling.

*
* *

Speaking of tandems and other multiplied

wheels, reminds us of a little conversation

we had with a tall, raw-boned Texan in re-

gard to Singer's Victoria.

It was during the St. Louis meet. We were
leaning on the railing ofthe Chas. P. Chateau,

and the Victoria was standing just behind

us.

"What would they be apt to think of six-

in-hand out your way," we asked thrusting

our thumb over our shoulder.

"Wall" drawled the Texan, "I reckon if

they was all small suit they would call it a

miss-deal, an' say nawthin' more about it,

but if all six of 'em should happen to be aces,

I recond you'd have to hang for it."

Why I Did Not Win.

Reasons are as numerous as flies in a blue

berry pie. To race, one must train. I

trained, that is one reason why I lost. I

trained it, to various points on the B. I. & C.

Y. railroad, and now after it is all over, it

seems to me that I would have done better

had I put in these wasted moments in riding

my bicycle. The B. I. & C. Y. road is not

conducive to speed, and those who have to

ride over it always wonder why the law of

Illinois takes the unnecessary precaution of

limiting its speed to twelve miles an hour.

To race, one must diet. I dieted, that is

another reason why I lost. For breakfast I

would content myself with a humble meal
of cold potatoes, fried tripe and black coffee.

For dinner, ice water, pie, watermelon and a

tooth pick; the latter was usually eaten in

front of a high priced restaurant, as a guar-

antee of good faith. At supper time I us-

ually let myself out a trifle and ordered beef

steak, potatoes, corn, beans, cucumbers,

tomatoes, pickles, applesauce, berries, a few
pieces of cake, and a glass of iced tea.

Then I would wander forth into the calm,

straw-colored moonlight, and wonder how
the other boys were getting along with their

training and if they wouldn't give consider-

able for a large sized octagonal meal. Then
I wander about until midnight, calmly con-

tent in the knowledge that one who can
stand a thorough course of training can win
anything.

To win races one must use judgment.
Generally I do, but last time when I run the

seventeen mile championship of Alaska, I

tried using my feet (sometimes judgment
won't do the pedaling) besides I felt that my
feet represented two large, and growing
factions that could no longer be ignored.

This is another reason why I got left. Be-

fore entering a race always observe that at

least half the spokes in your wheel are tight,

and your bearings are sober. Also note

that your saddle is fastened securely in

place; if it is not, tie it down firmly with a

piece of pink twine. It is very ticklish to

have your seat slide down to the little wheel
and leave you sitting on the back bone,

wondering how long it will be before the

blame thing will shift around and catch the

big wheel.

Always let well enough alone. If you are
making pace you are probably going as fast

as you can, so don't get mad at the other
fellow for not relieving you. Even if he has

promised to make a hippodrome of the race,

he may be able to set more pace than you
can take care of and lap you. He may try

to lap you any way. If he does, the best

thing to do is to tell some of your friends on
the back stretch that you have a terrible

pain in your gall, or some other disabling

locality; that will let you out and gain you
the sympathy of your own crowd at least.

Don't take your girl to see you race. Sup-

pose you get badly left, how will you ex-

plain it to her. You can't do it, you will

have to sneak out of the back gate and leave

some other fellow to take her home.
Don't get mad if, after losing a race, all

your friends stand around the other fellow;

if you win next time, they will stand around
you and rub turpentine and de-odorized

benzine into your system.

If you win, make the most of it. Chal-

lenge everyonewhom you thinkyou can beat.

The surer you are, the louder you should

blow. Oh, by the way, I almost forgot to

tell the main reason why I did not win; it

was because the other fellow come in first.

Nixie.

An Unbearable Yarn.

On the 6th of July at 5 p. M. I started from
Bureau Junction for Peoria. Supper was
had at Putnam (9 miles) and when I left

Henry, (7A miles) it was already dusk. I rode

along over excellent roads at my best speed
until darkness and rough and sandy roads

compelled me to walk.

The moon had not yet risen and I began to

regret not having stopped at Henry for the

night. At length, about 8 o'clock the moon
appeared, and I was enabled to ride again.

For half an hour I had seen no one and it

began to get very lonely. There were sun-

dry stumps near the road which a vivid im-

agination might turn into bears or robbers.

In vain I reasoned that there were no such

animals left in civilized Illinois. Wolves I

knew there were which rendered desperate

by extreme cold, sometimes attacked people.

To be sure it was not cold, but why might
not extreme heat answer the same purpose?

Then it occured to me what a splendid ar-

ticle I could write for the Wheelmen's Ga-
zette, if I were chased by a bear or a wolf.

I rather hoped one would put in an appear-

ance after that. Instinctively I quickened

my pace and imagined a huge grizzly puffing

along behind. Very likely the Pope M'fg.

Co., would desire to exibit my wheel along

with Stevens' when they heard how it had
saved my life.

I was just thinking up a good heading for

the story of my adventure, when I ran into a

lot of deep ruts. I dismounted safely, but

quickly, rather glad on the whole that that

a "huge grizzly" was not "puffing along

behind."

Presently the road ran through a forest

where I had to proceed very carefully to

avoid an accident in the almost total dark-

ness. As my desire to meet some denizen of

the woods (this is the proper expression, I

believe) decreased, my fear of meeting one
increased.
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"Wh-a-t are th-ose white things among the

trees?" My hair stood erect from curiosity.

Nothing but an old grave yard, luckily; still

in conjunction with bears this was suggestive.

A steep decline lay before me. I was just

about to dismount, when from under a small

house, hitherto unnoticed, there appeared a

white object the size of a calf. I thought I

had got my adventure at last. Somehow I

wasn't hankering after adventures any more.

It was only a big bull-dog coming at me as if

shot from a catapult. At least so I suppose,

though I have never seen a bull-dog shot

from a catapult.

Sparland was my objective point for the

night. Rapid calculation proved to me that

the only way to get there was to keep mov-

ing I didn't care much for the dog as I knew
by a great many bicycle stories that I could

easily leave him, but I did want to get to

Sparland.

Percy Stone spurted down the DeSoto hills

in safety so why conld not I spurt down this

one, especially as he is only a professional,

while I am a glorious amateur.

In the orthodox story fashion I now left

the bulldog way behind and should undoubt-

edly have done the same even if no one had

come out of the house and called "Nep" back.

Kay Bee.

Our Australian Letter.

ere in Melbourne, the

metropolis of Victoria,

the wheel has been buz-

zing at a 2.45 gait for

some weeks past, mainly

due to the presence of

F. Wood and R. James,

the English profession-

als, who have been as-

siduous in organizing

bicycle race meetings,

and six days' bicycle

tournaments. Previous to the great six

day tournament concluded on the 30th of

April last, no tournament was held in Vic-

toria since 1882. No sooner was this last one

over, than another was organized in which
professionals and amateurs could take part,

but separately, commencing on 28th of May,
last. The professional contest began at 3

p. m., continuing until 9 p. m., after which
the amateur contingent came on and occu-

pied the track for two hours, thus affording

the professionals six hours per day and the

amateurs, two hours. The tournament was
held in the exhibition building on a specially

prepared track. In the professional event,

F. Wood won by five yards after a desperate

struggle with Wyburd. The scores were
F. Wood, 534 miles, 3 laps; Wyburd, 5:54

miles, 3 laps; Mitchell, 527 miles 5 laps, the

other three competitors being nearly 100

miles to the rear when time was called.

The amateurs was almost as exciting at

the finish as the preceding one, owing to the

leading men coming over the handles in the

last lap. The scores were, J. H. Busst, 191

miles, "Japs; W. Brown, (England) 190 miles

3 laps; Swan, 188 miles, 2 laps, the other five

centestants hopelessly in the rear. In the

first hour on the last day, Busst and Brown

scored a record of 17 miles, 3 laps, which
betters any one single hour's riding of pro-

fessionals or amateurs during the contest.

This tournament was organized and carried

out by Wood and James, who appear to be

making money out of their Australian tour.

On Saturday last, a gigantic Athletic and
Sporting Carnival was inaugurated in the

exhibition building, Melbourne, in honor of

Her Majesty's jubilee, a craze which has

fairly taken possession of the people in this

colony. The managing director of this

mammoth speculation is a Mr. II. S. Bole,

who represents the Coventry Machinists Co.,

in Victoria. Some difficulty was anticipated

regarding the amateur wheel races an-

nounced to take place thereat, owing to the

absence of it being stated under what rules

such races would be governed. Subse-

quently it was stated that the Victoria

Wheelmen's Association would govern, but

as this institution proved to be a myth and
existed in imagination only apparently, it

was announced thatthe V. C. U., rules would
be adopted, but again the difficulty presented

itself of ignoring the Victoria Cyclists Union,

which is recognized by the parent institution,

and consequently governs Victoria Amateur
cycling. The fiat went forth that amateurs
would render themselves liable to permanent
disqualification if they took part in the rac-

ing. Lastly the matter was settled by ac-

cepting the V. C. U., government and sub-

mitting to its supremacy in amateur wheel
racing in Victoria. Enpassant, Mr. Bole se-

ceded from the V. C. U., in connection with

the disqualification of Con Dwyer, his em-
ployee, over the sworn declaration of R.

James, who avers that Dwyer was paid for

competing in the tests contests, and the pro-

fessionals' at Sydney in February last, and
again in Melbourne for his attempt to lower
the race track record of the world. Primar-

ily he was declared a professional for the

Sydney affair, but the declaration of R.

James, who "managed" for Wood and him-

self, heaped up the matter. The New South
Wales Cyclists Union still regard Dwyer as

an amateur and at a recent meeting refused

to believe what was stated in the declaration.

As a counter Dwyer has in turn filed a dec-

laration denying all that James has sworn to

and thus the matter stands at present.

Who are the public to believe?

F. Rollinson, the burlesque wheel rider,

was the recipient of a benefit meeting, a few-

weeks ago in the metropolis, tendered by the

cyclists of Melbourne.

Cycling in Sandhurst where it is usually

lively, is going on steadily but surely. The
weather for some weeks past lias been such

that out door use of the wheel has been ef-

fectually stopped. Both clubs are getting

on their feet again and with the advent of

fine weather, will make a stir. Another rac-

ing track is in course of construction in a

convenient reserve and adjacent to the city

center. It is hoped that this one will prove

more successful, both in construction and sit-

uation, in the December issue of the Ga-
zette you published some particulars con-

cerning the quarter-mile track built by the

Bendigo Cricket Club on their grounds at

Black Creek, for the use of local cyclers.

Unfortunately the track did not answer the
purpose, cutting up terribly, after removing
the top coating of cement, and since the

intercolonial meeting held there on tin- loth

of November last, it has not been used at all

for any purpose, hut it may possibly, after

so much rest, settle down and harden well,

if the B. C. Club will only look after it. The
fatal objection to the Cricket grounds, apart

from the track itself, is, that it is too far out

of the city to insure good or even payable
gates, a feeling that will always enter wlu n

the promotion of a race meeting is under
consideration. The last meeting held there

by the joint clubs, was a financial failure,

which will act in a marked way against

holding any future undertaking at the same
place.

The Sandhurst C. C, has been increasing

its membership roll considerably and is now
very strong. During the winter they have
successfully held socials, and surprise parties,

all of which have been largely attended and
thoroughly enjoyed, whilst a concert enter-

tainment held a month ago was a decided

success. One of their number, T. Basst, has

been distinguishing himself on the path l>\

winning the ten mile V. C. U. championship
event, and showing up prominently in the

other races for Union championship. The
third anniversary of the club will be cele-

brated on the 3rd of August, next, by the

customary festivity of a dinner.

The long looked-for "Ten thousand miles

on a Bicycle" will be in the hands of Ameri-
can readers ere this reaches you. 'Tis need-

less to add that the thirty odd subscribers to

the volume, in Sandhurst would have long

since forgotten about the existence of such a

book or its author either, but for the energy
of the local V. C. U. Consul, who keeps the

little group in hand during the suspense.

Through the courtesy of Karl Kron I have
received one of the Pope Mfg. Co.. calenders

for 1887, a model of inventive art and one of

the best things of its kind I have ever seen.

The New South Wales amateur champion,

C. W. Bennett, issued a challenge to Con
Dwyer, of Victoria, to race a scries of dis-

tances, viz. one, three, five and ten miles for

a medal of the value of ten guineas. The
one and live miles were contested on the -1st

of May, last, Bennett winning both events,

in the very slow time of 3 min. 27 s., and 1!»

min. 31 >s., respectively. A fortnight later.

the other events were run off, Bennett win-

ning the three-mile event, and the medal, in

12 min. 13 sec.

The authorized intercolonial wheel cham-
pionships for New South Wales will take

place at Sydney in August next, and the an-

nual Victorian Wheel Carnival will he in-

augurated by the Melbourne B. O, in Nov
ember next, whilst several other important
cycling meetings will take place in the

metropolis and provinces. This with the

fact of the greatest of all events, the Mel

bourne Cup (horse race) meeting, takes place

the same month, and this being jubilee year,

should induce competitors and visitors from

far and wide to theshores of the sunny south.

The big prize of £200 offered by the M. B. ('.,
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ORMULLY Yi JeFFERY MfG. C\Q
Largest Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries in America.

CHICAGO, II^».

Indianapolis, Ind., July 30 th. 1887.

To the Gomiully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,

My Dear Sirs:

In the language of the brother who arises in prayer meeting

and begins by saying "7 have something on my mind that I want to say"— so Iarise

to remark a few things. There is no far fetched connection between wheels and

religion. They are very closely allied, in my make up at least. I believe in

bicycling all over. I am sorry that St. Paul didn't have one. I think if he had,

instead of walking all over the Roman Empire, he would have ridden his bicycle

and thus have accomplished twice as much and the Millenium would have been a

good deal nearer. I believe that the day will come When all preachers will ride

wheels. It may be that a good many must die first; but for all that, the time is

coming when the "parson's one horse chaise" will be a handsome two wheeler. I

believe that when the brethern once get caught up in the fraternity of wheelmen,

they will forget to fall out over differences of creed. Just across the street is an

Episcopalian ivho has very little respect for my meetin' house but who is a jolly

good fellow on the wheel.

There is only one reason that it isn't a fit thing that I should ride your Safety.

I am considered such an everlasting crank that I ought to ride a crank wheel, but

I am willing to sacrifice a little harmony for the sake of safety and sense. Your

wheel as per ad. ordered to be ridden by Mr. Hunter, came O. K. and is a beauty.

I almost wish I hadn't bought my wheel until next year. Mine was made in

March and his in June and there are so many improvements that it almost made

me sick. As the boys say, if you don't uget there" it will be a wonder. But

with all that you may do, I want to say that you have got, when all things are con-

sidered, the best all the year, rough road, smooth road, rain, sun, mud and dust

wheel I know of. My Light Safety I regard as a first class wheel. Of course

I am heavy and hard on wheels but I advocate the wheel for business and not for

the race track. I practice what I preach. I ride my wheel summer and winter,

through rain and snow, on smooth roads and on rough; and of course anything that

will stand me is pretty well tested. The ad. in the paper h<is attracted attention

I know and will do you good I am sure. I am mailing extra copies to other

ministers of the state and I assure you that the fever is spreading. I am just

going off on a campaign over the eastern and northern part of the state, taking my
wheel as naturally as I would take my boots. For example, I unll preach to-

morrow at Muncie and then go tiventy or thirty miles to jyreach in the evening.

I will doubtless send you the names of persons to whom catalogues may be sent

with possible profit.

I am most heartily yours,

G. L. McNUTT,

By the way, I wish you would send me a set of rubber washers direct to

Crawfordsville, Ind.

In. ans-wering Advertisements !>!&£*.&& mention tiilw ptipc-r.
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will probably induce some of the English

fliers, and let us hope American as well, to

try their luck for the rich plum offered as

first prize, in the three mile race.

Notwithstanding the fact that wheelmen
on this side of the water have no exclusive

cycling press since the demise of the Cycling

News, yet their literary wants are very

simply catered for in the columns of the

daily and weekly papers, metropolitan and
provincial locals. We are perhaps better

off in that respect than our fellow wheelmen
in the metropolis, or any of the other inland

cities or towns, for a column of exclusively

cycling matter appears weekly, a medium
that enables the local cycler to know how
the wheel world wags outside of his own
city bounds.

The Jubilee Sporting Carnival, to which I

have already referred to in a preceding par-

agraph, was successfully inaugurated on Sat-

urday night last (11th inst) by a monster
procession of all the competitors in costume.

The whole thing was a novel spectacle, gay
and animated, whilst the whole of the vast

building was brilliantly illuminated by the

electric light. The tracks and platform

were specially well lighted. The carnival

extends from the 11 to 18th of June, inclu-

sive, and bids fair to be a monetary success.

Sandhurst, June 13, 1887. Olevyn.

Augustus—No, we feel that we cannot use

your joke about the haggard rider and Rider
Haggard; it would not be right for a maga-
zine with a small, weak, local circulation

like the Gazette to monopolize such a bril-

liant burst of humor. Sell it to a newspa-
per syndicate.

C. T. G., Macon, Ga.—You send us eight

pages of legal cap carefully written on both
sides in which you undertake to tell about a
tour you made from Macon to Niagara.

You don't exactly catch the idea of what is

wanted in a touring sketch. The great mass
of wheelmen in the country don't care two
cents whether you had ham and eggs for

breakfast, or cold beans, yet you tell us this

and then go on to give a synopsis of your
dinners and suppers. These matters might
have seemed very important to you at the

time, but there is no excuse for your sitting

down in calm deliberate after-thought and
putting these trifling facts on paper. The
exact time at which you left each town, and
the distance between each stopping place

is not calculated to interest the average
reader, yet you never fail to give it. We
tried to cut out all these dry details, but
found when we had done so, there was noth-
ing left. The fact is that a touring sketch is

the hardest thing to write that you could
have selected. You have only failed as

hundreds of others have. Try something
easier.

"Athens," Athens, Ga.—Writing on both

sides of the paper seems to be a quite fash-

ionable down in your part of the country.

It is not fashionable in newspaper offices

this season. We will furnish the paper any
time you want to write to us, that is if you
have something more important to write

about than you have this time.

G. H. B., West Barnet, Vt., and about five

hundred others.—The numbers of the Ga-
zette which you have not received will be

forwarded to you as soon as they come on
from Springfield. We have adopted a better

system of mailing, than the Gazette for-

merly had, and you will get your magazine
all right from now on.

The League has penetrated into Arizona.

Thos. Stevens is arranging for a series of

lectures in England.

Treasurer Brewster has been taking in

Beantown and its suburbs.

Chief Council Van Sicklen, gave a lawn
party to the Owl Cycling Club at his resi-

dence in Windsor Park.

J. A. Lewis, Sec'y. Treas. of the Mo.
Division has returned from a European trip.

He spent a couple of weeks with the cyclers

of London.

J. Elmer Pratt, of Flint, Mich., has just

returned from a tour of 2,315 miles, occupy-
ing two months. The entire cost of the trip

was but $93.15.

Geo. W. Nellis, Jr. of Herkimer, N. Y. has

the honor of making the fastest tour across

the continent. He was 54 \ days on the road.

Distance 3,369 miles.

The passage of the bicycle bill has boomed
the sale of tandems in New York City. Over
seventy-five have been sold since Central

Park opened.

The Wheelmen of Minneapolis are arrang-

ing for a lantern parade to take place during
the Exposition this fall. They say it will be
a grand affair.

We have tested the new Overman lamp,
fitted with the patent Serrell ventilation.

It throws a good light, and refuses to go
out, under any circumstances.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., have
found the demand for the Bicyclette to be so

great that Harry Corey sold his own private

machine to accomodate a customer.

In England, publishing a criticism of a
man's racing is considered sufficient grounds
for a libel suit. At least Frank Moore thinks

so in his action against The Athlete.

In Germany the cycle champion is called

Dreirard-Herremneisterfahrer. In this country
as long as he is champion, they scorn to treat

him so, but when he is beaten, Dreirard-

Herrenmcisterfahrer is an insignificant mono-

sylable along side of what we then call dim.

At the great hill climbing contest in Ches-

hire, England, promoted by the London
Athletic News, the first prize Was won upon

a Rudge Bicyclette, which was an oass win-

ner from a field of seventeen starters.

Central Park, has now been open nearly

two months, and so far no accidents from

bicycles have occurred. This must be in a

measure disappointing to the old fogies who
prophesied continual smashups and runa-

ways.

It is gratifying to note how the English

provincialisms, cyclist, bicyclist, etc. are

giving way in this country to the more
American terms, cycler, bicycler, etc.

"Cyclist" besides sounding affected in the

extreme is not justified by either analogy or

good usage, and should be dropped.

The editor of the Scientific American be-

came so enthusiastic over his Rudge bicyclette,

that he inserted under date of June 25, a full

description of this machine in the columns of

that paper.

Quite a number of wheelmen have recently

invested in Waterbury watches to carry

when on their wheels. The ordinary pocket

in the front of a flannel shirt is not a safe

place for a fine watch, and in the pantaloons

watch pocket it may become soaked with

prespiration. This saving the high priced

chronometer by carrying a cheap strong

watch when riding is a sensible idea.

The Gazette publishes this month A. W.
Gump's list of second- hand wheels. Mr.

Gump is probably the largest bicycle dealer

in the country, and his reputation for square

dealing has won him an immense trade.

The wheels are all priced very low, and the

intending purchaser can rest assured that

they will be represented to him just as they

really are. The list will repay anyone's

perusal.

The asinine queries that are at times pro-

pounded to the editors of all kinds of papers

are well known, but the following, which we
have received this week, takes it, we fancy:

"Anxious.—Having proceeding into strong

exercise on his bicycle too quickly, the left

side of his chest protrudes slightly in

advance of his right, and this, though not at

all painful, he would be glad to get rid of.

Could you give a prevention and cure, and
state its real nature and cause?" We have
recommended our correspondent to try a

coke hammer. That ought to kill or cure

him. And we prefer the former.— Wheeling,

Painful as was the report that artists were
starving to death in Paris, because they could

do nothing but paint pictures which nobody
would buy, yet more painful is it to read that

the professional bicycle riders will soon find

their occupation gone. Sad, indeed, will it

be to see these limber-legged "professors"

reduced to the necessity of earning a living

like the rest of us. But everybody can't live

by and on "art." If the world had no inhab-

itants but bicycle riders and artists and ball

players and elocutionists, we should all

starve to death, which would be a good deal

worse than things are now.

—

Boston Herald.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, Amerk an Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and othi r

- and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely- illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every actual c:
prospective wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

«aIMPORTANT TO BICYCLERS ! *

INJURIES RECEIVED IS TRAVEL WORK, OR SPORT, ALE AROUND THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

HARTFORD, THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,
CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

TISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! * INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.=^a
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000. Surplus, $2,129,000.
James G Batterson, President.

Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
Rodney Dennis, Secretary.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY I
NEW YORK BICYCLECO., 38 Park Place.NewYork.

j WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
• OF'

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

Don't fail to send for Circular.

•OF

SECOND-HANMCYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited.
NEW RAPIO ROADSTE

Two Trips to tne Emeram isig

By "FAED."

I.-A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.— A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profusely Illustrated hi/ Wood-Cut and Lith-
ographic Processes, by GEORGE MOOSE.

Price 40cts.. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE. Springfield. Mass.. U.S.A.

EDIT IOX JtK /AXE,
Printed mi thick paper, with 20 photographs of sienery by

the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the
i ii, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

1KEY
to be mule. Cut this out and return to us, and
we will send you free, something..! great value
and in 1 ou, that will start yon

which will bring you in more money right
.I anything else in this world. Any one car. do tl

at home. Either sex; all ages. Something new, that
. for all workei - We will start you: capital not
one of the genuine, important chant esof a life-

time Those who are ambitious and enterprising will nol delay
Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

#
Bicycles, Tricycles, and other Cycles

of any style or make, REPAIRED,
ENAMELED, or NICKELED, in the

Best Possihle Manner, by Experi-
enced Workmen, at Fair Prices.

#

AMES MFG. CO.
CHICOPEE, m ASS.

SHORT-HAND.
Our facilities for giving instructions in short-hand through

tin mail are unsurpassed by any other short-hand school in the
world. We will give you a three-months' course for 5'., and
guarantee satisfaction. Special inducements to parties getting
us pupils. Send for sample lesson to

DUREN, VINT & SOMERSALL,
Box 1358. BOSTON, MASS.

THE

Poeiii© IDReedffiaFL

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OF CYCLING ON THE

PACIFIC COAST.

FiffcT Gerifcs per? Tear.

Address Care ol A. 0. COOK 1

1

415 Market Street. SAN FRANCISCO

The A. C. U. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made; patent pend-

ing; cut shows exact size. Prices : Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

garnet stone in diamond setting, $3 50; ox-

idized silver WingS hi wheel, rest g(

enamel around letters. 50c. extra; two Ot
three garnet stones set on top of crown, $1
extra for each; diamond in crown, from £io
to $2<^. Send cash, check, or money-order.
\v, H. WARNER, Springfibld, Mass,

In. answering: Ad-%r<©r>t:i»e*x»ex:kt» i>letis»^ meiitioia tiiis pnpi-r.
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He Wanted to Write a Letter.

"Tins isthe Wheelmen's Becord office?"

he asked.

"Yes, anything we can do for you?"

"Excuse me, excuse me, sir. 1 was looking

for the Wheelmen's G\zette," and he

backed toward the door.

"This is the GAZETTE office, too," we said,

"do you want anything""

His mind seemed to wrestle with the

mighty paradox for several moments, and as

the situation began to dawn upon him, he
asked, "You've moved the Gazette here

from Springfield for a fact, have you?"
"Yes, anything you want?"

"I should like to see "Old Poultry" if he is

about.''

"Old who?"
"Maybe you know him better as Henry

Ducker. Some of the racing boys used to

call him 'Hen,' the short for Henry; and
some called him 'Duck,' for Ducker. I just

split the difference and called him Poultry."

"No," we said, "Mr. Ducker is not with

the Gazette any more."
"I am a racing man," he said, introducing

himself, "one of the profesh, and a particu-

lar friend of Henry's. I shall probably not

know you well enough to borrow small

change before some time next week; but

may I have the liberty of dictating a letter

to your amanuensis, if she is not too busy
amanuencing for your large and prosperous
aggregation of publications?"

"We are not in the habit of loaning our
type-writer girl out to the neighbors, but if

your business is of great importance, you
may."
So he went into another room, and that

evening after the type-writer girl had gone,

we looked in her note book and found this

letter:

To Dr. J. H. Cooley,
Chairman of the Racing Board.

Dear Doc:—I take my pen in hand, or

more truthfully, I oil up my type-writer to

call your attention to a small matter that

may come under your jurisdiction. I do not

know how large your jurisdiction is, but I

suppose it is about the size of the ordinary
green-lined sun umbrella, at present much
effected in the effete East.

I have noticed that all the old profes-

sionals are trying to get back their amateur
standing, and are meeting with more or less

success. What kind of a show would I stand

at that? I am an unwashed and unrepentant
professional myself, but since you have be-

gun taking in washing, what is the matter
with performing the snow-white amateur act

on me.

This is not a mere matter of pink-tinted

sentiment with me. It is a matter of busi-

ness. You probably understand that there

are some very handsome cash prizes offered

for amateur events for the fall season. At
the same time the profesh has mighty slim

picking and poor prospects. Right in the

midst of the season I am running in tough
luck. True, I have won plenty of collar

buttons and silk umbrellas, but I leave it to

you as a fair minded gentleman, that no-

body can subsist on such a diet and retain a

good racing form at one and the same time.

Thus it transpires that a great deal of my
time that should be devoted to training and
being interviewed, is now being taken up by
that most glorious of our free institutions

—

the free lunch. If I persist in this course

much longer, I may attract undue attention

and should I lose my amateur status as a

lunch artist, I would be in a bad fix.

I am perfectly willing to slip a pedal on
the final spurt, and allow my amateur com-
petitors to take the L. A. W. pin, or the

silver-plated cake basket. What I want is

to get a whack at some of the government
currency prizes, and if you can fix the mat-
ter all right by return mail, I will do as much
for you some time.

Yours for purity of the sport,

Prof. S. P. Rinter.

Cycling and Agriculture.

"I see," remarked the manager to the

editor, "that a new agricultural paper down
in New Orleans, is running quite an exten-

sive bicycle department."

"Well," said the editor, "what's that got
to do with us?"

"Nothing in particular, but if you had any
enterprise about you, you would take the

hint and work an agricultural department
into the Gazette. That would keep things

even."

"Good scheme," said the editor, "I'll see

what I can do with it."

AGRICULTURAL NOTES.

The large section, ball-bearing squash
should not be picked until after frost. Fail-

ure to observe this rule may result in the de-

terioration of the fruit's flavor.

We are told that the ordinary tire cement
is an excellent preparation for impeeding
the progress of the skipful potato bug. It

should be applied carefully with a tooth-

brush, otherwise it might prove unneces-
sarily annoying to the bug.

There may be some excuse for a farmer
who neglects to "ring" the common white
hog of commerce, but whoever has a road-

hog about the place should be very careful

to insert a ring in his nose at the earliest

possible opportunity.

Farmers who are troubled with rats about
the place will find that the ordinary liquid-

enamel properly applied will afford the de-

sired relief. Care should be taken to have
the rat duly caught and his jaws pried open
before the enamel is uncorked. The prepar-

ation is very volatile and unless care is used
it will harden before it is poured into the

animal.

Young people should be careful not to

light the parlor on Sunday evenings with a

Victor lamp, or they will find to their great

disapointment that it will not go out.

A bicycle alarm bell that is no longer of
use in its chosen occupation, will be found
to make an excellent biscuit cutter.

Small boys should remove the pants

guard from their bicycles and take it with

them to watch their clothing while in swim-
ming.

The Musical Bicycle.

In last month's GAZETTE, brother Ducker
told us about a great invention nothing less

than a musical bicy cle. There has long been
a demand for something that would scramble

together transportation and melody, and we
wheelmen have felt it sorely. We have
yearned for something that would automati-

cally squirt sweet tunes U| the summer
air, and the best efforts of the calliope

whistle or the gon^ alarm have not been

able to satisfy us.

Now comes to our relief, the "ineloeipede."

This is the scientific name for the musical

bicycle. Anyone can use the instrument,

for like the piano of our neighbor across the

way, it requires no knowledge of music to

operate it.

A new interest is now thrown into cycling.

He who formerly imagined it great fun to

wheel along the country road and listen to

naught save the low crunch of the rubber

tire, toying with the gravel and loose sand,

will see how greatly he was in error.

Now he will mount his musical wheel and
scoot along the road to the tune of "Whoop
'em up Lizey Jane," or "He Gets There Just

the Same." The appropriateness of the

tune is a matter of no small consequence.

Obviously it won't do to go scorching along

to the tune of "Rocked in the Cradle of the

Deep," or "Taken From the County Jail,"

but "Hustle Little Children" might be looked

upon as quite the proper caper.

The wheelman who has a deep, abiding

sense of the fitness of tilings will not go into

a hilly country without having his wheel
loaded with at least one of Joe. Emmet's
mountain climbing songs. He who appre-

ciates a good dinner will soon learn that he

can wheel up to the road-side hotel by no
better tune than "Pay Your Respects to Mc
Ginnis." Of course it must be expected
that some of the disciples of Abbot Basset

t

will strike up, "When the Swallows Home-
ward Fly," under such circumstances, but

we cannot expect to avoid all these counter-

currents in our advancing civilization.

The uses of the musical cycle are numer-
ous. It offers us another possible solution

for the side-walk riding question. Direct ions:

Take the wrheel of a side-walk fiend, adjust it

to "Children Keep in the Middle ofthe Road"
and fasten it with a lock-nut so as to make
the tune permanent. In the course of time

the tune will haunt the side-walk rider like a

guilty conscience, and he will be driven to

reform or insanity.

In connection with the musical cycle, we
have but one thing to regret. The brilliant

young correspondent who sends us glowing
reports of the Wayback Wheelmen's club

runs can no longer refer in his usual happy
manner to the "silent steeds." He will have
to rely upon "Old Sol" and the "Clerk of the

Weather" to help him out, in the future.

The old "silent steed" that has carried many
and many a contribution to the waste basket

will soon take its place beside the pig skin

saddle and the parallel bearing among the

things of the irreclaimable and forgotten

past.
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Really and truly we would like to

know if a racing man can be com-
pelled to take out pedalers' license.

The English tricycle record has

been reduced to the remarkably low
time of 2 min. 38 sec. for the mile.

Rowe excited much enthusiasm

at the Cleveland races, and greatly

redeemed himself for his conduct

the early part of the season. It

would seem that he is in as good or

better form than ever.

Crocker is developing into quite a

spurter as was evinced at the Cleve-

land races.

Nielson should take it as an honor
being placed on the scratch with

Rowe, as at Cleveland.

Tom Nicholson, the Star rider of

Crawfordsville has been confined to

his house for two weeks past by a

bad cold.

Harry Gordon of St. Louis, is de-

veloping into one of the fastest

riders in the west.

Hollingsworth has joined the

Columbia team and has gone east to

enter active training. We venture
here to make a prediction that the

twenty-four hour road record will

be Sam's before the snow falls.

The Rudge made its first world's

record, just eighteen years ago.

Rowe rode an exhibition mile at

Cleveland in 2 :30
', and ran off a dead

heat with Crocker in 2:57, dressed
in long pants and "boiled shirt."

Some of the League Officials are
doing their best to prohibit road
racing under all conditions.

Chas. Kluge has begun racing on
a crank wheel. Whether this is a
reform or a relapse into sinfulness

depends on what type of wheel you
ride yourself.

There is talk of a thousand mile
race from New York to Chicago.

Novel races are very popular this

season. Fred Cook is going to race
an ostrich and the Club Liar is

thinking about arranging a race
against a district messenger boy.

Little Henry's Ambitions, and how they were not Realized.

Little Henry had saved up some money with which
to go west and tight the Indians. He saw a chance for
himself nearer home, however, and invests in a bicvcle.

At first he thought he would like to he known as

Hustling Harry, the Champion Pedal Pusher of the

Universe.

Then again, he became convinced that there « as a

brilliant career before him as a fancy rider.

In a few days lie firmly believed that he was
destined to become a great tourist, and to win
fame and glory in foreign lands.

What really did happen before the first week was over.
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^£* A. W. DUMP, *$^
tor to 1. 1 Ml' BROS.

Sy W. SECOND ST., DAYTON, OHIO.

List of Second Hand Bicycles,
Notice. Orders for second-band bicycles can seldom be duplicated, ana* In ordering please give second choice m case first order is sold. No discount

from these prices. All second-hand bicycles are put in running order before leaving our shop. General wear excepted.Terms. Net cash with order, or will send 0. O. I), on receipt of sufficient to guarantee express charges, and balance can lie paid mi receipt of bicycle.

No. Size.

26

27

•28

•2!)

30

:;i

82

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

Any new Bicycle in the Market Furnished at Lowest prices. Price. No. Sir:e. Any New Bicycle in the Market Furnished at Lowest I

1 46

2 44

3 38

4 59

68

6 54

7 46

8 51

9 54

10 56

11 50

12 48

13 4'2

14 49

15 5'2

16 5-2

17 50

IS 66

19 42

•20 50

•21 50

•22 54

•23 5-2

24 62

25 52

50

56

66

44

50

50

5'2

54

44

42

36

58

66

48

52

46

44

52

50

Otto, bran new but shop worn, 1886 pattern
American Safety, part nickeled aud enameled just like new
Ideal, latest pattern, almost new
Columbia Light Roadster, all nickel but rims, ball bearings
and ball pedals, Kirkpatrlck saddle, cost $150, almost like new,
American Challenge, ball beariugs, standard finish flue con-
dition.

American star, full uickeled, flue order
standard Columbia, new but slightly soiled, ball bearings
Special star, only used once as a sample, latest pattern
American Rudge, ball bearings, new tires on both wheels, flue

order
American Challenge, standard finish, cow horn handle bars,

good order
Expert, all nickeled, flue order
King safety bicycle, spokes, hubs and head nickeled, almost
new. cost $105

American Light Safety, standard finish, balls all around, used
a few times as a sample, cost $117.50

American Champion, full nlckled, ball bearings and ball ped-
als, fine order
Harvard, full nickeled, tires woru but balance of machine in
good order
Harvard, all nickeled but wheels, new tires, ball bearings,
No. 1 order
Challenge, standard finish, new but soiled
American Champion, standard finish, ball bearings all over,
fine order
Special Facile, ball bearings, good order except wear on tires,
with lamp and cyclometer
American Champion, part nickeled, ball bearings all around,
used one week
Expert, 1887 pattern. I) finish, almost uew
Expert, 1887 pattern, D finish, used one month by a careful rider
standard Columbia, new but soiled.

American Champion, full nickeled, almost new, ball bearings
all around.
American Champion, all nickel but wheels, ball bearings all

around, ridden less than 20 miles.

Victor, 1887 pattern, new .

standard Columbia, ball bearings, new.
American Challenge, standard finish, rented out a few times.
American Safety, part nickeled. No. 1 order.
Victor, ball bearings all over, part nickeled, spade handles,
good order.

American Champion, ball bearings all over, rented out a few
times.

American Champion, ball bearings all over, rented o'ut a few
times.

American Champion, ball beariugs all over, rented out a few
times.

Special Facile, ball beariugs, In fine order, cost $186.

Special Pony Star, used once as a sample, will pass for new.
Otto, good running order.
Expert, ball bearings, enameled all over, good running order.
American Champion, ballbearings all around, No. 1 order.
Columbia Semi-Roadster, new but shop worn, ball bearings.
Expert, all uickel but rims, new tires, Kirkpatrlck saddle,
ball bearings and ball pedals, au elegant wheel.
Centaur, built like Ideal, rubber tires almost like new. part
nickeled and enameled, fine order.
American safety, all nickel but wheels almost like new.
Expert, part nickeled, Kirk, saddle, ball bearings and ball
pedals, flue order.
Harvard, all uickeled but wheels, ball bearings, new tires,
fine order.

$26 00

65 00

29 00

115 00

70 00

65 00

65 00

99 mi

70 00

60 00

90 00

65 00

97 00

76 00

55 00

65 00

60 00

87 00

78 00

89 00

112 00

112 00

70 00

98 00

95 00

115 00

85 00

63 00

60 00

82 00

87 00

90 00

92 00

85 00

95 00

13 00

65 00

85 00

7.-. mi

100 00

90 00

68 00

45

46

47

4s

49

50

51

52

53

54

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

38 00

75 00

:,7 00

50 DO

75 00

60 00

65 00

63 no

'. ii

6 i

90 00
70 56

52 Premier, ball bearings, cow horn bars, almost new. 58 00
48 Victor, part uickeled, ball beariugs and ball pedals, No. 1

order. 86 oo
54 star, part nickeled, good order. 52 00

46 Acme, new rubber tires and in good running order. 26 00
lii Ideal, good running order. 24 00
42 Ideal, good order. 22 00

44 American Safety, part nickeled, good order. 57 00

44 American Safety, part nickeled, about like new. 65 00
46 Harvard, all uickel but rims, ball bearings to both wheels,

flue order, cost $187.50. 65 00
is standard Columbia, part nickeled, good running order. •

$87 50

48 Expert, ball bearings, all nickeled but wheels, good order
50 Premier, ball bearings, good order
50 Club, ball bearings, good order
50 Harvard, all nickeled but wheels, ball bearings, splendid

order
50 Harvard, all nickeled but wheels, good running order
52 sanspariel, part nickeled, fluted forks, ball bearings, No, I

54 standard Columbia, all nickeled but wheels, parallel bear-
ings, good order

54 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good order, with cyclometer,
54 Expert, part nickeled, ball bearings, flue order
54 Sanspariel, ball bearings. No. 1 order, drop bars
56 Harvard, ball bearings, cow horn bars, part nickeled, good order,".". 00

54 Expert, part nickel and enamel, ball bearings good order 80 00

50 standard Columbia, plain bearings, refitted in good running ord.
56 American Challenge, part nickeled, flue order 66 iki

56 Vmeriean Champion, all nickel but wheels, Kirkpatrlck saddle
ball bearings and ball pedals, flue order
American Champion, full nickel, ball bearings and ball pedals,
just like new
Standard Columbia, part nickeled, No. 1 order
steel tire bicycle in good running order, cost $15

American Club, ball bearings, No. 1 order
Special Columbia, ball beariugs, good running order
Club Kacer, good order
English bicycle, built like Standard Columbia, new tires, fine

condition
Kangaroo safety bicycle, ball bearings, good order, cost -

Special Facile, ball bearings, good order
standard Columbia, plain bearings, good order
Victor, nickeled and enameled, ball bearings all over
special Facile, ball bearings, good order
standard Columbia, worn but In riding order
1 lentaur, used two months
Expert, ball bearings, good order
Expert, ball bearings, good order
Matchless, ball bearings, worn, but in running order
Champion, ball bearings all over, No. 1 order
Springfield Roadster, new

/ hare purchased a joh lot of bran new Universal Club Bicycles and while th<

lasts can offer them at following special bargains. They have cow horn hurt, hollow
forks, ball bearings to both wheels <tn<l art first-class wheels, .ill have hollow felloes ami
part nickeled.

52 Club Light Roadster, ball bearings, new, cost $117.50

90 .">i club Light Roadster, ball bearings, new, cost $120.

91 51; Club Light Roadster, ball bearings, new, cost $122.50 so 00

92 "in Sociable Tricycle, bail bearings, bran new tires and all whi
in number one condition, for two riders, cosl

93 48 Otto Tricycle, just like new
'.'i is Victor Tandem attachment, No. 1 order -2.", mi

'.15 is ( itto Tricycle, shows little wear

52

36

5'2

54

54

36

44

56

56

4 s

48

52

52

54

52

50

48

loo 00

60 00

6 00

65 00

55 00

Cii 00

55 00

66 0"

75 00

45 00

86 00

75 00

25 00

;;7 00

7.". 00

75 00

45 IX)

7.", IKI

7H IKI

49-Good second hand Guns and Revolvers taken in Exchange for l'.ieycles.«e&

A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.
Mention tne GA^^TTK^ when You XVrite.
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•H THE! SELLING ? • DO THEY GIVE SDTHTIOH ? •

OTBILJU I I
m* READ THIS! "^H

Ann Arbor, Mich., May 4, 18S7.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen— Wheel came this afternoon all right. The agent thinks it

the finest wheel he was ever on. Handles just the thing for hill-climbing.

From what I have seen of it it is more than satisfactory. Knocks the

out two times. The girls yelled out to me that it was "the schon," and so we
will call it O. K. Will write later concerning its health.

Truly yours, FRED. R. ROMER.

AND THIS! ~@a
Bloomington, III., May 11, 1S87.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen—I received my Champion wheel some three weeks ago, and

am highly pleased with it. The members of our club have examined it and

pronounced it excellent, equaling and surpassing in many respects any wheel

in the market. Four of our club now own this make of wheel, and before

Tuly 1 three-fourths of the club will ride it. As our riders are all old wheel-

men, this fact speaks loudly in favor of the Champion.
Yours truly, E. P. BLAKE.

AND THIS!=»
Little Falls, N. Y., May 17, 1887.

GORMULLY & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The Light Champion is a "dandy." Have ridden nearly

200 miles already, and only had it one week Sunday. How's that? I am
giving it one of the best tests in the world, as I live at Herkimer and work
for Burrell & Whitman at Little Falls; I ride down over the toughest roads

in Herkimer county in the morning and back at night, every pleasant day
with good roads,—sixteen miles sure,—besides what running around I do.

I think I will cover quite a number of miles this year; will keep track and
see. Yours respectfully, J. E. SEARLES.

W AND THIS! =^a
Jackson, Mich., May 12, 1887.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The American Light Champion received all right. It is

the easiest-riding wheel I ever mounted, and also the prettiest wheel in

Jackson. Mr. Pratt, the purchaser, is very much pleased with it.

Yours truly, M. JAY MOORE.

And they are coming in every mail. See the other Cycle Papers for plenty more of the same sort. Catalog on application.

Gormully V Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.

Irx tmswerliiji Advertisements pleexse mention Hi<> paper.
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The Boston Herald,
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I °T]E HJHEJ RO0DSTER - i
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented fay Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. 2a Nat Buy a Wheel

Before Yau See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

•
No expense left out to

warrant success.

•
No headers to "knock

you out."

•••

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be

forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

The Old Story
"

c

Coasting Without Danger !

•••

OF THE —
CRANK WHEEl

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping

mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the

power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop th« walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P, LOYELL'S SQHS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornnill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE BEST HILL-CLIMBER!

THE * KING BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the

rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings in our high-grade

machines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together;

and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured by United States Patents
and Fending United states and
Foreign Applications by the In-
ventor. Bev. HOMER A. KIXG,
Springfield/ Mass.

View of hearings in rear inker!, amiend view
of adjustable antifriction roller hearings and
rei'olving collar which holds them in place.

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

springs, the new motor raising one
lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without

retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

Heretofore noticed and advi r-

tised as "Springfield's New />'<-

cycle," "The Springfield lAghi
Roadster," flu Springfield /;/-

cycle," etc*, 'tint the only Eicycle

in tli<' market ever invented or
lirst built in Springfield.

Cut silencing htm) the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward^ turns the other backward and raises the lever without cental I with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue', sent free.

-<—'

Front I ie-.c, with sp.i

:j^catalogue sent free. PRICE LIST.
Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel, ------
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel, - - - -

Enamel Finish, one-halt Nickel, ------
Full Nickel Finish,

One-fnurtli Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel.
We recommend and most riders order the Jiio style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels. A discount of i" per cent, front third column prices is offered t" any < tergyman, or to the first

purchaser in any county. Above prices arc for 48-inch wheel; add or subtract >i per inch up or down. Spade handles, $2 extra. Agents wanted in all unoccupied It n

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

$75
so
sr»
90

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
lOO 1 IO
105 115
MO 120

Full Nickel includi

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., flewYork.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one year, 15c; 10 copies. Ji The Herald contains the runninf

and practical helps; The Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and ,t youths 1

derjartmi nl Sample copy sent free. Agents wanted in every town
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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READ ONLY THE COLORED PAGES INSIDE.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Tlie New Rapid, American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and other

i.:. i
! asy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT. SOLO. AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely - illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every actual

tive wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Har.d Eicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, ill.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO. , 38 Park Place.NewYork

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HTJMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

Don't fail to send for Circular

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
2—OK—

a

SECOSD-HABMCYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited.
NEW RAPID ROADSTER.

. DO YOU WANT A CHEAP
BICYCLE ?

SEND FOR OUR CLEARANCE SALE LIST.

Tangent -Spoke Light Roadsters, Direcl-Spoke Full Roadsters, Safeties, and Tricycles,

all with ball-bearings, and highest grade and finish.

*TOTJ WILL BE SURPRISED!*
e^Thcse machines formerly sold for from $12^ to $165, according to si;e and finish; but in

order to make room for O^EW %APIDS and QUADRANTS we will sacrifice them. Terms

either cash or part cash and deferred paymenls. £@=v7// (Machines sent on approval:

SAML. T. CLARK V CO.
PEARRE BUILDING, - - - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
KIND 1 1 1 \ MP TO

A. \V. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO,

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
ND 11 \mj BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
For Large Illustrated Price -List of New and Second - Hand Machines. \ /!

| \/[ ^\7 Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash. ^V^Ji^—***- an(j Revolvers Taken in Exchange.

In. answering Advertisexnents i>l©a.®e> mention t I > J.-j puiK-r.
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Summary of Events.

FROM AUGUST 10 TO SEPTEMBER HI.

The most notable feature of the past

month is the general revival of interest in

path and road racing, and the interest prom-
ises to hold out until the end of the season.

The L. A. W. is assuming a threatening

attitude toward road racing, and it is rumor-
ed that it will soon be prohibited under the

penalty of expulsion from the League. Be-

ing in the nature of forbidden fruit it is but

natural that road racing should be very
popular at present. A thousand mile race

from Boston to Chicago is being arranged
and will take place some time during the

ensuing month.
California. The Division gains another

representative, Benj. H. Patrick, of San
Francisco. At Willows the wheelmen have
been "boycotted" which is the first instance

of such tactics being adopted by the road
hog. Aug. 21, League run to Hayward,
where prizes won at Santa Cruz races are

awarded.

Connecticut. Sept. 3, tournament of the

Meriden Wheel Club. Sept. 7, races at

Charter Oak Park, Hartford. Sept. 9 and
10, fall tournament of the East Hartford
Wheel Club.

Georgia. Aug. 26, road race from Atlanta
to Fairburn.

Illinois. H. W. Warner, of Centralia, ap-

pointed representative for district number
12; T. F. Sheridan, of Springfield, represen-

tative for district number 7; F. C. White, of
Quincy, for district number 11. Greenleaf
and Brown of the Owl Club tour to Buffalo

and New York. The Aeolus Bi. Club is or-

ganized with fifteen charter members.

Indiana. Sept. 3, Greensburg races. Sept.

7, 8 and 9 Crawfordsville races.

Kentucky. Aug. 23 and 27, Covington

races; Sept. 3, tour of the Louisville Wheel
Club to Wyandotte Cav ».

Louisiana. Aug. 14, R. G. Betts raises the

local twenty-four hour record to 166'. mi.

S. M. Patton appointed representative.

Massachusetts. The Boston Club remits en-

trance fee until April, 1888. E. H. Meader,

of Holyoke appointed representative. Aug.
25 and 26, races at Worcester. Sept. 5, Lynn
races. Sept. 5, Maverick Wheelmen of East

Boston, road race at Winthrop.

Michigan. Racing Board sustains the

judges and referee in declaring the state cham-

pionship races "off." J. Elmer Pratt, of De-

troit returned from an eastern trip of over

2,000 miles. E. C. Adams, of Battle Creek,

reaches Boston after a tour of sixteen days of

riding time.

Minnesota. Aug. 18, twenty-five mile road

race, run around Lake Harriet.

Missouri. F. J. Suda, appointed represen-

tative. Secretary-Treasurer Lewis returns

from England. Fleming and Gould, the

Philadelphia tourists, start from southwest-

ern Missouri on their return trip. Kansas
City track is put in condition for racing.

Races at Sedalia, Mo. resulting in a protest

against the amateur standing of Harry Gor-

don. Aug. 16, Ruralists Bi. Club of St.

Joseph have a lantern parade.

New Jersey. Dr. J. D. Throckmorton ap-

pointed representative. Aug. 20, tourna-

ment at Roseville. Aug. 30, tournament at

Millville.

New York. Chief Consul Bidwell begins

to raise money by subscription to defray the

expenses incident to the passage of the

Liberty Bill. Outing announces an English

edition. New York Bicycle Co. passes into

the hands of Irving Bros. Aug. 11, races at

Richfield Springs. Aug. 14, Alfonse King
crosses Niagara river on a water bicycle.

Thomas Lloyd offers a gold medal to the

amateur making the fastest mile on the

Queen's track, between Aug. 13 and Sept. 17.

Ohio. Pres. Kirkpatrick issues a circular

to Chief Consuls calling for information in

regard to the road laws in the different

states, to the end that the L. A. W. may
bring its influence to bear for the repeal of

obnoxious measures. Aug. 11 and 12 great

Cleveland tournament. Sept. 10, Central

Wheelmen's anniversary celebration at Cin-

cinnati.

Pennsylvania. Inter-club road race for

Tryon cup falls through because the author-

ites demand heavy bond from the race pro-

moters. Aug. 27, Williamsport races; Phil-

adelphia races.

Karl Kron's Book.
A great many criticisms have been pub-

lished on Karl Kron's "Ten Thousand .Miles

on a Bicycle," still in the minds of many
wheelmen the quest ion "what kind of a book
is it?" remains unanswered. Most of the

criticisms are valueless, in determining

whether the book is good or bad because the

reviewer as a rule does not say from what
standpoint his views are taken. If we ex-

pect a story book we will be disappointed.

It will be remembered that Bill Nye was
disappointed in Webster's Unabridged Dic-

tionary, because it was too wordy and
lacked plot.

The best way to judge this, and in fact any
book, is to see what the author has given us

a right to expect. In the preface, Karl

Kron says: "This is a book of American
roads, for men who travel on the bicycle.

Its idea is that of a gazetteer, a dictionary, a

cyclopaedia, a statistical guide, a thesaurus

of facts." A little further on he says it will

be "the plain story of an average man."
The author then devotes eight hundred
pages to his attempt to meet the expecta-

tion which he has lead us to form. Is he

successful in this? Let us see.

The book contains portions of a narrative

nature and portions intended solely for ref-

erence. As a matter of convenience then

let us arbitrarily divide the book into read-

ing chapters and reference chapters.

The front piece picture of the bull dog
Curl, (which we will consider among the

reading pages i will strike the reader as

being an inappropriate introduction to "a

book of American roads for men who travel

on the bicycle." Among the reading chap-

ters we will include these: The Preface

gives the reader a clear idea of the author's

aims and intentions. The Addenda gives a

clear impartial statement of the late difficul-

ties in the League resulting in the removal

of Secretary Aaron; the particulars of Ship-

ton's forgery and the theft of the L. A. \\\,

design by the C. T. C; interesting state-

ments about Thos. Stevens and other long

distance tourists: and the history of cycling

journalism up to date of the publication of

the book.

Immediately following the addenda comes

Ten Thousand .Miles, proper. The author

at once enlists the interest and s\ mpathy of

the reader by his charming style, and we
are given to understand that he can be en-

tertaining when he desires. He continues

in a narrative style through this chapter,

"On the Wheel," "White Flannel ami

Nickel Plate," "Four Seasons on a Forty-

Six" and "Columbia, No. 234," then follows
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several chapters, valuable as reference, but

too minute in detail to be interesting, still

very appropriate in "a dictionary, a cyclo-

paedia, a statistical guide, a thesaurus of

facts."

Turning to the chapter entitled "Straight-

away for Forty Days," we find more good
reading, and in the next chapter, "A Fort-

night in Ontario," we find an account of

the original Big Four road race, in which
the late Cola Stone and George Webber
were the first and second successful con-

testants. A most interesting account this

is.

The next reading chapter we find is "The
Coral Reefs of Bermuda," followed with but

slight interruptions by "Bone-Shaker Days,"

"Curl," and "Castle Solitude in the Metrop-

olis." The latter two are well worth read-

ing, but of doubtful appropriateness in "a

book of American roads, for men who travel

on the bicycle."

Last of all that may be read with interest

is the chapter "This Book of Mine and the

Next," in which the writer tells how his

book grew from three hundred to eight

hundred pages, and what he hopes to do

in his second volume, that he has planned

for the future.

Such chapters as these throw a great deal

of light onto the inside of cycling subjects,

for the author is so frank and open in his

style that he shows us everything.

Summing the matter up we find two hun-

dred and forty-four pages devoted to nar-

rative, according to our arbitrary division

of the contents. This in itself is a good
sized book, but it must not be supposed that

the rest of the book is unreadable. It must
be read with an index to be read with inter-

est or profit.

If the reader is interested in any particular

subject, he has only to look at the index,

find his subject and reference, and proceed

to enlighten himself. So wide is the scope

of the work, we doubt if it be possible for

the wheelman to select any cycling subject

that he will not find properly indexed with

several references. Thus by reading accord-

ing to subjects, the reader who uses his in-

dex, will find a great deal to interest and
instruct him in the chapters that have been

frequently pronounced the most dry and
tedious. There is a vast fund of information

within some of these closely printed statis-

tical pages, and no one can expect to get it

out by the same methods that he would use

in extracting the few sparse ideas from a
French novel.

We have all been told a great many things

about this book; let us see what there is in

some of the statements: "There is too much
fine type," it has been said. Let us see

about this. Here are one hundred and
seventy-three pages of index, etc., which
surely ought to be in fine type, leaving

three hundred and seventy-three pages in

coarse and three hundred and sixty-two

pages, or less than half of the entire reading

matter in fine type. Thus we have more
coarse type alone than the writer promised

to give us, and it would seem that we mignt
accept the fine print, especially as it is given

gratis.

The author is criticised for his egotism.

One who does not understand the mechan-
ical construction of literary work, may ac-

cept this statement; others will see that

Karl Kron throws his own personality into

the work, for the evident purpose of animat-

ing the otherwise cold and sluggish details,

much as an artist enlivens a landscape by
working into it some animal life. Taking
himself as a typical example of "an
average man," he becomes nothing
more than a standard measure by which the

events he relates may be guaged. Instead

of egotism ruling throughout the work, we
read between all the lines "you could have
done this as well as I did." If this is ego-

tism, we are sadly muddled on the meaning
of that word.

Taking all things into consideration,

strong and weak points alike, we believe

that the author has most faithfully kept his

promise and that "Ten Thousand Miles on a

Bicycle" will always hold the undisputed

place of the first great work on the subject

of cycling, bearing to all wheelmen that

relation that Isaac Walton's Complete Ang-
ler, bears to fishermen the world over.

"Aeh, the stoopidness nr some folks is perfectly amazin'.

'/'lie idee or misses buy in' n roundfly scrane an' expectin'

it to nt a square windy.

A friend of ours is a martyr to rheumatism,
and has been almost completely crippled for

some time, and could hardly walk or move
about at all. About three weeks ago we
lenthim our "Marlboro' Club," and although

he had never cycled before, he tackled it

most pluckily, and, in spite of a fall sus-

tained at the commencement, preserved.

Last week he rode ten miles on a hilly road
into Dublin, and informed us that it tired

him less than walking the few perches which
separates his residence from the nearest

railway station. He also stated that his legs

had become straighter, that he could walk
better than before, and that he felt growing
rapidly stronger. If anyone had told his

friends a month ago that he would be able

to ride even two miles on a tricycle they
would have laughed at the idea.

—

Cyclist and
A th lete.

The Hack-Driver's Lament.

las, what sad and mel-

ancholly changes time
does bring! Look upon
me, look ! The time

was once when tribute

on the world I laid, or

on such parts thereof

as came to look upon
Niagara's vast expanse
of H 2 O. The porter

on the Woodruff sleep-

ing car, the wTaiter at

the high priced French
Cafe was naught com-
pared to me. But look

upon me now, sons wealth, sans prestage
and sans pride!

What prince or potentate, who in the
times now past has raised aloft his hands
and yielded up his purse for the poor plea-

sure of a ride from the bridge to the Cave of
the Winds, would recognize me at my daily

task in hauling whole family loads out to

Wolf's monument for a quarter. And yet
this is not all. My grief is based on some-
thing more robust than this.

As long as quarters came in undiminisl.ed

flood from all the eager crowd, I murmured
not, but smothered up my grief in a large

red bordered horse blanket, but just the

other day there came a crowd of pleasure

seekers, whom I waited for in longing ex-

pectation. By chance I learned their com-
ing. They were twenty strong, and I did es-

timate my revenue therefrom. (For I alone of
all the drivers here had tumbled to the snap.

)

And then they came. I saw them from afar

and knew the jig was up. Mounted on bi-

cycles! Mounted to a man! And every n o:h-

er's son of them rode past me here, and not
a quarter in the whole blamed crowd! I

never saw the like before ! It broke my
heart!

A Cycling Paradox—July 4th. Non-cy-
cling skeptic meets a wheelman on his wheel:

Non-Cycler—(Mopping his forehead with a
hankerchief) "Hello there! Don't the
heat pretty nearly kill you up there on these

hot days?"

Wheelman—(Slowing up and smiling) "No!
Not at all. Riding rapidly along keeps one
cool. It is cooler than sitting in the shade."

The following Christmas the same non-cy-

cler and wheelman met again.

Non-Cycler— (In fur-lined overcoat and ear

muffs) "Great guns! Arn't you pretty near
frozen stiff?"

Wheelman—(All in a glow) "Well I should

say not! Riding rapidly along keeps one
warm. It is warmer than sitting by the fire.

Non-Cycler—(Turning up his coat collar and
continuing his way—meditatively) "Bicycles

are either a wonderful invetion or the men
who ride them are blank-ety-blank liars.

—

Ft.

Wayne Gazette.
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A Literary Gem.

The other day when we were very busy
writing editorials for the Record with one

hand, compiling "Observations by We"
with the other, and dictating business letters

between scratches, there came a light tap at

the sanctum door, and as the office boy ob-

sequesly responded to the knock, a young
lady tripped in with a roll of manuscript in

her hand. The paper was tied with a blue

ribbon, so we knew what to expect. Years

of experience have taught us that blue rib-

bon means romance; and pink ribon, poetry.

Of course we entertained the young lady

for a few moments, in our easy, graceful

way, acquired by a long and brilliant social

career. We assured her that her story

would be printed with pleasure. When she

left we found that we had no time to look

over the copy, so we handed it out to the

foreman, with instructions to make any cor-

rections he might see fit. The foreman did

what he could, but he was busy making up
a form, so he handed the matter over to one
of our intelligent compositors and told him
to fix anything that did not look right.

And the intelligent comp. fixed it.

IRENE.
A TALK OF TRUE LOVE.

The August day was slowly fading 1 to a

delicate roseate glow, '-' like the peachy pink-

ness of a sea shell thrown upon the beach.

Irene DeLacey, seated upon the front stoop,

watched anxiously for the first glint of the

gloaming. Hers was a peculiar face 1

;
pale,

yet rich in piquant beauty; rather of a clas-

sic contour on the whole, with a nose
slightly aquline and large, soulful blue eyes,

encircled by delicate gold band eye glasses.

Across her delicate intellectual forehead,

floated a few stray auburn tresses, a pleas-

ing contrast to her rich olive complexion. 4

At length the gloaming' began to steal

over the scene, and with it the dim dreamy
outlines of a young man mounted on his tall,

graceful wheel, might have been seen ap-

proaching the DeLacey villa." Irene knew
in an instant that it was Charley 7

; the blood
mounted to her face, her cheeks flush, a sigh"

escapes her lips, and she awaits in tremulous
anticipation the approach of the wheelman.
Since they had quarreled, about the cor-

rect way of serving a tennis ball,'' just a

1 If the August days were in the habit of fading
as the author Implies, she should have re-let the
contract, just as the League did with the old uni
form.

—

Foreman.
2 J5rick color would be better, in case the gloam

lng does fade like the old uniform. "Roseate glow"
is too delicate.— Foreman.

'.i I should say it was peculiar. If three distinct
colors of eyes, both light and dark complexions,
and two kinds of hair— falsi' and natural we sup-
pose—don't make a face look peculiar, what does?
— Intelligent Compositor.

4 I'll have to leave out about two pages Of des-
cription here. A stick full of such business is all

we can stand.

—

Foreman.
5 What is "gloaming" any way?—/. ('.

6 What's the matter with plain, ordinary house?
-/. C.

7 To obtain correct effect, pronounce this
"Choly."

—

Foreman.

8 .lust think of it. Flush, ace high. No wonder
She \\ as rattled.— /. C.

9 Three Inches of tennis technique are here
omitted. We have no tennis department in the
Gazette.— Foreman.

single short week 1 ° ago, Charley had ridden
past the beautiful DeLacey villa, upon his

silent steed, 11 with head erect, and his

broad manly chest expanded with the fresh

salt air, '

-' and his well formed limbs' : work-
ing the pedals with a graceful ankle mo-
tion, '

' but his proud, patrician spirit would
not let him stop or even cast one look
asi tie. '

' And so, every evening Irene sat

alone and sighed.

'

,;

But now he came again and faint hope
with bouyant step

'

' mounted once more in

her breast, and as she looked upon her new
and beautifully laundried white summer
gown, she felt that his proud spirit would
surely yield. But no, he came on swiftly

with his proud aquline nose 1 * elevated in

the summer breeze, and just as he passed
the door yard his wheel struck a large cruel

bowlder, '

" there was a terrible struggle for

supremacy and the bowlder triumphed,
while the noble form of Charley St. Clair

fell with a dull sickening thud20 upon the

ground, and Irene fainted dead away. 2 '

When she came to, again, McManus the

coachman, and patrolman Flynn were
carrying the limp insensible-- form of

Charley St. Clair into the spare room under
the stairs. "Take him, take him to my own
boudoirl"-* she gasped, and fainted away
again.

* * * * * * * # 2 4 2 5

10 Wonder what she means by "short week."
It's always a long time till Saturday night.—/. C.

ii We ought to keep them words standing. Al-

ways can depend on using 'em.—/. C.

12 I was under the impression that this particu-
lar phrase was copyrighted by the Spectator, but
we'll use it this time anyway.

—

Foreman.
13 Well padded. 111 bet a dollar.—/. C.

14 The author tries to work In something here
about learning the ankle motion from Prof. Smiley,

the wonderful bicycle instructor, but it won't go.

We've been In the business too long to have free

advs. run in on us in that shape.— Foreman.
15 I think the author may be mistaken here. I

know sometimes when I'm riding I can't look aside
either, and my proud patrician spirit hasn't any-
thing to do with it. It's the beastly rough road.-

/. ('.

hi This is the other side to the question. Hal
Ha! Can't I he funny when 1 try?—/. C.

17 Just a trifle mixed up. Would straighten it

out, but this is my busy day.

—

Foreman.
18 Hasn't this aquline nose business been

worked about enough?—/. C.

19 I knew it was coming. I've been there.— /. C
20 Another burst of originality. The newspaper

world has for years been in need of just such an
expression as this. Eureka.

—

Foreman.
21 We have noticed that when an author gets to

a point where he cannot handle his descriptions
very well, it is quite convenient to have somebody
faint away, so that enough time may elapse to

straighten things out. It's an old trick.—Foreman.
22 If I'd set this up unsensible, they'd raise a

row, and yet it would be nearer right, in bet. /. r.

23 Boudior is not all the French the author
knows, by any means, she cansaj en regale, t"»t

ensemble, ichdien, chor de ballet, zweibier, and many
other choice French expressions, hut the> happen
to occur in those sections that are omitted.— /. C.

24 About enough matter to 1111 three numbers of

the Gazette has been cutout at this point. Any
one madly Interested in this story, and wanting to
get at this particular part of it. can dip Into the
middle of almost any society uovel and read about
six chapters. Foreman.
25 .lust my luck again. There goes tin' blue pen

ell through a lot of poetry. Seems like it there

ever is any fat I always miss it.-/. C.

It was late in the summer- when Irene
DeLacey had nursed Charley back to life

and health.- 7 The gloaming once more
begins to gather, and the DeLacey mansion
twinkles from turret to attic with myriad
lights, like a fairy castle; shimmering in its

golden sheeny-"' wealth of light. And
why should it not glisten? This is the
wedding night of Irene DeLacey and ( Jharley
St. Clair. All the wealth and beautj of the
metropolis 11 will be assembled here to-

night. Already has Mr. and Mrs. Navy-
Inspector Hoyt arrived, and Mrs. ex-Civil
Service Commissioner Parkingham is just

alighting from her' rich coupe, drawn by a
pair of prancing greys. - *

A handsome tandem {!
is standing at the

door, and as the happy couple descend the
steps, they mount the wheel, and plowing
through the oceans of rice' ' and old slippers
that surround them, they glide out through
the broad carriage gate and down the road
together.

26 We were under the im pressi. .11 that tins story
Started ott In August, but mu\ lie ue are mistaken.
Again, maybe the scene is laid In Australia w here
late in the summer means the latter part ol Feb
ruary. Who knows, alas, who knows?—Foreman.
27 Take a longlookat this nursed bad; to life

and-health racket. This is positlvelj Its last ap
pearance before the cycling public, after a success
nil career of one thousand performances.—Foreman.

28 Here's some more of that gloaming biz. It

makes me tired.—/. C.

20 Don't exactly understand what the author
means by "sheeny wealth," hut il she is tryiu
work a jew pawnbroker into this story, she is

making a bad break.—Fori man.

30 Noivason at all if the old ma 11 can stand up
to the gas bill.— /, C.

31 If this is a reference to the collection of wed
ding presents, the author is drawing it too strong.
Ninety-nine cent store silverware present-, pre
vail atpresent, audit win take a slicker person
than the author to make the public rorgel
fact.—Foreman.

32 See report of -well wedding in sOCletj eolimin
Of any city daily for completion of this descrip
tion. s,, ai .,.

[S too valuable for this kind Of bUSi
iiess.— Fori man.

33 We were afraid the author had forgotten to
work the tandem mto this story, but she gets
there at the eleventh hour.—Fori man.

:'>( Not half as had as sand. I'll bet a dollar. -/. C.

35 of course they rode together if thej were on
a tandem. Don i see how they could do different.
Say, 1 think stories like this are bound toktll the
trade in ant] header attachments. Don'tyou: i

was goin' to get me one, but not now. \,,t much'
-/. C.

The following is clipped from a Leading
Toronto paper and Bpeaks for itself: "The
best wheel is that which is ridden by the
best riders. Take Toronto for instance. In

the Wanderers' Club, the largest in Canada,
Capt. George Chaplain Orr, the most experl
wheelman in Camickdons, rides a 56-inch

Rudge; Sec-Treas , Prederico Joseph us
Murphy has gone and done likewise; ditto

the Capt. and Lieutenant of the Safety div-

ision, Messers. T. Lalor and Chas. P. Spar-
ling. Mr. McBrian, another representative
Wanderer, also belongs to the most exalted
and noble order of Rudge riders, and these
gentlemen are sure to have the best which
are made, viz. the Rudge.
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Stamsonian Notes.

ENGLISH ROADS.

Having "just landed," and not yet got in

fair working order, nor over the shock that

the news of the good old Gazette's change

of base gave us, we do not feel in a mood to

converse on roads or anything else, for a

while, but will hasten to say that if anyone

thinks he will find good roads all over Eng-

land, he will be badly—that is—"not taken."

Their main thoroughfares are, of course,

fair specimens of macadam, but in dry

weather are very dusty, and must be

sprinkled, which is usually done with the

muddy lavishness of the average sprinkler

fiend the world over. Then in wet weather

the thin mud flies all over your machine,

and without a mud guard, it gets down the

back o' your neck like a small land slide.

This is not half of the faults of macadam,
which wears in holes, and is patched gener-

ally with a cart load of flint cubes two to

four inches square, that are left to straggle

about on the road's surface at their own
will, but we must put the brake on here for

if we get wound up too high, the end might

never come.

One word, though, a section of new ma-
cadam, "simon pure," is joy to the cycler

who has been used to loose gravel and sand

roads, and we saw specimens of the right

article while over the other side; some at

Biggleswade, Ripley, and various places,

but the great majority of their highways are

quite ordinary as to smoothness and ecstasy

—begetting qualities, too much like our own
common roads in this dreadfully wild west.

Most of their cross country roads are

simply horrible. We rode for miles in the

wheel tracks of wagons, for the rest of the

surface was a mass of loose cobbles the size

of goose and hens' eggs, mixed with broken
flint, which was evidently put in to increase

the sale of rubber tires, for those on our

new Facile were cut more in the thirty days

tour than if they had been used on American
roads for six months. This is a fact, indeed,

and another time we shall borrow some
other fellow's wheel, or shun English cross

roads.

While on sprinkling we forgot to say that

it is never done any farther out of the towns
than the law allows and you often sud-

denly plunge out of the mud into the deep
dust, which in so dry a season as the present

one has been over there, is something to see.

The hedges that line the roads nearly every

where, there, were gray with the dust, as

were the trees and all the foliage, and in the

lime stone sections the fine white dust pene-

trated the houses, and was the bane of the

neat housewives you see nearly all through
England.

Several times the road passed through
chalk hills, where about thirty feet above
on either side you see the thin strip of soil

and grass; all below a solid mass of pure
chalk. It looked like snow, too much, and
being in a "c-hilly" section, we involun-

tarily buttoned up our coat and hastened on.

The chalk mine was doubtless owned by the

farmers.

Here, were it not for drifting from the

subject of roads, we "might well-pump in a

few lines descriptive of the landscape

whereon meek and lowing kine grazed,"

but the brilliant whiteness of those chalk

hills under the noonday sun was dazzling,

and will be long remembered.
To see a country as it is, one must go out

of the beaten paths, as we did in many
places, and were well paid for so doing, for

the charming rural scenes that these crooked
English lanes flashed upon us at every turn

were really entrancing, and were what we
went over there for, largely. Many have
shown surprise that we had not seen Lord
so-an-so's palatial country seat, or such and
such a cathedral, and climbed the hundred
stairs into the usual beheading chamber, or

such like hall of death, but the exterior of

such gastly places were enough for us.

Taking into account the unusual drouth,

and the midsummer season, we still came
away with a feeling that the roads were not

up to what we expected, and think that Mr.

Jo Pennel was not so far out of the way in

his remarks on English roads, in the Bulletin

last winter. Stamson.

Recollections of Verax.

THE VARIOUS OLD TIME NEW YORK CLUBS.

THE EARLY DAYS OP THE CITIZENS' CLUB.

Ah, but they were good times to be sure.

Ask any of the old timers and they will tell

you with tears in their eyes that things are

not as they were when a dozen fellows went
out for a spin with as many differently col-

ored uniforms on, and when Papa Weston's
shandigaff was relished for its novelty if

for nothing else!

New York became interested in bicycling

almost as early as did Boston, and the first

riders who clustered around the fold at 791

Filth Ave., were a peculiarly cosmopolitan

lot of chaps who knew how to appreciate

the good things offered by living and too

how to get them without ceremony or great

personal inconvenience. Wentworth Rol-

lins was the first dealer to embark on the

troublesome sea of New York cycle selling,

but he did not make any great or lasting

impression from a financial standpoint. I

was not yet out of college when the la-

mented Billy Dinell opened a school on the

corner of Fifth Ave. and Fourteenth Street,

with a stock of old fashioned Standard Col-

umbias, and a limited vacation made it im-

possible for me to have more than a try or

two at the seemingly refractory two wheeler.

Then came Willie Wright, who married the

then celebrated Ida May, (This lady it was
who figured in the James Gordon Bennett

breach of promise suit.) and it was not until

this gentleman had enough of the business

that I came actively upon the scene as an
enthusiastic devotee of the sport.

I had long been a gymnasium member of

the New York Y. M. C. A., (don't smile)

and when the Pope Mfg. Co., opened a rid-

ing school on East 34th street, it was soon
whispered about among the aspirants to

horizontal bar fame that such an institution

was already in active operation. Of course
a great many of us made an early call upon
Elliot Mason, the manager. Monthly tickets

including instructions, represented a five

dollar note, that is if one did not purchase a
machine, in which latter case the amount
was remitted. There was a jolly lot of us
who learned at the same time. Let's see,

there was the Rev. T. McKee Brown, pastor
of the church of St. Mary, the Virgin, and
for a number of years the President of the

Citizens' Club; W. H. Book, of the Worth
St. Commission firm of W. C. Langworthy
& Co., and a queer Book he was. He had a
hard struggle with the wheel before he mas-
tered it. One leg was shorter than the

other, and he had an equally eccentric mind,
of which I will doubtless tell you more at

some future time. Then there was the long
legged Ex-President Dr. N. M. Beckwith,
who occasioned a smile from the on lookers,

every time he mounted the historical 42-inch

Mary Ann, the school machine. Stocky
E. N. Blue, one of Pucfc's cleverest carica-

turers, plump Billy Briant, a jeweler of

Maiden Lane; Bunner, the editor of Puck;

A. E. Paillard, the music box importer;

Tommie Smith, at present Captain of the

Cits; Phillip Fontaine, designer of the Cits'

badge; Jno. C. Gulick, ex-member of the

L. A. W. Executive Committee and a great

many others who have since became more
or less prominent. I suppose the story of

the many mishaps of the foregoing in their

struggles to acquire the art is too similar to

the many times told tale to be of interest, so

I will skip this part of our history and really

commence with a period shortly prior to the

formation of the Citizen's Club.

The trade consisted of E. I. Horsman, at

80 William St., who handled the Columbia
and Ideal bicycles. R. V. R. Schuyler, at

184 B'way, with the Coventry Mach'nists

Company's wheels. The New York branch

of the Cunningham Company at 791 Fifth

Ave., in charge of Fred Jenkins, Carter &
Steny, 4 East 59 St. (These boys bought out

the effects of Willie Wright. ) and the Colum-

bia School. I mention this because the clubs

were more or less dependent upon the trade

for wheel storage.

Well, the Columbia gang, as our lot of fel-

lows were frequently dubbed, began to look

about for a suitable club just as soon as ever

we could do a ten mile road run without

completely wrecking ourselves. You see

we had all of us read with implicit faith, the

teachings of Charlie Pratt in his American

Bicycler, one of the strictest injunctions of

which was to at once either join or form a

club. The New Yorks were the oldest of

any of the clubs, but were not particularly

active. They were what you might call a

tony set of fellows rather inclined to be ex-

clusive, and did not show themselves on the

road very often. That there was something,

however, sufficiently vital to insure perma-

nency, is evidenced by the fact that they

have hung together, and are to-day the

oldest League Club. Their uniform was

the same as they now use, a cadet gray with

red trimmings. We were not moved to send

in our applications," perhaps on account of
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the foregoing reasons. The Manhattans
died a listless death about thai time, though

I have understood there were a number of

internal causes which lead up to the final

dissolution, said causes having never been

given to the public. The members were a

fine looking lot, and made a manly show on

parade under command of Fred Brume.
Their uniform was a dark brown corduroy.

We seriously considered the idea of entering

this club in a body, but after all there was
a certain boyish element then too spiteful

to be congenial to our gray hairs. The
Lennox Club was composed of a crowd of

16 and 17 year olders, from Lennox Hill.

They were active during vacations, but the

fall was bound to find most of them at Col-

lege, so they did not enter into our deliber-

ations.

A short time before, the Ixion Club was
organized, and at once sprang into promi-

nence chiefly through the indefatigable push
and advertising abilities of my old friend

and well wisher, Frank Egan, the Owl.
There were only seven members, but they
were hustlers from the word go, and they
just could ride. Frank Egan was their

President and Bank, and exercised a sort of

wise and paternal control over his flock, for

they were mostly youngsters and needed
just the care that Egan was admirably fitted

to bestow. The Ix ions were our choice and
had their metal been a little more mature,
perhaps the Citizens would never have been
organized. This completes the list of clubs

that quartered at 791 Fifth Ave. Around
the corner on 59th St., the remains of the

once splendidly attired and fantastic Mer-
cury Club had a room in the second floor of
the building occupied by Carter & Sterry.

What a uniform they wore! It was no won-
der that cyclers were supposed to be dudes
and ignoramuses. Imagine a white helmet
"with the wings of Mercury posing thereon,

a gaudy blue silk jersey with equally bril-

liant silk tights, and the picture is not an
exaggerated illustration of the Mercury
uniform. Willie Wright and the now cele-

brated S. Conant Foster, who late became
our most successful wheel poet, were the
leaders. A club founded in so flimsy a
plank as the gaudy uniform indicated could
not live, hence their speedy downfall was
not unexpected nor a disappointment. I

have now described the field that was open
to us, thinking that the subject, though
prosy, might be interesting. The Editor
has requested me to write a number of let
ters about old times, and I have naturally
begun with the period in which I first be-

came enamored of the wheel. If these de-

tails seem dry, I must be pardoned. Should
the Ego appear too frequently, the reader
must remember that it is hard to narrate at
best and particularly so when one is not
permitted to express himself from a personal
point of view. I have thought also that our
sport has grown and spread out nowadays
to a proportion that will make the formation
of clubs of the calibre of the Citizens, a not
unusual occurrence, so that the causes and
details which gave rise to this organization
may perchance be ofsome use.

Well, I have given you a very good idea

of what New York had to offer and likely

it is surprising that we didn't see anything
that would exactly suit our rather fastidious

taste. After all, though, there was a reason.

You see we were more or less at sea as re-

gards a general knowledge of the character

of cycle riders, and paramount was the

thought that we needed a man's club, that

we were all voters and while many of us
had sons who could mount a good sized

wheel, we didn't exactly think that any as-

sociation where a boy could monopolize the

floor could be congenial. We had many a
talk on this point at the 34th St. school

which finally resulted in a call for a meeting
of interested parties at Dr. Beckwith's den-

tal parlors on 42nd St. That old supersti-

tion about thirteen didn't hold good in this

case, as that was the number exactly who
proceeded to count each others' noses on the

evening agreed upon. But we meant busi-

ness. I was the baby, although a voter

with a side whisker that most people, in my
opinion, were inclined to admire. I suppose
this was the initial gathering in this country
where every one present was a full grown,
able bodied man. I shall never forget it

myself. There was Superintendent Dunlap
of the N. Y. orphan asylum, whose hair was
just as white as snow. Next to him sat Prof.

Miller, who was and is now the head of
Packard's Business College. A handsome
man over six feet in height, with a long
flowing iron gray beard. Adding to these

the gentlemen I have before mentioned, I

think will satisfy almost anyone that the
unspoken desire to be fastidious was justi-

fiable. There was no time wasted in wrang-
ling. That important point, the name, was
at once adopted on the suggestion of Prof.

Miller, "Citizens," which being interpreted,

meant that a candidate to be eligible must
have attained his majority. The election of
officers was gotten over with equal dispatch.

A committee on constitution and quarters
having been elected, we adjourned, and so
ended the first meeting of the Citizen's Club.

If the editor's scissors do not need oiling by
the time he gets this ready for the press, I

will continue my story in my next letter,

and try and recall some of the good times
we had as well. Ykkax.

The Lamp Ordinance in Jersey.

Desperate Wheelman; I am a peaceable, law abld
Ing citizen, but if these pests don't quit Following
me, I'll put out the light and defy the law.

In and Around Newark.
"Send us a letter covering everything in

your reach and be quick about it." What
an easy matter for an editor to order out his

team of t horoughbreds, (all editors are sup-
plied With them in the east 1 drive to the

telegraph office and wire the above to a poor
luckless devil of ascribe, who, perchance,'
has been haunting soup-houses for a month
with the hope that he may be blessed with
even a piece of mouldy bread. But the
editor, rolling as he does in the lap of lux-

ery, (all editors roll thusly in the east,)

keeps right on wiring, "Why're you keeping
back that letter?"

Were it allowable, I might fill up the best

part of the GAZETTE in expressing my views
on road racing, but as I've pretty thor-

oughly ventilated the matter in the past few
weeks, I shall use but little space for it here.

There is one thing which I don't propose to
let go by, however, and that is in re the
following, which has gone the rounds of the
local papers, and was copied by the Ameri-
can Wheelman: " ; Road racing h;is its

firmest hold in New Jersey, and yet it is a
notable fact that the prominent officers of
the New Jersey clubs, members of the
Road Racing Association, are opposed to
the continuence of the sport."

I would like to impress the fact upon the
minds of every rider of the whirling wheel,
who chances to run his eye over this page
that the above assertion is 0/1 unqualified
falsehood, and whoever the author may be,

he is either unacquainted with our New
Jersey riders and. their views, or else to mi-
siver some purpose of his own, has willfully

misrepresented them. The fact is that only
one New Jersey club has taken official action
in regard to road racing. I have inquired
here and there among members of different

clubs, and nowhere can I find any one who
agrees with Mr. Luscomb's or Dr. Black-
ham's views.

One prominent wheelman, whom I ap-
proached on the subject, thus expressed
himself: "As long as we meet with no op-
position from the local authorities, we pro-
pose to run off our semi-annual road races,

and, if a few 'sore heads' disapprove of the
sport, Lei them remain away. I claim to be
as loyal to the League as any man on the
roll, but I do not propose to allow them to

tell me that I can't take a brush on the road
when the local authorities say I can."
This is substantially the opinion of all

with whom 1 have talked. A few days ago
I strolled out to the Irvington-Milburn
course for the purpose of interviewing some
of the people living along the road. I ap-

proached a dozen or more, some of them old
gray haired farmers, and one and all ex-

pressed the wish that "the boys could only
arrange to come around oftener than twice
a >car, for," said one gentleman, a farmer,
"this place is entirely devoid of excitement
Of an kind, and I tell you it does us good- to
see the boys enjoying themselves on their

iron horses once in a while."

Any person has the right to turn his back
upon that of which he disapproves, but
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when it comes to two or three men endeav-

oring to win 11,000 over to their way of

thinking, they'll find they've a "hard road

to travel."

The following circular dated Sept. 9, '87,

is self-explanatory: "The New Jersey Cy-

cling and Athletic Association not being

able by reason of lack of funds, to conduct

a race meeting of any magnitude this season,

an effort is being made by the wheelmen of

the vicinity interested in racing to collect

by subscription an amount (estimated at

$800) large enough to warrant them in under-

taking to get up a two days' meeting, to be

held at the earliest practicable date. It is

proposed to issue shares in the enterprise at

$1 each, to the amount of $800, the share-

holders to elect from their number a Board

of Management, and to receive four tickets

of admission for each share held, as well as

a certificate entitling them to a pro rata

share of the profits. This is virtually only

a guarantee of the sale of 3,200 tickets, and
as every subscriber will receive his propor-

tion of any profits that may accrue, this

scheme should enlist the support of every

wheelman within twenty miles of the track.

Should we fail to receive subscriptions to

the amount specified, all subscriptions ad-

vanced will be returned."

During the late race meet of the Cycling

Association at Roseville, an incident occur-

red which reflects anything but credit

upon one of the professionals. When the

race was called for which he was entered,

he said, when asked. if he was going to start:

"Yes, for ten dollars I'll start." "Well,

that's a funny piece of business," said his

interrogator. "You came here to ride and
take your chances with the rest." "That's

all right, as far as it goes," he said, "but

unless I'm guaranteed ten dollars, I will not

start."

As he did not start it may be taken for

granted that no "guarantee" was forthcom-

ing. What he did get however, was a first-

class tongue lashing from one of our local

dealers, and I am rather inclined to think

that the Roseville track will know him no
more.

The first issue of the Gazette from its

new home has met with a royal reception in

this part of the world. Cyclers seem to all

be with you in thinking that a monthly is

"no good" as a dispenser of news, which

must necessarily be thread bare before it

reaches them from such a source. The tone

of the paper kept up to its old standard

with the added feature of illustration of a

high order should combine to give you a
grand circulation in a very short time.

Eagle Rock.

Howell is coming to race Rowe. The last

advices say Howell is going to Germany.
Howell will not come over to race Rowe.
Harry Corey says Howell is coming. Dan-
iels has direct advices that Howell is coming
over. Howell says he won't come this year.

Morgan says Howell declines to come. Ken-
nedy-Child has a special cablegram from
Howell saying he is on the way. There they

are. Take your choice.

—

Bulletin.

Just after the Crawfordsville road race,

the boys who had done much scientific loaf-

ing on the course come down to Indianapolis

to enjoy a social loaf at the Record office.

Bob Neilson was laying stretched out on
the lounge, (poor Bob had been working ter-

ribly hard, ) Billy Rhodes and George Hill

were swaping snake stories in the sanctum,
and Daniels was out in the composing" room
trying to learn the case, when the mail car-

rier brought in a large official looking enve-

lope addressed to W. A. Rhodes.
Billy studied over the post mark for a long

time, wondering which one of the girls could
have written to him. We suggested that he
might receive some light on the subject by
opening the envelope. He opened it and
found a request for his signature and that of

any other cycling celebrities who might be
with him. "Here, Hill," he said, "you'r at

the desk, just put down your own name and
mine and Bob's and Charley's," and George
swung his pen around and turned out four

of the prettiest signatures you ever saw.
* *

Davis of Crawfordsville surprised all of us
when he jumped onto the track with a three

minute gate, early this season, without giv-

ing any one the slightest warning; still we
doubt if he surprised lis much more than he
recently did a certain bull dog which holds

forth along the Richmond road. Davis was
bowling along at a brisk gait when the dog
jumped at him, coming in front, the rider

quickly slipped off his saddle and down the

back bone, and the next instant his machine
skipped over the brute and left an impression

on the dog's ribs and memory that will last

for years.

We have often wondered why some maker
of cycling sundries does not get up a rubber
squirt that will hold about half a pint of
chyenne pepper water for use upon vicious

dogs. Such an instrument would be a weap-
on of defense and quite a source of satisfac-

tion to the wheelmen. In severe cases it

could be used on the road hog with salutary

effect.

* *

Speaking of racing we would like to call

your attention to the eminent appropriate-

ness of accepting the shot cat as the typical

embodiment of speed. A cat can, with the

greatest ease, lap milk or any thing else that

runs.

* *

We have no desire to return to old times

with its rude cycling contrivances, but we
would be willing to throw away our easy
hammock saddles and return to the old

time pig skin saddle ifwe could be assured
that it was made from the skin of a road hog.

*
He *

Speaking of saddles we observe that there

is a young man over in Ohio who is trying
to win the championship away from the

Club Liar. He says, that a few weeks ago
on a long tour he sat on his saddle so long
that it hatched out little tool bags.

*
* *

If nobody will laugh, we would like to

observe that the old maids belong to "the
great army of the unattached."

Rural Directions to Strangers.
Don't know; ask next man.
Second house after you pass the cabin with

a big black dog.

It's the second house beyond the one that

has a red barn with a big door chalked up.

That's Bob Smith's account of his chicken
crop.

Take the fork of the road on your left hand,

then go on till you come to the big elm.

When you get there, ifanybody comes along
ask them.

It's just three miles and an eighth. There
are seven houses on the left and six on the

right. That makes it the fourteenth. Go
straight ahead.

It is about two looks from here. Go to the

top of that hill and take a look. Then go as

far as you saw; take another look. When
you get there, you'll see it.

Turn round the little church to the right.

Keep the ridge on your left. Go half a mile,

three-quarters, perhaps a mile. Ifyou know
the man you're after, you'll find him along
there.

Take your second right hand road; cross

two left hand roads and take your third.

Don't go up the first right hand road, but
take the second. There's a well-sweep in

the front yard, and a wheel pump in the

barnyard.

—

N. Y. Mail and Express.

Something About the Bicycle.—"You
might think that only the legs would be ex-

ercised by riding a wheel, but it is a fact that

a beginner feels the effects first in his

shoulders and back. The muscles of the

trunk, particularly above the sides and
adomen, are also used a great deal. Al-

though the action of the legs appear to be
similiar to their action in walking it is found
that six muscles in the calf not used at all in

walking are brought into play. You can
work those muscles by rising on your toes,

but in walking they are not exercised. The
speed attainable on ordinary roads in a ride

of four or five hours taking in comfortably
and not trying to make a record, will average
about eight miles an hour. It is a good
horse that will keep up that gait. Expert
riders can out-travel any horse that ever
wore shoes in a twenty-four hour journey,

but that, of course, is a feat of endurance.

For practical, reasonable travel, the bicycle

is superior to a horse on good roads, and is

by no means a plaything or an athlete's

apparatus. It is a business and pleasure

vehicle, and ought to be so considered in the

road laws.

—

Detroit Free Press.

Kenneth Brown, of Chicago recently tour-

ed from that city to New York.
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"Where hills have been climbed, where great road races have been run, where wheels have been tested to

their very utmost, THE VICTOR has been found at the front to tell its own story."— O. W. Co. Catalog.
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"The Machine Has Come to Stay."

EXTRACT PROM A SPEECH
—BY—

DR. J. B. HELWIG AT THE BANQUET OF THE
OHIO DIVISION AT SPRINGFIELD.

The topic or the sentiment upon which I

am to speak—"The Machine Has Come to

Stay"—and which I think ought to stay—

and which I think will stay—especially if it

provides occasions like this. This topic or

sentiment, however, is a subject which also

possesses more than the ordinary degree of

gravity. In fact, it involves the very center

of gravity, as those frequently discover who
have anything to do with it—especially the

first time.

The modern vehicle which you now handle

with such facility and which also serves you
with such excellence and perfection has, how-
ever, like all great institutions or inventions,

come up to you somewhat slowly, but not

unusually so. The progress of great reforms

is frequently measured by centuries. So also

this great reform in traveling.******
The first machine in the evolution of the

bicycle was called the Draisine. We are told

that in 1816 a gentleman who called himself

Baron von Drais—a Frenchman, or Hol-

lander, judging from the middle guide wheel

in his name i a sort of tricycle trying to in-

vent a bicycle)—constructed a machine con-

sisting of two wheels, one before the other,

connected by a bar.

And that the rider sat astride of the bar,

and propelled the contrivance by striking his

feet on the ground, and directed it by means
of handles that guided the forewheel. In

1818 this machine, with some improvements,

was introduced into England, and the next

year, into New York, Philadelphia, Boston

and other places in this country, and for a

time it was very popular. Then we are told

that in 1863 a Frenchman applied cranks to

the fore wheel of the Draisine or the Celer-

ifere—or the velocipede, as it was then also

c"died—having previously observed that at

;i certain rate of speed equilibrum could be

maintained with it by deflecting its course

according to its inclination. These are terms,

gentlemen, which you fully understand; I am
not so sure whether I do or not. But you
will observe that what the machine wanted
before there could be any reasonable hope of

its success was a crank or two. And these,

you notice, were on the fore wheel of the

machine. That fact is also significant. A
crank or two on the fore wheel of the coming
machine and also on a machine, remember,

that has come to stay. You will not fail to

remember that. Then we are still informed

that in 1866 another Frenchman came to

America, and in partnership with an Amer-
ican, took out a patent for this improved
velocipede, but that for several years this

machine was chiefly employed in illustrating

patent office reports.

But in 1868 it suddenly became popular.

Merchants, mechanics, students, lawyers,

ministers and ladies, all classes of people,

then began to use it. Riding schools and
depots of supply were opened in all the large

towns. And so the furor continued until it

culminated in 1869. But two years later the

"boneshaker," as that machine was popularlj

called, was a thing of past. But the bone
shaker was nevertheless, the parent of the

modern bicycle.

It had two wheels of nearly equal size made
of wood, and with iron tires, the handles be-

ing placed midway between the wheels. An
Englishman enlarged the size of the fore

wheel and brought the saddle more directly

over it, and decreased the size of the rear

wheel proportionately. Another Englishman
invented the suspension wheel, and an Amer-
ican suggested the rubber tire: All of which
improvements were made in 1868. The first

bicycle was imported from England into this

country in 1876, and was exhibited at the cen-

tennial exposition. And further, in 1877, the

first company for importing bicycles was es-

tablished; and in 1878, the first American
company for their manufacture was organ-

ized. Now there is an annual sale of from

6,000 to 10,000 machines. The number in use

in the United States, not including boys' ma-
chines, is over 30,000, and the number in use

in Great Britain is between 200,000 and 300,000.

And so the evolution of the machine that

has come to stay, is about this: The brain of

Baron von Drais begot the draisine, the

draisine begot the velocipede, the velocipede

begot the "bone shaker," and the bone
shaker begot the bicycle, and the bicycle be-

got the tricycle and the quadricycle, with

still other nondescript cycles besides those.******
Then notice the difference in health and

risk in favor of the bicycle. You don't need
to take out an accident policy for the bicycle

or have its life insured. It never gets the

glanders, or the heaves, or the spavin, or the

scratches, or the poll evil. The rider some-

times gets these, but the bicycle never does.

It is subject to none of the ills to which

horse flesh is heir.

There are also decided moral considerations

in favor of the bicycle. For instance, you
begin to talk about a horse, you will find that

it is sometimes a difficult thing to stick to

facts, and especially to all the facts, in talk-

ing about a horse, and more especial y, also,

if you are dealing in horses. There is no
other animal about which one may make so

many misleading remarks as about a horse.

Josh Billings has said: "I don't kno whi it

iz that a man can trade cows and be pious, or

swap oxen, and be a good deacon, or even
negotiate dogs and be lookt upon favorably,

but when he goes into the hoss trading enter-

prise, if he can't cheat he ain't happy."
There is nothing of that in the bicycle busi-

ness, in any way. Of course there may be a

reason for this misconception about a horse

as compared with a bicycle. You can't see

a horse like you can see a bicycle. In order

that I might have something to say on this

subject this evening, Bro. Olds a few days

ago took one of his bicycles all apart for my
benefit, and explained every thing about it,

then he put it together again. It was as good
as it had been before. But that can't be done
with a horse, if you want to use him after-

wards as a horse.

One more r< ason why tin- bioycle hascomi
to stay, and whj it ought to Btay, and whj
we also think that it will stay, is because it

takes a sober man to ride it. Ii requires a

steady nerve, anil properly used it will also

give stead; nerves. A reeling habit will not

do for a bicycle rider. And it punishes every-

one that tries to ride it when he is not sober,

Sooner or later it will unceremoniously on
load him and then also try to fall on top of

him besides. We don't know what we would
give if every man in Springfield was always
in a condition to ride a bicycle. That would
help the years of true progress to roll on
amazingly.

And so we then say in conclusion, let this

gift of the century come to all countries; let

it go along quietly, as if conscious of its

power and its usefulness and its permanence;
let it assert its supremacy soberly and then

everywhere will it go to stay.

Questions to the Editor.

Ed. Gazette:
I would like to ask you a few questions in

regard to touring. What is the best route

from Oskosh to Kokomo? In touring do
you consider a portable cook stove or a rub-

ber coat essential to comfort? Do you not

think that the bicycle used for touring pur-

poses will ultimately wipe out the great

railroad monopolies that are sapping the

vitality of our fair land? Do you consider

touring a good way to acquire prominence
in cycling circles and get your name put in

the papers? Fraternally yours,

Archibald.
De \k Archibald:
In coming to us for information on various

topics, you have displayed an amount of
astuteness that will no doubt be a pleasant

surprise to your large circle of relatives.

We are headquarters for information and
those desiring anything in our line, should

not fail to give us a call, as we manufacture
all our own information and save you one
profit.

To go from Oskosh to Kokomo, start south

from Oskosh on the old Sandheap road, and
proceed for some distance. When you come
to a place where a spotted cow is laying by
the side of the road, turn to your right. If

the cow does not happen to be laying there

yet, you had better ask some one in the

neighborhood to point out the locality where
a white cow with large bilious spots reclined

on the morning of June 15th, 1886. In case

the party does not seem to recollect th<

currence, you might freshen his memory by
alluding to the fact that an eminent looking

gentleman was passing on a bicycle at the

time.

Turning to the right, as we said before,

go several miles of Bandy road until you
come to a plain whitewashed building used

as a livery stable. The liverj stable and
two or three houses that cluster around it

are geographically known as Skin City.

Old man Skinner who runs the stable, will

be better able than 1, to tell you the rest of

the way to Kokomo, for he did most of the

driving.

The prudent bicycle tourist will not carry
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A Few of the Sundries We Manufacture.

The Cobblestone Saddle,
Our Own Pati ni.

\- a practical anti -header.

Price, = = - S$0.*><>

The Wonder Saddle.
Dm- thru Patent.

Price, - = J^O.OO

We also make the Durea Saddle.

Price. ; - - Sgt-i.OO

The Lillibridge Saddle.
Our Own Patent.

\L\V\Y> POPULAR.
I'rioe, - = l£S.OO

The Superb, Price, $2 00.

The Chiming. Price, $1.50.

The Challenge Lamp.

Kits any size except smaller

sizes <if "Ideal." See cut,

Price. Japanned, - • $3.00

Price. Nickeled. - • 3.75

Ideal Tricycle Lamp.

I'seful also as a bicycle head
lamp.

Price, Japanned, - $2.25

Price, Nickeled, 3.00

The Champion Lamp.
Fits any size over 50 inch.

See cut.

Price, Japanned. - ^o.iki

Price. Nickeled. 6.00

The Ideal Lamp.
Will nt alPsizes from 30 inch upward, or any other make of hoys' or youth's

bicycle.

Price, Japanned, - $2.25 Price, Nickeled, $3.00

The Standard. Price, $1.00.

The Favorite. Price, 75 c.

Youth's Bell. Price, 50c.
Price, Quart Can, 60 c. Price, Pint Can

l—

I

J- Ill

PAMEl

Price. 7."i

( lllc \(,<i CANVAS. Price $3.80.

.1 complete line of Leather Sundries we make on the premises, such as BELTS, TOOL BAGS, etc., and many other Sundries, all ofr
which are

described in our Catalog, which is mailed on application. We invite the trade generally to correspond with us in this regard.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO, IPvI^^.

Largest manufacturers of cycles and sundries in America.
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as much baggage as if he were going to

Saratoga to join in the mad whirl of summer
society. We have found that the wheelman

can indulge in enough mad whirls when
dressed in an ordinary brown uniform.

We do not believe that a portable cook

stove is absolutely essential to a successful

tour, however we may bp in error. A rub-

ber coat will be found a very useful thing to

have along; it will keep you cold in cool

weather and hot in warm weather.

Personally, we are not as much down on

the great railroad monopolies as we used to

be in years past when we went to school

and spent our spare moments in figuring

out the great problems of State. We used

to lay awake at night, trying to devise

means to thwart these giant monopolies in

their base schemes to undermine our devel-

oping civilization. At that time we might

have grasped eagerly at the bicycle as a

means of rescuing the government from the

iron clasp of monopoly. Several times later

in life we have found ourself and bicycle

stuck on a soft, sandy road, and were rather

glad to learn that a great railroad monopoly
was existing about a mile ahead of us. I do

not think it would be well for wheelmen to

make any organized attempt to crush out

the railroad monopoly so long as it is will-

ing to monop at L. A. W., rates, with bi-

cycles taken as baggage.

Touring is a very good way of getting

your name in the cycling papers, there are

also other ways that require less physical

effort. You might invent a steam tricycle,

or you could accomplish the desired result

by permitting yourself to be run down by a

street car. In case any of these ways of get-

ting your name prominently before the

cycling public do not suit, we will insert

your name in four line pica antique caps, in

the Gazette next to reading matter, at reg-

ular page rates. Editor.

The Question.
We were riding a tandem, slie and 1,

Down o'er the lane, by the grass mown lea,

And the great full moon in the fleecy sky

Was clouded anon, conveniently.

I thought, what more favorable time could be

To speak of my love, while the moon is masked :

Here In the shadow, surely She
Will answer me "yes", were the question asked.

So we wheeled along while 1 framed my vow,
Then tins thought siezed me 'twill be no use.

Can I expect her to smile 011 me now.
When this tandem Is jolting her back teeth looser

ENVOI

.

When next the bold attempt I make
o. will she listen to my prayers?
or will she even up affairs

By giving me the glorious shaker

Very many clubs encourage riding by

offering medals for the best mileage of the

year and for the longest run. Would it not

be a good idea for the League to offer a few

medals for riding records. A medal award-

ed for the best American mileage would be

a valuable possession, and would be worked
for. This hint is for the benefit of officials.

—

Bulletin.

Our Australian Correspondence.

iik "Jubilee Sporting Car-

nival," the opening of

which took place the daj

prior to last mailing day,

and to which I then made
reference, has not resulted

in a financial success to the

promoters, who certainly

produced the biggest thing

in the way of carnivals yet

seen in Australia. The
weather continued unfavor-

able throughout, and mar-

red what otherwise might
have turned out a bonanza.

The cycle races were de-

ferred to the fourth day in consequence of

the unrideable state of the racing path,

being then continued on the succeeding days

Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The most
interesting races were the "Invitation Ama-
teur Scratch" event of five distances, one,

three, five, ten and twenty miles, which
brought out a strong field of Melbourne
riders. An accident to his knee, deterred

J. Busst from starting. The erstwhile Ama-
teur Champion, F. A. Shackelford, who has

ridden many a hard race for the title he

held for many a day, came to the front in

the five and ten mile events, and second in

the longest distance, but W. G. C. Elliot

secured three firsts, the twenty-mile, one-

mile and three-mile, and took the trophy,

with Shackelford second.

In the professional section, S. Clark,

(Scotch champion) gained first place in a

"Three Mile Handicap" race, with a start of

forty yards from scratch. G. Wyburd, who
pushed F. Wood so hard in the six days'

race, taking second place. Events of local

interest only, were also contested in a spir-

ited manner. The details of the first event

are as under:

"Invitation Scratch Race"

—

First event—three miles: W. J. Elliot, 1st;

A. Mclvor, 2nd; F. Shackelford, 3rd. Time,

9 min. 28 § sec.

Second event—five miles: F. H. Shackel-

ford, 1st; Mclvor, 2nd. Time, 16 min. 23

sec.

Third event—twenty miles: W. J. Elliot,

1st; Shackelford, 2nd; Mclvor, 3rd.

Fourth event—one mile: W. J. Elliot, 1st;

A. Mclvor, 2nd; A. E. Browne, 3rd.

Fifth event—(final) ten miles: Shackel-

ford, 1st; Mclvor, 2nd; A. E. Browne, 3rd.

The new cycling institution, "The Victor-

ian Wheelmen's Association," has held a

first meeting and elected officers. Mr. H. S.

Bole, who was interested in Con Dw\ er

when his case was being dealt with by the

Victorian Cyclists Union, is credited with

being the chief promoter of the new asso-

ciation and subsequent events certainly

color that view, as he now stands as "Presi-

dent of the V. W. A.," and Judge Casey, as

one of the "Vice-Presidents;" Mr. Carithers

as "Chairman," and Mr. G. A. Ward as lion,

sec.

A month ago, the Colonial Wheeling
Kingdom were on the tiptoe of expectation,

regarding threatened legal proc< i
'im--

anenl the relegation of Mr. Con Dwyer to

the professional ranks, hut up to the present

however, the matter has not concentrated
into the form of an action-at-Iaw, and appar-

ently, not likely to.

F. Wood, has issued a challenge to Con
Dwyer, the now professional champion of

Australia, u> pace a Beries of events, one,

three, five, ten and t went \ -li\ < miles, for

the championship of the world, and £100

a side, the winner to score three events.

'Tis needless to say here, such an event

would he a source of the greatest interest to

Australians and would draw immensely, as
Con is a favorite racer.

G. Wyburd, the New South Wales profes-

sional, has sent out a challenge to J. Rolf, of
the same colony, to race a match for the
professional championship of Australia
Wyburd states his willingness to meet Rolfe
in a series of matches, or in a one distance
match, of from 1 to 100 miles. Failing ac-

ceptance of this challenge, Wyburd will as-

sume the title of champion of Australia.

The pioneer wheel club of Victoria, the

Melbourne B. C, will hold their tenth an-

nual Ball on the 19th of July, and at present
the festive occasion is looked forward to as

being one more of the many enjoyable an-

nuals of this club.

The match, for the amateur championship
of Australia, which took place between Con
Dwyer, of Victoria, and C. W. Bennett, of
New South Wales, has been the means of the

New South Wales Cyclists' Union, passing

some stringent rules, such that will den r a

repetition of the fiasco, Dwyer vs. Bennett,

again, as the following rules show:
1. The sanction of the N. S. W. C. I '.,

shall not, under any circumstances whatev< r,

be given to a race, or race meeting held bj
any private person or persons.

2. That -no amateur cycle race, or cycle

race meetings shall be described or adver-
tised as "intercolonial," "international,"

"champion" or "championship,"
1 excepting

club championship 1 without the express

sanction of the council of the Union.

On the 27th of June last, a "special" meet-

ing was held and a motion carried to the

following effect: "that the Council is dissat-

isfied with the reeei it actions, decisions and
general harmony of the Executives, and as

it considers a re-const ruction desirable, re-

quest the Executives to tender their resigna-

tions to facilitate the carrying out of their

object." This course of action has arisen

owing to dissatisfaction among N. S. W.,
wheelmen over the Dw \ er affair, referred to

in my previous letter.

That portion of the winter season, which
we have experienced up to the present, has

proved unusually wet and cold, quite 1111-

Australian-like, a fact borne out by com-
parison with previous years, which goes to

show that Jubilee year, thai much of it which
we have had, at any rate, has been uncom-
monly wet and has not been equalled or ex-

ceeded for something like forty years or

more, in rainfall. This, in some measures,

must account for the sort of depression in

cycling experience that we are undergoing
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In Sandhurst, the busiest inland city of

Victoria, that is notably apparent and the

necessity of laying by the cycle in storage,

is almost forced upon the most ardent of

votaries of the wheel, yet, notwithstanding

the additional labor entailed in forcing one's

way through the mud and rain, there are

many who do so, and plod away in prefer-

ence to adopting other and cleaner means
of coming to and from their respective call-

ings in the city.

The Jubilee bicycle raco of five miles,

which was to have been held on the local

race course in connection with the Jubilee

horse race meeting on the 21st of

June last, was abandoned owing to

the unfit state of the surface for

cycle racing.

The Sandhurst C. C, the strong-

est of the clubs, held its fifth half

yearly meeting on Friday ( 8th) eve-

ning last, at the club rooms, Sham-
rock Hotel, a goodly attendance

of members being present. The
financial position of the club was
shown by the balance sheet to be
very satisfactory. Following the

election of officers, the members
joined in drinking toasts to the

retiring officers, newly elected

ones, and the future welfare of the

club, in a hearty manner. At in-

tervals, several vocal numbers were
effectively rendered by members,
and quite a pleasant time was spent.

The Annual Club Ball and Supper
has been fixed for the 3rd of August
in one of the best halls in the city,

and promises to be unusually en-

joyable.

An adrt. in the Bendigo Indepen-

dent of a few days back appeared,

drawing the attention of Sand-
hurst wheelmen to the expected
early arrival of K. K's., dooms-
day book, "XM Miles on a Bicycle,"

some thirty-five of whom are in-

terested. In the same paper an
editorial appeared, giving the book
a short but favorable notice, judged from
advance sheets in the hands of Mr. Parry,
who is the Australian agent for the volume.
The ten miles V. C. U., champion has been

brought to book for an apparent infringe-

ment of the amateur definition to wit, in

accepting a check for the value of his tro-

phy, won at a meeting not held under the V.
C. U., sanction, the rules of which states

that trophies must consist of plate or such
like. I understand that the matter is under
consideration, and a decision will be arrived
at shortly.

The Sydney sporting paper, The Referee,

in a recent issue, gave a full length cut of
C. W. Bennett (and machine i the Amateur
Champion Cyclist of Australia. Accompany-
ing it with a sketch of his racing career from
1883 to 1887.

Sandhurst will shortly be able to record
the possession of a second cycle track,

which it is confidently expected will thor-
oughly fit for use for the ensuing Christmas
and New Year sports. An application, at

this early date, has already been made by a
prominent and influential society, for the

use of the grounds and track at Christmas
and New Year, for the sports purposes, in-

cluding amateur and profesional wheel

races.

Skating rinks have grown popular in Vic-

toria this winter, and the amusement seems
to have boomed in the metropolis and the

more important country cities and towns.

A company is in course of formation in

Sydney, N. S. W., for the purpose of pur-

chasing one of Singer's "Victorias" ten in

hand. Olevyn.

Touring Wheelman, {with pronounced English accent.) "Aw, me good
fellah, can you tell me If there Is a cyclist in the neighborhood."

Citizen of Jay County. "Sirklist, I should remark they was' The
Brovi us is all shakin' with the ager, an old Squire Harks is down
agin with the rhumatlz, an Bud Weanslow got his arm broke over
at the brick-yard, an' the preachers' folks is all broke out with the
measels. Reckon It's about the bigest sick list we've had fer more'n
a year.

Nearly all the members were at the club
room, entertaining a tourist from Peoria,
when the Racing Man entered, cast a

gloomy, dark blue look about him, and went
out again without saying a word to any one.

"What's the matter with that chap?"
asked the tourist from Peoria.

"Oh, he's our racer," the Club Liar an-
swered, "he's mad at me and the rest of the
boys; gets that way every time we try to
have a little fun with him."
"So?" said the tourist, and the Club Liar

went on to explain the situation.

"You see, the Racing Man has been doing
considerable training for a tournament we're
going to hold next week. He has some speed

in him if he only knew how to develope it.

He works hard, and I believe he would do
some good on the track if he would slick to

one wheel long enough, hut he is always
changing his mount. The first part of last

season he was riding an Ordinary, the latter

part, a Star; now he is on a Rover. Be <

pects to do great things with bis new ma-
chine, and he is training on it all the time,

in fact we boys think he runs training in the.

ground.

"We were talking about this matter tin-

other day and I said to the other boys, that

if they would help me a little I would l.r< ak
him of the training habit. The
captain wanted to know what I was
going to do, but I said 'Cap, you
just rely on my superior judgement
in this matter. All I want you and
the rest to do is to fall in and follow

me whenever I give the wink. 1*11

set the pace for this little run.

"So we all went out to the track-

that afternoon. We were there

early and the racing man had not

come yet. I hung around the gate

waiting for him, and when he came
up the street and swung from his

wheel, I turned toward him with an
anxious look that I had prepared
for the occasion and said, 'Careful,

old boy; you hadn't ought to jump
that way, what have you been do-

ing to yourselfanyhow?' He looked
as though he didn't know what to

make of me, and I kept on, 'whafs
the matter with you, anyhow; have
you been over-training?' Then he

laughed and answered, 'I'm all

right, what's the matter with yon,

crazy again?'

I let him pass, for I saw that the

Captain was standing near Un-

dressing tent waiting for him.

'Why, what's the mallei'.'' asked
Cap, 'you're looking pale, did you
strain yourself yesterday?' The
Racing Man seemed a little worried

at this, he thought a moment and
then said, 'no, I didn't hurt myself that

I know of, and I feel all right, only just a

little bit off.' As he disappeared inside the

tent, the Captain winked at the Secret a ry

who came to his post.

"Presently he came out again, dressed for

training. The Secretary gave him one
steady sweeping glance and then began
gravely, 'My dear boy, you're not going to

train to-day, why you'll injure yourself.

Did you notice how pale he looks, fellows.

The boys all nodded solemnly, and the [lac-

ing Man admitted that although he was feel

ing a little sick, he was not so badly off as

that.

"While the boys were gravel} protesting

with him, the Club Poet came onto the

grounds, he approached the group, looked
over his spectacles with grave concern and
asked: 'what's the matter with you. had a

chill?' 'No,' said the Racing Man, 'it's justa
sick feeling that came on me suddenly; it

will pass off as soon as I get to riding.'

"At the suggestion of riding we all raised
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For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.

Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.

Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2\ ounces;
length only 4 inches.

Mi w D. Ball of Boston writes : "I bought t oi youi

Locks the first of the season, and can say it is realU the only

Lock on the market good for anything. 1 leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with; and yet two

bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-

paid on receipt of $1.

MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

JUST FILLS THE BILL!

THE ROSS IMPROVED

Detacftaiiie Luggage Carrier,

FOR CRANK AND STAR BICYCLES

Above cut represents bundle in position for coasting only (at

right angle with handle-bars). In ordinary riding the bundle

i- turned parallel with the handle-bars.

New, neat, and pronounced by all rider-, to be The Most
Convenient Luggage Carrier Ever Made, i an be at-

tached or detached instantly. Bundle can be strapped to

Carrier when detached. In Coasting bundle can be turned

entirely out of the way without dismounting. ' Also many
other advan iges offered in the Ross Detachable entirely

unknown in the use of any other bundle support. Don't buj
an old-style Carrier until you have seen ii Made in the besl

manner, nickeled and highly polished. Only $1; b) mail,

fi.io. Liberal discount t.. the trade

C.H.ROSS SCO,, Sole Manufacturers,

Agents Wanted. 46 Columbia St., ALBANY, N. Y.

^fTTUi: JiO.ss CARRIER FREE.' To any
one sending us an order for six (airier-, we will send one of

the Ross Detachable Luggage Carriers free

In ordering, state name of wheel.

DRY
The platei

kept polish

time or trouble. Satisfaction guarante
Circular free E. TAYLOR & CO.,

BIKE POLISHER.
d parts of any machine
d ill.'' new with little

i il Prii e s, i,\ mail
Cleveland, Ohio.

SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.
In nickel-plated case. Improved for

887, ami price reduced to ^; cent-, o:

t"i f]

?iP GREGHILLMFG.CO.
MERIDEN, CT.

IS
THE

BEST ROADSTER
READILY
LEARNED
AN HOUR

PROVED BTSEVEN

JD'" YEARS HARO USE
5EN0 FOR IllUSTRATED PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUiNWOJN, AGENT,
Si \ M I OKI), t ' >\M.c I Ii I I .

THE STANDARD SHOE.

This Shoe has every qualification necessary to make it the
1

: ers warranted genuine
i mgaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed, Nel price, $4.
\ liberal discounl madi to dealers P is - ml for circular.

Manufactured bv F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

J c^^Unnm^oroxer

@leR[MH>oU
adjusts bearings. tightens screws.

Semoves jjirt Without washing

Shou.1 d be it\ every Wheelman's Tool_£B

FioBsKee^
1

^

FLofeEKcE^SS.

Best Goons at Lowest Prices

!

Pi 1
i I elebrated [ersej 1 loth Knee-Breeches, •only

>4 a pair Knee-Breeches out of ("assimere, Corduro] 1 lai

nel, Cheviot, eti ami prio Besl Long Bicycle Stockings

Ji a pah Improved iemi Bell Hosi Supporter, ;<•. a pair

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Words and Music bj CHAS.B.HOLCOMB, TariffTllle,Ct.

A spirited, rousing air. Jusi the thing for wheelmen to

ing " their 1 lub 01 heir hon Full four

with piano accompan :nt and chorus. Single copy,
10 • ents Sen! posl p nd on receipt ol pi ci

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle
Shoe made Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal
discount to dealers. Manufactured by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

YOU CANT BEAT THIS!

USE

HOIK'S LIQUID EWUOEL
BECAUSE

It has no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles.

1 very bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction.

A fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I rat, jit ANY JilCYCLi: with COW-MORN
Hi.V />/./.-/»• I 7f.S for $4.50 per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBTJRG, MASS.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PHY YOU
TO SEND TO

HOWARD A. SMITH
& CO.

Newark, N. J.

FOR ANYTHING YOU MAY WAN!
I.N THE ( Yt 1,1 LINE

See their NEW CATALOGUE

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

siock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low, Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

Amei Kan wheels.

»\J»\MM

^

In. answering AdLvertisements ()icii-.<- n:xen.-tio»-i 1 1 » i .-* iiupcr.
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a howl of protest, but we finally compro-

mised on allowing him to go around the

track a few times with pace makers, if he

would promise not to try to run away from

them. 'We will set a slow pace the Captain

said, and if you will just stay with us and
not try to get ahead, you won't hurt your-

self—much.'
"We helped him on his wheel and gave

him a shove off, while the Captain started to

make pace. The Racing Man worked hard,

but moved along slowly while the Captain

shot ahead a few rods, then moved onto the

middle of* the track and stood still until the

Racing Man caught up with him. Al of us

were looking our solemnest, and the Secre-

tary remarked to me loud enough to be

heard some distance that the Racing Man's
weakness and general prostration was
pitiable to see.

"When he caught up with the Captain, he

kept right along at a snail's pace, working
to the full limit of his strength, while the

Captain put on a spurt and coasted around
to the quarter pole where he waited for the

Racing Man and made him dismount and
rest. The Poet very thoughtfully took him
a bottle of Jamaica ginger which he urged
him to partake of freely.

"After a while we permitted him to start

again, he pegged along in the same style

until within about twenty rods of the stand.

Then he dismounted again, but not at the

suggestion of his pacemaker, for the Cap-

tain had been in several minutes. He dis-

mounted and examined his wheel. I didn't

wait till he finished, but left right away, so

I didn't see him come in, but the other boys
tell me that he walked the wheel up the

track, and there was a wicked fire in his eye,

and no indications of sickness about him as

he yelled, 'Just point out the miserable, low-

lived promature, who set up this job on me
and reversed these gearing wheels, and I'll

just break him open and rip the gearing

clear out of him!'

"They explained to him that I had been
called away on important business; some of

the boys tried to explain the joke to him,

but he was so thick headed that he couldn't

see it. That's what he was so glum about.

I don't like a fellow who can't take a joke
now and then, especially when it is carefully

explained to him afterwards."

A half hour thereafter as the Club Liar

arose to go, he left a large section of his

pants in the possession of a chunk of tire

cement that had previously been placed on
the seat of his chair, and although the boys
tried to point out the joke and make it all

perfectly clear to him, he refused to see it,

but left the club room after making a stand-

ing challenge to whip the best man in the

club with one hand tied behind him.

They knew Him.—Applicant: "Are you
in need of a collector? I have good refer-

ences here from Blank & Son, my late em-
ployers."

Bicycle Agent: "Why did you leave them?"
Applicant: "Well, you see, their customers

got so they all knew me and could dodge
me, which necessitated a change."

—

Cycling.

Bicycling in Wild Countries.

Xuomas Stevens i\ Harper's Young, People.

Many are the adventures I had by "field

and flood" as well as from coming in con-

tact with semi-civilized peoples.

When I arrived at the Sierra Nevada
Mountains I found the roads buried beneath
ten feet of snow, and the mountains utterlj

impassable for a wheelman. Through this

snowy region, however, the Central Pacific

Railroad Company lias built a snow-shed
forty miles long over their track, so that the

road may not be blockaded in the winter.

The only way to cross the mountains was
to take the train, or to trundle my bicycle

through the long gloomy snow-sheds for

forty miles, in which I might well expect to

find no ridable ground the whole way. As I

had set out with the determination to use no
other mode of travelling than the bicycle,

except, of course, when crossing the oceans,

1 concluded to wheel my own way through
the snow-sheds.

At the eastern end of the long tunnel-like

shed is a real tunnel burrowing through a

rocky mountain, a dark and dismal place at

the best, for the smoke from passing trains

lingers there long after the train had passed

by. As I wheeled through this tunnel, pro-

ceeding with great caution to avoid stepping

into the culverts and water ways, the dark-

ness was so dense that it was impossible to

see anything. In the pitchy darkness I

never could tell whether, in case a train

should come thundering along, there would
be room for me to get out of the way or not.

As if in reply to my own imaginations con-

cerning the matter, when about in the mid-

dle of the tunnel and in its most gloomy
depths, I heard the rumbling roar of an
approaching train. The clatter and din of

the train made it difficult to judge how far it

might be away, as it filled the whole tunnel

with a deafening rumble, and more than

Egyptian darkness reigned about me.
Feeling the way with my foot, I gained

the outer edge of the tunnel on the right,

but the space between the rocky side and the

rail seemed too small to stand in without

being struck by the train. Crossing over to

the other side, as near as I could tell in the

dark, the same state of a Hairs seemed to ex-

ist there also. Nearer and nearer came the

rushing train, and it seemed as if I were
doomed to be caught and mangled. Fearing

to make matters worse by moving about in

the uncertainty of affairs about me, I flatten-

ed myself against the rocks as well as pos-

sible, and awaited the result with what com-
posure was possible under the circumstances.

The fitful glow of the engines' fires for it

was a long, heavy freight train with three

engines* revealed to my eager vision a some-

what wider space a few yards further along.

Springing thither with the eagerness of a

person escaping from the jaws of death, 1

reached the place but a moment before the

cow-catcher of the leading engine swept

past.

The smoke of the three engines was nearly

suffocating, and if the tunnel was pitchy

dark before, no word can properly describe

the dense, palpable character ofthe darkness

after the three puffing engines had filled it

with sulphurous smoke. I did not linger to

find out whethermy apprehensions aboul my
first place of refuge were well grounded or

not. Inn I started at once to grope my
through the awful darkness and dense smoke
toward the end ofthe tunnel, which I reach-

ed an hour later without further adventure,

i \ec pi stumbling into a culvert or two.

One day 1 found myself on the banks oft he

Humboldt River at a point where there was
no bridge or boat or no other means of cross-

ing, and where it was too deep to ford and
carry the bicycle over. This was in the

earlier stages of the journe_\ . when i had not

yet learned by experience the things which

were most likely to be needed for assisting

me to overcome such obstacles as bridgeless

streams.

It would have been a very easy matter to

swim the river and carry my clothes tied in

a compact bundle; but to swim and carry a

bicycle is an impossible feat. While search-

ing up and down the stream for some shal-

lower spot to ford, I fortunately found two
fence posts that had floated down from some
ranch and lodged in a bend ofthe river. By
lashing these to the bicycle to keep it from

sinking, I was now able to swim across and
push the floating wheel ahead, gaining the

opposite bank with very Utile trouble.

Several months later, reflecting that I

should most likely find a good many streams

without bridges or ferry-boats in Asia, I

equipped myself for that portion of the

journey with a small strong rope, which I

wound around the axle ofthe large wheel as

the most convenient place to carry it. I

found this very handy one day when crossing

a wild stretch of country on the boundry
line between Persia and Afghanistan, known
among the natives as the Dasht-i-iKi-oomid.

or Desert of Despair.

There had been a heavy rain-storm the

previous night, and the water had come
down from the mountains on the edge ofthe

desert and filled up a deep gully that was
usually dry. The stream was over a man's

head, and the current was swift enough to

take one fairly off his feet; but it was not

very wide, and a good swimmer would have

no difficulty in crossing with a small bundle.

There were no fence posts or anything of the

kind here, however, and 1 had reason to

thank my good fortune for having the rope.

First taking over the saddle and everything
the water would be likely to injure. I fasten-

ed one end of the rope securely to the head

of the bicycle, and swam across with the

other end. It was now a very easy matter

to pull the bicycle through the water, wash

the mud off, replace the saddle, and resume

my journey.

On one particular occasion, however, I

remember, the rope was of no avail, being

too short for so wide a stream as 1 unexpect-

edly found myself called upon to cross with-

out assistance. This was in Khorassan. a

province in the northeast ofPersia.

Owing to the difficulty of keeping in the

proper course in a country where the only

roads are the trails worn across the plains
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and mountains by horses and camels, I had
taken the wrong trail. The dim track that I

had been following for more than thirty

miles across an uninhabited region I found

out to be an old caravan route that had been

abandoned for years. The reason it had
been abandoned was because of the treacher-

ous nature of the Goonabad River, which the

trail crossed in a desolate piece of country

where no assistance could be obtained.

Reaching the banks of this river near sun-

set, I found it to be a broad, muddy stream,

flowing silently along between wall-like

banks of red clay twenty or thirty feet be-

low the surface of the plain. The banks

were very steep and difficult to climb up or

down. The bed of the stream seemed more
like a huge crack or fissure in the upper
crust of the earth than anything else.

I saw at a glance that my rope was too

short to be of much use here, and I stood for

a minute or so on the bank wondering
whether by taking the bicycle to pieces I

should be able to swim across with it piece

by piece. No time was to be lost in idle

speculation, for night was coming on apace,

and no sign of human habitation was any
where visible. Clambering down the steep

bank with a good deal of difficulty, I undress-

ed and waded in to try the depth. To my great

relief I found it shallow enough to ford, and
without more ado tied my clothe3 in a bun-

dle and started to carry them across.

Walking confidently along, I was more
than halfway across, when the ground sud-

denly gave way beneath my feet, and in a

moment I was completely engulfed beneath
the yellow flood. Below the thin crust that

had broken through with my weight there

seemed to be no bottom. Fearful lest I

should be drawn by the undercurrent into

the watery cavern that seemed to exist be-

low the bed of the river, I let go my clothes

and regained the surface. The clothes were
wrapped tightly in my rubber coat, so that

they didn't get very wet, and I had little

difficulty in recovering them and swimming
ashore.

Myself and my clothes, money and revolv-

er we now safely over the stream. So far so

good; but the bicycle was still on the other

side, and with the bicycle for a burden it

would be a serious misadventure to break
through as I had done with the clothes. I

should probably get tangled up in the wheel
and be unable to rise to the surface. To at-

tempt to swim with the large wheel seemed
also to invite disaster.

Going further down-stream I found that

the river there was too deep to ford at all.

Coming back again, I forded it a little to one
side of where I had broken through, and test-

ing the bottom thoroughly by jumping up
and down, finally found a spot where it bade
fair to hold me and the bicycle up.

It was very difficult to follow precisely

the same track, owing to the muddy nature
of the water, and it can well be believed that,

with the bicycle on my head, I moved for-

ward with extreme caution, feeling well
every step ahead before taking it. Once the
crust gave way again, letting me down sev-

eral inches, but at this place the second bot-

tom was but a little below the first, and I

quickly recovered my footing. By this time

it was getting almost dark; but I succeeded

in reaching the opposite bank safely with the

bicycle after all.

Not many days after this adventure I found

my rope even more handy than usual. The
Ameer of Kain had sent three horsemen to

guide and escort me over a wild stretch of

country on the Afghan frontier. The first

stream we came to was too deep for their

horses, and so these woithies, instead of

helping me across, wanted to go back and
tell the Ameer that the way was impassable.

This I absolutely refused to listen to, and
swimming over, I pulled the bicycle across

as usual with the rope. Seeing me on the

other side, and afraid to try and swim their

horses, my bold escort were in a sad way,

as they were afraid to return without me to

their chieftain. As they were also afraid to

risk crossing the stream alone, I swam back,

tied the rope to their horses' bridles, one at

a time, and pulled them across, making the

gallant soivars cling to their horses' tails for

dear life.

Mr. Hasbeen Plays Lawn-Tennis.
"May I ask," said old Mr. Hasbeen, as he

leaned on the fence and gazed benignly at

the young people playing lawn-tennis: "what
you call that game you are playing?"

He was respectfully informed, by a fair

young High School graduate, who supple-

mented a few interesting historical facts re-

garding the game as played by the ancient

Romans, how it had fallen into a state of in-

nocuous desuetude and been revived, revised,

enlarged and improved within the past few
years.

Being invited to come in and witness the

game, Mr. Hasbeen accepted, and climbing

the fence with that courtly grace for which
he is so noted among his friends, he took a

seat on the rustic bench by the fair girl gradu-

ate, for whom there was no room in the court;

and after watching the play for a few minu-
tes in silence, proceeded to make himself en-

tertaining after his usual fashion.

"Yes; that looks as though it might be a

pretty good game; but, after all, I don't sup-

pose they'll ever study up any out-door

amusements that'll come up to what we used

to have when I was young. I don't know of

anything that makes me think what a 'tarnal

number of years I've lived on this earth, like

the way young peoples' games has changed.

Did you ever play 'Pull Away Fetch,' or

'Duck on the Rock?' No? I thought not;

but boys and girls used to play 'em when I

was young—but then they was strong o' limb

and fleet o' foot in those days, and had to

have something sort of exhilarating. Oh,

no; 1 don't want to run down your game; but

they'd 'a' laughed to see four great big

healthy-looking folks trying to bound a ball

over a fish-net, and swipe it with a bat as big

as a straw hat. They seem to be making
pretty hard work of it, too, 'ithout accom-
plishing much. Now, when I was a young-
ster, there wa'n't a game I couldn't master

right from the start. Take ball now, I—

"

Just at this momont one of the players

dropped out, and, after much solicitaticn,

Mr. Hasbeen consented to take his place.

"Now, don't be at all backward 'cause I

haven't played this game much," he re-

marked: "go right in on your mettle, and see

how quick I'll catch on to the idea."

"Play!" cried the server on the other side,

and the ball came sailing gracefully over the

net. Mr. Hasbeen had struck a position, with

the racket grasped firmly in both hands, his

hat off, and his spectacles shoved away up
into his hair, and when the ball bounded he

struck at it with a mighty effort.

"How's that?" he shouted as soon as he had
stopped turning around: "Did any of jour
outfielders capture that? Whare did she

strike?"

"Over by the woods somewhere, I guess,"

answered his pretty partner: "you mustn't

hit quite so hard, Mr. Hasbeen; the game isn't

to see how far you can knock the ball; but to

keep it inside the white lines."

"All right; I'll soon get down to fine work;

how does the count stand now?"
"Fifteen—Love."

Old Mr. Hasbeen blushed away up to the

little bald spot on the top of his head, and he
looked woefully confused and scared. The
game went on; but Mr. Hasbeen stole quietly

to the spectators' bench, gave up his racket

to the High School graduate, pleaded an im-

portant engagement, picked up his hat, and,

as he walked hurriedly away, the dutiful old

man might have been heard to remark to him-

self, that while he knew he was fascinating,

he never was no hand to flirt; and, any way,

a married man had no business, when his

wife was not present, to remain in the com-

pany of a beautiful young lady, who became
smitten at first sight.

And, as the old man walked slowly home-

ward, smoothing the nap on his hat with his

coat-sleeve, some way he felt he had acted

nobly.

—

C. N. Hood in Puck.

We often hear the remarks "Bicycles like

sewing machines will be cheaper after a

while. The patents keep the price up etc."

If we can judge the future by the past, there

is little if any grounds, for these statements.

We are reliably informed that the royalty on

a complete bicycle required by the patent

owners has been reduced to five dollars on

each machine; while the actual figures show,

that the average price paid for high grade

bicycles from 1880 to 1887 has increased

from $90 to $125 each. A duty of fifty per

cent, is exacted by the Unified States on a

large portion of the raw material which

goes into the bicycle and which as yet has

to be imported. This and the immense ex-

pense of the first cost and maintainanee of

the manufacturing plant, and the exacting

demands of the experienced wheelman for

perfect machines, is what makes them come
high.
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THE
COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY'S

NIff

3\(ew {Method of Converting, Very Simple and Expeditious. Can be T^iddeu by Two Ladies.

Double Steering. Admitted by both TJders and the Tress to be the "Best Tandem for Jill- Round
\oad Work in the {Market.

•*>

THE MARLBORO' CLUB TRICTCLE
For iSSj is fitted with 26-incb Steering-Wheel and Extended 'Bearings. It is the Strongest,

Simplest, and Handsomest Single Tricycle made.

THE CLUB AND UNIVERSAL CLUB BICTCLES
Have Many Improvements.

Catalogues sent free on application..

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY
239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

In answering Aavertisexxients please mention t 1 1 1 .« paper.
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New English Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by
Messrs. Hughes, Ki.i a Hughes, Patent Agents and
Engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London, W. C, ol
whom copies ana information may be obtained.

9144. E. Lambert, of London, for improved
construction of bicycles.

9216. T. R. Marriott and F. Cooper, of
London, for improvements in driving gear
for bicycles.

9248. C. Innwood, of Kent, for improve-
ments in wheels for bicycles, etc.

9251. A. Burdess, of London, for improve-
ments in rubber tyred tension wheels.

9254. J. Ashbury, of London, for improve-
ments in velocipedes.

9272. T. N. Aston, of Birmingham, for im-
provements in steering joints for velocipedes.

9282. M. Woodhead and G. Angois, of
Nottingham, for improvements in veloci-

pedes.

9356. F. I. Nibbs, ofLondon, for improved
mechanism for velocipedes.

9420. J. J. Bolt, of Hampshire, for im-
provements in mud guards, for bicycles,

tricycles, velocipedes, and other wheeled
vehicles.

9477. J. G. Booth, T. Thornton and F.

Booth, of Lancashire, for an automatic brake
holder and lock for cycles.

9480. J. S. Garsed, of Halifax, for improve-
ments in driving-gear of bicycles and tricy-

cles.

9510. J. J. Statham, of London, for im-
provements in the construction of veloci-

pedes.

9588. C. Pitt Byrm, of London, for im-
provements in velocipede.

9599. J. Wharton and E. W. H. Abrahall,

of London, for automatic driving-gear for

tricycles, bath-chairs and such like vehicles.

9608. J. Lavery, of Hammorsmith, W.,
for a twin crank bicycle.

9794. J. K. Starley, of London, for im-

provements in springs for supjjorting the
seats or saddles ofvelocipedes, seats of chairs,
coaches and the like.

9821. W. Andrews, of Birmingham, for

improvements in bicycles and tricycles.

9863. T. Redman, of Bradford, for im-
provements in velocipedes.

9891. W. Clegg, of London, for improve-
ments in velocipedes.

9912. T. R. Marriott and F. Cooper, of
London, for improvements in driving gear
for bicycles.

9934. C. T. Austin, of London, for im-
provements in mounting the seats or saddles
of velocipedes.

10021. E. Wawrick, of Birmingham, for

improvements in bicycles and tricycles.

10057. N. M. Marham and G. Thann, of
London, for improvements in bicycles.

7160A. W. Wright, of Manchester, for im-
provements in velocipedes.

10186. T. J. Rose, of Oxfordshire, for a
new pattern device for safety bicycles, ofthe
class known as xear drivers.

10228. W. Rosell, of London, for improve-
ments in brake holding devices for veloci-

pedes.

New American Patents.

Compiled lor the Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E.
Duffy, Patent Attorney, Washington. i> C, of whom
copies and information maybeobtal led.

367,293. July 26, 1887. Otto Hanser, Rock-
ville, Conn., driving gear for bicycles.

367,049. July 26, 1887. Chas. S. Leddell,

Mendham, N. J., steering device for bicy-

cles.

367,025. July 26, 1887. Daniel Crowley,
Boston, Mass., velocipede.

367,115. July] 26, 1887. Chas. A. E. T.

Palmer, Birmingham, England, assignor to

John Cornforth, same place, detatchable
handle-bar.

367,721. Aug. 2, 1887, Wm. A. McCool,
Perrysville, Ohio, bicycle-tire machine.

367,368. Aug. 2,« 1887. James S. Copeland,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope M'f'g.

Co., non-vibrating handle-bar.

367,883. Aug.^9, 1887. Joseph L. Yost and
Joseph B. McCune, Worcester, Mass., as-

signors to the Springfield Bicycle Co., bicy-

cle.

368,167. Aug. 9, 1887. James C. Powell,
Danville, Va., velocipede.

368,360. Aug. 16, 1887. James R. Trigwell,

London, assignor to Geo. Watson, London,
Eng., ball-bearing head.

368,355. Aug. 16, 1887. Einar Rasmussen,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope M'f'g.

Co., lamp for velocipedes.

369,017. Aug. 30, 1887. Otto Ludwigs,
Salzwedel, Prussia Germany, velocipede.

369,224. Aug. 30, 1887. Edwin F. Batch-
elder, Concord, N. H., ice velocipede.

10,864. (re-issued) Sept. 6. 1878. Joseph
L. Yost, Chicopee, Mass., assignor to the

Springfield Bicycle Co.

369,494. Sept. 6, 1887. Gilbert L. Bailey,

Portland, Me., bicycle holder.

369,540 and 369,541. Sept. 6, 1887. John
M. Marlin, New Haven, Conn., tricycle.

367,049. July 26 1887. Charles S. Leddell,

Mendham, N. J., steering device for bicycles.

368,607. Aug. 23, 1887. Benjamin M.
Pearne, Oxford, New York, tricycle.

369,202. Aug. 30, 1887. John E. Nice,

Flora, Indiana, vehicle wheel.

369,860. Sep. 13, 1887. Daniel E. Kemp-
ster, Boston, Mass., assignor to the Kemp-
ster Rowing Tricycle Co., of Kittery, Maine,
velocipede.

369,702. Sept. 13, 1887. John Foley, Jr.,

New York, N. Y., watch bracket for veloci-

pedes.

369,864. Sept. 13, 1887. Geo. W. W. Mal-
lotte, Trenton, N. J., velocipede.

In this age of progress, girls, as well a
boys, have the opportunity of developing
their muscular as well as their mental facul-

ties. The following athletic sports for

ladies could hardly offend even Mrs.

Grundy:

—

Jumping at conclusions.

Walking round a subject.

Running through a novel.

Skipping dull descriptions.

Throwing the hatchet; and, during the

holidays,

Boxing the ears of troublesome younger
brothers.

—

Irish Cyclist.

The other day the Club Liar rented a tan-

dem to take his sister(!) out riding. "Be
particularly careful of that machine, I

wouldn't have it broken for any money."
This was the parting injunction that he heard
as he turned the corner. All other wheelmen
have heard the same remark under similar

circumstances, for, behold, the tandem is the

pride and joy of the dealer's heart.

A few hours later the C. L. stepped into the

bicycle establishment to report the return of

the machine. "Your machine is out here on
the side-walk he said," with much hesitation.

"Is it damaged, anything smashed?" gasped
the startled proprietor.

The Club Liar made his best attempt to look

embarrassed as he answered. "There are

two breaks on it, but I am sure that they

were there when I started."

The bicycle dealer swooned away and when
he was revived the C. L. lead him out and
pointed to the two handle bars, "here they

are," he said, "and they are a couple of first-

rate brakes for coasting". The cycle dealer

forgave the C. L. and went away weeping
tears of joy.

* *

"There's one thing I don't like about my
New '87 pattern Light Roadster," remarked
Gus DeSmythe, who is something ofa dude,

the other day. "What's that? Anything
breaking about it?" We asked..

"No, its this blue rubber tire, here, I don't

like," replied Gus. "You see I wear one of

last year's League uniforms and it and the red

rubber tire harmonized so nicely together, I

shall have to either get my suit dyed or my
tire changed."

Book Notices.

A very convenient, if not essential book
for the Bicycle Club library is "The Road
and Roadside," the second edition of which
has just been published. It is the work of

Burton W. Potter, and is devoted to the

highway laws of Massachusetts, which seem
to be essentially the same as those of the

other states of the Union. The chapters on
sidewalks and cycles will be of especial

interest to wheelmen. The book is carefully

indexed, and will be found handy for refer-

ence by those who wish to know just what
are their rights and responsibilities upon
the road. Little, Brown & Co., Publishers,

Boston.

We have to thank Chris Wheeler for the

elegant edition of his "Rhymes of Road and
River" received from him. It is a handsome
volume of tuneful lyrics of the wheel. If it

is not in bad taste to give too much promi-

nence to the mechanical construction of a

book of poetry, we would like to say that

this is certainly as handsome a book as one
could wish to see; a very acceptable gift

book for any wheelman. Price, $2.00. E.

Stanley Hart & Co., Philadelphia.
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The Springfield Roadster has a record of

2:44.

The Victoria four-in-hand holds a record of

2:43).

* *

The Salem Oregon cyclers held a race

meeting on the 12 inst.

***
Col. Pope has been west through the Yel-

lowstone region.

* * *

The L. A. W. board of officers will meet at

New York on Oct. 17.

* *

St. Louis is fixing for another illuminated

parade during the Exposition.
*

* *

Hicks and Greenwood of St. Louis spent

their vacation touring through Wisconsin.

* * *

Harry Gordon of St. Louis has been pro-

tested for alleged racing for money prize at

the Sedalia fair.

*

W. M. Brewster, of St. Louis, attended the

Central Wheelmen's celebration at Cincin-

nati on the 10 inst.

* *

The Eagle is the name of a new club on the

north side Chicago. Ned Oliver is the pres-

ident.
*

* *

The Columbia Calendar for 1888 promises

to be a very elaborate affair. N. C. Fowler
has been at work upon it for some time.

*

A German paper computes that that

country annually imports 10,000 cycles from

England and manufacturers 7,000 itself.

* *

Munger has resigned his newly acquired

amateur status and re-joined the profes-

sionals.

Wm. Harradon, of Springfield, Mass., has

been re-admitted into the League, as has

Chas. H. Smith, Detroit.

The Dakota Wheelmen celebrate their

second annual meet at Mitchell, on the 28,

29, and 30 inst.

M. O. Dole, representative for the Paris

district of Illinois, will soon go to California

for his health.
* *

*

Thomas Stevens has revised his lecture

and improved his delivery wonderfully dur-

ing the summer. He will soon go upon the

platform to begin his engagements for the

A Terre Haute wheelman recently rode
884, '',, miles in twenty-four hours, that is his

cyclometer registered that distance, and as

it is warranted reliable he has no reason to

doubt it.

A firm in England makes a bicycle of the

Rover type for ladies' use. It can be easily

changed into a tricycle.
*

A good wheelman in France is not subject

to ordinary military duty, but when he goes

into camp to serve his beloved country, he

is taken into the messengers corps where he

enjoys quite a soft snap as we say in French.
* *

The wheelmen of Germany are not as a

rule graceful riders, most of them holding

the pedal in the hollow of the foot, which
gives them that ungainly, awkward motion

peculiar to plantigrade animals.

* *

The annual mile race for the Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club's Challenge Cup will take

place on Sept. 24. Probable winner T. A.

Schaffer, who has won the cup twice

already.

* *

Robt. E. Nevins passed through Indian-

apolis on the 13th, on his way to St. Louis.

Starting from Connorsville he had made
the distance to this city (64 miles) in six-

hours and forty-five minutes.

* *

W. Fleming, of the Century and Pennsyl-

vania Bicycle Clubs, has returned to the

Quaker City from Nebraska. It will be re-

membered that Mr. Fleming lately rode

from Philadelphia to Omaha.
*

* *

The Minnesota Division has suspended
publication, and formally declared itself

busted. It was an innoxious little sheet and
no one begrudged it the room it occupied,

but somehow or other it didn't seem to pros-

per.

* * *

The New South Wales Cyclists' Union lias

disqualified Dwyer for one year "because he

was a maker's amateur when he rode in the

test races, and because his conduct was
discreditable in the team race in May, last."

So says the investigating committee.
*

* *

The tricycle or rather the Austrian tricycle

has proved a failure, as far the Austrian mail

service is concerned. None of the home
manufacturers were able to build a machine
both light .and strong enough to serve the

purpose, and the government is not liberal

enough in its policy to import tricycles from
America or England.

Did you ever hear of a weekly paper at

$1.00 a year, publishing colored Lithographed

cartoons twice a month? Well THE Wiieei-
men's Record is doing it and the way their

subscription list is swelling shows that

wheelmen appreciate their enterprise. A
postal to this office will get you a sample
copy.

*
* *

We intend making the GAZETTE the organ
of the better literature of cycling and to this

end we will run during the coming fall and
winter a series of interesting cycle stories.

Next month we will publish "A Fortunate

Folly" a story of the natural gas region of

Indiana,. by Geo. S. Darrow to be followed

by "Steel Wings" by Chris. Wheeler. Others

are in preparation.

The Orange Wanderers have withdrawn
from the road racing association.

* »

New Orleans holds its tirsi big tournament
on the 15th inst,

* *

An ingenius New Jersej wheelman has

rigged a Star bicycle with sails.

% •

The Cunard Cycle Co., of England will

quit the business this season.

. * .

Geo. W. Nellis, Jr. arrived safely in San
Francisco on Aug. 3rd., completing 3369

miles in 64| days which is claimed to be the

best time on record for across continent

tour.
*

A thousand mile road race will be started

Oct. 3, from Chicago to finish at Boston.

The route will lay through Kankakee, La-

fayette, Indianapolis, Richmond, Springfield,

Columbus, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, Auburn,
along the Erie Canal to Albany, through
Fitchburg and North Adams, Mass. to Boston.

The route will be carefully checked and con-

testants will only be allowed to ride from t>

A. M. to 9 P. M with thirty minutes limit in

either direction. Thus if by riding till 9:30 a

rider can reach a place of shelter he may do
so, but he cannot start till 0:30 the following

morning.

* *

The Wheelmens's Cazktte comes to us

from its Western home. We do not like to

do injustice to the past management by be-

ing too fulsome in our praise oft his issue of
the monthly. It is enough to say that the

September number is sufficient proof that

Darrow Bros, have kept their word as made
in the announcement of sale and transfer,

and that the Gazette is first-class and
bright.

—

Bi. World.
*

* *

The Darrow Bros, have issued the first

number of the transformed Wheelmen's
Gazette. The policy which they have
adopted has a good deal of robust common
sense. It is idle to think of making a

monthly periodical a vehicle of news and
this will not be attempted. There is room
for a paper devoted to the polite literature of

the wheel and in this vein will the Gazette
be run. The paper starts out well and we
wish it every success.

—

Bulletin.

* *

One point should be urged with great

force to the makers. Don't put new riders,

I refer to ladies especially, on machines that

are geared up. It mea'is hard work, and in

many cases discouragement, Let the be-

ginner have a wheel well geared down. She

will get along slowly, but she will not have
to work hard, and very soon she will be in

condition to take a higher gear that will

give her speed. I have seen many a lady

get upon a machine loaned her by a gentle-

man friend, and complain of the great

labor involved. And with very good reason.

She is riding a wheel geared to suit the well-

trained muscles and giant strength of her

friend, and altogether unsuited for her.

—

Daisie in Bulletin.
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THE NEW MAIL
5peeial Offer.

/^UR NEW MAIL, though its first year, has been a perfect success, and has had an extraordinary demand. We
have been behind orders since the opening of this season till hot weather set in. Now, as the most active

bicycle season is past, though the best riding weather is the autumn, we have decided to offer for a short time only

a few of these SUPERB NEW MAILS in exchange for others. This we have persistently refused to do

heretofore, as the demand was so graat. Wheelmen desiring to exchange their present old mounts for a

New Mail with Trigwell Ball Head and Perfection Back Bone,

will please give us a description of the old wheel and their estimate of value.

THIS OFFER IS FOR NO LENGTH OF TIME, AS WE DO NOT CARE TO DISPOSE OF
MANY IN THIS WAY.

WM. REAll & 5DNS,
1D7 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON.

gtar Bieyeles,
Sa*:>:^>

No Headers or Dangerous Falls,

80S IVIiles in S-i tioxa-r-s.

Accepted World's Records on the Road from 150 to 305 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles on the Track.

First American Machine to make more than 20 miles

within the hour.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed and Grade.

Won all First Premiums, when in competition, since 1881.

Send for Catalogue.
H B. SMITH MACHINE CD.,

SMrxitfci.-vrille, Bur. Co., IV. J.

if fa

Eureka Home Trainer
And Bicycle Stand.

A well made practical machine that no rider can
afford to be without. Develope your muscles and
keep in condition.

For Snle bji Cycle Manufacturers <nnl Dealers.

M. A. WOODBURY, Mfgr,
Bradford, Pc&.

?»*= E-OE gJ—w-Ju^gBaBS
DO YOU WANT A DOG ?

If so, send for DOG BUYERS'
GUIDE, containing colored plates,

lOO engravings of different t reeds,

prices they are worth, and where to
buy them. Directions for Training
DogsandBreedingFerrets. Mailed
for 15 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog
Furnishing Goods of all kinds.

\ ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POULTRY 3|<j

I Then send for Practical POUJ--
! TRY HOOK. lOO pages; beau-
|

tiful colored plate; engravings
'1 of nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip-
tions of the breeds; how to caponize;
plans for poultry houses; information
about incubators, and where to buy
Eggs from best stock at $1.50
per sitting. Sent for 15 Cents.

DO YOU KEEP CAGE BIRDS I

If bo, yon need the BOOK OF CAGE
IWKIIS. 120 p:i«rs. 150 ilhis-

'*\ trillions. Beautiful colored pluto.
,;_: •"..<] Treatment ana breeding of all kindy Gage

birds, '. >r pleasure ana profit. Diseases
and their cure How to ouild and stock
an Aviary. All about Parrots. Prices of
a'.' kinds birds, ca^es, etc. Mailed for

lt> CciktB* The . iiee Books, 4U Cts.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
237 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC ft ft

SPECIFIC No. fiO
In use 30 years. The only successful remedy for

Nervous Debility, Vita! Weakness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 5 vials and large vi.nl powder, for $5.
Sold BY Druggists, or sent postpaid on receipt, oj

price.—Humphreys' Mulicino Co., lot) 1-uiluu St., >. V,

TXTheelmen's Cards

For the following Divisions:

Massachusetts,
New York,

New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, .Missouri,

Kentucky, Michigan,
Iowa, Minnesota.

Price, $1.00 per 100. Price, 75 cts. per 50.

Printed on heavy board, with tinted ground
Name, address, etc., included.

C. H. TDWNSENTJ,
27 Arch St. NEWARK, N. J.

The A. C. U. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made; patent pend-
ing; cut shows exact size. Prices; Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

garnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-

idized silver wines or wheel, rest gold, $3.50;
enamel around letters, 50c. extra; two or

three garnet stones set on top of crown, £i

extra for each: diamond in crown, from 5 to

to #25. Send cash, check, or money-order.

W, l). WARNER, Springfield, Mass.

Ir*. oxiswerlng: Advei*tlsements please txietition. t 1 » a s papera
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Touring Chat.
[Address all communications to A. 15. narkman.

Chairman L. \. w. Bureau of Information, No. 608

Fourth avenue, Brooklyn, N. v.]

TOURING.*

There is little doubt that by far the largest

number of active cyclers find their pleasure

in touring. The pottering cycler, who never

ventures far from home, has no idea of the

enjoyments to be found in country rambles

on the wheel. The touring field is practi-

cally open to any rider who has time to de-

vote to it, and the number of cyclers who
thus spend their Summer holiday is yearly

increasing. These holiday tourists, guided

by past experience, or by the advice of their

more practical fellows, plan their trips with

an eye to personal comfort, and after a few

days of enjoyable riding, return home in-

vigorated and instructed.

The first step a prospective tourist should

take after he has acquired a sufficient knowl-

edge of his wheel and confidence in himself,

is to join the League of American Wheelmen,
an association formed to promote the inter-

ests of cyclers in general and tourists in par-

ticular. The initiation fee is one dollar, and

the annual dues a like amount, and the writer

having filled up the necessary application

blank will have to wait a longer or shorter

time for his ticket, usually about three weeks.

This matter having been duly arranged,

the next thing is to plan the tour and select

the route, which can best be done with the

aid of the various road books and maps issued

by the State Divisions or recommended by

the Touring Department.

It then becomes necessary to decide as to

the average day's journey, and on this point

it is necessary to utter a very emphatic warn-

ing against the error into which so many
tourists fall, of fixing a ridiculously high

standard which they find it practically im-

possible to carry out. A large number of be-

ginners fancy they can ride with ease from

sixty to one hundred miles daily for a week
or so at a stretch, and on this basis plan their

tours, with the result that they either break

down utterly and are compelled to take the

train home, or else they spend a miserable

"holiday" riding hard against time during

the whole trip thus converting what should

have been a pleasant outing into a period of

incessant hard labor and discomfort.

The experienced tourist on the other hand,

rather shortens the day's journey, being satis-

fied with from forty to fifty miles, and gen-

erally allows a spare day in the middle of the

week, in case of delay by rain or other causes,

or a desire to take in some pleasant side trip

or object of interest, thus letting himself off

as easily as possible with a view to the more
complete enjoyment of the tour as a whole.

For a beginner even shorter distances are

advisable at first; for a man who can ride his

sixty or seventy miles right off, will find forty

miles a day for a week quite a different mat-

ter and considerable of a task, until he has

learned by experience how to economize and
save his physical powers.

•Parts of this article have been adapted from that
excellent work, "Cycling" Of the Badminton Li-
brary or sports, a copy of which should lie in the
possession of every true lover of the sport.

Except in the cases of some peculiarly con-

stituted individuals, a solitary trip is a very

slow performance, and the presence of at

least one companion brightens things up ma-
terially; yet, the rider had better go alone

than journey with a disagreeable companion,

or one very much slower than himself. Two
fairly equal riders greatly assist each other

in maintaining a good rate of progression, as

when one lags, the other brings him along,

and when this man tires the other has per-

haps recovered his pace. Large parties are

scarcely so satisfactory, especially if club

rules are rigidly enforced, as this course

means that the whole party shall proceed at

the pace of the slowest rider, which soon be-

comes very irksome to the faster men of the

party, causing grumbling and discontent.

Under such circumstances, loose riding

should always be permitted, and, if possible,

the slower men should be started somewhat
earlier than their more speedy companions.

Again, in large parties, in order to be sure of

good accomodations, it is necessary that ar-

rangements be made ahead for meals and lodg-

ing. This entails a considerable amount of

care and labor upon the promoter or manager
of the tour, and renders each day's journey in-

flexible, which often times results in con-

siderable discomfort to the entire party, as

circumstances frequently arise which make
delays advisable or render progress incon-

venient. My personal experience has been

that two are a good number, four are better,

and six the maximum for comfort and enjoy-

ment.

The intending tourist should not start out

without some sort of training and prepara-

tion for the work before him, as this course

often produces most unfortunate results.

The mere task of sitting in the saddle for

several hours daily, is painful to one who has

not taken the precaution of undergoing pre-

vious practice and seasoning, and for this

reason, if no other, it is advisable that for

some time before the day of departure a reg-

ular course of riding should be followed at

least three times weekly, and this riding

should occupy an hour or more, and should

include a little practice at hill work as well as

some sharp dashes along the level. Nothing
like high training is required, but some-

thing more than the easy dawdling which so

many riders are fond of indulging in is neces-

sary. It is a good plan to fix upon a stated

route, say twelve or fifteen miles, and to ride

over it three or four times a week, the trip

being carefully timed, and the rider trying

to do better on each occasion. This will seem
to many somewhat of a task, but it will vastly

develope the muscles, improve the wind, and
increase the rider's powers for average work.

If this course be carefully followed out for a

fortnight or three weeks before the tour, it

will not only increase the rider's capabilities,

but as a natural result, add decidedly to his

personal comfort. It is scarcely necessery to

remark that when touring, the highest pos-

sible pace should not be attempted, but a fair,

steady and regular pace adhered to through-

out; and this steady and regular pace will be

the easier to maintain if the rider has learned

|
the knack of going a great deal faster. This

is the theory of training, and it applies to tin-

tourist as well as to the racing man.
The rider having developed his powers by

careful practice, it will next be for him to con
sider what are the necessaries to be carried

for his comfort or sent to various places when
he may stop en route, and here again grc.it

latitude must be allowed, as tastes differ most
notably, one rider regarding a tooth-brush

and a piece of soap ample equipment for a
week's journey, whilst another will be loaded

down with packages and needless impedi-

menta, which contain necessaries from his

standing. In the matter of carrying luggage
the bicycler is obviously less favored than

the tricycler, though he has the great advan-
tage in traveling over the generality of our
country highways. But to return to the ques-

tion of luggage, the rider of a bicycle will

learn with experience how to carry sufficient

for comfort, which is a happy medium, con-

sisting of not too much, nor yet too little,

but just enough for all reasonable require-

ments; and such an equipment can readily be
carried on a bicycle, and renders the tourist

independent of the troubles and annoyances
always incidental to the sending of clothing

by express, owing to frequent mistakes, de-

lay, or miscarriage, most vexatious draw-
backs, which every tourist has experienced.

Some bicyclers fly light in the matter of

luggage, trusting to chance for such changes
as may be necessary, whilst they have always
the option of going to bed if unable to obtain

dry garments in which to sit up. But the

prudent rider, or one who has once suffered

from inconvenience and discomfort of being

without, will take care to provide himself

with at least one complete change of under-

garments; one of the best and most conven-

ient forms of which will be found in full jer-

sey suits, of not too thin texture, sold by all

dealers in cycling and athletic goods or those

manufactured by Messrs. Holmes & Co., No.

17 Kingston St., Boston, which have proved

to be serviceable as well as reasonable in

price.

A jersey suit will roll up into a very small

compass, and when put on it completely

clothes the body from neck to feet in dry

woolen attire, which may be worn alone if

necessary, and is by all odds, when so worn,

the most comfortable and serviceable riding

suit, and over which damp outer garments

may be put on again without danger from

cold, if not without some little discomfort.

It can also be used to sleep in at night, in-

stead of using an ordinary night-shirt, always

a bulky matter when space is limited, and
the fact that woolen underclothing in a pro-

tection in case of damp sheets is another ar-

gument recommending its adoption by the

tourist. The kit is thus reduced by making
one garment serve the place of two or more,

and at the same time the weight to be carried

is lessened, an important factor to be consid-

ered in studying the convenience of the rider,

for even the strongest and most sturdy of

cyclers will do well not to overweight him-

self in the direction.

From my experience the following is ample

for a tour of two weeks or even longer, and

can be readily carried on a bicycle: The
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rider, when in the saddle, should wear a thin

or medium weight merino undershirt with-

out sleeves, a pair of thin cotton socks, which
not only keep the feet clean but also prevent
chafing and soreness; a complete jersey suit,

consisting of a high neck long sleeve jersey.

and a pair of full tights; low shoes with

stout soles and a cap or other suitable head-

gear at the option of the wearer. For riding,

the jersey suit has many advantages and no
equal for comfort, being easy, giving full and
unrestricted freedom to all the limbs and
muscles, warm in cool weather, cool in hot

weather, and drying very quickly if the

wearer chances to be caught in rain. I have
seen fellow tourists on a warm summer day,

plunge into a cooling stream, jersey suit and
all, and dry quickly after resuming the sad-

dle. This practice is not to be recommended
for while itmay be extremely convenient and
refreshing for the time being, it is conducive
to colds and rheumatism. Stout soles to a

tourist's shoes are essential to comfort when
an occasional bit of walking is necessary,

thin soles not only hurting the feet, but oc-

casionally producing such soreness as will

temporarily lame the wearer.

In addition to what the tourist has on when
clothed as above, he should also carry the fol-

lowing outfit: Uniform or cycling coat and
pants; extra jersey suit; two pair of socks;

one undershirt; from three to six handker-
chiefs; one neck handkerchief or scarf;

comb; tooth-brush; razor etc. if necessary; a

small sponge and a small chamois or soft

leather bag with a stout drawing string made
like a tobacco pouch.

If preferred, the extra jersey suit may be
omitted and a flannel riding shirt and a pair

of long woolen stockings substituted, in

which case attention is called to the new self-

supporting stocking now generally sold by
dealers and which are most comfortable,

answering the purpose of drawers as well

and doing away with any garter encumbran-
ces.

Having purchased two pieces of rubber
cloth, of the quality known as Derby Cloth,

each about one yard square, proceed to roll

the things up tightly in two packages, each
about twenty inches long and as small in cir-

cumference as it is possible to get them; plac-

ing the coat and pants in one and the extra
jersey suit and underclothing in the other, the

other articles being conveniently divided be-

tween the two. Roll as tightly as possible,

they cannot be too tight or snug, and wrap
up securely, each in a piece of the rubber
cloth, commencing at one corner that the

ends may be more firmly tucked in and made
water tight, and two sausage shaped parcels
is the result which should be fastened with
stout rubber bands or straps to prevent un-
rolling. The tourist thus equipped, if over-
taken by rain may regard a wetting as a mat-
ter of no serious consequence, he being clad
in woolen garments and his luggage pro-

tected by its rubber coverings. But, to pro-

ceed; one of these packages, and it should be
that which contains the coat and pants, is

attached in front of the handle bar by means
of the ordinary Lamson luggage carrier,

wh ich is the best made, care being taken t hat

the action of the brake is not interfered with.

Arriving at the noon-day resting place, if it

is necessary or desireable to appear in full

regalia, the coat and pants are easily got at

and slipped on over the jersey riding suit,

the neck handkerchief which should be in

the same package being neatly adjusted, the

tourist is presentable to appear in any dining
room. The other package, which should con-

tain such things as will not be required until

the day's journey is finished, is attached to

the back bone of the machine, not too far

below the saddle, by means of a Z. & S. lug-

gage carrier, and this method will be found
to be far superior to the old and clumsy M.
I. P. bag, which is not only more awkward
to get over in mounting the machine, but
more unhandy to pack, unpack, or get at its

contents while en-route.

The chamois bag before mentioned is to

contain smoking materials, odds and ends,

not forgetting a needle and thread, fre-

quently most useful; and such an amount of

ready change as the tourist requires for inci-

dentals during the day, the bulk of his fi-

nances being securely fastened in the pocket

of his coat and wrapped with it in the bundle.

This bag safely fastened at the end of one of

the handles of the machine, preferably the

left, as most riders dismount and stand on
that side; it is handily gotten at and is most
useful in many ways. To the other handle
many fasten a handkerchief, but if a loop of

twine be fixed to the sponge, just large

enough to easily pass over the handle, and
the sponge be kept clean and moist by fre-

quent washings at the springs and wells en-

route, this will be found most refreshing and
more satisfactory on a hot day, besides being

a great economy in hankerchiefs.

There is considerable knack, if not skill, in

doing up the parcels nicely, which can only

be acquired by experience or by being taught

by the experienced. An old hand will put a

great deal into a very small compass, but the

novice will generally make a great deal, in

the way of a package, out of a very little,

and the reason usually is that the articles are

not folded properly before rolling.

For those who when touring will insist

upon carrying an immense amount of lug-

gage, there is no excuse, as baggage can be

sent to the various points through the usual

channels if one will insist in having an elabo-

rate wardrobe. A rider is not supposed,

even by the most punctilious host to carry a

wardrobe of this description, and if the host

really does expect this, the guest had better

go himself by train, or forward his port-

manteau on before him. On the other hand,

it is not necessary for the cycling tourist to

be always in deshabille; a very small amount
of care and forethought will enable him to

appear carefully and appropriately dressed if

nothing more.

The tourist before he gets away from home
will do well to look over his machine, which
should be done a sufficient time before the

day of departure to allow for the repair of

any break or damage which may be dis-

covered. Every [ ar; should be carefully

and thoroughly overhauled, the head ad-

justed, each nut and spoke critically exam-

ined, the brake particularly being looked to

and strict search made for any flaw or crack
or unexpected wear, as the slightest weak-
ness in this important point may endanger
the life or limb of the rider. The bearings
should be carefully adjusted if any looseness
is apparent, but they should never be screwed
up so that there is no side shake at all, as the
balls are thus liable to be broken. If the
bearings are dirty or gritty they should be
dosed with kerosene, which should be put in
with an ordinary oil can and the wheels ro-
tated rapidly, when the coagulated oil will
be liquified and the grit be brought out with
it. After the exudations from the bearings
have been wiped off, they should be carefully
oiled up anew with good oil and all the kero-
sene worked out. The tool bag should be
looked over and contain, an adjustable
wrench, an oil can carefully filled with good
oil, a piece of adhesive tire tape, a yard or
two of sout string and some cloth in which
to wrap tools to prevent their rattling. If
the machine be one of the kind that require
constant attention with a spoke tightener, it

would be well to dispose of it at the first op-
portunity or give it away and get another.
Last but not least, the tires should be ex-

amined all around, and should any portion
no matter how small, be loose, it should be at
once attended to and made sound to undergo
with safety the work before it. a. b. b.

From our British Correspondent.

nglishmen are
traditionally not-

ed for an ineradi-

cable tendency
to grumble at the

weather, andme-
torological pros-

pects are notor-

iously the never-

failing topic upon
which British con-

versation hinges

when all other

subjects are drawn blank. But however
absurd this may be as a general rule, I

think that we may be pardoned for harping
upon the threadbare subject just at present,

as the year of grace 1887 has been without

doubt a worse one than has been known for

upwards of a decade. As late as the begin-

ning of June, wintry winds and rains pre-

dominated to a distressing extent, and then

a sudden change came, and the heat has since

been tropical, causing a rapid and sustained

drought which is drying up the reservoirs

of our water supply and totally unfitting our

roads for pleasurable cycling. Macadam
roads are therefore very rough and covered

with white dust; gravel roads are trans-

formed into sandy tracks the like of which
Britishers have seldom seen before. Our
most celebrated smooth highways are trans-

formed into abominable stretches of loose

metal, and cyclists are fain to seek the

river and the lawn for recreation, to go
touring on the continent for their holidays,

and to scan the barometer with feelings the

reverse of what the wheelman usually ex-

periences, hoping for rain and lots of it, as

the only means whereby any appreciable

amount ofpleasant cycling can be indulged

in ere another winter decends upon us. Not-
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withstanding these unfavorable circum-

stances, the demand for bicycles and tricycles

continues to be very active, the frequent

favorable allusions to our pastime, which

have appeared in the public press, having

undoubtedly exercised a very considerable

effect in proselytizing amongst the middle

and upper classes.

The amateur championship races are now
concluded, and the results are, W. A. Illston,

of Birmingham, is bicycle champion at one

mile, five miles, and twenty-five miles; J.

H. Adams, of London, is bicycle champion
at fifty miles; P. E. Kiderlin, of Delft,

(Holland) is tricycle champion at one mile
;

R. J. Mecredy, of Dublin, is tricycle champion
at five miles; and F. J. Osmond, of London,

is tricycle champion at twenty-five miles.

These conclusions are free from any dubiety

upon the point of "true form," the men be-

ing thoroughly entitled to the honors they

have gained, no "flukes" having occurred to

prevent the best man winning in each case.

The only victory which can be described as

a surprise was that of Osmond, who had
never shown as a tricyclist before winning
his title, nor had he been looked upon as a

long-distance man, being until the time of

the 25-mile tricycle race, essentially a

sprinter on the bicycle and a good short-dis-

tance rider on tandem tricycles. Furnivall

is not on the path for the season, having only

raced, successfully at the commencement.
Several of last year's most promising riders

have fallen off lamentably, and the class of

our path racers this year is not of much all-

round excellence as it was last season.

Road racing has not been very successful,

although a great number of small local clubs

have brought off events restricted to their

own members. The fifty-mile open handi-

cap race promoted by the Catford C. C. was
almost the only road event worth notice,

and that has already been described in your
columns.

C. W. Brown has obtained a record for 100

miles on a tricycle, but the crack road-riders

as a rule do not care to attempt the heart-

breaking task of fast riding while the sur-

faces are in their prssent condition, even
G. P. Mills failed to do anything noticeable,

although his fifty miles on a tricycle was an-

nounced as being ridden in two minutes less

time than the record, but it has not passed

the Records Committee yet. Almost equal

in importance to an open race was the fifty-

mile handicap for members of the North
Road Club, for which twenty riders started;

the winner was Godfrey White, who had
long heen known as a second-class handicap
man on the path, and a first-class sterling

good rider of the tall bicycle on the road; on
this occasion he road a geared-up dwarf
safety bicycle, and was not only successful

in winning the handicap but made faster time
than the scratch man, G. P. Mills himself,

although the actual time was—on account
of the loose state of the roads—a long way
off record.

On September 3 and 17 respectively, the

two great road-races of the year will take

place, twenty-four hours being the extent

on the former, and 100 miles on the latter

of these dates. The North Road Club pro-

motes them, and separate prizes are offered

for every class of cycle, viz: Bicycles, tri-

cycles, and tandem-tricycles. Unless we
have a few days' steady rain very soon the

records will not go in either of these com-
petitions, and it will even be doubtful wheth-

er performances will be accomplished to

entitle the riders to "standard" medals.

The Cyclists Touring Club is at last com-
mencing to carry out its legitimate function

of tour-promoting. Even since it was first

started, this mammoth organization has been
apparently indifferent to, or incompetent

to organize touring parties among its mem-
bers, being content to leave them to go
touring alone or with personal acquaintan-

ces, and only facilitating the arrangement of

tours to the extent of allowing individual

members to insert paragraphs in the month-
ly Gazette of the club announcing their

desire to meet with companions for stipulated

journeys. The success of American parties,

made up of people who were mostly strang-

ers to each other ere meeting for an or-

ganized tour, led to the editor of the Irish

Cyclist, getting up a big party of men for a

tour from Dublin to Killarney and back,

last August, and another from Dublin to

Connewara and back, this present month,
and the C. T. C. appointed a committee
which has envolved a system, whereby
"tour-masters" will be appointed from time

to time, apparently at their own instigation,

armed with the club's authority to organize

parties of ladies and gentlemen desirous of

louring in company. The first trip of this

kind is to be to the Ardennes (Belgium), and a

shorter tour is contemplated to extend over

five days only, in the home counties around
London.
But although organized open tours have

hitherto been unknown in England, we hold

a unique reputation for the success of our

cyclists' camps, and the progress of the

North of England camp at Harrogate has

heen eclipsed by the success of the southern

counties camp which was this year again

held at Guildford. Three hundred wheel-

men sleeping under canvas for several days
at a stretch,—a week being the full extent of

the camping organization—is a circumstance

which speaks eloquently the pleasurable

nature of these social gatherings which
annually take place between friends, ac-

quaintances and strangers. From the prim-

itive beginning of a collection of plain bell-

tents, destitute of any but the most rough
and tumble appliances, the cyclists' camps
have developed into most attractive arrange-

ments of tents and marquees in all manner
of shapes and sizes, elaborately decorated

by profuse displays of bunting, Chinese
lanterns and growing flowers outside, and
luxuriously furnished with boarded floors,

carpets, curtains, upholstery, pianos etc.

inside; so that the canvas villages are the

scenes of refined reunions and hospitable en-

tertainments by day aud night.

The doings of the "American Team of
Professional Bicyclists" now in this country
have been watched with great interest, and
their visit has, in fact, formed the chief fea-

ture of the year's cycling. Before they came,

Woodside was regarded as merely a second-

class rider, given to an overweening conceit

of his own powers, as is the usual habit of

professionals. Temple was not expected to

make such an impression as Canary and

Kaufmann had done at trick riding, and

Morgan we all knew was more of a busii

manager than a personally good rider. It

was fortunate for the team that Woodside's
family connections led them to start opera-

tions in Ireland, as the Dublin cyclists are

a very hearty and enthusiastic set of men,
and lost no time in heroizing the members of

the team. Although he did a fair perfor-

mance or two in Dublin, Woodside failed to

maintain the reputation that had been adver-

tised as his due, and the boom of Morgan's

party would soon have collapsed, but for the

sudden and unexpected development of

crack racing form on the part of Ralph
Temple, or Friedburg, who has saved the

reputation of the team and earned golden

opinions for himself by his victory over

Howell, unquestionably our very best pro-

fessional bicyclist, at the sprinting games,

and although Howell has since reversed the

tables and decisively beaten Temple, the

latter' s good form has since been proven to

be no fluke, by his defeating all the others of

our best professionals (bar Fred Wood, who
is still in Australia i in handicaps. Woodside
has shown such singularly in-and-out riding

as to justify the conclusion that the change

of climate has quite upset him, and although

he occasionally does a good bit of riding, he

cannot be depended upon from one day to

another. Something has been said about

Woodside and Morgan going for the one
hundred miles road-record, for a prize offered

by the "Premier" bicycle makers, but Mor-
gan tells me that he is doubtful whether

time will permit of this, so many path en-

gagements being made for the team.

A cloud seems to be hovering over these

three riders in consequence of the reported

shabby way in which they have obtained

bicycles from the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

before leaving the States, and arranging to

ride them and no other except for the "Prem-
ier Records." Nothing definite seems to be

known as to the precise nature of this agree-

ment or understanding, and in the absence

of any positive information our wheelmen
have had to be content to swallow the re-

port which was disseminated here to the

effect that Morgan and his companions
made no such terms with the American
firm. It seems unquestionable that as soon

as they landed in Dublin (if not before) they

were prevailed upon to ride Premier cycles,

and in was even announced in one paper
that Woodside had always ridden "Premiers"

in America, and that all his performances

were accomplished on that make of machine.

I do not know whether this statement was
authorized by Woodside, but it has certainly

gone uncontradicted, and as 1 am credibly

informed that it was false, I can only put it

down as another of the discreditable adver-

tising tactics for which the "Premier" makers
have achieved such an unenviable notoriety.

London, Aug. 13, 1887. Faed.
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W/ien 'c?-oss f/ie continent he toured,

He had his life and health insured,

So Fate was kind and smiled on him.

She busted neither neck nor limb;

And past each river, road and hill

He wheeled and never took a spill,

But seemed to take deep rooted joy

In scorching over corduroy;

Along rough roads he safely knocks,

Regardless of obtruding rocks;

And finite minds can't understand

The way he hustled through the sand;

I can't express in this brief "pome,"

The way he rushed along toward home.

When home was but ten miles away,

His policy expired that day;

And 'ere he reached his family hearth,

He caught a rut, and wiped the earth

For miles around the spot he struck.

And now he mourns his lack of luck.

Remote-

Oh, to be last in the half-mile race!

Yet, I could not follow the red-hot pace

So I fell behind;— it was no disgrace,—
So it's not for that I'm complaining,

Nor yet for the prize— two dollars it cost—
But I mourn for the good old grub I lost,

The month I was in training.

The cat must fear

The atmosphere,

For it is full of bricks;

The ancient shoe

And boulder too,

Fly moderately thick.

The old feline

For a long, long time,

Will rember how it feels,

To make a dash,

In a moment rash,

Right between a cycler's wheels.

flvJ F-au^W^.

Oh, Hanner Mariar,

Come one minute, jist,

An' squint thro' your specks

At this premium list!

The blamdest arrangement

You most ever seen—
They don't seem to be

Nothin' here but "machine."

Machines of all kinds

From a straw-stacker, up;

They're as thick as the fleas

On our yctller bull-pup.

There's a ten dollar prize

Fur the best patent hullers

But only a mettal

Fur sweet cakes an' crullers.

An' the prizes fur poultry

Has growed mighty thin,

Since they built that machine

That they hatch chickens in.

Them new patent churns

Gits a prize, I observe,

But whereas the patched quilts,

An' the jam an' preserve.

I don' t see no mention

Of home-colored jeans,

Nur knittin', nur sewin'—
Machines, jist machines!

Termater sweet-pickles

I don't see no place,

But they've got a big prize

Fur a bisickle race.

I think old time racin'

Is loosin' its pith,

When we've got to come doivn

To machines to race with.

Well, let 'em trot out

Their machines, I don't care-

But I'd give a good deal

Fur a real old time fair!
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NOW
Is a good time to subscribe for

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
MONTHLY, 50 cts. A YEAR.

THE WHEELMEN'S RECORD,
WEEKLY, $1.00 A YEAR.

If you don't think that way, just cast your eye on this proposition and change your mind.

In the Fall every Wheelman and certainly every Bicycle Club should seriously consider the matter of getting a good Home-
•ainer. You can't keep in good condition during the winter without it,

We Will Give You or Your Club

^*THE EUREKA HOME TRAINER,**^

SO Subscribers for* the Gazette,
ore

f you will send US i^ Subscribers for the Record.
ore

lO Subscribers for both Ir*»i3ex*s.
If yon alone subscribe for both RECORD and GAZETTE, we will send you a copy of the WHEELMEN'S

REFERENCE BOOK. The price of this book is 50 cents. If your club men already subscribe for either or

both publications, don't let them get away on that account, but date their subscriptions ahead one year from the

time of expiration.

Sample Copies Sent Free an Application.

DARROW' BROS., PUBLISHERS, Incli*ux»i3olis.
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• PRE THET SELLING ? • DO TREY GIVE $|1TISF88TI0H ? •
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Jt@* READ THIS! r©&

Ann Ardor, Mich, May 4, 1887.

Gormui.ly & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen— Wheel came this afternoon all right. The agent thinks it

the finest wheel he was ever on. Handles just the thing for hill-climbing.

From what I have seen of it it is more than satisfactory. Knocks the

out two times. The girls yelled out to me that it was "the schon," and so we

will call it O. K. Will write later concerning its health.

Truly yours, FRED. R. ROMER.

AND THIS!"®*
Bloomington, III., May 11, 1887.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—I received my Champion wheel some three weeks ago, and

am highly pleased with it. The members of our club have examined it and

pronounced it excellent, equaling and surpassing in many respects any wheel

in the market. Four of our club now own this make of wheel, and before

July 1 three-fourths of the club will ride it. As our riders are all old wheel-

men, this fact speaks loudly in favor of the Champion.
Yours truly, E. P. BLAKE.

AND THIS! -®a
Little Falls, N. V., May 17, 1887.

Gormuu.y & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The Light Champion is a "dandy." Have ridden nearly

200 miles already, and only had it one week Sunday. How's that ? I am
giving it one of the best tests in the world, as I live at Herkimer and work
for Burrell & Whitman at Little Falls; I ride down over the toughest roads

in Herkimer county in the morning and back at night, every pleasant day
with good roads,—sixteen miles sure,—besides what running around I do.

I think I will cover quite a number of miles this year; will k^ep track and

see. Yours respectfully, J. E. SEARLES.

AND THIS! -«t
Jackson, Mich., May 12, 1887.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The American Light Champion received all right. It is

the easiest-riding wheel I ever mounted, and also the prettiest wheel in

Jackson. Mr. Pratt, the purchaser, is very much pleased with it.

Yours truly, M. JAY MOORE.

And they are coming in every mail. See the other Cycle Papers for plenty more of the same sort. Catalog on application.

Gormully V Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.
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Eastern Road Race.
25 Miles,

Boston and Vicinity, Saturday October 8th, 1887.

rALL THE MAKES OF HIGH GRADE MACHINES REPRESENTED.

WON BY
Frank Carmen of Cambridgeport Bicycle Club, on an

EXPERTG0L6IMBIA
Time: 1:34:29.

BEATING LAST YEAR'S RECORD.

Second Position,

By R. G. Beazley, of Chelsea Bicycle Club on a

Columbia [[(${ * Roadster,
Time: 1:34:29'

POPE MI^O. CO.,
-yo PrtuiltUn S4t., Boston.

Brtmotx llmix-.: 11 Wnrreii St«« ^Je-v-v Yo«k.
SOI \V«iI>m>Ii A.ve., Cliioavjo

In answering Advertisements pic-nsc mention tlxis pnper.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ud Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to "knock &
you out."

•••

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

The Old Story
'
c

Coasting Without Danger

!

•••

OF THE —
CRANK WHEEL

Hill-Climbing to Perfection !

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping

mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the

power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.
•

•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCKE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P. LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.

In eurxs-werlMfi: Advertisements i>lee»s»e> jm.ent:ic>» this j»€fci>e>«*.
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GREATLY IMPROYED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE BEST HILL-CLIMBER I

THE KING * BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the

rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings iu our high-grade
machines run very easily, are very
'durable, and cannot roll together;
and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured by United States Patents
and 'Pending United States and
Foreign Applications hij the In-
ventor, Rev. lit) Mi: 11 A. KING,
Springfield, Mans.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of the hinds, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

spring;:, the new motor raising one
lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without

ret '.'V ng t'je revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert
riders.

Heretofore noticed and adver-
tised us "Springfield's Veto /;;-

cycle," "The Springfield Light
'Roadster," "The Springfield Bi-
cycle," etc., and the only "Bicycle

in tin- market ever Invented m-
/hst built in Springfield,

I 'tew of bearings in rear wheel, andendviem
of adjustable anti-frit~lion roller bearings ami
revolving collar which holds them in place.
Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree.

Cut shewing lioin the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward, turns the other bat kwardand raises the lever without , ontafl with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue: sen/ free.

If^CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel,
Full Nickel Finish,

PRICE LIST.

Front 1
r
iew, with v

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
ioo no
105 115MO IL'O

Nickel includes .ill except the Rim.
recommend and most riders order the %\ ... style with antt-fridtion bearings to both wheels. A discount of 10 per cent, from third column prii es is offered to anv clergyman, or to the first

purciiasei in any county. Above puce-, .ire for 4 S..nch wheel; add or subtract %\ per inch up or down. Spade handle-, $2 extra. Agents wanted in all unoccupied ten

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

$75
so
85
90

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-liars. Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also the Spoki rge wheel.

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., New York.
THE

1

BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one year, 15c; to copies, $1 Herald contains tl mance,
and practical li -lps; In- Evangelists devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and .1 youths' department. Sampli 1 ivtown
in th.: I nited btates. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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READ ONLY THE COLORED PAGES INSIDE.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid. American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and other

Bit and tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Hund Wheels bought fur cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT. SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely- illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE &, SON, 7 G Street, Feoria, III.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
2—-OF1 S

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new SPARKBROOKS, QUADRANTS,
NEW RAPIDS, VICTORS, FACILES, NEW MAILS,
ROVERS, HUMBERS, or ANY OTHER machine made.

Sole Agents for New York of the celebrated NEW
RAPID and SPARKBROOK BICYCLES and QUAD-
RANT TRICYCLES.

Don't fail to send for Circular.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO. , 38 Park Place,NewYork WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
2— OK.—

*

SECOND-HAND ^CYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND - HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

NEW RAPID ROADSTER.
Correspondence Solicited.

§tar Bieyeles, ""^/S?*
1,

No Headers or Dangerous Falls,

OOS Miles ixx S-i hours.
Accepted World's Records on the Road from lf>0 to 305 Miles.

World's Safety ilecords from 1 to 20 Miles on the Track.

First American Machine to make more than -20 miles

within the hour.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed and Grade.

Won all First Premiums, when in competition, since 1881.

^e«.ci **>:*• Catalogue.
H B. SMITH MACHINE CD.,

Smithville, Bur. Oo., 3V. J.

TSTheelmen's Cards
ysj<2-v7 and fje^arct Pe^r^>

For the following Divisions:

Massachusetts,
New York,

New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Missouri,

Kentucky, Michigan,

Iowa, Minnesota.

Price, $1.00 per 100. Price, 75 cts. per 50.

Printed i n heavy board, with tinted ground
Name, address, etc., included.

C. H. TDOTNSEND,
27 Arch St. NEWARK, N. J.

For Clubs
The Wheelmen's Gazette,
The Wheelmen's Record,
The Bicycling World,
The Wheel,
Outing,

Wheelmen's Reference Book,

Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle,

Total,

.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

3.00

.50

2.00

9.00

The entire list will be sent you for only

$6 25. Subscriptions are for one year and
may begin at any time. This is the chance
for clubs to lay in their supply of winter

reading.

Eureka Home Trainer
And Bicycle Stand.

A well made practical machine that no rider can
afford to be without. Develope your muscles and
keep in condition.

For Sale by Cycle Manufacturers and Deali rs.

Price $^.50
M. A. WOODBURY, Mfgr,

Brtnlforcl, l3a.

Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle
Mailed for $2 by Springfield Printing Co. spring

field, Mass. Bound in cloth, gilded top, photograv-
ure frontispiece, 41 chapters, 008 pages. §7,000 words
75 pp. of indexes with 10,408 titles and 22,800 refer-
ences. A pamphlet of 40 pages, giving specimens
Of these indexes and other parts of the book, and a
list of agencies where it may be bought, will be
mailed on application by postal card to the publish-
er, Kaiu, Kkon, at the University Building, Washington
Square, '. Y. at//. D. The book and pamphlet may
also be had on personal application toO. F. Smith,
at the office of the WllKKLMEN'S RECORD, Indiana
polls.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
I A NV KIN I), SEND SI AMP TO

A. W. Cxi IMP, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price -List of New and Second -Hand Machines.

Second - Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.
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Monthly Summary.
During the past month, wheelmen have

enjoyed much good riding, for during the

fall the roads are in their best condition.

The increase of membership in the L. A.

W. to 11,537 is one of the good results of these

favorable conditions. Racing, on the road

and track still continues to hold its share of

interest, though as far as racing is concerned,

one might say that the most important events

of the month are those that did not occur.

Rowe did not go to England; Howell did

not come to America; the Boston to Chicago
road race was abandoned, also the Tyron cup
race and dozens of other small events, but

this is a world of compensations, and fortu-

nately for the sport no one of these failures

was more complete than the failure to enlist

the New York wheelmen in the service of

Henry George the socialist.

Arkansas. P. H. Bernays of Little Rock
appointed chief consul.

California. Southern Pacific R. R. agrees

to carry bicycles free. Pacific Wheelman and
Athlete, a bi-weekly makes its first appear-

ance. Bay City Wheelmen smoker. Races
at Sacramento fair.

Connecticut. Sept. 17, East Hartford Wheel
Club race. One of the few financially suc-

cessful races of the season, nets §627.

Illinois. Chas. H. Sieg appointed repre-

sentative. Division publishes a placard de-

fining the rights of wheelmen on the high-

way. A new club "The Eagles" organized

at Chicago. Sept, 17, ten mile road race at

Chicago. Oct. 1, Chicago Amateur Athlete

Association tournament. Oct. 11-13, Quincy
Bi. Club's reunion and celebration.

Iowa. R. S. Thompson appointed Chief
Consul, vice F. B. Thrall, resigned.

Kansas. "Olathe Wheelmen" organized.

Sept. 22, races at Junction City. Sept. 29 and

30, Ottawa Wheelmen's races.

Louisiana. Sept. 15, Division meet and

races at New Orleans. Oct. 1, annual elec-

tion of N. O. Bi. Club.

Massarh usetts. A. W. Robinson, of Charles-

ton, appointed representative. Sept. 11,

Sherman climbs both sides of Corey Hill

twice without a dismount, mounted on a

Springfield Roadster. Sept. 16, races at At-

tleboro. Sept. 30, races at Taunton. Sept.

22, Frank Dingley of the Champion team,

breaks all records from 51 to 100 miles, time

5h. 38m. 44!s. Oct. 5, Hollingsworth of the

Columbia team starts for one hundred mile

record, and lowers records between 50 and
60 miles, dropping out at end of 66th mile.

Oct. 7. Rowe attempts same record but

drops out on the 46th mile. Oct. 6, Ladies'

North Shore tour.

Missouri. Gordon, Hurck and Oellin of

St. Louis suspendedon charge of professional-

ism but charges dismissed. Sept. 22, Missouri

Club smoker to the St. Louis Club. Sept. 25,

bicycle race at St. Louis Athletic Club games.

Oct. 1, Division meet at St. Louis. Man-
chester road race.

Michigan. Sept. 24, East Saginaw Bi. Club

races. Oct. 1, Detroit Bi. Club races. Oct.

5, Bay City races.

Minnesota. Sept. 15, Division meet and
lantern parade. Sept. 16, Minneapolis and
Mercury clubs give races at Lake Harriet

boulevard.

New Jersey. Atlanta Wheelmen re-organ-

ize. Chas. Kluge, re-instated. Sept. 16,

Orange Wanderers races at Roseville. Sept.

24, Division meet. Oct. 1 Irvington road

race.

New York. Division calls for money to

defray expenses of Liberty Bill. Following

representatives appointed: Geo. M. Nesbitt,

New York; A. J. Barton, Newburg; E. P.

Noble, Albany; H. L. Dudlard, Buffalo; A.

M. Dickerson, New York; W. J. Gilfillan,

Brooklyn; Geo. A. Spicer, West Troy; J. C.

Clute, Schenectady. Sept. 14, Nellis arrives

at Herkermer, after his trans-continental

trip. Sept. 15, Genessee club of Rochester,

field day. Sept. 22, races at Binghampton.

Sept. 23 24, Division meet at Cooperstown.

Sept. 23, opening of Poughkepsie Bicycle

Club house. Oct. 5, Kings Co. Wheelmen's
lantern parade. Oct. 6, Poughkepsie Bicycle

Club races.

Ohio. Cincinnati wheelmen admitted to

the parks. Robert Ruck of Cleveland, raised

local twenty-four hour record to 162 miles.

E. E. Miller of Canton, tours to Rochester,

New York in three days.

Oregon. North West Cycle Club organized

at Portland. Sept. 12 15 Portland races.

Chemeketa Bi. Club ofSalem, challenges any
club in the State to team race.

Pennsylvania. Sept 23, Alphonse King
rides his water cycle across Delaware i iver,

from Philadelphia to Camden. Sept 24,

West Philadelphia Amateur Athletic A

ciation races. Sept. 28, New Castle Bicycle

Club's races. Sept. 29, Allegheny Win el ( Hub
races at Pittsburg. Sept 30, McKeesporl
Cyclers organized. Oct. 1, Wells and Syn-
nesvedt make tandem record for Lancaster
Pike 1:23:30 for twenty miles.

Rhode Island, ('has. S. Davol of Warren,
appointed chief consul. Dr. J. A. Case of

Pawtucket appointed representative. Sept.

20, races at Cranston.

Tennessee. Sept. 13, Annual Division meet
and races.

Wisconsm. Oct. 7-9, Division meet at

Milwaukee.

Suggestions on Race Meets.
15V T. w. BCK.

One thing has been demonstrated to a cer-

tainty by the race meets of the past season,

and that is that there is urgent need of en-

tirely new rules governing cycle racing. It

is my purpose to give the results of a large

experience and to make a few suggest ions in

regard to the proper management of races.

These views have been at different times
expressed to such men as Henry Ducker,
Abbot Bassett, Tim Carroll. Ned Oliver
and others of experience, and they all agree
with them. It should, therefore, not lie con-

sidered egotistical in me to suggest that the

endorsement of these gentlemen should i a-

title these opinions to some consideration.

There must be a change in racing matters

or clubs will either cease to encourage racing

or become bankrupt.

The only way to remedy this matter, is to

work for the interests ofboth the tournament
managers and the riders. In order to do
this the racing must be changed throughout,

except in handicaps. We will have to take

the same basis as the National Trotting

Association, and make all the events class

races and handicaps. The present manage-
ment ofraces has resulted in heav\ lossi s

to every track association in the country.

Why? Because they do not protect the as-

sociation.

For instance, Lynn <jives a tournament,

and there are six open amateur events. All

the riders in the country know of this, but

they say: "Now let me see, Crist will be there
and so will Rich, Burlo and WendeL Now I

cannot beat any of these fellows. They will

win first, second and third. I guess I won't

i" f
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go bu b I can send my entry in and my name
will be on the program."

S j Lynn may get twenty entries to one

race and the club advertises the largest entry

it ever had. On the day ofthe race about

fifteen of these men don't face the scratch,

and the club is out fifteen dollars entrance

fee on one race besides disappointing the

public, but the smart man has his name on

the program just the same. What is wanted

is a rule to correct this great evil. When a

man sends his entry, whether he sends his

entrance fee or not he should be liable for it,

and be barred from all tracks until he pays

the association.

Now we will say Cleveland gives a tourna-

ment and has six amateur events down on

the list. Say a three minute class; 2:50 class;

2:45 class; 2:40 class, a free for all, and a han-

dicap. All of which shall be mile heats,

best two out of three. There will probably

be from twelve to twenty-five heats out of

six events and the entries will be more

numerous, for the racing men through the

country will say: "Why, Crist and Rich can-

not go into the three minute, the 2:50 or

the 2:45 class. I believe I would stand a

chance to win something if those two fel-

lows were out, and I'll go to Cleveland, for

I can have a fair chance in the three minute,

the 2:50, the 2:45 and the handicap."

What is the result? Cleveland gets all the

way from ten to twenty-five men to start in

each race, most of which will be sure to

result in split heats and the club gets the

benefit of a lot of racing for a less number of

prizes. They also are protected by the rule

which bars a man from any other track

until he pays his entrance fee. So every

rider will forward his money when making

his entry. By this rule an association would

no doubt save from fifty to one hundred dol-

lars during one tournament.

There should also be a distance pole in

every race. Say one hundred yards consti-

tutes a distance for a one mile race, and if

any one man can shut out the whole field he

takes the whole money or the prizes. This

will be an inducement to a man to make fast

time. Put a time limit on all races accord-

ing to track and day, however the mile heats

will be likely to make a man run from start

to finish. As condition would tell in this

kind of racing it would be more exciting to

the spectators, and when a man was beat in

a first heat he would knowh'ow to do better

the next time, and it would give the fellow

who always finds an excuse when he is beat-

en a second chance.

Now in regard to the professionals. They

are the riders who will draw the crowds, and

they must have something at stake so that

they will try to ride fast.

Suppose the Roseville Track Association,

Lynn, Springfield, Cleveland, Chicago, Hart-

ford, North Attleboroand Providence should

form a circuit and the races were run under

the present system, how many of the pro-

fessionals would be there? If they had to

pay their own expenses, the entries would

embrace Rowe, Whittaker, Crocker and

Neilson. Those are all who would dare face

the music and go on their own hook. What

chance of winning would trie rest stand? If

this same circuit should give class races and
a man could start according to his speed in

a three minute, 2:50 or 2:40 race, at the clos-

ing of the entry for the circuit they would
have such a field as Rowe, Whittaker, Crock-

er, Neilson, Rhodes, Prince, Woodside,

Hunger, Knapp, Dingley, Schock, Morgan,
Freidburg, Hollingsworth, McCurdy, Frazier,

Adams, Nightingale, Hardwick, Ashinger,

Stone, Sherman, Straub, Bullock, Higham,
Merrill, Bell, Healey, Hamill, Ives Wendell,

and others who no doubt will soon turn

professionals.

Let the association make a charge of five

per cent, on the purse offered and have the

same rule govern entrance fees as in amateur

events. The associations would reap almost

one-third of the purse in entrance fees, and

they would also be protected by the rule.

They could give two of the professional

races each day; say a three minute and 2:40

the first day; a 2:50 and free forall the second

day, and a 2:45 and handicap third day; the

handicap to be mile heats also or a longer

distance if necessary. This would bring all

the professionals together the last day, and
each man would have a fair chance to win.

The clubs would have to form an associa-

tion or perhaps the best way would be to

have the L. A. W. govern the whole thing

and let Abbot Bassett or any other capable

person be the secretary for all the clubs,

keeping records and times ofeach and every

man who makes a record of three minutes or

better, and whenever a man enters a race

in which he does not belong, impose a fine

on him and bar him from all tracks until he

pays this fine. Let each association do its

own handicapping. They most always have

to change the handicaps as they come in

now, for I have seen them changed several

times. Either do this or appoint an official

who is well posted as to all the racing men.

These who are not well posted on rules,

should read the National Trotting Associa-

tion book, containing the rules governing

horse trots and see if they would not cover

the bicycle except in the matter of flying

starts.

Personally believe as Hicks of the Post

Dispatch of St. Louis does in the flying start

and it is all nonsense to compare it to horse

racing. A man only has his wheel to govern

he has not a horse before him who has sev-

eral different gaits. But he oomes up wheel-

ing every time, while some horses come to

the wire pacing, running, singlefooting, and

a good judge in a stand will not send a horse

off when he is off his gait, even if all the

horses are even when they cross under the

wire. That is what often bothers those who

are not up to horse racing, and that is what

often causes so much scoring and time lost.

But a man on a bicycle can only come up

one way and a little fine could be imposed

for jockeying. This would hurt the rider's

pocket more than he could gain by fooling

at the mark. There is only one fault that

could be found with the flying start, Some

of the tracks are too narrow for the riders

to turn around on. I suppose I have met

hundreds of men who can do three minutes

or better, and a great many of them would
attend the tournaments, and put in their

vacations at that way, but they say, "what's

the use of our going to Springfield? Two or

three of the riders win all the prizes and we
will only get laughed at for coming so far

for nothing."

I have met fellows who would pay one

thousand dollars down in gold to be able to

win a twenty-five dollar medal at a race meet
at Springfield in order that they might show
it to their town boys and girls wh< n they

come back, but those three or four big riders

scare them off, and no man likes to be beaten.

It makes no difference who beats him, it

sticks in his craw just the same. Every one

likes to win or have an even chance to win.

When clubs now give all the way from

ten to fifteen events each day they could

afford to give five good prizes each day
and get all the way from ten to twenty-five

good races, have more excitement, faster

races, more entrance fees, better pleased

public, and the best of all more money when
they count up the gate receipts at night. For

the American public wants everything short

and quick. I think this is the way to get at

it and I am open for arguments all winter, so

let them come.

The road-book of the Missou.i Division

will not be issued until January, as it has

been decided to make it much more com-

plete than was first intended.

When the English papers wish to opine

that races were cut-and-dried in advance,

they allude in a pleasant manner to the pres-

ence of M. Agreement.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. has built a

racing tricycle of the Cripper type, veigh-

ing only thirty pounds. No wonder Fnglish

tricycle records, are so much lower than

American.

Several unsuccessful and nobody knows
how many successful attempts have lately

been made to bribe handicappers in England.

This is only one of the many causes that is

bringing handicapping into disfavor there.

Wheelmen in this country are just begin-

ing to suspect that after all, the sand-papered

roads of England are a myth. Very likely,

the fact of the matter is that they are just

about the same as the average American

roads, some good and some bad with the

great majority of them "fair to middlin'."

S. B. Gaylor, of Stamford, Ct,, has invent-

ed a bicycle resembling a Star, except in be-

ing driven by cranks instead of levers. With

the crank driven Ordinary, the lever driven

Ordinary, the lever driven Star and the

crank driven Star, it looks as though the

field for large bicycles was about filled.

According to a new rule adopted by the

N. A. A. A., an amateur becomes a profes-

sional by competing at any race meet that

includes professional events. We have not

yet learned the penalty for walking along

the street with a professional, or shaking

hands, or swapping snake stories with the

unwashed "pro." but we suppose it must be

something terrible.

A-^51
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Bicycling in Wild Countries.

(Thomas Stevens, in Harper's Young People.)

Thouoh one would very naturally expect

to meet with more stirring incidents among
the wandering tribes than anywhere else,

there is no lack of adventure to be found

among any class of people in Asia by a per-

son venturing among them on a bicycle and

without a guard.

One evening I happened to get belated,

and was making my way cautiously forward

through the darkness, thinking I should

have to sleep out again, as I had often done

before. Later in the' evening, however, I

reached a small village in a wild mountain-

ous region, and asked permission to stay

over night. Like many Asiatic towns and

villages, the place was enclosed by a high

stone wall, and with gates that could be

shut at night to prevent sudden attack and

surprise in time of war.

I was at once taken into the guest-chamber,

which I found already occupied by several

ferocious-looking natives armed to the teeth,

after the custom of the country. The dark-

ness of the room was made barely visible

by the feeble, flickering light of a twisted

rag in a cup of grease. Hanging on the

mud walls were dozens of swords, daggers,

and the old flint-lock pistols and long guns

peculiar to the Asiatics.

As usual, the room soon became full of

people, attracted out of curiosity to see the

strange traveller and the curious vehicle he

was riding through their country.

The ignorance of the Turkish villagers

leads them to think any stranger with a

fairer skin than their own must be either a

Russian or an Englishman. They know
little or nothing about any other country-

men, and while they love the English, they

hate and fear the Russians. They are al-

ways suspicious that a stranger may be a

subject of the Czar, spying out their coun-

try.

After staring at me and my wheel for

some time, some of the more lawless charac-

ters accused me of being a Russian, and
began to take more liberties than politeness

to a stranger allowed. One of them, desir-

ing to show his contempt for the supposed

enemy of his country, stole up behind me
and tapped me on the helmet several times

with his stick. The others were intently

watching the proceedings, to see what I

would do. In such a case as this, bold

action always carries the day, and I deter-

mined to at once make an example of the

man with his too handy stick, let the end be
what it might.

Turning upon him, I wrenched the stick

from his grasp, and gave him several well-

deserved cuts across the shoulders, after

which I resumed my seat in silence. This
prompt and vigorous measure seemed to

convince them at once that I was not a
Russian, and so, according to their limited

knowledge, must therefore be English.

Thinking this, the others, instead of blam-
ing me for chastising their countryman,
were now disposed to take my part. More
than one of the men gathered about me,

and as though anxious to atone for the sus-

picions they had at first entertained, they

showed me all manner of kind attentions,

building a fire and cooking me some supper.

When it became time to go to bed, some
of the men that owned the weapons hanging

on the walls, pointed to their swords and
guns, and placing their two forefingers

together, said, "Kardash, Effendi, Karda&h."

By this they meant to say that I might con-

sider myself their brother, and could go to

sleep without fear, for they had plenty of

weapons, and would use them, if necessary,

in my defence. My prompt action was no
doubt the cause of this happy and peaceful

ending of the night's adventure.

Sometimes I would meet lawless parties

on the road, and it would require great tact

and forbearance on my part to prevent a

conflict in which there must have been

bloodshed, for these people all carry arms,

and of course I had my six-shooter.

One day, near Erzeroum, I overtook a

party of natives driving a number of laden

donkeys and mules. As I wheeled past

them one of the younger men essayed to

thrust his staff into the spokes of my wheel
and give me a header. This was an act of

sheer wantonness on his part, for there was
plenty of room for me to pass without inter-

fering with them in any way whatever.

To avoid a header that might have re-

sulted in broken limbs, I sprang quickly

from the saddle. Fancying I had dis-

mounted to attack their comrade for his mis-

conduct, the men drew their swords and
advanced toward me in a most menacing
manner. Seeing this, I in turn presented

my revolver, threatening to shoot the first

man that attempted to use his sword. The
sight of the revolver caused them to retreat

a short distance, and as they hesitated about

what to do in the matter, I mounted my
bicycle and sped swiftly away, followed by
a shower of stones.

The next day after this little incident I

approached the celebrated Dela Baba Pass,

a narrow rocky gorge through the moun-
tains, that has been famous from time im-

memorial as the resort of robber bands.

Just before reaching the entrance to the

pass a wild-looking horseman came gallop-

ing across the plain toward me.

As he came closer I could see that he was
a ferocious-looking individual that might
very well be taken for a desperado of the

deepest dye. In his crimson kammrrbund,
or sash, were inserted a pair of heavy horse-

pistols and a long curved sword, and at his

back was slung one of the long, slender guns
of the Orient.

When I stopped to see what he wanted,
he drew his sword, and waving it aloft, said

he wanted to act as my guide and protector

through the dangerous Dela Baba Pass, at

the same time intimating that without his

protection I should probably get my throat

cut. The man looked a thorough villain,

and it occurred to me at once that instead

of being an honest person with honest in-

tentions, he was most likely a member of
the band of robbers infesting the pass. In-

stead of wanting to protect me, his mission

was to find out who I was, and whether I

was armed with weapons that would make
it dangerous for the band to attack me in

the pass. With a view to convincing him
that they had better let me alone, I pro-

duced my splendid little American six-

shooter, showed him the self-cocking me-
chanism, the rapid manner in which it could

be fired, and the quick and easy way of re-

loading and shooting.

All this the horseman regarded with the

deepest interest, and when I had finished

he wheeled his horse round, and galloped

away, presumably to notify his comrades of

what he had seen. An hour or so later and
I was traversing the gloomy depths of the

Dela Baba Pass. Several armed men were
met with in the pass, and after I had
wheeled by, they stood and gazed after me
as long as they could see me, but none of

them offered to molest me, and I wondered
afterward what marvellous story of my de-

fensive capabilities had been told them by
their comrade. These people are fond of

telling big stories, and it would be amusing
to know just how he described the efficiency

of the Smith and Wesson as a quick-firing

arm.

Sometimes adventures that bade fair to

be startling at the beginning ended in the

most laughable manner. One day I was
making my way with a great deal of labor

up a zigzag trail leading over the Kara Su
Mountains. The trail was steep and narrow,

and wound in and out among the rocks,

sometimes being a mere ledge with a high
rocky wall on one side and a steep precipice

on the other. Turning a sharp corner at

a spot where the path fairly overhung the

precipice, I came suddenly face to face with

a swarthy Arab youth leading his horse
carefully down the mountain trail.

No sooner did they see me than both the

horse and his master became seized with

violent fear. Never had so strange an ob-

ject as a bicycle been seen by either of them
before, and they no doubt thought them-
selves ms-a-vis with something of the most
uncanny nature. Spooks, ghosts, or evil

spirits was no doubt the first thought that

came into the mind of the young Arab, for

the Arabs are a very superstitious people,

and believe in good and evil genii to-day as

much as ever they did.

The horse struggled violently to break
away, and I expected every moment to see

both him and his leader go toppling over the

fearful precipice and be dashed to pieces on
the rocks below. The path was not over
three feet wide, and any horse less sure-

footed than the noble steeds of Arabia would
undoubtedly have fallen a victim to his fear

of the bicycle, and perhaps have dragged
his master over the grim and yawning
chasm with him in his struggles. This

would have been a very serious matter, for

both man and horse would have been killed.

Stepping back behind a projecting rock

out of sight, I called out a few reassuring

words to the scared Arab in his own tongue,

thus convincing him that I was at least a

human being and not an evil spirit. As it

was next to impossible for his horse to turn
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round on the narrow ledge, the Arab stood

still for some seconds, trembling with fright,

and half afraid to venture to approach or go
past. Putting the bicycle out of sight as

well as the nature of the place would permit,

I addressed a few more kindly words to him,

whereupon he plucked up courage enough
to continue on his way. In spite of his

dusky skin he looked quite pale with fright

as he led his horse past the spot where I

had climbed up out of the way. He was
too much frightened to try to say anything,

and in reply to the words of assurance I

addressed to him he returned a very sickly

smile, and hurried on. I couldn't help

laughing at his feeble effort to smile ; it

called up memories of my own school-boy

days—memories of a boy I knew who, when
called up for punishment, used to walk up
to the teacher's desk, making the same rid-

iculous effort to smile as did this frightened

Arab youth.

Almost always when I met a person alone

on the road in Asia Minor the lonely native

would turn pale and tremble with fright,

thinking me some evil spirit. This is not

so surprising when we reflect that the peo-

ple are ignorant and superstitious, and from
one end of their uneventful lives to the

other, seldom see any new thing. The sight

of a bicycler coming along the road toward
them made an impression on the minds of

the superstitious and imaginative Orientals

that an American could never experience

under any conditions.

The following letter and answer anent the

C. T. C, culled from our contemporary
Wheeling, is just about as dry and amusing
as anything we have seen for may a long

day, as we think our readers will agree:

—

Mr. SHIPTON'S COURTESY.
TO THE EDITORS

"Dear Sirs,—Could you kindly tell me
the object ofthe C. T. C?
When riding near Paris last Sunday I

unfortunately had an accident with my bicy-

cle causing serious damage to same.

Not knowing where to obtain information

as to whether I could have the repairs done
in Paris, I wrote, as member of the C. T. C,
to the secretary, inclosing stamped address.

I expected, at least, he would have the

courtesy to let me know the address of the

local consul, if one existed.

The only reply I received was 'The infor-

mation you require is contained in the Con-
tinental Handbook, price Is.' As I was in

Paris, temporarily lame from the accident,

this proved of great use to me.
I erroneously supposed that the C. T. C.

was formed to give information to its

members.
I am sending the machine to London to

undergo the necessary repairs.

I enclose card and remain, yours very
truly, Puzzled.

"Puzzled"—We insert your letter. You
evedently do not understand that the C. T.

C. exists for making money out of its

members, and that if they require any infor-

mation they must pay extra for it. It would

never do to give it, or they might get the

value of their subscriptions. Why don't

you address a letter of complaint to t*ie

Consul?"

A Personal Experience.
I am fat, and I'm forty

;

I'm poor, very poor
At cycling—in truth I'm

A mere amateur,
These facts notwithstanding,

I'd venture to say,

I'm a practical cuss,

In my own quiet way.

While age is a thing
That we cannot control,

I'd have wagered a sov'reign

There wasn't a soul,

Tho' never so burly,

Ay ! bursting with fat,

Who couldn't get thin,

For the matter of that.

Impressed with these notions,

My cousin and I,

Determined in practice
These notions to try,

My plan he agreed on
With infinite zest,

Resolved by experience
Its value to test.

AVe hired a tandem

—

An elegant one-
Looking hopefully forward

To having some fun;

Instead of enjoyment
I'm sorry to say,

Our destinies drove us

The opposite way.

We started all right on
Our venturesome ride,

Our object was exercise,

Nothing beside.

And any observer
That wasn't an ass,

Could prove that our style

Would be hard to surpass,

We found on the level

The work wasn't hard,
The up-hill work, pleasure

Most certainly marred,
And again, coming down

Would be pleasant, perhaps,
If you didn't anticipate

Certain collapse.

We went through Rathfarnham
At ten in the day,

And hoped to have dinner
At Breslin's in Bray;

But, must I confess it,

Discretion says "Mum,"
We only succeeded

In reaching Duudrum.

Oh ! horrible memory

!

Smile if you will,

Ye gods ! did ye ever
Behold such a spill:

The hill near Dundrum
We essayed to descend

—

Our efforts at exercise

Here had an end.

The brake wouldn't work,
So we flew like the wind,

Our hats in the meantime,
Remaining behind

;

And, having succeeded
In killing a hen,

We nearly ran into

Two elderly men.

We weathered these worthies,
Who, standing aghast,

Predicted each moment,
For certain, the last,

A horrible lurch ! and
Straight, headlong we dash,

Right into the path way—
A terrible smash

!

We both, by good fortune,

Avoided the stones,

And neither succeeded
In breaking his bones;

'Mid crowds of spectators.

And somewhat nonplused,

We ros%like twTo millers,

All covered with dust.

Th' infernal machine we
Rolled down to the train.

And vowed that we'd never
Go cycling again.

As soon as an urchin
Recovered my hat,

I made up my mind
That I'd rather be fat.

E. R. B. in Irish Cyclist.

Children's Tricycles

It is wonderful how valueless the lives of

their offspring must be in the eyes of many
parents, or else how gross must be their

ignorance upon the construction and suita-

bility of machines. One constantly sees

children of all ages mounted upon tricycles

either too big and heavy for their use, or

else so dilapidated as to be actually danger-

ous for riding. Only the other day we
were aware, while taking our walks abroad,

of a vehement rattle and squeak behind us,

as of a load of old iron being carted to its

last home, and, on turning at the sound of

the valetudinarian bell, became aware of a

child's tricycle, so infirm that it actually

staggered from side to side under the riding

of a pretty little girl of about eight years

old. She rode quite as well as the very ad-

verse circumstances admitted, but the ma-
chine was so past work that it would hardly

run, and every corner she turned was a
fresh scene of peril. Nevertheless, the aged
steed was high in favour, to judge by the

throng of small people who ran by its side

—

quite as much in danger as its rider—wait-

ing for their turn to mount. Of course,

something must be allowed for juvenile hard

treatment and abuse, but when a machine
reaches a stage when a child is not in safety

upon it, it is better to put it aside. What-
ever may be said as to the wisdom of en-

couraging much cycling in very youthful

individuals, there is no question that it is

growing tremendously in popularity with

the inhabitants of the nursery and the school-

room. American children are taking to the

saddle like ducks to the water, and during

the present holidays—unduly protracted in

this Jubilee year of grace, according to the

testimoney of groaning and afflicted parents

—the demand for children's cycles in this

country has been extraordinary at some of

the cycling depots. The other day we had
a practical experience of the fact, since,

being the somewhat anxious entertainers of

a small American maiden of tender years,

whose parents had expressed a wish that

she should take to tricycling during her

English visit, we called at a large cycling

depot to arrange about a machine for her.

Like the dodo, however, they had ceased to

grace the place that once knew them, every

one connected with the establishment being

out on hire, and we must remark that when
we saw a specimen of the kind usually pro-

vided for children's riding we were reason-

ably open to consolation.

—

Bi. News,
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Those who have been unkind enough to

laugh at some of the jokes in the Gazette
should observe a few choice gems of humor
which we translate from the Deutsche Rad-

fahrer. We used to wonder why there was
so much emigration from Germany, but we
see it all now.
Are you propared for the worst, gentle-

men?
All right here goes:

"Thunder and lightning! Have I here now
traveled, when to me appeared the telegraph

poles along the streets as a single long picket

fence."

"Ah, that is all nothing; on my last tour

to Lughausen, here I with the help of a

strong wind at my back, so fast to fly that,

indeed, to me the mile stones on the way
as grave stones in a church yard appeared."*****

If you are still alive, here is another burst

of humor from the same source:

"A strange tourist overtook on a moun-
tain a good-natured, his-way-wheeling, Mun-
ich-fellow-sportman. After they both a while

silent, side by side traveled had, began the

first 'It is yet wonderful how the Creater of

Nature for mankind so ideal things has

made, See you only this mountain chain,

how beautiful, '

" 'You have right, but so far as the ideal in

nature relates, I hold yet a right shady sum-
mer beer garden yet more beautiful is.'

"*****
What, want another! all right here it is,

if it proves fatal, its not our fault.

" 'You say to me yet, that one himself not

sore makes when one on the left and right

hand side up and down bounces and now
yet I horrible pains have?'

'Yes dear friend, are just so, too long in

the saddle and not long enough yet in the

air you remained have ' "*****
Hello, Hello, central! call an ambulance

quick.

Stamsonian Notes.
SAFETY CYCLES.

There is no mistake about there being one
kind that, just now, is most popular, owing to

the fact that the majority of riders, new or

old, and especially the new, prefer speed and
a racing pace as near as they can approach
to it, to easy driving and a more moderate
gait; and that is the one generally spoken of

as the Rover pattern, which all Gazette
readers know the shape of, but do not all

know the peculiarities of.

We do not mean to call any names, but

while "over there" tried one of what was
said to be the best, from Liverpool to Lon-

don, some two hundred miles, and found
that even after four days' practice on the

fair to good roads, it ran about one-third

harder than the one we bought on our arrival

at-the British Capital.

A few "Rudge-Kangaroos," Faciles, and

two or three of those "Extraordinarily" safe

ones, were also seen; but the Ordinary bicj -

cle begins to look lonesome, even on their

general smooth roads, where they ought to

nourish, if anywhere. We would not be sur-

prised if some easy-going and safe cycle

should become the rage on American roads,

for here they seem to be much more needed,

owing to the average roughness, but while

we are about it, there is one here that is just

as popular with those who have given it a

fair trial, as is the Rover, over the other

side. When people get over the notion that

speed is the chief and only desideratum in

a machine, and new riders quit tip-toeing

wheels four inches too large, then will the

cycling world be happier and live to a riper

old age.

The Safeties have come to the relief of

many a poor "desk-trodden wretch" who
never would or could mount the big wheel,

and in that particular if in no other, are do-

ing an immense amount of good in cycle-

dom. On roads that are soft or very rough,

and that means too many of our home roads,

the geared up Safety will not do, for it has

been tried here, but if it exists when we have

good macadam as a rule and not the excep-

tion, it will doubtless have as big a run here

as it now has abroad. Ditto the three track-

er, whose two extra tracks put it way back

of our one, on the roads as we find them now.
The tendency to get down lower, as riders

of the Safeties have to, is good to see, and
that they are in such numbers getting over

the novice's notion that to be elevated was
the thing, is quite commendable.
Cyclers should study more their own per-

sonal comfort, safety, and feeling on a

mount, rather than heed what a few may at

first say about any wheel, for "those who
loudest sneer, never upon a wheel appear."

Stamson.

There are ninety-six lady members of the

L. A. W.
* * *

We find nickle-plated savages the world

over. From Wheeling we take a description

of a specimen lately observed in England.

The Texas wheelman who rides in cow-hide

boots, and red flannel shirt will now please

take a back seat.

"We have frequently published references

to the gaudy attire affected by a class of

wheelmen, but the following idea of a uni-

form, we think, "caps the climax." It was
seen at Margate on the day of the regatta:

Old gold plush breeches, flannel shirt, scar-

letand yellow striped necktie, maroon blazer,

and blue cricketing cap. The wearer of this

tasty outfit was the owner, or, rather, rider

of a Facile, and created intense feelings of

admiration amonst the big crowd on the

Marine Drive. It is almost unnecessary to

add that the nobleman in question wore the

badge of the club with 22,000 members.
Whether he was a butcher, a baronet, or a

learned divine has not been ascertained."

Western child (in rail-road car, pointing

to tourer in cycling costume "Say, pop;

does that man wear boys' clothes so as to

ride for half-fare?"—Puck.

* *

Providence and Pawtucket, R. I., cyclists

are all agog over the proposed boulevard be-

tween these two places. Every effort will be

made by the local riders to bring about the

consummation of the proposed improve-

ment.

—

Bi. World.
*

* *

The employees of the Pope Mfg. Co. in

Boston are about to form a minstrel fcroup.

Among them are said to be a good deal of

"talent." We hope to see the scheme put
through, and if Kennedy-Child wields the

ivories and Brother Fowler bangs the tambo
they can count on us for a couple of seats in

the baldheaded-man's row.

—

Bi. World.
*

* *

The sprinkler question should be lookep

into. Wheelmen are not the only ones who
are finding fault witli the too frequent soa Ic-

ings the streets receive. We made an ex-

amination of one of the cedar blocks which
was taken up to fix a gas pipe and found the

under side to be rotten for two or three

inches up into the wood. Get a sweeper and
it will supply a much needed deficiency.

—

Leavenworth Times.

* * *

An Irish paper thus describes an accident:

"Descending a steep hill the unfortunate

youth lost all control of his machine,

which dashed down the incline with light-

ning rapidity and precipitated him against a

wall at the bottom. When picked up his

neck was found to be broken, but he was

otherwise uninjured.''' Happy youth, what a

narrow escape ! ! A little thing like a broken
neck is a trifle as compared with any other

injury. Still as we have only one neck to

break we prefer to be "otherwise injured,* 1

we think we could stand it better.

—

Bi.

World.

* *

Several dangerous accidents have oecured

through short-legged menjumping baok sud-

denly off rear driving Safeties and coining

down on the mud-guard. A safe and easy

dismount, and one which we have adopted

for some time, is thus described in the Cyclist:

"In reference to our note on the dangerous

practice of dismounting from the Premier-

type Safeties astride the driving wheel, a

correspondent writes recommending the fol-

lowing method of quitting the saddle as safe.

easy and graceful. This is how he does it:

—

'As the left pedal is rising, bring the right

foot in front over the backbone between the

saddle pillar and the neck, and as the left

pedal descends, drop the right foot to the

ground on the left side of the machine—and
there you are.

—

Irish Cyclist.
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Ankle Action.

Amongst the many thousands of riders in

this country, says the Irtish Cyclist, very few

seem to have any desire to improve their

style or realize for a moment the vast im-

portance of correct ankle motion. You meet
a rider plodding along, working his legs like

pistons, witli a heavy, lifeless motion. Re-

monstrate witli him, and see what he wil

say, "Oh, he can go well enough; hedoesnot
believe ankle action makes such a difference,

and he does not want to 'scorch' in any
case." Now, we want our readers to grasp

these facts. Any rider can acquire a toler-

able ankle action by careful practice, and
the acquisition of such will increase bis

power by nearly one-fourth, and will enable

him to ride hills never before attempted, and
to keep up abetter pace at the expense of

the same amount of energy. This being so,

the acquisition of such an art should be a

sine </"" "<»" to every rider. That it is so

can very easily be proved. In following the

pedal the foot describes a complete circle.

Suppose the circle to be divided into eight

segments, taken in order from the highest

point. With a rider who does not use his

ankles, force is appicable only through seg-

ments 1, '-', :'>, 4, and in segments 1 and 4, the

force not being applied at right angles to the

end of the crank, a large proportion is

wasted and consequently it is only thor-

oughly effective through segments 2 and 3,

or during one-fourth of the revolution. The
rider who has mastered the mysteries of

ankle action will drop his heel as the pedal

approaches the highest point, and he can
apply a certain amount of force though seg-

ment 8. After passing the so-called dead
point, his heel being still dropped, the force

is applied at right angles to the crank, or

nearly so, and consequently he can utilise

his full power through segment 1. By rapid-

ly straightening the ankle when entering

segments an additional impetus is imparted,

and, as before, full power can be applied

through segments 2 and 3. Entering seg-

ment 4 the heel should be raised and the

pedal clawed backwards, and this clawing

action will enable the rider to work past the

dead point and well through segment 5.

Consequently, the man who rides with his

ankles stiff and can only work through seg-

ments 1, 2, 3, 4, or half the whole circumfer-

ence, and his work is thoroughly effective

only through segments 2 and 3, or one-fourth

the circumference, whereas the man who
utilises his ankles can work through seg-

ments 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, or two-thirds the

whole circumference, and his work is thor-

oughly effective through segments 1, 2, 3,

and 4, or one-half the whole circumference.

The advantage gained in the latter case is

self-evident. The acquisition of the art is

often tedious and troublesome, but if cyclists

only knew the enormous increase of power
which results they would not be content

until they had mastered it. From the cycling

volume of the Badminton Series, written by
Lord Bury and G. Lacy Hillier, we take the

following instructions:

"Seated either on a bicycle slung so that

the wheel may revolve, or upon a home-

trainer, the beginner should raise the pedal
to its highest point, and then, steadying the
wheel with the brake, place his foot upon the

pedal, carefully fitting the slots in his shoes
into their places, and seeing in any case that

the foot is straight. Then using the thigh

muscle for the most part, let him thrust the
foot (and pedal) forward in a horizontal di-

rection; in fact, a sort of sharp forward kick,

having the heel dropped as low as possible,

the toes well up, and the foot firmly set on
the pedal, which will be at an angle. This
should be practiced carefully with the brake
slightly on, and for this purpose, though a

bicycle may be used, a tricycle will be found
much handier, if no home-trainer of the

West Bromwich pattern is available, as the

brake can be put slightly on by means of a
piece of string or strap to the lever, tied to

any convenient point, and the novice can

spend a few minutes daily practicing this

exercise; in carrying out which program the

left foot should at first be used more than
the right. As soon as the usual awkward-
ness of the ankle-joint has been worked off

this action will be found remarkably effect ive

in starting the machine; after a time the

ankle muscles, and those of the calf, will be-

come stronger, and a sharp straightening of

the ankle, as the pedal passes through seg-

ments 1 and 2, will materially aid the pro-

pulsion of the machine. This straightening

of the ankle will be continued until the foot

is brought into a position at right angles to

the leg, the muscular effort of which should
now have by equal gradations become
directly downward. The pedal will now
assume a horizontal position, and the power
of the leg with the weight of the body and
the pull of the arms will all be exerted to

force it downwards—at this point the crank
throw is in the most effective position, and
the hardest work is put in. When the pedal
begins to follow a backward course, the

ankle action becomes of the greatest value.

The toe is gradually dropped, and the heel

raised as the pedal gets nearer and nearer to

to the lowest point, the action having at

length reached the backward or 'clawing'

stage. To secure the full advantage of

ankle work, this 'clawing' action must be
very carefully practiced; the toes should be
sharply pressed upon the sole of the shoe as

if they were trying to grasp something,
whilst the ankle should be straightened as

much as possible, the foot being almost in a

line with the leg, the calf muscles being
strongly retracted, and the backward pull

1 which of course requires fitted shoes 1 can be
made practically effective through segment
5, and also of service well into segment 6.

The ineffective portion which exist on either

side is soon reduced to a very small part of

the circle, for as soon as segment 7 is entered

upon the heel should be sharply dropped,

and an upward and forward kick or thrust,

as described in the directions for the first

position, will lift the pedal forwards and up-

wards through segment 8, when, of course,

the whole series of actions will be repeated."
—Bicycling News.

* *

Always on the scratch: a match. Ha, Ha!

President Kirkpatrick is gathering infor-

mation in regard to the road laws of the

differenl states. This is the preparatory step

in the greaf work of road reform that Kirk-

I Kit rick so warmly advocates.

An exchange wants to know who is to lie

the man to bring the record down to 2:20 for

the mile? Ah, who indeed? For our pari

we think the being is not yet born that will

accomplish this great feat. We will leave it

for the twentieth century to bring forth the
2:20 man.—Bi. World.

"Good roads are the basis of commercial
prosperity, as the Romans knew when they

built roads which are models to-day. With
free bridges and good roads Pennsylvania
will be doubly prosperous.- Philadelphia

News.

The attempt to introduce tricycles into the

Austrian postal service, has proved a failure,

owing to the inability of any Austrian man-
ufacturer to produce a lightwheel ofsufficient

strength. The affair was brought to a cli-

max when the postmen announced their

intention of striking for higher wages, he-

cause riding kept them hungry all the time.

A Little Suggestion.

The Bicycling Newt asks tor Information con
corning the origin of the modern bicycle. We
would go miles out ot our road t" accommodate
you, Lacey, dear fellow, hear is a little suggestion
after Darwin.

"Johnny, get your gun, get your gun."'

A young west end athlete, who possi

ingenuity, as well as muscle, has made a hit

by inventing a simple contrivance by which

an orguinette can be played by the move-
ment of a bicycle wheel. He tells me he

first got the idea from a musical German
friend, and immediately commenced experi-

menting. He showed me the evidences of

his success. The box or instrument is made
fast to the steering gear on the yoke or neck

of the machine, and the crank is connected

by a rod to the pedals of the wheels. With-

out any extra exertion whatever be can

now grind out music by the foot, yard or

mile. As he rode away on bis shining

wheel, the notes of that gay. but awfully

threadbare tune, "The Flowers that Bloom

in the Spring." floated out behind him on

the air. The ingenious bicyclist says his

invention will do entirely away with the

ear-splitting alarm whistle that warns man
and beast of the approaching wheelman, as

well as help beguile the cyclist's time when
on a long journey.

—

Phila. Times.
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"When I lived in Kokomo

—

"Will you kindly reserve your reminis-

cences until we finish a little routine busi-

ness, if you please?" asked the Secretary in a

tone that did not altogether consist with his

courteous words. But the Club liar was not

in the habit of paying any attention to petty

interruptions, so he continued: "when I

used to live in Kokomo we had a good deal

more fun than we do in these days. I re-

member the time we had one fall with a fel-

low named P. M. Jacobs,—'Afternoon Jacobs'

we called him after we were better acquaint-

ed. He was an awkward looking sort of a

jay,—no style about him at all. He rode a

good deal, if you'd call his way of handling

a bicycle, riding. He would wabble out of

town every morning, and in four or five

hours he would come wabbling back, look-

ing as though he had been through a

cyclone.

"Afternoon Jacobs never had much to say

to any of us, and I don't remember that he
ever told any of the boys where he came
from, he kept to himself, as though he was
afraid of the rest of us; we couldn't get him
tojoinaclub run, any way we fixed it. I

didn't like this and neither did the rest of

our boys; we liked to see the 'free-masonry

of the wheel' smeared on thick, so we fixed

up a job to make him join with us for a little

spin. We proposed to give him a chance to

show off his awkward riding and after we
had given him the laugh all-round, we pro-

posed to pull up and run away from him.

"So one day the Captain of the Kokomo
Krank Kickers called a club run and we all

come down to the place where Afternoon
Jacobs was in the habit of starting out for

his ride and we laid for him. Presently he
came picking his way along and we mounted
and followed after him. He looked con-

siderably annoyed, especially when we be-

gan to admire his riding form and his ankle

motion. We admired him in loud tones of

voice so that he could hear in case he was
interested. We kept loafing along letting

him ride a little way ahead, setting the pace.

It was hard work going so slow, but we
stuck to it, and every now and then, After-

noon Jacobs would look back to see if we
hadn't turned off somewhere.
"We were close behind him when we

struck the pike, just at the edge of town.
He dismounted here and I judged he had
stopped to rest. I was about to make a re-

mark on the subject when he shot his coat

and hat, tied a handkerchief over his head
and rolled his pants up, just above the knee.

He did all this rather suddenly, and as we
came up he called out to the captain 'see

here cap, if all you fellers want to stay be-

hind an' take it easy, can't one of you come
along and keep me company?'
"Well sir, if you ever saw a man turn red

headed it was that captain. He gave a few

quick pulls and his wheel shot ahead of us.

"Afternoon Jacobs stopped to crack a

wall-nut, and then he mounted his machine.

It didn't take more than three minutes for

him to catch the captain, and then he duck-

ed his head and run like a Democratic can-

didate in Mississippi. We could see the

captain struggling to keep up but we
couldn't see Afternoon Jacobs very long for

he was out of sight in less than no time.

"Well, it didn't take us long to size up his

case; it was very evident that he was some
professional, training for a road race on the

quiet. He had played the yap act very well

but he couldn't resist the temptation to show
his little spurt, even at the risk of giving

himself away.

"We didn't let on that we suspected any-

thing, but we boys agreed that if Afternoon

Jacobs wanted to ride around here alone he
probably had some object in it, and it would
be no more than right to respect his desire

for solitude, in the future.

"That night I wrapped my head in a wet
towel and tried to think of some way of

evening up accounts with the unknown
racer. Next morning I went around among
the boys and laid a scheme before them, and
as they all thought favorably of it we began
to arrange the thing in working shape.

"I learned by observation that this pro-

fessional who appeared so awkward when he
thought we boys were observing him, was
really a slick sort of a fellow when alone or

among the girls. He had made a mash on a
girl living near the edge of town on the

course where he was training, and about

three times a week, in the evening he would
go out to see her. It was for one of these

occasions that we made preparation. Wed-
nesday evening, I believe it was, we took a

bicycle with us out to a place where the

shade of some big trees falls across the road;

then we took the bicycle and proped it up on
the side where the props wouldn't be seen,

and we rigged a dumy out of some barrel

staves and a sheet and set it up on the bicycle

and on top of that we put a pumpkin head
lantern. The thing looked scarey enough
when we had it finished, and any one who
wasn't expecting it couldn't help thinking it

was a ghost riding across the road.

"After we had stood off a distance and
looked at it and felt the cold chills gallop up
and down our spines we crawled into the

shadow and waited for him to come. The
moon was not very bright that night, but we
could see quite a way down the road, be-

cause we were in the shadow. Presently he
came along walking; he usually rode but
perhaps his wheel was not convenient at this

time. Well, he came walking along with
his head down and his hands in his breeches
pockets, and he was right onto the ghost be-

fore he saw it. He didn't seem to scare quite

as much as some of the boys thought he
ought to; he rubbed his eyes and looked at

it from two or three p lir ta of view, then the

stepped off to one side and whistled softly

as he contemplated the thing in a general

way. The moon came out a little and gave
him a good light, and I could see that he was
mad as a hungry pup but he wasn't letting

on. He looked at the ghost for quite a while

and then he said with a peculiar drawl, that

must have required a good deal of practice,

'Wall I swan, what is this here thing any
way?' This remark was supposed to be made
to himself, but it was loud enough to reach

any one who might be staying around in

that neighborhood.

"I've seen a good many persons playing

the green country-jake, but I don't remember
seeing any one who had that kind of acting

down finer than this chap. He took the

pumpkin-head off and set it down in the

road where he could get the benefit of the

light; then he pulled off the sheet and the

barrel staves and scattered them around, all

the time whistling 'Old Zip Coon.' He felt

for the tool bag of the bike, in an ignorant

stumbling way, and it was plain to be seen

that he knew he had audience somewhere,
otherwise he wouldn't have corked up his

wrath so completely. He took the monkey
wrench, removed the handle bar and with

that he knocked out a hand-full of spokes,

and then sat down in the road and snapped

them into little pieces. He seemed interest-

ed in finding what they were made of, and
he whittled the rubber tire, too, in a spirit

of investigation, afterward he removed the

backbone, and jumped on it two or three

times to see ifhe could bend it—which he did

—and made a few dents in the rims with a big

bowlder. Just then a cloud darkened the

road so that we couldn't see just what he

was doing, and it was all I could do to keep
the boys from making a noise, they were so

curious to know what was going on. But I

saw it wouldn't do to be caught, so I made
them sit still and wait. Soon the moon came
out again and we could see that the idiot had
taken the balls out of all the bearing boxes

and was playing marbles with them. Every
once in a while he would take one and toss

it off into the bushes, "

"Well, see here" said the Secretary as the

Club Liar paused for a moment "I should

think your fellows would have begun to get

sick of your little trick about the time you
saw one of your bicycles knocked to pieces."

"Don't you worry yourself about that,"

said the Club Liar, "don't you worry about

that;—this was Afternoon Jacobs' wheel that

we had borrowed expressly for the occasion,

only he was so all-fired mad he didn't recog-

nize it."

Did you ever hear of a weekly paper at

$1.00 a year, publishing colored lithograph

cartoons twice a month? Well the Wheel-
men's Record is doing it, and the way their

subscription list is swelling shows that wheel-

men appreciate their enterprise. A postal

card to this office will get a sample copy.

***

Americans are decidedly go-a-head people.

Quite recently two called upon us to get in-

formation about the Killarney route, and
they informed us that they and two others

had taken a fancy to tour in Great Britain,

and that they had purchased four Apollo

Safeties, learned to ride them, and started

fourthwith. They were loud in their praises

of cycling.

—

Irish Cyclist.
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JUST FILLS THE BILL!

THE ROSS IMPROVED

DetacfyaDle Luggage Carrier,

FOR CRANK AND STAR BICYCLES.

Above cut represents bundle in position for coasting only (at

right angle with handle-bars). In ordinary riding the bundle

is turned parallel with the handle-bars.

New. neat, and pronounced by all riders to be The Most
Convenient Luggage Carrier Ever Made. Can be at-

tached or detached instantly. Bundle can be strapped to

Carrier when detached. In Coasting bundle can be turned

entirely out of the way without dismounting. Also many
othei advantages offered in the Ross Detachable entirely

unknown in the use of any other bundle support. I lon't bu)
an old-style Carrier until you have seen it. Made in the best

manner, nickeled and highly polished. Only $1; by mail,

$1.10. Liberal discount to the trade.

C. H. ROSS & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

Agents Wanted. 46 Columbia St., ALBANY, N. Y.

tWTIli: ROSS CARRIER FREE! To any
one sending us an order for six Carriers we will send one of

the Ross Detachable Luggage Carriers free.

In ordering, state name of wheel.

BIKE DRY POLISHER.
The plated parts of any machine

kept polished like new with little

time or trouble. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $i by mail.

Circular free. E. TAYLOR & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Best Goons at Lowest Prices!
PuNNE iti lebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

J I
a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, i heviot, etc . same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings,

Ji a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter, 25c. a pair.

Send foi samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

\| DO YOU WANT A DO G_£
If bo, send for DOG BITYKRS'

<«ril>K. containing colored plates,

IOO intra viriKN of different breeds,

prices they are worth, and where to .-

buy them. Directions for Training
(

Doks and Breeding Ferrets. Mailed I

for lo (tuts. Also Cuts of l>og !

Furnishing Goods of all kinds, K

i ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POULTRY^
Then send for Practical POUL-
TRY HOOK. IOO pa«es; beau-
tiful colored plate; eiiKraviiifis
of nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip-
tions of the breeds; how to caponize;
plans for poultry bouses; informationI'l.llin 1UI ,'i"tll I _y UMUOC9. I I. 1 \ '1 1 il< i I I"

about incubators, and where to Iim;

••"st stock nt S1.50
Sont for 15 Cents.per sitting.

IDO.Y'OU KEEP CAGE BIRDSU
If so, you need the ItOOK OF CAGE l
HIKUS. 120 pages. 1 •"><> illus-

I"
:'-'"\ t rations. Beautiful colored plate.

Treatmentana breeding of all kinds Cage
birds, f 1 >r pleasure and profit. Diseases m
and their cura How to build and stock

[jan Aviary. AU about Parrots. Prices oi u
a.

1

kinds birds, c&ges, etc. Mailed for
l-> Cents. The . iree Books, 40 Cts.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
". ;7 south Kithth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

5Fg«tz»Si-»g-»a-J-ffr,-B! 32SBTJ

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2j ounces;
length only 4 inches.

I >r. W. I). BALL of Boston writes :

" I bought one of your

Locks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only

Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with; and yel i«"

bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office'.'

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-

paid on receipt of $1.

MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket Drinking-Cup.

In nickel-plated case. Improved for

[887, and price reduced to 35 cents, or

four for $1.

GREGHILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

i
?!

'

t£

-^-
.THE

"BEST ROADSTERm REAOIIY
.
LEARNED

I AN HOUR
'. PROVED BrStVEN

'YEARS HARD USE
SCNO FDR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MUNSON, Agent,
Stamford, Connecticut,

THE STANDARD SHOE.

This Shoe has every qualification necessary to make it the

best Bicycle Shoe in tin- world. Uppers warranted genuine

kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price, $4.

A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC f% f%
SPECIFIC No, ^0

In use 30 years. Tim only nooeufttl romodj f'»r

Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other <

$1 per vial,or6 viiil» mid liire;i- \ial powder, I

Sold BY Diiuooisth ors.'nl postpaid on re

price.—Humiihrej h' Jledlrlno *o., J Ol> J-ultoD bl. , >. *.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

(5s

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo <>r dongola, as may !><- required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior t'> any othei I'

Shoe made, Sent i>'>m-j>.u<1 on receipt >>L price, $4. I

discount to dealers. Manufai hired by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

YOU CANT BEAT THIS!

USE

HVK'u LIQUID EIIIIIIIEL
1 1KCA I :SK

It has no superior for Bicycles and Trii

Every bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction

A line brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I rati /it IV I /{/fir/./; with COW-HORN
HANDLE-BARS for $4.50 per pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.

MURRAY'S.
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have youi repairs done, as he keeps .1 large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low Sei

hand machines wanted. Send i-cent stamp i"i

American whi

Tin \ t I Pin, the most un

blematical Bicycle Pin made; patent pend-

ing; cut shows exact size. Prices: Made
..( solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

game! stone in diamond setting,

idized silver wings 01 ' ld.J3.50;

enamel around lettei - two or

11 mt stones sel or top of < rown, 5

extra for each; diamond in crown, from £10

W. H. WARNER, Springfield, Mass
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A Review of Reviewers.*

BY KARL KRON.

"Why is it," asked Thomas Stevens of

me, on a recent occasion, "that the cycling

papers are so quick to republish any ill-

natured or sarcastic review of our books

which appears in the outside press, and are

so very slow to make mention of the many
favorable notices which are printed?"

"Your question has been answered in ad-

vance," replied I, "on the 719th page of the

'Great American Road Book,' and I'm sorry

to have you thus show me your ignorance

of all the wisdom and philosophy exposed

there.

"A reviewer like the one of the Pall Mall

Gazette, aims, above all else, to be smart

and amusing. He earns his livelihood thus;

not by paying tribute to truth and consis-

tency, but by coining phrases that shall pass

current as ' witty ' and ' readable. ' How
well he succeed in our case is shown by the

fact that two of the English cycling journals,

and two others in America, thought his

sarcasms worth quoting in full. They prob-

ably wouldn't have quoted him at all, if he'd

given the same amount of space to praising

lis, or to honestly describing the real con-

tents of our books. The editors understand

that it is a part of human nature to enjoy

detraction and abuse, if pointedly expressed.

'Death loves a shining mark,' you know;
and the self-love of the average wheelman
is rather gratified when he sees some more-
eminent brother of the wheel 'taken down a

peg.' It somehow helps to close the imag-

inary gap between himself and that great

personage. Even though he rather admires

the latter, and resents the words printed

against him as unjust, he is at heart tickeled

a little by reading them, for they make the

victim seem more human, and more within

reach of his sympathy, if not also more in

need of it. So I find no fault with the cy-

cling editors for catering to this infirmity of

their patrons. They wouldn't have any
patrons if they didn't strive all the time to

improve every offered chance to please

them. I don't believe they have any gen-

eral wish to displease ws; but 'business is

business,' and they must try and make their

papers 'readable' anyhow. As a literary

relish, vinegar is undoubtedly more appe-

tizing than "taffy."

"But what effect do you suppose the cir-

culation of such lies has upon the circulation

of the volume against which they are writ-

ten?" asked Stevens; "and what do you think

of the friendliness of the Bi. World, in re-

producing the Boston Herald's remark that

your book is the work of an idiot, not of a
sane man?"
"As to the first question," I replied, "my

belief is that the financial fate of a book de-

pends very little upon what the critics say
about it, and very much upon the shrewd-
ness and persistency of the publisher in

pushing it into the notice of its proper pa-

trons.

*"Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle," Karl Kron
Publisher, University Building, New York.

"As regards your question about the Bi.

World, all the editors of that paper have
been well-disposed towards me, from the

start in '79 even to the present time; and
whatever they may have printed in oppo-

sition, either of a sportive or of a serious

cast, has always been accepted by me good-

naturedly, as intended in friendly spirit. If

the present editors had asked my permission

to reprint what the earliest editor of their

paper characterized in a private note to me
as the 'simple lubberly ruffianism of the

Boston Herald,'' I should have answered,

'Go ahead!' They make several jocular

comments, but I quite agree with their final

one, that, 'on the whole, K. K. is to be con-

gratulated, for if a review like the fore-

going does not produce sales to the non-

riding public, nothing will.' Up in Vermont,
however, the editor of a monthly paper
called the Bicycle, takes pains to show his

personal dislike of the volume by remarking,

in his August issue, 'The Boston Herald,

Pall Mall Gazette, and many leading papers

condemn Karl Kron's book in most em-
phatic terms. "Daisie" also thinks there is

little in it to interest any one. She is level-

headed this time sure.' His allusion is to a

writer in the L. A. W. Bulletin, whose re-

marks were distinctly limited 'to the femi-

nine point of view,' and to the single point

that, however complete in other respects,

the book 'has little to interest the ladies,'

because it lacks a special chapter on tricy-

cling. That this Vermont editor should

misquote a woman, in order to make a point

against me, instead of manfully denouncing
the book's faults in words of his own, seems
rather odd—especially as he is a Chief Con-
sul of the League, and might be presumed
to at least approve of my elaborate history

of that association, which production cost

me more time and money than I gave to

any other chapter in the book.

"I furthermore said to this 'doubting
Thomas' that, if he would put together a
lot of favorable notices of 'Around the

World on a Bicycle' in such condensed and
classified form as to be readable, he could

count pretty surely on the readiness of the

cycling editors to give them a show. I told

him that the former owners of the Wheel-
men's Gazette had invited me to prepare

a mosaic of this sort about "X M Miles,"

and that the present ones had repeated the

invitation. As a first step in accepting it,

I now give extracts from the opinions of

eight prominent metropolitan journals—the

only ones whose reviews have yet come to

my notice. At some future time I shall

quote the words by which a few of these

critics qualify the praises now presented;

but what I do quote shows plainly enough
that 'the verdict of the metropolis' will

stand pretty solidly in my favor."

"Almost every subject that can possibly

relate to the bicycle or its rider is here

treated in gay and hilarious style, but with

evident desire to be truthful and scientific

in the treatment of facts. The effects of

wheeling upon mind and body, the multi-

farious experiences, sensations, observations

and studies of the writer on the highways
and byways of the United States and else-

where, the odd characters encountered, the

literature of the bicycle, are well written.

The mass of details has been arranged with

skill, backed by enthusiasm and tireless

patience. There may be some things of pos-

sible interest to devotees of the wheel

omitted from this book; but if so, we have .

been unable to discover the omission. The
number of slips of the pen and printer's

mistakes, in this publication of about a mil-

lion and a half words, is remarkably few.

Despite fineness of type, the text is clear

and easily read. For ourselves, 'Coasting

on the Jersey Hills,' and 'White Flannel

and Nickel-Plate' were the chapters enjoyed

most in the perusal of this book, which is

emphatically one for the times."

—

The Critic,

N. Y., Sept. 10, '87, p. 127.

"As regards its literary form it is a rat-

tling affair, the animal spirits of the writer

bubbling well into the pages, with the pro-

noun of the first person thrust unsparingly

forward. * * * The book is packed with

information of interest to wheelmen, col-

lected, it is plain, with great labor and, so

far as we can judge, accurate. Of especial

interest is a biography of Thomas Stevens,

beginning page 473, which all who read

'Around the World on a Bicycle' will be

glad to see. The chapters throughout are

most frank and unconventional, and many
a graphic passage occurs to relieve statis-

tical detail. For the public it seeks it will

be a handy volume, the shortcomings of

which one feels disposed to overlook, since

the compiler has been so hardworking and
good-natured."

—

The Nation, N. Y., July 7,

'87, p. 14.

"It is a remarkable specimen of bookmak-
ing, and is a monument to the author's

industry, perseverance, modesty and as-

surance. The last two qualities involve a

contradiction, but Kron's character and
practice seem to be full of strongly conflict-

ing elements. * * * In a long and elab-

orate preface he states that the ideal of his

book 'is that of a gazetteer, a dictionary, a

cyclopaedia, a statistical guide, a thesaurus

of facts.' This is 'a pretty large contract,'

but in a great many respects it has been ful-

filled. The indexing has been most care-

fully done, and any subject, place, person

or book mentioned may be instantly turned

up. * * * The book has distinct value to

bicyclers as giving a mass of information

about roads, distances, hotels, etc., etc.

The chapter on 'the literature of the wheel'

is an exhaustive piece of compilation, and
is worth the hundreds of hours the author

is particular to state that he spent thereon."
—The Epoch, N. Y., Aug. 17, '87, p. 35.

"Karl Kron's journeys were made in fa-

miliar localities, and over routes most trav-

eled by wheelmen. Any one of them intend-

ing similar trips would certainly profit by
liis experiences and descriptions of the

routes and hotels, of the surface of the roads,

and of their hills, &e. All such matters are

set forth in detail most useful to those wish-
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ing such information, but, we grieve to say,

most uninteresting to the general reader.

* * Yet the work is done in excellent

guide-book style, and derives its virtue

from its correctness and its mass. Only a

wheelman, and perhaps not even all that

fraternity, can understand how such a book

came to be written. But, being in exist-

ence, it serves a useful purpose, and its ec-

centric author will harm no one but himself

should he publish the second volume, which

he promises."—The Times, N. Y., Sept. 4, '87.

'•He has collected an immense body of

information of interest to wheelmen. An
enthusiast on the subject of bicycling, he

has produced a work which ought to become
a sort of vadc mecum to all lovers of that

exhilarating sport. It is, in reality, a gazet-

teer, a dictionary, a directory, a cyclopaedia,

and a statistical guide all in one. Besides

what the author has to say about bicycling

proper and its varied statistics, he finds

space to speak about the politics of the

wheel, the literature of the wheel, and the

hotel question as it affects wheelmen."

—

The Sun, N. Y., Aug. 7, '87.

"The author hardly traveled over more
space in the making of his memorable jour-

neys than his pen has traveled in the mak-
ing of their records. If Karl Kron is an in-

defatigable traveler he is still more an inde-

fatigable writer. He is a walking, or one
might rather say, a wheeling encyclopaedia,

and he imparts his information and the re-

sults of his observations on any and all sub-

jects and places, with a prodigal impartiality

that is superb. Mr. Kron, however, designs

his book to serve for one of reference rather

than as one for simple amusement. He is a

careful observer and note taker, and to a

man who desired to journey over the ground
Mr. Kron had covered, this book would
prove altogether indispensable."

—

The Star,

N. Y., Sept. 5, '87.

"A unique book, which loses nothing of

interest because it reflects the eccentricities

of its author, deals with bicycle journeying

in this country and Canada. The lesson of

the book is that even in this land of bad
roads the bicycle is a practical means of

long-distance locomotion."

—

Commercial Ad-
vertiser, N. Y., July 20, '87.

"There is an enormous amount of informa-

tion in the book, and we should think very
great labor must have gone into its com-
position. The mere mention of the depart-

ments under which different subjects are

treated of, makes forty-one numbers."

—

Evening Telegram, N. Y., July 16, '87.

"It contains a great amount of informa-

tion about the roads in the eastern part of

the country, * * * but if wheelmen or

others open the book with the expectation

of finding much entertaining reading in the

675,000 words within the binding they will

be disappointed. Still, considering the vast

amount of work which it plainly has taken

to bring the book out, it is well worth the

price, $2."

—

Evening Post, Hartford, Aug. 3,

'87.

"To the ordinary reader, not especially

interested in bicycling, the preface is the

best part of the book. It is humorous,

frank and conceited. The body of the book

is statistical and it has what too few books

are furnished with, an elaborate system of

indexing. It will undoubtedly be a ra<lc

mecum to all bicyclers."

—

Palladium, New
Haven, Ct., Sept. 9, '87.

"The author distinctly states that the

book is for reference, and he does not expect

the general public to read it. To the trav-

eler, however (unless he go by train), the

work would be valuable, as it contains

records of distances and descriptions of

roads and towns, together with much more
like information which would be highly

prized by anyone intending to take an ex-

tended journey by wheel or carriage. The
countries covered include Australia, Amer-
ica, Austria, France, Halifax, India and
many other parts of the world."

—

Homestead,

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 6, '87.

"There has been no end of sport made of

Karl Kron and his wonderful book, but, at

heart, every wheelman cannot but feel

grateful to the author of a book which will

prove of such great value to cycling."

—

Globe, Boston, July 10, '87.

"The author is eminently bumptious; he
disregards the ordinary method of book-
making and follows a plan of his own. He
is a man of one idea, and that idea sticks out

in his story to the exclusion of everything
else. Though he has ridden 10,000 miles on
a bicycle, he has not traveled ten honest
miles with his understanding. The bicy-

clers have queer literary tastes, and pos-

sibly they may like this sort of literature,

but it is all Dutch to the man who does his

traveling on two feet instead of two wheels.

Why on earth this self-conceited son of
genius has put the story of his senseless

wanderings through America into 907 pages,

is beyond one's guess. * * * For
absolute stupidity, even to bicyclers, this

volume must take the prize as being one of

the most worthless volumes ever written.

It is the work of an idiot, not of a sane man.
More rubbish was never more closely com-
pacted into small space."

—

Herald, Boston,

July 16, '87.

"We re-echo these sentiment-," (says the

Bi. News, London, Sept. i, '87, p 342, after

quoting the above as a representative Amer-
ican opinion,) "with the addition of (he

remark that all Karl Kron's personal handi-

work concerning English cycling is abso-

lutely unreliable in any one particular, and
prejudiced to the last degree—the work of

a rabid partisan, written by one who does
not possess the partisan's excus?, who is,

in short, simply too careless, or too lazy, to

attempt to ascertain the truth upon any
one of the subjects upon which he dog-
matises." After this pleasant prelude, the

editor devotes a page and a half of his paper
to abuse and ridicule of the book's general

scope and execution.

Speaking in regard to this criticism, the

Soring Machine and Cycle News says: "We

have repeatedly dealt with the Badminton
volume, and, in the matter of errors and
omissions, proved it to be simply perfect.

Probab y Mr. Hillier may live to see tin

day when he will wish he could retract his

charge (under cover of Macbeth) of idiotcy

against Karl Kron's labors. It is the old

story. Two men have fought for literary

success. In this case Karl Kron has won,

whilst Hillier has lost, and that with ill-

conceived grace and consequent mortifica-

tion. Had Karl Kron fallen in the struggle,

it would have afforded us pleasure to chron-

icle in his favour those well-known lines,

'Better to have loved and lost, than never
to have loved at all.' No such sentiments

could be expected from Hillier, wh< se b< st

praise in recognition of Karl Kron's wonder-
ful edition is that it is 'told by an idiot.' '

An Old Wheel's Story.
Seventy-Five Dollars,—just think of it

!

Sold for seventy-five dollars! What a come
down. Only a year or two ago I was the

pride of the club,—the first light roadster,

—

how they did bang me around to see if I'd

stand the racket, no wonder I soon looked
old.

How proud Charley was of me! At first he
used to take good care of me. I remember
his taking me down to some lady's house, I

know from the way he shined me up, and from
his own appearance he was stuck on that

girl. I suppose it was mean but I could not
help playing it on him, so when he rode
up to the gate where she was standing, I

ducked my head and down he went,
landing in the dirt at her feet. Oh! How
mad he was. He swore very softly and you
ought to have heard that girl laugh. She
helped him into the house to clean up, then
they came out and had a look at me. 1 felt

ashamed of my bent handle bar. Charley
was put out about that header. I heard him
telling the boys about it, blaming it onto the

sand. I used to go down that way three or
four times a week and things went swim-
ming those days.

Charley used to chum it with a fellow nam-
ed Frank, and many a good run they took

together, I was rather down on his full

nickeled wheel, it was a heavy roadster, and
you bet I managed to scratch up that old
shiny backbone. It was lots of satisfaction

to run away from it, but one day Frank
came up with a light roadster just a size

larger than me and I took it as a personal
insult, especially when he ran away from us.

It was not long after that Charlie and his

girl had a railing out, I remember the night.

They parted very coldly at the gate, and
Charley was quiet for a long time, he was
spiteful and kicked me over the rough
places not even noticing how hard it was,
then he laughed and said, "Well, Rudgie, old
fellow, I've been a blamed fool, and now no
more girls you and I will enjoy life by
doing some touring. I ought to he kicked
for missing all these good runs" and 1

thought so too, so I just raised my rear

wheel and gave him a playful one for luck.

Most of the winter found me stored away,
but in the spring I was out again, my enamel
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and nickel beginning to look bad, and there

were so many new wheels that I was consid-

ered a chestnut, they even went so far as to

guy Charley on my personal appearance. But
Charley had the canoe fever now and put in

more time sailing, and catching crabs, and
falling into the water than riding. I actually

hated that yellow canoe, for he was so care-

ful of it, and never seemed t red of keeping

it looking nice while I was left alone. No
wonder I looked tough.

Charley soon forgot his rash promise to

leave the girls alone, for I was being left

at another house almost as regular as before,

I got even with her pa one night, in a way
he remembered for some time.

They had been making fun of Charlie in

his riding suit. Well, I am not stuck on his

shape myself, but he's a jolly good fellow

any how, so when he left me in the side way,

I managed to slide down into the center.

Soon out came Pop singing some gospel

hymn through his nose. He walked in to

the step and managed to loose about six

inches of shin. Whew! how he did grunt

and groan, he kicked me with his well foot

and limped back into the house. The next

night the girl told Charlie to leave me
around on the other side of the house. I

guess Pa and Charlie are not friendly, for

when she told him about it he was awfully

tickled, and said, "good for you Rudgie."

They both seemed pleased; I don't think Pa
was very much in love with me. I thought

this time things would be settled, but some-

how they got mixed. I heard Charlie say

some dude cut him out; I think he has bad
luck with the girls, but it don't seem to

make any difference for he goes with new
ones every time. The worse of it all is, he got

a new wheel, one of these improved ones,

spade handles and ball bearing head. Now
I may look tough and be out of date

but I can run just as easy as that new
one any day. It's rather mean to be put

aside after all this time, so I've been stand-

ing back in the dark almost forgotten. Yes-

terday some queer looking jay come in and
after quite an amount of talking I was sold

for seventy-five dollars. Just think, seventy-

five dollars!

Never mind, if I am old and look tough,

I'll get even with some body. Keep your

eye on the killed and wounded column,

—

something is going to drop! I have not for-

gotten any of my old tricks. Ridge.

We yesterday had a ride on one of the old-

est bicycles in America. It was a Standard

Columbia No. 142, built nearly ten years

ago and consequently ante-dates the histor-

ical No. -231 of 'Karl Kron." The machine
referred to had just been treated to a new set

of rubber tires and seemed to be sound and
good for many years to come. Judging
from the manner in which the feet of many
riders had nearly WO n through the rubber

and sti <•] frame of 'he pedals. The machine
must have traveled thousands upon thous-

ands of miles. To compare it with the ele-

ganl Columbia Light Roadster of to-day,

would be like comparing Noah's Ark with

a modern steam shi|>. Ft. Wayne Gazette.

__JiL

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has one
hundred and forty members, a gain of

nearly fifty members during the present

The Marlin Fire Arms Co. will produce a
tricycle of the Cripper type next season. A
prominent feature of the machine will be a

new bearing, said to be in every way super-

ior to the ball bearing.
*

A new safety of the Rover type has been
produced in England; the weight of the rider

comes unto the front wheel and consequently

the machine may be steered by the swaying
of the body just the same as an ordinary

bicycle.
*

* *

An American manufacturer, in an inter-

view, declares that the decline of racing in

America has done the trade no harm. But,

mark! he describes the fact to the prevalence

of road racing, which is more useful still.

The same argument will be used here, but

suppose when our tracks are built over and
our race-given clubs extinct, the Legislatu e

puts a stern foot down and stops road racing.

What then? It should do so, and some day
it will.— Wheeling.

Up in the morning early.

Before the break of day,
I mount my good Columbia "trike",

And merrily speed away.

out through the streets and highways,
Exultingly we fly.

And we both rejoice, as we glide along,

My staunch, true trike and I.

Down through the lanes, by the meadows,
And along by the flowing stream

And we taunt "Old Sol," for we're first on the bank,
And we catch his earliest gleam,

As he slowly mounts in his chariot,

And rides through the clear, blue sky-
He must go straight—we go where we please,
My good two-track and I.

By the winding Conestoga—

*

Where the red man used to roam.
On its grassy banks, where the pappoose played,
And they dwelt in their tepee home.

The red man has gone forever.

But the stream runs on as before,

Over the rocks, and the rushing sound,
Is heard from either shore.

The black bird sits in the willow,

And trills forth his morning song,
And the little jack-snipe, on the sandy spit,

Like an arrow, darts along.

And the waters rush through the mill race.

Of the old, abandoned mill,

Where the nre-nend left desolation.

As It stands at the foot of the hill.

And through its caseless windows.
The bright morning sun may shine

;

It looks like some ruined castle,

( )n the banks of the storied Rhine.

And high above, on the other side,

Is the dark and frowning block,

So named, through some far off legend,

The well-known "Indian Rock".

And just beyond the turn of the stream,
Over the low stone wall,

Looms up the local mystery,
Grim, wierd old Kockford Hall.

Where the courtly dames, and knights of old

Glided over the old oak floor,

Rut the besom of time hath swept it clean.

And the music is heard no more.

The poor red squaw, and the courtly dame,
Alike have passed and gone;

But the bold rock stands, and the old Conestoga,

Ever, like time. Hows on.

And we sit alone on the grassy bank,
As the cool, dark stream rolls by,

And we think of the future, and dream of the pa>t.

My faithful trike and I.

Lancaster, I'a., Tkntoone.

*The Conestoga—a stream so called after a tribe

of Indians who once dwelt upon its banks.

A German bicycle rider, Mr. Emil Pfaler,

has been touring from Kief to St. Peters-

burg, Russia. The distance is about 1,000

miles, and it took Mr. Pfaler ten days to ac-

complish it. The tour was not one of unal-

loyed pleasure. What with shepherds, who
thought he was a good target to practice on
with their firearms, and what with dogs,

who took him to be fair game to chew up,

the enterprising German did not have any
hilarious time.- Post-Dispatch.
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Our Puzzle Department,

We have often been asked why we did not have a puzzle depart-

ment in the (J azktte. Many friends seemed to take our promises

of improving the publication as a guarantee that we would hire a

conundrum editor and now they write us long letters adorned with

due stamps, and C. O. D. telegrams, telling us how much hurt and

disappointed they feel. We did not intend to grieve our friends, we
only feared that the mental strain of constructing double acrostics,

and illustrated rebuses would be too great for us to bear. But last

week we hired a new office boy with a large and well developed

cranium who said he would not object to thinking occasionally if we
would let him off early on Saturdays; so we set him to work think-

ing out puzzles in the crude state. We have polished these a little

and trust they will suit if they are not too complicated.

—

[Ed.

We will call this department:

MALLEABLE IRON NUTS;
iiakh to Crack.

Conundrum.

Why is the Cyclists' Touring Club like a church fair? Because

you pay to get in, and after you are in everything you want costs

extra. O, pshaw! we didn't intend to give the snap completely

away, but you are on to it now so it's too late. A foul is declared

and the prize of a Kangaroo bicycle is withdrawn.

Many of our readers will welcome the re-appearance of this old

timer, fixed over to suit the peculiar exigencies of the occasion:

Why does a bicycler wear long stockings?

This is a hard one, so we give the answer: To keep his 1 gs

warm.

Here is an easy one for the Chicago boys:

What'll you take?

A glass of ice water given for the correct answer.

Enigma.
My 1 and 2 is in he,

My 3, 4 and 5 is in got,

My 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 is in there,

My 11, 12, 13, and 14 is in just,

My 15, 16 and 17 is in the,

My 18, 19, 20 and 21 is in same.

My whole is a popular quotation from poor Whittier.

Here is another:

My first is in Boston but not in Mass.,

My second in ticket but not in pass,

My third is in cake but not is pie,

My fourth is in oyster but not in fry,

My whole is a wheelman's pet name for his favorite

steed.

Once more!
My first is a process of preparing leather,

My second is the "Jim Crow" equivalent for gentleman,
My third is the past of the verb speak.

A five pound package of brain food given for the correct answer
to any of these enigmas.

Here is a harder one for those who have trained up to it:

C
C T C

C
Starting at any point in the diamond and reading the letters in

any direction, find the initials of a cosmopolitan society, devoted to

the selling of custom made clothing, cheap jewelry, pie, sandwiches
etc. Oh yes, we almost forgot! The club is said to have something
or other to do with cycle touring.

An imitation of the L. A. W. badge given to the solver of this

puzzle.

Star Puzzle.
How does Greenwood go up all the hills, anyway?

Il.l.i STB .VI BD It*

&£ '* A

Twenty years' subscription to the Gazette given for the corred
solution of this puzzle.

Chess Problem.

Black to play and mate without moving.

The Broken Wheel.

What little boy or girl can put these four parts together so as to

form a perfect wheel?

Riddle,
Black I am whenever I'm seen,
Excepting when my rider is green,
Then I'm a nickeled, bright machine,
Two wheels, a fork and long back bone,
With bearings either ball or cone;
I run, but cannot stand alone.

What am I?

A copy of the Mind Readers' Manual given to the lucky guesser.

All Cut Up.

The puzzle is to put this man together so that the coroner's jury

may identify him, without wasting any of' the parte or having any
left. Now, don't let some idiot say that we are trying to imitate

Pucfc'8 picture puzzle. We don't imitate, we excel! So, there!
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A FORTUNATE FOLLY.

By George s. Dakkow.

can be no particular discredit to

Louis Spofford to say of him,

that he felt no keen grief over

the death of his uncle Alexander.

He felt for the old gentleman
that phase of respect and love

that one is apt to feel for a rel-

ative who is not a part of one's

every-day life. Louis' feelings

could not go beyond this, for he

had not seen his uncle since,

when ten years ago, he visited

at the old farm up in Maine.

When I state that Uncle Alex-

ander had mentioned Louis in

his will, it must not be taken as

a sly hint at the real alleviating

circumstance. Louis was too

young a man to be mercenary
minded, but had he been so, it is

hardly likely that he would have
had any special desire to accum-

ulate unimproved real estate in

an odd corner of central Indiana.

That is what the will gave him;

the east half of a hundred acre

farm in Hamilton county. A dis-

tant relative, named Doolittle, who for years had occupied the

place, was given the improved half, or rather he was given life use

of it, practically the same thing; for the will provided that in

case of the death of one, the entire tract was to go to the survivor.

Louis did not value his new possession very highly, but for all

that, he had a great curiosity to see the place, so he determined to

take a trip out to Indiana as soon as he could safely broach the

subject of a summer vacation. He was the first one in the bank to

touch upon that tender theme, but he chose for his rash act a day
when "Old Colony" stock was in fine condition, and was successful.

This was on a Saturday afternoon in the middle of May, rather

early in the season, to be sure, but Louis took no chances, he packed
up at once and that evening he slung his grip-sack over his shoulder

and trundled his wheel down to the depot. He shoved the baggage
master a quarter, as he lifted his wheel aboard, and watched him
tie the machine securely to the wall, with the satisfaction that one
always feels in a good investment. Then he climbed over boxes and
bundles, back into the smoking car, for the train was already in

motion.

Traveling by rail is very disagreeable to some people; Spofford

was one of these. He crawled into his berth in the sleeping car

as early as possible, so he did not fully realize how uncomfortable he

was, until next morning when he found a whole, long day before

him, with no way to spend the time but to sit in a stuffy seat and
wish it were night again.

The day sauntered past with calm deliberation, and as the night

came on, they rolled into Pittsburg. Spofford was looking out upon
the city all illuminated with its blazing furnaces, when a passenger

who had just come aboard, stopped and asked if he might share his

seat. "Certainly, sir," was the quick answer, and Louis had no
occasion to regret the circumstance, for the new passenger seemed
to be a very pleasant gentleman, able to hold up one end of a con-

versation and otherwise relieve the tedium of travel.

In regard to conversational powers, the gentleman did not deceive

his looks, indeed his appearance did him scant justice. "I observe,"

he remarked, abruptly changing the subject of a friendly little chat

in which Spofford had not yet had an opportunity to take part, "as

I came aboard the cars, you were intently watching the illuminated

industries of the city. Interested in natural gas, I presume? I in-

ferred as much. Well, sir, the wonderful scene you looked upon
there, will be duplicated within ninty days in every town and city

n northern and central Indiana, and William H. McVickers will be

right there on hand while that duplicating is going on. That region,
sir, is the finest natural gas field in the world! They are striking it

every day. Look at the Journal there," and Mr. McVickers un-
folded a paper in his lap and looked at it himself, "look at the
Journal, they've struck it to-day in Brookville, Fairview, Jefferson,
twice in Jefferson, in Whitly, and boring for it in a hundred dif-

ferent places, with a certainty of striking it every time. The
Bloomfield gusher was shot the day before yesterday, and now it

makes such a roar that the folks over in Westfield can't sleep at
nights. Millions of feet of gas escaping every day! Think of it!"

But he did not give Spofford time to meditate upon that subject, or
any other, for he kept right on painting in enthusiastic language
the result of natural gas upon the industries of Indiana. Finally,
when there came the slightest sign of a lull, and the words were
not flying as thick and fast as usual, Spofford was thoughtless
enough to remark in a non-committal way that he was going to
pass through that part of Indiana himself. It was a brief, simple
remark, to be sure, but it was enough. McVickers cut off a large
chew of tobacco, shot his own rich well of natural gas, and Louis
settled back in his seat amused, but for all that, glad that he had
not had a chance to mention the fact that he had just acquired prop-
erty in the wonderful region. One can often get too much amuse-
ment.

When next Lewis Spofford had a chance to speak,—it was after
some time,—he suggested that they go into the smoking car while
the porter fixed their berths for the night. To this the loquatious
McVickers consented, remarking that he would like to have a good,
long, night's sleep as he expected to have to talk natural gas to-

morrow. So they called the porter and McVickers lead the way
toward the smoking car. Spofford was just stepping out onto the
platform when the whistle shrieked "down brakes;" he felt a shock;
there was a crash ahead; the car lunged backward; then sidewise;
and as he cast one quick, backward glance before he leaped, he saw
McVickers struggling in the doorway of the smoking car.

Spofford struck the ground heavily, as though he had been hurled
from the car, and for a few moments he lay still upon the grass,

almost overcome by a feeling of dizziness and nausea. Then he
sprang to his feet and saw by the light of the burning engines that

the rest of the train had been wrenched from the baggage car and

'

had rolled down the embankment on the other side. Just ahead on
the track, like a long, trailing monster lay the freight train with
which they had collided.

His first impulse was to start down the road to find help,—and yet
how could he find his way along an unknown road without a light?

He turned back again with a better idea, and climbed up into the

baggage car that was laying on its side across the track. The door
on the side which now corresponded to the roof, was open. By the

blaze of the engines he could see into the car enough to find his

bicycle, lashed to the wall, and hanging high above everything else,

uninjured. He cut it loose and carried it to the side of the road,

then he took off his lantern and lighting it, started for the wreck
again.

The baggage master, his face scratched and bleeding, was just

crawling out of the door in the top of the car as Spofford came with
the lantern; so, together the two searched the wreck until they had
extricated about half a dozen slightly injured passengers. These
joined the work, and as tenders were burning there, they gave Spof-

ford the lantern and dispatched him up the road for help.

Long before morning help had arrived and everyone had been

taken from the wreck, the uninjured, the wounded and the dead.

Once only had Spofford seen his friend of the night before; then

he was rushing excitedly among the workers, wildly waving his

bleeding arm in the air, and making too much disturbance to be

badly hurt.

When the last bleeding body was taken from the wreck, Spofford

turned away from the scene with a feeling of horror; he had not

allowed it to overcome him before. He attached the lantern to his

bicycle and mounted, wheeled down the deserted road.

Nothing could have induced him to travel another mile by rail

while the scenes of the horrible night were fresh in his memory.
As he sped along the smooth, rolling road, he warmed to his work;

the exercise was grateful to his strained nerves, and he determined
that he would finish his journey by wheel.
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About seven o'clock in the morning, he rode into a small town.

The land-lord at the hotel eyed him curiously when he asked if after

breakfast he might have a room where he need not be disturbed

until dinner time. He was beginning to feel the need of a little sleep;

besides he intended to send his pants out to a tailor shop with care-

fully written specifications how they should be cut down to knee-

breeches.

At twelve o'clock the negro porter pounded on the door of room

number thirteen and handed in a pair of reconstructed breeches and

two long, black stockings.

"De pants come to half a dollar, boss, an' de socks is wuf a dollah

an' twenty cents."

The amount was handed out and soon a young man, in conspic-

uous attire came down to dinner, and the landlord's daughter who

waited on the table, was shocked at the immodest brevity of his

breeches and the enormity of his appetite.

After dinner he bought a flannel shirt at a Jew clothing store and

felt that he was substantially though not handsomely equipped for

a long, pleasant tour a-wheel. On
his way back to the hotel he bought

a Pittsburg paper from a news-boy

who was bringing them from the

depot. The first thing to catch his

eye was the headline to the double-

leaded report of the great rail-road

accident, and as he glanced down
the column of horrors with which

he was so familiar, a cold chill

passed over him. In the list of the

killed was his own name!
Before starting again on his jour-

ney, he telegraphed to his friends

in Boston that he was safe; and
followed up the telegram with a

letter explaining more fully how
the mistaken report originated.

"I could not bear to finish the

journey by rail," he wrote, "that

night's experience was enough for

me. My bicycle escaped, uninjured

too; it and I have started toward
Indiana, together. Very likely I

was missed in the morning after

the accident and they made the

easiest possible disposition of me."
Then he appended an important

remark that had almost escaped his

memory:
"Parker has my measure; be good

enough to tell him to make me a cycling suit like my last and ship

it to Bloomfield, Indiana. If you could see me now you would dis-

own me,—yours as usual, Lou."
*

* *

About two weeks after the accident, when Louis Spofford wheeled
into Bloomfield, he was not a jaunty figure, but he did not care for

that for he had had a wonderfully good time. He noticed that his

clothing, even to his knee breeches did not attract particular atten-

tion. Still, as he walked up to the desk of the Kirby House he was
glad that he was not in The Vendome of Boston.

The clerk was talking loud and earnestly with a friend as he came
in. The register was shoved toward him while the two kept on
with their conversation. Spofford fished a fly out of the ink-well

with the pen, then he laid it down and feigned great interest in a

time-table posted in front of him, but it was the conversation that

drew his attention.

"Yes, it would be a great pity" the clerk was saying "if old man
Doolittle had been left completely out in the cold, with all the rest

of us playing in fine luck. But it's all right now and Doolittle's just

as solid as any of us, though it did look a few days ago, as if every-

thing was slipping through his fingers."

"Steve, this whole business is more'n good luck" the red faced

man on the other side of the counter said impressively as he wiped

'But it's all right now,
as any ok us."

his vast expanse of perspiring brow, "it's more'n good luck, its

Providence. As I said to Doolittle the other day when it looked as

if the jig was up,— 'Doolittle' I says, says I,
—'Doolittle, don't you

go to gitin' discouraged, you'll come out all right.' An' sun- 'nut'

he done it! There was the feller which owned the property an' was
a-comin to take it, gas an' all,— Providence bein' wiliin'. But
Providence wasn't willin', an' the young man had to he got out of
the way; an' if a rail-road smash up was the appinted means. I

reckon no body aint got no right to complain jist because it was a

little violent an' suddent."

It is not likely that the clerk had ever viewed the matter from a

theological stand-point, but he seemed to agree with Mr. Ruben
Simcoe, for he forced out a laugh as he answered, "I guess old man
Doolittle's not laying awake of nights grieving over the loss of his

dear relative."

Spofford turned away from the time card. He had heard enough
to make him understand that it might be best not to register until

he learned more about his property.

"Where may I find the toilet

room," he asked and the clerk in-

dicated the direction by thrusting

his thumb over his left shoulder.

Another guest who was using the

one wash bowl, paused in his ablu-

tions and squinted at him as he
entered; then hurridly reached for

a towel and gave his face one vig-

orous, general swipe. His dripping
hand reached out to Louis.

"Why, my dear young man, you
don't know how glad I am to see

you! Excuse left hand, my right

is a little tender yet. Out of the

wreck all safe and sound, eh? Same
here, with this slight exception.

But do you know, ever since the

smash up I've been worried by
thinking that maybe you was that

young man Spofford,—you may
have heard of him,—he was coming
out here to look after some natural

gas lands and was killed in our
smash up. I somehow or other got

the notion that you was him and I

couldn't coax myself out of it. You
see, I neglected to ask you what
your name might be, and as you
said something about coming out

this way, I thought that there was
a chance, you know,—but by the way, how do you like the country?

I'm glad you got out here and concluded to stop over; I'll show you
around. Great country, and we're booming it in fine shape! We're
doing this boom up to 'the queen's best taste,' no amateur job I can

tell you. Booming, you understand, is a profession in itself, and I

must say that I look upon the work here with a good deal of profes-

sional pride. If you are going to stop over 'til morning, we will

take a carriage and drive out to Baker's farm. The surveyors are

cutting it up into city lots. We should like to have your sugges-

tions on the sites for the two school houses and the Methodist

church. Oh, yes! one thing Mister,—?" he paused inquiringly.

"Walker," Spofford said.

"Mr. Walker, there is one thing you can do to accommodate me
greatly. You see, we have got everything in tine shape; the

National Oil Company is about to buy the gusher, local enterprise

and foreign capital is boring six new wells, and lots of real estate

transfers are pending and liable to be closed at any minute. The
boom might be called complete, but there is just one element lacking

and that is the son of an English capitalist who is desirous of

making profitable investments in city lots in the future great cities

of the west. We have got to that point where we need such a per-

son to help bring some of these deals to a head, — sort of a poultice,

you see. Would you object to acting in that capacity during the

AND POOLITTLK'S .ICST AS SOLID
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short time that you stay here? Big accommodation if you would."

Louis was surprised and amused too. "I don't know that I under-

stand you quite," he said.

"Easiest thing in the world; all you want to do is to drive around

with me and look at all the wells and the new additions. If any

one approaches you on leading subjects, just be non-committal. It

always looks well for a capitalist to bemum, it gives folks a chance to

wonder about what he's going to do and where he's going to invest,

and everyone figures it out to suit himself. No hard feelings then.

See?"

All through this rapid recital, Spofford had been wondering what
he had better do, at the same time with difficulty refraining from

laughter. He was in a position that N

he did not exactly enjoy although

there was something rather droll

about it. He feared that it might

not be good policy to reveal his

identity at present, considering the

talk he had just heard in the office.

Here among these unknown west-

erners, his safety might be in

danger if he were known to be

Louis Spofford. Yet if he were to

refuse to pose as the Englishman,

he would have to keep his hastily

assumed name and under so thin a

disguise it would not take a man
like McVickers long to find out

who he really was.

"All right," he said "Englishman
I am, then."

"Good enough," chuckled Mc-
Vickers, "you will enjoy it lots, I'm

sure, besides it will be a great favor

to me. Now, I'll just slip out the

back way and if you will go into

the office in about five minutes and
ask the way to the North American
Real Estate and Gas Exchange,

Wm. H. McVickers, manager, they

will show you where to go. Then
I'll bring you back to the hotel and
introduce you; after that we will go
to the Vindicator office and to the

site of the new depot and other

points of interest. So long!"

Spofford carried out his part of

the program and in the course of

half an hour McVickers and he,

arm in arm, walked into the hotel

where he was presented to the land-

lord, the clerk and Mr. Simcoe, as

"my friend Lord Winterford of

London, who has come to America
in search of safe and profitable investments for his uncle's surplus

capital."

He then explained that owing to his Lordship's novel method of

traveling, his baggage did not always follow him promptly; bor-

rowed a suit of clothes from the clerk, who for the first time in his

life experienced a feeling of awe; and in a few minutes thereafter

McVickers was out with the best two horse team the livery stable

possessed, escorting the scion of the house of Winterford about town
and introducing him to everyone worthy of that honor.

Loud screamed the eagle on the front page of the Vindicator that

day! Higher and higher boomed the real estate market. If English

capital was seeking investment they would not give their land

away,— not by a great deal.

That evening as they drove back to town,— McVickers and he had
been out inspecting the gas wells,— Spofford felt pretty thoroughly

disgusted with himself. The utter shallowness of the boom was so

apparent to him. Everything was built upon expectations, yet if all

the wildest hopes were realized to their greatest possible extent the

"Wm. H. McVickers, manager

present inflation could not last. To add to his un-inflated opinion
of himself, he had stopped at the Doolittle well and met the old
man, an innocent, good natured granger. He had looked over the
farm and with wise looks had inspected the weak well that promised
such wonderful development, as soon as it was shot; and the final

conclusion that he came to, was that he was a fool for concealing
his identity as though he were the claimant to a throne, cast among
mortal enemies.

He had got enough. Not even the wealth that had been credited
to him could have induced him to stay another day in that place.

More than once he had wished that it were four o'clock next mor-
ning, that he might take his bicycle and steal out of town unob-

served. He had come to the con-

clusion that Indianapolis would be
a close enough point from which to

watch any possible developments
in regard to his land. But there

was one whole, long evening before

him. He shuddered to think of it

and of all the incessant talk that

would fill the time. Everywhere
he turned there was some one
standing ready to talk land to him.

There was but one way of avoiding

the crowd, and he took it.

Oh, that gloriously selfish pas-

time! He mounted his wheel for a

ride.

He had been whirling along the

road for some time when he heard
a familiar click, click, click behind
him. Click, click, click,— there

could be no mistake, someone was
coming. He reduced his speed a
trifle and, sure enough, in another
minute a wheelman mounted on an
old style Star came up beside him.

Louis was not sorry to see him,—he
had not felt so toward a single

other one he had met that day. He
enjoyed the talk, for they spoke
not of real estate or gas wells but
of roads, wheels, races and other

cycling things.

So they became acquainted after

the manner of wheelmen, and when
Joe Harper,— that was the rider's

name,—invited him home to supper

Spofford could have delivered him-

self of, "what's the mater with—

?

He's all right!" had it not been for

fear of betraying his nationality.

It was the thought of escaping the

supper and the long evening at the

hotel, that overjoyed him.

That night as he slowly wheeled his way back to the hotel and
hurried to his room, he was more than ever disgusted with himself.

Why had he permitted Joe Harper's inquisitive sister to pump all

sorts of talk out of him, about England and Englishmen? Because

she was pretty and would ask questions? A great reason, that,

indeed! Had she not seen through his thin disguise? Had not her

questions been merely to secure her suspicions that he was a fraud?

The thoughts harassed him and, when he closed his eyes an instant

and saw her sweet, inquiring gaze fastened on him, he answered
himself "no,"yet it brought him no peace. And her father, too, he

could not forget,—how wildly inflated he was over the gas discov-

eries! Yet he had talked with this mis-guided man and had gone
away without even speaking a word of caution. He could at least

have attempted to show how baseless the whole boom was; how all

the gas the earth could ever give forth could not sustain property at

half its present prices. He lay awake until after midnight, chiding

himself and thinking what he ought to do to keep Doctor Harper
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from throwing away his little fortune in a wild speculation. Finally

he arrived at a conclusion that satisfied him and he fell asleep.

Next morning he did not leave town as he had planned, but about

ten o'clock he eluded McVickers and went to Doctor Harper's office

Of course they talked about real-estate. The Doctor was interested

in that above everything, and Lord Winterford was supposed to

inwardly scorn all other subjects. Finally, under Spofford's skillful

direction of the conversation, the Doctor admitted his own inex-

perience in real-estate affairs.

"I have a little spare money," he said "and I am thinking some, of

puting it into Wilkins' addition. Now, of course, you are a great

deal younger man than I but you have had more experience in such

matters,— tell me candidly, Winterford, what do you think of such

in investment?"

Spofford studied over the matter

for a few moments.
"You have thrown a great re-

sponsibility upon me. I scarcely

know what to tell you, yet I can

say this: I would not invest there

myself. I shall invest my capital

in the eastern part of this Doolittle

farm. There will be about ten-

thousand dollars' worth left when
I close my bargains. Were it con-

venient I should take it myself, but

I hesitate about advising anyone
to do so."

That afternoon, when Spofford

stopped at the office again, the Doc-

tor met him with almost boyish

smiles.

"I have just paid the money into

court for that balance of the Doolit-

tle farm."

Spofford's face, too, beamed with

satisfaction as he heard it.

"Doctor," he said, grasping the

old gentleman's hand, "I am glad

to hear it! You are safe, perfectly

safe in that investment."

All afternoon the pleasant words
of the young man wove themselves

into the doctor's thoughts, and the

doctor's words were a great source

of satisfaction to Louis Spofford as

he bowled over the rolling roads

toward Indianapolis.

Despite his many vows to the contrary, Spofford returned to

Bloomfield before many weeks, but McVickers and his other ac-

quaintances about the hotel and the "exchange" noted with pain

that his Lordship's interest in gas wells and real estate had percep-

tibly diminished. About the third time he came on his re-occurring

visits, McVickers began to explain the seeming lack of enthusiasm.
"These Englishmen are queer ducks, you must remember,—in-

clined to be distant and cold blooded. He's bargained for all the

property he wants and now he's going in for other things he
wants." Then he hummed a few doleful tones and added philo-

sophically, "but girls are not real estate, and for my part, I can't

see what Winterford finds in Dock whats-his-name's daughter that

is so much more attractive than the new addition. I'll swear I

don't." Ruben Simcoe and a dozen others grunted "me neither" as

an endorsement of the sentiment and then all went in and drank
to the success of the new well that was being started on the Pitts

farm.

If the people of Bloomfield noticed a lack of interest in real estate

matters on Winterford' s part, he,—or more properly, Spofford,

—

soon began to note just the slightest tendency in that direction

among the citizens of Bloomfield. He could see that the boom had
reached its climax and must very soon collapse. The National Oil

Company had not closed the bargain for the gusher although it had
been understood for two months past that the negotiations were all

"YOU ARE SAFE, PERFECTLY SAFE IN" THAT INVESTMENT

completed. Some of the other gas wells that gave great promise
had been shot without so good results as had been expected, certain

large real estate deals,—his own among others,—were banging fire

most exasperatingly, and worst of all, the popular excitement was
subsiding.

Then the bubble broke.

Spofford picked up the Indianapolis Journal one morning and saw
at a glance that the expected collapse had come. The story was
told in a single paragraph. McVickers had left the town suddenly,
the last trade had been dropped and property was assuming normal
prices with some suddeness.

About noon he started on his wheel to Bloomfield. lie wanted \<>

have the whole affair over as far as he was concerned, so that he

might go away and forget all about it, and the people connected
with it, if he could.

It was growing dark as he came
near to the town, for he had not
ridden rapidly. He passed Doctor
Harper's office, hoping to find him
there but it was closed, so he rode
to the house. That was closed but
there was a dim light burning in

the hallway. Like all the houses

he had passed, it seemed the abode
of disappointment and dead hope s.

The doctor's daughter, Clara,

came to the door in answer to the

ring. She held out her hand to

Spofford as she said, "Oh, Lord
Winterford, are you mined too?"

and looked up at him with tearful

eyes.

Louis blushed, and stammered
some meaningless phrase as he at-

tempted to collect himself. The
climax had been forced upon him
too suddenly. He hesitated a mo-
ment as if uncertain how to begin.

"I want you to laugh with me
over this whole mixed up affair for

it's one of the most ridiculous

things I was ever in."

"Oh, if you only were to see poor
papa," Clara answered, her lips

trembling, "you couldn't laugh
about it,— not even if you 1

escaped entirely!"

"Excuse me, but I could laugh,

—

1 could raise this roof," and he smiled feebly, "you don't understand

the situation or you'd feel the same way about it. The fact of the

matter is I'm considerable of a fraud. I'm no more of an English

lord than you are."

Clara shot a sharp look at him through the tears that had gath-

ered in her eyes; it was a look full of anger.

"So you came here to help ruin us; that is why you came to this

house as a guest, that you might gain papa's confidence and take

advantage of him!"

"You don't understand at all," Spofford protested, "your father

would have invested anyway, and if 1 had not been making a fool

of myself and, if in that idiotic capacity, 1 had not advised your
father, don't you see where you'd be? Won't you please call your

father? I can explain it to him better; I've made a bad start with

you."
Clara turned without a word and walked away, leaving him lean-

ing against the banister. Presently the doctor and she entered

together. The old gentleman looked pale and careworn; he opened
the door to the parlor.

"Step in and be seated, Mr.—?"

"Spofford," said Louis, and then he took a hair cloth rocking

chair, beside the window and began:

"Spofford is my name, not Winterford; 1 am an American, a clerk

in the Traders' and Importers' Bank of Boston, and tome months
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ago I inherited from my uncle half of a farm near here; one of the

conditions of ownership was that when the owner of either half

died, the entire farm was to become the property of the other.

I startsd west to look at my land, and on the way, our train was
wrecked. It was given out that I was killed, and Mr. Doolittle, of

course supposed that the farm would all belong to him when the

administrator settled the estate. I did not know anything about

Doolittle, so I foolishly thought that it would be a good idea to con-

ceal my identity while I looked after my affairs. In that way I

came to masquerade as Lord Winterford. Possibly I was influenced

too much by McVickers, but I have no desire to throw the blame

upon him. I regretted this almost from the start, until I learned

that you were going to make some investments, then I saw an op-

portunity of turning my folly to some good use, and I induced you
to invest in the half of the Doolittle farm that really belonged to

me, otherwise you would have invested your money in other prop-

erty and lost it. No, you have not lost it as it is; you have lost the

use of it until the administrator turns over my share of the estate.

When he does, I will send back the money, you will return the

deeds and the trade will be void. We will then be where we
started."

The doctor who had sat in dumb wonder through the fore part
of this recital, was now on his feet. He had grown five years
younger in as many minutes, and Clara, she was laughing outright.
"Mr. Spofford," said the doctor, "we have both of us done a very

foolish thing; I could not blame you if I would, for I am worse than
you; yours was a fortunate folly and counteracted mine."
When Clara and Louis stood at the hallway door again, Clara was

sweetly serious.

"And you will start home to-night?"

"Yes, my vacation ends on Friday, and I must be in my place
promptly; now that I am no longer a nobleman with an indulgent
uncle I must work like other people."

Louis smiled faintly as he laid his hand on the door knob for

the third time.

"I promised your father," he said, continuing "that when I re-

ceived his money from the administrator I would remit it to him.
Remitting is at best a hazardous way of sending money. Don't
you think it would be better, and a great deal safer to bring the
money out here myself?"

"Yes," she answered, " remittances are rather uncertain, and it

wouldn't do, you know, to lose the money again."

ne summer several years ago,

\ my heart was gladdened by
an invitation to spend a month
with a favorite uncle on his

farm. A postscript asked me
to bring my new velocipede

with me. I was nothing loth,

though at that time it did not

take much more than the

word velocipede to make a

mortal enemy of a wheelman.

I have a great liking for the

country and it was to escape brick walls and
paved streets, that I first became a wheelo-

maniac. My acceptance of the invitation

was, therefore, prompt and emphatic; and

that my uncle might not change his mind,

I started soon after my letter on the train.

At Wallaha, uncle Ned greeted me warmly
and put my valise in his spring wagon, but

gazed dubiously at the wheel—the first one

he had ever seen.

"Why, I didn't know they were as large

as that," he muttered, "how are we going

to get that home? You don't expect to ride

it, do ye? Why it's a good four miles!"

"Ride it, of course I shall, and beat your

team into the bargain," I answered, incau-

tiously.

"All right," chuckled my uncle, "see you
some time to-morrow, I suppose."

Up the first hill we went, the horse gain-

ing on me greatly. When almost out of ear-

shot, uncle Ned made a speaking trumpet

of his hands, and yelled back some unkind

reference to our previous conversation.

My breath was too scant to admit of a reply.

Going down hill I regained the lost ground,

and Uncle, benevolenty desiring that I might

contrast bis ease with my labor, did not at-

tempt to leave me again. He evidently was
reserving himself for the last half mile, to

A Bicycle of the Past.

prove the infinite superiority of his horse

to my bicycle before the eyes of aunt Mar-
tha and pretty cousin Mary.
From the top of the last hill I beheld a

splendid road, descending straight to the

farm, and there, not fifty yards ahead, uncle

Ned jogging comfortably along, so sure of

his victory. Just then I spied a handker-
chief which my prophetic spirit told me was
waved by Mary. That small patch of white,

barely visible, had a wonderful effect on my
bicycle. Like a hare, it started forward and
swept past the team. Uncle was at first too

utterly astounded to move, then reining

in Prince, he shouted frantically: "Look
out, you'll be killed!" On I sped, faster and
faster, and, seeing that no harm came to me,
he presently realized that he was getting

left in more ways than one.

Prince was a good horse and the way he
jumped when that whip was laid across his

back, was a caution, but, aided by the de-

scent, I just managed to come in the winner.

"Well, that does beat all!" exclaimed aunt
Martha, "Did you come as fast as that all

the way?"
"N-n-o, I didn't want to ride the whole

distance alone, so I kept with Uncle till the

last half mile."

Uncle Ned solemnly winked at me, but
said that I had done pretty well for a city

chap.
*

* *
To think that a wheel which carried me

so nobly should now be rusting in a far-away

glen—and that a cow should be the cause!

The sad tail must be tolled.

Wishing to make myself useful, I had, the

morning after my arrival, offered to help

milk the cows. They said I might try as a
matter of experience, so I went into the

kitchen and got a lemon squeezer. The best

of workmen must have tools. I made a few
preliminary passes at the cow. The milk
failed to squirt and I was about to mention
the fact that the cow was dry, when my at-

tention was drawn from that subject. The
cow fanned me jently with her hind hoof,

and when I arose from a pile of tomato cans
in the northwest corner of the yard, my first

official act was to resign my trust. But I

always dislike to remain idle in this great

throbbing world. I like to get in a throb or

two every now and then on my own hook.

For this reason I assumed the duty of usher-

ing the cows to and from the pasture.

The two cows placed under my charge
were known among their intimate friends as

Dandelion and Buttercup. Dandelion was
a mild, gentle creature, but Buttercup's

specialties lay in other directions. This fact

became evident to me at first, but it loomed
up more conspicuous than usual on the

morning when I drove them to pasture on
my bicycle. I proposed to lure Dandelion
along by a melodious whoop, but the other

brute was to be enticed along by a clothes

line fastened to the head of my wheel.

All the family were assembled on the

porch to see me start, so I was just a little

nervous, but, as Buttercup now quietly

started toward the pasture, I ventured to

mount. The moment I was in the saddle,

she stopped to graze. I shouted, and waved
one arm energetically, but without disturb-

ing her, and, arriving at the end of my
tether, found that "it's a poor rule that

won't work both ways," if Buttercup

couldn't go where I didn't want her to, no
more could I go where she didn't want me
to.

A merry laugh rang from the house; I had
hoped that they would not notice that I dis-

mounted from necessity. That cow kept on
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grazing. I cut a long switch, and laid one

stinging blow across her back. In one sec-

ond I repented the strength of that blow

—

for I was barely in the saddle when the line

tightened with a jerk and over went bicycle,

rider and all. This feat was much appre-

ciated by the small but enthusiastic audience

on the porch. In response to the hearty

encore, I stepped forward and explained

that I just did it for fun.

Buttercup was again grazing, but, at a

gentle—a very gentle touch of the switch,

she moved obediently down the road. I

mounted and followed, carefully watching

the rope, while Dandelion brought up the

rear.

Uncle Ned had told me never to hurry

the cows, because it wasn't good for them.

When I asked why, he said: "Because it's

bad for 'em." This at the time, seemed to

me a very good reason, but, riding along

behind Buttercup, it suddenly occurred to

me that this style of reasoning had flaws.

Besides it was getting late, and to preserve

one's balance on a bicycle at a cow's pace,

was not easy. I yelled "geddep" and soon

we were jogging along quite fast. Then a

brilliant idea entered my head; throwing
my legs over the handle-bars, I allowed But-

tercup to pull me. This was exhilerating.

I shouted vociferously, to increase her speed.

I looked proudly around, hoping some one

would see me—when, oh horrors! directly

in front of me lay the Kapoo creek, which,

in my pre-occupation, I had not thought of,

nor seen.

In an instant it was all over. Buttercup

stopped to drink. The bicycle also stopped

when it reached her, but I kept right on. I

judge that the cow was a good deal sur-

prised, not to say offended, at the whole
proceedings, for she started at a quick gait

for the other side of the stream. The bicy-

cle and I went along too, for a clothes line

forms a bond of friendship that is not easily

broken. The water was only two feet deep,

but I was unable to gain a footing, and was
trying to decide whether hanging or drown-
ing were the pleasanter—for I was in danger
of both—when the line miraculously slipped

off and freed me.
I was now entirely reckless, but still not

subdued. Finding my machine unhurt, I

filled my pockets with stones, remounted,
and used them to urge Buttercup along.

We had almost reached the pasture bars,

when I threw my last stone—a half brick.

The cow seemed to draw the line on half

bricks. She started for me, and for the next
few minutes, called my attention to that

fact, repeatedly.

When the clouds of battle rolled away, I

saw, out of one eye—the other one was
closed for repairs—a faint vision of my bicy-

cle, elevated on Buttercup's horns, disap-

pearing in the woods.

Dandelion came ambling up, stuck her
nose within a foot of my face and moosed at

me. I feebly reached for a stone—then re-

membered that cows sometimes object to

stone-throwing. I did not feel like encoun-
tering another objection that morning.

Three days later, Buttercup was found
five miles from home, but my bicycle was
ne'er seen again by mortal eyes.

Kay Bee.

What Jersey Has To Say.
Karl says: " Tommy said so and so. "

Tommy says, K. K.'s statements "are made
out of the whole cloth." Tommy, dear

Tommy, do "call it in." If not, K. K. will

go for you through the columns of the cy-

cling press, and, while trying to show you
your mistake, will work in here and there

with "As I state on page 4-11-44 of 'Xmas
Miles on a boy's-sickle,' (See 8. W. G., Feb.

31, 1879, page 7, 4th 1. from bottom, first col-

umn, ) Stevens rode 41 m. 77 r. 31 yds. 17 ft.

1; in. and then coasted 4° n. 22° s. 73" and
then" and so on, ad infinitum. All of which
will not only make you feel sad—awfully

—

but will strengthen the belief that is already

prevalent that K. K. knows how to work a

free adv. Barnum "is nowhere" when com-
pared to Karl, for, where P. T. B. gets half

a dozen lines of free "puffing" he usually

spends $100 for legitimate advertising.

It is very unfortunate that the New Jersey

Cycling and Athletic Association has been
forced as a last resort to call upon wheelmen
and athletes at large to come to their assists

ance financially. The / s-sociation, which
was organized in the spring of 188(5, has had
an uphill fight from the start, and has never

received the support it deserved from cy-

cling clubs. With at least twenty-five clubs

within twenty miles of the grounds, but two
clubs have ever made use of the same. All

the money the Association was able to raise,

was used in fitting up the cycling track,

building the grand, free and judges' stands,

putting up fences and keeping the grounds
in good running order. A bill for $500 ar-

rears of rent was presented to them on Octo-

ber 1, and their treasury being depleted they

were unable to meet it. The movable prop-

erty was thereupon advertised to be sold on
October 3, but before the sale began, ar-

rangements were made by which they were
given until the 15th to raise the amount,
and the directors at once sent out an appeal

to cyclers and athletes to subscribe to a fund

to pay the rent and save the ground to the

Association. In case they are successful,

they will make a determined effort next sea-

son to put the Association on a sound finan-

cial footing, and will begin with an early

spring tournament, and follow this up with
meetings at short intervals throughout the

season. It has always been claimed that

the racing men who were the first to go in

for big prizes were the last ones who would
think of spending a penny toward support-

ing a track. To prove that there is no truth

in this assertion, each racing man in this

country should contribute his mite toward
pulling the Cycling Association out of the

mire.

Geo. Saich related to me the other day an
incident in the career of Jack Keen, which
is worthy of space. Saich, Fred Cooper and
Jack Keen, it appears, had traveled by train

to Wolverhampton, where Keen had a ten-

mile race on for £25 a side. The party ar-

rived at its destination only a few hours

before the time set for the race, when, upon
Jack going for his Eclipse racer, the small

wheel was found to be buckled beyond hope
of redemption. Here was a fix. Jack rode

a 56-inch, and so did each of the others, but,

when Saich suggested that he ride his Rudge,
this was "putting it on" with a vengeance,

and broke Jack all up. He puffed and
fumed for awhile and then seeing the £25

slipping from him, came to his senses and
decided to accept the offer, being convinced

that it was made out of friendship. By this

time however, Saich was "mad all over,"

and "'e'd be blowed if 'e'd ride 'is machine,

if 'e wanted a mount go and get Cooper's."

The Humber people at that time were the

bitterest fighters in the business and before

Cooper would let Jack have his machine,

he'd smash it. So poor Jack had to make
an abject apology and beg, almost, before

he could win Saich into a good enough
humor to let him have his machine. He got

it, however, and won the race easily, mak-
ing better time than he had ever done on
his own mount ; the machine working so

much easier than his own that he said he

had no idea how fast he was going until at

the fifth mile, he found himself a lap ahead
of his opponent.

A short time after this he went to the

Rudge people and tried to get a set of their

bearings to put on an Eclipse. The Rudge
folks declined to sell him a set, but pre-

sented him with one complete with pedals,

etc. The firm cautioned their men against

mentioning the circumstance, and no one

knew, until late in the season, anything

about it. Keen, with his Eclipse had a long

series of victories and the machine was com-
ing into high favor, when the Rudge Com-
pany, without warning, exploded a mine
which knocked the famous Eclipse off its

high perch, by announcing in all the English

papers that "the credit for the victories

which had been won by John Keen during

the season should not be attributed to the

'Eclipse bicycle,' which he rode, but to the

'Rudge bearings, with which the machine
was fitted and which were presented to Mr.

Keen by this Company." To say that Jack

was taken aback would be putting it mildly.

"The last number of the (Jazette was a

dandy." "The Gazette is evidently in the

hands of those who know how to manage a

monthly." "The Gazette is better than

ever since it went west." "I expected the

Gazette to go to pieces when Ducker gave
it up, but instead, it's vastly improved."

These are a few of the many expressions I

have heard in my wanderings around cycle-

dom, and go to show that we have some
people in this part of the world who know
a good thing when they see it.

Eagle Rock.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 12, 1887.

Chas. Kluge has been restored to his ama-
teur standing.

The Racing Cyclist's Club of England, has

gone to join the A. C. U.

The Boston lady cyclers held their annual

three days' tour, starting on the 6th of Oct.
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A Bicycle Rider
MUST HAVE

StiNBRIES
HAVING REALIZED THE FACT WE HAVE MADE A SPECIALTY OF THIS DEPARTMENT AND NOW MANUFACTURE

The Most Complete Line Offered

• EMBRACIND •

I^JMI*^, OIIvS,

Many other Accessories as well as Repairers' Tools,

Our List Prices are Reasonable and we are prepared to figure with

the Trade.

»k^ivi> poor cataivOG.

By the way, Gentlen,

Dingley's Record Still Stands
NOTWITHSTANDING THE MANY ATTEMPTS TO LOWER IT.

This record, you will remember, was i oo miles in 5 hours, 38 minutes, 44.5 seconds, made at Lynn, on Sept. 22

by Frank Dingley of the Champion team.

11 MINUTES BETTER THAN THE ENGLISH RECORD AND 25 MINUTES BETTER THAN THE AMERICAN RECORD.

DINGlvY XT^K^D OXTR
ORDINARY LIGKET CHAMPION.

THEY ALL SAY THE SAME THING, THE BEARINGS.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Largest and only Amerietin Mnnufno: tirers «j-w-Jtai*ag: tlmeir- j>lti»^t- (in<l x>r6inises,

Ijq. answering .A.<i"ve:«rt:i.sejt:nen.*» pleuse mention trnlss j»c» «>«?««,
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The Ten Mile Road Race
Around Druid Lake, Baltimore,

Competed for by teams of 5 men each, from the Maryland Bi. Club, the Baltimore Cycle Club and Rambler Cycle Club,

all of Baltimore,

^i^arDN BY THE%t5<^

Jl?e [T\arylapd Bieyele <?lub yearn,

ALL BUT ONE OF WHOM RODE

RAPID
BICYCLES.

POSITION AT FINISH:
2. RICHARD WH1TTINOHAM, Rapid Light Roadster, Time: 31:031.

3. WALTER LUSCOM, Rapid Roadster, 31:03f.

5. J. KEMP BARTLET, Jr., Rapid Roadster,

8. E. F. LeCATO, Rapid Light Roadster,

13. S. H. SHRIVER, (Fell) Victor Light Roadster.

The First Man in was

H. Iv. Ki:iVO»r^JVI> 9 R*iiral3le>r» Cycle 01xiV>,

-v>> RIDING -A.-V-—

New • Rapid • Light • Roadster,
IN THE MARVELOUS TIME OF

30 minutes and 44 seconds, the Fastest Time Ever Made in a Road Race.

Send far Catalogue of New Rapids.

SAM'L T. CLARK & CO.,

a and 4 HANOVER ST., BALTIMORE.
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A Paradox.

How strange about the seasons'.

The one that some like best,

Without apparent reasons

Some other folks detest,—
Most like the Autumn best of all,

We wheelmen don't enjoy the fall

Over the soul of the haughty clerk,

At a summer resort hotel.

A large, dark gloom began to lurk,

And a blight on his young life fell,

His red cheeks tu rned to a sickly hue,

He lost his old appetite;

Dejected, sorrowful, gloomy, blue,

He was realy a mournful sight.

He'd been a sorrowful, gloomy man,
And was scarcely fitted for "biz,"

Since he'd seen on the shirt of Lexri Kahn,
A diamond much larger than his.

His miniature brain in his three-ply head,

Worked over time, day and night;

He hated the thought of being lead

By Levi, the Isrealite.

He thought on this elevating theme,

For a little over a week,

'Till he finally schemed up a mighty scheme,

And he shouted, "eurek! eurek!"

So a nickled bicycle lamp he took,

And pinned it upon his breast,

As he said with his old time, happy look:

"The good is none too best!"

October, now with hazy morn
And dewy eve, is coming;

Thro'' dingy fields of ripened corn,

The btimble bee is humming,
In dreamy shade,

The dairy maid,

Her pans of milk is scuming.

The chincapin drops from the bough;

The pawpaw, ripe and mellow,

Hangs forth to tempt the small boy now,

Its wealth of creamy yellow;

' 'Persimmons-e-s,

'

'

Undue ly 'friz,''''

Warp more than one poor fellow.

On yonder stake-and-ridcr fence,

The robin sits and twitters;

The old man at a small expense,

Lays in his winter bitters;

While Marp Ann,
With frying pan,

Is hustle-ing the fritters.

A bout this time, the cycler swaps

His big wheel for a Rover,

And thanks the kindly fate that drops

His lines amid such clover,

For he will ride

'Til wintertide,

With snows and storms, is over.

The Cow-Boy's Doom.

It ha})pcned just the other day,

Along down Arizona way;

And hoiv the sad event occurred,

I subsequently heard.

A sportive cow boy, unld and free,

Came into Toombstone on a spree;

When two-thirds full, he fell a prey,

To kleptomania.

A varcgated barber pole,

And counterfeit green-back he stole,

Some false teeth and a black plug hat,

And then beside all that,

A barbed wire fence he deftly hooked,

Likewise a mackrcl kit; then looked

Around for something else to steal,

And saw a tourist's wheel.

Now, be it known though Hungry Mike
Had really no use for a bike,

To pass a thing un-nailed, wn-chained,

Made him feel deeply pained.

A posse caught the sinful tramp,

About a half mile out of camp.

The sheriff took the stolen truck,

And gave ten kicks, for luck.

Says he "look here young feller, say,

You pull up stakes and go away,

And don't you never come near me,

'Specially on a spree.

Just as the mild eyed sheriff sj>oke,

Some chap got off an ancient joke,

He called the bike an iron horse.

That teas enough, of course!

The Arizona equine thief

Enjoys a life minutely brief;

They grabbed him as he tried to fiee,

And strung him on a tree.

'Tis thus that we, who often poke

Fun at a venerable joke,

Observe that nothing old or plain,

K.risls in vain.
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Outings on the Wheel,

Outings "with Horse and Hounds.

Outings in Afghanistan,

Outings in the Wild West,

Outings with a Rod,

Outings on a Yacht,

"As he draws his hand across his jur/uhir."

(From Thomas Stevens' Around the World on a Bicycle.)

Outings of Summer for the Fireside of "Winter.

**&£% Ou tire's *fr^
Out and Out rich store of Travel, Sport and Adventure in the

* NOVEMBER * NUMBER, £&•»!?

POR
l^w^enty Five Cents,

And twelve times the amount of just such soul stirring stories for

A Years' {Siiosori/ption. of Three Dollars.
14D Nassau Street, NEW YDRK.

In. answering Advertisements i»lee».se mention tiilx paper.
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• JIBE IJET SELLING ? • BO TJEI GIVE SjfflSFBOTIOfl ? •

WILL I T
m* READ THIS! °«

Ann Arbor, Mich, May 4, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen— Wheel came this afternoon all right. The agent thinks it

the finest wheel he was ever on. Handles just the thing for hill-climbing.

From what I have seen of it it is more than satisfactory. Knocks the

out two times. The girls yelled out to me that it was "the schon," and so we
will call it O. K. Will write later concerning its health.

Truly yours, FRED. R. ROMER.

AND THIS! =«
Bloomington, III., May 11, 1887.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. Co.

Gentlemen— I received my Champion wheel some three weeks ago, and

am highly pleased with it. The members of our club have examined it and

pronounced it excellent, equaling and surpassing in many respects any wheel

in the market. Four of our club now own this make of wheel, and before

July 1 three-fourths of the club will ride it. As our riders are all old wheel-

men, this fact speaks loudly in favor of the Champion.
Yours trulv, E. P. BLAKE.

*©- AND THIS! -@ft

Little Falls, N. Y., May 17, 1887.

Gormuli.y & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The Light Champion is a " dandy." Have ridden nearly

200 miles already, and only had it one week Sunday. How's that? I am
giving it one of the best tests in the world, as I live at Herkimer and work
for Burrell & Whitman at Little Falls; I ride down over the toughest roads

in Herkimer county in the morning and back at night, every pleasant day
with good roads,—sixteen miles sure,—besides what running around I do.

I think I will cover quite a number of miles this year; will keep track and
see. Yours respectfully, J. E. SEARLES.

AND THIS ! =^a
Jackson, Mich., May 12, 1887.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—The American Light Champion received all right. It is

the easiest-riding wheel I ever mounted, and also the prettiest wheel in

Jackson. Mr. Pratt, the purchaser, is very much pleased with it.

Yours truly, M. JAY MOORE.

And they are coming in every mail. See the other Cycle Papers for plenty more of the same sort. Catalog on application.

Gormully s? Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.

In answering AdviTtisoim-iiis please mention nils paper.
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Vol. ii. No. INDIANAPOLIS, IND., NOVEMBER, 1887. Price 1 o cents.

EASTERN ROAD RACE.
25 Miles,

Boston and Vicinity, Saturday October 8th, 1887.

-ALL THE MAKES OF HIGH GRADE MACHINES REPRESENTED. =

WON BY
Frank Carmen of Cambridgeport Bicycie Club, on an

EXPERTG0L(JMBIA
Time: 1:34:29.

BEATING LAST YEAR'S RECORD.

Second Position,

By R. G. Beazley, of Chelsea Bicycle Club on a

Columbia * [j$\)t • Roadster,
Time: 1:34:29'

POPE JMI^O. CO.,
^r& FranliHn St., Boston.

Branch Houses: XI Warren St., New Yorli.
291 Wabash Ave., Cnioat£o.

rm&M£8M$&8$@^i^JJ&

*** answering Advertisements please mention tills paper.
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HELD ROISTER
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Saie Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. 33 Net Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to "knock
you out."

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•••
•

OF THE

CRANK WHEEl

Coasting Without Danger

!

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

iropMutcUem

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power, There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccurjied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCI/E MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHN P, LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
Jn. eijn».s-w-e>*Tl:«e: A.<a-v©irt:ise«n.e:r».*s please mention -tlrkls paper^
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-All of the-

popular /T\a<£azipe5 of tf?e Day
At Astonishingly Low Prices.

In ordering observe the following rules and avoid unnecessary
delay:

State the date you wish the subscription to each magazine to begin
with, if you want all the papers sent to tke same address or not,

and let your remittance accompany the order.

issu- Keg.
ed. trice

Comb. Comb. Comb.
wltb with with

Gazette Record Both

Frank Leslies Illustrated Newspaper
" Illustrriate Zeltung (Ger.)
" Popular Mag zine
" .Sunday Magazine

" " Budget
" " Pleasant Hours
" " Illustrated Almanac.
" " Comic Almanac

Gdod Housekeeping
Atlantic Monthly
Andover Keview
Scientific American
Scientific American Supplement
Architects and Builders Edition S. Ainer.
Bicycling World
American Magazine
Popular science Monthly
Cottage Hearth
Puck
Public Herald
Puck's Library
Life
Babyland
Little Men and Women
Pansy
Chataqua Young Folks Journal
Wide Awake
Harpers Weekly

•' Magazine
" Bazar
" Young People

Century
St. Nicholas
Judge
Judge Serials
Scribner's Magazine
Book Buyer
Youth's Companion
Wheel
Golden Days
Arkansaw Traveler
Sport and Theatrical Journal
Peck's Mm
Christian Union
Spirit of the Times
Sporting Life
Texas sittings
American Canoeist
Art Amateur
LA. W. Bulletin
Clipper
American Angler
Turf, Field and farm
Llppencott's Magazine
Family Fiction
Outing
X. M. Miles on a Bicycle, by Karl Kron
Wheelmen's Reference Book
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SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLD, AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely -illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every acftual or

prospective wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Hand Bicycles free.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, American Champion", Star, Rival, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III. GEO. W. ROUSE 8c SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, II

SPECIAL BARCJAIXS IIV BICYCLES.
52 Premier, almost new, Ball Bearings, $42
58 Expert, good order, $57.
64 Harvard, splendid order, $47.
50 Champion, full nickeled, like new, $75.

5f) Victor, Ball Bearings, $65.
52 Champion, used four weeks, $60.
4s Expert, Ball Bearings, $50.
46 English bicycle, new, $25.
Springfield Roadster, new, $68.

Also a Job Lot of new English Bicycles, with Ball Bearings in 48, 50, 52, 54, 56 inch at $48 each, and the same sizes in plain bearings at $43 each, over 100
other second-hand Bicycles. Send stamp for list and mention this paper. A. "W. GtJJVIJF», Dayton, Ohio,

54 Victor Light Roadster, latest pattern, $73.
56 Club, new, $68.
50 Harvard, spade handles, $48.
42 American Safety, $45.

§tar Bieyeies,
stn

~'
No Headers or Dangerous Falls,

SOS Miles irx S^i hours.
Accepted World's Records on the Road from 150 to 305 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles on the Track.

First American Machine to make more than 20 miles

within the hour.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed and Grade.

Won all First Premiums, when in competition, since 1881

Semcl for- Cataloguxe.

H H. SMITH MACHINE CD.,

Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle
Mailed for $2 by Springfield Printing Co. Spring

Held, Mass. Bound in cloth, gilded top, photograv-
ure frontispiece, 41 chapters, 908 pages, 675,000 words
75 pp. of indexes with 10,468 titles and 22,806 refer-
ences. A pamphlet of 40 pages, giving specimens
of these Indexes and other parts of the book, and a
list of agencies where it may be bought, will be
mailed on application by postal card to the publish
ar, Karl Kron, at the University Building, Washington
Square, . Y. City. D. The book and pamphlet may
also be had on personal application to C. F. Smith,
at the office of the Wheelmen's Record, Indiana
polls.

[TEEL BALLS FOR
Anti Friction Bearings.

.SoTitfiTV'illo. Bur. Co, TV. .T.

fcJ Of Best Cast Steel.
HARDENEL. GROUND AND BURNISHED

3-16" to 3" diam. Samples and prices on application

Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mast

THE KING BICYCLE FOR 1887.

View of bearings in rear wheel, andend view
of adjustable anti-frtSlion roller bearings and
revolving collar which holds them in /•lace.

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree.

.A

Cut showing how the depression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
fonvard, turns the other backward and raises the lever without contact with
the driving wheel. Full explanation in Catalogue; sent free. Front J'iew, with spade handles.

E^CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel,
Full Nickel Finish,

PRICE LIST.
HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.

ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTI0N BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
KM). HO
105 115
110 120

One-fourth Nickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel. Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.
We recommend and most riders order the Si to style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels. \ discount of 10 per cent, from third column prices is offered to any clergyman, or to the first

pun h iser in any county. Above prices are for 48-inch wheel; add or subtract $1 per inch up or down. Spade handles, $2 extra. Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS.
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

$75
SO
,sr>

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY^lBarclay St., NewYork.
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one yen, 15c; 10 copies, $1. The Herald contains the running record, progress of. the art, cycling romance,

and practical helps; T/ts Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and a youths' department. Sample copy sent free. Agents wanted in every town
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. ICING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.



DIED.

Sunday, Nov. 20,

GEORGE S. DARROW,
editor, and one of the proprietors of this pa-

per, after a lingering attack of typhoid fever.

George was born June 13, 1863, and had

been for the past nine years connected with

his brother in the piinting business.

Eighteen months ago he lost his wife, one

of the dearest little women that ever

breathed. Her sudden death after a married

life of a little over a year, was a shock from

which he never rallied. Bright and talented

he used his talents as a cover for his real

sorrow. His perennial flow of humor was

but the re-action of a deeper feeling that few

knew of. He acted his part nobly and died

as he had lived, "faithful unto death."

His life, though short, was rounded and

complete. He had tasted of life's highest

joys and deepest sorrows. Through it all he

bore himself cheerfully and manfully and he

approached the end which he saw afar with

all but willingness.

He was a man of deep feelings and true

instincts. He hated deceit, underhandedness

and impurity with the same fervor that he

loved honesty, sincerity and uprightness.

Those who knew him best loved him most.

His place can to us never be filled.
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Monthly Summary.

FROM OCTOBER 15 TO NOVEMBER 15.

With this month the cycling season for''87

may be said to have come to a close. All

things considered, it may be considered the

most successful season cycling has yet seen.

While there have been no wild bursts of ab-

normal enthusiasm in parts of the country

as has been sometimes the case, a careful

study developes the fact that the progress

we have made in the last season has been a

healthy one and one we are not likely to

lose.

Our summary this month chronicles mostly
race meets and record breaking perform-

ances. A particularly large share of world's

records coming from England.

California. The Pacific Wheelman and
Athlete, a new bi-weekly makes its appear-

ance. San Mateo wheelmen hold a reception

Oct. 15.

Georgia. Rowe, Crocker and Wendel ap-

pear at the Atlanta races.

Illinois. City of Jacksonville sued because

the authorities refuse to interfere with the

rights of wheelmen on the highway. Wheel-
men arrested at Anna for riding in the

streets. Lincoln club go into their new
quarters. Ehlert and McCurdy plan for

three races. Ehlert wins the first two.

Quincy Bi. club races Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

Illinois club concert and ball Oct. 20. Owl
club party Nov. 2. All the Chicago clubs

unite in a run to Pullman, Nov. 15.

Indiana. Road race from Broad Ripple to

Westfield, Oct. 16. C. F. Smith, of Indiana
Bicycle Co., leaves for California. Art Allen

and A. V. Wilson, of Indianapolis, go to Cal-

ifornia for permenant residence. Nicholson

climbs Yountsville hill near Crawfordsville.

Whittaker challenges Percy Stone to a race

for any distance and any amount, to take

place inside of two months. Whittaker

lowers the world's 24-hour road record to

323 miles on the Crawfordsville course.

Kansas. Ottawa wheelmen's race meet,

Oct. 26.

Louisiana. Annual election of N. O. Bi.

club.

Massachusetts. The Bi. World held its 24-

hour race, Oct. 31, also a 100-mile race, Nov.

5. Hollingsworth wins both events. W. A.

Rowe enters the married ranks. Hollings-

worth makes his second attempt at the 100-

mile record, but fails as before. Sherman
beats Greenwood's Corey Hill record, on a

Springfield Roadster. He goes up four and
a half times. Kennedy-Child takes a whack
at the 50-mile tricycle road record.

Minnesota. Grant Bell beats Percy Stone
in a 5-mile race.

Missouri. Dr. Emery of Boston, visits

St. Louis. Greenwood challenges Belding to

a race to De Soto. Percy Stone comes back
at Whittaker with an acceptance to his chal-

lenge, provided the race comes off sometime
between April 1 and June 1, 1888.

Michigan. W. W. Todd, of Adrian, at-

tempts to lower the 24-hour amateur record.

He made 100 miles in 6 h. 43 min. when
stopped by rain. East Saginaw Bi. club de-

feats the Bay City club, Oct. 12.

Nerv Jersey. Annual meeting of Maple-
wood Athletic Association, Oct. 15. N. J. C.

and A. Association issue an appeal to the

cyclers for financial assistance. Chas. Kluge
re-instated in the amateur ranks. Elizabeth

wheelmen's lantern parade, Oct. 29. H. B.

Smith, president of the Smith Machine Co.,

died at Smithville.

New York. L. A. W. board of officers

meet in New York city on the 17th. Routine
business transacted. The board declares

against road racing and refuses to confirm
the appointment of Jno. A. Wells.

Oregon. The Chemeketa Bi. club, of Salem,
challenges any bicycle club in the state 1o

team race. Fred Merrill of Portland, opens
a bicycle school.

Ohio. State 24-hour record captured by
E. J. Doubet, ofthe Cleveland Bi. club. Dis-

tance 190 miles.

Pennsylvania. Schwartz, of Reading cap-

tures the Lancaster pike record in 52 min.

5 s. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewis return from
their European tandem trip. George D.

Gideon resigns from the Germantown club.

Chester race meet, Oct. 15. University of

Pennsylvania race meet, Oct. 22. Century
wheelmen give a smoker, Oct. 27. Philadel-

phia race meet, Oct. 29. West Philadelphia

Athletic club holds its races, Nov. 5.

England. Cunard Cycling Co. go into re-

ceivership. A. P. Englehart lowers the

Safety record to 20 miles, 474 yards in the

hour. C. W. Brown puts the 100-mile tri-

cycle road record at 7 h. :u min. 49 sec. F.

W. Allard lowers the 50-mile tricycle record

to 2 h. 43 min. 53 = sec. F. S. .Buckingham
puts the half-mile tricycle record at 1 min.

25 sec. Mills and Tingley make a 24-hour

tandem record of 301 miles. F. S. Bucking-
ham and Maj. Knox-Holmes lower the tan-

dem record from 25 to 30 miles. Time for

the latter distance 2 h. 1 min. 20 sec. F. W.
Allard and E. Oxborrow lower the world's

tandem records from 11 to 25 miles. Time
for the latter distance 1 h. 3 min. 42! sec.

Wheeling changes hands.

Our Trade Review for '87 is unavoidably
omitted from this number, owing to our
failure to receive reports from several man-
ufacturers. It will appear however, in the

December number.

Bicycling in Wild Countries.
(Thomas Stbvbns, in Harper's Toting People.)

Fourteen may very properly be termed
the heroic age of a boy's life, for it is at

about that period that he really begins to

think seriously of undertaking things heroic.

When about ready to start from San Fran-
cisco on my bicycle tour around the world,
I was approached by a fourteen-year-old

knight of the wheel, who was ambitious to

bear me company. Percival F— was a
boy who had taken a morning ride with me
now and then on the broad, smooth drives
of Golden Gate Park, and he no doubt felt

very confident of his ability to put a girdle

round the earth with the rubber hoofs of his

40-inch steel steed.

Often did I think of my enthusiastic young
friend Percy, snugly at home on the Pacific

coast, when called upon to face dangers and
difficulties in the wild countries of Asia. I

used to wonder how he would have acted
had he been with me.

South of the Bosporous, on the Asiatic

coast, the country consists of steep moun-
tains covered wit h dense forests. For ages
these dark woods and gloomy gorges have
been a favorite resort of gangs of fierce

brigands that made this region very unsafe
to traverse. The most enterprising of these
banditti of late years have been a band of
Greek outlaws under the notorious chieftain

Mahmoud Pehlivan. Mahmoud was a very
enterprising chief indeed; for not only did
he and his men keep a sharp lookout for any
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travelers who might happen 'to come that

way, but he had secret spies in Constantino-

ple who kept him informed of the move-

ments of English and American travellers.

These confederates would send him word of

such people as were likely to come that way,

so that he and his band could be ready to

pounce on them and make them prisoners.

The custom of Greek brigands is to hold

their prisoners captive until their friends

pay a large sum of money for their release.

If the friends are tardy about paying the

ransom, the chief of the brigands sometimes

resorts to the horrible custom of cutting off

the prisoner's ears, and sending them to ex-

cite sympathy on the captive's behalf, and

so hurry up the payment of their demands.

When the time came for my departure

from the Turkish capital the Sultan's officers

warned me that Mahmoud Pehlivan's city

confederates knew all about my intentions,

and that the bandits were sure to be on the

lookout. They advised me to provide myself

with an escort of zaptiehs, or Turkish mounts

ed police, which it is customary for persons

to do when traveling in that country.

Instead of traveling under escort, however,

I determined to accomplish my end by out-

witting the brigands. A little Yankee wit

goes a great way among the simple, half-

civilized people of the Orient. Causing it to

appear in the Constantinople newspapers

that I would start from Scoutari, and proceed

into the interior by a certain route, I went
by boat along the coast for fifty miles, and
then struck off inland for the rear of the

bandit's rendezvous. In this way was the

brigand chief most beautifully outwitted,

and as I wheeled eastward I could well afford

to laugh at those who were eagerly watching

for a man who was getting forty miles farth-

er away from them every day.

Not many days after thus outwitting the

brigans I found myself in the country of the

celebrated Angora goats. Here were en-

countered wild Koordish herdsmen tending

flocks of these animals and of the curious

fat-tailed sheep of the East. In this task

they had active and watchful assistants in

the shape of huge half-savage dogs.

These goat-herders' dogs were tawny-
coated monsters, looking a great deal like

lionesses, and seeing so strange an object

—

strange, indeed, for that uncivilized land

—

as a wheelman passing by, they would come
rushing pell-mell to the attack. One day
several of these savage brutes came rushing

to the attack together, threatening to drag

me off the bicycle and tear me to pieces.

A bicycler can very well afford to laugh

at pursuing dogs if the road happens to be

good for spurting, but on the rough paths of

Asiatic Turkey it is often very difficult to

ride a bicycle at all. When the dogs attack-

ed me I found it better to dismount and de-

fend myself on foot than to run the risk of

taking a header by running into something
while trying to beat them off. To have taken

a header at this critical time would have
been to place myself entirely in their power,
for they would have seized me before I could

have recovered my feet.

As I was armed with a splendid Smith and
Wesson revolver, I could not have easily rid

myself of these savage and determined assail-

ants by shooting them, but to kill one of

their splendid large dogs would be little less

than murder in the eyes of the wild Koords.

These wandering tribes place almost as much
value on the lives of their canine friends as

they do on a human being; and as I was
anxious to keep on friendly terms with them,

I always forbore to do serious harm to their

dogs.

My usual plan was to shield myself behind
the bicycle, and keep them at bay as best I

could with stones. The Koords always re-

fuse to call their dogs back from attacking a

person, arguing that it spoils a dog to call

him off. This is a very wicked custom, from
our point of view, and would seem to justify

a person in using his six-shooter on the dogs;

but in dealing with semi-savage people one
always does well to look at things as well

from their standpoint as from one's own.
In some of the wilder regions of Koord-

istan, up toward Mount Ararat, the Koords
themselves are almost as likely to attack the

solitary traveller as are their dogs. One day
I was attacked by both dogs and men, the ob-

ject of the latter being to rob me. I had
been the guest of a Koordish sheikh over

night, sleeping safely enough in the black

goat-hair tent as the honored guest of the

chieftain.

It is a trait of the Koordish nomad's
character to hold the person and property of

a traveller sacred so long as he is the guest

of the chief; but no sooner does he continue

on his journey than some of the members of

the tribe waylay him and attempt to rob

him. In my own case, I had travelled but a

few miles from the tents where I had re-

ceived most hospitable treatment, when I

was halted by two Koords, each having be-

hind him one of their monster dogs.

One of the men was armed with a curved
sword or cimeter, and his compaion carried

a thick knobbed stick. Seizing the bicycle,

they proceeded to pinch and pull the pack-

ages attached to the front and rear luggage-

carrier with great eagerness, thinking, no
doubt, they contained money and other val-

uables. Refusing to put up with such inso-

lent behavior, I pushed them roughly away.
Resenting this act with a growl quite as

savage as the growl of their dogs, one of the

men then drew his sword, and the other

picked up his knobbed stick, which he had
dropped in his eagerness to handle my
packages, and they assumed a threatening

attitude.

Quick as my assailants were, however I

managed to be still quicker, and producing

the Smith and Wesson from the holster at

my hip, I presented it in a way that made
them quail. It was quite amusing to see

their utter astonishment and discomfiture as

they found that I was far better armed than

both of them put together. Thinking I was
about to open fire on them, they capered

wildly about as though to dodge the bullet

they expected to come whistling after them.

The Asiatics have a very wholesome respect

for English and American fire-arms, and

these two no doubt attacked me thinking
that I was without weapens.
Meanwhile the two dogs made matters

quite lively for me by attempting to seize me
from behind. Manoeuvring the bicycle so as

to keep at hay my four-footed assailants, I

finally induced their masters to call them
away, by threatening to shoot them if thev
didn't.

At this rather critical point about a dozen
more Koords appeared on the brow of a hill

near by, rnd came racing down toward us,

shouting loudly to their comrades something
I couldn't understand.

At the point where I was stopped the road
was entirely too rocky aud uneven for a bi-

cycle, but a short distance farther I could
see the commencement of a long stretch of

very smooth camel-path that I knew from
experience would make splendid wheeling.
Plainly my only chance of escape was to

reach this path before the Koords had time
to come up.

Hurrying along as best I could, keeping
the first two assailants and their dogs off

with presented revolver, I succeeded in

reaching the smooth ground just in the nick

of time. Another minute and the wild, half-

naked Koordish herdsmen would have over-

taken me, and serious trouble would have
been the result.

One needs to be cool and self-possessed on
such trying occasions as this, so as to decide

quickly on what course to pursue in case of

being captured. I could have shot two or

three of the party easily enough before being
cut down had it come to a fight, but I should

have been killed in the end. Had I, on the

other hand, stood quietly by and allowed

them to rob me of my money, revolver, and
everything of value I posessed, I might have
gotten off with no serious harm to my person.

But as I reached the smooth camel-path,

sprang into the saddle, and sped away, I

could well afiord to smile at their shouts of

baffled rage, and congratulate myself upon
not being obliged to choose being either rob-

ed or killed.

A Windy Lament.
With a gale at his back, quite a picnic he'd had,
Arms folded, "legs over" it didn't go bad.

"Bad luck to the wind that blows but one way,"
Said this uovice who turned to ride back the same

day.

How he pulled and he pumped

;

How he puffed and he humped.
How he ripped and he swore;
At the wind's constant roar

;

How he plodded and balked;

How he finally walked,
Till he sank down In his woes and cried;

Till he turned np ids toes and "died."

Ah, those hands told the tale—those hands full of

blisters.

"For he couldn't compete
\\ ith old Boreas' fleet;"

sighed the wind as it flew through his whiskers.

—Ft. Wayne Gazette.

The Bicycling News publishes a portrait of

Maj. Knox Holmes the veteran record break-

er. The Major was born in 1807. At the

age of 78 he held the world's track tricycle

records from 101 to 115 miles and a few
weeks ago he, with F. S. Buckingham, made
a world's tandem record from 25 to 30 miles.
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Found at Last.

H, what changes time does

bring! This is not a strict-

ly original remark but I

would say it now, had it

never been said before.

It conveys just the right

idea.

What a flood of strange

sensations it brings one to

wander back into the past,

and brush the cob-webs from long forgotten

incidents!

I never go back into the past, away back

to my boyhood without thinking of a boy

who used to go to school with me. Furga-

son Syfers was his name; a rather long, un-

wieldy name for boys to handle, so we
pruned it down to "Furg," and we called

him that right along before old Reinman
came to teach our school. Reinman was a

Prussian, with an impressive military bear-

ing, popped eyes and hair that bristled as

though it had always been rubbed the

wrong way. Reinman started the fashion of

calling the boys of our school by their sir

names, so we followed his example. There

was one slight violation of this rule, that

occurred one time when Bill Williams got

mad at Syfers and called him "Nothin'."

As I remember now, he licked Williams and
after that the rule was observed in his as

all other cases.

It is perfectly natural for me to mix bicy-

cling into everything I think of, and I never

thought of these old times and particularly of

Furgason Syfers without thinking what a

pity it was that we did not have some sort

of bicycles in our little town back in the '60s.

One thing is certain that Furgason Syfers

was just the boy to make a great rider. He
excelled in every kind of sport that enliv-

ened our simple, quiet existences; but he

had no chance to develope. He had the

latent ability to do wonderful things in the

higher sports, such things seemed to come
to him naturally. He was the dullest boy
in educational matters and the most pre-

cocious in athletics and general devilment

that I ever knew. When only five years old

he had a collection of warts on his hands,

larger than those of some boys ten or twelve

years old. At six, he had stone bruises on
his heels that were the envy of all our end
of town. At eight, he could lick any boy in

the fourth reader or under, and at ten he
was the captain of our champion tom-ball

club.

There was the making of a first-rate ath-

lete in that boy and I always regretted

that he did not have some sort of a bicycle

to develope him and turn his natural inclin-

ations in the right direction. The first time

I ever saw a bicycle I said: "Now that is

what Syfers should have had—he could

have ridden that in the way you read about.

Later, when I learned to ride, myself, I be-

came more than ever convinced that my
first impression was correct, and gradually

I persuaded myself that maybe Syfers had
learned to ride. I thought about the matter
so much that I should have taken pains to

learn had I known where to find him, but

his folks had moved down into Massachu-
setts somewhere, a long, long time ago.

When one wants to convince himself that

a certain thing is so, he can generally do it,

so gradually I came to firmly believe that

wherever he was, he had learned to ride the

wheel and that if I would keep an eye on
the race reports in the cycle papers, I would
sooner or later find his name among the

victors of some hard contested races.

Considerable searching failed to find him,

but it did not shake my faith. Every time

I went to a race I felt sure that I should see

the leader of our school games on the track,

ready to lead again as of old; and every

time I went away after the race was over,

feeling just a little bit disappointed. Yet I

would tell myself that because I went to the

wrong races was not his fault.

Last summer, while I was down east,

there was to be a tournament at Lynn. I

made arrangements to go, for I was there

for pleasure, but even had I been on press-

ing business bent, I should have taken time

to go to that race, because when I saw the

first announcement of the event it flashed

across my mind that here at last was where
I would see Furgason Syfers. The more I

thought about it, the more certain I became.

It looked so reasonable, too; I could see

where I had made my mistake, here I had
been looking for Syfers at western races

when I might have known that there was
little chance of his ever getting away from

the glorious tracks, and numerous races of

his own state.

There was quite a party of us going out

to the race—mostly Boston men—though
none of them seemed to know who was
entered for the races. I asked several about

it, and at last I learned that a short little

man riding along in the rear on a dwarf

safety, had a program. I dropped back to

where he was and asked him for it. He was
a prim, clerical looking little fellow, but

very accommodating. "Certainly," he said,

and he started to unbutton his coat and
reach into his inside pocket for the card,

when he lost control of his steering and took

one of the worst falls I ever witnessed. A
tricycler by his side stopped to help him on
his wheel again, and I drove on, for bad as

I wanted the program I didn't care to have
everybody but the tricyclers and this little

safety man run away from me. When I

caught the crowd again I remarked to one
of the Boston men: "His little nibs on the

safety just took a glorious old bump."
"Did eh?" said my companion with a

chuckle that indicated no surprise, "great

little fellow, but about the worst rider in the

state; he's been trying to ride for three

years, now, and he don't seem to catch the

combination at all." Just then looking

around he laughed again and continued:

"All the tricycles have stopped, I see;

guess he's down again."

"Who is he anyway?" I asked, "he has a

pleasant familiar look, if he can't ride."

"He? Oh, he's the assistant rector of the

St. George Cathedral—Syfers, the Rev. Fur-

gason Syfers is his name—queer little fel-

low!"

So after all these years of expectation I

had found him.

Would it not be a good idea for the League
officials to consider tin- quest ion of organiz-

ing a national association composed of all

who are interested in the improvement of

public highways? The question of road im-

provement is by far the most important that

wheelmen are trying to deal with. There
are others too, to whom this question is as

important, and we see no reason why all

such could not pull together to accomplish

the common desire. There are the farmers,

the civil engineers, road contractors, and
owners of vehicles generally, all wanting
good roads but making no concerted action

to get them. If we could get the represen-

tatives of these different interests together

we would have a powerful organization

capable of doing even more than the League
can do. Every year large amounts of money
are spent by national and state governments
on internal improvement but seldom does a

cent go toward highway improvement, most
of it is spent in dredging creeks, building

levees, etc., and only occasionally does the

work do the general public any good. It is

an open secret that the annual internal im-

provement appropriation is more for the

purpose of solidifying "deestricts" and get-

ting rid of money, than anything else. So if

the money is going to be spent, why not

make some effort to have a little of it squan-

dered on the roads and why not have a

strong organization that can look after the

matter?

* *

A scene, the like of which has not been

seen here for some time, occurred on Wash-
ington avenue yesterday afternoon about 5

o'clock. A couple of hoodlums in a huck-

ster's wagon had the effrontery to jeer a

pedestrian and narrowly escape arrest. A
similar occurrence took place at Sixth and
Pine streets nearly two years ago, when two
toughs in a wagon who had jeered a passer-by

were caught by policemen at Seventh street

and escaped being locked up only through

the mercy of their victim, who let them off.

Yesterday the two roughs were in a wagon
marked "McQuade, No. 90." They had

evidently not heard of the experience of the

others two years ago, as they greeted a pas-

ser-by in knickerbockers with a volley of

insulting remarks. The pedestrian followed

them down the avenue past Thirteenth street

in hopes of finding a policeman, but none
wras in sight. While he was looking for a

guardian of the peace, a storm of abuse came
from the wagon, attracting many spectators

who looked disappointed when the wragon got

around into Christy avenue before a police-

man could be found. The gentleman says he

will see that the men get their deserts if they

ever cross his path again, as he is detei mined
to ascertain in the courts whether hoodlums
are thearbiters of fashion.

—

Po8t-Di8patch.
*

Short cranks are the proper thing for rac-

ing, but let us have longer cranks on the

light roadsters next season.
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Sale and Exchange.
Advertisements inserted in this department at

the rate of one cent per word for each insertion, cash
with the order. This rate is only made to wheelmen
unconnected with the trade. To the trade, regular
rates.

Racek for trade, Used but a few times on the
track, in prime condition; will trade for high-

grade light roadster in good condition. For partic-
luars address, "Racer" care Gazette office.

Wanted. To exchange a solid 18k. hunting case,
stem winding watch, with Waltham movement,

13 jewels, patent regulator, for a good bicycle 50 or
52 inches Willard Hamman, Millwood, Ind.

For sale. Forty-inch Rudge Safety, 1886, practic-
ally new. ridden less than 200 miles. Price $60.

Address, C. R. Marsh, Edinboro, Erie Co., Pa.

For sale. Fifty -four -inch good Standard Colum-
bia bicvcle for sale cheap. Address, C. S. Scott,

Cadiz, Ohio.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

DO YOU WANT A DOG ?

If bo, Bend for DOG BUYERS'
GUIDE, containing colored plates,

lOO engravings of different breeds,

prices they are worth, and where to
buy them. Directions for Training
Dogs and Breeding Ferrets. Mailed
for 15 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog
Furnishing Goods of all kinds. Lj

\|ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POULTRY^
Then send for Practical POUE
TRY HOOK. lOO pages; beau-
tiful colored plate; engravings
of nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip-
tions of the breeds; how to caponize;
plans for poultry houses; information
about incubators, and v* here to buy

|
Eggs from best stock at $1.50
per Hilling. Sent for 15 Cents,per Killing, bent for 15 Cent

If bo, yon need the BOOK OF CAGE
III It lis. 120 pages. ISO illus-
trations. Beautiful colored plate.
Treatment ana breeding of all kinds Cage
birdB, for pleasure and profit. Diseases
and their cure How to build and stock
ap Aviary. All about Parrots. Prices oi
a.' kinds birds, oa^es, etc. Mailed for

la Cents. The . nee Books, lO Cts.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
287 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. g

i/>aw«MgJ~M.mj„R.m~i-^.wg-r.|f~B~pa

For Locking Bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant.
Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Neat, compact, and cheap. Weight only 2£ ounces;
length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writes ; "I bought one of your
Locks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only
Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with; and yet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office.'

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-
paid on receipt of $1.

MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.

IN SECOND-HAND CYCLES AND
SUNDRIES.

«®=Send Stamp for list of Faclles.

ARTHUR MUNSON, Agent,
Stamford, Connecticut,

THE STANDARD SHOE.

This Shoe has every qualification necessary to make it the
best Bicycle Shoe in the world. Uppers warranted genuine
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price, $4,
A liberal discount made to dealers. Please send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC fl ft

SPECIFIC No, aO
In use 30 years. The only successful remedy for

Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 6 vials and larpe vial powder, for $6.
SOLD BY IDRUGfiiSTS, or sent postpaid on receipt, of

price.—Humphreys' Mcdlciue Co., lUtt FulUtn St., N. X.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE,
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle
Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal
discount to dealers. Manufactured by

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS1

USE

HAWK'S LIQUID EffllEL.
BECAUSE

It has no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles.
Every bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction.

A fine brush is given with every bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I ean fit ANY BICYCLE with COW-BZOBN
HANDLE-BARS for $4.50 iter pair.

SIDNEY J. FRANCIS,
Special Terms to Dealers. FITCHBURG, MASS.

Eureka Home Trainer
And Bicycle Stand.

A well made practical machine that 110 rider can
afford to be without. Develope your muscles and
keep in condition.

For Sale by Cycle Manufacturers and Dealers.

Price $^.50
M. A. WOODBURY, Mfgr,

Bradford, r»ei.

IXTheelmen's C&kds

For the following Divisions:

Massachusetts,
New York,
New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Missouri,

Kentucky, Michigan,
Iowa, Minnesota.

Price, $1.00 per 100. Price, 75 cts. per 50.

Printed ( n heavy board, with tinted ground
Name, address, etc., Included.

C. H. TDWNBEND,
27 Arch St. NEWARK, N. J.

When -writisrj.g: to ad-ver-
tisers please mention the
Geiasetrte.
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New American Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E.
Duffy, Patent Attorney, Washington, I) C, of whom
copies and information may be obtained

Patents granted of interest to wheelmen

for the month ending October 11th, 1887:

370,450. Sept. 27, 1887. George M. Colli-

cutt, of Elgin, New Brunswick, Canada,

bicycle.

371,091. October 4, 1887. Ora M. Miller,

of Greensburg, Indiana, extensible seat.

371,234. October 11, 1887. Curtis H. Veed-

er, of Calumet, Michigan, assignor to the

Pope Manufacturing Company of Portland,

Maine, velocipede.

371,266. October 11, 1887. John Knous,

of Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope
Manufacturing Company, of Portland,

Maine, steering head for velocipedes.

371,326. October 11, 1887. Thomas B. Jef-

fery, of Chicago, 111., bicycle holder.

371,374. October 11, 1887. Karl Schmitt,

of Zittau, Saxony, Germany, velocipede.

371,432. October 11, 1887. James S. Cope-

land, of Hartford, Conn., assignor to the

Pope Manufacturing Company, of Portland

Maine, velocipede.

371,513. October 11, 1887. Valentine H.

Miller, of New York City, .tandem bicycle.

New English Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by
Messrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes, Patent Agents and
Engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London, W. C, of
whom copies and information may be obtained.

11,538. Frank Wilkins, of London, for

improvements in velocipedes.

11,801. Harry Coleman, of London, for

a safety wheel with two rims for cycles and
like purposes.

11,809. Tom Cooke and Williams Henry
Boyens, of London, for improvements in or

relating to bicycles, tricycles, and similar

machines.

11,814. George Singer and Richard Henry
Lea, of London, for improvements in veloci-

pedes.

11,823. Wesley Clegg, of London, for im-

provements in the manufacture of veloci-

pedes and other wheels.

11,837. John Sharp, of Birmingham, for

improvements in velocipedes.

11,922. Auguste Guye, of London, for

an improved bicycle or tricycle bell.

11,943. Thomas Timberlake, of Maiden-
head Berkshire, for an improved velocipede

to carry four or five riders on three or more
wheels.

12.215. Henry John Lawson, of London,
for improvements in and relating to tricy-

cles.

12.216. Henry John Lawson, of London,
for an improved velocipede.

12.217. Henry John Lawson, of London,

improvements in and relating to bicycles.

12,228. Maxwell Hedderwick, of Glasgow,

for improvements in and connected with

cycles.

12,288. William Wallace Ford, of London,

for an improved bicycle.

12,310. George Singer nd Richard Henry
Lea, of London, for improvements in vel-

ocipedes.

12,033. George King, of Portsmouth, for

improvements in lamps for bicycles, tricy-

cles, or other velocipedes.

12,044. Griffith John Stephen, of Liver-

pool, for improvements in bicycles.

12,099. John Toy, of Helston, Cornwall,

for improvements in bicycles and tricycles,

and is more particularly applicable for bi-

cycles.

12,112. P. Roussett and E. Ingold, of

Liverpool, for improvements in wheels for

bicycles, tricycles and other velocipedes.

12,152. Edward A. Felby, of London, for

improvements in dwarf bicycles.

11,554. Joseph Lendon Berry, of Aber-

dare, Glamorganshire, for an improved
method .of making bicycle or other light

wheels.

12,317. Thomas Redman, of Bradford, for

improvements in velocipedes.

12,335. Harry Olive Badger, of Birming-

ham, for the improvements of the cogged

wheels of chain-geared machines or machin-

ery, especially to bicycles and tricycles.

12,343. Moritz Tarnopol, of London, for

improvements in velocipedes.

12364. Cristopher Grant, of Bedford, for

improvements in rear driving safety bicycles.

12413. Frank Wilkins, of London, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

12487. William Fisher and Edward Red-
man, of Brixton, for improvents in veloci-

pedes.

12548. Thomas William Feeley, ofLondon

,

for improvements relating to the wheels of

velocipedes and other vehicles.

12559. Hugh Edwards, of Liverpool, for

improvements in tricycles or other veloci-

pedes.

12564. Morris Woodhead and Paul An-
gois, of Nottingham, for improvements in

relating to velocipedes.

12582. David George Weston, of London,
for improvements in velocipedes.

12586. Robert Edward Phillips, of London,
for improvements in lamps for velocipedes

and other road vehicles.

12588. Henry Wilson, of London, for im-

provements in and relating to velocipedes.

12647. George Barrow, of London, for im-

provements in the construction of veloci-

pedes.

12689. Adam
proved spring

road vehicles.

12716. Harry Lucas and Jesse Forster, of

Birmingham, for an improved saddle for

bicycles, tricycles and other vehicles.

12815. Frederick Harsinan, of Hanwell
Middlesex, for cycle and carriage lamps.

12909. John Boultbee Brooks, of Birming-

ham, for improvements in road carriers for

velocipedes.

12981. John Towsend French, of Dublin,

Burgess, of London, for im-

for velocipedes and other

for improvements in the handles of bicycles.

13023. George Carette, of London, for an

improved toy velocipede.

13100. William Banning, of Birmingham,

for improvements in velocipedes.

13079. Frederick Haisman, of Hanwell,

Middlesex, for a new or improved coupling

for the endless driving chains of velocipedes

and for other endless chains.

13191. John Henry Ha'l and Henry Louis

Phillips, of London, for improvements in and
relating to velocipedes.

Twirling the Typewriter.

The typewriter is a great invention!

Impressed with this fact we procured a Cali-

graph, a few weeks ago with the intention

of preparing our copy with it. When the

instrument arrived, we stepped to the com-
posing room door, and with one of our large

parallel-bearing smiles we told the comps.

that we had a little surprise in store for

them; in the future we would furnish them
with typewriter copy.

Those who have gazed with awe upon our
reckless, unaffected hand-writing, know
with what joy the message was received.

It was truly touching to see the great, round
tears come into the foreman's eyes as he
suggested that the office boy rush the

growler in honor of the occasion.

Then we went in and sat down to our in-

strument, and preparatory to rushing off

our week's copy we run over the alphabet so

as to get onto the proper motion and steer-

ing, as it were. We were afraid at first that

some of the letters had been left off the key
board, but finally we found them all. Then
we took a fresh sheet of paper, carefully in-

serted it and settled down to business.

That was about two o'clock. It was half

past four when we pulled out the same sheet

of paper and gazed upon our work. It read:
If bl.fly rOwe goes To enbland NeXt sevsOn?
dick hoxeLL willhave A haRdKmvee to hce

;

Yes the typewriter is a great invention.

Pre-eminent among its strong qualities is its

ability to make one feel what a poor, weak
worm the human being is, anyway.

We often hear the remarks "Bicycles like

sewing machines will be cheaper after a
wh'le: The patents keep the price up etc."

If we can judge the future by the past, there

is little if any ground, for these statements.

We are reliably informed that the royalty on
a complete bicycle required by the patent

owners has been reduced to five dollars on
each machine; while the actual figures show
that the average price paid for high grade bi-

cycles from 1880 to 1887 has increased from

$90.00 to $125.00 each. A duty of fifty per

cent is exacted by the United States on a

large portion of the raw material which goes

into a bicycle and which as yet has to be im
ported. This and the immense expense of

the first cost and maintainance of the manu-
facturing plant, and the exacting demands
of the experienced wheelmen for perfect ma-
chines is what makes them come high.

—

Ft.

Wayne Gazette.

A bicycle club has been organized in Bel-

laire, Ohio.
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is called

The Bicycle.

The bicycle is the modern substitution for

the horse. It is much swifter and a great

deal stronger, as any one can see who has

ever watched the bicycle when it came to a

stand-still and bucked. It will throw a man
twice as far as a horse can, and instead of

running away itjumps on him and holds him

down. This is one reason why the bicycle is

driving the horse out of the market. A man
doesn't like to have to hunt his horse up

every time he gets thrown. It is much
pleasanter to have the bicycle hunt him up.

The bicycle consists of two wheels and a

back-bone. The seat is sometimes on the

back-bone, and sometimes in front. When
it is in front it is called "a header." The

two wheels run in the same plane, until that

plane is intersected by a stone or a rut.

Then the wheels stop running, and the

rider's nose begins. This feat

"painting his vest red." It is

not a difficult feat to learn—in

fact, it is rather difficult to avoid.

When a bicycle runs down hill,

it is customary for the rider to

put on the brake. This is not

done because he d'slikes to ride

fast, but because he wishes to

gaze upon the scenery more in-

tently—and especially upon that

portion of the scenery which lies

directly in front of the large

wheel of the machine. The
brake is a very cunning arrange-

ment, it consists of a hollow

spoon-shaped piece of steel,

which fits over the tire of the

large wheel, and is pressed down
upon it by a lever. Some riders

do not believe in using a brake.

They prefer to take their header

at the foot of the hill instead of

half way up. It saves time.

Besides being swifter, stronger

and more affectionate than a

horse, the bicycle is also cheaper

—about one hundred dollars.

Its food, however, is somewhat
more costly. The horse is con-

tented with oats and hay.

The bicycle must have cloth.

There is one thing which is very fortunate

for those who wish to purchase bicycles—the

the number of second-hand machines offered

for sale is always quite large. This is, of

course, to be expected from the great popu-

larity of the bicycle, and is one of its chief

recommendations as compared with the old-

fashioned horse. A second-hand bicycle "as

good as new," may be purchased at any

time for "considerable less than it cost its

owner." This is true when the doctor's and
clothier's bills are taken into the account.

Nor need it be feared that the second-hand

bicycle is at all lacking in the distinctive

qualities of the original article. I have seen

a young man with his nose out of joint, and
four distinct lame spots in his gait, who as-

sured me that his machine was a second-

hand one—that is, that it was for sale. The
second-hand bicycle, like the confirmed

mule, is often more energetic than the young
and inexperienced article.

Those who expend their money upon bi-

cycles are fond of trying to make their

friends believe that it is the easiest thing in

the world to learn to ride. Well, so it is.

The bicycle can be mastered in much less

time than it takes to learn a trade, and when
the art is once learned it can never be for-

gotten. There is something about the bicy-

cle which sticks by a person. Sometimes it

is the dust—sometimes the oil; more fre-

quently a mixture of the two.

If the practical man asks, what are a few
of the principal uses of the bicycle? it is easy

to enumerate them as follows : 1, The bicy-

cle is a good road machine; i. e., it is the

machine for a good road. 2, It removes su-

perfluous fat, both by external and internal

methods. 3, It never runs away unless there

is somebody on top of it. 4, It displays the

calf. There is probably no other method of

practical road-machine, unexcelled in re-

moving stones from the public highway and
in indicating the pressnce of sand. Next to

the wheelbarrow, it is the safest known car-

riage. It never bites ladies or children, and
doesn't scare worth a cent. If you want fun,

buy a bicycle; if you don't—buy one, too.

The bicycle never disappoints. It is right

there every time.

—

Paul Pastnor in Puck.

Long On Bicycling But Short On Literature.

Remarks By We.
Karl Kron may consider himself rather

shrewd at keeping his name and his book
before the public, but the fact of the matter
is, he is lamentably lacking in enterprise.

If he had any real style about him he would
arrange with some one, presumably G.

Lacey Hillier, to find a cipher in his book
that would prove the authorship to belong

to some one else, Ned Oliver for instance.

We believe that a little ingenuity backed up
by some arbitrary rule susceptable of num-

erous exceptions would develope
quite a respectable little cipher.

If such a plan is not accepta-

ble, what's to hinder Karl from
having his diamonds stolen, or

publicly snubbing somebody.
The absence of diamonds among
his schedule of goods and chat-

ties wouldn't make any differ-

ence, so actresses assure us, and
as for snubbing, if he couldn't

safely perform that on any one
else, he might snub a canal boat.

Scene.—Fortnightly meeting of the Ho.rburi/ Emerson Club.

Miss Smalltalk.—"Mr. Griggs, what Is your opinion of Howells ? Don't

you think he is just grand!"
MR. (iRiiiCiS (from Minneapolis) "Howell's all right as far as he goes ; but

say, did you ever see Frank Dlngley? Well, I bet two to one he can do
Howell up on a hundred miles."

Nothing will more strongly

impress one with the great ad-

vancement of cycle construction

in this country, than a compari-

son of an old style Victor tricy-

cle, with the new '87 pattern. It

was only a few years ago that

the loop frame Victor was with-

out a superior anywhere, but

now what a change has come.

We have one of each of these

machines here at Indianapolis,

and they frequently go out to-

gether, and the spirited way in

which the ladies in the party

speak for the new Victor must

locomotion which combines all of the above

advantages.

Quite lately there has appeared a new kind

of bicycle called the tricycle. This instru-

ment differs from the bicycle in that it runs

on three wheels and has no seat in front. It

can get over somewhat more ground in a

day than a rocking-chair, but is not so com-
fortable to ride.

The future of the bicycle is very promis-

ing. It has already revolutionized the

science of locomotion, and has become such

a familiar object on the rural highway that

only one granger out of seven wants to know
if "that ere thing is a new-fangled sort of a

mowin'-machine?" The time is surely com-

ing when everybody will own a bicycle—not

necessarily for locomotion, but only as evi-

dence of good credit.

The bicycle is not a toy—anybody who has

ever wrestled with it will admit that. It is a

make the old "hay cart's" heart feel sore.

The wheelmen of New York city have
shown themselves either extremely parsi-

monious or unexcusably careless in respond-

ing to the appeal made by their chief counsul

for funds to defray the expenses of the "Lib-

erty bill." The passage of the Park bill left

the Division $800 in debt. The contributions

towards this deficit to date have been about

$300. Of this amount $130 comes from the

New York and Citizen's club; leaving but

$170 as representing the generosity of 1,800

Leaguewheelmen in New York.

Daisie says: "The woman who rides a

tandem gets along very fast with little ex-

penditure of force," which is just about the

size of it from a horrid masculine point of

view.
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In estimating premiums for the

WHEELMEN'S RECORD,
One subscription for the Record will count

the same as two for the Gazette, except

where only one subscription is sent. We
cannot give any premium for less than two
subscribers. Thus if a certain premium is

offered for ten subscribers, it will be given

for six subscribers to the Gazette and two
to the Record, or for five subscribers to the

Record.

EUREKA HOME TRAINER

Absolutely essential to every wheelman who wants
to keep In good riding condition during the winter
months. Now used in all parts of the country and
recognized as the popular trainer. Given for 30
Subscribers.

TRICYCLE BUNDLE CARRIER.

Given for 10 Subscribers.

STANDARD CYCLOMETER.
One of the best cyclometers in tin-

market. With each instrument the

manufacturers furnish a certificate

of accuracy. The action is positive

and continuous; the dial can be read

from the saddle; it can be used with

or without a hub lamp. A lamp
attachment is sent with each cyclom-

eter. In ordering, give size and
make of wheel, size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub
shoulders inside.

Price $10. Given for 85 sub-

scribers, or 20 subscribers and
$3.50.

COW-HORN HANDLE-BARS.

The handsomest, strongest, and best bars in the market.

Complete, with brake-lever and bracket, all nicely nickeled.

Price $4.50. Given for IS subscribers, or 10 subscrib rs

and $2.

'

CARTER'S STAR FOOT-REST.
Worth more than any

other accessory to the
Star. Especially adapt-
ed to riding down rough hills; without
it the rider must bear a good deal of

weight on the handle-bar, making it tiresome, but with this

foot-rest he is kept securely in the saddle without any incon-
venience, and controls the wheel far more easily and of course
with much greater pleasure.

Price $1. Given for 3 subscribers.

LAMSON'S
LUGGAGE

CARRIER.

The most useful of

attachments for bicycles,

Price $1.
subscribers.

Given for

THE KIRKPATRICK SADDLE.

This saddle aims at the health and comfort of the rider. It

has springs at both ends, and is self-adjusting in width, the
long cut allowing it to yield to the shape .if the ridl I at

moving pressure from the perin.ium. ( iive make of mat

Price $6. Given for 2-1 subscribers, or 12 subscribers and
$3.

THE STANDARD BELL.

Nickel '^i ni^ ami fast-

enings; si inches in di-

ameter: absolutely the
loudest bicycle bell in

use.

Price $1. < oven for

4 subscribers.

FOOTE'S ANTI-HEADER.

Effective, reliable, simple, light, and cheap, Can !

to any bicycle in two minutes. It acts, when in position, by
preventing the forks from moving forward faster than the top
of the wheel. When tin- wheel encounters .ui obstac le and the
forks attempt to swing forward, they are i lamped momentarily
to the rim and carry the wheel forward and over tin- obstacle,
if not too large. As it offers mi obstnu tion -it any time to the
forward motion of the wheel, if the latter i-. carried to the lop
of the obstacle before the rider passes tin center of gravity it

will roll on and he will not fall. It prevent f the
wheel rolling back from under the rider when climbing steep
hills. It steadies the running of a bicycle by preventing all

kicking up of the little wheel.

Price $1.50. Given for 6 subscribers.

CALL WHISTLE.

furnished ^idi\ good whist,

watch-chain

I'rice 35c. Given for 2 subscribe

CHIMING BELL.
Nickel double bells and fasten

ings; 2 J inches in diameter ; dm -

not rattle ; sounds two distini I

musical notes. This bell has been
entirely remodeled.

Price $1.50. Given foi ti

scribe rs.

BICYCLE LOCK.
. shackle, sell '

'v durable : with 12

inches of chain. Nickel - plated
and fim

'•'< Given for 3 sub-
scribers.
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THE STAR LAMP.
Will stand strong winds and

rough roads without flickering.

Price, japanned, $5; given
fur IS subset iUtv Nickeled,

£6.50; given for 22 subscrib-

THE ECLIPSE LAMP.
Noiseless, and warranted inextinguish-

able, being evenly balanced with Shef-
field steel springs. New and improved
spring bolt and catch, so as to be easily

fixed in any machine. Side and back
lights. Fitted with all the latest im-
provements, All parts riveted.

Price §4.50. Given for l(i subscrib-

ers, or 8 subscribers and $2.

VICTOR
SWING SADDLE.

The leather sent of this saddle, being easily put on and off,

can be taken off at every stop, thus keeping the seat dry, and
also effectually locking the machine, as it cannot be ridden
without the saddle. Its construction admits of any desired
tension, leaving little to be desired in a saddle.

Price. $6. (liven for 24 subscribers, or 12 subscribers and

IDEAL HANDLES.
Ebonite, with lar^

ball-shaped ends.

Price $1.50 a pair,

Given for 4 subscrib-

GOULD SPOKE CYCLOMETER.

Fastened to either side of the machine upon the inside of

one of the spokes. Nickel -plated, ij inches in diameter,
weighs only 2 ounces, and is practically dust- and water-proof.
State size of machine and kind of spokes it is to fit.

Price $4. Given for 16 subscribers, or 8 subscribers and

THE GEM LAMP.
The cheapest hub lamp in the mar-

ket, fitted with all the latest improve-
ments ; grooved and riveted, and
guaranteed not to come apart with the
fiercest heat; £-inch wind-up burner,

to turn from outside of lamp ; 2^-inch
glass, side and back lights ; finished in

full nickel.

Price $3. ( liven for 12 subscrib-
ers, or 6 subscribers and $1.

MINIATURE HANDLE-BARS.

Something new. Every wheelman should have one of these

little handle-bars for watch-chain or pin. Tapered bars, with

ebonite handles, either straight, dropped, or cow-horn, as may
be preferred.

Price, nickeled §1.25, heavy rolled gold $2. Nickeled
given for 5 subscribers; rolled gold given for 8 subscribers, or

4 subscribers and Si.

IDEAL LAMP.
Will fit all sizes of bicycles,

from 30-inch upwards. Also
adapted for tricycles. Nick-
eled.

Price $3. Given for 12
subscribers.

DUPLEX WHISTLE

Made of brass, nickel - plated ; consists of two barrels of
different lengths, producing a discordant sound which can be
In n.l ,1 long distance. With chain.

Price (>0c. t liven for '_' subsi i ibers.

PERFECTION HEATER.

CHALLENGE
LAMP.

Fits any size bicycle

over 30-inch. Nickeled.

Price §3.75. Given
for 15 subscribers.

new McDonnell
cyclometer.
The small figures

around the dial rep-

resent hundredths
of miles; the hand
makes a complete
revolution of the
dial for each mile
traveled, and the
figures to which the
hand at any time

points show the

fraction of a mile
traveled. Radica
changes have been
made this season,

and we offer the
instrument in its

improved form.

Price $5 by mail.

Given for 20 sub-
scribers.

The superiority of this saddle consists in the use of a coiled

supporting spring placed behind the seat, secured by a link to

the metal leather support ; the leather is very close to the

backbone, but sufficiently* removed to avoid contact, although

considerable vertical movement of the spring is obtained.

Price $3.50. Given for 15 subscribers, or 8 subscribers

and $1.75.

CHALLENGE TOOL-BAG.

Made of fine leather, finished in red morocco color, alliga'or

pattern, bound edges, and lined inside ; has two fastenings,

and is conveniently arranged for holding and removing of

tools, as shown above.

Price $1.50. Given for 6 subscribers.

O.W. CO. LAMPS.

For cementing rubber tire; a practical and useful article for
every wheelman ; saves time, money, and accidents.

Price $1. Given for 4 subscribers.

Completely provides for holding the bicycle either side up.
It is easy to clean one's machine when inverted on an Acme
stand. Every rider should own one.

Price $2. Given for 8 subscribers, or 4 subscribers and $1.

These lamps have very deep reflectors ; they show a white

light ahead, green light to starboard, red light to port, and two
red lights astern, They are made almost wholly with rivets,

and the hub lamps have metal bearings to go on the axle, thus
doing away with the screw fenders.

Prices— Head Lamp, enameled, $4.50. given for IS sub-

scribers; nickeled, $(>, given for 24 subscribers; Hub Lamp,
enameled. $5, given for 20 subscribers; nickeled, #7, given
for 28 subscribers.
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RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER.
A charming book of poems, by Chris Wheelei ; 151pp., 410 .

printed on heavy plate paper; bound in full cloth, stamped in

ink and gold, with gilt edges. A charming book foi presi nta-

linn tn your friends, or for Christmas.

Prici $9. Given for (> subscribers, or IS subscribers and SI.

POCKET DRINKING-
CUP.

Folds together and goes in

a handsome nickeled watch-
case. Weighs only i ounce.

Price *»0c.

subscribers.

z. & s.

HOSE SUPPORTERS.
These excel -ill others for comfort and

ease. The supporters pass over the shoul-

ders and down each leg, as shown in the

cut. They can be worn under the flannel

shirt, arc easily adjusted, and have no
bands to chafe or stop circulation.

Price 65c. per pair. Given for - sub-

scribers.

BUFFALO HOME TRAINER.

(riven for 2

This machine affords an in-

valuable means of exercise, its

systematic use promotingthe
health and strength of the en-

tire system, by increasing res-

piration, quickening circula-

tion, and developing the vol-

untary muscles. It is an in-

dispensable adjunct to gym-
nasiums, and forms a very

attractive feature in bicycle

club rooms, affording mem-
bers opportunities for train-

ing, time races, etc. It is also

exactly suited for home use.

The scale for regulating the

degree i >i resistance to be over-

come, and the alarm cy< lome-
ter for measuring the amount
of work done at any given re-

sistance, admit of graded exer-
cise, capable of modification to

suit the Strength of every user,

without danger of over-exer-
tion. For the use of racing
men it is indispensable, afford-

ing the same exercise as the
bicycle, and enabling them to
puisne a regular and system-
atic course of training during
all seasons and all weathers.
As a means of practicing (puck
pedaling and spurting it is

unequaled.

Price $30. Given for 100
subscribers, or 50 subscribers

and Jftl5, or 80 subscribers

and 820.

TELESCOPIC TOOL-BAG.
Made of superior

leather, and fin-

ished with strong

brass clasps.

Price $1.50.-
(liven for 6 sub-
si ribers

Z. 8t S.

STAR STEP.
Will tit any Star; is an

absolute ne< essity to every

Star i ider
;
gives a broad,

firm foothold; enables the

It ai ner to readily master

the mount Weiphs only

5 ounces, With this step

the Star can be mounted
in the dark with no danger
of slipping. Try one and
be convinced.

Price SI. Given for 4
subscribers.

ANTI-RUST NICKEL PASTE.
For coating the bright or nickeled parts Of wheels

before storing for the winter. A simple and effec-

tive preparation. Give for 2 Subscribers.

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.

Made of kangaroo or dongola, as maj be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle

Shoe made.

Price SI pel pair. Given for 1<> subscribers, or 8 subscrib

ers and $-•

Z. 8t S.

TOOL-BAG.
Tliis tool-bag, improved last sea-

son, was the first of its kind on the

market. It has merit. Most ar-

ticles that are imitated have. The
price has been reduced, the bag
made narrower, with more Space
inside, and the quality, strength,
.ind linish have been improved.

i'i ice by mail, $1.00. Given
for 6 subscribers.

BICYCLE STAND
AND

CAMP STOOL.
Can be used as a stand, converted

into a stool, used for cleaning, or folded
into small spat e ; adjustable to any size

bit yi ie. Weight $\ pounds.

Price $2. Given for 8 subscribers,
or 4 subscribers and SI.

AUTOMATIC BICYCLE LOCK.

For locking bicycles. New, novel, and elegant. Applied
instantly, neat, compact, and cheap. Weight ->' oum
length 4 inches.

Price $1 ; given for 4 subscribers. Nickel-plated.

ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
The greatest i onvenient e

f.,i traveling wheelmen. Can
be applied in an instant, is

convenient t" carrj .
always

ready, and does not need beat

to make it hold.

Price 25c. per roll. < liven

for 2 subscribers.

SPOKE WRENCH.
Foi adjusting direct spokes. I Ine of the

best iii the market.

Price 75c. Given for 3 subscribers.

BICYCLERS' GLOVES.
with open backs, made from genuine buck, rein-

forced where the greatest wear coitus, open
Qngers, Fastening across the back of wrist, (to
avoid catting the hand in case of fall). Given for 8

Subscribers.

BOSTON CLUB CAP.

Boston Club, and has be-

come I down shields the
eyes from the sun. Colon

Price ^1.75. Givei 6

A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE.

Ridden, written, and illustrated by [os ph and Elizabeth
Rollins Pennell. i vol., quai

Price •"><•<
.

i iivi n [oi - uba i

.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE.

Bifurcated and universally adjustable. Adjustable in height
m front and rear; adjustable in width and length; adjustable
in tension . ad u i i om
fortable coasting plate. The only S
above

i
ts. except adjustability in tension. Nickeled. Give

make of machine.

Pric<

$2.50.

£.">. Given for Is. subscribers, or !• subscribi

/EOLUS BALL PEDALS.

During thi pa e pedals have continued to grow in

favor, theii ' ine due to the feature of automatic
adjustment to the curve "t the foot, which is the result ..i the

square rubber used ; this maki
.qiiaie rubbei pedal as safe a- a rat-trap.

Price $10. Given foi (0 20
and .S."i.

DAYTON BYCICLE STAND.

Made of ash, strong and light; can be used as a
stand, can bo used In Cleaning wheel and will tit

wheel of an; Size. The most popular stand in use.
Given for 8 subscribers.

IMPORTED ENAMEL.
Put up In large bottles, tor enameling or re

touching bicycles. Given tort Subscribers.
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STEEL WINGS.
A Cycling Romance,

By CHRIS. WHEELER, Author of

'RHYMES OF THE ROAD AND RIVER

Part i, England.

n the eastern coast of England, in the neighbor-

hood of the little town of Bardesly, might have
been seen about five years ago, and no doubt may

still be seen there, a large old-fashioned house standing on the crest

of a gently rising knoll of ground, and facing seaward. An old-fash-

ioned, old-time looking building, which at once caused you, on your
first glance at it, to inadvertently let your mind run back ever so

many years, until you caught yourself thinking of your great-grand-

mother or some other equally historic personage. An old-fashioned

place sure enough it was, and it seemed to have a spirit of shyness

within its sombre precincts which not even the most lavish attentions

of the sunshine, continually courting its walls, could remove. And
this same spirit of shyness, as it were, hovering over the place, was
a very curious one; you knew that it was there, and yet you could

not find it. It had not even the boldness or presumption to look,

however furtively, from out ofthe heavy, staid windows that adorn-

ed and relieved the sameness of the old walls, and which same win-

dows sat in their places as if they had occupied their positions from

time immemorial. And indeed they might have done so for all that

the good people living in the neighborhood knew of their history, on

of the old-time story of the building of which they formed a part.

For Larch Hill—such was the name of the place—boasted a history,

and bore the reputation of being a very old place, indeed,—so old

that even the old folks of Bardesly had given up for years and years

the puzzling task of tracing back beyond seven generations the his-

tory of its vicissitudes, and the varying fortunes of its inmates and
owners through olden times. Every one about Bardesly knew that

Larch Hill was a very ancient place, but somehow or other the in-

terest attaching to it from this fact seemed to lie among the old folks.

The younger generation of the time of which we are now writing did

not lay much stress on the fact of its being old, and perforce inter-

esting. Their fathers and grandfathers and grand dames had in

youth a venerating regard of its age and associations, which regard

had been instilled into them by their immediate progenitors, but

somehow or other each generation had been taking less and less stock

in the place, and evincing less interest in past events or persons con-

nected with them. So sentiment with respect to Larch Hill, was grad-

ually lost in the modern stream of common sense ideas, until now,
as I remarked before, any interest attaching to the place on the score

of age, rested with the old people who partially remembered some of

the characteristics which clung to the close of the last century, and
the beginning of the present one.

Of course the changing manners of the age had something to do
with this fact, and the railways which brought the surroundings of

Larch Hill into contact with remote parts of the country, and the

telegraph which told Bardesly what the outer world was doing, and
the newspapers, which confessed to know as much or more than the

Prime Minister himself, as to the proper policy for the government
to pursue,—all these had their finger in the great pie of change and
trasformation. "Change for the better, of course," as old Parson
Nebley, of Bardesly, would say when he preached one of his political

sermons, though if a member of his appreciative congregation could

have seen his reverence's manuscript he would have beheld a small
note of interrogation after the sentence. Change for the better,

however, or change for the worse, at the time of which we speak, the
quaint old windows of Larch Hall looked out, as they had always
looked, from their vantage points in the wall, and gazed vacantly
right straight out over the waters of the North Sea. Nobody knew
how many, or what strange sights had been witnessed by these old
windows, or had been seen through them by the inmates of the house.
No doubt they were as familiar as need be with sparkling waters
and raging billows, sunlight and storm, and quiet breezes, as well as
with the sleet and rain and sharp, sheering wind, for when the
pitiless northeast wind swept in from the sea they bore the full

brunt of its furious blast.

At the time of which we write, the house which for some time had
been uninhabited, had just become tenanted by an old gentleman,
his daughter, and her aunt, his sister-in-law. John Saxton, the gen-
tleman referred to, was a retired Indian officer, who had seen perhaps
sixty summers, and the deep furrows on his otherwise open and
genial face, told that some of them at least had not been without
their troubles and reverses. The eye, however, that looked out from
under the gray, shaggy brow was still sharp and quick, and the de-
cided curve ofthe eye-lid setting well up under the brow, and drop-
ping but seldom, told that the same characteristics of decision and
energy marked John Saxon now, as had distinguished him on field

and in council, in the scenes and actions of the far East, in person
he was robust and strong, the erect form and regular step evincing
the nature of his early training. And yet the trade of arms had not
called him until pretty well along in the life, and Indian records
knew not his name until he had reached his thirty-fifth year. Now
the white hair and furrowed brow told of something more than the
mere routine of barrack life or the temporary fatigues of military re-

view days. John Saxton had married young, and for twenty-one
years had enjoyed the felicity of having a bright example of true

womanhood to share his joys and sorrows. Two children had been
the fruit of this union, a boy and a girl, who, fostered by the care of
a loving mother, and equally loving and watchful father, had grown
to advanced youth before the vigors of a ten years' residence in India

laid the seeds of an ailment in their mother, which removed her on
short notice on that journey, which, once taken, can never be re-

traveled. Losing his wife just as the period of his foreign service

was being completed, Mr. Saxton returned to England with his

daughter Florence, then eighteen years old, and found his son John
dividing his thoughts between remembrances of his mother, whom
he was to see no more in this life, and the pleasures and triumphs of

a successful examination at Cambridge, where he had come out
among the first in the engineering class. The society of his daughter
and the collegiate success of "young John," as he styled his son,

did much, no doubt, to take Major Saxton's mind away from the

contemplation of late events, for, though moulded in the stern school

of war, the sudden dismise of his wife and the parting of friends and
associations of so many years' standing, preyed somewhat on the mind
of the old soldier; for say what we may of the pleasures and satis-

faction of a return to our native land, yet if we have been absent for

many years, old friends have passed away, and their well-remembered
places are occupied by others whom we know not; old associations

and familiar landmarks have either been crowded out, or are so

mixed up with what is new and strange, that we feel almost like a

stranger, under circumstances which ought to make us, we think,

feel just the reverse. Somewhat after this fashion felt John Saxton
on his arrival in England, where, landing at Southampton, he made
a few days' stay with an old naval acquaintance, and then proceeded
on to London.
Here he remained for some months arranging his affairs, and then,

having received sanction for his retirement, threw up his calling,

and looked around for the rest which he felt that he so badly needed.

It was during one of his thinking moments that he made the resolve

to take up his residence at the quiet old home in Blakeshire, which
we have been noticing, and which had descended to him through
several generations as a sort of heirloom from the stiff old Roger
Saxton, whose Jacobite predilections had gained for him throughout
the "North County" the sobriquet of "King Charlie."

The only drawback to this plan of action was the fact that the ed-

ucation of his daughter Florence could not well be finished in such a
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comparatively remote locality as Larch Hill. For some reasons out-

side of this, even, he might have preferred a residence in the capital,

but the advantages which it would undoubtedly offer to Florence

was the principal reason for his hesitating about leaving it. There,

too, he would have the society of men like himself, who remembered

him from having met him abroad, and who respected him for what

they remembered. But then there were two reasons which militated

against his taking up his residence in London. One was his nat-

urally reserved disposition, rendered doubly so by his recent bereave-

ment, and the other was the expense which such a residence would

necessarily entail. Though far from being stinted, Major Saxton's

income was not calculated to stand great expense, and the life which

he would naturally lead in the capital, from the very force of old

associations, would not be calculated to deal very gently with his

purse. The education of his son, it is true, was complete, or nearly

so. So, after mature consideration, he arrived at the conclusion that,

for many reasons, a residence in the country was preferable to one

in the town; but even after making the resolve to quit London, he

was half inclined to let the carrying out of his determination depend
on the wishes of his daughter Florence.

^r^ «M • Chapter n.

With respect to persons and places unknown to us and of which we form
Ideas, reasons will very often draw of them for us a fairly correct outline, but
imagination will Invariably fllll in high lights and the low lights, the sunshine
and the shade, of our often -treasured idea.

"Who are you writing to Florence?" asked Major Saxton one
morning as he walked into the hotel room where his daughter was
busy over her desk.

"To Jack, father. Have you anything which you wish me to tell

him?"
"No; nothing in particular," said her father. "I have, however,

something which I desire to say to yourself; but meanwhile, until

you have finished your brother's letter, I will amuse myself looking

over the paper which he sent me yesterday."

Taking a seat, and drawing a provincial paper from his pocket,

the Major was soon interested in its contents. The steady scratch,

scratch of Florence's pen, and the heavy breathing of the reader,

were the only sounds which broke the stillness of the room for the

space of about fifteen minntes, except at times when the crisp sheets

of the newspaper were crumpled and turned over by the reader,

Suddenly, however, the Major broke the stillness of the apartment
by giving an emphatic slap to his right knee, and uttering an ex-

pressive and satisfied grunt, which proceeding on his part caused
Flore nco to start slightly, and to drop a blot on her last sheet.

"Oh, father! just look at what you have made me do to Jack's

letter; it is all spoiled. O, dear, I can never get a letter written

without some mistake or misfortune occurring," and Florence made
a furious dash for the blotter.

"Good!" said the Major, not heeding the direct effect produced on
his daughter's equanimity by the miniature ink deluge. "Never
mind, Florrie, what you have been doing to your letter. Can you
guess, girlie, what Jack has been doing, the scamp?"
"What Jack has been doing!" cried Florence, about to get into a

second flurry over the prospect of hearing some news. "What is it?

Just wait a little until I dry this horrid blot,—there now!"
"Certainly; we'll wait a bit. You have not finished yet, Florrie.

Don't you want to scratch that blot out? Here is my pen-knife."

"O, bother the blot—no ! Jack will not mind it. What about him,
father? I suppose you will keep me in ignorance now for half an
hour or so."

"That depends on yourself, 'fussy.' What do you think this broth-

er of yours has been doing?"

"Not winning another prize at an examination?" she replied in-

quiringly. "O, that's not it. His 'exam's," as he calls them, are all

over."
- "No, that's not it. Try again, Florrie."

"Well, he can't be married," ventured the guesser in an awe-struck
voice, getting closer to the newspaper and its possessor. "He can-
not have been getting married?"
"No, he is not married,—at least as far as I know," said the Major,

half laughing. "You silly little goose. Don't you know that Jack
has something better to think about than getting married?"

"I am sure I don't know what he has been doing," said Florenc.

"He cannot have won another prize, and he is not, married. Surely

he has not been fighting, after the fashion of those German students

we were reading about yesterday?"

"Now you're wrong on every head, Florrie. Jack is not married.

He has not carried off any more college honors, but he has been

fighting, after a fashion, and, 'by George,' he has been winning, too,"

said the Major, grasping his paper tightly.

"Let me see," said Florence, trying to capture the paper.

"There now. Don't take the sheet away from under my very

nose, you saucy little girl. Wait until I read the news for you."

"O, but do make haste. You are only joking, father. Jack in a

prize fight! well, the idea is ridiculous!"

"And who said that he had been? Confound a woman's impa-
tience," said the Major, growing th« least bit irascible.

"There now," said Florence, giving him a kiss, "go on; I saw the

heading, and I know all about it. Jack has been racing on his bicy-

cle. Now, I'm a silly goose, am I?"

"Certainly you are," aaid Mr. Saxton, as he proceeded to read the

following extract:

At Blakey sports yesterday, the famous North of England bicyclist, Joe Hard
ing, was beaten at five miles by a young student from Cambridge, named
Saxton. The race was Saxton's second one, and it is not the first time that a
"camtab" has shown well upon the bicycle track, and the incident goes a long
way towards exploding the conventional Idea that uncut hair, weak lungs,

and bent shoulders, topped by a sallow but of course intellectual face, should
be the distinguishing features of the aspirant for college honors. As Mr.

Saxton has carried off the laurels of his class at Cambridge, we congratulate
him on his success in boih fields of education, mental and physical.

"That's from the Blakley News," said Major Saxton, laying down
the paper.

"How perfectly splendid," said Forence. "Let me see the paper,

father. Why, Jack is going to be a great man. How I do like those

bicycles, though for many reasons I think that if I were Jack I should

prefer a horse. How I do wish that we were away in the country."

"Hallo!" exclaimed the Major throwing down his paper. "Why
I declare, Florrie, I will soon begin to believe that I am a born

strategist. Here I have got from you nearly all that I wanted with-

out having to ask a single question. A project for our going to the

country was just what I wished to talk to you about."

"Well, I believe that I am a 'silly goose.' There now, father, I

suppose I have lost a grand chance to pay back your high opinion

of my good sense; but what have you to tell me? I don't think that

I have committed myself yet."

"You have, very nearly," said the Major. "Now, here's the

whole secret : I have been thinking that we might take up our

quarters at old Larch Hill. What say you, Florence, my girl? Shall

we quit London?"
A gleam of pleased surprise came into Florence's eyes, as she

answered : "Why, of course, I would like above all things to go, if

that is what you mean, father; but you know best what we ought to

do." Then drawing her chair closer, and placing her hand on his

shoulder, she continued: "I like the idea. How nice it would be to

getaway from all the noise and confusion of the city, and find our-

selves among the green fields and hedges."

"Why, Florrie," said the Major, smiling, you are getting romantic.

If romance is all you want, you will find plenty of it in London.
How about the new friends you have made?"

"O, I don't think that it would absolutely kill them to loose me,
and I am not sufficiently acquainted with them to feel much con-

cern at giving them up. How pleasant it would be to live in real

England, for I am such a 'silly goose,' you know, father, that I do
not believe this London is a part of England at all."

"Well, there's where you are mistaken, Florrie. London is Eng.
land in a certain sense, and yet in another sense London is the

world."

"That is the sense in which it appears to me, father, You know
we have not gone out much since coming here, and I suppose I am
doing wrong in hastily imagining that England is not what I thought

it was, but you remember all that mother used to tell us of her old

home and of her English friends."

A very small shade passed over the Major's brow, or rather across

his eyes. Florence noticed it, and, throwing her arms round his

neck, she laid her head on his shoulder. From this manner it would
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appear that the old soldier was used to this method of procedure on
the part of his daughter, for, taking one of her hands in his great

brown palms, he allowed her to nestle close to him, while he looked

straight before him out of the open window, as if he saw far away
some vision of other days. Perhaps his metal gaze rested on some
old field of strife, and he watched once more, with a trained and
calculating eye, a long red line that glinted and gleamed in the sun-

light. Or more likely he caught a glimpse of features that belonged

once to a fair young English face, which, gazed upon often and
often by him in love and admiration, could now only be seen reflect-

ed in the disc of memory, or looking forth from another face that

was lying j ust now so close to his own. Whatever were his thoughts,

he turned his eyes on his daughter's features, and holding her hand
in one of his, with his other he smoothed back the fair hair from

her forehead, and, after a few moments' pause for though, said :

"Yes, Florrie, I think we will go; but what will my little girl do
for company? How will she like to be always ordered about and
commanded by such an old soldier as I am? What will she do for

friends of her own age and taste, eh? And how will she ever learn

all about the manners and habits of this new world of "Old England,"
which is so different from her late Indian home! If you can give a

fair answer, and a satisfactory one, to all these queries, Florrie, per-

haps we can see our way to starting at once."

"Now please do not think so much of me, father," said Florence,

drawing her arms closer around him. "I would like to live as far

away as possible from this great city
;
you may rest assured of that."

"Why, what an awfully discontented little baggage you are," said

her father, smiling. "Why, Florrie, supposing that we could not
leave London. What would you do then?"

"Make the best of circumstances, and be as contented as possible,

father, of course. What else could I do?"
"I am afraid you would be a remarkably contented specimen of

young ladyhood," said the Major, "You formed fancy ideas about
London, and I dare say they have not been realized. Take care now
you do not have your dreams of hedge-rows and orchards somewhat
modified when you become more closely acquained with them than
prettily-written country books can make you."

"Well, I have read about it, and I do so wish to see something of
real country England. I do not think I shall be disappointed. I

have heard so much about it that I imagine I shall at once feel myself
at home when we get there."

Here, perhaps, she saw a cloud coming over the Major's face once
more, called up, no doubt, by her indirect reference to the love
which his late wife had borne to her native land, and which prompt-
ed her to so often describe its beauties to her children and friends,

far removed as they were from its well-remembered scenes.

"I do so wish, dear father," Florence continued, "to be always
with you, and it would appear to me that I should have so much
more opportunity of being so, if we were away in some quiet little

home of our own, which fancy paints as being in the country."
"Fancy is a funny thing, Florrie," said the Major, "and maybe

you would find that in the matter of which we are speaking, reality

would turn out to be a totaly different commodity."
"Well, but father, here in this large city," replied Florence, "there

is too much reality; so much, indeed, that there does not appear to

be room for anything else. Every one seems to care so little for

everybody else, and the people push so in the street—even the mes-
senger boys hustle you about as if you were one of themselves."
"Ha! ha! Florrie," laughed Major Saxton, you are at sea, are you?"

Calcutta and London are a little different, are they?"
"Of course they are," said Florence. "Why should they not be?

I did not expect to find them similiar, and now I do not expect to

find the country like either of those places, and I am just anxious to

find out how much Larch Hill differs from both."
Major Saxton stroked his chin once or twice, and then said: "We

will decide for Bardesly and Larch Hill, Florrie. We will take up
our quarters in my old home."
"How pleasant," said Florence. "I shall be all impatience until

we are off."

"But you need not expect," continued the Major, "to have all

green fields round Larch Hill. You will have the great blue field of
the ocean, which you grew so fond of during the voyage over here.

How will you like that?"

"O, that will be superb! Better even than hills and mountains,
though we can have hills, too. You remember you used to tell me
of your early life among the hills and on the shore, where you lived

long ago. But, father, what do you suppose Jack will say to the

arrangement?'

'

"I hardly know. He wanted me to remain in London, and he said,

in support of that plan of action, that it would be better both for you
and myself. He was mistaken with regard to myself, but with re-

spect to you I think what he said was correct."

"Well, Jack may be very clever," said Florence, "and I have no
doubt but that he is, but his judgement is not infallible. In such

matters he may be mistaken in his opinion."

"There is not the least fear of the place being too quiet or retired

for me," pursued the Major, "but my Florence I know will want a

little more life than she will be likely to find in the neighborhood of

Larch Hill."

"Now father you have said quite enough about me; don't you
think so? Do you write and tell Jack that we are going to Bardesly,

and that, when we have finished his studies, the best thing that he
can do is to take his funny animal of the neuter gender and ride to

Larch Hill." .

"Well, then, I think I shall write your brother of my determina-

tion to leave London; but there is no necessity for his hurrying to

ioin us at Larch Hill, Florrie. He had better wait until we have the

place fixed up, get your Aunt Em. there, and have things running
smooth generally."

"Very well," said Florence. "We will let him please himself

about the time and manner of joining us. Somehow or other I do
not think Jack will find his new steed half as useful as his old one.

I do so wish that he had not sold 'Yussuf.' "

"Yussuf was a nice animal, and would not have turned in badly at

Larch Hill," said the Major, as he picked up his paper; "but never

mind, Florrie, we will have a good English pony to carry you round
the country. Now kiss me good bye, little girl, and I will be off to

see about arrangements for shifting camp."
"Good bye, father. Shall I add anything to my letter to Jack,

with reference to our leaving for the country?"

The Major paused at the door, thought a moment, and said : "Well,

you may say that I will write him to-morrow."

Florence sat down, added the necessary words, sealed the enve-

lope, and then became lost in thought, gazing vacantly across at the

numerous windows of the opposite building. There we leave the

youug stranger in her native land, meditating, no doubt, on the

changes that were past, and wondering what the future might have
in store for her.

To be Continued.

A Shanty-Town Rondeau.

Pat Ryan bought his young son Michael,

A handsome twenty dollar cycle;—
Bought Mike,

A bike.

The goat carfs glory oft' jMraded,

Will shine no more, for e'er 'tis faded;—
A las!

' Tis })ast.

Admiring Shanty-town will gaze

No more, at Murphy's home made cliaise,-

The iron hoss

Is boss!

George Rothgiesser, a German cycle builder has constructed a new
kind of rear driving safety, on which the rider's weight is suspended
from the steering wheel. This arrangement, it is claimed, will make
the machine as easy of steering as the ordinary bicycle. The deli-

cate steering is the one great draw-back to the Rover safety, but if

this difficulty can be overcome, it will become more popular than
ever.
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The Last of Bike.

( S< 1 Im/iisl number.)

k

ome, gentle reader, come with

me, and I will tell you more
of the strange, wierd story of

Bike. When I left Chicago

without taking the pup with

me, Ned Oliver was in great

trouble ; his hair began to

turn grey; he had a sad, ap-

prehensive look, and his

friends grew alarmed about

his condition.

One morning when an un-

usually large crowd of persons presented

themselves at the office with statements of

account for poultry chewed on the night

before, Oliver resolved that something

must be done. Then and there he deter-

mined upon a mean, low act. What will not

a man do in self defense? He approached

Mr. Bell, the new manager of the sundry

department, an Englishman and a stranger

in this country, and represented to him that

the exchange of dogs was, in America, a

common and time honored custom as a

token of friendship and mutual good will.

Bell had no dog to trade, and he urged this

fact with much feeling, but Oliver said he

would waive the return of the compliment

on the part of a stranger of good intentions.

So Bike was taken into the Bell family and

removed to the south side.

At first the dog did not take kindly to his

strange environments, his heart was sore

with home-sickness, and the first few nights

he sat out upon the front porch and wept

bitterly while the neighbors leaned out of

their open windows and made unkind re-

marks.

Gradually Bike came to learn that the

chickens on the south side were just as num-

erous and fine flavored as those that roosted

in the vicinity of North Franklin Street.

He began to experience new joys that he

had not known before. He would go out

and dig holes in the flower beds and eat

old shoes and tomato cans that the neigh-

bors had tendered him on the previous even-

ing, and then he would come in and fondly

brush his fleas onto the little girl baby, or

curl up for a nap on a ruffled pillow sham.

It was curious about those neighbors, how
they failed to appreciate the dog's wonder-

ful intelligence. They called in a body

upon Mr. Bell and said firmly, but in a

neighborly way that either he, Bike, or they

would have to pull out of there. They said

they did not want to be obtrusive in the

matter, but they meant business, and they

employed Herr Johonnus Schwaub, assas-

sination artist, to look after their interests.

Herr Schwaub would enter upon his active

duties on Monday evening, of which fact

they desired to give due notice. Then they

hoped that Mr. Bell's folks were enjoying

their usual good health and withdrew.

That was Saturday night. The next morn-
inj after they had fed Bike's fleas with reach

powder, the family took him out into the

park for an airing. He had been playing in

the sewer the day before and needed airing

badly. So they went out to wander among
the shrubs and flowers, and look at the rare

collection of wild animals. A prairie dog
who had turned his back upon the passing

throng to meditate for a moment upon the

pleasures of rural life, did not escape the

sweeping glance of Bike's large, red eye.

He grabbed the prairie dog by the scruff of

the neck and frolicked around the grounds

with it until life was extinct.

It required a good deal of slick talk on the

part of Mr. Bell, and two dollars in hand
paid, to induce patrolman McAferty to re-

frain from shooting Bike. But he had

owned a yellow pup himself, once in the

long, dead past, and at length his heart

softened and he suffered Bike to go free.

Next morning Bell went down to the fac-

tory with Bike under one arm and his resig-

nation under the other, and gave Oliver his

choice. He took Bike, but did not keep him;

he gave him to a butcher. That night while

Bike was locked up in the shop, he whiled

away the long, weary hours of darkness by

eating three watermelons and a choice as-

sortment of sugar-cured hams, and when
Oliver found these nominal items on his

meat bill, he took little Bike back to the

factory, and put him on his old time econom-

ical diet of six dollar saddles.

Bike settled down to his old mode of life

once more, but the rash habits he had formed

still clung to him. He had not been in the

factory many days, when, patroling the fin-

ishing room he found a machine that was

not in use at the time. Bike had just fast-

ened his teeth in the belting for a good ten

o'clock lunch, when by some misunder-

standing the machine started, and Bike was

wafted up into the shafting. A large, rever-

berating yelp went forth and penetrated the

entire building down into the office. Oliver,

the type-writers, clerks, book-keepers and all

came rushing up stairs two steps at a time,

and the hands all knocked off work and

flocked to the spot. There, up among the

shafting and pulleys was a little bunch of

yellow fur, all that was left of poor little

Bike.

For weeks afterwards the workmen picked

up little scraps of Bike in the odd corners of

the factory, and when they had gathered up

as much of him as they could reasonably

hope to accumulate, they jut him in a cigar

box and planted him on tin- lake front A
large bowlder marks the spot, and painted

on it with re-touching enamel are these

simple words:

POOB LITTLE BIKE!

He tackled lathe No. II and got left

We mourn for our dead scenter.

Furnivall on Training.
At a recent meeting of the 'Society of

Cyclists" in London, W. Percy Furnivall,

the English racer, read the following paper
on "Physical Training for High Speed Com-
petitions:"

"Before beginning the formal part of my
paper, I wish to state that my appearance
here to-night as its reader, is not as you
may well believe) due to my own wish, but

to that of our chairman, the founder of the

society, who has asked me to occupy this

evening. I have felt that I could not refuse,

but must do my best to comply with his re-

quest—bad as that best may be. It is my
first attempt at anything of the kind. As
you know, I am more accustomed to the

wheel than the pen, and I, therefore, throw
myself on the indulgence of my hearers,

who will recognize that I have made free

use of the authorities on the subject to be

discussed, Huxley and Kirk, on the one
hand, for physiology; Maclaren and Cortis,

on the other, for athletics.

Any one taking part in any sport requir-

ing a great amount of muscular exertion

must, to some degree, prepare his body and
muscles to meet the strain put upon them.

The special form of muscular exertion I pro-

pose to treat to-night is cycling; not on the

road for pleasure, but either on track or

road for hard racing. Now, as a sculler or a

runner asks himself what special muscles or

parts of the body are called into exercise by
his sport, so the cyclist has to inquire what
limbs, organs, and muscles he will have
specially to exert in the course of his race.

The answer will be, that the driving power
comes chiefly from the loins and legs, the

muscular movements involved in which
necessitate the rapid action of the heart and
lungs, so that they also have to be looked to.

And finally, without pluck and judgment no

great success is possible. The style of man
to be chosen for bicycling should be one
above medium height, with wide hips, long

legs, and powerful thighs, with a chest big

enough to give full play to his heart and
lungs. Contrasting generally the bicyclist

with the tricyclist, the latter would be the

shorter, thicker-set man of the two.

The great muscular exertion required for

cycling produces a large waste of the tissues

of the body. The first question, therefore,

is, what this loss consists of, and by what
materials it can best be repaired.

Here it may be interesting to give a few

of Huxley's statistics. The average weight

of a full-grown man is 11 stone, or 154 His.

This 154 lbs. is thus distributed: muscles,

tendons, and muscular appendages 68 lbs.;

skin 101 lbs.; fat 28 lbs.; hair 3 lbs.; lungs

and heart 3
'. lbs.; abdominal viscera 11 lbs.;

blood in vessels 7 lbs. ; skeleton 24 lbs. The
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heart of such a man beats 75 times a minute,

and he breathes 15 times a minute. In 24

hours he vitiates 1,750 cubic feet of pure air

to the extent of 1 per cent. A man, there-

fore, of the weight mentioned should have

800 cubic feet of well-ventilated space. He
should throw off by the skin 18 ounces of

water, 300 grains of solid matter, and 400

grains of carbonic acid every 24 hours. His

total loss would be 6 lbs. of water, and 2

lbs. of other matter.

In order that this loss may be supplied

and life maintained, it is necessary that the

body should be supplied with food of proper

quality and quantity. This food is used for

replacing the waste of the tissues; and as no

one substance contains all the elements com-

posing these solids in proper proportion, it

is evident that the diet to make up for these

losses must consist of several substances,

not of one alone. For the sake of conven-

ience they may be classified as follows:

—

Organic nitrogenous:- as flesh of animals,

fish, milk, eggs, and leguminous fruits.

Carbo-hydrates: bread, vegetables, non-

leguminous fruits.

Substances supplying principally fatty

bodies: butter, lard, suet.

Salts are found in all foods.

Of the solid foods above named the nitro-

genous ones make chiefly the muscles, and
the nitrogenous part of the nervous system;

the carbo-hydrates forming heat, and the

necessary fat as a store for emergencies.

Most of these substances are, of course, to

be eaten cooked. "The general effect of

cooking is to make food more easily digest-

ible; and this includes two other alterations:

food is made more agreeable to the palate,

and also more pleasing to the eye. Cooking
consists in exposing the food to various de-

grees of heat. The effect of heat upon flesh

is to coagulate the albumen and colouring

matter, solidify fibrin, and to galatinise ten-

dons and fibrous connective tissue." The
effect of boiling an egg is, that the albumen
is coagulated and turned into a more suit-

able article of food. Vegetables are by cook-

ing made softer, so that they can be more
readily broken up in the mouth; and cook-

ing also causes the starch to swell up and
burst, and so aids the digestive fluids in pen-

etrating into the substance. Having thus

explained the constituents of food, and the

operation of heat on them, I pass to the

kind of food and meals the cyclist should

take, and will then say a few words as to the

general principles of men managing them-
selves in relation to their diet.

The principle guiding, the selection of

meals, should be to take plain, substantial,

nourishing solids, with simple unexciting

fluids.

Assuming that a man has got up at 7:30,

had his cold bath, a good rub-down, ten min-
utes with the dumb-bells or Indian clubs,

and a short walk, I would allow him for

breakfast, at 8:30, bread or toast, and a little

butter; porridge and milk; chop, steak, or
eggs. For drink, tea, coffee, cocoa, or milk.

Dinner at 2 p. m. Mutton or beef; poultry
and fish occasionally; and a moderate quan-
tity of green vegetables, potatoes, lentils,

and haricot beans; a plain milk pudding,

with a little stewed fruit, and bread. Water
only to be drank.

Tea at 7 p. m., consisting of hot or cold

meat, with tomatoes; and bread-and-butter.

For drink, tea, coffee, or cocoa.

You will observe that I do not tax the

energies of the digestive organs with sub-

stances giving no adequate return for the

labor; and as I said before you get your
nitrogenous food, forming chiefly muscles
and the nitrogenous part of the nervous sys-

tem, and your carbo-hydrates, forming heat

and the necessary fat as a store for emer-

gencies. You should thus avoid all indi-

gestible and useless material.

Nature tells us how much food we require.

When our natural appetite has been satisfied

with plain good food, we have had all that

is necessary for the restoration of the tissues.

Have no pickles or sauces on the table, as

they stimulate to eating beyond the true

appetite. Also limit the meal to two or

three dishes, as a too great variety of foods,

possessing a variety of flavors, stimulates

to eating beyond the natural appetite. It

is better to eat too little than too much.
Stale bread is better than new, because, dur-

ing mastication, it can be more thoroughly

broken up, so that the saliva can more freely

penetrate and act on it. New bread is

liable to be worked up into a doughy ball,

and merely externally acted on. Remem-
ber, our bodies are nourished, not by what
we eat, but by what we digest.

As to the times of eating, three or four

hours is the ordinary time needed for the

digestion of a meal in the stomach. Always
rest and have a nap, if possible, after eat-

ing; animals always do.

If a man has been living a very different

kind of life, it is a mistake to change his

habits too suddenly, even if the change be

for the better.

Having now dealt with the solids, we go
on to the liquids. More than two-thirds

of every one of you is water. In a man of

twelve stone there is more than eight stone

of water. Now a man, on an average, in

ordinary every-day life, loses six pounds of

water daily; and this amount is largely in-

creased when he is under-going any violent

exercise. This large loss is in part supplied

by the so-called solid food which we eat,

for out of every hundred parts of lean beef

seventy-two are water, the others being

nineteen of albumen, four of fat, and five of

salts. The rest of the liquid needed we take

by drinking.

Water alone would be sufficient; but habit

and taste require the addition of certain

flavorings, as tea, coffee, etc. Tea in mod-
eration is a stimulant, and contains an oil to

which it owes its peculiar aroma, an astring-

ent of the nature of tannin, and an alkaloid,

theine. The composition of coffee is very

nearly similar to that of tea. Cocoa, in ad-

dition to similar substances found in tea and
coffee, contains fat, albuminous matter, and
starch, and must be looked upon more as a

food.

The amount of liquid to be drunk should

be to a great extent regulated by nature's

desires, bearing in mind only that no more
should be taken than the stomach can
readily absorb, as unabsorbed fluid retards

digestion, distends the stomach, and is bad
for what is popularly known as "the wind."
Here, too, we must distinguish between
local and constitutional thirst. The local

thirst in the back of the throat, caused by
rapid breathing of a warm atmosphere im-

pregnated with dust, or like circumstances,

must be allayed, not by large draughts of

liquid, which, by passing into the body,

would produce the ill effect above men-
tioned, but by first thoroughly washing out

the mouth, and by swallowing slowly a
small quantity of fluid. Constitutional

thirst, which is caused by the disproportion-

ately small quantity of water in the blood,

should be quenched by moderate draughts of

some non-alcoholic liquid, always taking care

not to drink too much. No fluid should

ever be taken above the temperature of 100°

Fahrenheit.

It is almost needless to say that during a
course of training neither alcohol nor tobacco

should be touched. The advocates for the

use of alcohol make, however, a claim that at

the end of a long and trying race it stimu-

lates exhausted nature to still further efforts.

The reply to that I will not attempt myself,

but will give it in the words of one of the

greatest masters of medical science, the late

Sir Benjamin Brodie, who, speaking of the

temporary relief obtained by alcoholic stim-

ulants, says, "Stimulants do not create

nervous power; they merely enable you, as

it were, to use up that which is left, and then

they leave you more in need than you were
before."

I pass now to the subject of clothing. In

this we have to consider material and form.

The materials should be woolen and porous;

the form as thoroughly adapted as possible

not to catch the wind, and yet to leave all

the joints free play. As to the best material,

there is a very good test, which our Presi-

dent has published. This consists hi simply

taking a bit of the stuff and breathing

through it. If, he says, it is an effort for the

lungs to breathe through it, it is a still

greater effort for the skin; and a choice

should, therefore, be made of the substance

through which the breath passes as freely as

if there was nothing in the way. A cricket

cap may be worn, or not, according to the

taste of the rider. Well-fitting shoes should

be worn, as boots cramp the ankles; they

must be made as light as possible, but must
have a stiff sole, and bars of leather crossed

at right angles, to fit, and to give a firm grip

of the pedal. They should also lace from the

toe, as high up the foot as possible without

interfering with the free play of the ankles,

in order to give as much support as they

can.

We now come to sleeping. The amount of

time required for sleep varies, not only with

individuals, but with the same individual at

different periods of his life, and is influenced

by various causes, such as exercise, and so on.

It is pretty generally agreed that most sleep

is required while the body is growing, and

when, after being full-grown, it is most
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active. The cyclist, therefore, in training

should take a full amount of sleep, say eight

hours out of the twenty-four hours.

This has a good effect, not only in sus-

taining the strength, but in keeping the

senses of seeing, hearing, and feeling in

steady and healthful tone. Sleep is better,

too, when taken in the early part of the

night. It is better to sleep in a warm room
than in a very warm bed, because too many
bed-clothes lead to suppressed perspiration

and nervous exhaustion.

On the matter of exercise one great ques-

tion has to be settled. Is it good in training

to continue other exercises with that of

cycling? The answer to this is, as I think,

that if the exercise added to cycling be not

excessive, and if it be carefully selected, it is

good. The by exercise (if I may so call it)

ought not to weary the lower limbs; that is

a cardinal point; but it may with advantage
bring into play the muscles of the chest and
upper limbs. Dumb-bell or Indian club ex-

ercise is excellent, and I recommend every
man, after his morning bath, to take at least

ten minutes with the dumb-bells or clubs,

throwing the arms well out so as to get good
expansion of the chest. Gentle walking is

good for a mile or so before breakfast, but

not more. Never take any violent exercise

till about three or four hours after a full

meal.

Next comes the knotty point as to whether
the rider intends training for handicaps or

scratch races. If he is training for handi-

caps, where the stronger rider gives the

weaker one a start, he should mount his

machine and ride the whole distance at his

top speed, and then dismount. If the race is

a scratch race, where no starts are allowed
and all ride the same distance, the rider, ac-

cording to his ability, tact, and judgment,
may take one of two courses. If he be a

powerful man, or posses great staying powers,
without much capability of spurting, he will

ride the whole distance at his top speed, and
by so doing try to tire his weaker competi-

tors, who may be faster on the spurt than
himself. Should he, on the other hand, be a
comparatively feeble rider, or a muscular
man without much staying power, he will

reserve his strength by every means in his

power for the final spurt. Now the training

required by the goer all the way in scratch

races is exactly the same as that ofthe handi-
cap-rider; namely, he traverses the entire

distance at his top speed. If, on the other
hand, he decides to wait on the goer all

through and tries to spurt him at the end, he
should practice short, sharp bursts of speed,

varied by a half and three-quarters pace
work, always finishing up with a sharp spurt.

I think that anyone who naturally belongs to

either class of rider, namely the waiter or
the pacemaker, injures his chances of success
by forcing his training towards the other
class. The amount of work taken on the
machine, should, of course, be regulated by
the physical qualities of the rider; if he has a
hearty appetite for his meals, he is not doing
too much work; but directly the appetite
falls off, the amount of work should also be
lessened. Nature is the best guide to the

amount of work a man should do; but he
must not take too violent exercise at the be-

ginning of a course of training, and should

never ride until a fit of coughing is produced.

In racing I would say to the pacemaker, if he
feels done, think that those behind you are

still more tired. To the waiter I would say,

if possible, ride second or third, and try by
all means in your power to get a good posi-

tion for the final spurt.

The great thing in riding at a high speed
is to get the greatest pace with the least

amount of exertion. Everything that can
save muscular effort should be taken into

account. Do not let your machine be heav-

ier than is consistent with strength and rig-

idity; let every friction il part be provided
with perfectly fitted ball bearings, so as to

reduce friction to a minimum, and let the

rider lean forward so as not to offer more
resistance to the wind than is absolutely

necessary. In rapid riding the resistance

caused by the friction of the tire with the

ground, and the friction of the bearings, are

simply nothing when compared to the resis-

tance of the wind. If anyone doubts my
word, let him ride for a mile or so against a

strong head wind, and then turn round and
run before it. The difference is little short

of marvelous. Then, as to the best method
of applying muscular power. First, let the

reach of the bicycle or tricycle be of such a
length that the rider can easily touch the

pedal when it is at its lowest point with his

heel. Then, let his cranks be as long as pos-

sible, without giving the feet any tendency
to fly off the pedals, and causing the wheel
to wobble when spurting at top speed. Also
let the saddle be comfortable, and the handles
of a length and bend suitable to the reach of

the rider's arms. The triangle formed by
the saddle, handles, and pedals, is an all-

important one, and if it is not correct the

rider will never be comfortable. Let his

knees work straight up and down; any turn-

ing of them in or out means loss of power.
One of the difficulties of pedalling at a high
speed is, that a man pushes his pedals down,
and does not stop there, but bears slightly

on them when they are coming up. This, of
course, retards the pace of the machine.
The habit must be overcome by carrying out
the following directions: When the pedal is

at its highest, the rider should drop his heel,

and so help to push the crank past the dead
centre. Again, when the pedal is at its

lowest, the rider should raise his heel, and so

help to pull or claw the crank past the dead
centre. This is a very important point, and
should be practised in an exaggerated style

till it is thoroughly acquired. When a rider

can perform the action of "ankling" well, he
will find that he has but at least a mile an
hour on to his speed, His position on the

machine should be as easy as possible; body
in a rather crouching position, leaning well
forward, and yet the weight kept back as

much as possible. The elbows should be
slightly turned out, so as to keep the chest
well open. When spurting, take a good grip

on your handles with the fingers uppermost,
and the elbows firmly tucked into the sides,

and every muscle set. No race can be rid-

den by rule of thumb. You must think

about the race while you are riding it,

keeping your eyes open, and taking advan-

tage of any mistake in judgment that an

opponent may make, saving yourself as

much as possible, always trying your hardest

to win, and never forgetting that you are a

sportsman and a, gentleman. After a race a
man should be well rubbed down, as rubbing
aids the circulation of the blood through the

muscles, and so helps to carry off the waste
products of muscular action, and to renovate
the muscles themselves. The astringent

lotions and embrocations that racing men
are so fond of anointing themselves with are

quite useless, and should only be used when
a ligament or muscle is strained.

I next pass on to make an admission,

which is that in sport a good deal of mischief

has been done by what is medically called

overstrain, both of nerve and muscle, owing
to the ignorance that has prevailed on a new
subject, as to the mode of preparing for com-
petitive feats. I notice that the senior mem-
bers of the profession I am studying are

given to express much concern, at times,

respecting the injury that is done by severe

contests. Perhaps they think more of these

evils than we young men do, because we see

such an immense number of races in which
no injury follows, while they only have be-

fore them the exceptional examples of the

harm done, so that the question of frequency
does not enter into their reckoning. I do
not say this to suggest that there is no
danger, but rather to testify that in cycling

whatsoever danger exists is not greater than
in any other sports and pastimes where men
match men in athletic struggles. In fact,

when you compare cycling with rowing, in

which a long object like a boat has to be
forced through a strongly resisting medium,
like water, it is quite clear that far more
strain on the muscles and vital power is en-

tailed, than in cycling. Again, take running;
in this, as the weight of the body has to be
supported by the legs, as well as carried up-
right at a rapid pace through the air, with-

out any such mechanical help such as you
have in cycling, there must also be a far

greater strain on the muscles than in cycling.

In conclusion I may say that, in cycling,

racing has unquestionably led to greater im-
provement in the construction of machines.
And I hope I am not saying to much if I

venture an opinion to the effect that, if there

had been no cycle racing, it would have
taken half a century to bring the art to the

point which it has at present attained. More-
over, I think that it will be admitted by all

who use the bicycle or tricycle exclusively

for purposes of pleasure, that the fastest

machine is the easiest to drive. Therefore,

the best racing machine will, with certain

modifications, make the best roadster.

To sum up, the object of training, as my
most excellent trainer Harry Leeming, of
Manchester, says, is to get the body, muscles,
and vital organs to the highest pitch of
health and strength, by regular living, ex-
ercise, and practice of those qualities of en-
durance, speed, and judgment which will

take a man first past the winning post, ahead
of the best of his opponents.
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Sundries.

The St. Louis Cycling Club has

found winter quarters in the

Natatorium.

Even the bleak winter months

are productive of new cycling

papers. The N. C. U. Review has

just appeared in England.

The account of the North Shore

tricycling tour, written by W.
W. Stall for the Bi. World, will

be republished in book form as a

souvenir of that very enjoyable

outing.

Wheeling tells of a bicycler

who threw a companion into an

open grate fire because he refus-

ed to drink with him. This is

pressing an invitation altogether

too far.

Gravel roads are the best im-

provements Indiana can make
now. Marion is far behind many
sister counties in this respect.

Boone has built over fifty miles

this year, and many others have
built largely.

The Dorchester Bi. Club held

its annual road races on the 18th.

It consisted of five events, a fif-

teen mile club championship,

won by Doane in 57 m. ; a one-

mile won by Bates in 3 m., 10 s.

;

a five-mile, won by Benson in 20

m.; a seven and a half mile han-

dicap, won by Forbes, 1] lead, 33

m., 31 s.; and a two-mile special

race won by E. H. Galloupe.

The sultan of Morocco is (or

was) much married; to the ex-

tent of 1,500 wives. His chief

instrument for maintaining do-

mestic discipline is (or was) a
bicycle. This machine was pre-

sented to him by a French man-
ufacturer. Of course his majesty never
would learn to ride it himself, but he had a
circular track laid out in his court yard, and
whenever any of his wives were guilty of
misdemeanors he made them go out there
and ride the wheel. The least offender had
to keep at it till she had fallen off five times,
while the worst culprits had twenty-five
falls to make. Meantime his majesty would
stand by and watch them with ghoulish glee.—New York Tribune.

The prevailing sizes of tricycle wheels next
season bids fair to be 36-in. drivers, and 26-

in. to 30-in. pilot. Safeties would be improv-
ed by the adoption of larger wheels, which
would bring the pedals further from the
ground, and be a decided advantage.
Lacey Hillier and Joe Pennell may think

they know all about red hot book criticism,
but they could take a few points from the
carver of the New York Post, who winds up
a review of Sunset Cox's latest book in this
style: "We have only to add that the illus-

trations are so bad that one has no cause to
regret their being in this particular volume."
Bad luck seems to accompany a borrowed

Gathering Autumn Leaves.

A Cycling Pastoral.

She—"Oh. Charlie, wliat a perfectly delicious

bunch of autumn leaves ! Won't you try to gather

them for me?"
He—"Try!

If you will

ment,—

"

I could reach anything for you. Now
Just steady the machine for a mo-

He—"Holy smoke ! she's moving !' He—"Here's your old leaves."

wheel. We know ofone rider who, in eight

years' riding over 15,000 miles, never had the

lightest brea'i on a wheel of his own, but

broke an axle on a strange borrowed machine
the first time he used it. Another rider tells

us that he has ridden his own wheels five

years and never broke anything; but every

time he has loaned a wheel it has come home
broken. Two skillful riders started for

Marysville a few days ago on borrowed
wheels—their skill and experience did not

save them,—the borrowed machines insisted

on smashing each other, in a rough and tum-

ble collision which soon occurred. Moral

—

"Never lend your wheel; not even to your
mother."

—

Fort Wayne Gazette.

It always does a wheelman good to hear of

a road-hog being brought to terms, so it is

with murh satisfaction that we reprint this

paragraph from Sporting Life:

A very exciting scene was witnessed one

day last week in the South of London. Mr.

Snyder Lee, of the Kildare B. and T. C, was
traveling slowly along the highway on a

tricycle, when a one-horse wagonette, con-

taining altogether six men and three women,

was driving straight at him, and he had just

time to throw himself on the footpath when
the cart wheel went over his machine, smash-

it up in the most wholesale fashion. Mr.

Lee ran after the wagonette, and seized upon
the back, whereupon one of the men struck

him. Being a particularly powerful man,
Mr. Lee, who was a little soured—shall I say?

by the incident, went for the horse's head,

and, half pulling him round, made a spring

at the box seat. As he did so, one of the

men bent over to strike him, and Mr. Lee,

catching him by the collar, pulled him out,

and he fell on his head in the road, where he

lay insensible for some time. Springing up,

the enraged cyclist hurled one ofthe remain-

ing two on the box into the body of the trap,

and the other, saying it wasn't his fault,

gave up the reins, and Mr. Lee drove the
now thoroughly cowed party to the neigh-
boring police-station, picking up en route
the fallen brave. In consideration of the
damage done to the latter, Mr. Lee consent-
ed to accept full conpensation in lieu of
charging the men, two ofwhom broke down
and became almost tearful. It will be a long
time before they interfere with an athlete
cycling again.
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A Helping Hand.
"Is this the Gazette office, the Wheel-

men's Gazette, I mean" he asked of the

office boy as he tossed the stump of his cigar

at him to draw his attention.

"That depends, Colonel," said the office

boy with the deliberation befitting the

responsibilities of his position, "that depends,

—got a bill to collect or do you want to pay

up for your sub?"

"Nyther, I merely wish to meet the publi-

cation specialist" said the stranger, laying

a strong, impressive accent on the first

word of his remark.

The boy did not crush. 'If you want to

see P. C. you will find him up front at the

drawing table; G. S. is in the sanctum there

to your left, maybe you'd better tackle him,

his time ain't very valuable." So the visitor

came into our awful presence and tossed his

card onto a piece of manuscript that we
Were filling with living thoughts. We stop-

ped and looked at the card,

A. Joseph Kerr,

Humorist.

"I was passing through the city," remark-

ed Mr. Kerr, "and took a notion to stop in

and see how trade was in these parts, I al-

ways find it a good plan to compare notes

with all the humorists I meet in traveling

about. Every once in a while I find a joke

that has been run in a certain locality until

it is about worn out; but take it into another

section and it's as good as new. Anything
new or original around here?"

"Nothing in particular," we said, "in fact

we are not very well posted on the current

miscellaneous jokes since we have gone to

working a special lead. All our productions

now, have to be more or less connected

with cycling, which fact shuts us out of a

good many lines of work."

"Well, I should say it would," the visitor

remarked with sympathy, "it must cut you
out of nearly everything, how do you man-
age to get along with such a restricted field

of labor?"

"Fairly well."

"Peculiar case," he mused, "and you really

got through the summer without the green

apple joke, or any sea-side humor or summer
vacation business?"

"Its not as bad as that; we have our kinds

of vacation,—bicycle touring," we said.

"That's fortunate, but you don't have the

bull dog, or the freshly painted piazza or the

hammock or the picnic where the young man
with lavender pants sits in a custard pie,

—

and these are little less than essential. You
don't have the joke about the dude who goes

into the country and tries to milk a cow, or

the young lady who asks if they put Paris

green on the tomato vines because they are

not quite the proper tint,—you don't have
these, of course, and yet I don't see how you
are able to get along without them. I'd

resign, and take a job on a paper where I

could work the regular stock in its season."

We told him that we were enjoying our
work as much as a man can enjoy the means
whereby he pays his grocery bill,—we went

further and tried to explain to him the scheme
of the header and the riding school joke, and
some of our stock-in-trade, but they seemed
to be out of his reach.

"I should think you would grieve over the

fall like a long haired poet," and he sighed

himself, quite visibly. "Here comes the

season when other fellows in your line of

business are carrying six hundred-pound
oleanders into the cellar and putting up stove-

pipes, or coming home from the sea-side, just

in time to find the servant girl entertaining

her friends in the best room,—why, this is the

time when the theatrical joke just begins to

bud and blossom, and here you are tied

down to a few weak bicycle gags, when you
ought to be a free lance among the rest of us

joke makers. I tell you what, I feel sorry for

you," and he sat still and mused a long time

during which interval we put the finishing

touches on a Club Liar sketch.

Finally he said: "I'll tell you what it is my
friend, I know a good live town, ten thousand,

inhabitants and only four papers, Blossom
Rock, Idaho, is the place. Now what do you
say? Suppose we go out there and start a

funny paper,—one of the regular rip-snorter

kind,—none of your sickly, dude jokes or

society conversations, but the old reliable

kind that will make a man laugh until you
can hear him two miles the other side of the

county line. Suppose we dig in and make a

daisy paper!"

We explained to him that winter was too

near at hand for us to try any new ventures,

even had we not a large, princely salary at

our command, so Professor Kerr chatted

with us for a while about the new Mr. and
Mrs. Crowley joke that is now enjoying un-

precedented popularity in New York, and
we talked about several new types of base-

ball jokes of the '87 pattern, and then he with-

drew.

"I feel deeply interested in your case" he
said as he wrung our hand at parting, "it is

a peculiar one and not especially hopeful.

If I should run across any good bicycle joke,

I will send it to you to help you out." So we
parted.

A few days after, we had almost forgotten

about our visitor, when the mail carrier

brought in a postal card addressed to us,

personally. It read :

Kalamazoo, Sept. 10, 1887.

Here's one for a starter:

Say something about TRTIHTG A TJU
CYCLE or BUYING A BI-CYCLE. Seef

Yours in haste,

JO. KERR.
1

Mud vs. Dust.
The following sensible letter was sent by

F. J. Bennett, of H. M. Geological Survey,

to the last issue of the Nexvbury News. It is

sent at an appropriate time:—"Just now a

thick mantle of dust covers our roads; witli

the advent of rain this will be converted into

mud. Road authorities seem never to have
considered that mud is wet dust, or to have
reflected how much cheaper it must be to

sweep and cart dust than to scrape and cart

mud, nor, further, to reflect that one car-

load of dust will make two car-loads of mud,
or that with each load of mud they are cart-

ing nearly half a load of water. The same
thing, too, will apply to the manual labor,

nearly half of which is employed in collect-

ing and shoveling up water. In all this,

economy of labor is totaly disregarded, and
the pockets of the ratepayers suffer accord-

ing, and all this for want of thought. A few
days ago our scavengers were laboriously

scraping up and carting mud, when the day
before or after they might have been sweep-
ing and carting dust. Inattention to these

apparently small matters the French are far

ahead of us; there the dust is swept off the

roads both in the town and country, for my
remarks apply to both. In France a long-

handled flexible broom is used, with which a

man placed in the middle can sweep from
side to side of an ordinary road, and thus get

over two or three miles per day of easy
sweeping. Sweeping must, of course, be
done with some judgement, especially on
roads metalled with a dry shingly gravel,

such as is used on parts ofthe Reading Road.
When the gravel contains more binding
matter, such as that used on the roads over
some of our commons, as, for instance, on
Greenham and Cookham, sweeping especial-

ly in the autumn and early spring, is at-

tended with much advantage, and we should

have much less mud to plow through. Again,

too, in the autumn such dust would be im-

mediately available as manure ; it contains

much animal manure, and would form a

most valuable top dressing for grass, etc.

Mud must lie about some time before it can
be carted, and must be far more costly to

apply to the land than dust. If it pays to

cart mud on the land if must pay better to

cart dust ; or, if there be a loss in carting

mud, there must be a profit in carting dust.

Calcareous roads, i. e., roads either metalled

with limestone, or having a limestone or

chalk subsoil, are solid and united even in

dry weather, and so such roads may be

swept with profit as soon as any dust accum-
ulates. Traction in a dust^covered road is

often heavier than on a muddy one; this is

certainly the case with regard to cycles, and
so should hold good with traffic generally.

It cannot be too often insisted on, that in-

creased traction means increased cost to the

users of roads. Cyclists have found this out

long ago, but the traveling public have been
slow to perceive this, and we shall never
have good, and therefore economical, roads

until they admit it, and force this point upon
the authorities. To sum up, then, the case

of
mii> versus dust.

1. Mud is Wot ilust.

2. One load of mud con- Therefore one load of mud
tains, say, 50 per ct. equals two loads of duet.
of water. No water to rail.

3. Much water to cart. tost of labor much les
4. Cost of labor much sened.

Increased. Immediately available as
5. some time before It manure.

can be used as man
ure.

—Bi. News.

The Australian Cycling Neus, a paper
which suspended publication last year has

started again. From this distant point of

view it looks as though Australia ought to

support at least one cycling paper.
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The New Preacher's Thanksgiving.

he Rev. John Walters was not a

proud man,—no one would ever

have called him that,—yet in his

own meek way he took some
pride in his ability to read an audi-

ence. It was a great satisfaction to

him to feel the effect of his utter-

ances upon his congregation, and a

great help as well. In fact he fre-

quently;admitted to his wife that it

was partly the discovery of this

subtle faculty, during his college

career, that caused him to decide

upon the ministery as his field of

labor. Yet this remarkable gift was
not always a source of joy, for on
one occasion in particular, Sunday

evening the 25th of November, it caused him great solicitude.

And this is how it happened:
Parson Walters always read his pulpit announcements at Sabbath

evening services rather

than in the morning, out

of respect for the long

established custom of

his predecessor, Dr.

Black, who had minis-

tered to the flock at the

Zion church for the

twenty years prior to

his death. The slight-

est practices of the good
old preacher had be-

come endeared to his

congregation, and many
of the brothers and sis-

ters had early called

upon the new minister

and expressed the hope
that he would follow in

the ways of Dr. Black

as far as possible. These
requests seemed beauti-

fully pathetic to John
Walters and his wife

and they agreed that it

would be right to heed
them, and faithfully did

they try to do so.

So, on this particular

evening the minister read his notices as usual. There would be a
meeting of the Mite Society at Elder Green's on Saturday afternoon.

The Ladies' Missionary Society would meet at the parsonage on
Tuesday afternoon. On Thanksgiving day there would be special

services in the chapel at the usual hour of worship.

As he finished these announcements he noticed that his hearers
seemed expecting something to follow, and several of the old mem-
bers of the congregation looked up over their glasses with expres-

sions that very plainly said, "well, say on, young man, why don't

you say on?" But John Walters could think of nothing more to say,

nothing at all that had been forgotten, so he laid his paper aside and
as he did so a perceptable wave of disappointment passed over the

congregation.

All during the sermon he knew that he was failing to carry his

hearers with him. They seemed to be hearing his words but think-

ing of other things, and those other things did not seem to please

them greatly. More perplexed than ever, over this strange circum-
stances, was John Walters, when, as passing out of the church after

services, little Ezekiel Smith broke away from his mother's grasp
long enough to side up to him with:

"Say?"
"What is it my little man?" he asked laying his hand paternally

upon the small boy's head.

"He saw that it would not be well to make any attempt to get the rest of the
unfinished remark."

"Say, didn't you forget to read the rest of that Thanksgivin' no-
tice about—

"

Just then the good Mrs. Smith reached out for her offspring and
grasping him by the ear drew him back into the brood, and the
young preacher saw that it would not be well to make any attempt
to get the rest of the unfinished remark. Indeed all his new friends
seemed unusually cold and reserved. Just then as they filed out of
the chapel, and he could not summon courage to ask one of them
what was wrong although he was quite sure something was amiss.
That unknown something perplexed him sorely as he walked home
from church alone. He told his wife about it that evening and the
two talked over the matter together without understanding it any
better in the end. They decided that in a general way it must be
another case of infraction of the code of the late Dr. Black. Nothing
else, certainly, could have met with such unanimous disapproval.
But what was it? He was quite certain, he assured his wife that he
had said nothing that could have been in any way offensive; in fact

he was quite sure that his sin had been one of omission.

"It is altogether likely, my dear" his wife suggested after a long
study, "that there is some established rule of Thanksgiving observ-
ance that we do not know. Are you quite certain there should be
no evening or afternoon services?"

"No," said he, "it

could not have been
that; I don't know ex-

actly how to express it,

but they did not act

that way. It was some-
thing more important,

something that they
had set their hearts on,

but I cannot imagine
what it is."

"Well, don't worry,
dear," his wife said

J
consolingly, "old aunt
Martha will be here in

the morning with the

washing and I will learn

from her how Thanks-
giving used to be cele-

brated under Dr. Black
and then I am sure we
can fix everything all

right."

"Be careful, Mary,
and put your questions

skillfully so that she

will not suspect that we
are utterly ignorant, she

might mention the

matter.

"Don't be afraid of Martha," the young wife laughingly assured

her husband, "it would take a wicked person, indeed, to suspect her

of anything so deep and penetrating, and you are not that, though
you do advise me to practice deceit."

So the trouble rolled lightly off them, as even greater troubles do
with the young, and they talked of other things, particularly of

brother William's visit on the coming holiday.

Next morning while they were at breakfast they saw the ample
figure of aunt Martha coming around the walk with a basket of white

linen poised deftly on her head, and Mrs. Walters went to the kitchen

door and let her in.

"I'd 'er sent Pete with 'em;" Martha explained, "but I 'lowed as

maybe you-all'd want to see me 'bout helpin' wid de Thanksgivin'

dinnah same as I us'ter come an' help ole Miss Black.

"Why, I don't know," she said, not exactly catching the meaning
of the old negress' remark.

Old Martha continued "you-all may be mighty tallable pert an'

ambitious but you can't ten' to everythin' all by you' se'f, honey,

an' I's had aheap o' 'sperience handlin' de big crowd an 'feedin' ,em
all; I reckon I'd better come an' help you-all, 'cause you don't know
what a mighty big job you-all's got on your hands."

"John," said Mrs. Walters, "I believe I have discovered what is
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the matter, all the church members have been in the habit of taking

dinner with Dr. Black, and they expect you to invite them now."
John Walters set down his coffee cup and looked at his wife in

surprise.

"All of them to dinner?"

"I judge so, at least Martha called them a 'crowd.' She is used to

fourteen regular members in the family, so one of her 'crowds' must
be a 'crowd' indeed."

"What are we to do?" he asked, hoping that his wife's feminine

tact would be equal to the emergency, "How will we manage? If

we do not invite them they will surely take offense, I can see by the

way they acted last evening."

"I am sure I don't know," she answered almost hopelessly, "we
won't have more than enough for William and ourselves, and what

a little morsel that will be to set before a hungry throng."

"We could get more."

"Yes, if you were to ask for some of your salary, but you ought

not to do that, it would look so mercenary when you are really not

mercenary, one bit."

"We could ask credit

at the grocers."

"But, my dear, don't

you remember that we
made it a rule when we
first began housekeep-

ing, not to ask for cred-

it?"

"We made a rule to

that effect, it is true,

but,—"
"But it won't do to

break rules of that kind,

they never can be made
good as new again, and
every little thing breaks

them."
"Perhaps we had bet-

ter not invite them even

though they do expect

it," he said at length.

"Yes,' but how will

that help? I told Martha
to come and help me
with the dinner. I

didn't want to but I

couldn't get out of it,

and don't you see, she

will tell that she is go-

ing to help me, and the

folks will come without

any further invitation,

they are not much on
formality, you know,
John."

"I suppose we will have to make the best of it," he said, "though

if I had known this was going to happen, I would not have sent for

brother William,—it will spoil his holiday, I fear."

"Don't worry too much, my dear," his wife said, trying to be

cheerful, "I can cook some of the canned corn and tomatoes mother
sent us, there is any amount of that, you know, and I can bake a

cake that won't take too many eggs, and a whole host of pumpkin
pies and some how or other we will make out a dinner even if we do
have only one little turkey."***#***##

It was four o'clock in the afternoon when William arrived and
found his brother waiting for him at the depot. We will call it the

"depot" out of politeness, for every one else called it that. In the

evening as the three sat around the little open front stove that cheer-

ed the sitting-room, the story of the dinner predicament gradually

leaked out, and the preacher and his wife were half pained, half

pleased to see how immoderately their brother laughed over it. In

the end it is likely they would have joined in the laugh themselves
had they seen any way out of the difficulty.

'They saw him start slowly vxd timidi.i WABBLING mom. phe ROAD.

So they changed the subject and William, with more or less diffi-

culty, straightened up his face and told about his college work, what

he had done and what he expected to do. Mrs. Walters was afraid

he had been studying too hard, he looked so thin. But be assured

her that her fears are without foundation; he had been training dur-

the summer and fall, and training, he assured her, always lightened

his weight and kept him down for some time.

"Training, and pray what is that?" his brother asked.

"That is getting into condition for racing; I wanted to try for some
of the championships at our fall tournament, so I trained into good
condition and was repaid by winning the five and ten mile events.

"

"Can you run ten miles at a single race?" Mrs. Walters asked with
innocent astonishment.

"Oh no, I'm not a sprint runner, I race on a bicycle."

"A bicycle! why I didn't know you could keep one from falling

over long enough to go ten miles."

"We have no difficulty in that," he said, and seeing that he had
led the others onto strange ground he changed the subject again.

When William was shown to the spare bed-room late in the even-
ing, he did not go to

bed at once but cocked
his feet up against the

wall and puffed away
at his cigar for a long
time, Every once in a
while he would stop

smoking and have a
quiet little laugh all to

himself and then he
would again wrap him-
self in smoke clouds

and meditation. At the

end of one of these

thoughtful spells he
arose and rumbled in

his overcoat pocket,

and producing a rum-
pled copy of the Bulletin

he stretched himself
out on the bed until he

began to fall asleep.

"I noticed in the Bul-

letin," said William at

the breakfast table next
morning, "that the bi-

cyclers here are going
to have a little road

race on Wednesday,

—

do you know where 1

can find any of the
boys?"

The minister did not
know much about the

wheelmen of the place, or where they could be found, but he thought
that Robert Bonn at the drug store was one of them.

William announced his intention of looking up the bicyclers that

morning, and making the best of a poor excuse,—his own clothing
was so uncomfortably heavy for the weather—he borrowed a suit of
his brother's dark, sober garments and started out on bis search.
"He looks quite ministerial, doesn't he, John," said Mrs, Walters

with some little satisfaction as she and her husband stood at the door
and watched William walk up the road, and he smiled and answered
"yes, he will be all right in time; a little frivilous now, perhaps, but
that will not last many years."

A stranger,—even a stranger, used to the manners of a small town,
noticing William as he passed up the street would have thought dif-

ferently of his appearance. If he had been a rude person he would
have mentally pronounced the young man a "guy". If he had l>een

of gentle ways, he would have merely noted the grotesque effect of
ill-fitting garments of clerical cut upon a slim, awkward youth.
Perhaps we will have to call the wheelmen of Plainville rude, for

they quickly sized William upas a "guy" and one of the best riders
borrowed a wheel for him, with the intention of taking him on the
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road, and,—in the language of cyclers,—pulling his leg off; which

plan was carried out most successfully to the great satisfaction of

Buck Bradley, and—between you and I—of William himself.

At supper that evening, William interrupted a light discussion of

the comparative merits of Watt's and Wesley's hymns by saying:

"Mary, could you roust me out a little early in the morning?"

"Yes of course, if you wish."

"I found that the cyclers here are going to have a road race in

the morning, just to work up their appetites for tomorrow's dinner."

At the mention of tomorrow's dinner, both the minister and his

wife looked discouraged, but William took no notice of it, but said:

"If it isn't asking too much, John, I wish you would come along

with me. I don't feel very well acquainted with these fellows but I

would like to take a hand in their sport and I will if you come along

and say to Robert Bonn that I would like to go into the race just for

fun, if he will borrow a wheel for me and give me a good handicap.

See that Buck Bradley is around when you mention the handicap,

and then after you have that matter arranged you can either go back

home or stay and see the race, just as you like."

"And what is a handicap, pray?" asked the minister.

"It's a start that a poor rider is given in a race against faster men.

You just ask what handicap I get if I go in, and it will be all right.

I'd tell you more about it, but I always like to bear the responsibility

ofmy own sins."

So next morning they breakfased early and the two men started

for Park's mill where the race was to start. As they passed out of

the gate William suddenly found that he had forgotten his handker-

chief, at least that was his excuse, and hurrying into the dining-

room he found Mary.

"Have you any turkey at all for tomorrow?"
"Yes, one poor little one," she said almost pitifully.

"Well, you be ready to rush three more through by the time I get

back,—better have old Martha here to help you."

"Why, William?"

"That's all right, you depend on me. This is a turkey race, three

prizes with a sweepstakes to give it a horsey flavor. Be ready for

the birds." .

Out of the house he dashed and soon caught up with his brother.

The two walked quietly out to the mill where they found a large

crowd of wheelmen already gathered.

"I will just wait here on the outskirts of the crowd," said William

while you find the managers of the race and see if I can enter."

It was a novel duty for a minister but John Walters did not shrink

from it for he felt that he ought to do anything that he could to keep
his brother's vacation from being entirely unenjoyable. So he found
the officers of the race seated on a pile of lumber in front of the mill,

making out the handicap, though they might have been figuring out

the national debt for all he knew.
He spoke to them of his brother's wish and Fred Kennedy winked

slyly at the rest as he remarked:
"Yes, Bradley was speaking to us of your brother and wishing

that he could be induced to enter. What is the limit on the handi-

cap, boys?"

"Ten minutes."

"Say we stretch it to fifteen and let him in on that."

"All right," the rest agreed.

"Very well then, Mr. Walters, tell your brother he can have fif-

teen minutes and I will loan him my wheel. We should be glad to

have him join us,—it's just a little race for fun and he won't need to

worry even if he doesn't win. He will have just as much fun any-

way."
"And the rest of us will have more." chuckled Buck Bradley, as

the preacher turned away.
Some of the racers noticed that Walters appeared to be a wonder-

fully well built man, as he sat on his wheel waiting for the word
"go'', but any apprehensions they might have had were entirely dis-

pelled when they saw him start slowly and timidly wabbling along

the road until he passed the first turn and was out of sight. But
if one of these same racers had been secretly concealed at the turn in

the road, as William passed he would have seen a sight that would
have made his eyes pop. He would have seen a young man straight-

en up his wheel, bend down to work and make a magnificent dash

out of sight. In Plainfield such riding would have been called a

spurt, but it was not the spurt as practiced by experienced racers, it

was the regular gait that Walters intended to hold throughout the
race; not that he thought it would be necessary to ride so fast to win,

but he had his thoughts fixed on the half hour sweepstakes and he
knew that he would have to gain a good fifteen minutes on his han-
dicap. He felt that he must do it for the three turkey prizes would
be necessities in the exigencies of the morrow.
The first checker that he passed looked after him in surprise and

cried:

"Well, who are you, number one, Billy Rhodes?"
"Whit, in disguise," called back the racer as he hurried by and

out of sight.

The course over which they were running was of tri-angular shape.

William passed the second checking point and turned onto the home-
stretch, then bent to his work and pedaled away as though he were
finishing on the track. As he dashed down the road he passed a few
stragling cyclers who were waiting to pace their friends and though
they all seemed surprised they cheered him for his plucky riding as

he whirled past. As he crossed the line a yell went up from the

crowd of spectators.

"Good enough for the preacher."

There was a general upsetting of calculations but everyone took
it good naturedly and seemed to consider it a first rate joke all

around. The joke grew in magnitude as the minutes passed. Five,

ten, fifteen, twenty slipped away and still no more racers came in

sight. That fellow must have gained on his handicap! Twenty-five,

thirty minutes,—"there comes the next man, away down the road,

now! By gum it's a sweepstake and no mistake! Come here, par-

son, and get your turkeys. Want us to help you carry the birds

home? Three of 'em will weigh up mighty heavy before you get

there."

"Wait a few minutes the other boys will be in soon."

They came presently, one by one.

Then a procession ofjolly wheelmen filed along the road and the

three first, one of whom was Will Walters, each had a long necked
turkey slung across his back.*********

"Speakin' about your old fashion cookin' ", said elder Shorts, ad-

dressing the group of loafers gathered about the stove at Meek's
store, "Speakin' about your old fashion cookin', I want to remark 'at

I ain't seen nothin' 'at had any claim to that 'er name since my old

mother died, way back in '32, 'ceptin' that dinner at the parson's

'tother day. It jist sorter had the right smack to it an' the turkeys

was sizzled to a dark brown, about the color of a butternut an' they

was the old time heapin' plenty,—four of 'em. I beered some of the

wimmen folks low 'at old nigger Martha cooked that crackin' good
dinner, an' 'at Miss Walters didn't have nothin to do with it. Lor',

how jealous wimmen is any way! But they can't fool me, I've et

Thanksgivin' dinners of Martha's cookin' ever since I found grace,

fourteen years ago, 'an I ain't stuck my tooth into nothin' 'at tasted

like this 'ere dinner." He turned and looked around among his

watery mouthed hearers. "An' down in Kaintucky 'fore the war,

preachers didn't do no perlite invitin' nur nothin' but jist got ready

fur his congregation an' threw open his doors quietly as much as to

say 'come right in an' make yourselves to home an' don't stan' on no
new fangled formalities but jist reach across the table and hep your-

self. That's the new parson's style an' I reckon 'at a person 'at ain't

satisfied with that kind of treatment is mighty hard to please."

In the back part of the store was another group composed exclu-

sively of wheelmen. They were looking over some marked copies

of old cycling papers that Buck Bradley had just received. There
were peculiar expressions on their faces as they read in accounts of

the past seasons races, the number of firsts and seconds taken by
Billy Walters. They seemed good natured about it for the few com-
ments they made were uncomplimentary to no one but themselves.

They say that they had been fooled by a very clever flyer and when
they opened the last paper, a current issue, and read the rather

humorous account of "how Billy Walters sneaked a handicap," I

doubt if any one enjoyed it more than they did. G. s. D.

Theo. W. Meyers was re-elected Park Commissioner in New
York city. Meyers is an avowed enemy to wheelmen and will do
his utmost to have the Park bill repealed.
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Good Men on Good Wheels
Put the records where they stay.

It is about a year, now since Stillman G. Whittaker made the following

set of World's Records on the Crawfordsville Course, viz:

|llljllllllilillllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllll|

H 10 Miles in 29 m. \l s. =
-^>^t= 20-Miles in 59 m. 351 s. E^*^-

= 100 Miles in 6 h. U m. ES

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

And these records have stood ever since, notwithstanding the fact that the competitive trade have done their

utmost to acquire them. While other manufacturers have buiit special wheels for this purpose, which differed

materially from those they offered to the public, all of our performances have been on the identical wheels listed in

our catalog, and we claim, therefore that they are remarkably significant and demonstrate unquestionably the

IJasy ^9919(5 Quality of Oar B^arir^s.

Then that performance of Frank Dingley's on the Lynn track.

100 Miles in 5 h. 38 m. 44J s.

Being 25 minutes better than the American track record and 11 minutes better than the English record. Quite a number of attempts

have been made by other makers to lower this, all of which have proved to be failures.

We think the above is ample evidence to convince the most skeptical, and to efface any impression to the contrary caused by the

false statements of our traducers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

SEND FOR THE LATEST EDITION OF OUR CATALOG.
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A Change of Diet.

Now cometh on the winter

When the gay bicycling sprinter,

Will let up on his training

For the racing season's past;

While days are cold and breezy,

He will take things rather easy,

And enjoy the loafing moments
While they last.

No more he'll grieve and sigh at

The thoughts of training diet,

He will chew the luscious schmier kase

And the succulent half stew;

The pumpkin pie he'll juggle,

While he holds an awful struggle

With the boarding-house fried chicken
Old and blue.

Short and Sweet.

Around my worn out shorts

Fond memory cavorts;

When new, such. pants
Might well enhance,

The pomp of royal courts.

Now you are old and worn
Acknowledging the corn,

A tramp's keen eye

Would pass you by,

Ah, sadly are you worn.

Next time my old goat snorts

For grub, I'll take two quarts

Of bran, and sprinkle you,

And give to Bill to chew,—
A meal of bran and shorts.

Captured.
She wouldn't have captured my heart I know;

It is certain of that Ifeel;
Though she swayed so bewitchingly to and fro,

Like a willow branch when the zephyrs blow;
As she pedaled her dainty wheel.

There was bouyant grace in her girlish tread,

There was art in the way she sat,

A coy, arch poise to her dainty head;
But she cannot capture my heart, I said,

Lest it be by her cunning hat.

The sun-light gleamed in her dark, brown hair,

Ah, how I remember that,

And her smile was as bright as the day was
fair,

But, oh such trifles cannot ensnare!
Yet I'm caught,—for she set her cap.

Why?
She— uWhy do yoxi say 'header?' "

She asked of her beau.
11 When 'cropper'

Is proper,—
So English, you know."

He.—"Why, no one says 'header'

When landing out flat,

I have heard

That the word
Is much stronger than that."
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di 1 1 A Q is as wholesome in its spirit as the breath of

it pine forest, nmi o constant inspirer of a lovi of nature.

-\c« > or* Tribune.

• 0uti9<§ '/if

The Monthly Magazine of Sport,

Travel and Outdoor life.

ah Manly and Womanly Recreations And full

record and picturesque description In this Maga-

zine, wiiiHi is riclily lllustnili'il ami full of breezy

and attractive literature every month.

Outing for December.

"The Romance of War," as told by Emma 1 ranees

Benedict, is the opening paper "i the December

number. The narrator recounts the thrilling inci-

dents of actual camp life in tin' army of the i*oto-

mac from a feminine point of view, in a bright,

crisp, unaffected manner that really commends

itself to the reader, while t lie anecdotes and remin-

isces bear the truthful stamp of bona ride personal

experiences. The illustrations and frontispiece

are the work of Mr. A. R. \\ and (an artist who was

himself present In camp at the time, and well

known as one of the best military delineators of the

day i. and .1. E. Kelly.

General R. B. Many continues ids graphic recital

..i "Big Game Bunting in the Wild West ;" his paper

treating of mouse hunting experiences is full of

adventure, and will be found instructive as well as

Interesting to sportsmen. The te^t is embellished

by the BXawlngS of Mr. J. Carter Heard, who is

second to none in this work.

Captain Blackwell furnishes a capital story of

1 o\ Hunting in Ireland, through which a pretty

little piece of romance is cleverly woven. Ten

clever illustrations by ). A: (.. Temple.

Thomas Stevens continues his famous journey on

his wheel, and in his December installment tells

what befell him at the hands of those who did their

utmost to impede his progress through Afghanistan

to India. Illustrated by Moessner and Knicker-

bocker.

There are also articles on the subject ot Spanish

Bull lights. Illustrated by Kelly. Arctic Voyaging

by sleds, by the celebrated explorer, William II.

Gilder; a lively episode of Mexican Border lite.

Illustrated by Remington ; and another veritable

bit of wild seafaring adventure, by Captian Coffin.

There is also a good account of the Volunteer This-

tle races. The magazine has been Immensely im-

proved In the number and character of its illustra-

tions, and will be found well worth a persual.

Subscribe now. $3.00 a year ; single copy 25 cents.

140 NASSA1 BT., NEW FORK.

^

The Camp Bugler.

•With the freedom of mascullneness and the grace of femlnenlty."—From
'The Romance of War," by Frances Benedict.
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Stillman G. Whittaker of the Champion Team
Lowers the World's 24-hour Road Record.

You all remember how last fall he rode 300 miles in 20 minutes less than 24 hours over an ordinary country road.

NOW
OVER THE SAME COURSE HE RIDES

323 Miles in 23 Hrs., 58 Min. and 35 Sec,
BEING 18 MILES BETTER THAN THE PREVIOUS WORLD'S RECORD.

The validity of this ride is sworn to by thirteen reputable citizens of Crawfordsville, including the Mayor of the City. The course is

straight away for 50 miles and admits of no cut-offs.

TllE Significant FEaturE of this record, that we want to impress on you, is that Whittaker rode one of our;ordinary

Light Champion Roadsters,
And not a wheel built for this special performance. THE CHAMPION WHEELS are made from the ground up by

GORMULLY X? dEFFERY MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.



Vol. ii. No. 9. INDIANAPOLIS, IND., DECEMBER, 1887. Price 1 o cents.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.

*POP6 7V!lFG. CO.,«
PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

No. 79 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON.
BRANCH OFFICES: J

12 Warren Street, New York,

! 291 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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1 •If HHHI BOBDSTES • I
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented fay Riders nf Experience. The Dnly Absolutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ed Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to "knock
you out."

•
•••

The Old Story
~

C

Coasting Without Danger !

--'V
J

:

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the .large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

OF THE

CRANK WHEEL

Hill-Climbing to Perfection!

•••

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the
power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers

•••

As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. „ The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHK P. LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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GREATLY IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
THE SAFEST MACHINE AND THE BEST HILL-CLIMBER!

THE * KING * BICYCLE
FOR 1887

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers,

giving a constant application of

power so highly prized on sandy or

muddy roads and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the

rear of the hub, there is an uplifting

at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the

fork cannot be forced forward faster

than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-

friction bearings in our high-grade
machines run very easily, are very
durable, and cannot roll together

;

and there are no parallel bearings to

retard the revolution of the wheels
nor cog-wheel friction to overcome
in coasting.

Secured by United States Patents
(nut Pending United States and
Foreign Applications by the In-
ventor, Rev. IIOMIJR A. KING,
Springfield, Mass.

View of bearings in rear wheel, andendvieio
of adjustable anti-friction roller bearings and
revolving collar which holds litem in f>lace.

Full explanation in Catalogue; sentfree.

Cut showing how the degression of one lever, turning one propelling drum
forward, turns the other backward and raises the lever without contact with
the driving wlteel. Full explanation in Catalogue: scut free.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing

the weight, and the natural position

of tha hands, enable the rider to

greatly increase the pressure upon
the pedals, and it can be set to

sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing

speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in

which the levers are raised without

springs, the new motor raising one
lever and foot automatically by the

depression of the other lever, without

retarding the revolution of the drive-

wheel by the ascending foot, even by
amateur riders, which on the crank
wheel can only be avoided by expert

riders.

Hereto/ore noticed and adrrr-
tised as "Springfield's New 'Bi-

cycle," "The Springfield light
'Roadster," •• The Springfield Bi-

cycle," etc., ami the until Bicycle
in tin- market ever invented <><•

first liitilt in Springfield.

3^=CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

Enamel Finish, one-tenth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel,
Enamel Finish, one-half Nickel,

PRICE LIST.

Full Nickel Finish,
One-fourth Xickel includes Hub, Saddle-Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head, One-hali Nickel includeWe recommend and most riders order the >i 10 style with anti-friction bearings to both wheels. A discount of 10 per cent, from third Column prices is .vnian. or to the first

purchaser in any county. Above prices are for 48-inch wheel; add or subtract %\ per inch up or down. Spadi mi 1 Igents wanted in all unoccupied ten

SOLID CRESCENT RIMS
PARALLEL BEARINGS

To Both Wheels.

$76
so
s.~>

90
also the Spokes of the large wheel,

Front View, with spade ha 'idles.

HOLLOW RIMS. HIGHEST GRADE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$95 $105
IOO HO
105 115
llO L20

Full Xickel includes all except the Rim.

THE KING WHEEL COMPANY, 51 Barclay St., NewYork^
THE BICYCLE HERALD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one year, 15c.; to copies, $1. The Herald contains the running recon ( the art, cycling romance,

and practical helps; The Evangelist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and .1 youths? departmi nl Sample copj lent free. Agents wanted in every town
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Write for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.

In. answerinc; -A.ci-v-ejrtlser*"»e*i.*S!» I3le*i»iB»fc» mentlun t 1 •; — pit «>t?r".
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READ ONLY THE COLORED PAGES INSIDE.
# , £>. -», .;»,, ^. .^. .<*"•.

:
\W. ..^. .^. ,.s«---...^ ..•.•»/, ..^, .v^fc ,s^, -v^-, .^....^ .^-. .^<- .STO- -•^. .<^. ,^, .^. .<^a M>, .<B>. ^, .^-, ,#, :,^.. ,s^, \s«S-. .^. . .^. .-.-ft.. ,^, .>> ,s^-. ,A-, ,^. ,^-,

-All of the-

popular (T)a^aziQe5 of tl?e Day
At Astonishingly Low Prices.

In ordering observe the following rules and avoid unnecessary

delay:

State the date you wish the subscription to each magazine to begin

with, if you want all the papers sent to the same address or not,

and let your remittance accompany the order.

Issu
ed.

Reg.
Price

tumu. L/omo.
with with

Gazette Record

i^omo.
with
Both

Frank Leslies Illustrated Newspaper wk. $4.00 $4.00 $4.20 $4.50
1 " Ulustrriate Zeltung (Ger.) wk. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.50

" Popular Mag zine mt. 3.00 3.00 3.40 3.80
' " Sunday Magazine mt. 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.40
' " Budget mt. 2.25 2.30 2.80 3.25
' " Pleasant Hours mt. 1.75 1.90 2.40 2.80
' " Illustrated A manac an. .25 .70 1.20 1.65
" " Comic Almanac an. .10 .55 1.05 1.50

Good Housekeeping mt. 2.50 2.50 2.75 3.15
Atlantic Monthly mt. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60
Andover Review mt. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60
Scientific American wk. 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.90
Scientific American Supplement wk. 5.00 5.00 5.10 5.50
Architects and Builders Edition S. Amer. mt. 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.40
Bicycling World wk. 1.00 1.25 1.75 2.15
American Magazine mt. 3.00 3.00 3.40 3.80
Popular science Monthly mt. 5.00 5.00 5.10 5.50

Cottage Hearth mt. 1.50 1.50 1.60 2.00

Puck wk. 5.00 5.00 5.10 5.25
Public Herald mt. .50 .65 1.10 1.50

Puck"s Library mt. 1.00 1.20 1.70 2.10

Life wk. 5.00 5.00 5.10 5.25

Babyland mt. .50 .90 1.40 1.75

Little Men and Women mt. 1.00 1.30 180 2.00

Pansy mt. 1 00 1.30 1.80 2.20

Chataqua Yc ng Folks Journal mt. 1.00 1.30 1.80 2.20

Wide Awake mt. 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.45

Harpers Weekly wk. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60
" Magazine mt. 4.00 4.00 4.10 4.50
" Bazar ">

wk. 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.50
" Young People wk. 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.90

Century mt. 4.00 4.00 4.50 4.90

St. Nicholas mt. 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.90

Judge WK. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.50

Judge Serials q't. .40 .75 1.25 1.70

Scribner's Magazine mt. 3.00 3.00 3.40 3.80

Hook Buyer mt. 1.00 1.30 1.80 2.30

Youth's Companion wk 1.75 1.75 2.25 2.70

Wheel wk. 1.00 1.25 1.75 2.15

Golden Days wk. 3.00 3.00 3 25 3.65

Arkansaw Traveler wk. 2.00 2.00 2.40 3.80

Sport and Theatrical Journal wk. 4.00 4.00 4.10 4.50

Peck's Sun wk. 2.00 2.15 2.65 4.05

Christian Union wk. 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.90

Spirit of the Times wk. 5.00 5.00 5.50 5.90

Sporting Life wk. 2.50 2.50 2.80 3.20

Texas Sittings wk. 4.00 4.00 4.10 4.50

American Canoeist mt. 1.00 1.30 1.80 2.20

Art Amateur mt. 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60

L. A. W. Bulletin wk. 1.00 1.25 1.75 2.15

Clipper wk. 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.65

American Angler wk. 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.65

Turf, Field and Farm wk. 5,00 5.00 5.10 5.50

Llppencott's Magazine mt. 3.00 3.00 3.10 4.50

Family Fiction wk. 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.90

Outing mt. 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.65

X. M. Miles ot> a Bicycle, by Karl Kron 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.50

Wheelmen's Reference Book .50 .70 1.20 1.50

If you want more than one of the above mentioned periodicals,

send us your list and we will quote you special rates.
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The Wheelmen's Record
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THE RECORD and THE GAZETTE hare a larger
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Monthly Summary.
FROM NOVEMBER 15 TO DECEMBER 15.

Colorado. C. C. Hopkins, of Denver, rides

12 } \ miles in the hour on a unicycle.

Connecticut. Harvard Bicycle Club hold a
handicap race Nov. 19.

Indiana. George S. Darrow, editor of the

Wheelmen's Record and the Wheelmen's
Gazette, died Nov. 20 after a lingering at-

tack of typhoid fever.

Illinois. M. J. Fenneson appointed local

consul for Englewood. Run to Pullman of all

the Chicago wheelmen, both club men and
unattached, Nov. 20. Illinois Cycle Club
hold their first paper chase, Nov. 25.

Louisiana. New Orleans Wheelmen hold

a handicap road race Nov. 25. Bicycle South

is merged into a sporting publication.

Massachusetts. A. Kennedy Child resigns

his position with the Pope Manufacturing

Co. C. P. Daniels, late trainer of the Col-

umbia team, is employed in a Boston Gym-
nasium. Somerville Bicycle Club holds its

annual ball Dec. 12. Mr. Murray formerly

W. A. Rowe's manager, buys the Lynn cy-

cle track. Pope Manufacturing Co's calen-

dar for 1888 makes its appearance. Al-

phonse King rides his marine bicycle from
Charleston bridge to East Boston, Nov. 25.

Jamaica Cycle Club holds a hare and hounds
chase, Nov. 25. Dorchester Club give a five

mile boy' 8 race, Nov. 25. Jamaica Club give

an entertainment and dance, Nov. 29.

Missouri. Prof. C. H. Stone appointed
local Consul at St. Louis, Dec. 5. Thanks-
giving Day hare and hounds chase indef-

inately postponed. Missouri Club hold their

initial hop, Nov. 18. Chas. Barney appoint-

ed local Consul at Jolpin, Dec. 5. H. C.

Stewart, of Kansas City, resigns his office as

representative, Dec. 8, as he will soon leave

for Los Angeles, Cal. A. C. Stewart, of St.

Louis, resigns his office as representative,

Dec. 9; Robert Holm is appointed to fill the

vacancy. A new club started in Kansas

City by the name of United Wheelmen.

Minnesota. T. W. Eck accepts the chal-

lenge Percy Stone made, Nov. 3; Stone yet

to be heard from. Frank Dingley breaks

every indoor record from 100 up to 350}

miles in twenty-four hours, Dec. 14. T. W.
Eck breaks the 50 mile safety record.

New York. Citizen's Bicycle Club with-

draw from the New Jersey Road Racing As-

sociation. Manhattan Bicycle Club holds a

house warming, Nov. 21. H. D. Corey ar-

rives in New York, Nov. 18, from his' trip

abroad and writes his annual, "What Harry
saw in England" for the Boston Herald and
cycling press in general. Long Island

Wheelmen give a house warming Nov. 25.

Nebraska. Jack Prince opens a saloon in

Omaha.

Delaware. Wilmington Bicycle Club hold

their inaugural race meet, Nov. 24.

New Jersey. Kluge wins the New Jersey

road race. Passaic County Wheelmen hold

an entertainment, Nov. 28.

Ohio. Quaker City Wheelmen, of Salem,

hold a masquerade ball, Dec. 16.

Pennsylvania. Case of cycler against

road hog for assault with a whip, decided in

favor of latter at Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

England. Cowboys win in the race in Ag-
ricultural hall, London, between the cyclers

Woodside and Howell, and the cowboys
Beardsley and Bronco Charley. Mr. Wood-
sides, father of W. M. Woodsides, of the

American team, died at his home in Ireland.

"Jones is getting to be a rattling good bi-

cycle-rider."

"Is that so?"

"Yes, he did a splendid mile yesterday. If

it hadn't happened that Sam Brown was
standing on the track, he would have
broken—

"

"What, the record?"

"No, his blanked neck."—Puck's Annual.
* . *

Our English exchanges in mourning for the

depravity of the American cycle press in in-

serting reading notices in their columns
without adv. after them, forget the fact that

they are in nearly every issue devoting two
and three pages to long articles, very clev-

erly worded which wind up with recom-
mending the reader to use this or that cure-

all. Of course many American papers do
the same thing, but then they do not speak
sluringly of the practice but look on it as

legitimate advertising.

Jacksonville, 111., America, must be a de-

licious spot to live in, from a cycling. [point

of view, for we learn that a horseman, whose
steed ran away at the sight of a bicycle and
did some considerable damage, is sueing the

town for his expenses. He considers, if you
please, that the city was guilty of neglect in

not preventing the use of bicycles on the

street.

—

Bi. News.

Our English cotemporaries will, no doubt,

be more surprised yet when they read of the

Philadelphia case in which the jury justi-

fied the cowhiding of a passing wheelman by
a ruffian butcher.

*

Professor Proctor declares "that the earth
is shrinking two inches a year"—at least so

"the Wheel'" says, and thinks Stevens' feat

will be found much easier in the years to

come. It causes us to think, and to come to

the conclusion that Stevens had better send
in his claim to the Records Committee at

once, and get them to pass the time (we for-

get how many days he tooki and the dis-

tance (we do not exactly remember the exact
number of miles, yards, and feet he covered).

Fancy, if some one turned up a few years
hence, and declared that Stevens's record
was a false one, as he had measured the dis-

tance round the world, and found Stevens at
least half-a-mile out! Surely, too, in such a
ride, some understanding should be arrived
at as to what distance, if any, the track
ought to be measured from the edge of the
globe. No one could ride a machine a foot
from the edge, yet that is the present allow-
ance, we believe.—St. News.

• *
*

We always used to think that cyclists, and
cyclists alone, were the only users of the
Queen's highway able to talk without end—
and "gas" occasionally—about the places
they had visited, the distance they had cov-
ered, and the times they had accomplished.
We have had cause to alter our opinion,
though. One day last week we chanced to

get into a railway carriage with a couple of
men of middle age who were discussing,

very pleasantly, their own deeds, they both
being owners of horses and with some con-
siderable knowledge of the country round
about London. What they had done in their

time, as partially learned by us from their

remarks, and not made sotto voce, would
have made the hair of an ordinary cyclist
stand on end, we fear, for they were still

going on piling up the collection of exper-
iences by a bigger tale each time when we
alighted from the train. We begin to
think, now, that cyclists are not such extra-
ordinary individuals after all, now we have
found another class with the same peculiar-
ities.

—

Bi. News.
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New American Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E.

Duffy, Patent Attorney, Washington, D C, of whom
copies and information may be obtained

Patents granted of interest to wheelmen

for the month ending December 6th, 1887.

372,429. November 1, 1887. T. O'Brien,

New York City, velocipede. (2 patents.

373,028. November 8, 1887. F. D. Ran-

dolph, assignor of one-half to R. Gordon,

Plainfield, N. J., bicycle. Relates to head

and spindle.

372,717. November 8, 1887. H. C. Swan,

of Oshkosh, Wis., vehicle spring.

372,994. November 8, 1887. C. H. Veeder,

of Calumet, Mich., assignor to the Pope Mfg.

Co., of Portland, Me., velocipede saddle.

372,736. November, 8, 1887. Emerson
Ames, of Washington, D. C, screen for ve-

locipedes.

373,202. November 15, 1887. Hermanus
T. Frie, of Curacoa, West Indies, tricycle.

Embodies a rocking chair, which propels the

machine by means of suitable gear, operated

by the downward movement of said rocking

chair.

373,171. November, 15, 1887. W. S. Bu-

lett, of Delta, Pa., vehicle spring.

373,267. November 15, 1887. W. I. Bun-

ker, of Chicago, 111., vehicle spring.

373,698. November 22, 1887. E. W. Stew-

art, of Kalamazoo, Mich., machine for form-

ing vehicle seat bars.

363,570. November 22, 1887. G. Singer

and R. H. Lea, Coventry, County of War-
wick, Eng., velocipede.

373,980. November 29, 1887. David Horn,

of Carterville, 111., velocipede.

373,850. November 29, 1887. Harry M.

Pope, of Hartford, Conn., assignor to the

Pope Mfg. Co., of Portland, Me., velocipede.

374,287. December 6, 1887. T. Benfield,

of Newark, N. J., bicycle step.

374,542. December 6, 1887. John Knous,

of Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope
Mfg. Co., Portland, Me., velocipede fork.

371,911. Wm. T. Andrews, Williamsport,

Pa., bearing for velocipede.

372,031. Henry La Casse, Auburn, N. Y.,

tricycle.

372, 106. Frank J. Bayer, Du Bois, Pa.,

assignor to Edward Lease, same place, tricy-

cle.

372.428. James O'Brien, New York, N. Y.,

velocipede.

372.429. Thomas O'Brien, New York, N.

Y., tricycle.

New English Patents.

Compiled for the Wheelmen's Gazette by
Messrs. Hi ghes. km & Hughes, Patent Agents ami
Engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London, W. <'.. of
whom copies and information may be obtained.

13,608. William George Gibbins, of Lon-

don, for improvements in cycles.

13.611. Thomas Rushforth Marriott and
Frederick Cooper, of London, for improve-
ments in rear driving, convertible tandem
tricycles.

13,631. James Thomas Tilby, of Clapton,

for improvements in self-acting guides for

steering safety bicycles.

13,732. Thomas Charles Pullinger, of

Greenwich, for improvement in pitch chains

and wheels for driving bicycles and tricycles

and for other purposes.

13,771. Valentine Hamilton Muller, of

London, for a tandem bicycle.

13,802. Arthur Austin, of New Southgate,

for improvements in the manufacture of bi-

cycles and tricycles.

13,881. Samuel Watts and Richard John
Powell, of London, for improvements in and
relating to velocipedes.

13,921. James Yale Johnson, of London,
for improvements in cycles.

13,930. Thomas Wells Gorton, of Tarn-

worth, Staffordshire, for tricycle.

13,932. Ardisoief Wilson, of Westminster,

for a safety guard to an ordinary bicycle.

13,935. John Donkin, of, Bournemouth,
for applying similar power in raising the

ascending pedal, as hitherto only applied to

the decending pedals of cycles.

14,067. Isaac Ahronsberg, of London, for

an improved driving gear for velocipedes.

14,102. Harry Lucas of Birmingham, for

an improved anti-vibrating attachment for

velocipede lamps.

14,165. Albert Theophilus Goody, of Lon-

don, for improvements in, and relating to

velocipedes.

14,236. Thomas Charles Pullinger and
Henry Jelley, for improvements in adjusta-

ble ball bearings for velocipedes, and other

purposes.

14,520. Alfred Easthope and Ernest

Easthope, of London, for improvements in,

and relating to velocipedes.

14,698. Charles Kingston Welch and
Francis Boyle Bale, for improvements in

velocipedes.

14,768. James Logan Watkins, of London,

for improved attachments for fixing and
regulating the position of bicycle and tricy-

cle lamps.

14,765. John Boultbee Brooks and Wil-

liam Fisher, of Birmingham, for a new or

improved apparatus for holding, securing

and locking the brakes of velocipedes.

14,867. John Keen, of London, for im-

provements in connecting pedals to veloci-

pedes.

15404. Robert Best Helliwell, improve-

ments in bicycle, tricycle, and other wheels,

15412. William Henry Blessley, improve-

ments in the method of and apparatus for

propelling cycles and other machines.

15461. Ernest Easthorpe, improvements
in velocipedes.

15,598. Edward Butler, improvements in

hydro-carbon motors and in the method of

their application for the propulsion of tricy-

cles and other light vehicles.

15.612. Henry James Brookes and Richard

Green, improvements in parts of frame

for rear-driving safety bicycles.

15,698. George Salter and Charles John

Holdship, inrrrovements in velocipede sad-
dles.

15,712. Edward Mushing, improvements
in velocipedes.

15,800. Franz Louis Rodel, improvements
in treadle cranks for bicycles and other
velocipedes.

Wide Awake for 1888.

The readers of this wonderful magazine
for young people are so accustomed to good
reading and pictures that they will wonder
how it is going to be better than ever this

coming year. But it is.

The new year has already begun with the
holiday number just out—a truly great num-
ber, larger and richer, more varied, and
therefore it must be better than ever before.

And the publishers have a primer to send to

those who want to know what Wide Aivake
is going to have in it in 1888.

The wonder is that such a library and
picture-gallery can be got together for $2.40

a year—a thousand pages and everything
fresh and new—stories, history, travels, bi-

ography, sketches, anecdote, adventure—and
all instructive as well as entertaining. Two
worlds are drawn from to make such provi-

sion for the education and pleasure of our
children.

So high is the best of our young people's

literature nowadays that we are all of us
glad to be young. Nine-tenths of reading
people prefer it to what is written for them;
for it has the rare merit of being easy as

well as good.

We know of no Christmas gift so sure of

bringing a happy response in a reading

family, and with this in view we have made
special arrangements with the publishers by
which we are enabled to offer Wide Awake
and the Record for §2. 90, or Wide Awake
and the Gazette for §2.50, or Wide Awake
and both Record and Gazette for $3.45.

The Glasgow Free Presbyterian is exer-

cised in mind at the prevailence of Sunday
cycling in its neighborhood, and calls upon
its members to use their influence to, as far

as possible, put a stop to the practice.

—

C. T. C. Gazette.

*

"My son did not I see you reading an ac-

count of a prize fight in the paper this

morning?" "Yes, father, but I will never,

never, do so again so long as I live—

"

"Never mind about that my son. I merely
wanted to ask what you did with the paper.
—Burlington Free Press.

*

It often strikes us as very strange the way
one meets with cycling in unexpected places.

The other day in Tottenham Court Road—

a

most uncycling neighborhood—we saw in a

print shop a very good pencil drawing of

"Richard Howell, professional champion bi-

cyclist," side by side with W. G. George, the

pedestrian. Howell was on his machine
with one or two other bicyclists in the

shadowy back ground, and was very well

and naturally drawn—that is, as far as we
could tell in the fleeting glance.

—

Bi. News.
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The Bicycle and the Pup.
"Tls a bicycle man, o'er Ills broken wlioel

Tbat grleveth himself full sore;

For the joy of Its newness Ills heart shall feel,

Alack and alas ! no more.

When the bright sun dipoth the hills with gold,

That rider uprlseth gay,

And, with hat all be-ribboned and heart that Is bold,

Pursueth his jaunty way.

He gazeth at folks In the lowly crowd
With a most superior air;

lie thluketh ha! ha! and he smlleth aloud

As he masheth the maiden fair.

Oh, he masheth her much In his nice, new clothes,

Nor seeth the cheerful pup,
Till he roots up the road with his proud, proud nose,

While the little wheel tllteth up.

Oh, that youth on his knees—though he does not
pray—

Is a pitiful sight to see

;

For his pants in their uttermost parts gave way,
While merrily laugheth she.

And tbat bicycle man In his heart doth feel

That the worst of uusanctifled jokes

Is the small dog that suiffeth anon at his wheel,
Butgetteth mixed up In the spokes.

—Omaha Chronicle.

Christmas Presents and How to Make
Them.

conomy is the

road to wealth."

This is not an
original remark
of our own, yet

we step aside

from the beaten

path of journal-

ism to endorse its truthfulness. We have al-

ways advised the practice of economy, in

others, and we could, if we cared to, cite

several cases in which it was a direct means
of the acquirement of riches.

The Christmas season which is at hand
offers an excellent opportunity for the prac-

tice of economy. It is not always the

present that costs the most that gives us the

most pleasure, that is when we give the

present. The beaded pin-cushion and the

embroideried slippers, are they not always
welcome? I wot they are. And so it is with

many other little mementoes of the holiday

season that may be fashioned by loving

hands for the brightening of our homes and
firesides.

It is not the two-hundred-dollar plate glass

mirror, or the high priced majolica jar, or

the Alhambric cuspidor, or the peach-blow

vase, or the seal skin sacque, or the steel-

plate picture of Mrs. Cleveland that make a

home, no it is none of these things. But
rather it is the decorated placque, and the

hand-painted fire-shovel, and the chrocheted

tidy, and the large four-by-eight wall-paper

fan that go to make a home what it is.

Following out this line of thought, the

Gazette has, with the aid and suggestions

of a prominent dealer in bric-a-brac and
articles of virtu, arranged a number of

articles that may be easily constructed by
any bicycle rider, with no other instruments

than a needle and thread, scissors, box of

paints, saw, paper of tacks, some gilding

bronze, a ball of twine, and whatever else

may be mentioned below. The wheelmen's
bicycle or tricycle, of course, furnishes the

balance of the materials.

The dealer from which the Gazette man
took his suggestions said that bric-a-brac

would, this year, be brac-ier than ever, while

articles of virtu, would be their own re-

ward, more than ever before. This shows
how popular the sport has become, as we
bicycle editors say.

The first article we would suggest is the

decorated placque. Every household in the

land feels the need of just such a piece of

furniture; but alas, how many homes are

there which even the cheapest kind of a

placque is beyond reach. To make this

placque, take the small wheel of a bicycle

and three bolts of different colored ribbons a

a quarter or half-inch wide. Weave these in

and out the spokes so as to fill all the vacant

spaces. A little retouching enamel patted

on here and there, greatly adds to the gen-

eral effect, especially if light colored ribbon

is used. In case the small wheel should not

be large enough to meet the requirements

or tastes of the donner, the large wheel may
be utilized. If the wheel be tangent spoked,

a small rosette, fastened at each crossing of

the spokes makes a very pretty figure. With
a little taste, and $1.92 worth of materials, a

placque may be constructed equal, in every

respect to the $2.50 placque of commerce.
Thus effecting a saving of 58 cents per

placque.

Another article which is a necessity in all

well regulated households is a wall pocket.

To make one of these, all

that is necessary is the plain,

ordinary tool bag of the sun-

dry department. A border

of narrow fringe around the

edge and a few sun flowers

or storks painted over the

oiliest parts as deemed advisable. In case

the tool bag is one of the "telescope" vari-

ety, the same process will produce a very

neat article of scissors case.

Another article that has all along been out

of the reach of all but the rich is the baby
jumper, as now constructed under the U. S.

patent laws. This the Gazette hastens to

place within the reach of its poorest sub-

scriber. All that is necessary is a tricycle

and a baby. With the aid of a sharp knife

and a little profanity, remove the tires from

the two large wheels; also remove the seat.

Fasten the tires to the seat, also to a hook in

the roof, or ceiling, if preferable. Then

fasten the kid to the saddle and the baby
jumper is in complete working order. A Z.

& S. bundle carrier is suggested as an excel-

lent means of fastening down the kid.

If you have no bundle carrier, remember
we give one as a premium for five subscrib-

ers to the Gazette.
Now run up in the garret and get your old

pair of short pants that you were ashamed
to give to a tramp, and we will show you
how to make a

real nice slipper

case out of them.

With a little pink

ribbon, tie up the

bottom of each
leg. A little ex-

celsior scattered

around on the in-

side, gives em bon

point and grace to

the whole. Then
tack the pants to

the wall with a border of ripe grass and cat

tails along the waist-band. The two hip

pockets will hold the slippers.

Although not strictly apiece of bric-a-brac,

an egg beater is a necessity in every house-

hold where they

are addicted to

the egg-nog or

cream cake hab-

it. For this pur-

pose all that is

necessary is a
rat-trap pedal with crank attached. Set

the pedal^rapidly revolving and bring it in

close contact with the undressed hen fruit.

One or two repititions of the performance
will bring the egg to the proper consistency.

The pedals should be as clean as possible as

many consider the flavor of cheap lubricate

ing oil bizare.

We might go on indefinitely and tell how
an antique cross-bow might be made from a
cow-horn handle-bar, how a decorated pa-

per-weight, calendar and general reference

book might be made from the ordinary hub
cyclometer. How a student lamp might be
made out of an ordinary tricycle lamp or

a back-bone might be

made into a handsome
umbrella rack, but we
have said enough to

show that with a few

cents worth of material

and a little ingenuity,

the economic wheelman
may decorate his home
for the winter and have
Christmas presents
enough to go 'round

his large circle of poor

relations.

Oh, yes, we came near

forgetting, we imagine we hear some one ask,

"what shalll do aboutmy wheel next spring?"

Gentle reader, that is where the beauty of

this scheme of ours comes in. Don't you
worry about next spring. Long before the

Spring comes you are sure to be tired of the

things you have made for yourself, and your

friends will be glad to get rid of theirs too.
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Now! Now! Now! Now! m
Professional Racers, Scorchers and Amateurs is

the time you need a Hoix/xe Trainer to
keep yourself in condition. Don't store your wheel
away to rust and do you no good, but get the

Eureka Home Trainer
And Bicycle Stand,

And you and your machine will show the good ef-
fects* of proper care when the riding season opens.
It is adjustable to different sizes and styles of
cycles and also for riders' strength.

For Sale by Cycle Manufacturers and Dealers.

Price ^^.^O
M. A. WOODBURY, Mfgr,

Bradford, F»a.
P. S.—Remember the exercise is exactly the same

as riding on the road.

Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle
Mailed for $2 by Springfield Printing Co. Spring

field, Mass. Bound in cloth, gilded top, photograv-
ure frontispiece, 41 chapters, 908 pages, 675,000 words
75 pp. of indexes with 10,468 titles and 22,806 refer-
ences. A pamphlet of 40 pages, giving specimens
of these indexes and other parts of the book, and a
list of agencies where it may be bought, will be
mailed on application by postal card to the publl h
er, Kahl Kron, at the University Building, Washington
Square, A . T. City. D. The book and pamphlet may
also be had on personal application to C. F. Smith,
at the office of the Wheelmen's Record, Tndlana
polls.

W/SmppOAWLS> o. -mq,Ktj-, i./rT -, C_v»

\ DO YOU WANT?A DOG ?

If so, send for DOG BUYERS'
GUIDE, containing colored plates,

lOO engravings of different breeds,

prices they are worth, and where to
bny them. Directions for Training
Dogs and BreedingEerrets- Mailed™
for 15 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog I

Furnishing Goods of all kinds, s

are you Interested in poultryw
] Then send for Practical j'Orii-
iTliVBOOK, lOO pages; beau-

tiful colored plate; engravings
of nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip-

, tions of the breeds; how to caponize;

j
plane for poultry houses: information

^ about incubators, and \* here to buy
Eggs from best stock at 5* 1.50
per sitting. Sent for 15 Cents.

TOYQUmEtP CAGE BIRDS? .[

If so, yon need the BOOK. OF CAGE R
BIRDS. 120 pages. loO illtis- IS

trations. Beautiful colored plate.
Treatment ana breeding of all kinds Cage
birds, for pleasure ana profit. Diseases
and their cure. How to build and stock
an Aviary. All about Parrots. Prices of
a.' kinds birds, ca^es, etc. Mailed for
lo Cents. The - iree Books, 40 Cts.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
237 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ei.j«jwu^J*g.^w«~^'u-*i^M«,BF«rf

YOU CANT BEAT THIS

When writing to adver=tisers xsXe«.s»e niention the
Geiacette.

'S

USE

BECAUSE
It has no superior for Bicycles and Tricycles.

Every bottle is full size and warranted to give satisfaction-
A fine brush is given with even' bottle.

It is only 50 cents per bottle.

I rem fit AJTZ BICYCLE with COW-HOKX
HANDLE-BASS for $4.50 per pair.

SIDNEY J.
Special Terms to Dealers.

FRANCIS,
FITCHBTJRG, MASS.

"HTheelmen's Cards

For the following Divisions:

Massachusetts,
New York,
New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Missouri,

Kentucky, Michigan,
Iowa, Minnesota.

Price, $1.00 per 100. Price, 75 cts. per 50.

Printed en heavy board, with tinted ground
Name, address, etc., included.

C. H. TDWNSEND,
27 Arch St. NEWARK, N. J.
JW-ll

I ll i ii I ! Ill I , i , i i j i t mima*n

HOMEOPATHIC f| f\
SPECIFIC No. £0

In use 30 years. The only successful remedy for

Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other causes.
§1 per vial, or 5 vials and large vial powder, for $5.
Sold by Druggists, or sent postpaid on receipt of

price.—Humphreys' flledicine Co., lO'J f'ultun St., >. X.

BARGAINS
IN SECOND-HAND CYCLES AND

SUNDRIES.
4S=Send Stamp for list of Faciles.

ARTHUR MUNSON, Agent,
mam i < )iiu, Connecticut,

gtar Bieyeles, ^Fast
3''

No Headers or Dangerous Falls,

303 Aliles in S-* hours.
Accepted World's Records on the Koad from 150 to 305 Miles.

World's safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles on the Track.

First American Machine to make more than 20 miles

within the hour.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed and Grade.

Won all First Premiums, when in competition, since 1881.

Send for Catalogue.
H H. SMITH MACHINE CD.,

Smitliville. Hur. Oo., 3f. J.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
The New Rapid, American Champion, Star, Rival, Otto, and other

Bicycles and I ild on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

i ond-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
nickel-plating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLD. AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely - illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every actual 01

prospective wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.
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The Wheel.

H. D. COREY'S OBSERVATIONS DURING HIS

TRIP ABROAD.

Harry Corey, the bright, energetic and

popular exponent of cycling on the road, on

the track and in the factory, has returned

from another trip to the other side. As us-

ual, upon his arrival home, he has kindly

given his experiences for the benefit of those

interested in his favorite sport, and they will

be read with interest. This is his story: "I

left New York Oct. 15 on the North German
Lloyd steamship Eider. On reaching Lon-

don I called on my old friend Sidney Lee,

whose acquaintance I had made some four

years ago, and whom I had met on every trip.

He is manager of probably the largest new
and second-hand establishment in the world,

with headquarters at No. 60 Chancery lane,

and his close connections with the cycling in-

dustry in all its different forms, representing,

as he does, almost every reliable maker, ren-

ders him a particular valuable person to fur-

nish information. After chatting with him a

short time on the outlooks of the trade, and

what had been going on during the past year,

I walked down Holborn viaduct, where most

of the English makers have their London
houses.

"The first one I came to was Humber & Co.,

who are now a very large stock company,

and manufacture all grades and kind of bicy-

cles and tricycles.

"Their London manager, Mr. Rucker, is a

particularly pleasant gentleman, and one of

the bestknown cyclists in England. Since my
visit to England last year Rudge & Co. had

grown to such an extent that it was deemed
advisable to form it into a very large stock

company similar to Humber's, and this move
was in process on my arrival in London.

Branch houses were being established in all

the different countries, in order to bring the

manufacturers into the closest relations with

the distributer of the factory's productions.

Just beyond Rudge & Co. was the Coventry
Machinists' Company, who have probably

the largest showrooms in London. Mr. Bale,

the London manager, is well known in this

country, having been here several times in

connection with the branch house established

in Boston. He called my attention to a rac-

ing tricycle in the window, which was
a marvel of lightness and strength.

It was of the Cripper tipe, the three wheels

being each about 30 inches in size, and act-

ually weighed less than 23 pounds. It was
the lightest machine that I had ever seen, and
I had no idea they could reduce them to this

weight and preserve strength and durability.

This particular mount had already several

valuable records to its credit. I picked it up
with two fingures, and suggested that he had
better send it to America for some cattle king

or gambler to hang on his watch chain. Gas-

kell, the former manager of the American
branch, was out of town, and I did not have
an opportunity to see him, but I understand

that he was not connected with the bicycle

business at present.

"In the ordinary bicycle, I find very little

change. I brought up the subject of ball

heads to several of the largest makers, but

they shook their heads and said: 'We got

over that idea last year.' It can be compared
to the two-speed gear craze of several years

ago. In further converation one of them re-

marked: 'There was a time when it was al-

most impossible to sell a bicycle unless it was
covered with so called improvements of all

kinds, falsely calculated to reduce the power.

We found the riders demanding all sorts of

novelties, which we were forced to adopt,

but after the first year or so, we found the

riders coming back with their machines, and
wishing to exchange for the same machine
of a simpler design.' A careful inquiry into

this matter revealed the following facts: The
rider believed that he had something differ-

ent on his machine, and that every invention

was an improvement, but found afterwards

that it was difficult to keep it in repair, and
he was only too glad to sell or exchange for a

much simpler machine of an equally good
make. 'It is impossible,' he said, 'to conduct

a successful bicycle business, unless you
pin your faith to two words, simplicity

and durability.' I found that the general

opinion among the most successful manufac-

turers, that those who had the simplest and
most

MECHANICALLY CORRECT MACHINES,

were also the most successful in a commercial

sense, for the more complicated you build a

bicycle or tricycle the more expensive it be-

comes in the long run. One manufacturer

told me that he had achieved his greatest

success in building the simplest machine pos-

sible, and keeping up with the times, but

never forcing them.

"I found that the bicycle business was
gradually developing toward large firms,

which was the result of the combination of

several smaller ones. The cycling industry

has been for a number of years a recognized

branch of manufacturing, and to any sceptic

who believes it is short lived I would respects

fully refer him to 'Sturmey's Indispensable,'

a book which would convince him very

quickly that if anything, there was too much
captal invested in the business.

"Larger rear wheels were being used on
the ordinary, generally about 18 inches, in-

stead of 16 or 17, as heretofore. Of course,

in the high class light roadster bicycles, tan-

gent spokes, ball bearings, hollow rims, ball

pedals, etc., were the order of the day while

in the roadster the direct spoke and solid rims

predominated, otherwise it being the same.

The kangaroo type of machine had fallen off

considerably, and was succeeded by the new
'Rover safety' pattern. The peculiar con-

struction of this type of machine gives it nu-

merous advantages, without in the least de-

tracting from bicycle action in propulsion,

guiding and balance. It is safe in every res-

pect, a header being impossible, the seat of

the rider being so low that he feels as secure

as when on his feet; in fact, his feet are only

a few inches from the ground, so that if it

were possible to fall no injury would arise.

The wheels are of about equal size, the rear

wheel being the driver by means of an endless

chain, communicating from the hub to the

pedals, which are situated between the two
wheels. The front wheel is the steerer, so

that the power required to propel the ma-
chine does not effect the steering as in the

ordinary bicycle. On this account, and the

proximity of the rider to the ground, a

learner can make himself master of the art

of riding in a much shorter time and with

considerable less danger than upon the ordi-

nary bicycle. The seat and handles can be

adjusted so that the machine can be altered

in a few moments to suit the length of leg or

arm of the rider. The weight is a little more
than the ordinary bicycle, on account of its

great number of parts. As a runner on level

ground, its speed fully equals the ordinary

bicycle; and as a hill climber it easily excels

any type of bicycle—a fact proven time and
again. As a machine for road use combined
with speed, I point to the performance of Mr.

G. P. Mills, who recently accomplished 29 1

miles in 24 hours on this type of machine.

This was his first attempt, but before the

close of the year 1888, I predict that all rec-

ords will be held on this pattern of safety.

"There are a great many patterns of the

Rover type manufactured but they are

almost all indentical, the principal ones being

the Premier, the Rudge, Singer's Challenge,

the Humber, the Ivel, Marriot & Cooper's

Ripley, the Whippet and Moore's Invicta.

The last two are spring fork machines,which

were calculated to

RELIEVE THE RIDER
from any jar, but my experience has been, so

far, that the rider needs a machine shop with

him to keep these last two in order, and the

simpler you can make them the better. I find

that the best thing to relieve the vibration

on this type of machine was a comfortable

saddle and the wheels fitted with good-sized

tires, these two points, with the handles

placed at right angles, would render the

machine as free from vibration, and the steer-

ing as easy as on the ordinary bicycle. I be-

lieve that there is a great future for this type

of machine, and should not be at all surprised

if I should see our American manufacturers

making them in great quantities next year.

While I do not think that it would hurt the

sale of the ordinary bicycle, it will open the

pleasure of cycling to a great many who
have been afraid to venture on a high ma-
chine, and professional men in particular

will find it a great boon both as a means of

conveyance and an exercise which combines
safety and comfort with speed, with no more
than the usual power required to drive the

ordinary. This type of machine was used a

great deal by physicians in preference' to

horses, and by artists and others who depend
entirely on their hands.

"From what I could discover about the sin-

gle tricycles, I found the Cripper pattern

was at the present time the favorite, but I am
inclined to think that the new tricycle of

Messrs. Marriott& Cooper indicates a change
for the better in a great many ways. This

new machine is driven by a chain extending
from a large rear wheel, which is the driver,

to an axle suspended from a tube running
in a vertical direction toward the front part

of the machine. It is really the old Humber
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pattern twisted round, with the two front

wheels about 22 inches in size, but without

its difficult steering. This tricycle posesses

advantages contained in no other machine,

and,more will be heard of it later.

" I could discover no particular change in

the form of tandems, with the exception of

the Marriott & Cooper Olymphia, which I be-

lieve will be heard from in the near future.

The Cripper and Humber are still the leading

types.
uIn the matter of saddles and bags for ma-

chines, there is little that is interesting, as

the American hammock saddle of the Kirk-

patrick type is far superior to any English

saddle there on the market.

"As a general thing the roads in England

are very slippery and greasy, and tires come

off there very much more easily than in the

States. I inquired of a manufacturer if there

was any remedy for this, and he said that

the most satisfactory way they had discov-

ered in the course of 15 years' experience

was to carefully stick them on with Lodon's

cement. He said that all sorts of patent

schemes had been devised and different kinds

of rims had been invented, but where a

patent process is used, the chemicals usually

rusted the spokes and left them in such a

condition that they soon snapped off at the

rim. The patent rims had worked well for a

while, but it was found that the tires wore

out very much quicker and were much more

easily cut up, while it was not long before

the tire stretched, and a piece must be taken

out of it to fit the wheel tightly.

"I spent several days in Birmingham and

Coventry looking up the different makers,

and found much to interest me in various

ways. The Rudge company were hard at

work getting out their new sample machines,

which were not ready, and in due time full

details of their plans for 1888 will be given

to the public. Singer& Co. are building two

very large factories in addition to what they

have already, and Mr. Singer, the head of

the firm, informed me that they had not

been able to keep up with their orders dur-

ing the past year. The policy of Singer &
Co. has been somewhat different to any of

the cycle makers. This firm has built

machines for road use solely, and I under-

stand has never entered into open compe-

tition in a racing connection. How well this

has paid them is shown by the fact that the

productions are probably second to none in

the cycling trade, and what many of the

other makers spent in racing, Mr. Singer

quietly puts into his pockets and lets his

competitors do the fretting. Messrs. Hill-

man, Herbert & Cooper, the makers of the

well-known Premier bicycles, are a particu-

larly active firm, and they have in their

employ one of the best fellows and riders in

England, Mr. P. S. Buckingham, who is the

proud possessor of thirty-four French marble

clocks that he has won in various bicycle

competitions. On a wet Sunday, if he has

nothing particular to do, he generally winds

them, which gives him employment for the

day. He very kindly took me out on a

Premier tandem, for a spin around Coventry,,

and the way the machine traveled was a

caution, it only weighing a matter of sixty

pounds and geared to sixty inches.

"Coming back to London, I bade good-bye

to my friends, embarked on the North Ger-

man Lloyd steamship Saale, which sailed

from Southampton on the 10th of November,
and, after one of the roughest passages I

have ever experienced, I was indeed glad to

see the Statue of Liberty again in New York
harbor.

"In a general way, I can say of my trip to

England, that the cycle business is now con-

ducted almost on the same lines as every

other business, and the success of the manu-
facturer and agent depends on the quality

and reputation of his goods. To a certain

extent, the question of price enters into it,

but, after all that is said and done, the pro-

spective bicyclepurchaser cannot help realiz-

ing very clearly if he is at all a judge of

machines, that a cheap article is dear at any
price. The reputation of the maker for

quality and workmanship, simplicity of de-

sign and durability of material, does more
to sell his goods than extensive or eccentric

advertising, for, although he may do a good
business with a novel machine for the first

year or so, it is the following years, when
the repairs come in, that he sees where he

has made his errors, and then it is too late."

Ladies Tricycling in the Park.

GROWING POPULARITY OP THE SPORT FOR
WOMEN AND GIRLS.

"Look at that poor lady in the invalid's

chair," said a young girl in Central Park the

other day, "How fast the man behind is

pushing her. He runs so rapidly that his feet

seem scarcely to touch the ground. The care-

less brute must be frightening her to death.

Why ! here's another pair and another ! They
seem to be trying to catch one another. Is it

a race for the hospital, or what?"
"Them," replied one of the sparrow police,

as he followed the fast disappearing objects

with a jealous eye, "is the new-fangled tri-

cycles for men as likes to take out their wives

for an airin' on castors."

"You don't seem to approve ofthem," said

a, reporter.

"Well, I can't say they give us any trouble,

except sometimes wanting to go on the foot-

paths and rideways; I haven't heard of any

horses being scared by them, or any accidents

of any kind yet, and the rabble of boys and
counter-hoppers that the commissioners

promised us hasn't shown up to any extent.

But we fought so hard to keep them out that

we can't take kindly to them yet, altogether.

More ladies are taking to it daily, though they

like the parks better than the roads, and
the more of their bright costumes and
smiling faces the better, I say; for they all

seem to enjoy the sport hugely. It's more
fun, they say, than driving, and I suppose

if some few of the upper crust was to take

to it, it would be all the rage in no time."

A little inquiry leaves no doubt that women
and girls in New York are fast being con-

verted to the advantages of tricycling. Num-
bers of them can be seen in the pleasant

mornings or early evenings along the asphalt

under the shadowy boughs, down the wind-

ing path, with lover, brother or husband
mounted behind at a convenient distance for

whispering "soft nothings," discussing

"pa's" antiquated ideas, or relating baby's
latest or the servants' shortcomings. No dan-
ger of "headers" or falls is there, to interrupt

the flow of ideas, or detract from the full ap-

preciation of the scenery; no time is spent in

learning to operate the machines; mounting
and dismounting them is as gracefully and
easily done as to a stool; no mud spatters the

clothes; when the lady tires she may remove
her feet from the pedals to a rest and let her
athletic escort propel the machine alone;

either or both can steer the machine. The
exercise in moderation is jeculiarly health

giving, and the regulation speed in the park
—seven or eight miles an hour—is easily at-

tained and kept up for hours without undue
fatigue. Everything seems to point, since

the opening of the parks to wheelmen, to an
immediate appropriation bywomen and girls

of what has hitherto been regarded as almost
exclusively a man's sport. In Boston, Phil-

adelphia, Washington, some western cities,

and even in Brooklyn women have shown
their appreciation ofthe sport and large num-
bers of them are devotees of the wheel.

—

New York Tribune.

Song of the Anglo Maniac.

( TUNE—" When Johnnie, comes marching home.)

When our English celebreties cease to roam,
Bravo, Bravo

!

We'll give them a rousing old welcome home,
Bravo, Bravo

!

They've been petted by baronetts and lords,

Nobles and gentlemen by hordes.

We'll turn out in force, when they're on the boards.

When our English celebs, come home.

When James G. Blaine comes back again,

Huray, Huray

!

We'll give him our votes, that's very plain,

Huray, Huray

!

We never can understand it, quite,

How we've worried along, and come out all right

Without the aid of our Plumed Knight,—
Jimmy come back again.

Whenever Jay Gould gets back on the street,

You bet, you bet

!

We'll get up a subscription and give him a treat,

You bet, you bet!

We'll give a railroad, whatever its worth,
*

A city or two as a matter of mirth,

And to show our esteem we'll give him the earth,

Whenever Jay Gould gets back. '

When Sullivan comes again this way,
Perlice, Perlice!

Oh, won't that be a gala -day?—
Perlice, Perlice

!

We'll have a rousing old time and—well,

No feeble words of mine can tell

The vigor with which we'll greet John L.

Sullivan back again.

When Buffalo Hill comes back out west,

Who-oop! Who-oop!
Oh, won't he be a hero—"jest,"

Who-oop ! Who-oop

!

To see "lied Pizen" and "Dirty Joe,"

And "Hole in the Wall" and "Never Say No,"

We'll shell out our cash and take in the show,
When Buffalo Bill comes home.

When Senator Morgan crosses the sea—
Ah there ! Ah there !

Oh, where will our other racers be—
Ah there! Ah there!

'Twill be a cold day for Billy Iiowe,

And Whit, and Dingley will have to go,

And all of our flyers will be laid low,

When the Senator comes back home.
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"Where hills have been ci'med, where great road races have been run, where wheels have been tested to their very

utmost, THE VICTOR has been found at the front to tell its own story."-0. W. Co. Catalogue.

In. answering Advertisementd please mention tnis* paper,
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ALL FORGED STEEL!
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STEEL WINGS.

a cm ling Rom w e

i;> CHRIS, w HEELER, Author of "Rhymes 01 the Road and Riveh.

Chapter m.

it is an open question, and one which every Individual critic lias the right to

decide according to his own fancy whether the standard of beaut \ In the

buman face lies in the lines that are the vouchers forinteUect andideal ele-

gance, or in the lines tiiat arc purely t lie product of nature and of love.

We left Florence sitting in her room in a meditative mood. Sit-

ting thus with her head reclining on her hand, supported by her

elbow resting on the soft blotter-pad on the table, and puzzling out,

perhaps, some airy fancy conjured up by the new life which she was
just entering upon, Florence Saxton would at that moment have

presented a fair and striking study for the pencil of a Millais. Rear-

ed in the great Eastern Dependency, there was a delicateness about

her person, which is often noticeable in those who by birth or par-

entage claim Western blood, but who, by life and breeding, have

imbibed characteristics of the East. Particularly was this delicate-

ness apparent in her face, which at once struck the observer as being

remarkably engageing and even facinating. It is an acknowledged

fact that there is often a nameless something, which, in a face boast-

ing in itself none of the distinguishing lines ofwhat is termed beauty,

classical or otherwise, still appeals to our sympathy, or, as the case

may be, to our affections; a something which draws you instinct-

ively to the possessor of it. Often it is an expression lighting up the

whole set of features,—a sort of human nature special rumination
;

or it may be an expression affecting but one or two of the features;

but in either case it is an expression which impresses you with the

idea that the individual whom you are contemplating, though,

strictly speaking, not beautiful, yet posseses something fully as

potent as any acknowledged charm of beauty; for you feel drawn to-

wards the possessor of the happy characteristics, perhaps even more
strongly than if the lines of classic elegance found their fullest exem-
plification in the arch of the eyebrow or in the curve of the nostril.

Now Florence Saxton was not beautiful, in the strict sense of the

term, or in the sense that a cold critical observer would base his

opinion on, as to her right to be termed handsome. No. Most de-

cidedly, she would not have stood the test of the every calculation

on every little point, and the measuring of every distance and vari-

ation of contour, by which the student of the mallet and the chisel

is wont to create his models of faultless excellence. Her eyes were
large, and of a dark and speaking blue, of a darker shade, in fact,

than is usually noticeable in England. There was nothing else,

however, very remarkable about her features which would call for

more than ordinary notice, except, perhaps, her mouth, and that

portion of her face awakened attention only when she smiled; when
the sweetness of the expression which played around her lips, and
spread over her whole face, drew every one almost irresistably to

her. Her face lacked the roses which are a general attribute of the

native beauties of the "Island Home," but the delicate skin and the

expressive eyes made up for the lack of the characteristic British

bloom.

Florence's early life had been of a nature that would have, but for

the precepts and examples of a wise and loving mother, ill-fitted her
for the trials and struggles of the world's strife, should she ever be
called upon to engage in it.

Reared under the Indian sky from infancy, and accustomed to

having her every want and wish attended to by other hands than her
own, accustomed to be obeyed with a deference, which to many
would appear to be abject servility, she had not, however, acquired

those tastes for languid ease and self-gratification, which the educa-
tion of a life spent in Calcutta and other Indian towns would almost
certainly appear to inoculate. For her education in and familiarity

with European life, and, though she was mainly indebted to her
mother—more indebted to her than to the efforts of the best instruc-

tors who could be found in that far-away Eastern clime. Music and
French, with a slight knowledge of, and a taste for drawing, were

about the only accomplishments outside of her English education
with which she was conversant With these, however, she was fairly

well acquainted, but against her parents wishes that she should also

follow more showy but less useful studies, she had resolutely re-

belled, thus reversing the usual order of things characteristic "t

young ladies of her age and discretion.

At first she did this, perhaps, from the least little hit of la/.i

but afterwards, a sober questioning of how far such knowledge
would be practically us tul. had a great deal to do with her setting

her face against acquiring brilliant accomplishments. Florence's
was not the nature, however, when her judgment told her that some-
thing had to be attained, to shrink from using the means of acquir-

ing the desired object, or reaching the end aimed at. On tin con-
trary, she threw herself, after the first experimental essays, into the
task, whatever it might be, with her whole heart and energy, and
almost always ended by coming out of the struggle the undisputed
victor.

In the matter of education, her brother had a decided advantage
over her, as indeed brothers generally have. The Major had taken
the earliest opportunity of sending his son to school in England,
where, after several years at Rugby, the boy had proceeded to col-

lege, to acquire the advanced branches of study necessary to fit him
for the career of an engineer,—a vocation which, from the time of
his early youth, he had set his heart upon following.

But enough of Florence for the present. Leaving the Major to

perfect hisarrangements foran early removal from London, and leaving

Florence holding her lately-penned letter in her hand, and dreaming
the while over her past life and the sudden changes of the last few
months, which had so altered the tenor of her life, and dreaming also

perhaps, of pleasant days to come in the far-away country home in

the land of her nativity. Leaving these our new friends thus, we will

change the scene, as the magic-lantern man says, and see if we can-

not cultivate the acquaintance of a certain personage whom we have
already given passing notice.

Chapter iv.

Dressing up an old Idea, we may saj that some men are born with the con
ven tii mat silver spoon in their mouths, othermen make the spoons whichthey
flourish so triumphantly, while some men flourish the spoons that are made
byothers. in the end it amounts to the same thing, is long as there an
users there will be spoon makers, and vice versa; and the only moralizing on
the matterworth Indulging in is to allow that there is something In lu<

It was the end of the term at Cambridge, and the grand old nursery

of learning and culture was about to empty itself of its great congre-

gation of careless seekers after erudition.

Along the lime tree walks of "Old Trinty," under the noble elms

of "St. John's" down by the sleepy Cam, under the shade of the

foliage which had whispered its disapproval over many a lazy lounge,

and watched silently over many an arduous "stew." wandered fortu-

nate cantabs congratulating themselves, and each other, on having
escaped the dreaded shoals and quicksands of the examination hall.

From the numerous groups and couples perambulating the confines

of Trinity, let us pick out one, and try if we can not hear something
that will interest us. Along one of the quietest walks are sauntering

a couple of Undergraduates, evidently of the non-studious order, or

rather of the average student class, their faces betokening satisfac-

tion with themselves, with their luck, and with everybody else's

luck. They were evidently discussing the result of a late examina-
tion, for one of them remarked to the other:

"Well, Guy, I am glad the term is up, and that we were both

pulled through. It is more than I expected we would do."

"Spoken for both of us," replied his companion. 'Throw honors

to the winds, old fellow, or rather leave them for those who want
them. But I say, Reynolds that man Saxton is a remarkably smart

fellow, isn't he?"

"Why, of course he is; that is nothing new. We always counted

Jack Saxton clever."

"Didn't you hear of his adventure yesterday near Round hill?" said

Guy Somerville slipping his arm through that of his friend, as they

strolled on down the walk. "I tell you Ashley, some fellows have
luck."
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"No, I didn't hear of the business, Guy; what of it? Has he hit on

a new style of screw for an ocean steamer, or has be perfected a new
brake for a bicycle, and set some fellow crazy explaining to him his

new idea?"

"No, nothing of that sort, Ashley," said Guy; but you are aware

that some of his crowd bicycled over to Roll's yesterday afternoon?"

"Yes, I know all about that, they wanted me to go along."

"Well, at the railway bridge, half way there, they came upon

some of the company's employees who were inspecting the bridge,

which is said to be unsafe. An engineer was taking notes, and Sax-

ton and the rest got off their machines to see what was going on. It

so happened that some old duffer of a director who was present,

took it into his head to ask the engineer some questions which puz-

zled the fellow, and he fumbled over the job of figuring the posers

out. The corporation magnate was getting impatient, when our

friend Saxton, who had heard the questions, hauled out his note

book, made a few calculations, and, by George, told the old man
what he wanted to know as easily and quickly as though he had

been studying the whole thing for a month."

"That was Jack Saxton all over," said Reynolds. "What hap-

pened then?"

"Why, the satisfied querist exchanged cards with him, and, shak-

ing his hand and bowing to the rest of the crowd, went off."

"But how does the episode particularly affect Saxton?" inquired

Reynolds.

"Well, we are coming to that," answered Somerville. "Whom do

you suppose the old questioner was? No one less than Weymern,
one of the largest stockholders of the company, well-known in Lon-

don, and in New York, too, as a railway man, at least so Jamieson

said this morning."

"And so then it looks as if Saxton can have a place at once if he

plays his cards properly?" said Reynolds. "He's a lucky dog."

"Not more lucky than he deserves to be," said his companion.

"Saxton is a worker and a good fellow to boot, and every one felt

satisfied when he took first honors—none more so I believe than Car-

rington himself, whom you know we all thought was dead certain to

come out ahead."

"Was not that all astounding though? The idea of John Saxton

cutting out the great Carrington! I tell you old Tompkins was rather

surprised at having two of his fellows scoop in everything."

"And 'Carrie' said he could not have stood any one treating him in

that fashion except Saxton," said Somerville; "and I believes he likes

Jack all the better since the 'exam'; the two are more together than

ever."

"But what surprises me, Somerville, is this. That Saxton never

appears to work hard, while Carrington always seems to be making
himself up."

"You are right there, Ashley. He must have some stewing secret

which I wish he would make over to me, so that I could knock
around as I pleased, without running the risk of being 'plucked'

every 'exam' with all the attending little pleasantries."

"Why, look here, Guy, for three days before his last examination,

Saxton did little else but pile up runs for his eleven, to the dismay

and discomforture of that Middlesex team, and lose I don't know
how many sets at tennis to those Thompson girls, to the extreme

disgust of that future light of 'the Church, 'Jameson."

"But to recur again," said Somerville, "to the matter which we
were speaking about. I mean the fact of Carrington not feeling sore

over his being headed off by Saxton. I am not so sure that he felt so

entirely unruffled about the matter as many would suppose. You
cannot judge Ed. Carrington by his outward seeming."

"O, now Guy! I know for a fact," said Reynolds, "that old 'Carrie'

did not feel in the least put out by being so unexpectedly walked
over by presumably his best friend."

"Well, perhaps you are right, Ashley. In fact I know you are

right, as far as his feelings go at present. You remember I said a few
moments ago that Ed. felt more resigned to Saxton's beating him
than he would have felt to anyone else serving him in the same
manner."
"Why, yes," said Reynolds, "we all knew that."

"And perhaps I was wrong," pursued Somerville, "in supposing
that he felt even slightly irritated at first, though it would only have

been natural for him to be put out of humor by his losing what he
evidently counted on obtaining."

"He is not in the least put out about the matter," said Reynolds,
"for Simpson—you know Simpson, of 'Christ's'; he is one of our
biycling lights—well, he told me that Carrington had asked Jack to

visit him at Aldscombe, and when Carrington does a thing like that

it means something."

"It does seem odd though to me, Ashley, that there is such an in-

timacy between those fellows. You say that Carrington has asked
Saxton to visit him?"

"Yes, I believe he has."

"I did not know," said Somerville, "that their intimacy extended
as far as that. I thought they had a mutual respect for each others

abilities, and the fact of their being such good friends might be ac-

counted for by both of them being interested in the same amusement
—cycling."

"And those are the principal factors in cementing their friendship,

Guy, you have just hit it," said Reynolds.

"It is only another instance then, Ashley, of dissimilar characters

and dispositions forming close intimacies. There is Saxton, strong
and robust, with muscles like a Hercules, and there is Carrington,

good looking and tall, it is true, but slightly made, and, if not physi-

cally weak, at least almost feminine in appearence, and, as far as I

can make out, as retiring and as bashful as a girl. Saxton on the

contrary, is energetic and pushing to a fault, and he is a regular

athlete."

"It may be just as you say, Somerville. It may be from this differ-

ence of disposition and general make-up that the two fellows enter-

tain such a regard for each other. By the way, Saxton's people have
returned from India. Was he telling you?"
"He did tell me they had returned to England and he seemed to

be supremely happy over the event. His mother died some little

time ago. You recollect how the occurance affected him, just as he
was working his hardest, too."

"Yes; working after his own peculiar fashion," said Reynolds.

"I did not expect very much from him after he received the news
of his mother's death," continued Somerville. "You know how
much he thought of her. But, as you said before, Ashley, Saxton
works in a curious fasion. He is a fellow whom you get fooled about
if you judge of his ability or chances by the extent of his apparent
application to work."

"I never saw a fellow obtain such results with so little apparent
labor," said Reynolds. "I wish to heaven that I could master things

without expending pretty nearly all my vitality in the effort to

acquire even the smattering of knowledge which I manage to get

hold of. But is not this Saxton himself coming along?"

"Yes, so it is. Hallo! Saxton. How are you, old fellow?" Ashley
and myself were just talking about you, and wishing we had some of
your luck, or rather your brains."

"You might not acquire much, Guy, if you did become possessor of

my stock of what you term brains; but how is it I have not seen

either of you fellows riding lately?"

"Why, we've been working too hard, have we not Ashley?" said

Somerville, laughing. "By the way, Saxton, I hear that you and
Carrington are going to spend the summer together. Is that so?

Enjoying bicycling, I suppose?"

"Yes; Ed. and I have laid out to do some riding this season. We
both finish up here, you know, or at least practically we did finish

up some time ago, and I at least must look out pretty soon for a pos-

ition somewhere."
"You could have one in college here if you chose, Jack," said

Reynolds. "I heard that you had been; or were about to to be, offered

a tutorship."

"That was a correct enough report, but such a life would not suit

me, Ashley. I want something active, even if I have to leave the

country to obtain it."

"Well, I am sure all wish you luck, old fellow. We will see you
round here again, I hope, no matter what you decide on doing. I

suppose you leave for home to-morrow?"

"Yes; Ed. Carrington and I leave early to-morrow. He intends

taking a trip into Scotland, and if I see my way to accompany him,

you may be sure I will do so."
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"We may meet you, Saxton, 'i' the land o' cakes,' " said Somer-

ville. "Perhaps at Rothesay or some place in that neighborhood, or

maybe at Aberdeen, if we get round that side. Ashley and I will do

some yachting this season."

"Well, until we meet under those circumstances, or until I pay

you a visit during next term, good bye. I wish you both a pleasant

vacation."

"Good bye, Saxton; good bye, old fellow. A pleasant trip and

success in the future," replied the two friends, as Saxton walked

away.
"Reynolds, I'm sorry we are losing Jack Saxton," said Somerville.

"What will the 'eleven' do without him?"

"I am sorry, too, Guy; that he is so lucky as to be clearing out.

What the deuce are our tennis parties to do, and what will our crazi-

est cyclists say?"

"Don't know, Ashley; but I do know what old Tompkins will say as

he wipes off his glasses on first day of next term. He'll say: 'Two

more of 'em gone,' and things will go on all the same. He won't

give even that much thought to us, will he, Ashley, when we give

old Trinity leg-bail?"

"I should think not, Guy. By the way, you say the Sylph sails

four days from to-day?"

"She does. Good bye! and I hope we meet Saxton up North."

"I hope so, too. Good bye!"

Chapter v.

The matured fruit of a pleasant expectation often forms one of the land
marks whereby we can locate periods of our life, which would, without such
Index figures, fade away among the many forgotten incidents of our past.

Florence sat by the parlor window at Larch Hill one evening, and
gazed down the walk which wound for about three hundred yards

through an irregular avenue of beach trees, before it reached the

gate opening on the road. The first hundred yards of the walk
could be plainly seen from the house, as could also the last few
yards where it terminated at the entrance gate; observation of the

remaining portion was obstructed, at least from the house, by inter-

posing trunks of trees and low shrubs. She was watching rather

impatiently for her brother, whose baggage had arrived that morn-
ing, accompanied by a letter saying that he was on the road, and
that, if everything went well, five o'clock would see him at Larch
Hill. The letter wound up by saying that he would be accompanied
by three friends, for whom food and lodging should be forthcoming,

but that no provision was to be made therefor until his arrival.

This ambiguous information somewhat puzzled his sister, and
anything but pleased the Major, who had calculated on having the

first evening of his son's stay at Larch Hill as a kind of family re-

union, for, since their coming to England, neither Florence or him-

self had seen mnch of Jack, owing to his close confinement at and
attention to college, and to—as late information seemed to show

—

bicycling. Now, however, there was some prospect of having his

society for at least a short period before he entered on the profes-

sional career to which he had devoted himself, and which would un-

doubtedly call him away from the vicinity of Bardsley, and, perhaps,

remove him from England itself.

"I wonder, Auntie, who it can be that Jack is bringing home with
him," said Florence, tapping musingly on the window-pane. "He
mentioned once the name of a friend of his, a Mr. Carrington—Ed-
ward Carrington, I think he called him, who, he said, contemplated
riding through the North of England into Scotlaud."

"I recolect John referring to a Mr. Carrington," said Mrs. Sinclair.

"I think it was in his second letter, too."

"Yes, it was, Aunt; and Jack said that Mr. Carrington would start

from Cambridge on his trip about the same time that he would leave

for Larch Hill. He referred to this fact at length, I know, but cer-

tainly he did not mention a third or fourth party, supposing that he
and Mr. Carrington should ride together."

"Perhaps it may not be a man, after all, whom John is going to

bring here," said Mrs Sinclair, as she plied her knitting most indus-

triously, sitting close up by the table in the centre of the room.
"Then who or what can he be bringing, Auntie; not a lady, surely!

for he is traveling on his bicycle, and if his friends accompany him, I

cannot see how they can do so, except in a like fashion."

"That is very true, Florence, but I did not necessarily mean thai

he was to be accompanied by a lady, when I said that he might not

havea gentleman companion. Jack has funny ways ofdoing thing!

,

and he may be bringing home here those horrid creatures which

your father sent him from India."

"What horrid creatures do you mean, Auntie? You are getting

more abstruse than ever. I did not think that any horrid things

came from India."

"Why, I mean those detestable monkeys; and if such is the case,

and if Master Jack carries them in his train, why, the whole party

will be of a piece, one monkey riding on a wheel, and, like an organ-

grinder in extra good circumstances, carrying two monkeys on his

back."

"O, Auntie, you are too hard on Jack and his hobby. You ought
to have seen enough of these bicycles to like them. I have only

been in England for a few months, and I am in love with them al-

ready."

"In love with the bicycles, or with the bicycle riders, which?" said

Aunt Em., almost maliciously.

"Maybe with both, since you are so particular," said Florence,

half annoyed at her Aunt's pleasantry.

"There now, Florrie, I was only teasing you the least little bit,"

said Mrs. Sinclair laughing; "but, really, I do not think that it is quite

gentlemanly for a young man to make a public show of himself on
one of the new kind of hobby-horses, and I am sure that it cannot

be any pleasure to fall about in the fashion that I have seen bicyclists

almost invariably indulge in."

•'Well, Auntie, boys will be boys, you know. They are always
fond of danger, and if they are not, why, there is something wrong
with them. It seems to me that a boy's nature must always lead

him into some sort of scrape or danger; don't you think so?"

"In a great measure you are right, Florrie," said Aunt Em. "Yes,

I think you are right," she continued, and she laid down her knit-

ting and gazed contemplatively towards the window. No doubt
she had had her own experience with gentle youth.

"Well, Aunt, said Florence, "I suppose if they thought that there

was no risk attending bicycle riding, they would hardly take as

much pleasure in the sport as they appear to take, and there would
not be so many bicycles running all over the country.""

"I remember the time when such devices would have been laughed

at," said Mrs. Sinclair, musingly; "but times are changed. Indeed,

I can almost remember when railroads first came into use. My,
what a fuss there was!"

"O, Auntie, what a regular ancient you must be; but how I do
wish that Jack would come. Here it is just five o'clock, and no Jack,

and not even a sign of your friends, the monkeys. Really it's too

bad."

"Who is this Mr. Carrington, whom you spoke of just now as

being a friend of John's?" said Mrs. Sinclair, taking up her work
once more. "I once knew a family of that name in London."
"Beyond that Jack has said, I know very little about him," re-

plied Florence. "I remember that when writing to me once he said

that this Mr. Carrington was his best friend at college, and, there-

fore, I should judge that he is a pretty clever fellow. Jack always
looks out for clever people, you know, Aunt."
"Perhaps he is clever," said Aunt Em. slowly. "Perhaps he rides

a bicycle very well, and does not get many falls, or endanger other

peoples' lives, if he does not endanger his own."
"He is a bicyclist, anyhow, Aunty, whether he is a good one or

not. Perhaps you are right, too. Maybe, after all, that is the main-

stay of his friendship for Jack."

"If Mr. Carrington is of the family that I have knowledge of,"

said Mrs. Sinclair, "he comes of good parentage, old Robert Carring-

ton was one of the largest landholders in Warriekshire, and his

house in London was the resort of many men noted in politics and
literature."

"And you knew all those people, Aunt, did you?" said Florence,

with interest.

"No, my dear, I did not know them all, as I said before. I was in-

timate with the Carrington family, and through them I got to know
a few of the noted people who formed a portion of their large circle

of friends. Yes, the Carrington's were very nice people.'/

To be Continued.
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A Review of the Cycle Trade for 1887

WITH A HI XT AT THE PROSPECTS FOR '88.

In making up this review the editor ad-

dressed a letter to each of the leading bicycle

manufacturers, asking them if they cared to

have made public a general idea of their trade

for last season and their prospects for the

coming one. The result appears below, we
have omitted all reference to wheel construc-

tion as neither the objects or limits of this

article admit of its discussion, we will treat

of that subject later. The review will doubt-

less be of interest to our readers,

We begin with the "oldest in the business,"

THE POPE MANUFACTURING CO., OF BOSTON.

They say that the season of '87 has, all in

all, been the best yet for cycling interests,

well fullfilling the predictions made at the

beginning of the year. While in some cen-

ters, as is always to be expected, the interest

has been less active than last year and trade

in consequence has there fallen off tempor-

arily, in the greater number of places there

has been as much if not more riding than

ever, and a corresponding demand for ma-

chines. The developement of new territory,

particularly in the West and South, has been

considerably in excess of last year, and they

have shipped more wheels to these sections

than ever before.

While track-racing has had an off year, the

benefit usually accruing to the trade from

this as an advertising medium has been more

than made up by the increase of interest in

touring, a much more rational use of the

wheel, and one which serves to bring it more
practically before the public, which is to fur-

nish us new riders and customers. This in-

crease of touring, principally affecting as it

does the regular type of high grade bicycles,

has operated in their favor so far as their

Expert and Light Roadster are concerned,

and the appreciation shown of these ma-
chines, particularly the former for long and

hard usage, has had for them the most grat-

ifying results ; and it will not be taken amiss

for us to make the modest statement, that

the working of both has been most creditable

and satisfactory both to the rider and man-
ufacturer. They say they have not yet seen

a Columbia worn out, though their ten years

in the business has offered them ample oppor-

tunity to, if they were in the habit of doing

this. Durability is, they claim, one of the

qualities going to make a high grade mach-

ine.

That it has been a good year for Tricycles

and Safeties goes without saying. The in-

crease of riders of and purchasers for these

machines has largely exceeded any previous

season, and in this connection it has been a

matter of special gratification to them to find

so many ladies and middle-aged men among
their customers for '87. This class of riders

exercise as much, if not more, careful discern-

ment and judgment in the selection of mach-
ines than any other. The fact that they are

beginning to ride more helps cycling in

greatly.

Their output of Tandems has surpassed

their expectations, and their machine has

contributed largely to the notable increase of

tricycle touring. It has proved itself sub-

stantially a success.

They say. "It is early as yet to make any
very definite fore-cast of the trade in general

for the season of '88, other than to reason from
the healthy state of trade now, and the well

sustained interest in all directions. It is fair

to assume that as a rule, our agents voice the

feeling of the general body of wheelmen.
Guiding ourselves by reports, and other indi-

cations and important facts not yet to be

made public, we are already beginning to

make preparations in all departments with a

view to transacting a greater volume of bus-

iness next year than we have ever before

handled.

Our agents are almost uniformily hopeful

for their next season, and having as a general

thing very few machines to cary over the

winter, will be prepared to absorb a good
portion of our new stock of machines as soon

as they are ready for the market. They are

evincing considerable more interest than us-

ual, as to what novelties we will have in ad-

dition to our '87 line, with which they can

bait their traps in the spring, and we thing

their anticipations and hopes will be pretty

well satisfied.

"It is clear that the regular type of crank

bicycle will fully hold its own sales. The
full roadster or Expert type, for all around

work and long tours where absolute relia-

bility is essential, the Light Roadster for use

where a lighter mount is desired ; for gen-

eral use in any part of the country and for

racing on tracks not smooth enough for the

regular Racers.

We anticipate a continued increase in the

use and sale of Tricycles and Safeties. Not
only are ladies beginning to ride much more
than formerly, but many men are taking to

this type of machine. We shall give their

demands a good deal of attention this winter,

and shall come on the market at the begin-

ning of next year even more fully and better

equiped than we have yet, to fully satisfy

all reasonable wants of the bicycling public."

* * *

The Overman Wheel Co., of Boston,

write us that it has been almost impos-

sible during the past season to keep up with

their orders. Their Safety especially has so

taken with the wheeling public that it has

frequently been impossible to supply the de-

mand. These urgent calls on their capacity

has ended in their building a large new factory

at Chicopee Falls, Mass., where in the future

the Victor bicycles and tricycles will be built.

They assure their agents that in the future

they will not have to wait as formerly.

They are now putting in the machinery
necessary and when the plant is completed

they expect to have as extensive a manufac-

tory as any in the country. A special feature

of the manufactory will be the experimental

department, in which all new features will be

carefully tried and thoroughly tested before

being adopted. They have also put in spec'al

machinery for testing the streugth of various

parts, so that the finished machines may be

consistent throughout.

They report prospects for next year unus-

ually nattering, a steady and healthy growth
being noticable throughout the country.

They will extend their line of goods next

season in directioiib they are not as yet ready
to specify. We predict for the Victor a vei y
prosperous year.

* *

When the

GORMTJLLY & JEFFERY MF'G CO., CHICAGO,
brought out their Champion last year, it im-

mediately jumped into popular favor, not

only on account of its low price but also on
account of its sterling merits. This season

an equally warm reception awaited their

Champion Light Roadster. In consequence
of the unavoidable delays that accompanies
the introduction of all new machines they

were a long time in catching up with their

orders. No time this season though often

running extra force, have they been able to

accumulate any stock ; the demand being so

great that they are shipped as fast as they can

be turned out. The tangent spoke and ball

bearing head has proven a success on their

Light Champion,while the Champion bearings

have on all occasions proven their easy run-

ning qualities. Mr. Jeffery who is probably

the oldest manufacturer in the country, per-

sonally superintends every detail of the con-

struction which is done on the companies own
premises. They are thus able to make the

reasonable claim that nothing but the best of

material goes into every part of the machine.

Their American Safety still holds its own
and constantly grows in favor. For those

who prefer comfort and safety rather than

speed it is the wheel.

On the road and path the career of the

American Cycles has been one of success.

Their records are too well known to need re-

petition here.

They say that they are preparing many new
features for next year's trade and that they

will be on the market ready and able to meet

all demands.
* * *

The New Mail was brought out this year

by
William Read & Sons, of Boston,

an entirely new wheel, made for them by the

Ames MfgCo., ofChicopee, Mass., and having

the patents and points especially controlled

by the Messrs. Read, namely ; the Trigwell

Ball Bearing Head, the "Perfection" Back-

bone and Forks, and the Warwick Thickened-

Base Rim. This wheel has a very great de-

mand all over the country, and is declared

on all sides to be first-class in every respect.

Every part is interchangeable and of the

finest steel drop forgings. There seems to

be no question but the Ball Head, as used on

the New Mail, is a great advantage, especially

for hill climbing. Messrs. Read have received,

we understand, the highest testimonials con-

cerning this head from many of their cus-

tomers who are leading wheelmen.

The advantages of the Ball Head, Perfec-

tion Backboneand Forksand Warwick Thick-

ened Base Rim are obvious to all practical

wheelmen and every one who has tried the

New Mail is loud in praise of their character-

istic points.

Messrs. Read report a very large demand
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for these wheels and thatthey could have sold

many more, had they been able to put them

on the market in greater quantities earlier in

the year. They also expect a flattering de-

mand for these wheels next season, and will

be amply equipped for meeting such as soon

as the season opens.
* *

The Star bicycle as now manufactured by
the

H. B. Smith Machine Co., of Smithville,

N. J.

has improved so over the old "coffee mill"

of former years that one can scarcely see

where more improvements in its direction

can be made, yet we are told that the Star will

be on the market next season with many new
and valuable features.

As for the past year, the company report

that they have been sc rcely able to keep up
with their orders, and at no time have they

been able to accumulate a stock.

The striking originality of the Star bicy-

cle will always cause a demand for ir. Its

riders are its most earnest devotees and with

them it is the wheel of wheels. All will ad-

mit that for hill climbing the Star is faster

and for general rough and tumble riding safer

than the ordinary type wheel.
* *

*

The King Wheel Co., of New York.

say that they have made and sold but few

wheels this year owing to the continued de-

lays at the factory holding their contract.

They have now their tools and having placed

the manufacture of their wheels in the hands

of a manufacturer of long experience in the

cycle business, they expect in the near future

to be on the market in good shape.
* *

*

The Springfield Bicycle Co., of New
York.

were also delayed early in the season in get-

ting out their wheels. But when the wheel

finally made its appearance everyone who
saw it was at once struck with its complete

originality. That the wheel is easy running

goes without saying, while for hill climbing

its recent performances in the East show that

in that respect it has no superior. For a good

lever driven ordinary the Springfield Road-

ster fills the bill.

* *
*

RUDGE & CO.

We understand from a reliable source that

Rudge & Co. contemplate opening their own
house for the States, consequently very little

change will take place in their agency, with

the exception of transferring it from Stod-

dard, Lovering & Co. to themselves. It has

been an open secret that this has been

Rudge& Go's, intention forsome time past, as

the bicycle business has been somewhat of an

outside venture for Stoddard, Lovering &
Co. The Rudge machines are well and
favorably known in the States, and it would

indeed seem strange if they did not take ad-

vantage of this outlet for the productions of

ti.eir factory. We believe that Mr. H. D.

Corey, the gentleman who has been so suc-

cessful in placing the Rudge where it now
stands, has been offered the position of

American representative. It is quite likely

that a representative of Rudge & Co. will

come to the States to arrange matters within

a short time.

«

W. B. Everett & Co., of Boston,

importers of Singer's Cycles, tell us that

their business in bicycles, has, the last season

surpassed that of any previous year. The
well-known popularity of Singer's Cycles has

been on the increase and this they attribute

to the fact that the standard of manufacture
has always been kept up to the highest

possible grade. The perfect ball-bearing

head, double ball-bearings to front wheels,

and detachable handle bars, are prominent
features with the Apollo cycles. Singer's

perfect axle with four bearings is a strong

feature of their tricycles.

They say that the increasing demand for

tricycles and safeties in this country is

something extraordinary and they feel sure

of a very prosperous season next year.
* . *

Samuel T. Clark & Co., of Baltimore,
say they are very highly pleased with their

business for 1887.

The New Rapid has steadily made pro-

gress where ever introduced and nowhere
has it lost ground. All riders look to it as

the perfect type of the true tangent wheel.

The New Rapid Light Roadster introduced

this season is also fast becoming a favorite

and has sold wonderfully well. The New
Rapid Safety, rover pattern, has also proven
an eminent success, for its hill climbing

qualities as well as for its strength and dura-

bility.

The Quadrant tricycle, is too well known
to need special mention here. It has proven
itself a first-class machine, suitable for Amer-
ican roads. Although Messrs. Clark keep
no racing team their wheels have figured

very successfully in races all over the coun-

try. In England where they are perhaps,

even better known than here, the New Rapid
bicycles and Quadrant tricycles take a second
place to none. Messrs. Clark will be on
the market next season and they assure us

that their wheels will be up to the times in

every respect.

Racing Teams.
It has long been an open question, and one

that we think will soon be settled, whether or

not a racing team pays. Most of the bicycle

manufacturers have during the past few
seasons, kept on a regular salary, men to

race for them and thus advertise their wheels.

To a casual observer it would not seem that

the salary of two or three professional riders

would be a seriously large item of expense

to a large manufacturing concern, but this,

it must be remembered, is one of the small-

est items that go to swell the expense ac-

count of a racing team. Add to the racers'

salaries, the salary of a trainer, their trans-

portation to all parts of the country, their

board and expenses while on the road, the

cost of the wheels they ride and a thousand

and one other incidentals, and you begin to

get at something near what it costs to sup-

port a racing team. We are told that one

manufacturer has spent $8,000 this year in

maintaining this luxury, and that two others
have put at least sii.im into it.

As all items of expense in manufacture go
in making up the cost of a bicycle, it stands

that either every wheelman who buys a bi-

cycle pays his share of this expense or else

the manufacturers are so much out of pocket
in the end.

Of course this kind of racing helps to ad-

vertise the bicycle, but whether it advertises

it in proportion to the cost is another matter.

Would not one-half of these sums put into

legitimate advertising in journals of wide
circulation prove more profitable? Would
not an equal sum put into the improvements
of highways in a particular section prove a
better investment? Would not the same
amount put into disseminating a knowledge
of the rights and priviledges of wheelmen
bring greater returns in the long run? Or,

again, would not a pro-rata amount taken
from the cost of each bicycle sold be of more
benefit to the wheelmen at large? We think

an emphatic "yes" might be answered to all

these questions and it will not be long before

the large manufacturers will say "yes" too,

and such a thing as a team of paid racers

will be a relic of the past and put by with a

host of other experiments that have been
tried and found "not worth the trouble."

C. E. Whitten's New Bicycle

Charles E. Whitten, of the firm of Merrill

& Whitten, bicycle dealers, this city, has

manufactured a bicycle after an idea of his

own, which combines some of the merits of
the Star and a crank movement. The ma-
chine is a decided novelty in appearance and
action and is both safe and durable. The
small wheel is in front, same as the Star, and
the movement is a combination of crank and
lever. Less movement is secured with greater
leverage than with the ordinary crank ma-
chine, by a figure as closely resembling an
oval as anything that can be named in com-
parison. On Mr. Whitten's bicycle the foot

in traveling about 30 inches obtains the same
power that it would travel about 38 inches to

acquire on a crank machine. This move-
ment has been patented and the invention

may prove quite remunerative. The ma-
chine inspected by the writer is a 53-inch

roadster and weighs 37 pounds. It has ball

bearings all around, and the small wheel in

front makes it equally as fast as the Star,

while it weighs 18 pounds less than the Star

of 1887. The manufacturers have expressed

a desire to see the new invention and will

soon be afforded an opportunity of so doing.

If it proves to be superior in its way to any-

thing now in the market, there will be some
lively bidding for the patent. One manufac-
turer who has already inspected the machine,
says it comes nearer his idea of a perfect

wheel than anything he has ever seen. It is

not only a practical wheel for road use, but

is capable of attaining good speed. Mr.

Whitten made a third of a mile on the Lynn
track in 58 seconds, the second time he ever

was on the machine, and therefore entirely

unaccustomed to the new motion. The
wheel is on exhibition at the office of Merrill

& Whitten, 6 Andrew street.

—

Lynn Item.
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The Captain's Story.

Last winter I was traveling through the

eastern part of the United States, visiting

the cities and large towns in the interest of a

prominent cycle firm.

I met the leading riders of each place and
frequently accepted kind invitations from
them to spend an evening in their homes,

for I soon learned that it was decidedly more
pleasant surrounded by the good-fellowship

of a wheelman's family than loitering around
a lonely hotel.

One cold, windy night found me in one of

the larger New England towns. It was just

the night to make one feel cosy, comforta-

ble and confidential under the cheerful in-

fluence of a family fireside. I did not long

hesitate to accept a cordial invitation to

spend the night with the captain of the local

cycle club.

My host was as near a perfect specimen of

manhood as I have ever met, tall, broad-

shouldered, muscular, and withal as hand-
some as one could wish. At his home he in-

troduced me to his wife, a lady who evident-

ly deserved a man like her husband. The
evening passed rapidly with a lively discus-

sion of cycling subjects, in which I found
they were both much interested and well

informed.

After a while he fell into a reverie and sat

for sometime looking at the glowing coals.

At length he looked up as a man waking
from a dream. He begged my pardon, and
said a night like the present always reminded
him of a night several years ago which had
been full of adventures for himself. I request-

ed him to relate the circumstances, if they
were such that he cared to do so. With his

permission I will now give you the story in

his own words.

My life till I was eighteen was spent on
one of New England's hillside.farms. At that

age I sought employment of a different

nature and I was soon settled here as a clerk

for the firm in which I am a partner now. I

was very ambitious, and during the first

year I worked almost without cessation.

When the year was out it was the first of

September, and I found that the change and
constant toil were making sad inroads upon
my health.

I had been advanced in my position and
had some leisure, so I began to look around
for some means of regaining and keeping
my health. Cycling was then a compara-
tively new sport. A friend called my atten-

tion to it, and after looking the matter over,

I concluded it would be the best and most
pleasant recreation I could find. In a few
days I was taking regular rides each morn-
ing and I soon learned that I had found a cap-
ital remedy for the close work of the office.

In the latter part of October one of my
employers came to me one evening and said

he talked of purchasing a tract of timber
land out about twenty miles from the town,
he knew that I had worked in the woods a
great deal, and wished me to go out the
next day, look the tract over, and give him
my opinion of how much timber there was
on it. He said I could go out within a few

miles of the lot on the train and get a team
there for the rest of the journey. I told him
I would go and thank him for the day's out-

ing besides. As the train did not go until

late I proposed that I should go on my bicy-

cle. He laughed at the idea of riding that

thing forty miles in a day, but I convinced
him that I could do it and enjoy the trip too.

I got directions about the road that evening
and was off in good season the next morn-
ing. The road was quite good and it was a
model autumn day. I had a very pleasant

ride and reached the little hotel a short dis-

tance from the wood lot some time before

noon but decided to stop and rest a while
and get my dinner before going to the woods.
After dinner I got directions from the hotel

keeper where to find the lot I wanted to see

and set out for it. The lot was part of a
large forest, one of the largest in this sec-

tion. The roads were not excellent, being
used only in winter, still they were rideable

most of the way and I soon founcl the lot for

which I was looking. It was a large one and
I spent quite a while looking it over and
making my estimate.

When I had enjoyed the solitude of the

forest to my satisfaction I started for home.
The influence of my surroundings filled me
with thoughts of home and the loved ones
whom I had not seen for over a year, I easily

fell into a day dream while silently wheeling
in and out among the monarchs of the forest.

At length I came to myself with the im-

pression that I ought to be out of the woods.
I looked around, but could see no signs of an
opening, neither could I make out anything
familiar in my surroundings. I went on for

a little distance and was obliged to conclude
that I was lost. I assureyou the feeling that

crept over me was anything but comfortable.

I listened for sounds of life and civilization

but the silence of the forest was undisturbed.

I did not dispair for there was yet some
time before dark, and there would be a good
moon which I had depended on to ride home
by. I did not know whether to keep on or

retrace my steps, I finally concluded to try

the latter. My bicycle made no mark in the

hard, grassy roadbed so I had nothing to

guide me and could not tell but what I was
getting deeper and deeper into the forest.

It was soon dark and I was very tired,—it

is wonderful how rapidly one will grow
tired when he is lost and struggling to find

himself. I doubt if a day's steady ride would
tire me as much as those few hours did then.

I presume it was not over one hour though
it seemed to me like three or four. I hur-

ried along as rapidly as I could through the

gathering gloom until at last I came to a
small woodsmans' cabin. I was thoroughly
tired and discouraged and gave up getting

out of the forest that night so I opened the

door and went in. I was perfectly at home
in it, for while at the farm I had frequently

eaten my dinner in such a place and some-
times slept there. I gathered some fresh

boughs for the bunk which was fixed against

the farther side of the little room, stood my
bicycle up in the corner at the head of the

bunk, and would have thought myself well

situated if I could have had a good supper.

As it was I lay down on the bunk, thank-

ful for so comfortable a place to spend the

night, and was soon sound asleep.

When I woke it was dark as Egypt and I

could see nothing, but I had an impression

that there was some one in the cabin. I had
no idea how long I had slept or what time it

was. I listened a minute or two for the

sounds that had waked me but all was quiet,.

I had just concluded it was my fancy or the

wind, which had risen and was howling
through the trees when the door opened and
a lady stepped in, the moon shown fall upon
her and I could see that it was a slight, girl-

ish figure.

I was too much surprised to move or speak.

She hesitated for a moment then asktd, "Is

Jack here?'

'

That moment a large, powerful looking

man stepped out of the shadow in the room
and stood in the light between me and the

door. She drew back a little when she saw
him but he quickly stepped between her and
the door, then, speaking rapidly and passion-

ately, he said: "Never mind Jack, he is all

right now. Kittie, you I have long tried to

get a chance to speak to you. You have
evaded me, but now you must hear me. You
know how I have long loved and worshiped
you, how I would gladly turn my back upon
my past life and commence anew with you.

Will you not give me some hope that you
will one day be mine?"
Without noticing his passionate words, she

again asked, "Is Jack here?"

"Will you answer me?" he demanded.
"Yes," she said, "If you drive me to it. I

will answer you as I have done before, I do
not love you nor ever can, I will have noth-

to do with you. I see it all now, you have
decoyed me here, is that a proof of your
love? Is it the act of a gentleman?"

"Kittie," he said, "I intended to be honor-

able with you, you spurn me, very good.

Now let me tell you; Jack, nor any other

person is within a mile of us. Promise to be

my wife; I will trust you, and you may go
home,—otherwise you spend the night here

with me."
"Let me go sir," said she, as she started to

pass him. He reached out to stop her and I

thought it was an excellent time to intro-

duce myself. I jumped out of the bunk, and
a single step took me across the little room
to his side. Before he had time to lay his

outstretched hand upon the lady, I dealt him
a blow that sent him reeling to the ground.

I then turned to offer the lady my ser-

vices when, with a warning cry, she said:

"Look out for him, he will kill you!" I

turned back just in time to catch the gleam
of nickel in the moonshine. I jumped to

one side as a sharp report rang through the

room. The flash had scarcely died away be-

fore I had given him another blow with all

my strength, he went to the ground like a

log this time and lay there, I wrenched the

pistol from his hand and searched him for

other weapons.

The lady had gone out and I now followed

her with my bicycle. As I turned to close

the door he slowly rose and the moonlight

showed me his face, something in his features
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struck me as familiar. I looked sharply at

him for a moment, but with an oath he

started for me; not wishing to meet him just

then, I closed the door and hasped it.

The cabin was bu It of logs with no open-

ing but the heavy door, so I knew he would

be as safe for a few hours as if in jail.

As I turned from the door I was surprised

to see the lady standing beside a tricycle.

She noticed my astonishment, and explained

that she had learned to ride while in the city

and had found her wheel a pleasant compan-

ion while in the country.

She began to thank me, but I told her if

she would show me out of the forest she

would more than repay any little service I

had been fortunate enough to render her.

She said her home was just a little distance

from the edge of the woods, about a mile

from where we were now, and asked me to

accompany her there.

We were soon riding over fairly good
roads and she explained her visit to the cabin

to me. Her name was Kittie Clarke. Her
father had retired from business three years

before, when Kittie was fifteen, partly be-

cause he had made money enough, and

partly hoping to take her brother Jack, who
was falling into evil habits, from temptation.

Jack, however, had not been very much in-

clined towards reformation and had found

new companions for his revels, one of whom
was Frank Fulton, the fellow I had en-

countered at the cabin.

He had attempted to make love to Kittie

sometime before, but she would not listen to

him and had said nothing about it. This

evening about ten o'clock, a little boy who
had frequently waited on Jack, had brought

her a note from Jack asking her to come at

once to the cabin in the woods and say noth-

ing to anyone.

She had not hesitated a moment, suppos-

ing he had gone there to spend the night

with drink and had taken sick. She wished

to save him from his father's anger, so she

quietly slipped out of the house, got her

tricycle and came along to the cabin.

While she was telling me this I confirmed

a suspicion which I had that she was very

pretty and interesting. We reached her

home as she finished her story.

Jack had returned while she was away
and sat by the fire reading. He was aston-

ished and enraged when he heard of his

sister's adventure. He aroused the only

able-bodied servant on the place while Kittie

got me a lunch.

Jack, the servant and myself started at

once to go back to see how the prisoner

fared. The fellow's face was constantly be-

fore me but I could not recall where I had
ever seen it.

When we reached the cabin we unfastened

the door and went in. He was sitting on the

edge of the bunk. When the light of our
lanterns fell upon his face I recognized him
in an instant. He was my step-brother.

He was several years older than I; my
father had married his mother while I was a
small boy; she was a noble woman, and was
ever a good mother to me, but her son was
sullen, vicious and wicked. My father pled

with him and his mother wept over him but

to no advantage. He went on from bad to

worse till a forgery scrape compelled him to

leave his home. Quite a reward was offered

for his arrest but the officers could not find

him.

I stepped up to him, and speaking so the

others could not hear, said; "John Lyford,

I am surprised to meet you here." He turned

as if shot, looked at me a moment, then,

with an oath, asked who I was. I told him
my name.
With a fearful curse he clenched his hands

and started for me but memory, or our num-
ber changed his mind and he settled back.

"Well," he said, "I suppose you will take

the reward?" I told him I should not, for

his mother's sake, if he would go to some
other part of the country and try to become
an honest man, he was welcome to go for

all of me.

I explained to Jack that I had known Mr.

Fulton in days gone by, and if he was satis-

fied, I should rather that he be allowed to

depart.

Jack preferred for his own sake, as well as

his sister's, to have the matter kept quiet, so

he readily agreed.

I told Lyford he was at liberty to go. He
started to leave us, then turned and in a low,

husky voice asked me about his mother. I

told him how his wild, reckless life had worn
upon her and broken her heart so that she

was an old gray-headed woman while yet

young in years.

I thought I saw a tear upon his cheek as

he turned and slowly went out of the cabin.

I sincerely hope his life has been better since

that night. I have never heard of him since.

I spent the rest of the night with Jack,

took an early start next morning, and was
in the office at the usual hour. I made my
report to my employer, saying but little

about my adventures.

I soon accepted a cordial invitation to visit

the Clarke family, and a very pleasant visit

it was. Jack was easily persuaded to prom-
ise his sister that she should never have oc-

cassion to worry over him again and I am
glad to say that he has kept his promise.

To the Clarke homestead became my
favorite run and,—well, to tell it all at once,

Kittie and I were married a year from the

next Christmas. H. E.

We have the American agency for the

special Xmas number of the Irish Cyclist and
Athlete and will sell them at 15 cents per

copy. We can say it will be a very good
number and of especial interest to Ameri-
cans. It will be ready for delivery about

December 20. Following is a criticism from
the Bi. News:

The Christmas number of the Irish Cyclist

promises well, for we hear that orders are

rushing in for it, and it will put quite in the

shade the efforts of former years. Every
page of this years' s number will be illus-

trated, and many original features will be

found in the illustrations as well as in the

letter press.

Remember 50 cts gets the Gazette for '£

Sundries.
Do you want to change your mount next

season? If you do you had better advertise

it for sale or exchange in the "Sale and Ex-
change"column ofthe Whkki.m bit's Gazette
for next month, it will only cost you one cent
per word.

* *

The header joke is laid a\vu>
,

Because its out of season,
W lull' tin- home trainer joke bas things its own «a>
For the very converse reason.

* *

All of the English cycle papers announce
extra fine Christmas numbers.

* * *

It is a mean man that will take to bicycle

riding just to get the worth of an accident
policy.

* *

We are in receipt of the Pope M'f'g Co's
calendar for 1888 and congratulate Mr. Na-
than C. Fowler, Jr. on his ingenuity in con-
triving it. Every wheelman should send for

It is said that the demand for the Christmas
number of the Century magazine is so great
that over half a million copies have been run
off. This is undoubtedly the largest Century
run on record.

* *

Archibald wants to know if every time
you see a bald- headed man you see a white
dog. No Archibald, not always, but every
time you see a ball-head bicycle you see a
sensible wheelman.

* *

First boarder.—Mrs. Hashford, would you
object to having your chicken, here, elected
a member of our club?

Second boarder, (interrupting. (—What is

it, an old settler's association?

First boarder.—Oh no, its a bicycle club,

and we like to get all the toughs into it.

* * *

To a Texas cycler:—"What do you suppose
they would think of a six-in-hand down your
way?"
Texan.—"Well, that would depend; if the

cards were all small suit, I suppose they
would overlook the matter,—but if all six of
'em were trumps, I reckon he'd have to

swing for it.

* *
*

We have received an advance copy of the
Xmas number of the Irish Cyclist anil Athlete

entitled He-haw-watha. He-haw-watha is

supposed to come to Ireland to find out all

about athletics and cycling. He visits editor

Mecredy and from him gets all the tips and
calls on all the bicycle agents, eta He then
returns and proceeds to instruct the natives

and tells them in a plaintive verse all that

he has seen and heard. Much matter of the

most general interest is introduced and it

will no doubt prove very popular. Mr.
French is the author. The illustrations are
by Orpen:

We will be the American agents for this

number of the Irish Cyclist and Athlete, and
would advise every wheelman to send us fif-

teen cents for a copy. It will be ready to mail
about December 20 so you had better send
at once.
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The White Flyer.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LATEST TRICYCLE
NOVELTY.

Since the begining of the cycling era there

has been no year complete without a pre-

sentation to the public of numerous improve-

ments in 'cycles, differing in degree as to de-

parture from the beaten track. Some of

these improvements affect driving mechan-
ism; some the brake, others the strength,

weight, symmetry, and the materials used in

the construction of a machine.

Last year the wooden wheeled tricycle put
in a bid for popularity. The Sprmgfield

roadster was also a new departure, but the

season of 1887 was not destined to close with-

out something new for wheelmen to examine,

criticise and judge. This has been true of

every style of cycle.

The latest machine to which attention has

been called, and which is now on exhibition

in this city, is a new bicycle, styled the

White Flyer. Is a decidedly novel and radi-

cally different from anything before the pub-

lic, and it is sure to attract wide attention

from the maker and wheelmen.
This machine was invented by Frederick

White of Worchester, who, for the past six

years, has devoted his whole time to im-

provements in this line. One machine after

another has been constructed, examined,
tested and improved upon by Mr. White,

with the intention of eventually placing be-

fore the public a tricycle which should prove
satisfactory in all details.

One of Mr. White's inventions is the "Cy-
clone" tricycle, which figured in the last

Corey hill climbing contest, and was driven

up the hill both by Mr. White and Mr. C. O.

Danforth of the Cambridge club. It was an
object of interest to many riders, but did not

satisfy the inventor, who has far excelled it

in the new wheel.

The observer is at once impressed with the

extreme simplicity and symetry of the

"White Flyer." The driving wheels are 40

inches in diameter, the steering wheel 26

inches, the wheel base 40 inches, the track 32

inches. It has the familiar bicycle steering

apparatus and the brake is applied to the

steering wheel. The machine is fitted out en-

tire with roller bearings; the materials used

are of the best, from the English weldless

steel tubing to the material for bolts and
screws; the axle is one piece of steel tubing.

The weight of the specmen road machine is

75 pounds. It has a double driver without a

balance gear. It is claimed by the inventor

that by this mechanism the machine is driven

straight ahead no matter what the obstacle

may be in front of the wheels, whether sand,

mud or a stone. In other words the steering

wheel, being lifted from the ground and a

block of wood being placed in front of one of

the wheels, the machine can be driven over

it, the power being automatically applied

where it is needed. This can not be said of

the balance gear since the power is applied

to the wheel which is free to move instead of

to the trigged wheel. It has the same advan-

tages as the balance gear without its dis-

advantages.

It is in the driving machanism that the

greatest novelty exists and for which the

most valuable claims are based. On the axle

are two drums, forming the rings around the

friction clutches; fastened to these drums are

two steel wire cables one-eighth of an inch in

diameter. These cables leave the drum in

such a manner as to pass slightly upward
and over two rolls provided with roller bear-

ings, and thence perpendicularly down, and
are fastened to the pedals. The pedals, which
are provided with rolls, which in turn are

provided with roller bearings, work directly

up and down in V shaped grooves or stringers

and as the rolls have a convex surface and
roll instead of slide in the grooves, the result

attained is practically that of a ball bearing.

One pedal raises the other by a reciprocat-

ing mechanism consisting of two gears, with
a pinion fitted to the clutches; the only strain

upon these gears is the weight of the pedal,

and the slight weight which the rider allows
his foot to exert on the pedal while being
raised; this mechanism allows the rider to

make any length stroke from one inch to the

full stroke of 18 inches.

The claims of superiority advanced by the

inventor are as follows: There is no loss of

power or motion; there is absolute freedom
from dead centres and dead points; a con-

stant and direct relation between power ap-

plied and propulsion of machine. For ex-

ample, when the pedal is depressed a certain

number of inches, the clutch drum is rotated

just as many inches The rider being directly

over the pedals, utilizes his weight in the best

possible manner. This fact together with his

ability to exert his power to the best advan-
tage, enables him to climb a steep hill with
little exertion.

The pedals can be used as foot rests in any
position. In coasting hills there are no crans

flying around, the rider simply stops working
his feet, and can begin propulsion at any time
without vain attempts to catch pedals. In

matter of speed, the inventor claims much
more than can be obtained by any mechan-
ism. The machine is also well adapted to

ladies and elderly gentlemen, who can regu-

late the stroke to suit their pleasure.

The cables are very light and have a guar-

anteed breaking strain of 1000 pounds; can

be attached to or detached from the machine
in a very few seconds. On a tour, when a

hotel is reached, the cables can be detaced,

rolled up and placed in the pocket, thus pre-

venting any one from riding away with the

machine. There is no oil used on any parts

front of the axle, thus preventing any soiling

of clothes.

The machine will be placed on the market
next spring, and a sample is now on exhibi-

tion at 61 State Street, room 3. As soon after

as possible there will be built on the same
principles a bicycle of the "Rover" type, a

tandem tricycle, a ladies' tricycle, as well as

racing machines of the different types.

—

Boston Herald.

Old fcOK~

(99

"Dick" Howell commenced riding in 1879,

and for any distance under twenty miles he
is undoubtedly the fastest English profes-

sional rider living.

—

Bi. World,

The Irish Cyclist and Athlete is out with a
new and rather tasteful heading, showing
the various sports for which it caters.

* * *

The Sewing Machine and Cycle News has
divided its paper into two departments; one
exclusively devoted to cycling, the other to

sewing machines.

The best illustration of the Cowboy vs. Cy-
clist contest is to be found in Saturdays' Ill-

ustrated London News, where a full-page

engraving shows Howell and Bronco Charley
racing round the top corner. The horse and
its rider are full of life and action but the

artist evidently did not think it necessary to

give equal care to the drawing of Howell's
machine. The forks appear to be about the

thickness of a sheet of paper, while the driv-

ing wheel rubber is about 1 } inch if it is any-

thing. George Moore's detail is always so

correct that we are spoilt for the above kind
of drawings.

—

Cyclist.
* *

Cyclists are too apt to confine themselves

to their own sport, are content to be well to

the fore in wheeling without troubling them-
selves about other sports; consequently,

racing men are idle for nearly half the year.

This is a great mistake. Supremacy in any
sport can not be obtained without physical

excellence, and that physical excellence will

gain distinction in other exercises.

—

Sewing

Machine and Cycle News.
* *

*

Somebody owning the name of Bianchi—

I

don't like to say plain Mr. or even Esq., for I

can't imagine him anything less than a count,

writes to the cycling papers suggesting that

a subscription list be started in order to pre-

sent W. M. Woodside with a souvenir in order

to show "our appreciation ofas plucky a bit of

riding as we have seen for many a day, and
as a tribute to an American bicyclist who has

proved himself an all-round good man, and
made himself a general favourite." Excel-

lent as the intentions of the distinguished

foreigner are, no doubt, I can only describe

his idea as bosh—if a commonplace individ-

ual like myself may be allowed to take the

liberty of criticising the action of one so far

above him.

Woodside, as well as Morgan and Temple,

was doing his level best to fill his pockets

last week, and everyone must know that he

rode more fore the "gate" than for the vic-

tory over a man and horse. Thus, those

who subscribed to such a testimonial would
be congratulating a man on the excellent

way he looked after his own interests—

a

thing most men, and women too, can do well

if they only get the chance. I do not expect

to hear anything more of the Signor or his

idea, for there is some common sense about

in London.

—

Scottish Umpire.
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What's the Matter with Pete and His Pap?

A CHRISTMAS STORY, BY GEO. S. DARROW.

o one could ever tell what odd
: turn Scotty, the captain of the

, Ramblers, would take next, he

was always taking so many. But

when the club members received

a postal from him one cold morn-

ing late in December, they were

all free to confess that his last

freak was about the oddest of

them all.

The communication was a call for a club run and read

:

hills,—was it any wonder they

CLUB RUN:
FOR CHRISTMAS EVE.

Start from Club House at 7 P. M. up

the River 5 miles, returning by moon-

light. [optional.}

The word optional in the corner of the

card, was a mild concession on the captain's

part that might have grown out of a realiza-

tion of his own oddity,—at any rate it gave

all who did not care to go an opportunity to

remain away gracefully.

Christmas Eve at seven o'clock found quite

a gathering of cyclers at the club house.

Excepting Scotty, not one of them had

any idea of joining the run, but had come to

see the rest off.

Scotty stood near the door and watched

the arrival of each new comer with an ap-

pealing look. It was snowing lightly out-

side, and as one club man after another

walked in, shook the snow off his coat and

made some depreciating pleasantry about

the run, the captain's face was something

sad to see.

At last one came who neither shook the

snow from his garments nor spoke disparag-

ingly of the run.

It had stopped snowing, he said in reply

to Scotty's anxious query. He was a small

man, and known to the club as "Forty-nine,"

not on account of any connection with early

California, but because his shortness of stature made it necessary for

him to ride a forty-nine inch light roadster.

"I was afraid that maybe I'd be too late," remarked the comer.

"Hope I didn't keep you waiting."

"Oh, not in the least!" chorused half a dozen voices.

"Not one of them will go," the captain cried indignantly. "Not

one of them! Don't you consider that a shame, Forty-nine?"

Forty-nine did, and he said so very elaborately. They all talked

the matter over again, and at last he of the small wheel made a suc-

cessful appeal to one, Jack, to take out the two-track tricycle.

So finally they started.

With lighted lanterns they picked their way carefully along the

street, leaving behind them a laughing, noisy crowd of wheelmen,

all of whom promised to wait fifteen or twenty minutes, till the

travelers got ready to come back.

They waited fifteen minutes,—then twenty,—then an hour,—and
finally went home, each one firm in the conviction that the three

venturesome riders had met with some humiliating accident and

were ashamed to return to the club room.

Meanwhile the cyclers had reached the river. Beneath their

wheels lay a solid, level sheet of ice, smoother than any racing path,

for the light snow that had fallen served only to remove an undesir-

able slipperiness of the surface.

Then away, away, the tricycle setting a hot pace and the bicycles

A LITTLE TOW-HEADED FIGURE STEPPED oil .

following. No ruts, no sand,

swept by like the wind!

After a while the tricycle slacked its speed some ami as the bi-

cycles came up beside him, its rider called out: "Hello, there; how
is it with you? I'm sweating like a race-horse, but my hands are

just about frozen." The other two confessed they were in about

the same fix.

Scotty called a halt and ran up the bank to see if there was any
house in sight where they might go to warm themselves.

He came back and reported a light some distance up stream. "It

can't be so very far from here; let's spurt for it."

Once more away they went, every one for himself and Scotty in

the lead. When he came near to the house where the light was
burning in the window, he stopped and waited for the others. A

moment later Jack steered his tricycle up to the bank. They waited

some time for Forty-nine but he did not come, but just as they were
about to start back to look for him, he came up, laboriously trund-

ling his wheel in front of him. He had taken a header and bent his

handle-bar down till it almost touched the fork. "It didn't hurt

me much, but the machine is so cold I'm afraid the bar will snap

if I try to bend it back. Maybe we had better take this wheel in

and get it warm, too."

So they scrambled up the bank, pulling their wheels after them
for it would not have been safe to leave any
of them so far out of sight and hearing. A
few steps brought them to the door of a

little weather-beaten house in which a light

was burning. A rap on the door brought a

faint sound from within—a sound of some
one moving about cautiously. Then the

door opened and a little tow-headed figure

stepped out and closed it after him, care-

fully.

"Good evenin', gentlemen," he said, "I'd

like to be more perliter to you an' ask you
in, but pap he's jist got to sleep, so I guess

we'll have to do our chinin' out yhere."

"All we wanted," Scotty began, "was to

come in by the fire a moment, but if your
folks are asleep, let it go; we're not so very

cold."

"I'll fix you up all right, 'cause there ain't

ary other place you could go to hereabouts,

without it was Uncle Billy's, away over

yander."

"How far is it to Uncle Billy's?" asked

Forty-nine, "we can just as well

—

"It's a right smart piece off, so if you'll be

quiet about it you kin just as well slip around

to the back door and walk right in an' make yourselves at home,

only don't make no more noise than you have to," adding apologeti-

cally as the three men started around the house, "Pap, he coughed

so much last night, he didn't git to sleep none, an',—" his eyes

were growing used to the darkness, "what's them things you've got

along with you, anyhow?"
"These are bicycles and this is a tricycle." It was Jack who

answered.

"An' are you out ridin' them there things this yhere night?"

"Why yes, certainly."

"Well I'll be durned," and the boy turned and slipped quietly

into the house.

In the back room the cyclers found a fire smouldering in a rusty

sheet-iron stove. A few handsful of light kindling soon revived it

and the three gradually began to thaw out. They were colder than

they thought, but the warmth soon began to limber up their fingers

and their tongues as well.

.

They had been talking for some time in a low undertone of the

oddity of their situation. Gradually Scotty had drawn out of the

conversation, and now he sat meditatively contemplating the stove.

"See here," he broke out suddenly, "this is a shame, an unmitigated

shame!"
"Don't see where the shame comes in," retorted Jack; "I think

it's fun,—the most unmitigated fun."
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"Oh, you're still talking about that, are you? Well, I'm not. I say

it's a shame that a little fellow like that boy in there should be

spending such a Christmas Eve,—out here all alone, except for his

'pap'. Why he has scarcely outgrown the jumping-jack and hobby-

horse age, and yet I should judge from the little he said that he was

sitting up with his sick father. What kind of a Christmas day do

you suppose this boy will have to-morrow?

"No, it's all wrong. This boy is not getting his share. I'm no

socialist until it comes to Christmas Eve, and then, I guess, every-

body is, more or less. It seems like Christmas is the time for divid-

ing up equally, as near as we can."

Forty-nine was consulting his watch. "Only ten o'clock; not too

late to begin making a Christmas," he said.

Then there was a whispered consultation; it was short and to the

point. It was little use to scrub around in that neighborhood, they

agreed, to find material for holiday festivities; so it was decided that

Scotty and Jack should return to town and do a little buying.

There was but one objection to this plan, it came from Forty-nine.

But Scotty answered: "You had better not try bending that handle

for some time yet or you may walk back to town; besides, some one

will have to keep the house open and answer questions about where

the other two have gone in case that young man should come in

here. You will have to invent your own lies, but make them
reasonable, for that boy is no

fool. Good-bye till we get

back! And so they were
gone.

The moon was up and not

a breath of wind was stirring.

It was an uninterrupted, ex-

hilirating spin back to town.

They left their wheels in the

protecting shadow of a bridge

and were soon in the midst of

the hurrying, eager, happy
crowd. O, Christmas! what
other day of all the year can

claim somanyjoyous couriers!

Two young men out of the

busy throng entered a hat

store and one less woolly cap

was in the show window as

they left. They passed on to

a shoe store in the next block;

there a long-legged pair of

rubber boots came down from
the shelves and walked out

with them. So they passed

on from shop to shop.

"That must be Uncle Billy's house that the boy spoke of," Forty-

nine said to himself. So down the road he started, and stopping

soon at the cabin door, knocked. No response came from within

save a gentle snore; then he knocked again. This time there was an
answer. "Who dar? Who dar dis time o' night?"

"Is that you Uncle Billy?" called an answering voice from without.

"Yes, boss; what you-all want dis time o' night?"

"That's all right, you get up and see," the same voice answered
again.

This pre-emptory request called forth considerable good-natured

grumbling from Uncle Billy, but nevertheless, the creaking door
soon opened and the sleepy negro appeared.

"I came here on business," said Forty-nine; "it's business that's

got to be attended to right away and by some reliable person, and I

shouldn't wonder from your looks if you were just the one I wanted.
Can you have a turkey cooked for me before morning and take it to

where I tell you?"

"Reckon I could, boss," was the prompt reply; then as if upon
second thought, "I haint got no turkeys out in de coop, but I reckon
I could make 'rangements to git one 'fore mawnin'."
"And have it all cooked, too?"

"Make it nine o'clock, boss, an' I be shoo' to do it."

"Nine o'clock it is, then. Maybe five dollars will let you throw in

a few baked potatoes or some-
thing of that kind. Here's the

money."
Uncle Billy gave a low, hap-

py chuckle as the bill slipped

into his pocket. "Reckon you
all's goin' to make Christmas

for somebody, is you?"
"Yes, after a fashion. Now

I'll tell you where to take it.

You know that small boy that

lives about half a mile down
the river?"

"Who, Pete? Dat boy whose
pap's got de consumption so

bad?"

"Yes, that's he. Well, you
take the turkey down to Pete's

house just as early as you can
and just open the back door
and set it inside, that's all;

only don't make any noise."

"Don' make no noise! Sho!

you-all don't have to tell me
nothin' 'bout how to act 'roun

Pete's house. Pete an' me's
All loaded down with chislstmas uii-ts

Meanwhile, he who had been left to play the watchful sentinel had
proved unpardonably recreant to his trust. He had not fallen asleep

at his post,—worse, much worse than that,— he had deserted. Be it

known, in palliation of his offense, that he did well enough at first;

he watched faithfully,— expectantly, till the inside door opened and
the small boy tiptoed into the room. Somehow he had felt sure that

the boy would come before long.

"Where's them other two," asked the urchin in a whisper.

"O, they just stepped out to ride around a little."

The boy looked at Forty-nine with a half doubtful expression that

very plainly said: It may be all right, but I will reserve my opinion
as to the truth of your statement until I have less to claim my
attention.

He tiptoed up to the bicycle, eyed it admiringly for awhile, then
struck a pedal and watched it spin, until finally it stopped. That
made him feel more familiar with the wheel, and he pinched the tire

in a dozen different places. Then a general inspection followed.
When he had finished his examination of the wonderful machine, he
turned toward the door with a whispered "good night," and was
gone. Then Forty-nine knew that the necessity for watching that
night had passed. He slipped out quietly, climbed the river bank
and looked off toward the north. Some distance off he saw a small
cabin outlined against the sky; no other habitation was in sight.

cronies, we is."

It was nearly midnight when the two wheels were pulled out from

under the shadow of the bridge and loaded down as cycles were
never loaded before. Then silently once more they glided up
the river,— but no scorching this time!

Could any doubting child have looked out upon the river that

night, all haunting doubts of Santa Claus would have been dispelled,

for there he was; nay, there were two of him, all loaded down with

Christmas gifts; but how oddly changed from what he used to be

—no reindeer, no sled, in fact; but only a set of noiseless, flying

wheels to bear him over the snow.

When the two well-laden wheelmen reached their journey's end

they caught the truant sentinel just returning to his post. "Hello,

there; where have you been?" they called out.

"O! I didn't want to be left out of the deal completely," Forty-

nine rejoined, "so I just went out to hunt up a Christmas dinner."

So he told his story briefly, ending up with, "And last, but not least,

I found out the kid's name —'Pete'— though we might have known
it was that by looking at him."

Entering the kitchen they unpacked their goods. The woolly hat

and rubber boots were given the place of honor in the center of the

table; then out came a pair of red mittens, a pocket knife with two

large, strong blades, then a French harp— "Every boy can at least

play 'Home, Sweet Home' on a French harp," Jack said—then came
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a base ball (to keep for summer), then a pound of fresh, crisp ginger-

snaps and a great box of candy. "According to my recollection,"

said Scotty, "it takes a good deal of candy to make a merry Christ-

mas for a boy."

The presents were soon arranged and a card laid on the table

which read:

Compliments of the Season,

Scotty, Jack and Forty-nine.

Then the handle of Forty-nine's wheel was bent back to its original

position and they were gone. But, oh! how much happiness they

had left behind them!*********
The Christmas season was a busy week for young people. Few, if

any, of the Ramblers had spent an evening at the club house, but

on New Year's night several of them dropped in after finishing their

calls.

Scotty, Jack and Forty-nine were there, and Scotty, as spokesman,

was telling about their Christmas Eve experience. When he had

almost finished, some eager listener cried

out: "Now, what's the matter with Pete

and his pap?" There was aloud, merry

response, "They're all right!"

Just as the wild, hilarious yell broke

forth, the door opened and an old colored

man stepped inside. He waited a moment
for the din to die away and then stammer-

ed, "is, is dis yher de place where ders

three gemmens what rides dem dar what-

you-call-'ems?"

"Why, Uncle Billy;" Forty-nine called

out, "is that you?"

"Yes, boss; I's had a big time huntin'

you-all, but I done got here, 'cause Pete

said he'd be bleeged to me if I'd do it."

"That's all right between us and Pete;

we got as much fun out of it as he did."

It was Jack who thus lightly waved aside

all obligations.

"I reckon you all did, boss; but it would

a done you-all good to see dat chile as I

see 'im when I fotch de turkey ober in de

mawnin'; deed it would a done you-all

good." But dropping into a lower tone

he continued: "I heerd you-all sayin' as I

come in dat Pete an' he pap was all right. I

hain't so sho' 'bout Pete; I'm 'feared he's

goin' to have a tough winter befo' him,

even wid his big cap an' de rubber boots

an' mittens; 'deed I am. But Pete he
want me to come an' tell you-all, he pap was all right; done bin all

right since jes' befo' daybreak dis mawnin'."

"IS, IS DIS YKH DE PLACE WHERE DEKS THREE GEMMENS
LIVES WHAT HIDES DEM DAH \\ HAT- YOI" -( ALL-'EMS?"

A Bi-Play of The War.

"During the winter of '62, when I was with the Army of the Poto-

mac, fighting was practically suspended. We camped on this side

of the river and the Johnnies on the other, and we used to have
some right good times together, in a quiet way. About once a week
we would have a trade. Our side would appoint one man and the

rebels would appoint one, and they would both go to some stump or

other, about half way between the two camps, and do any trading

for the rest of the boys. The Yanks always had plenty of manufac-

tured truck, and the Johnnies always had a lot of tobacco, flour,

coffee and such, and so we'd kinder even up by swappin'. Our
boys generally sent me—I always was a purty good trader—and the

Rebs most always sent a large, raw-boned galoot from Georgia, and
was the curiousest feller. Sometimes he'd be just as close and
graspin' as a miser, and then again you could gull him like an idiot.

About the softest snap I had at him, I remember, was once when I

traded him a paper of carpet-tacks for a four gallon jug of molasses.

Rebel or no rebel, it almost made me feel mean for cheatin' him,

but I couldn't hardly help it, seein' that he was fool enough to want

the tacks. Yes, sir; I never tasted better molasses than them four

gallons was.

Well, besides that, we had lots of other kinds of fun. We had an

old bull dog that we called Mack, in honor of the < teneral. Mack he

wasn't a handsome dog, but there was good stun" in him. After we
cut his ears off there wasn't anything on four legs that he couldn't

whip. Whenever a stray dog would come into camp we would name
it Beauregard, or Jackson, or some such name, and then we'd sick

Mack onto him an' see him chaw the other pup. Mack would kinder

grab the other dog by the scruff of the neck and shake a little while,

then he would grab a little lower down and give another shake, and

so on, and by the time he got to the tail there wasn't enough of

the other dog left to bury decently.

The time I cheated the Johnny from Georgia I told him about

Mack. I used to kind o' work him up to feelin' good by tellin' him

some story or other. He said that they had a whoppin' good dog in

their camp that they called General Wade Hampton; he was a yaller

dog he said, but he reckoned he could at least make it interestin' for

Mack. So he promised to pitch him in the river and let him swim
over so that he could try his hand. The
next day we caught sight of a thin, yaller

purp with long, woolly hair; he was
coming out of the bushes by the river and
was wringing wet, so we knew it must
be General Wade Hampton. One of the

boys went off to find Mack and in

a few minutes he came drawing him
up. We pointed out General Wade
Hampton and yelled in a chorus, 'Sick

him, Mack.' Mack just went at him as

if there was big money up; he grabbed

him by the scruff of the neck, and then

he let go again and looked kinder sur-

prised; then he tried a second grab a little

lower down an',— he dropped that and

howled as though somebody had cut his

tail off. He just tried one more grab and
then he stuck his tail between his legs and

started to sneak off. We didn't want a

good fight to fizzle out completely, so we
cornered the two dogs—sort of formed a

ring around them and brought them to-

gether, but Mack wouldn't take hold again

no way you'd argue, and the General, he

seemed to be a naturally peaceable dog
who only wanted to be left alone.

It was a curious case, an' all of a sud-

dentit struck me that I'd like to see what

there was about that Johnny dog that

Mack was afraid of, and, by George, when
we looked at the brute real close, you may court-martial me If there

wasn't more carpet-tacks in that dog's wool than there was

fleas." (i
- B. D.

No, Augustus, the quotation of Milton's "From mom till dewy eve

he fell," does not refer to a young man's first day's experience on a

bicycle. You want to read up on Paradise Lost.

* * *

Oh, I've been to the Strawtown races

And I liavn't got a ntckle,

Because I bet my skieiels

All on the wrong bicycle.

*

• Louisville pronunciation.
* *

"Brother Tom says bicycle riding is splendid exercise for the

calves. Grandma says it may be, but she can't for the life of her see

how you would get them to stay on."—Harper's Bazaar.

* •

When you see a man clad in a pair of knee breeches with a broken

nose, a black eye and a green area of emptiness where his teeth used

to be, do not imagine that he has been engaged in a physical debate

with Jack Dempsy. He has simply been out for a morning jaunt on

a vicious bicycle.

—

Puck's Annual.
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JANUARY 1888 ft Outing 111 JANUARY 1888.
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American Wolves.

\:\ ..IN. 1:. II. M.U'Y. l

Interesting information about

their habits and their habitats.

Thrilling adventures of the

chase. Hand to hand conflict

with the giant wolf. Illustrated

by J. Carter Beard.

The Bicycly in India.

ItV THOMAS STEVENS,

Description of the beautiful

dancing girls of India. Among
the Burning Ghaths of Benares.

Through towns made memora-
ble by the bloody scenes of the

Indian mutiny.

The History of S. I.

letic Club.

Ath-

1:1 (II villi- B. cuv.

Record of famous athletes

with the oar and bat. The vic-

tories of the cinder path.

4j^"4

*t&3$s
Aerial Messengers.

Ill ( . BOWl IK \ VI \.

The uses of Carrier and Hom-
ing pigeons.

Northwestern Game.
B1 i.rr.i 1. BOBIHSON, U. 8. A,

Valuable paper on best locali-

ties for finding American big

game.

Tarpon Fishing.

Bl I . C. 11 I.TOV

Magnificent sport with the rod

among the giant fish of Florida.

Duck Shooting.

B\ SPBNI 1.1; 1 aOTTBB.

A glorious day among the red

heads and canvas backs.

Yachting Adventure.

in BUZ viiKiTl MOB.

A weird experience while be-

calmed in a fog off Isle Au Haut.

&!V

Bright Descriptions.

Thrilling Adventures.

Clever Illustrations.

The Best Twenty-five Cents Worth of Sport in the Country is

^THE January TING
Twenty-five Cents a Copy or $3 far Twelve Numbers.

l^O 1VA»»AXJ STREET, = NE^ ,W YORK.
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Stillman G. Whittaker of the Champion Team
Lowers the World's 24-hour Road Record.

You all remember how last fall he rode 300 miles in 20 minutes less than 24 hours over an ordinary country road.

NOW
OVER THE SAME COURSE HE RIDES

323 Miles in 23 Hrs., 58 Min. and 35 Sec,
BEING 18 MILES BETTER THAN THE PREVIOUS WORLD'S RECORD.

The validity of this ride is sworn to by thirteen reputable citizens of Crawfordsville, including the Mayor of the City. The course is

straight away for 50 miles and admits of no cut-offs.

Th.E Significant FEaturE of this record, that we want to impress on you, is that Whittaker rode one of our ordinary

Light Champion Roadsters,
And not a wheel built for this special performance. THE CHAMPION WHEELS are made from the ground up by

GORMULLY V JEFFERY MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES IN AMERICA.
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